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Preface

THE PACIFIC OCEAN covers a vast area of the Earth's surface and scattered across
it are thousands of islands. Though some are very large, most are small, and the
smallest are tiny. These 'Pacific Islands', sometimes conceptualised as a collective
'Oceania', are the ancestral home of many peoples. A chapter of their story is told in
this book.
European visitors drew lines on the map of Oceania, dividing the islands into
Polynesia, Micronesia and Melanesia. These conventional terms are a way of
clustering the multitude of Pacific ethnic and cultural groups. They do so very
loosely and often misleadingly, but they are still convenient when description and
narrative call for geographical differentiation. I have used the term 'Polynesia' in its
pre,colonial sense: no less than the indigenous inhabitants of Tahiti, Samoa and so
on, those of Hawai'i and New Zealand were Polynesians, and were very much part of
the story I am telling in this book. I have therefore included these islands in my
study, although their Polynesian identity has been obscured by the immigration from
outside Oceania that occurred during the 19th century and which swamped the
original Hawaiians and New Zealanders. Events in the 20th century have similarly
removed the Melanesians of western New Guinea from the Pacific world, by
incorporating them into an Asian state, Indonesia. Because they too participated in
the events described in this study, however, I have included this part of Oceania also.
I have used modern nomenclature ('French Polynesia', 'Kiribati', 'Vanuatu' and so
on) for the chapter headings, but in the text the labels applied to island groups in the
19th century (for example, 'Society Islands', 'Gilbert Islands' and 'New Hebrides')
are often used.
Since the early part of the 20th century, the island populations of the Pacific
have been overwhelmingly Christian in allegiance. Church buildings are to be found
wherever there is human habitation and Christianity is an important feature of
Pacific life almost everywhere. The religion of Christ was brought into the region by
Protestant and Catholic missionaries in the 19th and 20th centuries (although there
had been an earlier evangelisation by Spanish Catholics in a single location), and
appears to have been more universally accepted and integrated here than in any
other comparable region in modern times. Pacific people have incorporated
Christian ideas, practices and structures into their cultures and communities, so in
this book I write of Pacific Christianity as a Pacific religion.
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'Mission history' and 'church history' cannot be entirely disentangled, but this
study is more church�oriented than mission�oriented. It is concerned with the story of
churches rather than of missions. By 'churches' in this sense, I do not mean just the
'independent' bodies created by missionary 'decolonisation' in recent times, when
'missions' gave way to locally directed ecclesiastical structures. 'Churches' are the
Christian communities that date from the days of the first response to the new
religion. The long history of these churches as indigenous social institutions has been
obscured by the mission superstructures that dominated them for so long. In this book,
my focus is not on the Western missionaries who originally introduced Christianity,
but on the Pacific Islanders who almost universally took it up and made it their own,
and specifically on those who became leaders in the Pacific churches. One of the most
prominent institutions in most Pacific societies today is the Christian ministry.
Almost everywhere the minister, pastor or priest occupies a place of high social status
and considerable social importance - certainly a more prominent place in social and
cultural life than in today's West. Like many aspects of Christianity and indeed many
Western cultural, social and economic innovations, this institution was adapted by
Pacific Islanders to Pacific conditions and incorporated into Pacific life. The history
of this indigenous ministry is the subject of the chapters that follow.
The word 'ministry' carries considerable theological weight: Christ's ministry to
God and to the world was given to the church, the whole people of God. Ministry is
thus the totality of the church's activities - its worship, witness and service. But
historically, 'ministry' has come to refer more narrowly to a particular function in the
church (a function that has seemed at times to constitute the whole ministry of the
church) : the work of those specifically designated as leaders. Today it is once again
widely understood, in both Catholic and Protestant traditions, that these so�called
'ministers' have the task, theologically speaking, of enabling or equipping the other
members of the church for the ministry that all Christians exercise. The theology of
ministry is not the concern of this book, however, and I am using 'ministry' purely as
a descriptive term that refers to functions and offices of leadership in the church. In
the Pacific context, pioneer evangelism and teaching were often the first kinds of
ministry taken up by island Christians. Before long pastoral leadership ministries
were needed, and indigenous people were soon engaged in teaching, leading worship
and giving general direction and pastoral care to local congregations and communities.
It is this activity as leaders and pastors that is the main concern of this book.
In my account of the participation of Pacific Islanders in pastoral and other
ministries I have focused on function rather than status, although in the
development of Pacific Christianity questions of status soon became important. The
people I have written about were not necessarily full�time, or paid, or ordained, and
went under many names (teacher, pastor, catechist, priest and others) . No one name
can be used for all, or was ever used for all. In his seminal article, 'The South Pacific
Style in the Christian Ministry', Charles Forman appropriately applied the word
'pastor' (which originally meant 'shepherd') to all manifestations of leadership in the
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local churches. Forman explained that whatever else this 'pastor' did, shepherding
the Christian flock was always a principal function. In another important article
('Pacific Islander Pastors and Missionaries') on Pacific Island 'pastors', however,
historians Doug Munro and Andrew Thomley used the term to refer mainly to the
'teachers' and evangelists who pioneered new mission fields. One of their purposes in
employing the word was to indicate that indigenous evangelists and ministers were
subordinate to the white missionaries until church authority was localised after
World War II - a connotation of 'pastor' that does indeed accurately represent
much missionary thinking. It is appropriate to use 'pastor' to include indigenous
evangelists and missionaries when referring to places such as the London Missionary
Society's Samoan outposts in Tokelau, Tuvalu and Kiribati, where indigenous
missionaries stayed on after the initial pioneering years, transforming their early
evangelistic role into a primarily pastoral one. Usually, however, it is better to
distinguish between pastoral and other (usually earlier) forms of ministry, and so
I have reserved the word 'pastor' for people engaged in local church leadership rather
than pioneer evangelism or other ministries.
Although throughout Christian history there have always been ministries other
than the leadership of local churches, pastoral ministry is my main concern in this
book. It should be noted that the holding of office and the exercise of pastoral and
other ministries, in the Pacific churches as elsewhere, has never been restricted to the
ordained. Throughout the book I have mentioned the participation of 'lay' officers,
members and adherents of the churches, but the principal focus is always on the people
designated to take the lead. Even these, however, were by no means always ordained.
One important form of 'lay' Christian ministry has not been included in my
study, but not because it is lay. It is one to which a considerable number of Pacific
people (mostly women in this period) dedicated themselves by taking vows, but it
does not fall within the parameters set for this investigation and has therefore been
excluded. I am referring to lay sisters and brothers (lay members of Catholic religious
orders), whose ministries were not concerned primarily with the leadership of local
groups of Christians. Nuns and brothers certainly gave service in many activities that
were ministries of Christ and useful to the church, such as teaching the young,
helping the needy and giving practical help with mission and church property. These
activities, however, were normally additional to or even unconnected with the life of
the local worshipping community. These 'ministers' were adjuncts to congregational
life rather than leaders of it, and belonged primarily to 'religious communities' rather
than to local churches. The few indigenous members of religious communities who
were ordained were similarly responsible to their orders, but their ministries have
been included here because in the Pacific (unlike many ordained ministries in other
places or in other eras) they were almost always directly concerned with the care and
leadership of local congregations.
It should be noted that in this book the story of indigenous ministry in the
Pacific is taken up to the end of the 19th century only. By 1900, the foundations had
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been laid almost everywhere (although there were still a number of communities,
large and small, where the history of the church and its ministry had not yet begun).
During most of the 20th century, only a few changes - some of them important, but
not many fundamental - would be made to the patterns already established. It h as
been only in very recent times that the Pacific ministry, like many other aspects of
Pacific society, has begun to undergo rapid and far�reaching change.
At its most basic level, the aim of this book is to provide factual information
about the origins, development and character of indigenous ministry in the Pacific.
To accomplish this, a great quantity of historical data has had to be pieced together
from scattered references throughout the available archival and published source
material. But I have tried to go beyond this, to engage in contextualisation and
analysis, inquiring how this innovation fitted into past social, economic, cultural
and political patterns, and how it became part of a new Pacific reality. Imported
ecclesiastical traditions obviously influenced emergent Pacific ministry patterns. But
an important question is the degree to which traditional patterns of religious
specialisation also contributed to the character of ministry and leadership as they
emerged in the Pacific Island churches.
Analysis is important, but I have presented my findings in primarily narrative
form. In a very general way, Christianity moved across the Pacific from east to west
(apart from the early isolated case of Guam). To avoid confusion in the story, I have
followed this geographical and chronological pattern, dealing with eastern Polynesia
first and moving gradually westwards through Polynesia as far as Fiji, New Zealand
and Hawai'i, and then to Micronesia and finally Melanesia, so that New Guinea
comes last. But, of course, the chronological facts of Christian extension do not
exactly match this westward progress, and Christianity did not spring from a single
eastern fountainhead and spread uninterruptedly west until the other side of the
ocean was reached. It did happen that way in the case of the London Missionary
Society (which started in Tahiti and progressed steadily to New Guinea). But there
were also separate Protestant starting points in New Zealand, Hawai'i, Tonga and
New Guinea, and the spread of Catholicism had its own pattern. Because the
cultures of the Pacific are so diverse, and because the historical circumstances of the
19th�century encounter between Pacific peoples and Western visitors have varied so
widely, I have written about each island group separately, though always with the
same questions in mind. I have put considerable emphasis on the biographical
dimension, because the outlines of the life of a real person serve to put flesh on the
dry bones of impersonal generalisation. Due to the nature of the sources, the life
histories cannot usually be very full. The individuals mentioned might be regarded as
exemplars (and, if the reader wishes, models to be imitated or taken as warnings), but
very often they are people whose lives made a significant impact on events.
This study originated during my years as a teacher of history at the Pacific
Theological College, which is situated in Fiji but serves most of the Protestant
churches of the Pacific (and has a friendly relationship with its nearby Catholic
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counterpart, the Pacific Regional Seminary). I perceived a need for a teach ing
resource that would enable the students to increase their historical understanding of
the ministry for which they were being trained. The study leave granted by the
college gave me a good beginning in the project, making possible a year of research
in Australia, Europe and the United States. The project was endorsed also by the
South Pacific Association of Theological Schools and th e Catholic Bishops'
Conference of the South Pacific (CEPAC) . I gratefully acknowledge financial
support from the Pacific Theological College, the Council for Mission (Presbyterian
Church of Aotearoa New Zealand), the Program on Theological Education (World
Council of Churches), the Institute of Missiology (MISSIO), the Board of Mission of
the Netherlands Reformed Churches and the World Mission Department of the
Northelbian Evangelical,Lutheran Church. I did not realise at that time that the
project would be so large and, after leaving the college, I was able only at intervals to
concentrate on the necessary research and writing. Assistance from various sources
made that possible from time to time. These supporters have included the Macmillan
Brown Centre for Pacific Studies (University of Canterbury), the Research
Enablement Program (Overseas Ministries Study Center, New Haven, Connecticut)
and the Council for World Mission (formerly the London Missionary Society) in
conjunction with the Presbyterian Church of Aotearoa New Zealand.
I received generous assistance and hospitality from a number of institutions:
I would like to express my gratitude to Professor Paolo Ricca and the Waldensian
Faculty of Theology (Rome); the Marist Generalate (Rome) ; Professor Andrew Walls
and the Centre for the Study of Christianity in the Non,Western World (University
of Edinburgh); the University of Edinburgh for a Visiting Fellowship in the Faculty of
Divinity; Professor Marc Spindler and the lnter,University Institute for Missiological
and Ecumenical Research (IIMO), Leiden; the Protestant Mission Service (DEFAP),
Paris; the Rev. Gernot Fugmann and the Mission Department of the Evangelical
Lutheran Church of Bavaria (Neuendettelsau); Dr Barbara Brown Zikmund and the
Pacific School of Religion (Berkeley, California) for a Henry Luce Visiting
Professorship; the Macmillan Brown Centre (University of Canterbury) and its
successive directors (Dr Garth Cant, Dr Ueantabo Neemia,Mackenzie and Dr Karen
Nero). My thanks go, too, to many helpful librarians and archivists, including those at
the Pacific Theological College Library (Suva) ; the University of the South Pacific
Library (Suva); the Pacific Regional Seminary Library (Suva); the Mitchell Library
(Sydney); the Needham Library of the Anglican Board of Missions (Sydney); the
Marist Archives (Rome), especially the late Fr Theo Kok, SM; the New College
Library (Edinburgh); the IIMO Library (Leiden), especially Ms Leny Lagerwerf; the
Hendrik Kraemer Institute Library (Oegstgeest); the DEFAP Library (Paris); the
ELKB Mission Department Library (Neuendettelsau); the Graduate Theological
Union Library (Berkeley, CA); the Macmillan Brown Library and Central Library of
the University of Canterbury; the Alexander Turnbull Library (Wellington); the
Methodist Archives (Christchurch); the Hewitson Library, Knox College (Dunedin).
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During my work on this book, I was able to publish some of my preliminary
findings and I am grateful for permission to present revised versions here: Chapters 2,
3 and 4 are greatly expanded versions of an article that appeared in the Pacific Journal
of Theology in 1995 and of a Working Paper published by the Macmillan Brown
Centre for Pacific Studies in 1997 . An earlier version of Chapter 8 was published as
two articles in the Journal of Religious History in 2000 and 2003.
Throughout my labours, I have been indebted to many people who took an
interest in the project. I gratefully acknowledge the friendly encouragement of my
former colleagues at the Pacific Theological College, especially the three principals
with whom I served (Sevati Tuwere, the late Sione Latukefu and the late Faitala
Talapusi) and Toa Finau, Mark Gallagher, Pothin Wete and the late Jeanette Little.
I remember with affection the many students who passed through the college while
I was there - I probably learned something from all of them, and a great deal from
some. Other friends who encouraged and informed me have included the two
enormously respected elders of Pacific Christian history (Charles W. Forman and
John Garrett), as well as Ian Breward, Ian Campbell, Andrew Thornley, Doug
Munro, J. Graham Miller, Jenny Murray, Allan Davidson and Judy Bennett. Now
that I have brought the research and writing to its final stage, I would like to
acknowledge the work of Justine Molony and her colleagues at Pandanus Books.
During all the years of my work on this book, however, my greatest debt has been to
my family - Nushka, Anneke, Miria, Naomi and Robbie - who have waited
patiently for me to finish and have given me loving support throughout.
I dedicate this book to the teachers and students of the Pacific Theological
College - past, present and future - and to all who seek to minister to the people
of the Pacific Islands.
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A BC FM

AMMR
AMO
AMSM
ANDSC
ASC
DNZB
HJH
]ME
]PH
JPS
]SO

American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions

Australasian Methodist Missionary Review
Annales des Missions de l'Oceanie
Annales des Missions de la Societe de Marie
Annales de Notre Dame du Sacre Coeur
Annales des Sacres�Coeurs
Dictionary of New Zealand Biography
Hawaiian Journal of History
]ournal des Missions Evangeliques
Journal of Pacific History
Journal of the Polynesian Society
Journal de la Societe des Oceanistes

LMS

London Missionary Society

MC

Les Missions Catholiques

MOM
MM
NHPM

Methodist Overseas Missions archives
Micronesian Mission papers (ABCFM)
New Hebrides Presbyterian Mission

NZJH
PJT

New Zealand]ournal of History
Pacific]ournal of Theology

PMB
PMS
PJ
PL
PR

Pacific Manuscripts Bureau
Paris Missionary Society
Papua Journals (LMS)
Papua Letters (LMS)
Papua Reports (LMS)

QJ

Quarterly ]ottings

SSJ
SSL
SSR
WMMS

South Seas Journals (LMS)
South Seas Letters (LMS)
South Seas Reports (LMS)
Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society

WMN

Wesleyan Missionary Notices
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M aps

1. The Pacific Islands: Polynesia, Micronesia and Melanesia
2. Eastern Polynesia: French Polynesia and the Cook Islands
3. Western Polynesia and Fiji: Samoa, Tonga, Wallis and Futuna, Fiji, Niue,
Tokelau, Tuvalu
4. New Zealand
5 . Hawaiian Islands
6. Micronesia: Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Mariana and Caroline Islands
7 . Eastern Melanesia: New Caledonia and the Loyalty Islands, Vanuatu, Solomon
Islands
8. New Guinea
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Prophets, Pri ests and
Pastors i n H istory
The Antecedents of Christian Ministry in the Pacific

ONE OF THE first Pacific Islanders to become a Christian minister was Patii, a Tahitian
who was put in charge of the congregation of converts on the eastern Polynesian island
of Raivavae in the 1 830s. Some years earlier he had been the high priest of the god 'Oro
on Moorea. He had dramatically signalled his conversion by publicly consigning the
images of his god to the flames. 1 Patii and other early Pacific Christians had been
introduced to structures of church membership and leadership that were innovations in
Pacific life, but there are certain threads of continuity linking the figures of 'pagan priest'
and 'Christian minister' in this region. In his transformation from priest to pastor, Patii
spectacularly embodied these connections in a single life history. It is true that his simple
career change from traditional priesthood to Christian ministry was a much more
straightforward development than the pattern usually seen in the early history of
Christian leadership in the Pacific, and there are important differences between the two
forms of specialist religious practice with which he was identified in the separate phases
of his life. Patii's story, however, highlights an important feature of social history. Human
societies throughout the world and in all eras have almost always found a place for
'religious specialists' of one kind or another. What emerged as the new kind of specialist
religious practitioner in the Pacific when traditional religion encountered Christianity in
the 1 9th century is the subj ect of this study.

Trad iti o nal re l i gi o u s spec i al ists
Throughout history, human groups have tried to reach out to the realm they discerned
beyond the tangible realities of daily existence. The 'supernatural' universe that exists
beyond the physical environment, although unseen by humans and qualitatively
different from the 'natural' world, has been perceived in many world views as being
connected closely with what happens in the physical and human realms. In the 'primal'
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religions practised in the distant past, or in many parts of the world ( including the Pacific
Islands ) until recent years or even to this day, the supernatural sphere is the home of
deities and spirit beings who have enormous influence on human destinies and the
physical setting of human life. Gods and spirits cannot be ignored, and ways of
maintaining proper relationships with them have been developed. In these societies,
gods and spirit beings might usually be approached by any person, but it is usual also for
certain individuals to be seen as having special powers or rights to engage with the
supernatural world. 2
Very often the head of a family, clan or tribe is responsible for liaison with the gods
and spirits with which his group is concerned. Hereditary chiefs of this kind commonly
possess a sacredness reflecting their genealogical descent from the gods and equipp ing
them with a special facility for approaching supernatural be ings. This is seen clearly in
the high chiefs of many Pacific societies, especially in Polynesia. In less hierarchical
societies, too, including the many Melanesian groups headed by 'big men', an important
element in the power of individuals who emerge as leaders is the ability to influence the
world of spirits.
In innumerable societies practising primal religions there are also religious roles
that are clearly distinct from those of chiefs and other politically powerful leaders. In the
past, these specialist roles were given a wide variety of names by untrained observers of
primal religions , who loosely and unsystematically used all sorts of labels. Academic
study of religion, however, has attempted a coherent categorisation of the 'priests',
'witchdoctors', 'medicine men' and other figures portrayed by outsiders when reporting
their encounters with primal religionists. The most important distinction made is
between 'shamans' and 'priests'.
I t is not to be thought, however, that the categories identified by scholars are
watertight. There is much overlapping and inconsistency, in the Pacific context as
elsewhere. Shamanistic mediums, for example , can engage in 'priestly' activities, and
priests in some cultures commonly exhibit shaman,like behaviour. The two basic
categories are often useful for understanding particular religious specialists in specific
societies, but they are most appropriate for the discussion of activities rather than people.
Most widely noted throughout the world by students of primal and ancient religion
are people able to communicate with spirits. There is a sense in which these 'mediums'
control and manipulate the spiritual world, so that they are often described as 'magico,
religious' practitioners. Often, however, they and members of their communities
interpret their behaviour as indicating that they are 'possessed' or 'inspired' by a god or
spirit. The term 'shaman' is commonly applied to such people. A shaman is a particular
kind of religious specialist in Siberia, but the concept of 'shamanism' has been extended
by many scholars to comparable types of religious practice in other parts of the world.
This terminology has not usually been employed in studies of traditional Pacific religion,
but the form of religious practice to which it refers was certainly prevalent in the Pacific
region when Christianity arrived.
People identified as belonging to this category convey messages from the gods and
spirits to the human community. In many societies, the state of 'possession' in which this
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communication i s accomplished might b e accompanied b y trance,like o r ecstatic
behaviour, described by scholars as an 'altered state of consciousness'. Features of this
condition are a changed voice, facial contortions and bodily convulsions. In a sense,

practitioners of this kind are 'prophets', who speak with the voice of the gods and might
challenge existing situations and understandings. In primal religions, however, these
'mouthpieces of the gods' communicate the divine will rather mechanically, without the
personal and rational involvement characteristic of prophets in some other religious
traditions. The information or messages received from the supernatural realm might be
relevant to a wide variety of circumstances pertaining to the past, the present or the
future. Practitioners of this kind are diviners, using their mediumship ( and often other
more magical means also ) to discover information that is inaccessible to normal inquiry.
The practitioner might proceed further by acting on the information received,
performing actions that are intended to influence the supernatural. Among the areas in
which such information,gathering is useful is the determination of illness causation, so
that this kind of practitioner is commonly also a healer.
Mediums of this kind might be of either sex or of any rank in society. They do not
usually inherit their position, but emerge from the community as people with a special
propensity or talent for communicating with gods or spirits and acting as their
mouthp ieces. They are 'charismatic' figures, in the sense of being divinely inspired or
chosen rather than being appointed by their society. They do not normally engage in
their religious activities full, time , but will in many cases enj oy the esteem of the
community and receive gifts or payment for their work.
The religious specialists differentiated by scholars from shamans and mediums and
described as 'priests' are characterised by their role as intermediaries between humans
and the divine , a mediation that they often accomplish by offering sacrifices. The
English word 'priest' ( and similar words in many other European languages ) has a specific
Christian etymology and meaning, but students of religion have extended it to other
cultures to denote the religious role of intermediary/sacrificer wherever it is found.
Priestly contact with the supernatural is not direct like that achieved by the medium.
The role of priests is to bridge the gap between ordinary people and their gods,
facilitating the appeasement, worshipping or petitioning of the supernatural world by
means of sacrifices, rituals or prayers conducted by the priest on behalf of the community.
The presence of priests in a community, or their degree of differentiation from other
members of the group, has often been perceived as an indicator of the complexity or
otherwise of their host society. This aspect, however, is not relevant to the present study.
It is sufficient to note that not all societies, in the Pacific and elsewhere , have priests as
separately identifiable specialists. Where priestly activity does exist, it occupies a rather
different place in society from the work of mediums. Characteristically, priests require
knowledge and expertise, whereas mediums simply need to be available for possession by
a spirit being. Priests are skilled in the use of chants, invocations and the ritual actions
needed for efficacious offerings and sacrifices. They are often experts in traditional
cosmology, genealogy, history and other knowledge. They are custodians of the lore of
their society, preserving and continuing the sacred tradition. This learning is acquired
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from other priests, to whom the new prac t i ti oner might be apprenticed. Priesthood is
frequently hereditary, and in many societies priests are exclusively male. They perform
their duties in public on behalf of other members of their community, by whom they
are often seen as a distinct order in society, high in status and politically powerful.
Institutionalisation of their position often sees them taking up their priestly office in a
ceremonial manner ( described by observers sometimes by means of a word taken from
Christianity, 'ordination' ) . Priests are often attached to a shrine, temple or other sacred
place. Their position is not necessarily full,time, but they usually receive recompense for
the work they do.
Members of societies practising primal religions perceive mediums and priests as
performing useful and beneficial services for the community. Only the activities of
sorcerers, whose access to the supernatural is used malevolently to curse or bewitch, are
regarded negatively ( although sorcery used against enemies might be seen as a beneficial
activity) .
A n aura of sacredness might surround mediums, priests and chiefs, and some
specialists are called 'sacred men' in their local language. Sometimes they perform their
work under temporary sexual or dietary restrictions, but the ascetic figures seen in some
religious traditions are not evident in Pacific primal religions. The role of prophet is
present only to a limited degree, and that of teacher only in the transmission of expertise
to those in the process of becoming specialists: there is no thought that religious
specialists will systematically instruct or counsel the general population, or that the
religious beliefs of the community should be presented persuasively to members of other
societies. Nor do religious specialists have the responsibility of leading, nurturing and
advising a community of devotees, for there is no religious organisation in the sense of
a group of believers or followers structured separately within the society as a whole.
While sharing many attributes with the specialist practitioners of religion as a
worldwide category, then, the specialists active in primal religions have a distinct character
and certainly differ in significant ways from the practitioners seen in the 'historic' religions
that superseded them in many parts of the world. In the case of the Pacific Islands, the only
such religion to be presented to indigenous societies was Christianity.

Rel igi ous special ists i n C h ri sti an ity
Nearly 2 ,000 years have passed since Christianity first emerged as a new religion in the
Near East. During that time it has not only spread far beyond its original homeland into
a wide variety of societies and cultures, but has also evolved distinctive patterns of
specialist religious practice and leadership. By the time it reached the Pacific Islands, its
religious specialists were diverse in character and this diversity was reproduced in the
Pacific and also made even more complex by the encounter between Christian forms and
pre,existing traditional forms. 3
Early Christianity grew from the life and teachings of a Jewish prophet, Jesus of
Nazareth, who proclaimed the kingdom of God and came to be known by his followers as
the Christ ('the anointed one' ) . After his death, his small inner circle of disciples,
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together with others such as the early convert Paul of Tarsus, played an important role in
spreading the nascent Christian faith among the Jews and into surrounding societies .
These 'apostles' ( 'sent ones' or 'messengers' ) were recognised as having an authority
stemming from their close personal association with J esus and the ir commissioning by
him. They were the first evangelists ( 'carriers of the Good News' ) and, according to the
New Testament, worked in association with 'prophets' and 'teachers'. In the terminology
of a later time, the apostles were 'missionaries' (from the Latin word carrying the same
meaning as the Greek�derived 'apostle' ) .
When many small local groups o f followers o f Jesus sprang up , the leaders o f these
'churches' appear to have been simply members who showed leadership skills. Their
ministries were understood as responses to God's call and dependent on spiritual gifts
bestowed by the Holy Spirit, but their roles in the community developed quite
pragmatically. It seems that sometimes they were appointed or had their authority
validated by travelling apostles. Despite a long tradition of historical interpretation to
the contrary, however, it is difficult to demonstrate that these early forms of local
leadership were devised by Jesus or conceived and implemented by the apostles as the
only theologically legitimate pattern of ministry. Evidently, there were a variety of forms.
At this early stage, the preoccupation in Christianity was the meaning of the life and
death of J esus, not the institutional arrangements for managing the groups of his
followers. As is usual in the history of movements, however, it was not long before
normal social dynamics came into operation and a hierarchical arrangement started to
develop from the early fluidity, evolving into what proved to be an enduring structure of
church ministry.
Although no structures of church organisation and leadership were defined by Jesus
or even by the apostles, the early Christians were not without models for the local
religious specialists they soon found necessary. An immediate possibility was the Jewish
religious culture in which Jesus and the apostles were brought up. Jewish history told of
many prophets who received messages from God and conveyed them to the people.
There were also rabbis , who were teachers, interpreters of the law and spiritual guides.
Above all, at least until the temple tradition was swept away later in the first century,
there was a hereditary caste of priests who offered sacrifices and through whom the
people approached God. Jesus himself was regarded as a prophet and a rabbi, and the
prophetic and teaching roles persisted in Christianity, but the teaching of Jesus suggested
a radical break from the priestly J udaism of his time. After his death, his followers were
soon speaking of Jesus as the new High Priest, the mediator between humans and God.
Through him, all could approach God directly, so there was no further need for priests as
mediators. His self�offering on the cross was a final sacrifice, ending the need for the
sacrifices traditionally made by the J ews. The very early Christians saw human
priesthood only in that exercised by the whole 'body of Christ', the church, which
comprised all baptised people. As they were told in a letter attributed to the apostle
Peter, 'you are a royal priesthood, a holy nation'.4 For these theological reasons, the early
Christians found no use, when referring to their leaders, for the Jewish name for priest,
kohen (or for the Greek word for Jewish and pagan priests, hiereus ) .
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Prophets, in the sense of people inspired by God to proclaim his message, were still
needed. Teachers would pass on and interpret the teachings of Jesus and the apostles after
the founder and his early emissaries died - teachings that were soon available in written
form as the Christian Scriptures. But the most significant leadership patterns that sprang
up in the early years were local and took their quite unreligious forms and names from
the surrounding social environment. Local church leaders were designated variously
'supervisor' (episkopos ) or 'elder' (presbuteros ) . It is true that J ewish local assemblies
(synagogues) were ruled by elders, but the leaders of the new Christian assemblies did
more than simply replicate the governing activities of the Jewish elders. The term 'elder'
might have been taken from the synagogue tradition, but like 'overseer' it had a general
meaning beyond the religious sphere. Both of these functional Greek terms appear to
have originally signified simply 'local church leader' , but gradually they diverged in
meaning. By the late second century, episkopos had come to signify the superintendent of
other leaders ( today's 'bishop', a word directly derived from episkopos ) , and presbuteros
had become the term for the leader of a local congregation.
An extremely important motif in early Christian understandings of Christian
leadership is the concept used as a unifying theme for this book - ministry, a word that
means 'service'. Paradoxically, leaders were seen as 'servants'. Christ himself took up the
role of servant - he 'came not to be served but to serve' - and was understood as
having passed it on to his followers. Service (diakonia) was seen as a defining
characteristic of the place of Christians in the world, and not least of those who served
by leading in the Christian movement. The concept was handed down into English as
'ministry', from the Latin word for 'service', which came to be applied particularly to the
work of local and other church leaders. It was not always easy to reconcile the call to
servanthood (a theological imperative ) with the need for leadership (a sociological
matter as well) , but the idea was never entirely lost. Church leaders were not at this time
usually described as 'servants' or 'ministers', although the word diakonos ( servant) did find
use as a term for a particular helping role in the early church. Later, however, it became
merely the name of a third and temporary level of ministry after episkopos and presbuteros,
a usage that survived for many centuries in the word 'deacon', signifying a leader who was
not yet fully recognised as a presbuteros but was still part of the threefold ordained
ministry.
Religious specialists in early Christianity were not primarily priestly in character.
Rather their function was to provide general leadership for local communities of
believers. Within this field of activity the enduring roles of worship leader, preacher,
teacher, administrator, spiritual guide, counsellor and authoritative arbiter of Christian
behaviour developed. A metaphorical image much used in Jewish and early Christian
writings, 'shepherd of the flock' , came to be used in connection with those who cared for
Christian communities in this way. The Latin word for 'shepherd', pastor, descended into
many European languages to refer to this role in the church, although until the
Reformation it was not usually used as a title. It has sometimes been pointed out that in
the domination of religious office,holding by pastoral ministry Christianity is unique. As
C. W. Ranson puts it, other religions have nothing that 'corresponds precisely to the
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work of the Christian pastor as at once the leader and the servant of a worshipping
community'. 5
The word presbuteros survived into medieval and modern times as the principal
term for a local pastoral leader, but well before the fourth century, the priestly role known
in other religions had developed in Christianity also, and the liturgical role of the
minister began to dominate. From the beginning, Christians had ritually shared in the
eucharistic meal, the highly valued sacrament that originated in the Last Supper of Jesus
and his disciples . In the congregations, the presbuteros gradually acquired the sole right to
preside at the eucharist and to perform other ritual tasks, and the eucharist was
increasingly understood as a sacrifice. Certain aspects of the priestly role had always been
apparent in the work of pastoral leaders , and are still evident to this day: their work
makes them a special link between the assembled people and God; they are skilled in
rituals through which people experience a particular closeness to God; and they conserve
the heritage of traditional Christian knowledge and practice. But the sacerdotalism
(from the Latin word for the priestly role in pre,Christian Roman religion) that
developed in the early church made the Christian pastoral office,holder above all a
sacramental celebrant. Christian priests were seen as representing Christ's own
priesthood. The Greek name of their office came to signify 'priest' in the sacerdotal
sense, a meaning perpetuated in English and other languages that inherited the word as a
derivation of presbuteros .
Connected with the perception of church officers as priests is the rite of ordination.
The J ews had practised the 'laying on of hands' when marking the taking up of religious
office, and the early Christians continued it as a way of authorising the performance of
leadership tasks in the local worshipping community and calling on the Holy Spirit to
empower the leader. Little is known about how leaders were installed, but ordination was
gradually formalised. It came to signify the transmission of the sacred power and
authority to perform ritual tasks, especially to celebrate the eucharistic sacrament, and to
pronounce the forgiveness of sins. Becoming a sacrament itself, ordination marked the
priest's entry into a distinct and separate order of pastoral officials whose primary
function was sacerdotal and who were members of a sacred lineage descended from the
apostles and ultimately from Christ. This distinction between 'clergy' ( the ordained) and
'laity' ( those not ordained ) has endured in the Catholic Church until today, and was
modified only to a certain extent in Protestantism. Ordination facilitated the protection
and preservation of the Christian tradition, but it contributed greatly to the perception
of ministry as a status rather than a task or function, and confirmed the increasing
clericalisation of the ministry.
The fourth century saw the church in Europe entering its long history as a close
associate of the State and a central element in the social and cultural structure of
Christendom. It was the 'Catholic' Western section of the medieval church rather than
the Eastern 'Orthodox' section that was the European ancestor of Pacific Christianity. In
this 'Roman' ecclesiastical environment, the priesthood acquired juridical authority and
official status not only in the church but also in the wider community. Being a servant of
God did not mean that the clergy were always servants of their fellow human beings. The
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relations between church and state were seldom smooth, but in some contexts the clergy
enj oyed considerable political power and social status. In the long history of Catholicism
in Europe and elsewhere, this high place in society has not been an invariable
accompaniment of priesthood, but the authority of the priest in the church was never
denied.
The development of the Catholic ministry in a pastoral and primarily priestly direction
did not eliminate other kinds of ministry from the church. In the early years and throughout
the centuries, prophets made their appearance now and again. Learned or educated people
made their contribution to society primarily under the auspices of the church. Teachers of
religion played an important part, especially in catechesis, the giving of religious instruction
to young or new Christians. 'Catechists' who did this work were often lay people. Ministry of
an 'apostolic' nature was a feature of church history in certain periods, with missionaries
entering non,Christian societies as promoters of religious and other change. Missionaries
were evangelists, prophets, teachers and often eventually pastors. From about the 1 6th
century, they were often assisted in teaching and other work by catechists, sometimes
recognised as 'lay apostles', but always regarded as subordinates of the ordained missionaries.
Women sometimes exercised non,sacerdotal ministries, usually informally, but only males
could be ordained as priests. This marginalisation of the role of women in the church
represented a departure from their much greater participation in ministry in the earliest years.
An important development in the early church was the emergence of monasticism.
Monks were ascetics who took vows of poverty, chastity and obedience. Originally a lay
movement, monasticism soon greatly affected the clergy. Some aspects of the 'religious
life', not least the requirement of celibacy, entered the way in which the ordained
pastoral ministry was understood, and came to be thought essential for it. Members of
religious orders, who could be either lay or ordained, made important contributions to
the pastoral, educational and charitable ministries of the church. Their role in
missionary work was particularly significant, as the Pope often used the priests and lay
members of religious orders as his agents for the missions he sponsored in various parts of
the world. Most of the missionaries who brought Catholicism to the Pacific before 1 900
were members of religious orders.
Formal training was never a prerequisite for ministry, but one of the outcomes of
the tightening up of Catholic church procedures in the 1 6th century was the emergence
of seminary formation for priests. By the 1 9th century, it was accepted that candidates for
the priesthood would be removed completely from their community for several years to
be schooled in theological and ecclesiastical knowledge and skills. In the semi,monastic
setting of a seminary, spiritual growth would be fostered and socialisation into the clerical
role would be promoted. Lay helpers did not receive this level of education or formation.
Catholic missionaries trained in this way brought with them to the Pacific the traditions
of ministry they knew in Europe (mainly France, but also Spain and Germany and some
other places ) .
The 1 6th,century crisis o f the Catholic Church split the venerable institution in
two. While the continuing Roman Catholic strand maintained the traditional patterns
of ministry essentially unchanged until after the middle of the 20th century, the new
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forms of Protestant Christianity springing from the Reformation brought a number of
innovations and modifications to this aspect of church organisation. The Reformers
rediscovered and reasserted the idea that Christ is the only priest and that no member of
his church is less a priest than the members of the clergy. Rej ecting the view of the
eucharist as a sacrifice, the founders of Protestantism reaffirmed 'the priesthood of all
believers' and denied that the clerical ministry was a priesthood. This repudiation of the
hierarchical and priestly character of the ministry was a revolution, but it did not mean
that the idea of a clergy was abandoned altogether. Ordination continued, now seen not
as creating a new sacral identity in the ordinand but as licensing him to teach and
preach. Clergymen, now called 'ministers' or 'pastors', continued to lead the congregations
of the faithfuL They were now seen primarily as preachers, teachers and pastors rather
than as sacramental celebrants, although they continued to administer the sacraments.
The traditional requirement of celibacy was abandoned, which opened the way for a new
dimension of the minister's clerical identity - marriage and family life. None of this
meant that the long,established and deeply rooted distinction between clergy and laity
disappeared, but it showed that the priesthood of all believers was, in the words of
a modern historian, a 'powerful' but 'elusive ideal'.6
Between the 1 6th and the 1 9th centuries, ministry was given a wide variety of
forms by the many branches of Protestantism that developed during the period. The
English ( Anglican) Church retained the traditional tripartite structure (bishop , priest
and deacon) and terminology, although the word 'priest' was understood by the
Reformers as carrying the original non,sacerdotal meaning of presbuteros . ( In the l 9th
century, Anglicans holding a 'high' theology of priesthood would re,emphasise some of
the more Catholic aspects of ordained ministry, and both this theology and the 'low'
evangelical Anglican theology of ministry would be brought to the Pacific. ) In some
forms of Protestantism, there was more distaste for clericalism than in others. In British
Congregationalism, for example, 'setting apart' rather than ordaining was practised, so as
to protect the idea of the priesthood of all believers and to minimise the distinction
between clergy and laity. The preferred structures of church organisation ranged from
episcopal and synodical to congregationalist ( independent). Many of the Protestant
traditions, particularly those arising in England, Scotland, the United States, France and
Germany, were brought to the Pacific.
Most Protestant churches in Europe and North America were greatly affected by
the 1 8th,century rise of evangelicalism. During the heyday of the Protestant missionary
movement in the 1 9th century, the distinctive emphases of evangelicalism, including
those concerned with the nature of ministry, were part of the Protestant tradition
introduced to the Pacific and other parts of the world. In much of Protestantism, at least
as it was represented in the evangelical stream and conveyed by the missionary
movement, there was a strong emphasis on active and articulate lay involvement. In
contrast with Catholicism ( except for the lay element in monasticism ) , Protestantism
had official church structures that included lay ministries (elder, deacon, lay preacher,
class leader and so on) . It was accepted, however, that even without an official
appointment, lay people would actively engage in evangelism, teaching and other
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ministries. Women could perform many ministry tasks, but until well into the 20th
century, Protestant churches retained the traditional restriction of ordination to males.
In Protestantism as a whole, there was a great variation in the level of education required
for ministry, ranging from university studies to self-conducted home reading courses. In
some situations, all that was required for acceptance of active work in the church was
evidence of piety and dedication. Training for ministry became more deliberate in the
1 9th century, with much more attention being given to pastoral skills.
From its earliest days, the Christian church extended itself into more and more
cultures, and the church in each new society normally developed its own ministry. The
creation of an indigenous ministry has always been among the obj ectives of missionary
work - Catholic and Protestant - although as an aim it has been more strongly to the
fore in some periods than in others. In the l 9th century, the Catholic worldwide mission
had the example of the indigenous clergy that had emerged in various Asian and other
countries in recent centuries, as well as the catechists who had been active in Latin
America and Asia since the 1 6th century and who were now being used in Africa, too.
When Protestant missions began in the l 8th century, they also began preparing an
indigenous ministry in their fields of endeavour. In the Pacific Islands, the emergence of
indigenous Christians willing to participate in the ministry of their churches was to have
an interesting and important history.

H i stori cal stu d i es of the
i n d i ge n o u s m i n i stry in th e Pacific I sl an d s
I t has sometimes been remarked that i n the usual perception of Pacific Christian history,
European missionaries have largely overshadowed the Pacific Islanders who participated
in the spread of the new religion and the development of the churches. This might be
true, though it is truer of understandings held outside the Pacific than of those held in
the islands themselves, where there has been much more awareness of the indigenous
dimension in Christian history. In fact, Protestant missionary historians writing during
the period covered in this book or soon afterwards often made full acknowledgment of
the participation of Pacific Islanders. In 1 85 5 , for example, William G ill explained in the
preface to his history of London Missionary Society ( LMS) work in the Pacific that he
had written the book to draw attention to the activities of 'N ative Teachers and Pastors'
in Polynesia and western Melanesia. 7 A. W. Murray's books ( the first published in 1 863 )
s imilarly emphasised their work.8 Writing in 1 865 about Wesleyan missions, Thomas
West prefaced his book with the comment that one thing stood out in the work of Pacific
missions: the effectiveness of indigenous participation in the spread of Christianity and
the development of churches. 9 Robert Steel, a Presbyterian writer, emphasised the same
theme in his publications of 1 880 and 1 906, 1 0 and it was prominent in the Pacific
chapters of Richard Lovett's history of the LMS ( 1 899 ) . 1 1 Joseph King dedicated his
Christianity in Polynesia ( 1 899) to 'the Memory of the South Sea Island Evangelists'. 1 2
Many o f the books about missions i n particular islands o r island groups showed a similar
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awareness of the indigenous role. In 1 9 1 2 , summing up this era of Pacific Christian
history, F. H. L. Paton devoted two chapters of his survey of the region's missions and
churches to the indigenous church and its ministry. 'N ative Teachers,' he wrote, have
been 'the real pioneers'. He declared that 'perhaps the most convincing evidence of the
life and power of the native Church is the splendid leadership which has developed
among its own members. No Church in the world has a nobler record of heroes of the
Cross and martyrs of Jesus than the South Sea Island Church.' 1 3
I n more recent times, this acknowledgment o f the indigenous dimension has
continued in the work of mission; or church;oriented historians writing in a scholarly way
about Pacific Christianity. Some examples of this among books about particular island
groups are Charles Fox's history of Anglicanism in Vanuatu and the Solomon Islands
( 1 958 ) , Harold Wood's histories of Methodism in Tonga, Samoa and Fij i ( 1 975 and 1 978),
Graham Miller's multi;volume history of Presbyterianism in Vanuatu ( 1 978;90), and
Andrew Thomley's work on Fijian Methodism. 14 The topic has also loomed large in books
with a wider focus; for example, Alan Tippett's study of Polynesian church growth ( 1 97 1 ) ,
John Garrett's pioneering, comprehensive history of 1 9th;century Pacific Christianity ( 1 982,
followed by two books continuing the study into the 20th century) and Charles Forman's
study of the South Pacific churches ( 1 982 ) . 1 5 All of these books are about Protestant
churches, although Garrett and Forman include Catholic ministries. Historians writing
outside the discipline of church history, too, have often recognised the importance of
indigenous ministry in the Pacific and included this topic in their work. An early example
was G. C. Henderson's book about Fij i ( 1 93 1 ) ,16 and prominent among the many other later
writers who contributed was Niel Gunson, whose 1 960 thesis on Protestant missionaries
gave rise to his widely known Messengers of Grace in 1 9 78: this book about missionaries from
Europe and America included sections on the indigenous churches and their ministry. 1 7
The first scholar to publish a study concerned solely with the indigenous ministry
in the Pacific was Leon Marchand in 1 9 1 1 . His sympathetic historical/ missiological
study of the evangelistic activities of indigenous Protestant missionary teachers in all
groups from French Polynesia west to Vanuatu consciously attempted to pluck them from
relative obscurity. 1 8 Marchand's book was written in French and was not widely
distributed. Furthermore, it was not followed by any other substantial works focusing
specifically on indigenous missionaries or pastors until the 1 960s . In 1 968 , Ron and
Marjorie Crocombe published a translation of the writings of the Rarotongan missionary
and pastor Ta'unga, accompanied by editorial comment. 1 9 In the same year, the Pacific
Theological College chapel opened as a memorial to Pacific Islander missionaries; a
record of their names was placed permanently on the communion table. From then on,
the topic received attention comparatively often.
Forman's article on the history of pastoral training and theological education in the
Pacific ( 1 969 ) was the first comprehensive published study of this topic. It dealt with
Protestant and Catholic training. 2 0 The same author soon produced the first short
general survey and analysis of Pacific Islander missionaries ( 1 970). This article made
some reference to Catholics but noted that they were much less involved in indigenous
missionary work than Protestants.2 1 In 1 9 74, it was Forman who published yet another
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pioneering historical article, 'The South Pacific Style in the Christian Ministry' . 22 A
book published inexpensively for Pacific Island readers in 1 97 7 described the historic
role of Pacific Islanders in 1 9th,century missions and church development. Its author,
Tippett, argued that 'the strength of the island churches lay in the fact that they
produced their own leaders at every level'. 23 Historical territory that was almost
unknown was opened up in 1 976 by John Broadbent's thesis on the history of 1 9th,
century Polynesian Catholic priests. 24 A French scholar had written articles on aspects of
this topic in the 1 920s, and another wrote more articles in the 1 93 0s (but the detailed
history he completed about 1 945 was never published ) . 25
The editing by Ron and Marjorie Crocombe of Polynesian Missions in Melanesia in
1 982, with its case studies and brief general introduction to the topic, 26 seemed to give
further encouragement to the study of indigenous Protestant missionaries. Theses,
articles, chapters and books about missionaries originating from or working in particular
islands or island groups were written in the 1 980s and 1 990s by authors such as Sione
Latukefu, David Wetherell, Doug Munro, Nancy Morris, Marj orie Crocombe , Fele
Nokise , Fa'atulituli Setu and others. An issue of the Pacific Journal of Theology in 1 995
included four articles on 1 9th,century indigenous missionaries and ministers and their
training. The year 1 996 saw the publication of The Covenant Makers, a collection of
essays by various authors on indigenous Protestant missionaries in a number of localities,
together with Latukefu's general survey of Islander missionary history, Broadbent's
chapter on Polynesian Catholic priests , another chapter on Catholic catechists in Fij i,
and a historiographical survey by the editors, Munro and Thornley. 27
In 2000, Munro and Thornley published an expanded version of their useful survey
and discussion of what had been written about Pacific Island 'pastors and missionaries'. 28
Their analysis centred on the role of Pacific Islanders in the spread and consolidation of
Christianity in locations distant from their own islands, with only a few mentions of
those who served at home. The two authors did acknowledge a need for historians to pay
more attention to those engaged in pastoral ministry in their own island churches ( and
also to Catholic catechists ) . Indeed, it is noticeable that most of the study made by
historians of indigenous ministry in the Pacific has been of missionaries to other islands.
Certainly, this is an important aspect of the topic ( and one that is not neglected in this
book ) , but it is really only Forman's article of 1 974, 'The South Pacific Style in the
Christian M inistry', that puts Pacific Islander missionary service in the wider context of
indigenous ministry as a whole. Forman's article was concerned with 'ministry' in the
same way that the word is employed in this book ( though he used the term 'pastor' in
order to indicate his focus on the 'shepherding' function in ministry rather than on
deployment as evangelists or schoolteachers or on whether ordination had been
conferred or not ) . His relatively brief but comprehensive history and discussion of the
distinctive features of indigenous ministry in the Pacific took the subject to a much more
advanced stage than it had reached before, but the topic has languished since then. As
he remarked in 1 990, although political and economic leadership in the Pacific has been
much studied, 'religious leadership has hardly been touched'. 29 In many ways, the present
book is an expansion of Forman's pioneer study of nearly 30 years ago.

2.

French Polynesi a

THE PEOPLE OF what is now French Polynesia were not the first Pacific Christians. It
is sometimes forgotten that the earliest Pacific Islanders to respond to the Christian
message and to be incorporated into the Christian church were the inhabitants of Guam,
in the North Pacific. But it was not from these M icronesian Catholics, whose church
dated from the 1 7 th century, that an indigenous Christian ministry first emerged. The
first appearance of the ministry as a Pacific Island institution is seen not in that earliest
and most isolated of Pacific churches but in a very different Christian community, which
was born far to the south,east one and a half centuries later.
The inhabitants of Tahiti and adjacent islands in eastern Polynesia who welcomed
white voyagers in the middle and late 1 8th century could not have understood how
celebrated they were to become in the annals of European discovery. Nor could they
have predicted the ultimate outcome of the arrival of one particular set of voyagers in
1 797, the first party of evangelists sent by the LMS. It was not that this pioneering South
Pacific mission was immediately successful in interesting the Tahitians in Christianity.
Indeed, many long and painful years were to pass before the British missionaries were
heartened first by a trickle of inquirers and then, in the second decade of the 1 9th
century, by the adherence of an ascendant chief, Pomare, and an almost overwhelming
flood of Ma'ohi (people of Tahiti and nearby islands ) into Christian allegiance.
This group movement into Christianity did not affect Tahitian religion only, but,
along with other changes in that tumultuous era, it had implications for the whole shape
of Ma' ohi society. Prominent among the social innovations of the time was the national
church that was formed in the 1 8 20s and which has endured to this day as one of the
most important institutions in Ma' ohi life. Naturally, the forms of participation and
leadership that developed in the church were determined both by Ma' ohi cultural and
social patterns and by European models familiar to the LMS missionaries.

Trad iti o nal re l igi ous special i sts
Ma'ohi could communicate with the ir gods and spirits as individuals in private prayer
and worship, but, as in many other societies all over the world, there had long been
1
certain people identifiable as rel igious specialists. Some were mediums, who could
convey messages from spirit beings when possessed by them. In a state of possession,
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these taura 'foamed at the mouth, had their eyeballs distorted and their limbs convulsed,
and uttered hideous shrieks and ej aculations'.2 The word taura literally means 'rope' ,
indicating a connection between gods and humans. Usually quite distinct from this
category, however, and perhaps much more significant for the development of Ma' ohi
religion in the Christian era, were the priests, tahu' a pure, who directed the ritual aspects
of public religion on the marae (sacred worshipping grounds) .
The word tahu' a referred t o masters of any skill, but leadership i n prayer (pure) and
religious ceremonies was a pre,eminent specialist role in Ma'ohi culture. Tahu' a pure
were experts in sacred knowledge and ritual practice. The ir mana was a spiritual potency
and prestige conferred on them by their training and expertise and by their special role as
intermediaries with the spiritual world. Priesthood tended to be handed down from
father to son, and those who held the priestly office in a particular area did so with the
sanction of the local chief, or of a greater chief in the case of high priests. Priests
possessed high status in society and could exercise considerable influence in public
affairs. They were not dependent for their livelihood on their own physical labour, but
were well rewarded with material contributions from the people.
The training of priests in religious rites, invocations, chants and traditional
cosmology, history and genealogy was imparted by celebrated priestly instructors. Having
been given this knowledge orally and having committed it to memory, tahu'a pure were
members of a restricted elite and guardians of the Ma'ohi cultural treasury. Their entry
into the respected fraternity of priests was marked by ceremonies of inauguration. 3
It is s ignificant that priestly functions were often exercised by chiefs. Some men
were priests and chiefs, but chiefs in general, as genealogical links between gods and
humans, were themselves sacred in their chiefly identity. Certainly, there was a close
connection between priests and rulers . Marae were maintained under chiefly auspices.
Priests were often members of chiefly families, and it was plain to observers of Ma'ohi
society that there was no clear distinction between spiritual and secular authority.
As representatives of a new religion that they believed was far superior to that of
the Tahitians, the early LMS missionaries were critical of the taura and tahu' a pure they
encountered. But several priests were among the notable early Christians, including a
well,known enemy of the mission on Huahine,4 a Raiatea priest who became 'a devoted
Christian' , 5 and, most notably, Patii, the high priest of 'Oro on Moorea. This opponent
of the mission in 1 8 1 3 was, with his wife, among the first inquirers at the missionaries'
school two years later, and he made an important contribution to the abandonment of
the traditional deities by publicly and dramatically burning the images of his god.6 While
such priestly converts were regarded highly by the missionaries, they no doubt brought
with them into the Ma'ohi church much more of their traditional religion than their
mentors realised. It is a distinct possibility that the indigenous pastorate derived its
character not only from the British Nonconformist ministry but also from the traditional
Ma' ohi priesthood.
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Early Ch ri stian teachers
Accustomed in their home church backgrounds ( in the evangelical and Dissenting
streams of British Protestantism ) to the nurturing of scriptural literacy, intelligent
commitment and active responsibility in new believers, the British missionaries gave
careful attention to the first few pure atua, 'those who pray to God', who emerged as
serious inquirers into Christianity from about 1 8 1 3 . More and more of these people came
from Tahiti and other islands to the school the missionaries had started at Papetoai on
Moorea, where the teaching of vernacular reading and writing skills was linked with
religious education and spiritual training. 7 Religious training in schools for aspiring
disciples was no innovation in Ma'ohi society, though literacy was a new element. The
obvious passion for reading and writing was not j ust a response to the missionaries'
concern for it as an essential part of conversion and ( later) church membership, but arose
from an indigenous perception that literacy, which was firmly linked in the Polynesian
mind with the Christian faith, was the 'key to the new world'. 8
By 1 8 1 6, many haapii parau ( 'learners of the Word' ) who had attended this
instruction centre and made professions of Christian faith there had scattered throughout
Tahiti and the nearby Leeward Islands teaching literacy and Christianity.9 Some of these
early unofficial evangelists from the Moorea school were later formally commissioned as
missionaries to other parts of Polynesia: examples are Porapora, who went to Tonga in
1 8 22, 10 Auna, who went to Hawai'i in the same year, and Tute, Auna's successor there in
1 826 . 1 1 But before the 1 820s, those who went out to teach and preach the faith did so
largely as a spontaneous outcome of their conversion. They had become 'teachers as well
as learners', wrote John Davies, the founder of the Papetoai school. 1 2
Such initiatives were encouraged by the missionaries, whose churches i n the British
Isles had eagerly adopted the practice of itinerancy during the Evangelical Revival and
the time of church growth that followed in the late 1 8th and early 1 9th centuries. 1 3
Mission t o Ma'ohi b y Ma'ohi played a n important part i n the rapid and dramatic
incorporation of Christianity into the social, cultural and political life of Tahiti and the
Leeward Islands after 1 8 1 5 . It also firmly established the role of 'teachers' in the Tahiti
and Leeward Islands mission and the emergent indigenous church. The missionaries
valued these energetic converts as evangelists and instructors and appreciated the
initiatives they took in their own cultural context, although they had not yet begun to
think of them as leaders or pastors.
It was not long before Christian congregations were formed. The first was at
Papetoai in July 1 8 1 9, when 2 2 adults who had been baptised the previous month were
'formed into a Christian church'. 1 4 Other congregations soon followed in Tahiti and the
Leeward Islands, and the need for local church leaders and office�holders now arose. It
was too soon to expect that the pastors of these early congregations would be anyone
other than the British missionaries. But the mission had no hesitation in instituting the
office of deacon (diakono ) , a lay position that has remained influential in the Ma'ohi
church until today. In January 1 82 1 , s ix members of the Papetoai congregation,
including two chiefs and the former priest Patii, were 'solemnly set apart to the office of
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deacon, by fasting, prayer and imposition of hands' . 1 5 Soon trusted men were similarly
'set apart' in the other congregations, where they became 'valuable coadj utors' in parish
administration and pastoral care . 1 6 The missionaries paid tribute to deacons such as the
diligent and faithful Patii and the 'truly valuable' Tuahine of Raiatea. 1 7

M a' o h i teachers i n th e m i ss i o n
A n indigenous pastorate eventually replaced the missionary pastors i n the congregations.
But the development of a settled ministry was overshadowed for many years by the
sending out of 'teachers', who themselves often assumed a pastoral role and indeed
contributed much to the nature of the pastorate of later times.
The appointment, commiss ioning and deployment of early Ma'ohi missionary
teachers to unevangelised Polynesian communities was necessarily a joint enterprise of
the mission and the recently formed Tahitian and Leeward Islands congregations. The
evangelistic energies of newly Christian Ma'ohi communities dovetailed with the desire
of the small missionary band to spread the faith further and consolidate its progress in
the scattered archipelagos of the region. The year 1 82 1 saw the Raiatea congregation
accepting the offer of two of its deacons, Puna and Mahamene, after being 'set apart' for
this work, to travel south to teach Christianity to the people of Rurutu in the Austral
Islands, where no white missionary resided. Encouraged by their English pastor, John
Williams, and inspired by news of the 'remarkable success' of their envoys at Rurutu, 1 8
the Raiatea church repeated the ir experiment many more times, becoming one of the
most active sending congregations of the next decades.
In the early 1 820s, Ma'ohi teachers were sent out far and wide, succeeding more
often than not in founding churches in their island mission fields. In 1 82 2 , Haapunia
and Samuela and their wives were 'selected by the church at Matavai [in Tahiti] and
publicly designated by the Missionaries to instruct the natives of Tubuai', an island far to
the south, where they worked until 1 830. 1 9 In that same year, the Papeete church
'publicly designated' two teachers for the Tuamotu atolls to the east,2 0 the Papetoai
people sent two of their founding members and another man as teachers to Raivavae in
the Austral Group,2 1 and two pioneer missionaries from Borabora went to another
Austral island, Rimatara. 22 The southernmost island in this part of Polynesia, Rapa, was
evangelised by four male and two female Tahitian teachers from Papara in 1 826.23
Sent even further were Papehia and Vahapata, the two Raiatea church members
named by their congregation to be taken westwards by their missionary, John Williams,
in 1 82 1 to faraway Aitutaki in the group later to be known as the Cook Islands.24 There
were also the 'native Missionaries' who, in 1 822, were commissioned from Huahine for
the Marquesas but found themselves working in Hawai'i instead. For this venture, 1 , 200
Huahine Christians held 'a full religious assembly' and chose Auna and Matatore and
their wives. All four were 'set apart to this new ministry', with 'special prayer' and 'a
solemn charge respecting their future duties among the heathen to whom they were thus
ordained to preach the unsearchable riches of Christ'.25 Auna had come over from Tahiti
to the early missionary school at Papetoai, Moorea, in 1 8 1 4.26 Before that he had become
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a 'worshipper of the true God' and 'acted as a sort of teacher among a few people at
Tautira'. 27 Remarkably, this Raiatea chief, warrior and close associate of the great chief
Pomare had been a priest and a prominent member of the Arioi, who were devotees of
the god 'Ora and lived what the missionaries regarded as a life of 'licentious indolence
and crime'. 28 Equipped with knowledge from the missionaries' school, Auna returned to
Tahiti and again taught the new religion, before moving to Huahine in the Leeward
Islands. There he gave valuable assistance to the pioneering missionaries, was baptised
and received as a church member, and became a deacon.29 Auna's 'lofty stature and
commanding presence' impressed the official LMS visitors from London in 1 822. To
them, 'the sanctity of his regenerated character' was plainly visible,3 0 and they fully
approved when he and his equally excellent wife, Naomi, were appointed as missionary
teachers to faraway islands. The couple's work in Hawai'i was effective at a critical stage
in the work of the ABCFM mission, although it was cut short by Naomi's unwillingness
to stay there more than a couple of years.
Other teachers were soon commissioned for the Marquesas, Tonga, Samoa and Fij i.
If they were married men, their wives were usually regarded as working in a team
relationship with the male teachers but were not designated as mission workers in their
own right. The unmarried Taamotu of Huahine, who went to Hawai' i in 1 823 , stands out
as a woman unambiguously described as an official mission teacher. 3 1 The almost total
withholding of teacher status from women was not only a reflection of contemporary
European church attitudes but was in keeping with the Ma'ohi perception that teachers
could possibly be female but tahu' a were always male.32
A distinction existing among the British members of the Tahitian mission is
demonstrated by the report that before a new group of them embarked at Portsmouth
and sailed for Tahiti in 1 800, they were 'solemnly designated to preach the Gospel to the
heathen in the South Seas, and two of their number were said to be ordained'.33 In
Tahiti, the difference in the status and duties of the two categories of missionaries was
never very clear.34 With regard to the recognition of Ma'ohi teachers, the use of such
varied expressions as 'publicly designated', 'solemnly set apart' and even 'solemnly
ordained to the work'35 similarly reflects the flexible commissioning and ordination
practices of the Dissenting churches to which most of the LMS missionaries had
belonged at home. Theologically, it indicates an unwillingness to identify a mere
ceremony as the main authority for apostolic service, and a reluctance to make a clear
distinction between 'clergy' and 'lay people'. Such terms were not usually part of the
ecclesiastical vocabulary of Dissenters, especially in this evangelical period. At the same
time, the words used indicate a concern to authorise and honour the responsibilities to
which the teachers were called by God and the church. It is evident, too, that the
ceremonial and oratory that were features of these occasions made them all the more
satisfying to the Ma' ohi communities by whom the teachers were sent out. Already the
role of teacher was becoming something of an office, with a designated place for the
office,holder in the changed social order.
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Teachers as m i ssionari es to the Pacifi c
Clearly, John Williams of Raiatea, later to become the most,celebrated missionary in LMS
Pacific history, did not by himself originate the mission's immensely effective utilisation of
Pacific Islanders as pioneer missionary teachers. But his recognition of the potential of this
method, and his energy in practising and publicising it, certainly confirmed its use as a
characteristic LMS policy for a century to come. The images he popularised are still
powerful in Pacific Protestantism: 'The Tahitian M ission as a fountain from whence the
streams of salvation' flowed across the ocean to many islands, and Tahiti as 'a bright speck
in the midst of the ocean, whence the light of salvation was to diverge in all directions
over that mighty mass of waters' .36 Williams was impatient with the role of settled pastor
for a small flock and his restlessness coincided with his understanding of the missionary
task as frontier evangelism and with the readiness of Polynesian Christians to go out with
the Gospel. The long letter of encouragement and advice he wrote in 1 823 to six teachers
who had just left Raiatea for the Cook Islands conveys something of the excitement that
Williams, the sending church and the teachers themselves all felt as they embarked on the
missionary task far beyond their own reef.37
With Pacific Islanders, Williams developed an easy empathy, or what an early
biographer called 'a cordial and entire identification of himself with the people . . . [He]
treated all classes with respect' .38 This gave credence to his theological conviction that
the Gospel was capable of the 'elevation' of all human beings to 'the dignity of intelligent
creatures and children of God'. 39 Asked by a committee of British parliamentarians
whether he found Polynesians intelligent, Williams replied:
Particularly so. I think their intellect quite equal to that of Europeans; but they have
not the material to operate upon that we have; but everything brought under their
notice, they can comprehend and enter into with j ust as much interest as we do. 40

His widely read book paid tribute to the ' intellectual capacity' of Pacific people, as
demonstrated by
wit, ingenuity, quickness of perception, a tenacious memory, a thirst for knowledge
when its value is perceived, a clear discernment and high appreciation of the useful ;
readiness in acquiring new and valuable arts; great precision and force in the
expression of their thoughts. 4 1

He felt that these capacities - already great - were enhanced by conversion to
Christianity.42 H is son recalled that Williams 'had a good insight into character, and
could select and train suitable men for the great work'.43 Certainly, he placed great
confidence in the teachers he deposited on faraway shores, and pointed out that the
frequently ensuing successful results were achieved in the absence of any white
missionary. 44
'We are using native agency as much as we can,' Williams later said in England,
after many years' experience with this strategy. He explained that although some of the
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best teachers made excellent pastors for the smaller stations, most were deployed as
pioneer evangelists, and superintendence by European missionaries was always necessary.
A notable feature of the effectiveness of the method, he pointed out, was that wherever
the Gospel was successfully introduced, 'there is a new agency created there for its still
further propagation' . Furthermore, he stated, the method was not expensive, since the
teachers were soon supported entirely by the voluntary contributions of the inhabitants
of the ir field of mission, and they were given 'little presents, which we receive from
England, of j ackets and shirts, or a gown for the wife, or a ribbon for her bonnet'.45
The contribution of Pacific Islander missionaries who went to their own people and
other related or unrelated Pacific communities46 was fully recognised by European
mission workers and observers at the time. Many individual teachers are named
gratefully in missionary correspondence, j ournals and published writings. Typically, the
mission author, Joseph King, dedicated his Christianity in Polynesia ( 1 899 ) to 'the
Memory of the South Sea Island Evangelists, who, during this century, have laid down
their lives in the effort to spread a knowledge of the Gospel of Jesus Christ throughout
Polynesia' .47 Many writers since then have also acknowledged the role of Islander
missionaries, although the achievements of white missionary heroes have sometimes
been permitted to overshadow those of their Polynesian, M icronesian and Melanesian
fellows in the consciousness of mission supporters at home and, later, of readers of Pacific
history.
Some teachers were unequal to the task, or were dismissed for transgressing the
mission's sexual code or breaking other rules, and the realities of life on particular islands
did not always permit even capable teachers to succeed in the ir mission. Some fell sick or
died. The early teachers had very little education or missionary training and were known
to present a version of Christianity that the European missionaries sometimes regarded as
inadequate or distorted. But if the teachers are considered as a group, nothing can
obliterate the courage and energy they displayed, the hardships and sufferings they
endured and the remarkable changes they achieved. They did not have to learn ways of
living in an island environment and, despite the language barriers they often
encountered, they were usually able, as people of not too dissimilar world views, to cross
cultural boundaries and enter quickly into local situations. Obviously, their work greatly
advanced the indigenisation of Christian ideas and practices, and their lives were a maj or
contribution to the development of indigenous leadership in the young churches of the
island groups in which they worked.
The teachers were regarded initially by the LMS as groundbreakers, under mission
authority and supervision, but it was not always possible to visit them more than
occasionally, much less to follow up every pioneer placement with the stationing of a
British missionary who would consolidate the teacher's work and provide more advanced
Christian instruction. It is not surprising that in many situations the Polynesian
evangelist developed into a relatively autonomous substitute for the European missionary
pastor. Indeed, even in the 1 820s, some teachers were 'authorised to administer the
ordinances of baptism and the Lord's supper' , though there was some concern that few
teachers possessed the impartial discernment necessary if premature baptism was to be
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avoided.48 Already some of the missionaries perceived that Polynesian teachers would be
faced with the same difficulties they had themselves experienced in achieving a correct
relationship between authority in the church and power in society; probably the
difficulties would be even greater. 'Do not admit any because they are chiefs, or possess
influence ,' warned Williams.49 What missionaries of Dissenting background regarded as a
suitable separation of church and state might also be compromised if mission workers
strayed into secular authority. The teachers on Tubuai in 1 828 'wish'd the people to
consider them above the ir chiefs', wrote a visitor. 5 0
Notwithstanding these early signs of realities that would worry many later mission
authorities, the official deputation sent from London by the LMS to inspect the mission
at this time expressed its satisfaction with the use of converts as teachers and missionaries
and looked forward to a time when all Polynesian congregations would have 'native
pastors' and British missionaries would not be necessary. 5 1

Trai n i ng fo r m i n i stry begu n
Informal training for Christian service was given by individual missionaries to promising
converts in their local setting. This education might have been entirely appropriate for
the task, though not enough is known about it to make an evaluation possible. Certainly,
it did not impress the Russian naval visitor, Kotzebue, in 1 824:
In Russia, a careful education and diligent study at schools and universities is
necessary to qualify anyone to be a teacher of religion. The London M issionary
Society is more easily satisfied; a halrsavage, confused by the dogmas of an
uneducated sailor [one of the missionaries] , is, according to them, perfectly fitted for
the sacred office. 5 2

In the 1 820s, as the sending out of teachers became common, there was much talk about
the need for a more organised way for preparing mission workers. The deputation
participated actively in these discussions and, on leaving the area in May 1 824, it made a
firm recommendation that a 'college' be set up as soon as possible for 'the education of
young men ( natives ) for the ministry'.53 The institution that had already been
established on Moorea for the schooling of the missionaries' children, the South Sea
Academy, also took in Polynesian children 'of p iety and talent' , and, for a time, it was
thought that the teaching received there might be a first stage in the training of 'native
pastors for the different stations in the South Sea Islands'. 54 But it was not until the end
of the decade that the idea of a purpose�built ministry training institution was seriously
taken up.
Few of the missionaries working in Tahiti and the Leeward Islands had received a
substantial education in theology and ministry. Williams had almost none. For many years
after its foundation in 1 795 , the LMS had been heavily influenced by the view of some of
its leading directors that education and training for missionaries should be a low priority.
There was, however, a contrary opinion. The Dissenting churches that supported the
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LMS had provided themselves with good educational facilities unconnected with
the English universities from which the ir members were at this time still excluded.
This educational tradition had made it possible in 1 800 for the Independent
(Congregationalist) minister David Bogue and other proponents of ministry training to
persuade the LMS to set up a Missionary Seminary in conjunction with Bogue's existing
theological academy at Gosport in Hampshire. A good number of LMS missionaries
received at least some training there. Some of the workers in the Tahitian mission had
attended other Nonconformist ministry training institutions of the type to which the
LMS turned after closing its own seminary a few years after Bogue's death in 1 825 .
Bogue looked back to the time when Puritan leaders had been university,educated;
he had himself received a Scottish university education. His Gosport college was small
and physically unpretentious, but the education it provided was ambitious ( at least in
content, since the teaching consisted largely of lectures given by Bogue and copied out
by the students ) . An important influence and model was the new kind of training
institution inspired by the Evangelical Revival: the first such college, Trevecca in Wales,
was an example to many others for its evangelical emphasis on scriptural studies, spiritual
development and training in evangelism and practical ministry. Bogue's courses gave a
maj or place to theological and scriptural studies, and also included rhetoric and
preaching, classical languages and Hebrew, pastoral training, church history, geography
and astronomy. His comprehensive 'missionary lectures' included a component on the
establishment of churches in the mission fields. He strongly advocated the development
of a responsible and well,trained indigenous ministry, though he envisaged that
missionary supervision would continue for some time. 55
The main advocate in the late 1 820s of a ministry training school in Tahiti was
George Pritchard of Papeete, a member of the mission since 1 824. His own training in
England had included time at the Gosport Seminary, where he had gone with an
elementary education described by his tutor as 'extremely deficient'.56 Pritchard had
been impressed by the achievements of the teachers in Tahiti and the other islands but
was convinced of the need to help them become 'better qualified for M issionary labours'.
In 1 829, he drew up a detailed proposal, clearly owing much to his Gosport experience,
for an 'Institution for Native Teachers': candidates would need the approval and
recommendation of their missionary and congregation and would be self,supporting for
the duration of their course. They would be taught for two hours each weekday, half the
course consisting of New Testament study and the rest divided between 'Theology . . . the
Manners and customs of the Jews, and . . . the duties and general deportment of Native
Missionaries, and other branches of useful knowledge'. The lectures would be
supplemented by daily homework and the summarising of the sermons heard each
Sunday. Weekly presentations by each class member of 'an original skeleton of a sermon'
and of 'a short discourse written by himself' would be subj ect to criticism by his fellows
and by the tutoring missionary. Wives of married students would be taught reading,
writing and needlework by the tutor's wife.57
Pritchard submitted his plan to the directors of the LMS in London and to his
brother missionaries, reminding the latter that the directors had long wished to see a
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system of training that would better qualify men to go as missionary teachers and 'also to
succeed the European M issionaries'. He offered his own services as tutor, recognising that
he was no better qualified than any other missionary but pointing out that the others'
time was taken up by translation work. The programme could start in a small way at his
own station and would not need any extra funding or costly buildings.58
The response of Pritchard's colleagues was generally favourable, though some said
they would prefer the training to be provided by each missionary on his own station, and
several were doubtful that suitable students could be found.59 Their quarterly meeting
approved the plan, and even though he had not yet heard back from the directors,
Pritchard lost no time in beginning the ' Institution' on 1 4 September 1 8 29 with five
men from his Papeete congregation. Before long, one was expelled for intoxication and
another became seriously ill, but they were replaced by two candidates sent from
another Tahiti congregation and one from Moorea.60 A year after the programme began,
the number of students had risen to 1 0 , and Pritchard reported good progress. Already
one trainee had been appointed to Tubuai, and five more were sent out the next year.
Having been 'set apart' for their work, they went out equipped with lecture notes on the
Bible and missionary work, and were praised by Pritchard for their diligence, good moral
character and 'pretty correct ideas of theology'. Included among these early trained
workers was the deacon Patii, who, before coming to the Institution, had already moved
from his home island to Tahiti to work as a 'catechist', and was now sent out to distant
Raivavae.61
These small beginnings can be regarded as the start of a long history of institutional
training for the ministry in the Pacific Islands. Pritchard and some of his colleagues were
enthusiastic about the programme and were gratified by the support expressed by the
directors of the mission in London. But in 1 83 1 , the number of students dropped to
three, and there were none by 1 83 3 . Pritchard attributed the lack of candidates to a
decline in spiritual vigour and evangelistic zeal in the Ma' ohi church, and regretted the
people's mistaken notion that 'we want them to go where we dare not go ourselves'.62
The experiment had faltered badly and was not resumed in these islands until 1 842. By
that time, the situation of the Tahitian nation, the LMS mission and the Ma'ohi church
had changed greatly.

M i n i stry trai n i ng i n tro u bled ti mes
In 1 834, a Roman Catholic mission from France entered the eastern South Pacific and
established itself in the Gambier Islands, south,east of Tahiti. By 1 838, French naval
power had forced the Government of Tahiti to permit the entry of Catholic missionaries
to that island. Ma' ohi Protestantism was faced with a religious rival, although in the end
only a small proportion of the people of Tahiti and Moorea transferred their allegiance to
Catholicism. An ultimately more serious crisis for Tahiti and its Protestant church was
the imposition of a French protectorate over Tahiti and Moorea in 1 842. French imperial
power was not to be formalised as annexation until 1 880, but even in the 1 840s and '50s
the LMS mission and the Ma'ohi church found themselves in a new and often restrictive
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relationship with colonial authority. This situation had important implications for the
development of the Ma' ohi ministry.
As the new political realities became clear in 1 842, plans were being made by the
missionaries to set up a residential school for the training of 'native pastors' for Tahiti and
the Leeward Islands, in order to ensure the continuation of the church if British pastors
were no longer available. The new 'Institution' began its work in late 1 842 under
William Howe, at Afareaitu (on Moorea) , a site seen as central yet a little removed from
'native influence'. There were no permanent buildings, and at first only one student, but
the missionaries had high hopes that within a few years the training school would be
producing a good supply of pastors.63
The number of students had grown by 1 844, but in that year Tahiti was plunged
into turmoil by the outbreak of warfare against the French authorities. Howe was one of
several missionaries who left the Pacific at this time, and the Institution was taken over
by the newly ordained John Barff, the island,born son of a missionary. The four students
were able to write of their joy in studying to obtain 'true wisdom and knowledge' in order
to be ministers and teachers, but they were distracted by political tensions and obliged to
spend much of their time in economic self,support. By early 1 846, the small and poorly
funded school was 'at a stand', and its activities were suspended until the political
situation settled down.64
After the war ended and Queen Pomare submitted to the French in 1 84 7, the
remaining missionaries again turned their attention to the training of pastors. They were
more than ever convinced that the future held no place for British missionaries and that
hope for the Ma'ohi church lay in 'native agency'. Howe had returned and was asked to
take up the task again. The Institution resumed in 1 848, this time at Papeete.65 But the
work of the students ( 1 2 by 1 850) was disrupted by their government labour obligations,
and the school's operation was hindered by Howe's dispute with the missionary
Thomson, who for a while ran a rival Institution. Howe was burdened with the many
other duties expected of him in the depleted mission, and preoccupied by his battles with
French officials over official ecclesiastical policy. There were still eight students by the
end of 1 85 1 , but conflict with the Protectorate administration forced the Institution to
cease teaching in 1 85 2 .66 Only in the Leeward Islands, where the independence of the
chiefly governments had been recognised by the British and French in 1 84 7 , and was to
survive another 40 years, was it possible for the mission to continue ministry training:
Charles Barff ran a weekly class for teachers and deacons on Huahine, and Ernest Krause
maintained a training school for 1 2 or 1 5 students on Borabora until he left in 1 855 .67

Th e emergence of a settl ed M a' o h i pasto rate
Despite the uncertainties surrounding the provision of ministerial training, education
had established itself as part of the credentials of those Ma' ohi authorised by the mission
to further its work in unevangelised areas and among the people at home. The Christian
population of Tahiti and the Leeward and Austral Islands was too large and scattered for
the small and declining number of British missionaries to maintain close pastoral contact
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with all the people in every locality, and the teachers necessarily became the local
representatives of the supervising missionaries . Successful evangelism was not enough:
the new Christians had to be provided with regular teaching, formed into churches and
given continuing pastoral care. The LMS theology of evangelism and ministry made the
emergence of a local pastorate a quite natural development, and the education and
authorisation conferred on the pastors made them acceptable to the people as
representatives of the missionaries and messengers of God.
The first teacher acknowledged by the mission as a holder of ministerial office in
the full sense was Auna. On their return from Hawai'i to Huahine in 1 824, he and
Naomi had been appointed to the small related island of Maiao, where the population
had adopted Christianity some years before. Auna had been stationed there for several
years when the missionaries agreed (with the concurrence of the directors) to give him
pastoral charge of the island.68 He was now described as 'minister of the church' there,
and praised as 'an indefatigable, upright, intelligent, and useful man'.69 Not long before
his death on Maiao in 1 83 5 , he was said to be continuing 'to labour with fidelity and
success' .70 It is interesting to note the comment of one of the missionaries, William Ellis,
on Auna and other former Arioi members who became teachers and pastors:
With few exceptions, they have been distinguished by ardour of zeal, and steady
adherence to the religion of the Bible. Many of them have been its most regular and
laborious teachers in our schools, and the most efficient and successful native
M issionaries. 7 1

From this point on, 'teachers' imperceptibly became 'pastors'. They continued, however,
to be known as 'orometua, a word used in the mission as early as 1 80 1 to denote
'teacher'72 and still used today in Tahiti for 'schoolteacher' or 'educator'. The early
missionary dictionary defined 'orometua as 'an instructor of any sort, either of religion, or
of any art, or trade'. 73 The word clearly referred to an existing instructional role, probably
one of high status, in Ma'ohi society. 74 It was applied by the Tahitians to the British
missionaries as teachers, 75 but also in such a way as to lead the visiting LMS deputation
in 1 82 2 to translate it as 'pastor' .76 By mid,century, the word was well established in its
application to Ma'ohi pastors,77 who are still 'orometua today.
Many of the early pastors were experienced church members and deacons. The
former priest Patii, who was 'teacher and pastor' on Raivavae from 1 83 1 to 1 840, was
praised by the missionary writer Ellis as an admirable and thoroughly reformed man, 'a
valuable and steady friend, and an assistant in whom the missionaries can repose
confidence'. 78 His ministry on Raivavae was not free of trouble, however, though it is
unclear whether he was the innocent victim of local political rivalries, as Pritchard
believed, or had himself caused division by exercising 'undue influence in their civil affairs'
and, in the words of another missionary, 'carrying certain privileges to which he thought
himself entitled, too far'. 79 It is interesting to note that throughout this period Patii was an
ethnographical informant, one of the 'priests and bards and other learned natives' from
whom the missionary J. M. Orsmond collected traditional lore: Patii contributed creation
chants, myths and information about religious practices and social structure. 80
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Some pastors had served as missionary teachers in distant parts of Polynesia. Auna,
for example, had returned from his missionary work in Hawai'i to become the teacher
and then pastor of Maiao. Hape, a member of the church at Papara, served as a teacher in
Tonga from 1 826 to 1 828 before be ing given a course of training at the Institution and
appointed in 1 83 1 to look after the church on Rapa, where he ministered ( although
apparently without authorisation to administer the sacraments) until his death 20 years
later.8 1 The origin of the pastorate as a body of teachers, preachers and evangelists left
a permanent imprint on the nature of the indigenous ministry in this part of the Pacific.
In the early 1 850s, the LMS church and its British and Ma'ohi 'orometua found
their freedom of action increasingly limited as the French administration tried to
enhance its control of this important institution of island society. New laws in 1 85 1 and
1 85 2 created a kind of 'established church', in which each district was to be served by a
resident pastor, who alone held the right to minister there. Pastors, who could not be
'foreigners' without the Governor's approval, were to be chosen by the chiefs of the
district and appointed by the Legislative Assembly. Government salaries were paid to all
such officially recognised pastors.82 Of the pastors already installed in office, all but two
accepted this new understanding of their appointment. 83 The wishes of chiefs had long
been a factor in the placement of teachers and pastors, but most of the missionaries were
dismayed by this open challenge to an ecclesiology that separated church and state and
insisted on a congregation's right to choose its own pastor. Their principles led the
maj ority of the LMS missionaries to end their connection with the 'national church'.
One of them expressed his belief that true leadership qualities could not be expected
when pastors were chosen in such an 'unscriptural manner'. The idea of government
salaries was deplored as an undermining of the mission's efforts to instil the principle that
a congregation should support its own ministry.84 The situation was made even more
difficult by the fact that the missionary Orsmond had accepted office under the French as
head of the 'national church' , and was giving a form of training for pastors whom he
ordained for appointments under the official system. 85
In these circumstances, it is not surprising that the need to develop a trustworthy
indigenous pastorate was felt by the missionaries with a new urgency in the 1 850s. They
freely used the words 'pastor' and 'minister' now, rather than 'teacher', and regarded the
four ordinations they conducted in 1 85 1 as opening a new era in Ma'ohi ministry. They
contrasted their careful discernment with what they perce ived as Orsmond's hasty and
indiscriminate ordaining of unsuitable men.86 The first of the 1 85 1 ordinations was that
of Maheanui, a man of high rank ( and a confidant of the Tahitian royal family ) , who
ministered at Faaa for many years and also served later as President of the Legislative
Assembly.87 Other pastors ordained in this period included Napario, who was installed at
Papaoa but refused on principle to accept a government salary: he had to make way for a
more compliant appointee, and left Tahiti for Raiatea, where he became pastor at Opoa
at the invitation and expense of the people. For some years, he was a trusted colleague of
the Leeward Islands missionaries, although his involvement in the civil strife on Raiatea
in the 1 860s led them to dismiss him. 88 The number of ordinations in this period was not
large, and outlying areas such as the Australs did not always have pastors. The mission
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gave attention to the Australs in the 1 850s, stationing William Lind there for several
years, ordaining a pastor on Rurutu and another (Teurua, a Rarotongan) on Rimatara,
and accepting local men for training. 89

M a'o h i m i n i ste rs an d th ei r trai n i ng at th e e n d of an era
Unable to maintain an Institution in Tahiti, and concerned for a future when there
would be no British staff there, or even perhaps anywhere in the group, the missionaries
began to think about a Leeward Islands location for m)nistry training. In 1 85 7, they went
ahead: John Barff was stationed on Tahaa (a small island near Raiatea) with the task of
setting up an Institution 'for the training of young men for the ministry' . The directors in
London had suggested continuing with tuition at the individual stations , but the
missionaries pointed to the good results produced by the earlier training schools in Tahiti
and stated that the other method had been 'tried and found inadequate'. Before the end
of 1 85 7 , the new Institution had admitted the deacon Narii of Huahine and five Austral
Islanders: with their families, the student community consisted of 22 people. The new
venture went well, enjoying good support from the missionaries and the congregations.
Four days were used for study, and Wednesdays and Saturdays for planting and other
work. The students were joined in their classes by 'the most intelligent' of their wives.
Trainees came from the Leeward and Austral Islands and also from Tahiti, and the
Institution continued on into the next decade , surviving Barff's death in 1 860 and
numbering 26 in its student community in 1 864.90
The Institution on Tahaa was the most successful of all the training schools
attempted by the LMS in Tahiti and the neighbouring islands, but it was not until later
in the century that ministry training for the Ma' ohi church could be provided on a
permanent basis. Long before then the LMS and other missions elsewhere in the Pacific
Islands had opened Institutions of a similar type and were operating them more
successfully than their pioneering counterparts in the Tahiti mission had done. But, at
the end of the 1 850s, the LMS had become more hopeful about what kind of future the
Ma'ohi church would enj oy after the missionaries had gone. Contemplating retirement,
one of the missionaries felt he could depart with some confidence now that the
Institution was producing trained pastors. The people are now in that state,' he wrote,
'in which they seem to derive quite as much benefit from the labours of a faithful native
minister, as from any foreigner whatever. '9 1 There was a readiness in the mission to trust
the people to choose suitable candidates for ministry training. In John Barff's words, 'In
regard to talent the missionary may be the better j udge; but in relation to character the
members of the respective churches have been found to be the best.'92 The French
pressure on the Tahiti mission in the 1 840s and '50s had been providential, an English
missions conference was told in 1 860 by an LMS official, since it had forced the
devolution of authority from missionaries to pastors, and the indigenous ministers had
proved equal to the responsibilities they had shouldered.93
Local 'churches' were not, in the ecclesiology familiar to many of the LMS
missionaries, merely congregations or groups of worshippers, but bodies of individual
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believers bound together in a covenantal relationship with God and each other. The
pastors' responsibilities, however, were not restricted to the church members. They were
still evangelists and teachers to the whole population of a district, and the Ma' ohi sense
of community and of the indivisibility of 'religious' and 'secular' gave them judicial and
political functions, too. Certainly, it was hard to sustain a narrowly ecclesiastical role for
the pastor.
Nor was it easy for the mission to maintain the theological understanding that
ministers were not a separate order but merely individual members called out and set
apart for a particular role in the church. A touch of the divine had traditionally been
ascribed by Ma' ohi to their traditional chiefs and priests, and the missionaries too had
eventually been clothed with a similar aura. Although seen by the missionaries as an
entirely new category in Polynesian life, the teachers and their successors, the pastors,
soon inherited aspects of the old chiefly and priestly place in society. Probably they were
also endowed with some of the identity of the traditional 'teachers' ( 'orometua ) , whose
name they bore, together with the oratorical vocation of the 'orero, who made eloquent
and erudite speeches for the chiefs,94 and the prophetic functions of the taura as
mouthpieces of the gods.
In missionary theology and also in Ma' ohi perceptions, the foreign and local
'orometua were different only in degree. Potentially, though this was perceived only dimly
by the LMS in the 1 840s and recognised only partly in the 1 850s, and in fact was not
achieved conclusively for many years, the Ma'ohi pastor was fully the successor of the
European missionary. As the British period in Ma'ohi church history came to an end, the
indigenous ministry that had been developing since the earliest days of Tahitian
Christianity was already strongly rooted in the local soil and well able to adapt to a new era.

I n d ige n o u s m i n i stry i n the Cath o l i c m i ss i o n
Although the LMS church was well established i n Tahiti, Moorea and the Leeward
Islands by the 1 830s, and was making its presence felt in some of the other islands too, its
hopes of bringing the Gospel ( in Protestant form) to the whole of eastern Polynesia were
dashed by the arrival of a rival mission. Franciscan miss ionaries had come to Tahiti in
1 7 74, but they stayed less than a year and made little impact on the people. It was not for
another 60 years that the Roman Catholic presence in eastern Polynesia effectively
began. Reinvigoration of the Catholic Church in France after the Napoleonic Wars was
expressed in a renewal of Catholic interest in foreign mission. The first European
C a tho l ic mission to Polynesia was that sent by the Paris,based Congregation of the
Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary ( commonly called the P icpus Fathers ) . Their first
Pacific mission ( to Hawai'i in 1 82 7 ) was followed in 1 834 by the arrival of three French
missionaries in the Gambier Islands, far to the south,east of Tahiti and on the outer
fringe of inhabited Polynesia. There, among the people of Mangareva and the
neighbouring islands, Catholic Christianity eventually became well established . The
Gambier mission was soon the base for the controversial Picpus foray into the LMS,
evangelised Tahiti, where, in the face of many obstacles, a minority Catholic Church
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slowly emerged. To the north,east, Picpus missionaries planted their church on the
islands of the Marquesas Group, where Protestant missions had experienced little
success, and Catholicism also spread east to the many scattered atolls of the Tuamotu
Group.
Catholic mission strategy for the Pacific in the 1 820s had envisaged the preparation
of promising converts as evangelists to their own people.95 In all the islands of what was
eventually called French Polynesia, the European missionary priests acknowledged that
the success of their work of spreading the faith and nurturing the young church depended
on the efforts of indigenous Catholic lay people known in the vernacular as katekita
( from the French catechiste ) .96 Particularly in the atolls ( more than 80 of them) of the
Tuamotu Group, the populations were too numerous to be evangelised easily by the
priests themselves, and too small and too distant from each other to then receive
individual care by a resident priest. One of many examples of the part played by the
katekita in this context is the work of Athanase Tuamea of Anaa: left on Tatakoto in
1 868 with his wife (who died soon afterwards ) , he taught the inhabitants, erected a
church building and presented 14 2 people for baptism when the missionaries returned in
1 869. 97 The priest who reported Tuamea's achievements had already written to his
bishop praising the work of local lay mission workers; in his opinion, they could usually
do more in a village than a missionary, but his suggestion that they be trained and
recognised as 'deacons' was not taken up.98 In the Marquesas, similarly, the scattered
Catholic communities were led in worship by catechists in the long periods between the
visits of the priests.99 Detailed knowledge of the katekita awaits archival research. Some
names have been published, and photographs from the 1 880s and 1 890s show katekita
such as Karora, a chief of Hivaoa in the Marquesas, and the elderly and much respected
Ratepa and his family. 1 00
The training of katekita was informal and uncoordinated for many years. In 1 87 7 ,
the missionary Germain urged the bishop to open a training institution, arguing that the
stability of the Christian communities not served by priests could not be assured without
good catechists; it would be better, he asserted, to prepare 20 more good catechists than
to obtain seven or eight new priests. 1 0 1 A shortage of missionaries, dissension between
them, and other problems faced by the P icpus mission made the provision of training
facilities difficult. Only in the 1 880s was a school for catechists set up on Moorea ( at
Varari ) . It prepared 'the most intelligent and pious' young people as assistants to the
missionaries and worship leaders in their absence. The school closed in 1 89 7 , still
plagued by the same difficulties. 1 02 The work of the katekita continued. There were 1 1 4
of them in the P icpus mission area early in the 20th century, it was reported. 1 03 The
mission's willingness to send catechists to work in new areas outside French Polynesia is
evidence of the value of their work. N icolas Pakarati pastored the people of Easter Island,
which the Picpus mission had reached in 1864 - leading p raye rs , teach i ng the
catechism, baptising, marrying and attending the sick and dying - from 1 888 until his
death in 1 92 7. He was accompanied to this isolated eastern outpost of Polynesia by his
family, but was visited by the Picpus priests only seven times during his residence
there. 1 04 When the Picpus fathers extended their mission to the Cook Islands in 1 894,
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they were accompanied by Bernard Purana of Tahiti, who was replaced in 1 895 by the
katekita Theophilo Tehema from one of the Tuamotu islands; he and his wife, Helena,
were valued co,workers until Tehema's death in 1 904 . 1 05
Useful though they were, lay catechists could not perform the priestly acts essential
to a Catholic community. Unlike the Protestant system followed by the LMS and other
similar missions, in which a 'teacher' could become, imperceptibly or by decree , a
'minister' authorised to administer the sacraments, the Catholic ecclesiastical structure
was marked by a divide that could not be crossed: a lay pastor could never become ,
merely by promotion, an ordained priest. For centuries , Catholic authorities had trained
( 'formed') Christians of many lands as priests. In 1 845 , an Instruction from Rome
expressed the desire of Pope Gregory XVI to re,emphasise the long,held obj ect of
forming an indigenous clergy: missionaries must be guided by principles that motivated
them to recruit and form not just catechists but indigenous priests, who would be not
merely auxiliaries but could eventually be bishops. 1 06 This need to equip Catholics with
priests of their own race was argued with reference to the Pacific in a pamphlet written in
1 849 . Declaring that the rapid spread of Protestantism across the Pacific must be
arrested, the author suggested that one of the principal means would be the formation of
indigenous catechists, schoolteachers and priests. European mission orders would not be
able to supply enough missionaries to maintain the churches already founded and press
on into new areas, and Pacific Islanders were intelligent and energetic enough to become
priests if they were given careful formation. Indigenous priests would have greater facility
in the language, would already be acclimatised and would not need to be transported
across the world at great cost. The writer pointed to the creditable results already being
achieved in preparatory seminaries in the Gambiers and Hawai'i, and urged that the
formation programme be expanded. 1 07
A future indigenous clergy was in the minds of the Picpus missionaries when they
established a 'college' in the Gambiers in the late 1 830s. It was reported that 1 7 boys had
been chosen for the school, with the aim of giving them a more extended education and
making them, if possible, 'students of the sanctuary' . 1 08 Among the subj ects taught were
French and Latin. From the correspondence of Father N icolas Blanc and the well,
educated lay teachers who ran the school, it is clear that hopes were held from an early
time that a few priests would emerge from this formation programme at Anaotiki . 1 09 The
obj ective seemed to be within reach when three of the students were sent on to Bishop
Jaussen in Papeete to be prepared by him for the priesthood. The ordination of one of
these young men as a Catholic priest in 1 8 73 was a milestone - the first ordination of
a Polynesian to take place within the Pacific Islands ( although a Tongan had earlier been
ordained in Rome ) .
The first priest from eastern Polynesia, Mama Taira Putairi, came from a chiefly
family. Born in 1 846 after the Christian era in the Gambiers had begun, he was 2 7 years
old when the bishop ordained him in Papeete on Christmas Eve in 1 8 7 3 . He was known
henceforth as Father Tiripone ( the Polynesian version of 'Tryphon' , the name of a saint
of the early church in Europe ) . The indications are that Tiripone's superiors were not
fully convinced of his reliability, for he was stationed on Tahiti rather than back in the
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Gambiers. At Faaone, under the eye of the retired missionary Laval (with whom he
recorded the traditional history of Mangareva ) , Tiripone exercised a priestly ministry
that excluded the hearing of confession. Accounts of his life are not very specific as to
why he was withdrawn from his post five or six years later, but indicate fears that his
personal life was moving too far back towards Polynesian ways and the dangers they
posed. The bishop sent him to the Picpus house in Chile - to protect the honour of the
church, according to one account. After a few years in Valparaiso, Tiripone fell sick and
died there ( 'piously', the accounts add) in December 1 88 1 . 1 1 0
Even if Tiripone had continued in his priestly duties, it could not have been said
that a Polynesian priesthood had emerged in these eastern islands. No more ordinations
took place for many years - until 1 954, in fact. The mission persevered for a while in
the 1 870s with formation studies in Papeete - there were 1 3 students in 1 87 3 - but
Jaussen eventually closed the seminary. He was discouraged by the students' admission to
him that they did not feel they possessed the virtues necessary for becoming priests. 1 1 1
Catholic authorities and writers later struggled with the question of why the obj ective of
forming an indigenous priesthood failed to be achieved. Better results were obtained in
central Polynesia, but there too the difficulties were great and were to provoke much
discussion of why Polynesians did not easily become priests . Were the mission's efforts
not great enough? Were the studies too difficult ? Were Polynesians not suited to the
priestly life ? ( Or was that life incongruous and inappropriate in a Polynesian cultural
setting ?) In the meantime, the comparatively more successful efforts of the Marists
further west probably encouraged the Picpus missionaries not to lose faith altogether that
from their Polynesian flock would emerge helpers and - one day - priests.
The Catholic Church in French Polynes ia continued to depend on European
priests, but, by the late l 9th century, katekita had become a permanent part of church
life. Their role in the villages was in many ways similar to that of the LMS 'teachers' who
had given the Protestant Church such a strong foundation in Tahiti and many of its
neighbouring islands, and as well as being consciously a counter to the force of Protestant
workers the Catholic catechist network probably owed something of its character to the
Protestant model it resembled. It would be wrong to suppose that village Christians in
this part of the Catholic world in 1 900 knew nothing of indigenous leadership, for
katekita were found throughout the mission's area.

The sel ecti o n an d trai n i ng of i n d ige n o u s
Protestant m i n i sters i n t h e French m i ssi o n era
While the Ma' ohi churches of the Leeward Islands continued to be supervised by British
missionaries until the 1 880s, those of Tahiti and Moorea had seen the guiding hand of
the LMS removed by the French authorities in the 1 850s. Despite its expressions of
confidence in the indigenous ministry it had fostered, the LMS was relieved when new
help for the vulnerable Ma'ohi church arrived in the 1 860s. The LMS played a willing
role in the negotiations that took place between Tahitian political leaders, French
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officials and the Paris Missionary Society ( PMS) . 1 1 2 The outcome was the replacement
of the LMS by French Protestants whose missionary society had long had close links with
the LMS and who quickly proved to be sympathetic inheritors of the British mission's
role as mentor of the Ma' ohi congregations. The Picpus missionaries had a low opinion
of the 'orometua, and expected Ma'ohi Protestantism to fade away under what the priests
regarded as ignorant and incompetent leadership. 1 13 They were dismayed by the arrival
in 1 863 of Thomas Arbousset, who had been a PMS missionary in southern Africa for
many years .
In his efforts to strengthen the churches as Christian communities at the local level
and to enhance their cohesion as a national institution, Arbousset paid particular attention
to the ministry. In order to act within the law, however, he had to hold a pastoral
appointment himself. Daniela, who was 'orometua at Papeete as well as chaplain to Queen
Pomare, agreed to step down and act as Arbousset's assistant in the Papeete parish. The
new head of the mission praised the work of the man whose local pastoral position he had
taken over (a few years later, however, Daniela lapsed in some way and was relieved of his
appointments ) . 1 14 From his Papeete base, Arbousset soon brought the Ma'ohi church
leaders together in the first of what was to be a succession of regularly held conferences.
Previously isolated from each other in their local churches and unprotected from the heavy
hand of French officialdom, the 'orometua who gathered as a group on this occasion were
said to number about 20, along with about 40 deacons. At the fifth conference, in August
1 864, the numbers had risen to about 30 pastors and 50 deacons. 1 1 5 When Arbousset left in
mid, 1 865 , he was satisfied that by reanimating the churches and linking them together he
had accomplished a valuable and necessary work of rescue and reorganisation. 1 1 6 Indeed,
he had reaffirmed the LMS emphasis on the local congregations' responsible leadership by
indigenous ministers and lay members, and had in addition given these leaders a forum that
developed their role in church leadership at a national level. He had also expanded the
body of 'orometua by overseeing the choosing, preparing, ordaining and installing of
suitable candidates. 1 1 7 These patterns were to be continued by his colleague Atger and the
other missionaries sent by the PMS in the years to come.
Arbousset had linked the congregation,based 'orometua and deacons in a wider
structure supervised by the mission and resembling the synodal organisation of the
Reformed Church in France. This development was confirmed in 1 876 by French offi cial
recognition of the conferences he had begun for Tahiti and Moorea during the previous
decade. 1 1 8 A government decree of 1 884 perpetuated this in a structure ( to which the
churches of the other islands were later added ) that lasted essentially unchanged until
the church became autonomous in 1 963 . At the base were parishes, geographically
defined areas that were identical for civil and church purposes . The Protestant
inhabitants of each parish elected their own pastor and deacons, who constituted a
parish council. Several times a year, parish representatives met in district councils. At
the topmost level, the districts were represented by pastors and deacons meeting
annually with the mission leadership in a Conseil Superieur, a 'Higher Council', which
included among its functions the examination and ordination of people chosen as pastors
by the parishes and approved by the districts. 1 19
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The people's knowledge of the Bible had impressed Arbousset and given him
confidence that there was a strong foundation of faith for further development. He
observed that many church attenders took notes from the sermon, but he was not
convinced that every 'orometua was providing a high standard of teaching. His approach
to the task of lifting the standards of ministry did not interfere with the way in which
potential ministers emerged. In his travels, he often participated in the examination and
ordination of men proposed by the congregations and he made careful personal
assessments of their quality. Devout candidates could meet his criteria even if they lacked
formal education or training. 1 2 0 This process had in fact been evident during the years
before the PMS arrived, as, for example, when Ariipeu, 'orometua of Papaoa, had been
chosen by the people and ordained by the LMS missionaries in 1 856. 1 2 1 Arbousset and
his successors continued this pattern. The vacancy at Papeuriri in 1 8 70, for example, was
filled after the people chose Poheino, who had been a deacon there for many years.
When the missionaries gave him a rigorous examination in front of 50 pastors and
deacons, he gave clear answers and displayed an excellent Biblical knowledge despite his
lack of formal training, and he was duly ordained. 1 2 2 Tuaiva, the schoolteacher and
deacon chosen by the Paea congregation in 1 8 7 1 , was similarly examined and
ordained . 1 23 A local notable (Nohoraamotu ) chosen by another Tahitian parish and
approved by the missionaries in 1 8 73 was praised six years later for his great faith, his
excellent preaching and pastoral work, and his willingness to stand up to the civil
authorities if he felt that to be necessary. 1 24 The examinations and ordinations were
conducted with great ceremony, and it was probably not unusual for the new 'orometua to
be emotionally moved as they addressed their new flock and asked for their support and
prayers, as was reported of Taoa when he succeeded the late Poheino in 1 87 5 . 1 2 5
In the 1 860s, 'orometua trained b y the LMS i n the Leeward Islands were often
available for Tahiti and Moorea. There were 1 0 Tahitian students in 1 864. Arbousset and
the LMS missionaries agreed that the Institution on Tahaa was useful for help ing to
supply a trained ministry for Tahiti, where the church was less free than in the
Leewards. 1 26 But civil strife on Raiatea and Tahaa led to the temporary transfer of the
Institution to Huahine in 1 866, and it was closed altogether in 1 869. Reopening on a
new site on Raiatea in 1 8 73, it was visited two years later by the PMS missionary Frederic
Vernier, who commented on the neatness of its classroom, printery and bamboo and
pandanus houses. 1 27 The Raiatea training school was finally closed when the LMS
withdrew from the Leeward Islands at the end of the 1 880s.
Institutional ministry training was not available in Tahiti and Moorea for some
years. In 1 87 7 , the deacon chosen by the people of Papeari to be their 'orometua,
Mataitaufa, was given a year's tuition by Vernier and the LMS missionary Green at
Papeete before he was ordained. 1 28 By the 1 880s, it was normal for some kind of training
to be given, but the part played by the congregation in the choice of their 'orometua
continued: it was common for prospective pastors to be identified by the ir future flock
and sent for tuition before returning for ordination. Informal 'Bible schools' were
attached to several PMS mission stations in the 1 870s and 1 880s. At Papetoai on
Moorea, for instance, Prosper Brun ran one from the time of his arrival in 1 870. He
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reported i n 1 8 76 that there were six students, o f whom two were zealous and one was
studious ; at the time of writing, however, the school was temporarily suspended while the
students devoted themselves to fishing. 1 29 Ten years later, he had 1 2 students, in four of
whom he saw the potential for ordained ministry. 1 3 0
It was only in the late 1 880s that the PMS decided to set up a fully fledged ministry
training centre. Brun, who believed it was time to replace the old practice of electing as
pastor the most worthy member of a parish, was appointed as principal of the 'theological
school' established at Papetoai in 1 889. 1 3 1 He reported in February 1 89 1 that there were
five students, all married and over 30 years of age. They were enthusiastic, but would be
progressing faster if they were able to learn from textbooks rather than from the copies
they made of the teacher's notes. In addition, they gave three days a week to manual
labour for sel£,support, as well as devoting time to pastoral work in the local parish. In
these conditions, wrote Brun, the students really needed five or six years for their training
rather than the allocated three. 13 2 The first four graduates had not quite finished their
course when they were ordained in 1 892, but the church authorities had felt it necessary
to fill some pressing vacancies in the parishes. More students could have been taught if
finances had permitted, it was stated. 1 33 In 1 899, there were seven students, all studying
hard and doing good pastoral work. Their course consisted of doctrinal and biblical
studies, early medieval European church history, pastoral theology, Tahitian church
organisation and discipline , 'errors of the Roman church', biblical and world geography,
arithmetic and elementary science. But much time was still used for the planting and
fishing needed for the support of the students and their families, and they were held back
by the limited education they had received before coming to Papetoai. It was suggested by
the missionary writing this report that better material might be found in the young men
emerging from the mission's day schools in Papeete. But these men, lamented the writer,
were attracted to schoolteaching more than to the low,paying church ministry, and in any
case the parishes still liked to choose their 'orometua from among their own people. 1 34
The pastoral school was transferred to Tahiti in 1 900, where it occupied several
sites before being located at Hermon, in the hills above Papeete. There it remains today,
the direct heir of the tradition firmly established on Moorea more than 1 00 years ago and
descending from earlier training ventures dating as far back as 1 829.

I nd ige n o u s Protestant pasto rs i n th e l ate I 9th centu ry
The Polynesian Protestant pastors of Tahiti and the other islands ruled by France were a
distinctive and well,defined group within Ma'ohi society by 1 900. In terms of traditional
social rank, some of them were connected closely with families of the highest chiefly
rank. Maheanui, who has already been mentioned in this regard, died in 1 886 after a
long and notable ministry. 1 3 5 Ariipeu was the brother,in,law of Queen Pomare. 136
Another man of similar rank, Metuaaro, impressed Arbousset when he encountered him
in the pastorate of Tiarei in 1 864, and a later missionary described him as 'one of the
most faithful and influential' of the 'orometua. 1 3 7 But others were of more humble origin,
and, as a group, the 'orometua were not characterised by a lavish style of liv ing. On the
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contrary, they lived very much as their parishioners did, spending much of their time
planting and fishing in order to provide the daily needs of their families. The
Government's salary payments that had begun in the 1 850s ( and continued to be made
until the 1 920s ) were small, and the annual collections made in the parishes for the
pastors could not fully support them. 1 38
Although they benefited from official funds and their ordinations and appoint�
ments were subj ect to official approval, the pastors were hardly government functionaries.
The large part played by the parishes in the appointment process, and the people's
understanding of the pastor's role in community life, ensured that 'orometua were seen as
belonging more to Ma'ohi society and to the divine realm than to the colonial regime.
Ambiguities could arise in this area, however: when the 'orometua on Rapa used his
pulpit in 1 885 to oppose the Government's social and economic policy for the island,
official complaints were made that proper limits had been exceeded and the mission felt
it necessary to visit the pastor to elicit a confession that he had indeed forgotten the
spiritual nature of his responsibilities.1 39
Once installed in his parish, the 'orometua often spent hi s whole pastoral career
there. Even in old age, he continued to occupy his post, and ways were found to continue
the pastoral work if the incumbent was too old or feeble to exercise his ministry
energetically. In 1 886, for instance, an aged and infirm pastor, Mahorou, had been
confined to his house at Papetoai for some years, but people came to him for teaching
and pastoral advice, and, as permitted by the decree of 1 884, a 'suffragan' pastor went out
and about for him. Tamaii, the incapacitated pastor of another Moorea parish, was
similarly assisted by a younger colleague while still exerting a positive influence on the
parishioners from his bed. l 40
The 'orometua was far from being an isolated figure in his parish. Living among the
people and in close daily contact with them, he was also compelled to work in
cooperation with the influential laymen elected as deacons. In continuity with the
pattern set at the very beginning of Ma' ohi Protestantism, the diakono had a designated
function in parish administration and shared actively in the pastor's tasks of worship
leadership, preaching, teaching and pastoral care. The deacons and church members had
a good knowledge of the Scriptures, and the people expected that the pastor's preaching
would be eloquent and based firmly on the biblical text. Even after the end of the 1 9th
century, the missionary Charles Vernier noticed that the congregation commonly took
notes as the preacher spoke and that the sermons were constructed on the model
established by the LMS long before: they consisted of interrogative propositions called
'trunks', each with several 'branches' and sometimes also 'leaves' and 'fruit'. Vernier
conceded that this apparently old�fashioned method fostered clarity of exposition and
a focus on two or three main ideas; he also commented on the preachers' ability to draw
original images and practical applications from the text, and observed the affinity felt by
the preachers and listeners for Old Testament stories of the prophets and elders of
ancient Israel, a tribal and patriarchal society that resembled their own. 1 4 1
The Ma'ohi ministry as a settled pastorate serving church communities had evolved
from the work of the earliest converts as 'teachers' among Polynesians who were not yet
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Christian. This Gospel,spreading activity did not normally characterise the work of the
late 1 9th,century 'orometua, but periodically the old tradition of evangelism beyond the
Christian population once more became an option for Ma' ohi pastors. The Leeward and
Austral Islands churches sent evangelists to the new LMS field of Papua in the 1 8 70s and
1 880s (a member of the first group of four couples sent in 1 8 78 was the son of Taua,
a pioneer missionary to the Cook Islands half a century earlier) , and the Tuamotu Group
received Ma'ohi missionary workers from Tahiti and Moorea in the 1 890s. 1 42
In one part of French Polynesia, the Marquesas, the small Protestant minority
church received its main model of ministry from Hawaiian missionaries who came as
evangelists in 1 853 and remained as pastors until the end of the century. The Hawaiians
were the first Protestant missionaries to stay more than a few years, and the first to elicit
a positive response from the Marquesans. James Kekela ( the first ordained Hawaiian
minister) and his wife, Naomi, together with another minister, Samuel Kauwealoha, and
his wife, Kaaiwahia, led the mission. Zachariah Hapuku arrived in 1 86 1 . Others (nine
couples altogether) came and went, but these three ministers endured many decades of
setbacks and privations; although they did gather a church, it was disappointingly small.
Hapuku's consultation of a Marquesan practitioner of traditional medicine brought him a
period of suspension by the Hawaiian mission authorities in the 1 890s, but there must
have been other ways in which these missionaries entered into the lives of the people to
whom they devoted their careers; some of their children married people from these
islands and have left descendants there. 1 43 It was suggested by a mission writer that one
of the reasons for slow growth in the Marquesas was a lack of the supervision that
Polynesian missionaries always required. 144 The PMS decided in 1 897 to send a mission
to the Marquesas to bolster the work of the now elderly Hawaiians. French workers were
needed, wrote the PMS missionary who made a reconnaissance: the Hawaiians were
doing their best but 'as natives themselves they have not always been able to exert much
authority'. The PMS did pay tribute, however, to the Hawaiians for their maintenance of
the church for so long in such a difficult situation. 145 It is recorded that when the mission
in Hawai'i was considering withdrawing from the Marquesas, Kauwealoha wrote back
that whether the mission paid him or not he would continue in his work even if he had
to go semi,naked like his ancestors. 1 46 The Protestant Church in the Marquesas, still a
minority today, became part of the wider Ma'ohi church but surely retained the imprint
of its Hawaiian founders. Kekela retired to Hawai'i in 1 899 and died in 1 904 ; his two
colleagues died in the Marquesas in 1 90 1 and 1 909.
The extent to which individual 'orometua in French Polynesia successfully served
the ir people can only be guessed at. Dismissals of pastors for unworthy conduct
sometimes occurred, and mission records indicate that parishes suffered on occasions
from poor leadership. M issionary assessments provide only part of the picture, but they
often open windows into the realities of Ma'ohi church life. Comments made in 1 889
might be taken as random examples: a young pastor on Moorea is strong and intelligent
but is not yet sufficiently conscious of his great responsibility; another active young man
on Tahiti has not yet been able to assert his authority against the deacons of the parish;
an old and feeble pastor has let the state of his parish fall very low. 147 Praise and criticism
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of pastors , confidence in the indigenous ministry and despondency about its leadership of
the church - all these recur regularly in the evaluations made by the French
missionaries in the late l 9th century and on into the 20th.
In this period and for many years afterwards, the PMS missionaries entertained no
thought of relinquishing overall leadership in the church to the indigenous ministers
( nor, it seems, was such a prospect in the minds of the 'orometua and the people ) . It was
not that the mission disagreed with the aim of creating an autonomous indigenous
church, a goal that had been spoken of by the LMS and similar missions for many years.
The PMS authorities in Europe unequivocally supported the obj ective and declared that
a key element in it was the replacement of missionary leadership with that of indigenous
ministers. In Tahiti, however, Brun commented in 1 89 1 that the goal, while scriptural in
that the apostle Paul had worked for it in the first century after Christ, was not as easily
achievable among people less cultivated than those Paul had encountered: the Tahitians
needed not j ust religious training but intellectual and social development, and too much
haste would bring unfortunate results. Brun's participation in the scheme for better
pastoral training arose from his desire to see such development. 148 As the century drew to
a close, the PMS missionaries were still explaining that they could not relinquish their
leadership without endangering the results of a century's miss ion work; the Ma' ohi
church, they warned, was not yet capable of governing itself or of resisting the ever,
growing threat posed by Catholic and other missions. 149
As Brun's comment indicates, intense rivalry characterised the relations between
white Protestant and Catholic missionaries and Ma'ohi 'orometua and katekita in Tahiti
and the other islands of French Polynesia at the end of the l 9th century. The
competitive heat increased with the arrival of Seventh,day Adventist and Latter,day
Saints ( Mormon ) missionaries in the 1 890s. Before long, new forms of indigenous
ministry would emerge from these missions, as had already happened among the 'Sanitos'
- the 'Saints' church that had sprung from a much earlier mission enterprise. American
Latter,day Saints had introduced Mormonism to Tubuai and some of the Tuamotu
Islands in the 1 840s , making many baptisms and founding several congregations before
departing in 1 85 2 when they struck problems with French officials. Many members of
their flock were gathered up by missionaries of the Reorganised Mormons , whose
teachings more closely resembled orthodox Christianity, after their arrival in 1 8 73 . 1 5 0
One of the Ma'ohi office,holders in this Sanito church was Tekakahu Metuaore
Tekarake ( 1 849, 1 909 ) , who attended a General Conference in America and returned to
Polynesia to be installed in 1 90 1 as the first indigenous Sanito b ishop. 1 5 1 The Mormon
missionaries who returned in 1 892 ordained Ma'ohi 'elders' to preside over the local
congregations they founded. 1 52
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The number of PMS, Catholic and Mormon missionaries in Tahiti and the neighbouring
islands at any one time was always small. They regarded their work as essential to the
survival of their Ma'ohi churches, and this evaluation was paralleled by the confidence
reposed in them by their flock. When the PMS missionary Frederic Vernier was
welcomed to his post on Moorea in 1 868, the assembled pastors and people welcomed
him as a 'shepherd' who would lead them 'to the heavenly fold'. 'You will be our father
and we will be your children,' they told him;
You come from an enlightened country . . . You will make us part of it, we and our
children. We want very much to enj oy the enlightenment of your country and to
advance in what is good and great, in both the spiritual and bodily realms. For the
needs of this life, we will help you to the utmost; you will aid us for the life to come. 1 53

In the Protestant churches, the Paris missionaries' paternalistic leadership masked the
extent to which the local churches and their ministers were becoming integrally part of
the new kind of Ma'ohi society developing after contact with the Western world. The
churches' deep roots in the community were given greater significance by the spread of
French language and culture and the encroachments of the French civil administration
on the power of chiefs, so that the Protestant church in Tahiti and Moorea became one
of the principal sites of surviving Ma'ohi culture, as it did also in the outlying islands
when French power was extended there , and in the Leeward Islands after 1 888. In a
colonial situation that persisted largely unchanged until recent times, the missionaries,
ministers and deacons of the Protestant church ( later the Evangelical Church of French
Polynesia, and renamed the Ma' ohi Protestant Church in 2004 ) constituted an
important network of Ma'ohi�oriented leadership in those islands with largely Protestant
populations. Catechists working for the Catholic Church in other islands had fewer
opportunities for visible leadership, but as indigenous practitioners of religious ministry,
they too were part of what had, by 1 900, become an institution deeply rooted in Ma'ohi
society.

3.

COO K I S LAN DS
THE PEOPLE OF the southern Cook Islands first heard the Christian message from
Ma' ohi evangelists sent westwards from the LMS churches in the Leeward Islands in the
1 820s. At the time of their coming into contact with Christianity and other influences
from beyond the Pacific, the six principal southern islands probably supported 1 2 , 1 4 ,000
inhabitants. 1 Within a few years , the people on all six islands had responded positively to
the new religion, and the Polynesians who had evangelised them were quickly
transformed into their first Christian pastors. Only in three of the larger islands - and
even there not in the earliest years - was the first model of ministry provided for this
new Christian population by resident European missionaries.

M a' o h i m i ssionari es
The evangelisation of the southern Cook Islands began in 1 82 1 when Papehia and
Vahapata, two members of the church on Raia tea, were landed on Aitutaki by John
Williams. In 1 823, missionaries from Borabora went to Atiu, followed soon afterwards by
Haavi and his wife ( from Tahaa) on Mauke, and Taua and his wife ( also from Tahaa) on
M itiaro. At the same time, in the hope that the impressive results of the mission to
Aitutaki would be repeated, Papehia was replaced by two new teachers from Raiatea and
transferred to Rarotonga. He was soon joined there by Tiberio, another Raiatea man. In
1 824, Davida and Tiere, two single men from Tahaa, began work on Mangaia. In this way
the successful introduction of Christianity to the whole southern group was accomplished
by courageous untrained pioneer evangelists from the young churches of a culturally
related archipelago. Their achievements were the essential foundation for the work of
the English missionaries whom the LMS stationed on the b iggest island ( Rarotonga)
from 1 82 7 , on Aitutaki from 1 839 and on Mangaia from 1 845 . 2
Between 2 0 and 30 Ma'ohi missionaries, many accompanied b y their wives and
families, were sent to the new Cook Islands field in the 1 820s and 1 830s. Almost all of
them were stationed on islands where there was no resident white missionary. They
functioned first as evangelists then as teachers and pastors in the early years of
Christianity on each island . Most returned home after a few years, but some stayed on to
give many years of leadership and pastoral care. One of the first teachers on Atiu, Upa of
Borabora, served there for more than 25 years until his death in 1 850. He married into a
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local chiefly family and became very involved in the politics of the island .3 Tiere, one of
the pioneers on Mangaia in 1 824, died after a short time, but his colleague Davida was
able to continue his work there until his death in 1 849. A bold iconoclast in the early
years, he was regarded later as a missionary of limited knowledge but steady reliability.4
Haavi, the pioneer of Mauke, made a good start there and served on the island with great
dependability for 3 1 years until he died in respected retirement in 1 85 3 .5
Even longer resident in his adopted country, and standing out among the Ma'ohi
teachers as the resourceful pioneer on two islands and then the beloved pastor of an
important Rarotongan district, was Papehia.6 Fresh from the emerging Ma'ohi church of
Raiatea, and for several years untrammelled by resident European supervision, Papehia
put a clear Polynesian stamp on the early development of Cook Islands Christianity.
From the very beginning, he worked closely with the ariki (high chiefs ) of Aitutaki and
Rarotonga, and this relationship, which was preserved by the white missionaries when
they arrived, was crucial to the conversion of the two islands. 7 In Papehia's personal
history, the link with the chiefs was symbolised by his marriage to the daughter of the
first ariki to adopt Christianity, Tinomana of Arorangi, by which Papehia became a
rangatira ( chief) himself and eventually an ancestor of titleholders in three Rarotongan
ariki lines.8
The pre,eminent position of Papehia and Tiberio in the Rarotonga mission was
challenged by the arrival of the long,serv ing missionaries Charles Pitman and Aaron
Buzacott in 1 8 2 7 and 1 828. It was impossible for the English missionaries not to
acknowledge the impressive foundations laid by the two Ma'ohi pioneers, but they soon
expressed their reservations about the forceful methods Papehia and Tiberio were said to
have used.9 The activities of Tiberio ( who had married the daughter of another ariki,
Makea of Avarua) were unacceptable to the new leaders of the mission, and he could no
longer be used in its service. 1 0 But Papehia's prestige in Rarotongan society and his
ability and experience as a missionary secured for him an enduring importance in the
leadership of the island's church. While not endorsing everything Papehia had done in
the pioneer stage of his mission, Williams could still testify many years later to his
'unsullied reputation' . 1 1 Shortly after the arrival of the two white missionaries, Papehia
had been put in charge of a third station, Arorangi, the seat of his father,in, law,
Tinomana ariki, and a base for the pastoral influence he exercised there until his death in
1 86 7. In the eyes of the LMS, his status was lower than that of his English colleagues,
one of whom was for some years resident at Arorangi and in charge of the station there.
But until ill health forced him to retire in the 1 840s, Papehia's role was thought of as at
least somewhat comparable with that of the white missionaries, and he was often praised
for his dependable and effective work. 1 2 His aristocratic wife was active in the work of
the mission, and 'a truly good woman'; she died in 1 886. 1 3
Papehia was regarded b y the missionaries a s somewhat exceptional. They were
much less confident in the Ma' ohi teachers who were looking after the other islands.
However well they might be 'qualified for commencing the work', wrote Buzacott in
1 83 3 , the Leeward Islanders were in most cases only ' indifferently qualified for carrying it
on' . 1 4 In Pitman's opinion, they were rarely satisfactory, since their knowledge was
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limited , they had a tendency to pride and they found it hard to distinguish between
ecclesiastical and political power, 'these being inseparable in the reign of idolatry' . 1 5
Reports from the outer islands i n 1 83 5 led Buzacott to dismiss some of the teachers and
to station Papehia on Atiu for a time. 16 The two Englishmen expressed their relief when
Henry Royle arrived in 1 839 and could take charge on Aitutaki, where there had been
a succession of unsatisfactory Ma' ohi teachers. 1 7
The stationing of a trusted Rarotongan teacher on Mangaia i n 1 83 9 i n an effort to
improve the quality of the church there was another indication of the missionaries'
dissatisfaction with most of the untrained Ma' ohi pioneers. For some years, the mission
had felt much more confident about teachers emerging from their own Cook Islands
churches. The day of the Ma' ohi pioneer teachers was over, but they had left an indelible
imprint on Cook Islands history.

The begi n n i ngs of a Cook I sl an d s m i n i stry
Delaying the formation of churches until they were convinced that the level of Christian
knowledge and religious sincerity in their early converts was fully adequate, Pitman and
Buzacott admitted the first church members in 1 83 3 . As in Tahiti, the early Christians of
Rarotonga and the other islands were quickly engaged in an enthusiastic sharing of
religious knowledge and literacy skills with their relatives and neighbours, and some of
them became the first tiakono ( deacons ) . 1 8 The missionaries encouraged such outreach
and service to the community and the church, and from this group there emerged on
Rarotonga the first practitioners of indigenous ministry. As early as 1 83 1 , Pitman was
praising Iro, 'a steady excellent man', who was closely related to the Pa ariki family of
Ngatangiia, where the missionary resided. 1 9 One of the first members and deacons, Iro
was given private studies by Pitman and was put in charge of the large outstation at
Titikaveka. His 'active and efficient' ministry there was formalised in 1 83 7 when he was
'set apart' by the Ngatangiia church as Pitman's assistant and went on to serve for many
years as the missionary's 'highly valued native brother'. 20
Similarly designated on that same occasion in 1 83 7 was another of Pitman's
promising helpers , Maretu. Aged about 35 at that time, Maretu was the son of a chief
who had been among the first converts. He was one of the first church members at
Ngatangiia, received some training from Pitman and emerged as a valuable helper in the
mission's teaching and preaching work. 2 1 The extent to which the missionaries reposed
trust in him is indicated by their sending him to Mangaia in 1 839 to inquire into some
problems among the Ma'ohi teachers and to advance the life of the church beyond the
level to which its current teachers were capable of taking it. To equip him for full pastoral
responsibilities, he was 'set apart to discharge the ordinances of the Christian Church'. 22
During his five years on the island, Maretu earned the great respect of the people and the
high praise of the missionaries. He made sure that the Mangaian vernacular replaced
Tahitian as the language of the church, and studied local history and traditions in order
to better understand his flock.2 3
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Returning to Rarotonga in 1 845 , Maretu again became the indispensable j unior
colleague of Pitman, who a few years later reluctantly agreed to another secondment of
his assistant to a distant place. This time Maretu went for nearly two years ( 1 854,56) to
the newly evangelised northern island of Manihiki, where he was expected to 'form a
Christian church, watch over its infant growth, and establish social order on a Christian
basis' .24 On his return, he found himself in charge of the Ngatangiia station, where
Pitman, the senior missionary on Rarotonga, had served from 1 827 until his retirement
in 1 854.25 Praised by successive British colleagues in the Cook Islands mission, Maretu
pastored his native district for many years. In retirement, he wrote a long autobiography.26
Little is known of his wife, Tanuke, except that she ably shared in his ministries on
Rarotonga, Mangaia and Manihiki, and was universally regarded as 'an example to be
followed in things good and holy' .27 Their son, Obura, was a notable layman in the
Rarotongan church, and married a woman who later succeeded to the Pa ariki title. 28
Tanuke died in 1 874, followed in 1 880 by her husband. The missionary James Chalmers
described Maretu as 'one of the finest men I have ever known, white or coloured'.29
William Wyatt Gill, another mission colleague, called him a 'noble and apostolic man' ,3 0
and wrote that he 'was distinguished by power of intellect, combined with true humility
and utter guilelessness. He was of quick perception and ready sympathy . . . He was
eminently a man of prayer and faith.'3 1 There is no doubt that as one of the first
indigenous pastors , and a particularly impressive one, Maretu provided an important
model for ministry in the 1 9th,century Cook Islands church.
As in Tahiti and the Leeward Islands, the emergence of the indigenous ministry in
the Cook Islands was closely associated with the young church's own missionary movement
to unevangelised places across the sea. Even before the sending of Ma'ohi missionaries to
the Cook Islands ceased, Cook Islands evangelists were leaving for foreign destinations. At
Aitutaki in 1 830, on his way to new islands to the west, Williams suggested to the church
members that they should select two men as 'Teachers to cooperate with our [Ma'ohi]
Teachers as assistants or to act as pioneers in preparing the way for the labours of better
instructed Teachers at a future date'. Raki and Tuava and their wives offered. The two men
were found to be theologically well informed and personally suitable, and were publicly 'set
apart to their work'. In his farewell speech, one of them
expressed his sincere pleasure at the prospect of being engaged in so good a work,
saying there was nothing he so much desired as to be employed in telling others, more
ignorant than himself, about J esus Christ and the way of salvation; that he was willing
to forsake friends, and house, and lands, yea, even three of his children.

The new missionaries sailed off to the west with Williams that same day. They landed
briefly on N iue but the people there were 'so wild and frantic that the Teachers' hearts
failed them'. Instead of evangelising N iue, the teachers from Aitutaki continued their
voyage and a month later were landed on Savai'i to participate in the new LMS mission
to Samoa.32
This first Cook Islands missionary enterprise opened what has been called 'a record
of missionary activity that is unparalleled in any country of the world for the number of
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missionaries in relation to the size of the sending church' .33 Overseas missionary work
was taken up with enthusiasm and the Aitutaki couples were soon followed by other
teachers. Maretu recalled that about this time 'a group of young people' were in the habit
of meeting in his home to study the Bible; they told the missionaries of their desire to
'take the Word of God to the lands of the heathens' .34 Several of the group did find their
way overseas. Among them were two of the most notable missionaries to Samoa: Teava,
who served there from 1 83 2 to 1 85 5 , and Ta'unga, who was in Samoa from 1 847 to 1 8 79
after an earlier stint ( 1 842-46) in New Caledonia and the Loyalty Islands. But the main
body of Cook Islands missionaries went out after the setting up of a training facility
in 1 839.

A m i n i stry trai n i ng co l l ege at Takam oa
Pitman and Buzacott had studied at Bogue's institution in Gosport.35 In the Cook Islands,
they quickly saw the value of training for potential mission workers. Pitman's relatively
good education and strong scholarly inclination led him in the early 1 830s into providing
special tuition for particularly promising converts. Buzacott began such teaching at his
station, too, and his visit in 1 834 to Samoa, where his pupil Teava was already working,
led him to a decision 'that on his return to Rarotonga he would devote much more time
and labour to the training of pious men and women for the work of God among the
heathen' .36 Williams sympathised with this kind of activity, and spoke in England in 1 836
of the value of 'native agency' and his idea of establishing a Rarotongan training school in
which he would participate.37 'I do not know,' he said as he prepared to return to the
Pacific, 'that the inhabitants of any island, with the exception of those of Tahiti,
have been converted to Christianity by the instrumentality of English missionaries;
the work has been done by native missionaries. Of course they are conveyed by us, and
are under our direction and superintendence; but they are the men who do the work,
and therefore it is of the utmost importance that this agency which God has put into
our hands should be carried on in the most j udicious, the most effective, and the most
extensive way in which it is possible to conduct it. We think that the establishment of
a native college . . . will be one of the most important steps towards the extension of
Christianity in the isles of the Pacific. 38

The directors in London reiterated their approval of the use of indigenous mission
workers. Apparently not discouraged by the faltering of the earliest LMS training school
in the Pacific ( the Institution in Tahiti, which had been established in 1 829 but was in
abeyance in the late 1 830s ) , they lent their strong support to the establishment in LMS
mission areas around the world of facilities for the spiritual and theological education of
selected indigenous Christians. The training would be provided by missionaries devoting
most of their time to this work. The students would be trained on a full,time and
residential basis, and would make up 'a future race of pastors and teachers for the native
churches and of faithful Missionaries for the regions beyond them'.39
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Williams was busy in early 1 839 with preparations for the new training centre , 'an
absolute, imperative necessity' for the Cook Islands and for other missions.40 He then
departed for the New Hebrides, where he was tragically killed. When the Institution was
inaugurated later in the year, it was headed by Buzacott. Pitman had declined the
appointment, but shared Buzacott's 'conviction of the value and necessity of Native
Agency' and supported the foundation of the training school, although he personally
preferred the old individual tuition method.41 Buzacott wrote that he saw a good
indigenous ministry as the main hope for the future of Cook Islands Christianity in the
long term; the inadequacy of some teachers in the past would make the missionaries
doubly careful in their training henceforth and the high quality of many untrained
teachers promised well for an even more useful contribution from fully trained workers.42
The Institution was established on a site bought from the ariki Makea at Takamoa,
between the sea and the hills in the Avarua district. Under Buzacott's direction, the
people built small student houses of permanent materials, followed in 1 843-44 by a
particularly solid two,storey main building that still stands today. On this campus, a small
intake of carefully selected students entered a four,year course in Scripture and doctrine,
with supervised practice in preaching and schoolteaching. Bogue's theological lectures
( in translation ) were used as texts . House, building, furniture construction and other
'useful arts' were important in the curriculum, and classes were also provided for the
wives of married students . The students grew food for themselves on the college
grounds.43 By 1 85 7 , the year Buzacott retired from Rarotonga, the student roll was larger
( there were 1 5 men and 1 3 wives ) , but except for the addition of some general subjects to
the curriculum, the pattern of college life had changed very little.44 There were 20 men
in training in 1 860, and 26 in 1 878.45
Although the course at Takamoa was ostensibly for four years, the need for teachers
was so great that many students did not stay that long. The first officially listed students
in 1 83 9 were Rupe and Marama, both of Avarua. Rupe, Takamoa's first graduate, was
appointed to Mangaia in 1 84 1 and to Atiu in 1 844. Later there was conflict between him
and the chiefs of Atiu, and he returned to Rarotonga for good in 1 856. He ended his days
at Arorangi in 1 88 7, praised by the missionary of the time as an excellent deacon and
faithful Christian.46 Marama went to Samoa in 1 842 .47 Students were sent to Takamoa
by the church at Atiu from 1 840, Mangaia from 1 84 1 , Aitutaki from 1 843 , and
eventually from all the islands.
Takamoa graduates flowed out in a steady stream to lead the churches of the whole
southern Cook Group , to continue the mission's work in Samoa and to participate in
new LMS missions in Melanesia. Preceded only by Mataio of Avarua, who had been
landed at Tuauru in New Caledonia in 1 84 1 ( and who had died by 1 84 2 ) , 48 the first
Cook Islands missionaries to proceed to the new fields in 1 842 were Takamoa,trained:
Rangi of Avarua who went to the Isle of Pines ( off New Caledonia); Kapao of Avarua,
who went to Tanna (New Hebrides ) ; and Pao of Aitutaki and Zekaria of Arorangi, who
went to Mare ( Loyalty Islands ) .49
Takamoa also supplied the workers for a successful extension of the mission to the
hitherto unevangelised northern Cook Islands. Apolo of Aitutaki and Tairi of Ngatangiia
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were the pioneers on Manihiki and Rakahanga in 1 849. Apolo stayed on these atolls for
40 years, and Tairi nearly 20; both wrote historical accounts of the people they worked
among.5 0 Ngatikaro of Arorangi, losia of Ngatangiia and Taoiti of Mangaia went to
Tongareva ( Penrhyn ) in 1 854, and Luka of Aitutaki ( who also wrote a history) and
Ngatimoari of Avarua were placed on Pukapuka in 1 85 7 .5 1 No white missionaries ever
lived on the four northern atolls. It was never possible for the mission superiors on
Rarotonga to visit these islands frequently or regularly, and their congregations were
served by southern Cook Islanders. By the end of the century, however, locally born
pastors were often available for service on the northern atolls. They had begun to emerge
in the 1 8 70s, when four Rakahangans, for example, went to Takamoa ( two of them,
Zekaria and Asapha, went to Papua in 1 8 76 and died there in 1 87 8 ) .5 2 The first
Tongarevan 'set apart for the word of God' was Akorongo, who, after Takamoa training,
was appointed to Rakahanga in 1 87 5 .53
Cook Islands missionaries were still being sent to Samoa, the Loyalty Islands and
the New Hebrides after mid,century, but, from 1 87 2 , the new field of Papua replaced the
earlier destinations. Enthusiastic support for the new mission was recorded and, at a
memorable service, the first group of couples from Rarotonga, Aitutaki, Mangaia and
Manihiki were 'set apart' for Papua. 54 Of these first 1 2 people sent, one had returned by
1 885, one had been killed and six had died of sickness. 55 The most notable member of
the first group was Ruatoka, who had entered Takamoa in 1 868 at the age of 22. With his
wife, Tungane, like him a Mangaian, Ruatoka made a maj or contribution to the Papua
mission. They never returned to a ministry in their home islands: Tungane died in Papua
in 1 885 , and Ruatoka in 1 903 . 56 More than 50 more Cook Islanders had gone to Papua
by 1 885 , and the flow continued until the first decade of the 20th century.57 When the
missionary Chalmers, who had served on Rarotonga until 1 8 7 7 , was killed in Papua in
1 90 1 , Ruatoka wrote to the home churches of his grief at his mentor's death; he appealed
to the missionary Cullen to come as a new 'father to care for . . . all the children of the
Cook Islands who are doing the work of the Lord here in Papua' . 5 8
By 1 844, 33 men and women had passed through the Institution, and, b y 1 85 2 , the
figure was 1 00.59 After 20 years (by 1 860) , the total had passed 200, and the Takamoa
graduates who were still working at that time were divided more or less equally between
the Cook Islands and Melanesia.60 'It is a cause of devout thankfulness and much
encouragement that so few of these have proved unworthy,' commented one of the
missionaries.6 1 The mission pointed out that a good number of those who 'proved
unworthy' were later 'restored to church fellowship, on the manifestation of sincere
penitence . Though lost to the mission,field , many of them are useful assistants to the
missionary at their native places .'62 By 1 876, the number of men admitted for training
since the beginning was 1 50, of whom 14 had 'disgraced their profession', 56 had died
( many in Melanesia), eight had been martyred and 44 were still exercising ministries in
the Cook Islands and elsewhere .63 A further 1 00 men had been trained by 1 888, and the
number of those who died in Melanesia had risen to 1 76, including 20 who died as
martyrs.64 The total number of men and women who had trained in the Institution since
1 839 was given in 1 893 as 490.65
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Until the end of the century ( and long after that) , mm1stry trammg at Takamoa
continued along the lines established at the beginning. By 1 900, five successive
missionaries had followed Buzacott as teacher of the students. One of them, James
Chalmers, described the routine he was using in 1 869:
On Monday at eight a.m., after dispensing medicine, I meet the students for two
hours, when we go over part of one of Dr Bogue's lectures on theology, printed by Mr.
Buzacott. From nine to ten we go over a Psalm together, and at ten they are free for
the day. On Tuesday we meet at the same hour and go over the Scripture lesson for the
day. At present we are going through the Book of Daniel. On Wednesday we have no
classes . . . On Thursday from eight to nine Romans, and from nine to ten grammar.
Friday eight to nine church history, and nine to ten sermon classes . . . For each of the
classes, Psalms, Daniel, Romans, and church history, I write out the lessons, and allow
them to take copies for their own use . . . They are required to prepare for all the
classes.

The wives of the students kept the same classroom hours, being taught scriptural
knowledge, arithmetic and sewing by the missionary's wife. When no classes were being
held, the students used their time for preparation and for tending their food plantations.66
A later missionary conceded that the growing of food in distant plantations was time,
consuming, but pointed out that it promoted industrious habits that would be valuable to
the students in their ministries later.67 At the end of the century, as before and
afterwards, the missionary was teaching the men while his wife had 'their wives under
her care . . . training them to care for their houses and their children, and to be useful as
the helpers of their husbands'.68
Although the training given was relevant to the tasks expected of pastors in
undeveloped rural communities, the mission was aware that the academic level was low
and might not be adequate in the future. 'Their education is too limited,' wrote one of
the missionaries in 1 888; 'they are too near the level of their congregations. '69 Very little
was done to raise educational standards in the Institution, however, even after the 1 890s,
when better primary and secondary education became available. But Takamoa continued
as the Cook Islands church's respected centre for pastor training, a function it still fulfils
today as the oldest continuously operating such institution in the Pacific Islands.

An i nd igenous pasto rate
Throughout this early period of Cook Islands church history, overseas missionary service
deflected some of the most promising church leaders from the pastorate at home. One of
Pitman's brightest pupils and assistants was Ta'unga, who in his childhood had been the
intended successor to a traditional priestly title. As a young convert, he helped lro at
Titikaveka and at the same time excelled as Pitman's private student. Considered too
young for Takamoa when it opened, he eventually entered the Institution in 1 84 1 , but
volunteered for the overseas mission before he had completed the course. His talents
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were deployed in a long and notable missionary career in Melanesia and Samoa, but were
not available to the home church until 1 8 79.7 0 He served on Rarotonga and Mauke
before retiring, and even then did relieving work and participated in biblical translation
( he was acknowledged as 'the best living authority on the Rarotongan language' ) . He
died in 1 898 . 7 1
Another o f the many experienced missionary teachers who returned and gave
responsible service at home was Matatia, a clever and high,ranking Rarotongan from
Ngatangiia; when he left Samoa after working there from 1 83 9 to 1 85 2 , he took up
pastoral work at Matavera, but died suddenly in 1 85 5 . 72 Teava returned to Rarotonga in
1 85 5 from Samoa, where he had done highly effective work since 1 83 2 . He was 'worn
out with labour' but worked with Buzacott at Avarua. Suffering much from sickness in his
later years, he was described by Chalmers in 1 869 as a good old man but no longer very
influential.73 When Teava died in 1 8 76, however, Chalmers wrote that he had 'learned
to admire the man. He lived much in prayer, and in the study of God's word . . . He was
always ready to speak to the church, ever pointing the members to Christ . . . He spoke
very plainly, not at all mincing matters when occasion required.'74 Among other former
missionaries was Obeda, who went to Samoa in 1 85 7 ; he returned in 1 876 and was
a pastor on his home island of Aitutaki until 1 906.75
Some Cook Islands missionaries stayed permanently at their fore ign stations.
Ruatoka has already been mentioned, and an earlier example is Pao, who pleaded to go
overseas in 1 842 shortly after he began his Takamoa training; he served on Mare and Lifu
until his death many years later. 76 Many others died prematurely while overseas. One
such was Tairi, a Rarotongan, who, at the age of 2 1 , was 'set apart' as Maretu's assistant
on Mangaia. He served there very acceptably for two years, returned to become a deacon
in his home church at Arorangi, and offered as a candidate for Takamoa training. What
might have been a notable life's work in the Cook Islands church was interrupted,
however, when Tairi and his wife volunteered for the New Hebrides in 1 846, where they
both died at Mele in 1 84 7. 77
Despite the attraction of overseas service as an alternative destination for trained
ministry students, the Cook Islands church was equipped by mid,century with an
indigenous pastorate able to provide ministry to the congregations on the many islands
scattered over a wide expanse of ocean. The Cook Islanders adopted the word orometua
used by the Tahiti mission of the LMS; as a Ma'ohi word, it carried the basic meaning of
'teacher', and it might well have been an indigenous word with that connotation in the
Cook Islands too. The Mangaian word korometua ( or koromatua) referred to a 'wise man',
an ' instructor of kings', which was 'a peculiarly sacred office'. 78 In Rarotonga, koromatua
denoted 'a learned man, a priest' .79 Like the Ma'ohi, the Cook Islanders applied the word
orometua to European missionaries, Polynesian teachers and then locally born pastors.
There were 22 active Cook Islander orometua by 1 859.80 They looked after village
congregations on the three islands ( Rarotonga, Aitutaki and Mangaia) where English
missionaries were in charge, and on all the other islands exercised ministries that were
only occasionally inspected. Their numbers did not grow beyond this: 20 were listed in
1 879 ( as well as a number of retired men ) , and the figure for 1 895 was also 20.8 1
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Maretu was the first unsupervised orometua i n 1 839. Some other pastors given early
responsibility included three Takamoa graduates from Avarua: Rupe, who went to
Mangaia in 1 84 1 , and was installed at Tamarua with a solemn service of 'setting apart',
followed by a feast;82 Okotai, who took up a ministry on Atiu in 1 84 2 (he later served in
Samoa and on Pukapuka, and died in 1 879 ) ; and 'the prudent, pious and active' ltio, who
was appointed to Mauke in 1 845 and retired from there in 1 8 79. 83 Another Rupe, the
son of chiefly parents from Rarotonga and Aitutaki, was sent from Aitutaki as 'a pious
youth' to Takamoa in 1 845 .84 He was appointed to Arorangi in 1 847, before going to
Atiu in 1 849 to replace his older namesake. Described as very intelligent, the younger
Rupe served on Atiu for many years until his career in the church came to an end in
1 866 with his dismissal for immoral behaviour.85 Remaining on the island, he was
strongly criticised by Gill in 1 87 8 for causing trouble between the people and the
mission, but the same missionary later acknowledged him as a valuable source of
ethnographical information about Aitutaki and Atiu. 86
Katuke , the first Takamoa graduate from Atiu, went to Mangaia in 1 844; he served
there very capably as one of the village pastors under successive white missionaries, and
died in 1 886.87 Anania was also appointed to Mangaia. He had gone to Samoa from
Rarotonga in 1 839 before Takamoa training was available, and returned in 1 846 with an
excellent record, taking up a post at Tamarua in 1 84 7. Praised for his zeal and devotion,
he brought patient mediation skills to the volatile political situation he found in the
village. His superintendent on Mangaia lamented the death in 1 848 of this calm and
prayerful man.88 Anania was succeeded as teacher and pastor at Tamarua by Mamae ( also
known as Koroa,iti and Sadaraka ) , a high,ranking Mangaian and first,generation
Christian and early deacon. He seems not to have attended Takamoa, but was
nevertheless 'well versed in scripture'. Mamae's supervising missionary after 1 85 2 , W. W.
Gill, paid glowing tribute to his personal and spiritual qualities, and also to his ability as a
preacher who expounded the Bible 'with great originality and power, bringing his
illustrations not from books or commentaries' but from the natural world and everyday
events, using both humour and pathos to great effect. Mamae provided much of the
ethnographical information later published by G ill, and wrote several historical
narratives himself before his death in 1 889. 89
A succession of orometua served in village churches throughout the Cook Islands.
Perhaps a typical example is Matavera, on Rarotonga, where, for the period 1 839, 1 900, a
commemorative board in the church lists six pastors ( two originating from Matavera
itself, two from other parts of Rarotonga, one from Mangaia and one from Manihiki ) .
The inner histories of these village congregations and the pastors who came t o live and
work with them are only partially accessible through the documents that have survived
in archival collections. It is clear, however, that close relationships were forged between
orometua and their people, and that these relationships were sometimes harmonious and
sometimes tense.
The infrequent missionary inspections of the northern atoll of Tongareva, for
instance, uncovered situations that sometimes pleased the visitors but often worried
them. When Peruvian labour recruiters succeeded in luring nearly 500 of the people on
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to their ships in 1 862 ,63 , two of the teachers accompanied the recruits, leaving only the
Rarotongan Ngatikaro ministering to the remnant population.90 It became a matter of
concern to the missionaries that Ngatikaro, who had married the daughter of a chief on
the atoll, was exercising what seemed to be chiefly authority. He was removed in 1 8 70,
but soon afterwards returned. In later years, the ex,teacher was reported as helping his
successor, Vaka, but his influence among the people was regarded by the mission as
harmful. Vaka, too, was soon seen to be acting as a chief, and was dismissed 1 0 years later
when factional strife broke out on the atoll.91 In the 1 890s, the pastor in one of the two
villages ( Kainuku, from Aitutaki) was described as young, active and doing good work;
he was 'on good terms with the people' , but his colleague in the other village ( Paulo, an
Atiuan ) was 'constantly at loggerheads with his people about one thing or another' .
Later, it was Kainuku who complained that the people were giving him insufficient food
and were difficult to get on with, but three years after that he was found to be 'living
happily with the people'. As the century ended, the reports were of Kainuku's removal
for unsatisfactory work, the people's reluctance to accept the mission's Rakahangan
nominee rather than the local man they wanted as Kainuku's replacement, and Paulo's
development into a pastor well regarded by the mission as an 'energetic' and 'resolute'
leader among a 'quarrelsome and turbulent' people .92
While some orometua are known to have been of high rank in the traditional social
hierarchy, such origins were not a prerequisite for membership of the pastorate. But in a
new kind of hereditary pattern, a number of notable orometua had sons who followed in
their footsteps. Papehia's son Isaia went to Takamoa in 1 85 8 or 1 859 and later ministered
at Arorangi. At first, Chalmers did not think much of him, but later said that 'he was a
good man, and did good service'. A later missionary found him genial and hospitable, a
good preacher, 'a great worker and planter of food' , but 'lacking in spirituality'. He could
also 'rule men' , not j ust 'through natural ability' but because of his social position as the
grandson of an ariki . Isaia died in 1 890. His son Davida also became an orometua, as did
M itikiro, the son of Papehia's daughter.93 The grandson and namesake of another
notable early orometua, Maretu, also entered the ministry, becoming orometua at
Ngatangiia after he left Takamoa in 1 882. This younger Maretu, who died in 1 906,
earned praise as an 'exceptionally able' pastor and as the respected holder of the Pa ariki
title in succession to his adoptive mother.94 Tamuera Terei, the son of Ta'unga, showed
promise as an orometua, too, but in 1 888 he was dismissed from his post at Titikaveka
after serving some years there ( later he became a notable official and writer of traditional
history) .95 The Mangaian orometua Mamae's son, Aiteina, was described as able and
intelligent when he entered the ministry in the 1 880s, and, as a retired man, was a valued
ethnographical informant in 1 930.96 There were others, but a final example is Banapa,
the son of Apolo, who pioneered on Manihiki. Banapa was the orometua on Rakahanga
for 28 years until he died there in 1 905 , still being praised for his wise and tactful
leadership; he too was an authority on traditional history.97
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Pasto rs in c h u rch an d society
In the Cook Islands churches, Polynesian respect for oratory was confirmed by the
emphasis placed on preaching by the LMS. By the end of the century, preaching was
indisputably one of the most important functions of the orometua. 'No congregation in
Europe or America could hang with more earnestness on the lips of the preacher, ' wrote
the missionary Gill. 'It is quite a common practice to take down the outline of the
discourse on paper or slates, or even rudely to scratch it on the leaf of the banana or the
coco,nut . . . I have known sermons to be well remembered even ten years after their
delivery. '98 Gill believed that foreign missionaries could not hope to preach sermons as
'thoroughly adapted to the native mind' as those he was hearing from the mouths of
orometua. He noted that the preaching was full of proverbs and apt illustrations from
local history, customs, traditions and songs, as well as from the natural environment and
topical events. Like their counterparts in Tahiti, the Cook Islands orometua commonly
constructed their sermons from 'trunks' and 'branches'; they finished with a practical
application or 'corking' (which was as indispensable in a sermon as the cork was to a
container of scented oil) .99
The LMS did not regard the small payments it made in cash and kind to its
Polynesian workers as the ir main means of support. The mission's expectation that the
teachers and pastors would be supported by their host communities was formalised in the
1 870s, and fixed stipends payable by each congregation were listed regularly after that. In
the late 1 870s, a number of orometua were paid an annual salary of $ 1 00 in the currency
used in the Cook Islands at the time (with Isaia at Arorangi receiving more than $200 ) ,
while others received amounts ranging from $ 2 0 t o $60. 10° Chalmers had pushed for this
system, wanting the pastors to be well paid so that they would be free of the need to
devote time to planting or other means of selrsupport. 101 In addition to paying their
pastor's salary, each local church maintained its buildings ( including the pastor's house )
and contributed to LMS funds . 1 02 To varying degrees, also , the practice of presenting
food and other items to the pastor continued: on Tongareva, for example, there were
different kinds of presentations that came to be categorised as matanga, atinga and

huamua. 1 03
The mission's encouragement of congregational self,support was in keeping with
the assumption that the infant churches would eventually grow to adulthood and no
longer require the missionary parent. This obj ective was not always firmly in the
forefront of day,to,day missionary thinking, but it was certainly linked with the ideal of
an indigenous pastorate. The encouragement of a local ministry by Pitman and Buzacott
is evidence of this , and another missionary with great influence on the early Cook
Islands church, William G ill, was equally convinced that 'native agency' was not only
effective but 'essential'; it was 'the reward and the glory' of the missionaries' labours.104
When Pitman referred to Iro and Maretu as 'my native assistants, or rather Co,pastors', 105
he revealed his underlying commitment to a responsible indigenous ministry. The
change from 'teacher' to 'pastor' in official mission terminology occurred in the late
1 860s, in recognition of the fact that orometua had been performing pastoral duties for
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some time. 106 W. W. Gill warned against raising the status of j ust a few selected teachers:
distinctions between them would be unfair and might also foster pride in the favoured
few. 1 07 Another missionary, Ernest Krause, who clashed with the orometua Teaoa over a
number of issues and eventually dismissed him, offended Teaoa by denying that an
indigenous pastor was fully an orometua in the sense that the missionaries were. 108 Krause
was not well liked in the church on Rarotonga, and his view that the pastors were only
'helpers' was out of line with the mission's policy. The word 'ordination' came to replace
the old 'setting apart' , and the full ministerial status of Cook Islands pastors was
acknowledged in the 1 8 70s: they were no longer just taeake ( 'brethren' ) , wrote Gill, but
'full,blown reverends' . 109
The missionaries working in the Cook Islands in the 1 9th century could not,
however, fully trust their local colleagues. They were pained by the moral lapses they felt
obliged to record and discipline , and, while allowing considerable freedom to the pastors
of local congregations in villages and distant islands, they could not yet contemplate
a transfer of overall authority to the church's indigenous leaders. In the 1 850s, fearing
that the Cook Islands would be increasingly less isolated from contact with foreigners
and the outside world, the missionaries warned the directors in London against any
thought of prematurely 'abandoning' the young church, and recommended a continuing
European superintendence 'to consolidate and secure what has already been gained' . 1 1 0
The London authorities, while reaffirming the ideal of indigenous church autonomy and
reiterating that 'too great attention cannot be given to raising up an educated and
efficient Native Ministry', did indeed decide in 1 866 that it was too early to reduce the
number of European missionaries in any of its fields. 1 1 1 The LMS never lost sight of the
ideal of self,governed indigenous churches; the difficult question discussed by
administrators and field missionaries throughout these years was when the time would be
ripe for relinquishing mission authority.
In the Cook Islands, Chalmers stood out from his colleagues in arguing for an
immediate reduction in foreign missionary involvement in churches such as the one in
which he was working. 'I think it is time,' he wrote in 1 874, ' [that] these churches were
left to their own resources, under the superintendence of one foreign missionary who
could take charge of the Institution. So long as the native churches have foreign pastors
so long will they remain weak and dependent. ' 1 1 2 When he revisited the Cook Islands in
the 1 890s, he again declared that no more supervision was necessary than what could be
provided by one missionary who would be concerned primarily with education. 1 1 3 But
other missionaries were not confident that the churches would be strong enough to
maintain the standards of church life if Europeans were no longer there to keep watch.
When Aitutaki was without a white missionary for some years after Royle's retirement,
for instance, Gill wrote that the church there was 'going to the bad'; another missionary
wrote that Royle, who had been 'really a father' to the people, had 'advised them in all
matters, and that advice was always taken'. 1 1 4 It was the opinion of still another of the
missionaries, George Harris, that their task of removing unsatisfactory pastors had
become more difficult since the churches had taken responsibility for paying their
orometua . 1 1 5 Harris believed that Cook Islands pastors were affected by an 'inherent
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weakness of the race': they were reluctant to give offence, with the result that 'the whole
work suffers through their y ielding to the whims and fancies of their people'. 1 1 6 ( It is
interesting that at this very time at least two orometua in the northern islands were
meeting difficulties when they stood out against what the ir people wanted: the
Tongarevans were reported to be 'sullen' because their pastor had opposed their
'lascivious dances', and the pastors on Pukapuka were in trouble for attempting to stop
traditional mourning customs. ) l 1 7
As the 1 9th century ended, and the level of exposure to outside political and
economic forces in the Cook Islands increased, the prevailing view was the one
presented by the missionary Lawrence to a British audience in 1 895 : 'The time has not
yet come when we can safely leave these native Christian communities to meet alone,
unaided, the difficulties of their position.' The principal mission administrator in London
agreed with Lawrence, arguing that the Cook Islanders were j ust entering the most
difficult time of all - the period of transition between tutelage and independence. 1 1 8
An end to European supervision and control of the Cook Islands ministry, then,
was far in the future, and in fact had seemed to become even less likely as the 1 9th
century progressed. The Cook Islanders did not question this, but, obscured by the
superstructure of a missionary�dominated church, there was the reality of an indigenous
religious institution in which the local teachers and pastors played a leading role. From
the beginning of the mission to the Cook Islands, Polynesian orometua had been
integrated into community life. Permitted at the outset by the chiefs to enter and work,
and fed and housed by the chiefs and people, the Ma' ohi teachers bequeathed to their
local successors a niche in society that was never seriously questioned by the mission
authorities. Orometua were sometimes known as the tama 'ua ( adopted sons, literally
'sons of the lap' ) of the chiefs. 1 1 9 It is not difficult to understand why many aspects of the
role of the priest in the old religion were eventually assumed by the new religious leaders,
the orometua .
It seems that the traditional priests of the Cook Islands resembled their
counterparts in the closely related Ma'ohi culture to the east. Their appellation, ta'unga,
similarly referred to their learning and skill in religion or other special arts, crafts or
bodies of knowledge. Priestly descent lines were closely connected with the chiefly
families, and chiefs themselves exercised some priestly functions. Another word, taura,
referred to people directly inspired by a god; like its Tahitian cognate, the word meant
'rope', signifying the role of the taura as medium. 1 20 This pattern was common to all the
islands, but on Mangaia there were some distinctive features. The attendants of the
island's various tribal gods were known as pia atua, 'receptacles of the gods', an expression
that is more suggestive of a medium than a priest. Women could be pia atua, and could
also succeed to the ariki title held by the one of the two high priests of Mangaia's
'national' god, Rongo. The functions of the ' inland' and 'shore' ariki were partly political,
but their religious role was very important and distinguished them from the main
'secular' chief, the 'lord of Mangaia' . 1 2 1 When the first Ma' ohi teachers landed on
Mangaia in 1 824, they were immediately taken by the priestly ariki to the marae of Rongo
'to invest their persons with a sacred character' . 1 2 2 This not only conferred o n them a
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protective mana but also suggestively foreshadowed what was indeed eventually to occur:
a transfer of the priestly office to the servants of a new and more powerful God. 1 23
Throughout the Cook Islands, some ta' unga opposed the new religion, while others
embraced it. 1 24 But the demise of the old gods made their priests redundant. Ta'unga
faded away, retaining a role, which was deprecated and censured by the mission, only as
practitioners of traditional medicine. 1 25 The need for religious specialists in society
remained, however, and orometua filled the gap. They and their activities were validated
in Cook Islands eyes not only by European approval, Takamoa training and the mission's
ceremonies by which they were 'set apart' , but also by their special relationship with
spiritual powers and chiefly authorities. They made their contribution to the community
through channels that were not as new as they seemed.
Cook Islands chiefs and pastors sometimes competed for power within the
framework of authority and influence . A missionary explained the difficulties
experienced by Rupe on Atiu in the 1 850s as a clash between the pastor and some of the
chiefs whose 'questionable practices' he zealously opposed; this had 'so offended them
that his residence on Atiu became very uncomfortable and his usefulness much
impeded' . 1 26 But orometua did work within a traditional understanding of the
relationship between religious and secular power. G ill described a feast given by a
Mangaian chief, in which ceremonial precedence was accorded to the missionary 'and
the three native pastors, to evince their respect for the Word of God', followed by 'the
king and six great chiefs, whose names were announced in a certain order handed down
from time immemorial'. 1 27 This ceremonial order is followed in the distribution of feast
food on Mangaia even today. 1 28 Orometua had been fitted into a traditional structure,
succeeding the priests whose place in the distribution of feast food had s imilarly
indicated their place in society. Gill observed that throughout the group the orometua
were often 'closely connected with powerful chiefs ruling the places where they labour';
he lamented in 1 87 8 that an elderly pastor no longer fit for active ministry was 'so linked
on to the chiefs that the church could not remove him without great political
disturbance'. 1 29 In that same year, there was trouble on Atiu when the Aitutakian pastor,
Ru, tried to resist chiefly control in the church. The Atiuans wanted the next pastor to
be one of their own, as they were 'tired of pastors from other islands'; they went on to
demand that one of their ariki be appointed. G ill speculated that perhaps the chiefs were
wanting to add ecclesiastical prestige to their power: 'In the old times the priest and chief
were often united in one person. Why not under the new order of things ?' 1 30 The
missionaries compromised by appointing a trainee from Takamoa, an Atiuan who was
related to the chiefs. In Gill's opinion, pastors were usually too ready to permit chiefs to
interfere in church matters , but the new pastor, Ngamaru, did stand up to one of the
chiefs who was selling alcohol. 1 3 1

Late I 9th -centu ry changes
When a new form of political power appeared at the end of the century, it was difficult
for pastors and missionaries to reduce the political involvement to which they had long
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been accustomed. I n 1 896, for example, the orometua Kainuku and Paulo o n Tongareva
were accused by a British official of 'meddlesome interference': they 'arrogate to themselves
temporal powers and interfere in every question affecting the island'. 'I cautioned them
against interfering in questions that did not concern them, ' reported the official, who
told them that 'their duties were connected with the church and the education of the
children' rather than with the governing of the island.132
There were other ways in which the declaration o f a British protectorate in 1 888
and the annexation of the group by New Zealand in 1 90 1 affected the functions of
orometua in Cook Islands society. One was the gradual loss of their role as schoolteachers
- a loss that occurred earlier in the south than in the north. The LMS was well aware
that most of the pastors were poorly qualified for this task, and hoped that the English,
language school it established on Rarotonga in the 1 890s would produce better,educated
candidates for the ministry. 1 33 But it accepted that education would not be retained in
mission hands as the new colonial administration established itself and developed
education policies.
The exclusive relationship that had long existed between the LMS mission and the
Cook Islands chiefs and people finally ended with the arrival of colonial authorities. The
relationship was too much a part of the history of the islands, however, for the coming of
colonialism to endanger the place of the LMS,founded church in Cook Islands society,
and the patterns of church life ( including the structures and functions of ministry) were
to endure throughout the 20th century. But the establishment of foreign political
authority permitted the entry of rival forms of Christianity - Catholicism and Seventh,
day Adventism - in the 1 890s, and, from these, eventually, new kinds of Christian
ministry would emerge.
The Picpus missionary Bernardino Castanie, who arrived from Tahiti in 1 894 to
begin the Catholic mission on Rarotonga, paid tribute to the devoted and self,sacrificing
spirit displayed by Tehema and Helena, the couple who came to assist him. Tehema,
a katekita ( catechist) from the Tuamotu Group, helped to construct the church in
a physical sense as a builder and as a worship leader and intermediary between the
French missionary and the Polynesian Cook Islanders attracted to Catholicism. 134 Cook
Islander catechists were later to play a part in the Catholic Church in these islands, but it
would be many years before a few indigenous priests emerged to work with the foreign
missionaries who ministered there. Cook Islands Catholicism never developed an
autonomous indigenous leadership in the way that the LMS church ( now the Cook
Islands Christian Church) did.

4.

SAM OA

GROUPED TOGETHER IN the central South Pacific, about 1 ,500 kilometres north�
west of the southern Cook Islands, are the three moderately large and several smaller
islands of Samoa. The Samoans are Polynesians, but the ir language and their cultural
and social forms are only distantly related to those of the Ma'ohi and Cook Islanders.
There were about 40,000 Samoans in the early 1 9th century when they first came into
sustained contact with the Western world. 1
When the first missionaries reached Samoa from the east in 1 830, they found that
interest in Christianity had preceded them and that teachers of the new religion were
gladly received. John Williams and Charles Barff of the pioneering LMS party were
pleasantly surprised that the eight Ma'ohi and Aitutakian evangelists they landed at
Sapapali'i (on the largest island, Savai'i) to inaugurate the mission were 'welcomed with
open arms, both by chiefs and people, who vied with each other in expressions of
kindness and delight ! Instead of losing their property, four excellent dwellings were given
to them, and the very best and largest house in the settlement was set apart for public
worship and instruction.'2
So great was the interest in religious innovation in these early years of the mission
that the few Europeans already resident in Samoa often found themselves sought out by
the people to act as leaders of worship, instructors in doctrine and providers of baptism
and healing. Most of these men were deserters or renegades, deficient in theological
knowledge and Christian commitment.3 But until the mission's claim to be the only
authentic supplier of Christian teaching was firmly established, beachcombers such as
these helped to meet the widespread demand for religious knowledge and they were
given respect and material recompense in return. Another indication of Samoan
openness to new religious ideas and practices at this time is the reception given to the
cult of the prophet and medium Sio Vili, an Upolu man who encountered Christianity in
Tonga and Tahiti and spread his amalgam of Samoan and Christian concepts around
Samoa.4 Unacceptable though they were to the LMS, Sio Vili and the beachcombers
were in fact, no less than the missionaries, part of the process by which Christian
teaching and a new kind of religious leadership were introduced to Samoa. 5 Like that of
the LMS workers, their leadership derived a certain authority from its connection with
new religious knowledge from the outside. It was a leadership role in which an
instructional element was highly visible. In reference to the body of teachers that later
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came to be regarded as official - the English missionaries and Polynesian evangelists Williams recorded a term that had entered Samoan usage by 1 83 2 : tama failotu, which he
translated as 'worker of religion' or, less comprehensive in scope but very much in
keeping with current LMS and Samoan perceptions, 'teacher of religion'.6

Rel igious l eadersh i p i n trad iti o nal Sam oa
Williams found that his knowledge of Polynesian religion was based on his experience in
the eastern islands and was not entirely applicable to Samoa. He seems to have first
acknowledged this on his second visit, in 1 832, when on arriving at Manu'a he met an
Austral Islander who told him that the Samoans had 'no maraes or houses for their worship
. . . They have no priests. The Chief prays as well as all the people.'7 As he continued his
voyage around Samoa Williams found that religious rites were indeed much less visible
than in Tahiti and the Cook Islands, and he remembered what he had been told back in
Rarotonga about the amoa atua kore, 'godless Samoans'. He soon recognised that in fact the
Samoans were far from godless, and he recorded that despite the lack of an elaborate public
cult there were certainly priests (called ' taula aetu' ) and inspired prophets.8
It became clear to later observers that formal religious observance in Samoa was
located to a large extent in the household. The head of the extended family, the matai,
led household worship, ensured that the family gods were honoured, and could express
their will: he was thus not only a chief but also a priest and a prophet.9 Beyond the
household, village gods , too, were served by the matai, but sometimes also by an
identifiable class of practitioners known as taula aitu ( literally, 'anchors of the gods' ) , who
were not necessarily male or of chiefly rank. They received and made offerings at small
temples, ascertained the causes of illness and misfortune and, when possessed by the gods,
could speak their will.10 These religious specialists were denounced by the missionaries as
cunning and avaricious. 1 1 Their place in Samoan religion appears to have been less
central than the position of the ceremonial priests of eastern Polynesia. The tahu' a and
ta' unga of the east were 'persons skilled in religion', but the Samoan 'skilled person' ,
tufuga, was a carpenter or tattooist, and the taula was j ust as much a medium as a priest.
More than in the east, religious leadership was undifferentiated from political authority;
it was vested in the chiefs and expressed in the complex relationships of the social and
political order. 1 2 These features of religious leadership were later to influence the nature
of the Christian ministry in Samoa, but in the beginning the most prominent aspect of
Christian leadership was its instructional emphasis.

Po lynes i an m i n i stry p i o n eers from th e east an d the so uth
The first officially accredited resident Christian missionaries in Samoa were the six Ma' ohi
and two Aitutakian teachers brought by the LMS from Raiatea, Huahine, Borabora and
Aitutaki in 1 830. Six of the men were accompanied by their wives, and some of the couples
brought children. 1 3 In true chiefly fashion, Williams introduced the teachers to the
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important chief, Malietoa, and entrusted them to his protection. This enhanced the
security of the missionaries and established their connection with chiefly power, but
Williams found on his return in 1 83 2 that Malietoa had monopolised them and restricted
their movements. 14 Nevertheless, the teachers were found to have made an excellent start
in the work of evangelism and church planting. They had been advised by the mission's
Samoan guide, Fauea, to avoid a negative condemnation of the local culture, 1 5 and
Williams was pleased to observe worship being conducted in fluent Samoan. 16 Most of this
pioneering group continued their work in Samoa for six, 1 0 or more years, although some
of them ended their careers in the disgrace of dismissal for immoral conduct. 1 7
Until resident British missionaries arrived in 1 836, the LMS teachers from eastern
Polynesia were the Samoans' main models for Christian ministry. The mission managed
to break free of Malietoa's restrictions on the teachers' movements, and for many decades
Ma'ohi and Cook Islander missionaries continued to arrive and work in different parts of
Samoa. After the coming of Europeans to take control of the mission, the Polynesian
teachers were valuable and experienced assistants, often supervising Samoan helpers or
even taking charge of stations.
In 1 839, Williams praised the work of Anania, Nehemia and their wives in Manu'a,
the easternmost islands, where Buzacott found in 1 842 that the people evangelised by
these four Cook Islanders had almost all adopted Christianity. 1 8 Anania returned to a
ministry in the Cook Islands, where he died on Mangaia in 1 849, but Nehemia
continued to work in Manu'a until his death in 1 86 1 . 1 9 When another teacher, Matatia,
retired to Rarotonga after working in Samoa from 1 839 to 1 85 2 , the British missionaries
said they would gladly have him back at any time. 2 0 Among other notable Cook
Islanders was Ta'unga, who had already served in New Caledonia and the Loyalty Islands
before coming to Samoa in 1 84 7 to take up a long ministry in Manu'a. Ta'unga and his
wife took a particular interest in education, and he studied the history of Manu'a.
Described in 1 85 6 as 'superintendent' of the Manu'a station, he had been authorised not
long before that to administer the sacraments. In 1 866, he was referred to as 'general
superintendent of the Manu'a group', and, along with his Samoan colleagues, he was
ordained in 1 8 76. Ta'unga retired to Rarotonga in 1 8 79, carrying with him the thanks
and praise of the missionaries in Samoa. 2 1 Yet another who stood out among the Cook
Islanders serving in the early Samoan church was Teava. One of the first members of the
Avarua church, on Rarotonga, he was praised by his mentor, Buzacott, as 'a pious
excellent man' . He volunteered for evangelism overseas and was 'set apart' for that work;
he and his wife 'wept a good deal' on leaving their home island in 1 83 2. 22 They were
stationed first on the small but politically important island of Manono, and later on
Upolu and Tutuila. Energetic, intelligent, fluent in Samoan and 'without one stain upon
his Christian character' , Teava travelled widely in Samoa and did much to establish the
mission among the people.23 The couple returned to Rarotonga in 1 855.
Adding to the range of early instructors in Christianity were the emissaries who
travelled north to Samoa from Tonga, where a Wesleyan mission had made a successful
beginning in the 1 820s. Even before 1 830, political and family connections between
certain Samoans and Tongans brought word of the new religion in Tonga, and, by the
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early 1 830s, the activities of travellers and unofficial teachers meant that hundreds of
Samoans were adherents of a nascent lotu Toga (Tongan Christianity ) . The Wesleyan
mission in Tonga decided to respond to Samoan requests for assistance and, in 1 83 5 ,
Peter Turner and five Tongan teachers arrived to set up a mission i n Samoa. When the
vexed question of which of the two British missionary societies should operate in Samoa
was settled in London in favour of the LMS ( which had sent European missionaries in
1 83 6 ) , Turner and his teachers were withdrawn to Tonga. After the departure of the
missionaries in 1 839, however, the Samoan Wesleyans were determined to retain their
distinct identity and continued to look to Tonga for leadership. Their repeated requests
for more teachers were received sympathetically by the ascendant Wesleyan chief
Taufa'ahau (soon to be recognised as King of all Tonga) , who, without the approval of
the missionaries in Tonga, sent 1 6 teachers in 1 84 1 , 1 0 in 1 842, and more later.24
For nearly 20 years, at first under the direction of British missionaries but then as
workers approved only by the ir Wesleyan compatriots at home and their scattered flock
in Samoa, the Tongan teachers spread Christian ideas and practices and led the
congregations of the lotu Toga. The LMS missionaries were critical of the level of their
religious knowledge and annoyed by their active role in the rivalry of the two missions.25
But some of them were long remembered in Samoa. Penisimani Latuselu, a chief and
local preacher from Vava'u, came with Turner in 1 83 5 and again in 1 84 1 as leader of
Taufa'ahau's teachers. His ability and devotion impressed the missionaries back in Tonga
and, after he returned home, he was chosen as the first Tongan Wesleyan to be ordained
( in 1 84 7 ) . Appointed to pastor the Tongan island of N iuatoputapu, he left his station
soon afterwards and, against the wishes of the mission authorities , worked again in
Samoa. His ministry there was a mixed blessing for the Samoan Wesleyans , for he
involved himself in factional politics and was accused of illicit liaisons with women.26
Latuselu left Samoa in 1 85 2 when Taufa'ahau finally agreed to withdraw the teachers.
But his co,worker, Panapasa Ahongalu, another Vava'u man, first served with Turner
from 1 83 5 to 1 839, returned from 1 84 1 to 1 85 2 , and was later ( until his death in 1 88 1 ) a
mainstay of the Wesleyan mission that was resumed in 1 85 7 . One of his white colleagues
called him 'a firm and rugged brother'. 27
By mid,century, some Samoans had responded to the Catholic mission that arrived
in 1 845 . The French missionary priests bringing this different form of Christianity were
Marists sent from nearby Uvea (Wallis Island) , where the Society of Mary had begun its
Pacific mission in 1 83 7. To the dismay of the Protestant missionaries, Catholicism
established a foothold in Samoa and a small but well,rooted church developed . Its
Samoan membership would participate in leadership in ways that were somewhat
different from the patterns seen in the two Protestant missions.

Th e begi n n i ngs of th e Samoan m i n i stry
The earliest Samoan teachers of Christianity were simply those who emerged
spontaneously as disseminators of the new religious knowledge and the accompanying
literacy. The eagerness of the Samoans to learn and teach was fully compatible with the
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LMS and Wesleyan emphasis on scriptural and doctrinal knowledge as a necessity for
every believer, and an educational dimension was present in the work of the missions
from the outset. Unofficial teachers were already at work when European missionaries
arrived. Turner found more than 40 working for the lotu Toga in 1 83 5 , and when he left
in 1 83 9 he had built the Wesleyan mission structure up to 80 congregations and 1 97
schools, directed by 1 ,000 leaders and teachers. 28 This body of mission workers, the
nucleus of an emerging Methodist church leadership, worked on through the uncertain
years of Samoan Wesleyan mission history and was eventually regularised by the new
missionary authorities after 1 85 7 .
After the arrival of white LMS missionaries i n 1 83 6, they too extended and
systematised the participation of Samoans in evangelism, teaching and the leadership of
worship. A missionary on Savai'i felt that the people still preferred foreign teachers, but
by 1 83 7 there were 1 6 Samoans working for the mission on the island, as instructors in
literacy and Christian doctrine and in some cases as preachers. 29 On Tutuila two years
later, there were 34 teachers, 14 of whom also led worship services and took part ' in the
higher departments of Missionary labour'; one of these was named as Taulani of Leone,
who served effectively as a teacher for 25 years.30 There were 1 3 8 such teachers in Samoa
by 1 839, and nearly 200 by 1 842.3 1
After Peter Turner left, the Wesleyan workers were no doubt given some
instruction by the Tongan teachers until they too departed. Teachers in the LMS mission
were given training by individual station missionaries: Archibald Murray assembled the
Tutuila teachers every Friday for instruction,32 and George Turner spent one day a week
with his 'teaching and preaching curates' on Upolu. Murray and Turner helped the
teachers with sermon material for the next Sunday, and Turner also tried to provide
general education and discussed with the teachers what was happening in their village
congregations. 33
Clearly, the Wesleyan and LMS missions had accepted that the Samoan church was
to be village,based, requiring the development of a large body of local mission
representatives dispersed throughout the land. One of the first British missionaries,
Charles Hardie, later described the desire of every village to secure its own teacher:
Each of these little parties is so j ealous, so on the alert to discover any thing that
would in any [way ?] give any one of them an advantage over another, so concerned
that any thing should [not ?] be done for any one of them that would imply the
inferiority of the rest that, generally, each is averse to being taught by the teachers of
the others. However near their little settlements may be to each other's, the people of
the one will not go to the other for instruction; neither are they willing that teachers
from other villages come to instruct them. This isolated and j ealous state of the
Polynesian tribes obl iges us to employ a far greater number of teachers than would
otherwise be necessary. 34

It is clear that, like the Ma' ohi and Cook Islanders, the Samoans saw their church as a
community institution rather than what the Nonconformist missionaries had known in
their homeland - a minority group of believers gathered from the general population.
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The British missionaries would long have a supervisory and training role, but in the
villages the local church would develop in a strongly Samoan context and the shape of
its leadership would be moulded by the indigenous culture. The Marist priests, too, saw
the Samoan Catholic Church being taken into village structures, and they also were
soon relying on Samoan mission workers residing in local communities.
Samoan teachers in the early Christian period needed little encouragement to
extend their area of activity from Samoa itself to unknown islands across the sea. John
Williams, who had introduced the first Polynesian missionaries to Samoa nine years
earlier, took the first Samoan missionary teachers westwards in 1 839. There were 30
eager volunteers , ' including our best men', but only 1 1 could be taken.35 Leiataua and
Sau of Manono landed on Rotuma as the earliest evangelists there, and the first of many
missionaries to the New Hebrides were Mose, Lalolangi and Salomea, who settled on
Tanna two days before Williams was killed on Erromanga. The Samoans who pioneered
New Caledonia from 1 840 and the Loyalty Islands from 1 84 1 were followed by others,
and N iue became a field for Samoan missions in 1 849. Dozens of Samoan LMS teachers
ministered in these islands during the first decades of Christianity in Samoa, often
suffering many privations and sometimes dying of sickness or by violence. The tradition
of overseas service, in these and newer fields, continued well into the 20th century.36
Many men who ministered to home congregations had earlier been teachers overseas,
and so missionary experience became an ingredient in the development of the LMS
pastorate ( and later in Wesleyanism also) in Samoa.

Trai n i ng th e LM S Sam oan m i n i stry
Hopes that the Samoans would become 'less and less dependent upon Europeans as their
spiritual instructors' were expressed by the early LMS missionaries.37 It was not long
before they turned their attention to ways of improving the training of the 'native
agency' that was so important to the work of the mission. In the late 1 830s, Ebenezer
Buchanan began to give instruction in pedagogy to the mission's trainee school,
teachers,38 but the main concern of the mission was to produce trained pastoral workers
for Samoa and overseas. A step beyond the existing tuition by individual district
missionaries was the appointment in 1 83 9 of one of them, Charles Hardie of Savai'i, to
give short courses of general and theological study to men from different parts of the
country (36 in the first intake ) in a residential 'Institution for the Education of Native
Teachers' .39 William Day later took over this task at his station on Upolu , and Hardie
was soon running a residential 'high school' that would give preparatory tuition to 'future
teachers, evangelists and pastors'.40 In recognition, however, that these arrangements not
only rested on ill,defined training objectives but were inadequate for the size of the task,
the missionaries decided in February 1 844 to set up a central educational facility for the
Samoan ministry.
The new establishment would provide preparatory tuition, pedagogical instruction,
ministry training and theological education. It would be self,contained, sited away from
the pervasive cultural influence of village Samoa. It would be directed by two missionaries
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who would give their whole time to the task, and for these appointments Hardie and
Turner, both Scotsmen, were selected by their colleagues. Within a few months, an
undeveloped site at Malua, on the northern coast of Upolu , had been bought, and clearing
and construction began. The 'Samoan Mission Seminary' was able to begin teaching its
first 25 students (ranging in age from 1 2 to 24) on 25 September 1 844.41
Malua was similar to the institutions that preceded it in Tahiti and the Cook
Islands, but was much bigger. The number of students (male and female ) rose to 53 in
1 846, and in 1 854 reached 92 ( though some of these were in the separate preparatory
class for boys ) , a level that was maintained until the 1 880s.42 The duration of the study
course was four years - 'little enough to prepare them for their responsible work,' wrote
the tutors - although the demand for trained teachers for Samoa and overseas meant
that some students could not be kept that long.43 The curriculum, which remained
essentially unchanged for many years, included general subj ects such as reading, writing,
arithmetic, geography and science, as well as scriptural, doctrinal and pastoral studies.
The students were glad to take away with them large quantities of notes for use in their
subsequent preaching work.44 Preference was given to married men seeking admission,
because ( according to Turner) the villages wanted men whose wives could teach the
women and girls the literary, religious and practical knowledge they had gained in the
Malua classes for wives.45 There were 54 women (wives and daughters of the male
students ) studying in 1 86 1 .46 This female role in ministry was affirmed by the mission's
decision in 1 865 not to admit any student whose wife was not a church member.47
Within the daily timetable, the physical fitness of the students, and their future
usefulness and self�reliance ( as well as the financial independence of the institution) ,
were ensured b y their labour i n the food plantations and construction proj ects o f the
seminary.48 Practical skills, however, were not part of the formal curriculum. As the
missionaries explained, 'Past experience teaches us that the men who give their
undivided attention to their work, as evangelists, are by far the most successful, whether
in Samoa or the outstations.'49
'An efficient native agency for these and other islands is the great obj ect of our
daily anxiety, and prayer, and toil,' wrote the Malua staff in 1 849.50 Believing that 'the
prosperity and very life' of the mission depended on the proper training of its 'native
agency' , the LMS missionaries in Samoa placed enormous emphasis on Malua. 5 1 They
regarded the task of running it as 'the highest and most important in the mission field,
next to the translating of the scriptures. To this branch of labour the best talent and
attention should be given. '52 The value of Malua in Samoan eyes was j ust as great, for
there were always more applicants than could be admitted, and the demand for its
graduates was greater than the output. 53 In the late 1 840s, when Samoa was disrupted by
civil war, Malua was allowed to continue its work, and most of the students chose not to
interrupt their training. 54
The patterns set by its first directors (Hardie served for 1 0 years, but Turner stayed
on until 1 88 1 ) proved to be extremely durable, and the place of Malua in the history of
the Samoan church and people was assured. By 1 8 70, most of the mission workers were
Malua�trained. Eagerness to enter the institution was not diminished when a written
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entrance test and annual examinations (with the results announced publicly) were
introduced in the 1 870s. 5 5 Successful students were given a certificate stating that they
had completed four years at Malua and were accredited for 'the work of God'.56 Some
263 men had entered the institution by 1 859.57 By 1 8 70, the figure was 543 (as well as
3 95 women and 205 boys ) . 58 Twenty years later, a total of more than 1 ,800 was recorded;
at that time the roll was 1 05 .59
The mission felt satisfied by the late 1 850s that its 'cherished aim' of creating an
educated indigenous ministry was likely to be fully accomplished; moreover, it would be a
ministry made up of Samoans whom the mission had not 'desired to transform . . . into
foreigners, but to educate and improve them, without injury to that identity of thought
and feeling and interest and habits which is necessary to a due and profitable sympathy
between teachers, or pastors, and their people' .60 Accepting and affirming the cultural
affinity of a pastor and his village flock was still the policy at Malua as the 1 9th century
ended.61 The appointment in 1 8 75 of a Samoan assistant tutor, Timoteo, was consistent
with this stance. Timoteo taught reading, writing, arithmetic and geography to a new
preparatory class, leaving the two missionary tutors free to concentrate on 'the more
advanced branches of study' . 62 Further appointments of Samoans in 1 894 ( one of whom,
Sa'aga, served the institution for several decades ) ,63 pointed to the staff localisation that
would occur gradually in the 20th century. In the 1 890s, the mission was conscious also
of the need to maintain and improve academic standards in order to keep pace with the
rising levels of education among Samoans generally. The LMS high school at
Leulumoega ( established in 1 890) was helping to provide better,educated candidates for
Malua, but some of its graduates were being attracted into government or commercial
employment rather than the church ministry.64 Political disturbances and civil conflict
hindered the operation of the institution in the 1 890s, 65 but it weathered these storms
and lived on as an extremely important formative influence on the Samoan ministry
throughout the 20th century and indeed until today.

Th e Wes l eyan m i n i stry
Reinforced in 1 85 7 by the first of a long series of white mission leaders sent from
Australia, the small Wesleyan Church in Samoa continued for many years to rely also on
missionaries from Tonga, supplied by the flourishing Wesleyan Church in that
neighbouring group of islands. From 1 85 7 , Tongans worked with Martin Dyson to
reinvigorate the Samoan remnant that had survived the earlier removal of mission
support. Two of them were dismissed for immorality and insubordination in 1 864, but
Dyson described his co,workers as literate in Tongan and Samoan, doctrinally well
informed, and ( most of them) 'sincere and earnest Christian men'.66 The greatest praise
was reserved for Panapasa Ahongalu. Dyson called him 'a model native minister and
pastor', with gifts of leadership and a fearless determination to demand of his flock the
highest Christian standards of behaviour.67 Other missionaries wrote of him as a
dedicated worker, a dear friend and a saintly Christian. 68 When Panapasa died in 1 88 1 ,
the missionaries did not hesitate to compare him with his New Testament namesake,
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Barnabas, and to inscribe on his gravestone at Manono the same biblical tribute given to
the apostle : 'Barnabas was a good man, full of the Holy Spirit and faith. '69
The Wesleyan mission continued to receive Tongan workers until after 1 900, and
many of them gave valuable service in the pastoral and ministry training work of the
church. Their names are remembered and honoured even today. But j ust as the work of
Cook Islanders in Samoa gradually ceased as the LMS church developed its own
ministry, the participation of Tongans in the Samoan Wesleyan Church was slowly
overtaken by the emergence of indigenous leadership. In 1 87 2 , the missionary J ames
Wallis felt that the Tongans were be ing given less respect in the Samoan church. He
noted that the teacher U ilamu's denunciations of unchristian Samoan behaviour were
often not welcomed; in Wallis's opinion, the Samoans thought that teachers of their own
race might be easier to control, and the chiefs, who all their lives had been 'accustomed
to listen to the language of compliment and flattery', did not take kindly to reproof at
any time and especially not from a Tongan.70
When the Wesleyan mission resumed in 1 85 7 , Dyson reviewed the work of its 70
Samoan 'native agents' and organised them into a Wesleyan structure. 'Catechists' were
put in charge of districts ( 1 5 in 1 86 1 ) , giving 'pastoral oversight and management under
the general superintendency of the missionaries'. Called leoleo ( 'watchmen', 'guards' ) in
Samoan, they supervised the a' oa' o ( teachers ) , failauga ( local preachers) and ta' ita' i (class
leaders ) in the villages of their district. 71 By 1 863 , there were 1 1 paid leoleo and 3 7 a' oa' o,
as well as 64 accredited local preachers. The missionaries and their staff met annually for
discussion and disciplinary decisions . 72
It was not long before a training programme for Samoan mission workers was set up.
At Satupa'itea, on Savai'i, Dyson and Ahongalu began classes in 1 85 9 with 1 5
'promising young men' . 73 Dyson admired the community,based training system used by
Lyth in the Wesleyans' Fij i mission,74 but in Samoa the LMS college at Malua was
acknowledged as an attractive institutional model. The Wesleyans built and formally
inaugurated their own 'District Training Institution' at Satupa'itea in 1 864. Ten married
and six single men were the first students, with the missionary George Brown in
charge.75 A maj or change took place in 1 868, when the institution was moved to the
island of Upolu and re,established at Lufilufi, a place that enj oyed traditional political
primacy in the eastern (Atua) district.76 Later known as Piula ( ' Beulah' ) , the institution
has operated continuously on its oceanside Lufilufi site until today. By 1 874, there were
36 students ( most of them married ) , 7 7 and throughout these years a steady stream of
trainee leoleo and a' oa' o were taught by a succession of missionary principals and Tongan
assistants ( some of whom were buried there ) . The first Samoan tutor, Vaasili, was
appointed in 1 895 .78

Th e emerge nce of Cath o l ic m i n istries
When writing in French or English, the Marists called the mission's Samoan workers
'catechists'. In Samoan, however, they were termed fesoasoani ( 'helpers' ) , and it was as
assistants that they were usually regarded: in a mission in which there were too few
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priests to look after the Catholics scattered throughout the islands, the catechists were
'precious auxiliaries' whose work went some way towards filling the gap. 79 There were 48
of them by 1 874.80 In the missionary Bishop Elloy's view, because the people were
conscious that catechists were 'sent by the bishop', they were therefore ready to listen to
them with respect. He believed that the Catholic emphasis on the transmission of
apostolic authority to bishops and priests (and catechists ) was attractive to Samoans
because of its resemblance to the value they themselves gave to their chiefs' bestowing of
powers and duties on their successors. This was a conscious recognition of what was no
doubt also happening, despite the lack of such a doctrine there, in the Protestant
missions: a kind of apostolic succession was perceived when missionaries gave authority
to the Samoan teachers.8 1
The importance given by the Marists to the development of a force of catechists
reflected their recognition that the strength of the Protestant missions was due to a large
extent to their dependence on Samoan teachers. In order to counter the large 'army' of
anti,Catholic teachers, a similar body of catechists was found to be necessary in the
Marist mission.82 Bishop Lamaze repeated this explanation in 1 887: the task of
Protestant teachers, he wrote, was to read the Bible, interpret it fantastically, sing hymns,
teach schools , and turn the Samoans against Catholicism. With amazing arrogance,
these teachers thought they knew just as much as priests, and humble Catholic catechists
were needed to help defend the mission against the onslaught of the 'heretics'. In fact, he
asserted, the work of catechists was even more necessary than that of indigenous
priests.83
It seems that this recognition of the potential of catechists did not come until many
years after the Catholic mission had begun. Samoan Catholicism began to grow much
faster from the late 1 85 0s, with the number of villages in which it had a presence
increasing from 10 in 1 85 6 to 60 in 1 866. Elloy recorded that each of these villages was
served by 'a catechist or a convert performing the functions of one'.84 Like the early
Protestant missionaries, the Marists gave informal training to promising converts, and an
instructional centre, Peteleema, was set up at Saleufi, near Apia, about 1 865 . Young
married couples and some single men were taught there by one of the missionaries.85 But
it was not until 1 874 that Bishop Elloy took decisive steps to establish a catechist
training school on a solid basis. On a hill named Vaea, near Ap ia, groups of Catholic
villagers worked with the priests and bishop to clear the land and construct a village,like
complex. At the beginning there were about 30 students, many of them married and
living at Vaea with their families. After three or four years , there were more than 40
students, and 25 boys in a preparatory class. The formation of each catechist took three
years. The day at Vaea began before dawn with attendance at the chapel for meditation
and mass. Six hours of work in the plantations followed, and six hours of classes in the
afternoon. The teacher until 1 890 was Leon Gavet, a well,educated priest who had been
in Samoa since 1 858 ( and died there in 1 909 ) . Elloy ensured that public speaking was
included in the training, and explained that the catechists at Vaea were be ing formed
not just in personal piety but in the ability to defend the mission: they would be well
equipped to teach religion and to stand up to the Protestant teachers' attacks on
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Catholic doctrine. Even the teaching of general science to Malua students obliged the
Vaea school to follow suit. Gavet was assisted in the teaching by a senior catechist,
whose wife gave classes to the wives of the students. Monitors helped maintain discipline
by warning those who seemed to be straying from the path they had taken. 86
For a time ( between 1 886 and 1 902 ) , the Marists ran another catechist school at
Lepua, on Tutuila,87 but Vaea remained the main source of trained catechists. By 1 895 ,
83 fesoasoani had emerged from the school there. 88 Moved a short distance to more fertile
agricultural land at Moamoa in 1 908,89 the school begun at Vaea in 1 874 still exists,
having proved j ust as durable as the Malua and Piula establishments it resembled in so
many ways.
Only married men were sent out from Vaea as catechists. Their stationing was
decided for them by the mission, but, reported Elloy, the catechists and their wives
accepted their placements even when in tears at the prospect of living far from home.
Each catechist was given cloth and a fine rosary, as well as a large copper crucifix to be
worn on the chest as a symbol of office. His uniform was a black tunic and white lavalava
(skirt) . In his assigned village, visited infrequently by a missionary priest, the catechist
conducted daily morning and evening prayers, led worship services on Sundays (reciting
the prayers of the mass, reading the lessons for the day and delivering an exhortation) ,
visited the sick and dying, buried the dead, guided and advised the faithful, catechised the
adults, schooled the children and tried to interest people outside his flock. Every year the
fesoasoani and their families gathered in retreat at Vaea; they joined in spiritual exercises,
heard announcements of new stationings and enjoyed a feast before dispersing.90
The 1 7 priests working in Samoa in 1 886 were assisted by 7 1 catechists, and reports
from the 1 890s indicate that there were about 1 00 catechists serving at that time.91 The
fesoasoani had become an essential part of the ministry of the Catholic Church in Samoa,
which was served by only about 20 ordained priests. It is clear that catechists and their
families had been incorporated, as celibate priests could not easily have been, into
Catholic communities in ways at least partly comparable with the integration of the
Samoan workers of the LMS and Wesleyan missions into the villages adhering to
Protestantism.
In their villages, the Catholic catechist and the Protestant teacher exercised
functions as evangelist, teacher, worship leader and pastor. Unlike the Protestant
missionaries, however, the Marists in Samoa did not envisage that their force of lay
helpers would eventually evolve into an ordained clergy. While in evangelical Protestant
practice the additional function of sacramental celebrant could easily be given to a
trusted mission worker, the 1 9th,century Catholic model of ministry restricted the
guardianship of the sacraments to those who had undergone a long and rigorous
programme of formation that was directed specifically towards ordination as a priest.92
This formation was monastic in style, and the ascetic lifestyle continued after ordination.
The separateness of a priest from the lay people was symbolised and accentuated by his
distinctive clothing and above all by his celibacy. In the Pacific missions, the apartness of
priest and layperson was emphasised by the fact that all the European missionary priests
were members of religious orders.
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In the early decades of the Catholic mission in Samoa, its episcopal oversight was
based on Wallis Island, not far to the west. It was soon after founding the first Marist
Pacific mission on Wallis and seeing its population adopt the Catholic faith that the
missionary Pierre Bataillon began to envision what would be essential to the church on
that island and its neighbours in the future - a Polynesian priesthood. In 1 844, having
become a bishop responsible for the whole of central Polynesia, he wrote of his plans for
an educational facility for Wallis and the other islands to which Catholicism was being
extended. He went ahead with enthusiasm, and December 1 84 7 saw the opening of a
seminary at Lano.93 This establishment on Wallis became the scene of what has been
termed 'the only moderately successful attempt of the Catholic church in the nineteenth
century' to form an indigenous Pacific clergy. 94 It preceded and surpassed the efforts of
the Picpus missionaries to create an indigenous priesthood in eastern Polynesia.
Among the young men studying at Lano in 1 850 was a Samoan,95 and hopes for the
development of a Catholic priesthood for Samoa continued for many years to depend on
Bataillon's formation proj ects. Lano was not the location of all of them, for the seminary
encountered problems in its early years and Bataillon came to believe for a time that it was
not possible to 'make indigenous priests without taking them away from their country for
some time'.96 He tried this approach by setting up a short,lived seminary in Sydney ( 1 855,
-56), then by sending students to Rome, and, in 1 86 1 , by establishing a seminary at
Clydesdale in the New South Wales countryside. Four of the first six students at Clydesdale
were Samoans. 97 Much manual labour was required of the students, and morale was low
until Elloy arrived to take charge in 1 863 . He brought 14 more Samoans. Among them was
Vitolio, who later served as a catechist in Tonga and died there while still young.98 Another
who came at this time was Paul Jeremiah, who had trained at Malua but was converted to
Catholicism after he came secretly to see Elloy one night ( 'like Nicodemus', it seemed to the
Marists) . As a catechist, he preached very well and wrote beautiful hymns. Hopes that he
would become a priest were dashed when he died soon after entering Clydesdale.99
Elloy returned to Samoa when he was made bishop in 1 864. When he visited
France in 1 868, he took with him Leone Tuala Napo, a boy of about 1 3 , who had been at
Clydesdale . Elloy hoped he could become a priest and settled him into a seminary in
Provence, but Leone fell ill and died in 1 869. 10° Clydesdale was still struggling on, but
eventually Bataillon recognised that this venture, conducted on a difficult site far from
the students' tropical homelands, had been a failure; he closed it in 1 8 7 1 . 1 01 Two years
later, he reopened the Lano Seminary, 1 02 and more pleasing results were soon to be
achieved. In Samoa, by then, Elloy had begun to plan his school at Vaea and was hoping
that alongside the training of catechists the preparatory part of priestly formation could
also take place there. In 1 8 7 7 , there were 23 teenaged boys in his 'minor seminary', and
after his death in 1 8 7 8 the Marists continued to look for potential priests in this part of
their Vaea programme. 1 03
It seemed to Elloy that part,Samoan boys who had attended the English, language
school run by the Marist Brothers might be good material for further education and
seminary formation. Among those he identified for such a future was Louis Godinet of
Savai'i, the son of 'excellent Catholic' parents ( a chief's daughter and her French
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husband) . Sent to Europe in 1 87 7 for literary and theological studies in France, England
and Spain, Godinet was eventually professed as a Marist and ( in 1 888) ordained as the
first Samoan priest. He returned to a lavish Samoan welcome and appointments in Apia
and Pago Pago. But before long the missionaries were writing of his embroilment in
family and village matters, his criticisms of the mission and the foreign powers and his
breaking of the rule of celibacy. He was sent to the Marist house in Sydney, from where
he wrote contritely to his bishop ( Lamaze ) in 1 895 , pleading to be accepted back. Soon
he left Australia, and, probably not prepared to face the shame of returning to Samoa as
an ex,priest, went off to a new life in Canada. 1 04 The failure of Godinet ( and several
other overseas, trained priests from other parts of Polynesia ) discredited the idea that
removing young men from their culture would promote their spiritual and priestly
formation. 105
It was from the Vaea preparatory class and the Lano seminary that Samoa's next
indigenous priests emerged. In 1 882, there were two Samoans among the 40 'Latinists'
on Wallis, 106 and the students there witnessed the ordination of Lano's first four
Polynesian priests in 1 886. By 1 900, there were four more priests, including two
Samoans. The Samoa mission long remembered the entry of Joane Tofe and Savelio
Fa'ali'i into the priesthood and the ranks of those addressed as Patele
'Father', from the
Latin pater. In the first such Catholic ceremony on Samoan soil, Tofe was ordained at
Vaea in 1 892. Born into a Protestant family ( the son of a chief at Leulumoega) , he was
about 28 years old before he finished his studies at Vaea and Lano. After the church
ceremony, there was dancing and the giving of gifts; his family presented him with a gold
chalice that he used until he died. Tofe became renowned as an orator and an authority
on Samoan customs and traditions. Grave and devout, he assisted the French
missionaries at various stations on Upolu and Savai'i until his death in 1 93 2 . 107
Tofe's ordination was followed in 1 897 by that of Fa'ali'i at Leulumoega; he too
served many years as a well,regarded priest in various parts of Samoa until his death on
Savai'i during the influenza epidemic of 1 9 1 8. 108 Two more Samoans were ordained in
the first decade of the 20th century ( in 1 902 and 1 909 ) , and a few progressed a certain
distance along the path at Lano, but there was no flow of new priests to replace these
pioneers. Many years passed before further ordinations took place. 1 09 The early priests
earned the unstinted praise of a missionary who had worked in Samoa for 40 years and
who believed that Samoans were always ready to find the weaknesses of those of the ir
compatriots who had been raised to positions of honour. Tofe and his colleagues had
given their people no occasion for destructive talk of that kind. 1 1 0 Yet it is clear that
even such exemplary priests were usually placed in appointments where they were
subordinate to the French missionaries. Whether this was because they lacked leadership
qualities (or had become passive during their rigorous formation years ) , or because the
missionaries were not prepared to trust priests who were not Europeans (and not
Marists ) , is a matter for conj ecture. 1 1 1 In any case, the vision of an indigenous priesthood
in Samoa had been realised in only a very small way.
-
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Deve l o p m ent o f th e Protestant vi 1 l age pasto rate
It was evident from the beginning that Samoan Christianity was located in the villages.
Even in this era of missionary control, the large staff of village,based LMS and Wesleyan
teachers ( and Catholic catechists ) was integrated quickly into the durable structure of
relationships and custom - the fa' a Samoa - that was built on the traditional
foundations of village community life.
The Samoan word a'oa'o, literally 'one who teaches', was no doubt used by the
LMS in its early days to refer to its village workers ( the eastern Polynesian term orometua
did not become established in Samoa) , but the word that emerged in the course of time
as the most usual name for the LMS mission teacher was faife ' au. According to the
dictionary compiled by the missionary Pratt, this word for 'missionary' or 'pastor' was
simply the verb meaning 'to go on a message', 1 1 2 and the term probably carried the sense
of 'being sent', as in the New Testament word 'apostle', as well as the suggestion of 'doing
a task' or 'giving service'. It cannot now be known when the missionaries and people
began to use the word in reference to Samoan Christian teachers, but it is interesting
that as early as 1 83 2 Williams had heard a Wesleyan teacher in Tonga refer to himself as
a 'Faifekau', and it might well be that a Tongan linguistic influence was at work here. 1 1 3
Pratt also records 'au'auna for 'servant' and 'minister' , 1 1 4 and this, together with the word
failotu noted by Williams in 1 83 2, is still used today in the churches descended from the
two Protestant missions as one of the many ways of referring to the ministerial office.
As preachers, the faife' au did not merely parrot what they had received from the
Europeans. They made what they heard or read their own, commented one of the
missionaries , and presented it to their fellow Samoans 'with a propriety of language and a
force of address which the missionary attempts in vain' . 1 1 5 It was 'illustrative' preaching
that appealed to the Samoans, wrote another missionary:
A plain statement of abstract truth to a people who hardly ever open their mouth but
in a figure, is dry and uninteresting. The successful preacher in Samoa, whether native
or European, must search heaven, and earth, and sea, and bring forth also from every
age of the history of his fellow�men with which he is acquainted, facts illustrative of
the great truths which he preaches. 1 1 6

The Wesleyans tried in 1 86 2 to curb the use of legendary material in sermons,
believing that it sometimes distorted the scriptural message , 1 1 7 but reference to the
cultural treasury continued. The only non,Samoan resource for preachers, especially
after the missionaries ceased to meet them every week for the discussion of sermon
themes, and in the absence of published textual commentaries , was the old sermon
outlines that had survived and been handed on for years. 1 1 8
The early faife ' au was esteemed as a man educated in the new knowledge of the
Europeans and of course he was for many years usually the only village resident so
educated. 'For Samoans, knowledge is power,' writes a Samoan scholar of today, 1 1 9 and
there is no doubt that the teacher's knowledge gave him much prestige. Throughout this
period the simple schools operated by faife' au and catechists in hundreds of villages
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brought literacy and religious knowledge to the Samoan population. As well as
conducting schools for adults and children and explaining the Bible in his sermons, the
faife' au was prominent in a more general way as the introducer of new ideas and
technologies to village communities. His wife, who worked with him in a ministry team,
had also been educated at Malua or Piula and was able to teach, too. In her person, she
modelled true Christian womanhood and their home was a teaching model of Christian
family life. But the 'teacher' was perceived by neither the missions nor the Samoans as
solely an educationalist. When writing in English, the mid,century missionaries
sometimes referred to the teachers as 'pastors', and with not nearly enough European staff
to provide pastoral care and congregational leadership for all the Christian villages, the
missions necessarily became dependent on the faife' au for the provision of these services
in the emerging nationwide church at the local level. Of course, this dependence was
fully compatible with the missions' well,known commitment to developing a 'native
agency' .
As worship leader, preacher, pastoral visitor, spiritual guide and guardian of morals,
the early faife' au carried out nearly all the pastoral duties expected of a Protestant
minister in Britain. But he was not yet given full responsibility. Naturally, his theological
and ecclesiastical proficiency was still regarded as inferior to that of the missionaries,
one of whom wrote in 1 86 1 that the teachers were 'perfect babes in religious knowledge
and experience, and looked up to me to decide in everything affecting doctrine or
discipline'. 1 20 The LMS teachers instructed and screened applicants for church
membership, but the district missionary made the final decision whether or not to admit
each candidate. 1 2 1
B y 1 85 5 , the missionaries had agreed that certain trustworthy faife' au i n villages
distant from the mission stations could be authorised to celebrate the sacraments and be
regarded as pastors, though they would not yet confer or withdraw church membership or
be formally ordained. 1 22 Some of the missionaries were not convinced that this was a
wise decision, and even those most committed to the development of a 'native pastorate'
could not contemplate the complete withdrawal of the British supervisors. One such
advocate of 'native agency' , George Pratt, stated that well,trained Samoans could
provide preaching that was 'as well liked or perhaps better liked than that of the white
missionary', and pred icted that British workers would be needed in the future only for
writing, translating, ministry training and regulating admission to church membership.
He felt, however, that most Samoan teachers lacked d iscernment and 'weight of
character' and were hampered by their respect for chiefs. Even the Samoans themselves,
he believed, saw the necessity of 'a directing governing head' from the outside . 1 23
Although this was still a cautious stance, Pratt knew he was ahead of most of his
colleagues in asking for more confidence to be placed in the teachers. 'The Gospel has
been here for a generation, ' he argued a few years later. 'Is it not time the churches
should run alone' and even control membership matters ? Let the faife' au be 'real pastors',
he suggested. 1 24
As ministry training continued to improve, and the village pastor's dependence on
his missionary gradually lessened, it became increasingly difficult to j ustify a continued
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restriction on the granting of full ecclesiastical status and respons ib ility. In the move
towards recognition of the LMS faife' au as a minister in the full sense, the impetus came
from the Samoans and from the mission. But it was the directors in London rather than
the missionaries in the field who kept up the momentum on the mission's side. In
response to prodding from London, the missionaries made a carefully phrased statement
in 1 867: the subj ect of responsibility for the Samoan ministry, they wrote, 'has been
under our serious consideration for many years, and we have taken in all our districts
preparatory steps with a view to the accomplishment of that important object when it
may appear called for by the circumstances of the M ission' . By elevating a few teachers in
outlying districts, they explained, 'we thus hope to familiarize our natives gradually to the
duties and responsibilities of the native office' . 1 25 Pratt reminded the London officers of
the mission that the missionaries had never been pastors: their function was more like
that of bishops, and the issue was not the handing over of pastoral duties but rather the
tricky question of ecclesiastical status. He tried to explain why the missionaries were
unwilling to grant higher status to a much larger number of teachers, although he
confessed that he hardly expected people on the other side of the world to understand
such a matter: even if there were teachers 'clearly superior to their fellows', it would be 'a
dangerous experiment' to elevate them above others, an action that would be 'almost
sure to provoke jealousy' . 1 26
The pressure from London was maintained. In a letter written to staff in all the
Pacific Island fields in 1 868, concern was expressed that the young churches were be ing
kept too long in 'a state of pupilage': attention was drawn to the slowness with which the
missionaries were giving the indigenous mission workers full responsibility for the local
congregations. As evangelisers of other islands, the teachers had shown themselves to be
of apostolic calibre, stated the letter, 'and that they should not be fit to be pastors of
churches seems to us inexplicable'. 1 2 7 But by 1 869, the number of faife 'au who had been
authorised to administer the sacraments was still only five and little further progress was
made in the next few years. 1 28 Stephen Whitmee stated publicly in 1 870 that he and his
fellow missionaries were not prepared to give ordination to a few select teachers - an
action that for 'various reasons, peculiar to the social condition of the Samoans', would
not be wise - or to ordain them all. 'We think it unsafe, at present,' he explained, 'to
make our native teachers independent. If they had sole responsibility, many errors would
be committed, which would not be compensated by the advantages gained. ' Like wise
parents with the ultimate independence of their children in mind, he continued , the
missionaries would only gradually relax their control. 1 29 The missionaries were still
uncertain about the capacity of Samoan teachers to maintain 'the purity of the
churches' , a condition that required high criteria for church membership, including the
maintenance of an individual religious life and the consistent observance of stated moral
standards. They feared that teachers were still unduly influenced by community pressure
and the wishes of village leaders and were still developing 'the faculty of discriminating
between outward morality and beneficence and inward spiritual life' ( in the words of
Thomas Powell in 1 87 3 ) . It was pointed out that the missionaries could usually agree to
only about one,third of the membership candidates proposed by the faife' au. 1 3 0 Surely
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the long practical experience of the field missionaries, they argued, made them better
qualified than the board in London to assess the situation. Warning against Pratt's 'rash'
and 'premature' recommendations, his colleagues took offence at the board's failure to
understand that they were committed to the goal of a self-governing church and were
actively working towards it. They continued to insist that while eventually the teachers
would be given full responsibility, 'the time has not yet come' . 1 3 1
Some progress was made i n 1 874. A t the beginning o f the year, the missionaries
agreed, in an effort to accommodate the Samoans' aspirations for greater involvement in
mission decision-making, to meet representatives of the teachers during the annual
District Committee meetings. 1 32 When they assembled in November for the next
District Committee meeting, the missionaries agreed that their own attendance at
meetings for the admission and discipline of church members would still be required but
that they would exercise no more than their own single vote in the making of each
decision. This development, one of them explained, showed that they were trying to
move forward together in the task of 'transferring the churches to the care of native
agents' . 1 33 But the pace of change did not remain slow. What was about to happen
showed that the shape assumed by the Samoan church was determined more by
prevailing social and cultural patterns and preferences than by the wishes of the
missionaries. 1 34
The decisive moment occurred in 1 8 7 5 . The District Committee held its yearly
meeting in November and agreed that the faife' au serving in the north-west outstations
( the Ell ice and Gilbert Islands missions ) should be ordained and given all pastoral
responsibilities, including the admission and exclusion of church members. But the
matter did not rest there. When the joint meeting took place after the missionaries had
made their decisions, the teachers' delegates took the opportunity of asking that all
faife' au be ordained. Anxious not to risk a damaging confrontation, the missionaries gave
way. A further resolution was passed:
That owing to the political and other exigencies of the present time, and the need of
more formally recognising the position of our native ministers, we deem it expedient
to hold ordination services for prayer and the laying on of hands on all those native
1 35
ministers now in full standing as pastors over villages.

Before they dispersed, the 30 teachers present were ordained and given the
appellation Faife'au Samoa ( 'native pastor' ) . The missionaries noted that the title
'Reverend' would not be used, but they departed from the opinion they had expressed at
their meeting the year before - that the laying on of hands was not necessary in the
ordination of teachers. During the next few months, ordinations took place throughout
Samoa and soon in the distant mission outstations, too. Always less circumspect than his
colleagues, Pratt admitted that the concession had been made unwillingly and that the
pastors' delegates had been pushing the missionaries to 'carry things of which we cannot
approve, and to interfere in matters with which they have no right'. He confessed that at
the meeting 'we bought off their opposition . . . with ordination - not intentionally but
really'. 'What other bribe can we offer next meeting ?' he asked. 136
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By the end of 1 876, there were 1 78 ordained faife 'au in Samoa, vastly more than
the handful of British ministers. 1 3 7 One of the missionaries assured the Directors in
London that they had no need to worry that the pastors and churches would not quickly
gain confidence in the management of their own affairs. 'The veriest novice would not
shrink from undertaking the management of the largest church,' he declared. 'Anyone
acquainted with the general characteristics of the people could tell you that their "self,
reliance" and self,conceit are almost unbounded . ' 1 3 8 The same writer explained the
sudden decision of the previous year as the achievement of a goal they had sought for
many years. It was a decision 'awaiting only a suitable time for its adoption. That time
was thought by us all to have come, and we had so prepared our people for it, that it came
in as only a natural step.' In fact, he asserted, having an ordained man in almost every
village was a fulfilment of the apostle Paul's inj unction 'to ordain elders in every city'. 1 39
The missionaries adapted to the reduction of their control over congregational matters
and their meeting with the pastors' delegates at the end of 1 8 76 was described as very
harmonious. 14° Two years later, they were able to state that 'taking all things into
consideration', they believed that the decision to ordain all the faife' au had 'proved a
beneficial one. No doubt these ordained pastors still require very careful oversight and
instruction in the ir pastoral duties, and in their dealings with questions of discipline etc.,
but we consider that since our pastors have been ordained they have made marked
progress in the right direction, and that we will have no cause to regret the action we
took at that time.'141
The events of 1 87 5 meant that guardianship of the sacraments passed to the local
faife' au, and control over local church membership became the responsibility of the
faife' au, deacons and members. Malua, however, was still under the direction of the
missionaries, and only those who completed the four,year course there could be
ordained. 142 Beyond the village, the faife 'au was still restricted by church structures
devised and controlled by the mission. The faife' au of each subdistrict met every month,
and there were quarterly meetings of districts, with all of these meetings presided over by
missionaries. In a continuation of what had been started in 1 87 5 , the local pastors sent
delegates to an annual assembly of the faife' au of all Samoa. From this Fono Tele,
representatives went for discussions with the missionaries in the meeting they were
holding at the same time. 1 43 A mission deputation from London in 1 888 felt it was not
right that only the faife' au had a voice in the national councils of the church, and
in 1 893 lay representatives were given a place in the Fono Tele . 1 44 The district and
national forums thus established were important contributions to the development of the
Samoan church, and particularly to the growing cohesiveness and power of the pastorate
as a Samoan institution. After 1 900, the authority of senior faife' au in the church would
be increased by the addition of a council of Elder M inisters, but it would be well into the
20th century before missionary control of the church ended . In 1 900, an LMS official
told a world missions conference that the Samoans did not want the white missionaries
to withdraw their 'protecting care', and that the mission itself was still convinced it must
'continue to . . . care for them and . . . teach them' until they were 'strong enough' to care
for themselves. 1 45
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In the Wesleyan Church, full recognition of indigenous ministry came very slowly.
Even the status of the valued Tongan missionary, Panapasa Ahongalu, who became an
ordained 'Native Assistant Missionary' in 1 862 after four years of probation,1 46 was lower
than that of his white colleagues. Two teachers from Tonga were admitted as Native
Assistant Missionaries on probation in 1 8 76, and were granted full status in 1 882 (Auka
Taufa died in 1 888 and Sioeli Taitua in 1 895 ) . 147 The Samoan teacher Esekielu Nu'u was
made a probationer in 1 88 1 , followed by Viliamu U ikilifi in 1 886, and , in 1 88 7 , Nu'u
became the first Samoan minister 'in full connexion'. U ikilifi was the second, in 1 893 ,
but, by the end of the century, Nu'u had retired and there was still only one Samoan
Native M inister. 1 48 Even in the 1 950s, the number of Samoans ordained in the Wesleyan
Church since its beginning was still small, and this mission, which depended on a large
staff of Samoans to provide village ministry, stands out among the others in Polynesian
Protestantism in its slowness to confer ordination on its ministers.
Despite the difficulty of generalising about a group of men as numerous as the
faife' au had become by the second half of the 1 9th century, the white missionaries
continued to offer assessments of the ir Samoan co,workers. Whitmee believed that some
were motivated by a search for status and prestige. Many displayed a lack of energy and
zeal, he observed, but the oversupply of Malua graduates meant that the least promising
did not secure an appointment. 149 A frequent criticism was that expressed by a non,
mission observer in the 1 880s: the faife' au were not content with their influence in the
church and went on to 'assert a sort of temporal authority, ruling the district in which
they live with a veritable rod of iron' . 1 5 0 The missionary Charles Phillips tried to strike a
balance when he wrote towards the end of the century. In his opinion, many of the
pastors were affected by 'worldly and unworthy influences', some did not work hard and
some became 'grievous moral failures'. But he conceded that 'a great deal of this might
apply to the ministry at home' and he did not hesitate to pay tribute to the quality of
the pastoral care given by the faife ' au. Most of them, he believed, were 'earnestly
endeavouring to win the people to righteousness and God'. 1 5 1
Maintaining what had become a notable tradition i n the LMS church, Samoans
continued to serve as missionaries in the New Hebrides, New Caledonia and the Loyalty
Islands for a while, and for much longer on Niue . The 1 860s saw the beginnings of a long
history of Samoan participation in the LMS missions to the small islands north of Samoa
- the Tokelau, Ellice and G ilbert Groups. From 1 8 7 1 , far to the west in Melanesia,
Papua became the scene of immense labours by white and Pacific Islander missionaries,
in which Samoans first joined in 1 884: in February that year, Timoteo and Sumeo and
their wives landed in Papua, 1 52 the first of a long line of Samoan evangelists and pastors
who helped nurture Papuan Christianity for the LMS until the middle of the next
century. Sometimes it was alleged that many of these missionaries carried with them
from Samoa the expectations of faife' au that they would exert considerable authority,
enj oy much prestige and maintain a leisured existence. 1 5 3 But it is clear that many
Samoans in the overseas fields successfully adapted to the situations they found and
ministered effectively in cultures very different from their own. As in earlier years, many
of them died ( especially in the Melanesian fields ) , but a significant number returned to
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contribute their pastoral experience to the church in their home islands. It was difficult
in the Samoan context, however, commented the missionary James Newell in 1 895 , for
returned workers to be as active in the specifically evangelistic part of their work as they
had been in the mission field. 1 54
Samoans ministered in New Britain and New Ireland right from the start of the
Wesleyan mission there in 1 87 5 , and in another new Wesleyan mission in the islands
east of southern Papua from 1 890. 1 5 5 In the 1 860s, Catholic catechists evangelised the
atolls of the Tokelau Group, continuing after that to provide pastoral continuity for the
Catholic populations there in the long intervals between the brief visits of Marist priests
from Samoa. 1 56 The Marist mission to the large Melanesian island of Bougainville, too,
used the services of Samoan catechists when it began in 1 898 . 1 5 7 Samoans from all three
missions, then, offered ministry in places far from their homeland as well as in their own
cultural context.
Whether or not he met the expectations of the white missionaries, the indigenous
minister had moved into an important place in Samoan life. As a 'teacher' and 'pastor',
the faife 'au had been an innovation in Samoan society. But his duties as worship leader,
even in the days before he was permitted the ritual acts of the sacramental celebrant,
were comparable with some roles in traditional religion, and although the priestly
functions of 'pagan' times fell formally into abeyance, they were to a considerable degree
transferred by the Samoans to their new religious leaders. The faife 'au was no priest in
the eyes of the LMS, but to his flock he was the main point of contact between
individuals and God, and the one who mediated between the village community and the
divine giver of all of life's blessings. Some of these perceptions are implicit in one of the
titles still given to the pastor today: the sui (representative ) of God. 1 58
In all three missions , it was understood that village ministry required a married
couple. Perceived as 'spiritual parents' of the village, the faife ' au or catechist and his wife
presided over a home that functioned as a focus for local hospitality, a community
meeting place, an educational centre for adults, youth and children, and a protective
sanctuary for young unmarried women and for anyone in trouble or danger. The female
partner in the ministry team filled a prescribed role in church and village activities.
When her husband was ordained in the LMS or Wesleyan churches, his wife stood near
him, and, according to a later observer, it was commonly perceived that she too was
being set apart for ministry. 1 59 One of the obj ectives of the LMS when it established a
high school for girls ( Papauta) in 1 892 was to ensure that there was a supply of young
women suitable for marriage to a faife' au, and similar hopes that schools run by the
Marist sisters would prepare future wives for catechists were expressed by Bishop Elloy. 1 60
At first, the LMS teachers were assigned to their stations by the missionaries, but
consultation was probably permitted; later, the villages would be able to choose their
pastor and formally 'call' him. By the 1 880s, it was clear that faife' au were called by the
'church members in conj unction with the chiefs of the village', with the wishes of the
chiefs looming large in this process. 1 6 1 The entry of the faife' au into the village was seen
as a lifelong commitment and it seems that from quite early in the history of the mission
his acceptance was perceived as a parallel to the covenantal relationships that
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characterised other areas of communal life . Later, this was not j ust formalised in the
church regulations but continually articulated in the cultural terminology of feagaiga.
Just as the mystical powers traditionally held to reside in women obliged a brother to
protect and support his sister, so the Samoans gave the respect and loyalty due to God to
his symbolic representative, the faife' au . In this covenantal and reciprocal relationship,
God recognised the deference, honour and material support received by the faife'au, and
bestowed divine blessings on the people; the faife' au served his people as spiritual
guide . 1 62 The traditional concept of the feagaiga, which the missionary Pratt defined as
'an established relationship between different parties, as between brothers and s isters and
their children', 163 had helped to throw light on the relationship between a congregation
and its spiritual leader. Pratt noted that the word had also come to denote 'an agreement,
a covenant'; no doubt the concept had been infused with covenantal ideas found in the
Hebrew Scriptures and also in the Puritan theology and ecclesiology inherited by many
LMS missionaries.
The church induction service and the village ceremony of acceptance ( in which
fine mats were presented) sealed the covenantal agreement between the LMS faife 'au
and his people, and henceforth the faife' au himself could be referred to in the language of
politeness as a feagaiga. 1 64 This terminology was used also in the Wesleyan Church,
although there the ministers were given their positions by central appointment rather
than by congregational call. 165 In another indication that important cultural features of
Samoan Christianity crossed denominational boundaries, the term feagaiga was applied
to Catholic catechists and the ir appointments, too . 1 66
Early in the history of the LMS mission it was established that teachers would not
be appointed to their home villages: they came to their new stations as strangers and
were given the hospitality that Samoan custom prescribed for that status. The mission's
desire to keep the teachers free from customary requirements for involvement in their
own community similarly lay behind the early recommendation, made compulsory in the
LMS after Malua training began, that faife' au should not hold matai titles. 167
Without land, kin, a chiefly title or even the rights of an ordinary villager, the
faife' au nevertheless acquired high status in his adoptive village. He had no traditional
rank, but he was a man of knowledge. He carried the prestige of the missionaries and of
the lotu. He was a man of God, in touch with the divine, and so was surrounded by an
aura of sacredness. His identity had become increasingly distinct from that of the lay
people, who, wrote an observer soon after 1 900, tended to believe that only faife' au could
do God's work. 1 68 The village bestowed on him the respect formerly given to priests and
matai in their religious capacities, together with their entitlement to receive service and
material tribute. He was the 'head of all titles': on him ( as if on God) were conferred the
highest honours of the village, so that he embodied in himself all its dignity and status.169
As a 'new kind of sacred chief' , 1 70 the faife' au achieved status comparable with that of
the chiefs (matai) . The matai still conducted household worship, now Christian of course,
and in the LMS had become tiakono (deacons ) in the village congregations, but the
faife' au had taken over a large share of their religious leadership and assumed their former
ceremonial precedence.
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Although the faife' au had no official place in the structure of village government
and social control, he was able to exercise a considerable degree of informal political
influence . Behind his authoritative words lay the power of God and of the chiefs.
Sometimes this made him authoritarian rather than authoritative, and of course in this
situation there were sometimes conflicts of authority. The story is told of a chief who
believed that missionaries were no longer needed; when he offended a faife ' au and was
dismissed from his post as a deacon, however, he began to say that if the missionaries left
'there would be no one to keep the pastors in check'. 1 7 1 Another observer asserted that
the faife' au behaved like lords in their villages. 1 72 But in fact the faife ' au often found it
difficult to censure the behaviour or challenge the wishes of the chiefs, who were not
only the sponsors of their presence in the community but also made the decisions in the
councils of congregation and village ( and eventually also of the church at the district and
national level ) . The ministry of the faife'au could not easily be prophetic. Though they
had been at the forefront of great social and cultural changes in the early Christian
period, the members of the new pastoral elite had already been integrated into a cultural
complex that proved, as time went on, to be notably conservative. Though well rewarded
socially and materially, the faife' au were constrained by restrictive norms of behaviour
( and even of dress ) . They found it hard, in Newell's opinion, to take independent
initiatives at congregational level unless supported by the Fono Tele . 1 73
From the first, the LMS gave its teachers only a small 'annual present of calico and
clothing', 1 74 and expected the villages to provide them with food and housing. The
hospitality thus given was in accord not only with the mission's principles of ministry
support but also with the way honoured strangers were treated in Samoan custom. The
gifts made to the teachers were also probably not unrelated to the traditional sacred
offerings presented to the skilled and the priests and so to the gods to ensure the
wellbeing of the community. Since God was the source of all blessings, Samoans felt it
was entirely proper to offer material wealth to the supreme deity's visible representative,
the faife' au .
The people also gave annually to the LMS for its worldwide mission, and it was the
use of this fund that aroused a controversy in 1 850 and brought about an extension of the
support given to the pastors. Led by the faife' au Vaiofaga ( who had earlier been a pioneer
missionary in the New Hebrides ) , most of the teachers of Tutuila went on strike and
demanded that the monies collected for the LMS go not to London but to them
personally as salaries. The missionaries on Tutuila were able to quell this revolt, but
shortly afterwards, in 1 85 2 , the mission staff assembled from the whole group decided to
institute another annual collection alongside the continuing LMS fundraising festival.
The villages were called on to supplement their provision of food, housing and
agricultural labour by making a voluntary gift 'of native and other property' to their
faife' au every January. The LMS believed that support from the people was more
scriptural than the payment of salaries by the mission, as well as encouraging the faife' au
to work harder and the people to appreciate him more. G iving on a large scale had its
own religious s ignificance in Samoan thinking, of course. As it turned out, the annual
giving to the LMS continued at a high level and the new collection for the faife' au, with
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the amounts given announced publicly, proved to be a very effective way of ensuring that
their material needs were met and that they could fulfil their duties full,time. 1 75 Indeed,
the giving became competitive and the pastorate developed into a comparatively
wealthy group . It was recorded in 1 876 that the stipends varied greatly from place to
place, ranging from £2 . 1 0.0 to a high of £70. 1 76 By the end of the century, the annual
collection for the pastors had become entirely monetary, although the regular
contributions of food continued: on Saturdays, wrote a missionary in 1 890, this could
result in 'as many as twenty or thirty baskets of native food at the door of the pastor's
house . . . to supply the needs of himself, his family and the boarders of his school until
the Monday' . 1 77 These systems of support persisted into the present, and of course further
increased the dependence of the faife' au on the village rather than on the mission.
Similar practices were found among the Wesleyans, and Catholic catechists enj oyed
material support from their flock, too.
Even after only 20 or 30 years of Christianity in Samoa, the indigenous ministry
was well established. Leaving aside the temporarily interrupted development of
Wesleyan church leadership, it can be stated that the number of LMS teachers had
grown to more than 200 by 1 86 1 . 1 78 Thirty years later, the number of ordained LMS
faife'au, within Samoa and in the mission fields, was 1 89. 1 79 The LMS church, dispersed
throughout the Samoan islands in small village congregations, was served by a high
number of faife'au in relation to the number of people: in 1 895 there were about 1 80, one
for each village, and most of them were ordained ( the others were probationers awaiting
ordination) . 1 80 The Wesleyan Church was served by 1 0 1 catechists and teachers in 1 904
(only four of them were full ministers ) , as well as 205 local preachers. 1 8 1
It i s interesting t o note that few named individual teachers and pastors stand out in
the documentary record. We read of Mamoe, a chief who became a devout Christian and
a 'valuable teacher'; he v isited England for the LMS in 1 846-47, opposed the Samoan
wars of the late 1 840s and was drowned in 1 856. 1 82 There was Petaia, one of the first
Malua graduates, who assisted with the translation of the Bible, served for many years at
Faleasi'u and founded a family of pastors and government officials; he died in 1 882 . 1 83
Penisimani wrote hymns and was noted for his traditional knowledge. 1 84 Peniamina also
wrote hymns; 'a colossal man in physique and equally so in heart and force of character',
he was beloved by the people . 1 85 But compared with their contemporaries in the Ma'ohi
and Cook Islands ministry, the early faife 'au of Samoa were not often singled out by the
missionaries for praise of their individual contributions to the development of the
church. Rather, they are celebrated as the corporate pioneers of what proved to be a
prominent and durable new Samoan social institution.
Only a few Samoans belonged to flocks other than the LMS, Wesleyan and
Catholic Churches before the 1 890s. Two Hawaiian Mormon missionaries, Kimo Pelio
and Samuela Manoa, arrived in 1 873; they converted and pastored a number of people
on Aunu'u and Tutuila, and their endeavours were boosted by the arrival of American
missionaries in 1 888. The Mormon converts, many of whom were 'ordained to the
priesthood', were encouraged to serve as evangelists and local church leaders, and the
mission in Samoa departed from the usual Mormon practice by stationing Samoan
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'elders' as branch 'presidents' (pastoral leaders ) i n villages other than their own. I n this
way, the Latter,day Saints in Samoa were following the example of the other churches. 1 86
Although challenged in the last few years of the 1 9th century by the coming of
Mormon and Seventh,day Adventist missions, and by other new arrivals later, the three
earliest forms of Samoan Christianity continued to hold the allegiance of the maj ority of
the people. The LMS church ( now the Congregational Christian Church of Samoa,
separated since 1 980 from a similarly named church in American Samoa) is still
considerably larger than the Catholic and Wesleyan ( now Methodist) Churches. During
the 70 years since Christianity was first introduced, the Samoan Islands had been
politically turbulent and periodically troubled by armed conflict. The rivalry of foreign
commercial and imperial interests and their involvement in Samoa's internal struggles
culminated in 1 899 in the annexation of Upolu and Savai'i by Germany and of Tutuila
and Manu'a by the US. Throughout all this tumult, however, Christianity had been
becoming more and more an integral part of the Samoan scene, and, by 1 900, the place
of the churches and their ministers, catechists and priests in Samoan life made it hard to
imagine that things had ever been otherwise.

5.

TO N GA

ABOUT 30,000 PEOPLE inhabited Tonga when sustained contact with the European
world began in the late 1 8th century. 1 They lived on more than 1 50 islands mostly
clustered in three main groups strung from north to south: Vava'u, Ha'apai and
Tongatapu. The Tongans had their own culture and language, related to but distinct from
those of other Polynesian societies to the north and east. The Christianity that became
part of Tongan culture in the 1 820s and 1 830s was given many of its outward forms by
British missionaries of Wesleyan allegiance. Though influenced like the LMS by the
1 8th,century Evangelical Revival, the Wesleyans differed in several important respects
from their LMS contemporaries, and the church they planted and tended in the soil of
Tonga was a religious and social institution clearly distinguishable from the LMS
churches of Samoa and eastern Polynesia.
Apart from the unsuccessful work of a party of British LMS missionaries who lived in
Tonga for a few years from 1 797, the earliest contribution to Tongan church history was
made not by Wesleyans but by an LMS community in eastern Polynesia. As part of their
evangelistic mission to distant islands in the 1 820s, two Ma' ohi churches sent pioneer
teachers to Tonga. From Borabora in 1 822, three teachers (Taute, Zorababela and
Porapora) , accompanied by some family members, went to Vava'u, the northern group of
Tonga. Their mission was unproductive, but the work of two more teachers, Hape and
Tafeta, sent to Fij i in 1 826 by the church at Papara, Tahiti (but intercepted in Tonga by an
important chief) , was the first fruitful missionary activity in the history of Tonga.2 The
response given to their evangelistic efforts on Tongatapu was much greater than that
experienced by a short, lived Wesleyan mission of 1 822-23 . It is clear that the ministry of
the Tahitians played a part in the beginnings of Tongan Christianity, although the
Christian interest they aroused was channelled into the church soon founded by a second
party of English Wesleyan missionaries who had also arrived in 1 826.

Early To ngan p reachers an d teachers at h o m e an d abroad
Apart from this early Ma'ohi involvement, which was undoubtedly significant but was
limited to two places and lasted no more than a few years at the very beginning, the only
model of Christian ministry offered to the Tongans in the founding years was that of the
Wesleyan missionaries from Britain. Very quickly, however, the emerging Tongan church
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produced its own teachers and leaders. The m1ss1onaries introduced the pattern of
Christian leadership and church organisation that had been developed in Britain by
John Wesley ( 1 703-9 1 ) and his successors . Personal religious development was linked
closely with learning to read and write and with continuing selfeducation in biblical
knowledge and Christian doctrine. Participation and progress in the mission's
instructional system quickly opened doors to active service and office in the church. In
its homeland, Wesleyanism still emphasised lay ministry and bold itinerant preaching
and evangelism, and the missionaries brought these expectations with them to the
Pacific. From the mission's literacy schools and spiritual growth classes, and from among
the 'local preachers' and 'class leaders' of the Wesleyan congregations, emerged a long
succession of highly motivated Tongan evangelists, teachers and preachers . With or
without formal missionary appointment as 'teachers', they spread the new religion, the
lotu, throughout the archipelago.
Noteworthy among the earliest teachers was Pita Vi , one of the first seven Tongan
Christians instructed and baptised at Nuku'alofa in January 1 829. He taught for the
mission on Tongatapu, and later that year was sent to Ha'apai, where he played a crucial
role in the conversion of the chief Taufa'ahau.3 A class leader and local preacher himself
from 1 834, Taufa'ahau's enormous contribution to Tongan church history continued
after he became paramount chief and King of all Tonga in 1 845, and until his death in
1 893 . Some of the many other class leaders and local preachers were appointed in the
early 1 830s as the first teachers in unevangelised areas , including Vava'u and the far
northern islands of N iuatoputapu and N iuafo'ou.4 It is interesting to note that the lapsed
Ma'ohi missionary Taute was restored to faith in 1 834 and became the Wesleyan teacher
Matthew. 5 The principal missionary, John Thomas, put a great deal of effort into
preparing leaders and preachers, and, by 1 836, regarded the best of them as unpaid
'assistant missionaries'.6 A teacher praised by the missionary Thomas West was perhaps
one of these : converted in his 'old age', the reliable and intelligent Jone Fifita drew on
his expertise in oratory and traditional lore and became not only a preacher noted for
'the most wonderful flow of language and a mellifluous and powerful delivery', but also a
valued helper in the missionaries' language studies and translation work. 7
The early Tongan teachers did not confine their evangelistic efforts to their
compatriots. Unofficial Christian messengers found their way to Samoa and Wallis, and
accredited teachers worked in Fij i and Samoa from 1 83 5 , Wallis from 1 836 and Rotuma
from 1 84 1 . Some never returned, giving a lifetime of service to the churches of other Pacific
people. Joeli Bulu of Vava'u became a Christian in 1 834 and, while working as a mission
teacher among his own people, heard of the need for teachers in Fij i. 'My soul burned within
me,' he recalled later, 'and a great longing sprang up in my heart to go away to that land and
declare the glad tidings of salvation to the people that know not God. '8 He did go in 1 838,
and died there nearly 40 years later after a celebrated missionary career. Of course, the
departure of Bulu and many others like him deprived the young Tongan church, temporarily
or permanently, of some of its best potential leaders. But mission overseas continued to be an
important component of the emerging pattern of Christian ministry in Tonga.
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Trai n i ng th e To ngan m i n i stry
Residential training for Wesleyan ministers in Britain did not exist when the mission to
Tonga began in the 1 820s, and , in 1 834, the establishment of a theological training
school ( Hoxton) in England aroused great controversy. Many Wesleyans saw the new
Institute as the abandonment of a valued tradition: academic and professional learning
( even at the level offered at Hoxton, which was not very advanced) could not be more
effective for evangelical leadership and ministry than the supervised self,education and
practical experience of committed lay Christians. The leaders of the Wesleyan Missionary
Society favoured the new approach, however, and soon most of the missionaries sent to
the Pacific had been trained at Hoxton (or at Richmond, where the institution was
located after 1 843 ) .9 That residential training was still a novel idea for Wesleyans is
shown by the fact that for more than a decade the Wesleyan missionaries in Tonga
trained their teachers by giving them informal tuition at each station, which Thomas
( who had little formal education himself) regarded as perfectly adequate. 10
The visiting General Superintendent, John Waterhouse, however, disagreed and, in
1 84 1 , the missionaries in Tonga responded to his recommendation by resolving 'that an
Institution be commenced for the purpose of communicating to native candidates sound
theological instruction, and such general knowledge as may make them useful auxiliaries
to the M issionaries' . 1 1 They set up the new 'Friendly Islands Wesleyan Academy for the
Training of Native Assistant Missionaries' at Neiafu, Vava'u, where teaching began on
July 1 3 , 1 84 1 . The training programme enj oyed the interest and support of Taufa'ahau,
who arranged the construction of a classroom and often attended the classes himself.
There were nine students at first, and 1 5 by 1 844. They were taught by the missionary
Francis Wilson, who had studied at Hoxton, until his illness and death in 1 846. 1 2
The training school was not well supplied with books and equipment, and Thomas
was doubtful of its value. 'I fear that too much has been thought of what has been called
the Institution,' he wrote, pointing out that the old system of individual training at the
different stations had been cheaper and less disruptive to the families of the candidates,
who were generally mature local preachers. 1 3 After the break caused by Wilson's death,
however, the experiment was soon resumed. M inistry training was allocated to the new
educational missionary, Richard Amos , a trained teacher who came to N uku' alofa in
1 84 7 and set up a school that provided a range of education from primary to advanced.
In 1 850, there were 24 students in the class for the most promising men, who were seen
as future teachers and ministers. 14 But continuity could not be maintained in this
training system either, for the school appears to have ceased to function after the
departure of Amos from Tonga in 1 859. Taufa'ahau's interest in education was well
known and his sermon extolling the benefits of knowledge is still remembered . 1 5 But the
King's support for education was insufficient to ensure a strong ministry training
programme if the missionaries lacked commitment to it.
It was not until 1 865 that another new start was made. Again, the King's desire for
an educated Tongan people was evident: hearing that a highly educated missionary,
James Moulton, had arrived in Australia from England, he asked the mission authorities
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to send him not to Fij i as planned, but to Tonga, to educate 'the young chiefs of my
land' . 1 6 When it opened on the site of its predecessor in February 1 866, the new Tupou
College was quite different from the 'Institutions' previously seen in Tonga and
elsewhere. Even the term 'college' was an innovation, and the school provided education
that Moulton described as not 'merely or principally theological'. Candidates for the
ministry were prepared there, but they pursued the ir studies alongs ide students
designated for the public service or simply for educated lay membership of the church.
Although there was still the usual practical work in workshops and food gardens, the
college was pervaded by an emphasis on academic achievement, symbolised by Moulton's
use of honour boards and academic regalia. As well as biblical and doctrinal subj ects,
mathematics, geography, history and science were taught. 1 7 Moulton brought an original
approach, high educational standards and much knowledge from the outside, but he took
pains to seat these things firmly in the Tongan world. Teaching with him at the college
was Tevita Tonga Mohenoa ( David Tonga), whose intellectual and leadership potential
Moulton recognised on the young man's arrival as one of the first students. Excelling in
the classroom, plantation and workshop, and as a musician and preacher, he became an
ordained minister and the senior tutor at Tupou College. Intending to make Tonga his
successor, Moulton arranged for him to study for a year in Sydney; many years later, he
eulogised him as 'my blameless, noble, matchless son' . 1 8
The direction taken b y Tupou College attracted some criticism from Moulton's
colleagues in the mission. Some believed that ministry training was overshadowed by the
wider studies undertaken there and that too many of the graduates were made proud and
egotistical by the emphasis on academic achievement. 1 9 Complaints such as these were
soon contributing to a wider and more serious rift in the mission (a conflict that was to
culminate eventually in the national crisis of the 1 880s ) . Rivalries between Shirley
Baker ( the mission's chairman from 1 870) and Moulton led Baker to find ways of
undermining Tupou College and Moulton's influence in the Tongan church. In 1 8 7 3 ,
Moulton complained that Baker's attitude was reducing the number o f entrants t o the
college .20 A few years later, the Wesleyan role in education at all levels was greatly
diminished when Baker assisted the Tongan authorities to set up a government school
system, including a rival college ( later called 'Tonga College') and to reduce Tupou
College to a theological institution only. 2 1

A new l ead ersh i p figu re i n To ngan society
Distinct from the clas� leaders and local preachers of the congregations all over Tonga were
several categories of workers responsible to the mission as a whole. The largest body of paid
'native agents' in Tonga was the 'head teachers', who were not schoolteachers (a separate
category, faiako), but people in charge of the preaching and pastoral work in each village. 22
They were known as tauhi, from the verb 'to look after, care for'. Some larger places were
under a 'catechist', and soon there was a higher status too. Comparatively early in the
history of the Tongan church, the Wesleyan missionaries felt able to confer full ministerial
status on a few men selected from the body of teachers. Ordinary teachers continued to
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teach and preach for the mission in the villages, working with the many voluntary local
preachers ( 5 22 of them in 1 85 5 )23 who emerged from the classes and congregations, but
'Native Assistant Missionaries' were chosen by the missionaries to be 'admitted into the
Christian ministry . . . by the laying on of hands'.24 In Britain, too, in these years, the
itinerant evangelists of classical Wesleyanism were being transformed into ordained
pastors. Throughout the Wesleyan world, church workers reaching this status were received
first 'on trial'; their progress was monitored for several years and, if found to be satisfactory,
they were received by their governing conference as fully recognised ministers.
In Tonga, the first ordination was that of the experienced teacher Penisimani
Latuselu of Vava'u, who was 'admitted into the sacred office of Assistant Missionary' in
1 84 7 after his return from missionary service in Samoa. Of high rank in Tongan society,
and praised as a man of unusual piety and talent, Latuselu was appointed to take charge
of the church on N iuatoputapu, but his subsequent career did not live up to
expectations: without mission authorisation, he worked in Samoa again, and some years
after his return to Tonga in 1 85 2 he was dismissed for immorality.25
The next men to be accepted as Native Assistant Missionaries, however, gave
greater satisfaction. There were three accepted in 1 85 2 : Peter Vi was the noted
evangelist of the early years; Sione Latu of Vava'u, who was trained by Wilson at Neiafu,
served in several appointments;26 Sione Faupula, an early convert in Lakeba, Fij i, was
driven away from his home by the opposition of his chiefly relatives and took refuge with
kinsfolk in Tonga, where he developed as a lively preacher and ministered in several
places after his ordination.27 Two years later, David Kata was accepted. He died in 1 883 ,
the first of these four much praised and long,lived early ministers to pass from the scene .
In 1 85 5 , just before the Australasian Conference took over responsibility for the
Tonga mission from the British, there were five in the select band of Native Assistant
M issionaries, though only Latuselu was not still 'on trial' .28 Other early Tongan ministers
were Elias Langi (received on trial in 1 856), Mark Baogo ( 1 85 8 ) , Naphtali Fifita ( 1 859)
and John Mohulamu ( 1 860 ) . The two last,named ministers both died young, in 1 863 .29
The term faifekau was being used for 'teacher' and 'missionary' as early as 1 83 2 .30
Denoting 'one who is sent on a message', the word came to be used for the indigenous
ministers of the Tongan Wesleyan Church. In mid,century, the ordained ministers were
still few in comparison with the army of teachers, from among whom they had emerged as
proven workers needing little supervision. The mission leaders in Tonga were committed
to the development of 'native agency': indigenous ministers were 'agents designed by the
Lord', for they 'know well the way of their own people - their modes of thinking, their
exposure to error, their weak points, and the best way to propose to them the Gospel of
Christ'.3 1 In words written in 1 853, it was envisaged that 'in [the] course of years' the work
might be 'carried on entirely by native agency', but no target date for missionary
withdrawal was set, since Tongan pastors could not yet equal the knowledge of their
British supervisors and so would not be capable of 'sustaining alone the cause of God' .32
Long before they became autonomous leaders in the church, however, faifekau were
being integrated into the structures of village society. Religion had never been a separate
institution in Tongan life and religious activities had been directed by chiefs ( who had
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the ir own qualities of sacredness) and by priests. Public ceremonies were not a feature of
Tongan religion, although there were shrines and sacred obj ects cared for by priests. It
was through people known as taula ( literally 'anchors' ) that the gods spoke to humans.
An early European eyewitness, the sailor William Mariner, who spent four years in Tonga
in the first decade of the 1 9th century, described the behaviour of the inspired medium:
When he speaks, he generally begins in a low and very altered tone of voice, which
gradually rises to nearly its natural pitch, though sometimes a little above it. All that
he says is supposed to be the declaration of the god. All this is done without any
apparent

inward emotion or outward

agitation;

but

on some

occasions his

countenance becomes fierce, and, as it were, inflamed, and his whole frame agitated
with inward feeling. He is seized with an universal trembling; the perspiration breaks
out on his forehead and his lips, turning black, are convulsed; at length, tears start in
floods from his eyes, his breast heaves with great emotion, and his utterance is choked.
These symptoms gradually subside. 3 3

Taula could be men or women. They were not a distinct caste or professional category. As
Mariner explained, 'A priest has no other respect paid to him than what his own proper
family rank may require. They generally belong to the lower order of chiefs, or to the
matabooles [matapule], though sometimes great chiefs are thus visited by the gods.'34
Traditional Tongan religious specialists were less visibly prominent than in eastern
Polynesian societies, and Mariner stated that 'the priests live indiscriminately with the
rest of the natives, are not respected on the score of their being priests, unless when
actually inspired , and hold no known conferences together, as an allied body' .35 But the
evidence suggests that they were nonetheless recipients of honour, obedience and
material gifts from the people, and that their activities were considered essential to the
wellbeing of the community.36 The missionaries in Tonga saw no continuity between
'heathen' taula and Wesleyan faifekau. Certainly, there was much that was novel in the
new role of Christian minister as evangelist, preacher, teacher and pastor. But it is highly
likely, even in the first few decades of the Tongan church, that the faifekau as the
emerging focus of church leadership were already be ing invested with some of the
attributes of priests, prophets and chiefs as religious figures in traditional society.
The connection of faifekau with the mission, and so with the national monarchy
that sponsored the Wesleyan work throughout the land , ensured that they were
associated with the highest levels of chiefly power and prestige . Being part of a
centralised mission hierarchy, they were relatively free of local power structures and
could themselves assume a certain chief,like authority in the congregations and
villages .37 Yet the faifekau were still Tongans and it would be a long time, wrote a white
missionary in 1 85 7, before indigenous ministers would not be 'terrified' of preaching
sermons that might offend the chiefs.38 Financial recompense from the mission was very
small, but the people gave honour, service and material support ( including food and land
for gardening) to the men who had become their new religious leaders. Much money was
given to the mission headquarters in the annual misinale, a collection that resembled the
traditional payment of tribute to the great chiefs.39
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It became traditional for Tongan ministers to wear black - a style contrasted in
74
1 8 with what was regarded as the more suitable white worn in Fij i.40 A few years later,
a Melbourne journalist commented on the missionary Watkin's black suit, attributing the
wearing of this clothing, so inappropriate to the tropics, to the King's insistence that
ministers dress in that way.41 The distinctive garb of ministers as a group was only one
aspect of their prominence in Tongan society by that time. The lives of many individual
faifekau could be reconstructed from family and church memories and the scattered
written records that remain. A few left their own autobiographical notes: J otame Havea,
for example , was born about 1 83 5 , became a teacher in 1 85 7 and became a Native
Assistant Missionary in 1 866. 'I have no wish to choose my own appointment or station
but leave it to the will of God and the missionaries,' he wrote. Havea died in 1 885; his
son and later descendants became notable ministers, too.42 Other ministers are given
particular attention in missionary writings - Tevita Finau, for example, who was
Moulton's colleague in biblical translation and a tutor at Tupou College.43
The tradition of overseas missionary service for Tongan teachers and ministers was
continued by the many still serving in Fij i and Samoa in the later 1 9th century. In 1 8 73 ,
Moulton was urged by the mission secretary in Sydney to include this kind of work in the
obj ectives of an intensified training programme for the Tongan ministry,44 and indeed
Tongans worked in the new mission to the New Guinea islands, which was begun in
1 87 5 . Another new mission, to Papua, included four Tongan couples and their children
when it began in 1 89 1 . Tongan involvement in these and other Melanesian fields
continued into the 20th century.
There were nine Native Assistant Missionaries by 1 864, as well as three catechists
and 1 0 7 tauhi.4 5 By 1 884, there were more than 20 'Native Ministers' ( the appellation
had been changed about 1 873 ) .46 In the 1 8 70s, the Wesleyan missionaries in Tonga, like
those elsewhere , had been urged to work more deliberately towards increasing the role of
the Tongan ministry in the church. Continued dependence on foreign personnel was
'unscriptural in principle', they were told by the mission's Sydney�based General
Secretary. 4 7 He had already reminded Moulton in Tonga that God provided from among
the members all the gifts needed for the leadership of any church, and suggested that the
main task of missionaries should now be the training and development of the indigenous
ministry.48 These ideas received the support of the Chairman of the Tonga District,
Baker, who agreed that the Native Ministers should be given more status and
responsibility; ' [We must] trust them more than we have done,' he wrote in 1 8 74. In fact,
the Tongans were already beginning to demand this, he reported, and 'we had better do
so and give it to them gracefully than have it wrested from us' .49 Baker stated more than
once that the number of white missionaries in Tonga could eas ily be reduced. He
admitted that the Tongans themselves were not asking for a reduction and he believed
European supervision would always be needed, but it would be good, he wrote, to build
up the local ministry: 'I am doing my best to raise the position of our Native M inisters in
the eyes of our people.'50
The Australasian Conference was told by Baker in 1 87 3 that the chiefs wanted the
Tongan church to be self�governing and to have its own conference by 1 8 76. Baker
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expressed his sympathy with this request. It should be noted that by this time he was
closely involved with the King's political activities, and also at odds with most of his
missionary colleagues. 5 1 The move towards church autonomy was thus not simply
a mission matter, and was made more controversial because Baker's motives were clearly
mixed. One historian has written that Baker hoped to be able to control Tongan
ministers more easily than European missionaries.52 In any case, an important step in the
direction of greater self,government was taken when, as from 1 8 7 5 , the Tongan ministers
were permitted to attend and participate in the missionaries' annual district meeting,
except when certain matters were discussed. 53 Further progress towards their full
responsibility in the church was dramatically interrupted by the events of 1 885 .

Cath o l i c m i n i stri es
French Marist missionaries sent from nearby Wallis Island secured a foothold in Tonga in
1 842, to the great dismay of the Wesleyans. Associated in its early years with the enemies
of Taufa'ahau's political ascendancy, Tongan Catholicism later grew in size and
acceptance, but it never rivalled the Wesleyan Church in either the number of adherents
or connection with the centres of power. Even in the 1 890s, Tongan Catholics formed
only about one ,eighth of the total population ( although on Tongatapu they made up
about one,third ) . 54
As in other parts of Polynesia, the Catholic missionaries made use of indigenous
converts whom they sent out as teachers ( 'following our example,' commented a
Wesleyan missionary in 1 848 ) . 5 5 From this developed a force of catechists, lay mission
workers described in Tongan as tauhi, 'those who tend or look after' , which was also the
word used by Wesleyans for a similar office.56 They were trained by the missionaries to
defend Catholic teaching when it was denounced by the Protestant teachers. 5 7 A
Samoan, Vitolio, who had been at Clydesdale seminary in Australia, served briefly
among the catechists in the 1 860s until his premature death. 58 There were 30 such
Tongan workers by 1 8 7 1 , most of them on Tongatapu, where they preferred to reside in
the ir own villages and did not relish being sent elsewhere. In the pattern developed by
the priest stationed in the Mu'a district in the 1 880s, he visited each village once every
two weeks to celebrate mass. Between his visits, the catechists gave instruction,
conducted daily prayers and maintained the church building. They also made
arrangements for the sacraments and devotional ceremonies and for the reception of the
missionary and other church visitors. Every Friday, the priest met with the assembled
catechists. They were paid a percentage of the annual mission collection, but this
amounted to very little and aroused some dissatisfaction among them, especially when
they compared the ir income with that of the Wesleyan teachers. 5 9 The number of
catechists and schoolteachers in 1 892 was stated to be 60.60
The missionaries included the training of catechists in the teaching done at the
school for boys they set up at Maofanga in 1 865 to match the Wesleyan college. They
wanted to establish a training facility specifically for catechists, on the model of Samoa's
Vaea, but were not able to do so. In 1 888, there were about 25 students at Maofanga. The
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missionaries knew that some would emerge as catechists but others as schoolteachers or
simply as 'solidly instructed Catholics' working unobtrusively for the church in their
villages. The curriculum included reading, writing, arithmetic, history, geography,
science, art and music as well as religion. 'The level of instruction is not very high,'
admitted the young missionary in charge at that time, 'and the metaphysics I learned at
the Roman College will not be very useful to me in my new work . . . In general, Tongans
have little taste for learning that they do not feel is necessary or useful.' The number of
students rose to 45 in 1 892, and to about 50 at the turn of the century. The bishop,
Lamaze, regarded the tauhi working in the mission in the late 1 9th century as faithful but
inadequately trained as pastoral assistants.61
Only a few years after they had started work in Tonga, the Marist missionaries were
urged by their bishop, Bataillon, in nearby Wallis to follow his example and begin a
formation programme for indigenous priests. The missionaries in Tonga did not think
such a step was possible at that time.62 There was a Tongan among the students at one of
Bataillon's schools, Kolopelu, in 1 850,63 but the first Tongan priest was formed not in the
Pacific but in Europe. Gatafahefa (usually called Gata) was from a Tongatapu family
related to Taufa'ahau. Before the Marists came to Tonga, his parents migrated to Lakeba
in the Lau Islands of Fij i, where Gata was born in 1 838. His father became one of the first
Catholics there and took his son to Futuna. There the boy passed his childhood years,
was baptised ( as Joachim, or Soakimi) and attended the Kolopelu school. His potential
was recognised by Bataillon and, when he was about 1 7 or 1 8, he was taken by the bishop
to his new makeshift seminary in Sydney. 64
Giving up his Sydney venture when he travelled to Europe in 1 856, Bataillon took
with him three young Polynesians, one of whom was Gata. After visiting France, they
went to Rome to meet Pope Pius IX and begin their studies at the Propaganda Seminary.
Gata was 1 8. One of the three left Europe after a while, another died, and Gata was the
only one to complete the long years of study. He was ordained by an I talian cardinal in
the Lateran Basilica on 1 0 June 1 865 , the first Polynesian to become a priest.65 Further
studies in Rome and a visit to the Marist house in Lyons were followed by his return to
the southern hemisphere. Arriving in Sydney in April 1 867, Gata greatly impressed the
Marist priests, who wanted the students of the struggling Polynesian seminary at
Clydesdale to meet the person who had achieved such an honoured status. The young
men waited eagerly to see him, wrote Victor Poupinel, and when they came in to Sydney
at Easter they celebrated his presence with feasting, speeches, songs, dances and the
presentation of kava roots. Gata celebrated mass, assisted by the French clergy, and
Poupinel recorded that the young Polynesians were intensely proud that one of them had
been elevated to such a responsibility.66
Gata's triumphant progress continued when he visited Samoa after leaving
Australia. Bataillon was there to see the realisation of his dreams for a Polynesian
clergy. 67 Poupinel reported that the Samoans were very impressed by the sight of the first
Polynesian priest and that Bishop Elloy took the opportunity of making a pertinent point
in his sermon: 'See if we have wished to belittle your race - your compatriot has been
made a priest ! '68 Finally arriving in Tonga later in 1 867, Gata caused a stir there, too.
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Many people came to gaze at him, and it was not only the Catholics who felt proud: even
the Wesleyan King, who was notorious for his hostility to Catholics, wrote Poupinel,
received him graciously and expressed pride that a priest had come from his kingdom.
Poupinel saw a great future for the young man and hoped that he would maintain his
'spirit of s implicity and modesty'. There were dangers everywhere for priests, he
commented, but particularly for an indigenous priest in Oceania.69
Gata's ministry in Tonga began well. 'I like this young priest very much,' wrote the
missionary Lamaze:
he has become my companion; he has many good qualities; he has none of the pride of
the Tongans . . . Our converts are proud to see one of their own at the altar. The
Protestants are amazed, and maintain a silence that is a very significant tribute to our

lotu. They see very well that a long period of study is required to become a Catholic
missionary, whereas a Wesleyan missionary can be produced much more cheaply. 7 0

But the missionaries soon became uneasy. The Wesleyans were preaching against the
Tongan priest, Lamaze reported . 7 1 It has been suggested that Gata's Wesleyan
counterparts were scornful of his poor knowledge of Tongan customs and protocol: it
must be remembered that he had probably never been in Tonga before and had spent his
whole life in Fij i, Futuna and Europe.72 On the other hand, Lamaze noticed that Gata's
relatives were placing customary demands on him; he hoped he would not be pulled back
too much into the Tongan world. 73 Another missionary shared this fear that the new
priest was going to be dominated by his relatives and chiefs. He also felt that in Gata's
preaching there was a lot of shouting but not much content - 'rather like the
Wesleyans' - and that he should write his sermons out. 74 In general, the French
missionaries were probably unsure how to relate to a young man who was ne ither
European nor a Marist, and even Tongan only to a limited extent.75 In any case , after less
than a year in Tonga, Gata was transferred to Futuna. Tonga's first priest had been given
very little opportunity to establish himself as the pioneer of an indigenous Catholic
clergy in that island group, and the greater problems he experienced elsewhere after this
were tragic for himself and damaging for the Catholic Church's hopes for a Polynesian
priesthood. 76
Efforts to create a Catholic priesthood in Tonga continued after Soakimi Gata's
brief ministry there. Not long before the troubled Clydesdale seminary finally closed, two
of its students were sent to study in Rome. One of them, Selevasio Soakai, was a Tongan,
aged 25 . He began his classes in 1 8 70, but a year later was forced by illness to return to
Tonga. 77 This setback, and the problems that were being experienced at the time with
Gata, did not prevent Bataillon from asking the missionaries in Tonga to give Latin
lessons to selected youths at Maofanga, with a view to preparing for further vocations to
the priesthood and a reopened seminary on Wallis.78 It has been pointed out that the
French priests in this period were themselves rural boys who had been plucked out of
their village schools for further education and a career in the church. 79 When Lamaze
became Bishop of Tonga, he too subscribed to the aim of creating a priesthood. In 1 882,
he wrote that developing a Tongan clergy would be the surest means of ridding the group
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of 'the Wesleyan heresy' . In his view, the strength of Protestantism came not so much
from the white missionaries as from the well,organised 'army' of Tongan teachers, and
the Catholics would always be weak until they had a local clergy. Catechists were only
helpers and could not compete against ordained Tongan Wesleyans. Priests were
essential, but he warned that they must be formed very carefully and then live together
in community.so The renewed seminary at Lano (on Wallis ) was earning his praise by
1 886, when he again argued the need for carefully formed indigenous church workers
(priests, though he still called them 'auxiliaries') .Sl
The missionaries in Tonga had been sending young men from Maofanga to Lano for
several years by 1 886. Three went in 1 884, but none of them stayed long. In 1 886 there
were four there, but again they all eventually left before completing their studies. Others
went at various times, but it remains a fact that after Gata no Tongans were ordained to
the priesthood until 1 925 .sz Creating a Tongan priesthood, then, was an elusive
obj ective. The nearest approach to achieving the aim in this period was the deployment
in Tonga of priests from culturally related Wallis and Futuna. One of the first four
Polynesians ordained at Lano in 1 886, Sosefo Maugateau of Futuna, went almost
immediately to the northern Tongan island of N iuatoputapu, where he assisted the
French priest Jouny in a mission described as an attempt to convert the 'heretics' of the
island. Good reports of his work there and later on Ha'apai were received, but he became
ill and died in 1 894.s3 The missionary with whom he had worked on Ha'apai recorded
his misgivings about Polynesian priests: they were usually too familiar with the people
and were not easy to direct.s4 Another priest ordained in 1 886, Lolesio Kavauvea of
Wallis, also later came to Tonga, where he served from 1 89 1 until his death in the 1 9 1 8
influenza epidemic.ss Lamata, another Wallisian, was sent to Tonga after his ordination
in 1 89 1 , but he also died young, in 1 900.s6

Wes l eyan m i n i stry at the e n d of th e ce ntu ry
Schism tore Tonga's Wesleyan Church apart before the end of the 1 9th century. In 1 885,
the King and Shirley Baker (now Premier and no longer a missionary) led most of the
country's Wesleyans into a Free Church of Tonga. The church was Wesleyan in doctrine
and practice, but entirely independent of the mission authorities and the Wesleyan
Conference in Australia ( it did, however, retain a former Wesleyan missionary, Watkin,
as Chairman) .S7 Of about 20 Native Ministers, 14 ( including the pioneers Peter Vi and
Sione Latu ) went with the King - in the words of the Conference, they 'seceded'. The
continuing mission,associated church was left with a greatly reduced membership and
only five or six Tongan ministers.SS
In 1 885 and for some years afterwards, ministers and members loyal to the mission
suffered harassment and even violence , and some were exiled to Fij i for a time.89
Moulton's colleague at Tupou College, Tevita Tonga, and his well,educated wife, Rachel,
endured exile in Fij i before returning to ministry in Tonga.90 Tevita Tonga's death in
1 89 5 reduced the small group of ministers in the remnant Wesleyan Church, as did the
passing of Sioeli Nau, another of the ministers whose refusal to j oin the Free Church had
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brought them harassment and deportation. N au had entered the ministry in 1 864 and
served in Tonga and Fij i.91 Sione Faupula died in 1 886.92 For some years it was difficult
to provide training for church leaders who could replace those who had been lost. The
work of Tupou College ground to a halt, but in the 1 890s, under another J. E. Moulton
( the son of the college's founder, who visited it often from Australia to participate in
the teaching ) , the flow of well,educated trainees into the ministry began again.
A photograph taken in 1 900 shows the two Moultons, Tevita Finau ( the Head N ative
Tutor) and eight Tongan tutors, all with academic regalia.93 The number of Native
Ministers in the Wesleyan Church rose from six in 1 890 to 16 in 1 90 1 .94
Wesleyan patterns of worship, organisation and ministry continued to be followed
in the large Free Church, too, except that missionaries were still sent to other Pacific
Islands from the Wesleyan Church but not from the Free Church. M inisters were trained
for the Free Church in the Government's Tonga College.95 Their salaries were higher
than in the mission church and their place in national life was closer to the social and
political mainstream. Although the life of the Free Church suffered in certain respects
from its isolation from the world Wesleyan community ( to which it was not reconnected
until 1 924 ), the schism did not permanently disrupt the evolution of the Tongan
Wesleyan ministry styles that were first seen in the 1 820s and are still much evident
today. The late 1 9th century, however, saw the end of the monopoly of religious
leadership by Wesleyans and Catholics, for three new missions ( Mormon, Seventh,day
Adventist and Anglican) were about to make their presence felt.

6.

WALLI S AN D FUTU NA

THE TWO ISLANDS of Uvea (known to Europeans since the 1 9th century as Wallis )
and Futuna lie on the edge of Polynesia, west of Samoa. More than 200km apart, Uvea
and Futuna have historical links with the cultures of Tonga and Samoa respectively.
Although they have separate histories, the two populations speak related languages and
contact with the wider world has drawn them into close association with each other.
Neither island is more than 1 00 sq km in area, and probably only about 3 ,500 people
( 2 ,500 on Wallis and 1 ,000 on Futuna ) inhabited them in the 1 830s when sustained
contact began. 1 Very few outsiders have ever lived permanently on Wallis or Futuna,
which were of little commercial interest to Europeans, but the two islands have played an
important part in the history of Pacific Christianity and the development of indigenous
Christian ministry.
Like other Polynesians, the people of Uvea and Futuna recognised the existence of
deities and spirits and turned to religious specialists for much of their interaction with
the supernatural realm. The ir adoption of Christianity in the 1 9th century obliterated
the traditional religious system, but fragments of information about it have survived.
Observers visiting in pre,Christian days, and the earliest missionaries too , wrote of
people they described as 'priests'. On Futuna, according to the missionary Servant, there
were toe matua, male and female mediums who inherited their powers and practised in a
family context; they profited, according to this unsympathetic observer, from their
deception and exploitation of the credulous. 2 It seems that on Uvea these practitioners
were more differentiated from chiefs than they were on Futuna. 3 An account from 1 83 1
portrays the Uveans reverently attending a large temple for daily worship presided over
by priests and priestesses who were ceremonially presented with kava and spoke
oracularly to the crowd.4 A few years later, the first missionary on Uvea, Bataillon, wrote
of tapu, the temple and its priestess, the role of kava in religious ceremonies, and the
contortions and oracles of the priests when in a state of possession; this observer, too, saw
cup idity and trickery and claimed that when they were converted later the priests
admitted willingly the deceptions they had practised. 5 Conveying the wishes of the gods,
mediating between the people and the gods in cases of illness, and generally facilitating
the interaction of the human and divine realms, the 'priests' (taula atua) played a visible
role in traditional Uvean society. On neither island did they monopolise connections
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with the supernatural, however, for the chiefs and 'kings' ( one on Uvea, two on Futuna ) ,
like their counterparts elsewhere i n Polynesia, derived much o f their authority from the
perception that they represented and exercised divine power in their person and
actions.6

Early Ch ristian wo rkers
The first representatives of Christianity to reach Wallis were Tongan Wesleyans. A party
of converts travelled north�west from N iuatoputapu with their chief in 1 83 5 on a
mission that appears to have been both political and evangelistic in inspiration. The
expedition was armed, but many of its members were killed after their arrival on
Wallis. This did not deter the Wesleyan missionaries in Tonga from sending a group of
authorised mission teachers in 1 836, and, although this party was rej ected too,
Wesleyanism eventually secured a foothold among small sections of Wallis society and
the mission continued to send teachers. 7
In the end it was Catholicism rather than Wesleyanism that prevailed on Wallis
and its neighbour Futuna. Missionaries of the Society of Mary arrived on Wallis in 1 83 7 ,
inaugurating the Marists' first mission beyond the shores of their homeland, France.
Unlike the Tongans, the French missionaries did not arouse suspicion that they were
politically motivated, and there were reports that the chiefs of Wallis had decided to
accept Christianity only from white men.8 In any case, the Catholic missionaries were
soon rejoicing in a massive move towards Christianity on Wallis and, despite a setback
when the priest Pierre Chanel was killed in 1 84 1 , on Futuna, too. Wesleyanism lingered
on, embroiled in Wallisian political conflicts and nurtured by teachers sent from Tonga.9
By the 1 850s, however, the Wesleyans had given up their efforts, and Protestant models
of ministry disappeared from Wallis and Futuna.
Catholicism on Wallis advanced under the leadership of the first French
missionary, Pierre Bataillon. He became a bishop in 1 84 3 , in charge of the whole Central
Oceania mission, and while soon relieved of New Caledonia and New Hebrides, and
later Fij i and Samoa, he retained episcopal authority over Wallis, Futuna and Tonga until
his death in 1 87 7 .
O n Wallis and Futuna, the care o f the flock was i n the hands of a succession of
French missionary priests, but a role in evangelistic and pastoral ministry was also played
by catechists drawn from the local population. In the place they occupied in the mission,
and also in the picture drawn in the missionary literature of the time, they were greatly
overshadowed by the European priests. Consequently, very little is known about their
work in the 1 9th century. An early appointee was Sam Keletaona, a Futuna chief who
had been given instruction by Bataillon on Wallis and played an important part in
teaching the new religion to the people of his own island in 1 842. The missionaries
helped him become King Petelo of Futuna, but he proved a disappointment to them as a
Christian and as a king. 1 0 In 1 843 , trying to cope with the crowds eager for instruction,
the missionaries on Futuna moved around the island to choose suitable young men to act
as catechists in each locality. 'We teach these catechists with special care,' they wrote,
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'and they carry out their task every evening. ' 1 1 Presumably many such men quietly
performed teaching work for the mission on both islands, but their activities were not
given a high profile. Because the populations of the two islands were small and easily
accessible, the work of the fore ign missionaries did not need to be extensively
supplemented by the activities of catechists, as it was in places such as Samoa and Fij i.
Furthermore, Wallis and Futuna lacked the Protestant model ( and challenge ) of teachers
who were on the way to becoming fully accredited pastors.
It is evident that catechists from Wallis and Futuna often ministered in other fields
as mission workers. Pako and Apolonia of Wallis accompanied the first Marist
missionaries to Fij i in 1 844. 1 2 Among others known to have served elsewhere are Filipo
and Leo of Wallis who went to Rotuma in 1 846, followed in 1 859 (when there was no
resident French missionary there ) by Simone and Albano of Futuna and, in 1 868, by two
men from Futuna. 1 3 Many Wallisians had pleaded with the missionaries to take them to
Rotuma in 1 846. 1 4 Catechists who had been trained on Futuna are recorded as going to
Samoa and Tonga in 1 85 1 . 1 5 This work was an important element in the advance of
Catholic miss ions in central and western Polynesia. For the catechists who served in
their own islands of Wallis and Futuna (and also for those who worked in other islands ) ,
i t i s n o doubt true that they performed a 'crucial' role as ' indispensable intermediaries
between two different conceptions of the world', as one historian has written. 1 6 It is
regrettable that it is so difficult to document their work.

Towards a Po lynesian p ri esth ood
As valuable as catechists proved to be, there was an enormous gulf between their work
and that of the missionaries. In 1 9th,century Catholic thinking, the life of the church
depended on the ministry of an ordained priest, and catechists could be no more than
support staff - helpers in the work of evangelism, teaching, pastoral care and
administration. In their vision for Wallis and Futuna, the Marist missionaries thought
more in terms of establishing a Christian realm in this Pacific community than of
creating an indigenous church, but hopes that a local priesthood would eventually
exercise the indispensable sacramental ministry were expressed before many years had
passed. In other parts of the world, the emergence of indigenous priests had accompanied
the spread of Christianity since the early centuries of the church and had been more
intentionally pursued since the foundation of the Sacred Congregation for the
Propagation of the Faith ( the Propaganda) in 1 62 2 as Rome's department in charge of
foreign missions. When Catholic missions experienced a resurgence in the 1 9th century,
indigenous priesthood as an obj ective for missionary work again received support at the
highest levels. In 1 845 , during the papacy of Gregory XVI (who had been Prefect
General of the Propaganda before he became Pope ) , the Instruction Neminem Profecto
urged all Catholic miss ions to develop a commitment to forming an indigenous clergy
and eventually an indigenous episcopate in their fields; the missions were encouraged to
move on from the practice of using local people only as catechists, and, having formed
indigenous priests, not to treat them as only an auxiliary clergy. 1 7
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On Wallis, Bishop Bataillon was in sympathy with this vision. In fact, more than a
year before the Instruction was released in Rome, he had written to Colin, his Marist
superior in France, about his plans for a 'house of education' in which would be formed
'good catechists, or even Marist brothers and perhaps even priests' . 1 8 His hopes and plans
were mentioned again the next year ( 1 845 ) , when he looked forward to a time when
Polynesians could be ordained or even become Marists. Young Polynesians had much
potential, he believed, and the prospect of a large number of indigenous priests in the
islands was even greater than in China where clergy development was already well
advanced. 'I dream day and night of this establishment, ' he wrote, and, by the time he
heard from Colin in France that the seminary idea was well received and would be
supported with finance and teaching staff, he had already found a site ' in a pretty little
bay' on the east coast of the island. Land there had been donated by the local chiefs. 1 9
There i s a story that Bataillon could not forget what a Wallisian chief said t o him - we
have been taught that there are seven sacraments, but there is one we have not yet
benefited from, and so our religion will remain incomplete until we have our own
priests. 20 The missionaries on Wallis and Futuna at this time reported that many young
Islanders were desirous of becoming evangelists, priests and sisters.2 1 In fact, one young
Wallisian, Salomone Uhinima, found his way to France in 1 846, and Bataillon suggested
that the Marists train him there as a priest. Salomone did study for a while at a seminary
in Toulon, but did not make much progress and returned to Wallis in 1 85 2 .22 In this
period, the mission's hopes were placed in an island,based formation programme.
There were delays before the seminary plans could be realised, but by the end of 1 84 7
about a dozen young men were living at the college, which was known from this time on as
Lano. Their studies were under the care of the young priest, Joseph Meriais. 23 On Futuna,
boys in a school established at Kolopelu in 1 846 had been learning Latin, which suggests
that the priests teaching there were thinking of future seminary training for them, and, by
late 1 848, an institution comparable with Lano was in operation on the Kolopelu site. By
1 850, there were 23 students at Kolopelu, from Futuna, Wallis and one each from Tonga,
Samoa and Fij i. Some were learning Latin, but their teachers felt it was too early to tell
whether any vocations as brothers or priests would be found. 24 Lano and Kolopelu were
short of funds and had to give many hours every day to growing their own food, so that
little time was available for classes. At Lano, Meriais was single,handedly teaching 20 or
more youths and supervising their labour in the school plantations. The missionaries heard
that some parents did not want to send their sons there to become slaves. 25
Hopes for the formation of a Polynesian clergy had been high, and a booklet
published in Rome in 1 849 still asserted the potential of Pacific Islanders to become
priests. People who had lived among them, wrote the anonymous author, knew that
Polynesians were intelligent and energetic; admittedly, they could also be fickle and
frivolous, but these faults came not from their character but from their mode of living,
and could be changed by careful education of the younger generation. 26 By 1 850 on
Wallis and Futuna, however, the missionaries were becoming less confident. Meriais still
believed that some of the students might eventually be suitable for ordination and
priestly duties ( under European supervision) , but he wondered if a few years of
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supplementary formation in the Marist houses of France might need to be added to the
Lano training. 27 But another missionary felt that a group of mission helpers was as much
as they could expect to come out of Lano, and a third hoped the young men would at
least later become good parents. 28 Bataillon himself admitted the limitations of the
institutions, referring to them in 1 852 as 'our two seminaries, or rather our two schools'.29

A ch ange of d i recti o n
A new approach had already begun to suggest itself to Bataillon. A t the end o f 1 850 he
broached the idea of setting up a college in Sydney and forming priests there rather than
in the islands. 'I am starting to believe,' he wrote, 'that it will be hard for us to push the
young men of these islands very far without removing them from their home
surroundings' ( the French word he used was depayser) . 30 Laurent Dezest, the priest in
charge of Kolopelu, reported that all the missionaries were in agreement that a Sydney
college was a good idea, and that it could cater for students whose preparation had begun
in the island schools. 3 1 Later that year ( 1 85 1 ) , Dezest made an assessment of the dozen
students left at Kolopelu after the others had been sent to Samoa and Tonga or simply
left the school: only six seemed to have any aptitude for Latin, while the others were
fitted only for manual labour. The school had originally aimed to produce priests and
brothers, he explained, but the miss ionaries did not now think the formation of priests
was possible: 'It seems to us necessary to send away [expatrier] those young islanders
showing any aptitude for becoming priests.' Islanders (he was referring specifically here
to people from Futuna ) seemed to need to leave their homeland to gain a proper
perspective on the world of which their island was such a tiny part.32 These ideas were
what Bataillon was conveying to the authorities in Europe in 1 85 2 . He told the
Propaganda that the missionaries had found that it would be necessary to take
Polynesians out of their own context (depayser) before raising them to the priesthood, 'in
order to give them an idea of the civilised world, to enlarge their thinking and develop
their faculties'.33 'It is recognised now, ' he wrote to Colin, 'that one cannot make
indigenous priests without taking them away from their own country for some time. '34
The bishop sailed to Sydney in 1 85 2 , having it in mind to set up a seminary at the
Marist house there and to staff it with missionaries who had worked in Polynesia ( and
who thus would be better equipped to teach Islanders than the priests who ran seminaries
in Europe ) . He and the dozen students he took with him had to return without
accomplishing this obj ective .35 But in February 1 8 5 5 , a priest and four students arrived
from Futuna at the Marist house in Sydney to inaugurate Bataillon's college. The plan
had not been approved by the Marist authorities and the group was sent home after two
months. Bataillon brought them back to Sydney, along with three priests to teach them.
His proj ect had still not been endorsed, however, and when he left for Europe in May
1 85 6 to discuss this and other disputes with the Propaganda, he took the three students
(one had dropped out ) with him and the Sydney formation venture came to an end.36
Although the school at Kolopelu did not survive the 1 850s, the one at Lano
continued ( now under the missionary Padel) . 3 7 But it had been replaced as the venue for
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priestly formation, first by the ilUated Sydney enterprise and then by a new initiative : an
attempt to form Polynesian priests in Rome. After travelling around France with
Bataillon, the three students went with him to Rome and were enrolled in the
Propaganda College, where many international students for the priesthood were in
residence, in December 1 856. The three Polynesians had all been at Kolopelu before
going to Sydney. One of them, Soakimi Gata, was the Tongan who eventually finished
the course and was ordained in Rome in 1 865 as the first Polynesian to become a
Catholic priest. The youngest, a Ro tu man named Rafaele, left for home in 1 85 7. The
eldest was a Wallisian, Motesito, aged 28, who died in Rome of smallpox in April 1 85 8
and was buried i n the Propaganda chapel.38 Bataillon returned t o the Pacific i n October
1 858, leaving only one man ( Gata) still studying for the priesthood. Although Gata had
been brought up on Futuna, there were still no priests from Wallis or Futuna in s ight.
Preparing Polynesians for the priesthood in a location outside the islands yet not as
distant as Europe was still attractive to Bataillon. While in France he had collected funds
for his Pacific work, including for a seminary in Australia, and in 1 85 9 he bought a large
house and 400 hectares of farmland at Clydesdale , 50km west of Sydney. Cold in winter,
and ravaged several times by floods and droughts, the 'N azareth' seminary was not an
easy place for the Polynesian students and their missionary teachers to live and work in.
Classes (taught mainly in Wallisian) began in November 1 86 1 , and there were young
men from Wallis and Futuna among the students (rising in number to a peak of 28 in
1 864 ) from the various islands of central and western Polynesia. But manual work on the
farm took up much of the ir time and it was clear long before the college was closed at the
end of the 1 860s that it was not in any way a successful means of creating a Polynesian
priesthood.39 Some of the students became catechists and, in 1 870, two young men (one
of them a Wallisian, Atelemo Tuiti) did proceed from Clydesdale to the Propaganda
College in Rome. But Atelemo, who was described as devout and intelligent, died of
tuberculosis less than a year after arriving, and his colleague, a Tongan, went home soon
afterwards. 40
Only one indigenous Catholic from central or western Polynesia had been ordained
to the priesthood by 1 8 70 (and the ordination that took place in Tahiti in 1 8 73 was the
only one in eastern Polynesia in the 1 9th century ) . The missionaries living and working
in the islands sometimes expressed their doubts about the possibility of making priests
from Polynesian material. Isidore Grezel on Futuna bluntly stated his belief that it would
be difficult to create a priesthood while the church forbade clergy to marry, and he also
identified 'the demon of laziness' as a Polynesian fault that stood in the way of attaining
the obj ective of forming an indigenous clergy.41 Gata had successfully studied and been
ordained, however, and although his brief ministry in Tonga had been disappointing, his
transfer to Futuna in 1 868 held promise as the first opportunity for a Polynesian priest to
work among the people of that island, a people he knew well and whose language he
spoke.
Gata's time on Futuna began well. Sister Marie wrote that he was a 'good priest,
simple of heart, affectionate, very sensitive, a forceful and authoritative preacher . . . He
is loved and appreciated'.42 Although grateful for his colleague, however, the missionary
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with whom the new priest worked was unsure whether he would be able to take sole
responsibility for a parish.43 It was not long, too, before Gata's behaviour was causing
grave concern among his French colleagues, for it seems he had departed from his vow of
celibacy. Despite his protestations that he was answerable not to Bataillon and the
French Marists but to the Pope and the Propaganda in Rome , and although he told
Bataillon he regretted being a priest and wanted to live as a Polynesian, he had to accept
removal from Futuna by the bishop. Bataillon decided to put Gata in charge of Lano,
which had fallen into a serious decline and was barely functioning by this time ( 1 869 ) .
Now that Clydesdale was closed, the bishop wanted t o re�establish a school fo r boys and
young men in the islands. But Gata again offended against the sexual code of the clergy,
and in 1 87 2 , amid regrets that he had been allowed to be independent and unsupervised,
he was suspended from his priestly functions. Before long, he was removed from the
Pacific Islands altogether, being taken off into exile first in New Caledonia and, for the
last 20 years of his life, in New Zealand. As a lay brother in the Marist seminary near
Na pier in the 1 890s , he was admired for the devoted care he gave to aged missionaries
and for the spiritual guidance he gave to young novices.44
Although the celibacy requirement had been a factor in Gata's downfall, the
problem was wider than this . The first Catholic writers to analyse what went wrong
blamed the young man's pride in what he had achieved: the adulation he was given as
the first ordained Polynesian went to his head and led him to ruin.45 But in the view of
John Broadbent, who has made a close study of Gata's life, the explanation for his failure
as a priest lies in the enormous gap that lay between his Polynes ian culture and the
Roman/French priestly values he had been trained in and to which he was expected to
adhere.46 Another historian agrees that celibacy was only part of the problem and that
Gata's abandonment of sexual asceticism was a symptom of his identity crisis:
He was not Futunian, because born in Fij i of Tongan parents; not Tongan - and
harshly rej ected by Tongans - because he had never been there ; alien even to the
Pacific, because he represented that strange status, the Catholic priesthood; not
properly a priest like all the others, because his skin was of a different colour, and he
was not French like them, and not even a Marist like them.

'The victim of a clash between cultures', Gata entered the priesthood at a time
when no 'accommodation to the Polynesian culture' could be expected. On his return to
Polynesia he 'found his position intolerable' and the outcome was his scandalous
challenge to priestly ideals.47

Th e retu rn to l ocal fo rm ati o n
I t i s a tribute to the determination of Bataillon to develop a Polynesian clergy that the
earlier failures of Lano, Kolopelu and Clydesdale, as well as the strong indications after
1 869 that formation in Rome had not produced a satisfactory priest in even the one man
who had managed to proceed as far as ordination, did not deter the bishop from making a
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new attempt in the early 1 870s. Even before Gata's bad example had been removed from
the scene, Bataillon had resumed a seminary programme in the boys' school at Lano. He
put the school under the charge of a young, newly arrived missionary, Casimir Bouzigue ,
and classes in reading, writing, scripture, church history and plainchant began in
December 1 873 . By 1 876, there were more than 1 00 students, in whom Bataillon took a
close interest until his death at Lano in 1 877.48 He told the missionaries attending him
as he died that the formation proj ect was the work closest to his heart.49
The pioneer's vision of an indigenous clergy was not lost, for Elloy (briefly his
successor) and Lamaze (bishop from 1 8 79) both recognised the potential of the renewed
Lano. Lamaze's support for the programme drew strength from his experience as a
missionary in Tonga and his desire to combat the challenge of Polynesian Protestant
ministers. He wanted to proceed slowly, but with a firm commitment to eventual
ordination. Despite the memory of Gata's failure, and the knowledge that the Picpus
missionaries in Tahiti had recently experienced disappointment with their first priest, too,
Lamaze asked Bouzigue and two other missionaries in 1 88 1 to give special attention and
extra tuition to 1 6 young men aged from 1 7 to 23 . They were the eldest of about 40
'Latinists' at the college, mostly Wallisians but also including some from Futuna and two
from Samoa. The 1 6 would form 'a kind of novitiate and scholasticate'. The eight eldest,
who belonged to the leading families of the island, were anxious to proceed with their
formation.50 It might be noted that the formation of indigenous sisters on Wallis was
proceeding at the same time, with the first four professions being made in 1 884. It has
been suggested that this success accelerated the formation of the young men as priests. 5 1
The selected men were following a monastic routine and studying Latin, French, history,
logic, philosophy, psychology, scripture, theology and morals. One of their teachers
(Jouny ) recalled later that the young men did not disdain these studies, but they preferred
dogmatic and moral theology to logic and philosophy. Five of them were given the tonsure
in 1 882, marking their entry to the clerical life, and, in 1 884, they were received into
minor orders. Alofosio Manuvale died, but by the end of 1 885 their teachers and the
bishop agreed, with encouragement from Rome, that the next steps towards the full
ordination of the remaining four (three from Wallis and one from Futuna) could proceed.
They were made subdeacons, then deacons, and, on January 1 7, 1 886, at Hahake, in the
presence of the chiefs and people of Wallis, they were ordained as priests. A 'veritable
explosion of j oy' greeted the ordinations. The missionaries were exultant and the
celebrations included an enormous feast provided by the Queen. 52 'See how, o most happy
Oceania,' wrote the bishop, ' in order to hasten your salvation, the Lord blesses your own
children, honours them with the priesthood and joins them with his apostles from afar:
and so you will extend the voice of God to your most distant islands. '53
Another Polynesian priest (a Samoan) was ordained in Rome in 1 888, but he, like
Tiripone and Gata before him, did not remain in the priesthood. The four men ordained
on Wallis in 1 886 were the first indigenous Pacific Islanders to enter and continue in the
priesthood, and Wallis and Futuna were for many years the only islands with a high
proportion of indigenous priests in their Catholic clergy. The satisfaction they gave, and
the memory of the troubles experienced with Gata and Godinet, confirmed the
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preference of the Marists at this time for forming Polynesian priests locally rather than in
distant countries. Formation outside the islands had been undertaken either to remove
the students from their surroundings ( as in the Australian attempts) or, additionally, to
take advantage of programmes of a higher standard ( as when men were sent to Rome ) ,
and the resumption of Lano had been a return to Bataillon's original plan after several
experiments ( his own included ) with these other strategies. There were arguments for
expatriate formation, and they sometimes prevailed later, but in the 1 9th century it was
the training of men in their own context that seemed to work best.
The four new priests ( Kas iano Malivao, Petela Likumoakaaka and Lolesio
Kavauvea, all Wallisians, and Sosefo Maugateau, from Futuna ) now entered into the
work of the church in this part of Polynesia. It is plainly evident that the French
missionaries did not regard their new colleagues as the ir equals. Alfred Ollivaux
described them as auxiliaires, and also as 'our children' . The ir 'filial affection' for the
missionaries who had taught them was obvious, he wrote. 54 For his part, Ollivaux
expressed his great gratitude for the share his assistant was now able to take in the
workload of his parish, where , in the Wallisian heat, his health had been severely
strained by the need to hear about 300 confessions every week and give communion to
more than 200 of the faithful every Thursday and every Sunday. Ollivaux praised the
obedience, piety and goodwill of his helper (Malivao ) . The other three missionaries on
Wallis had similarly each been given a 'deputy' (vicaire ) . The new priests and their
French colleagues met together for their devotional exercises and, as far as possible,
looked for a life in community. 55 This was no doubt an attempt to protect the new priests
from the isolation and individualism that was at that time usual for a Catholic missionary
in the Pacific but was alien to the lifestyle of a Polynesian. A protective motive probably
also lay behind the decision to allocate the confessions of the older people to the
indigenous priests, leaving those of the young people to the Europeans. 56
The missionaries helped their assistants in their preaching duties by providing them
with material on topics such as symbols, prayer, the sacraments and the commandments,
written by Ollivaux. 57 They also made it possible for their formal studies to continue: the
new priests studied for an hour in the morning and again in the evening, spent one day a
week at Lano and sat an examination every month. 58 The pattern of tutelage continued
on into the next century. In 1 902, it was reported that in each of the Wallis parishes was
an indigenous priest who 'seconded' the French missionary in charge. 59 Twenty years
after that, the bishop could still declare that 'indigenous priests are extremely precious
co,workers but for a long time they will need the support of the missionaries'.60 Perhaps
Polynes ians found it congenial to avoid exercising the almost autocratic power of a
parish priest in sole charge.61 But the European tendency to regard the French clergy as
superior and to patronise the indigenous clergy was practically universal in the mission
until much later, and determined the situation more than Polynesian preferences did.
Even in their subordinate position, however, and few though they were, the
Polynesian clergy from Wallis and Futuna shared in the sanctity and mystique surrounding
the person of the priest in Catholic tradition. They might well also have inherited the
sacredness ascribed to the priesthood in the days of their pre,Christian ancestors. French
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and Polynesian priests were addressed as patele, 'father' ( from the Latin pater) . The
missionaries translated 'priest' into Wallisian as matua tapu, 'holy father'.62 Ordination by
the bishop, the representative of the Pope and of God, was seen as conferring
extraordinary authority.63 The authority of the church was closely tied to that of the
three kings , for the mission's relations with the monarchies of the two islands were
cordial and there were no foreign administrators to compete with. Only in 1 88 7 were
French protectorates established, and even then the colonial hand was light.64 As time
went on, the Polynesian clergy in this group would easily assume the position of power
and privilege given by the rulers and people of Wallis and Futuna to the French
missionaries in the 1 9th century.
But the indigenous priesthood did not become a large group. It remained small
enough for the careers of its individual members to be traced. Among the first four, for
example, Malivao, who was aged about 24 when he was ordained in 1 886, stayed on at
Mua as Ollivaux's assistant for 1 4 years. He then continued to serve faithfully in that
parish, apart from a few months on Futuna and four years in another Wallis parish, until
his death in 1 93 3 . The praise he was given by Ollivaux in 1 886 was repeated by that
missionary at the end of the century - 'He has never given me anything other than
satisfaction; he edifies everyone, Europeans as well as the local people' - and by others
in later years.65 The ministry of Kavauvea was at first on Wallis, too, at Matautu , but
from 1 89 1 he served in Tonga, where he died in 1 9 1 8.66 Maugateau, the son of one of
Chanel's first converts on Futuna, accompanied the missionary Jouny to Tonga a few
months after his ordination. For some years, they worked together to strengthen the
small Catholic flock on N iuatoputapu, a largely Protestant island, but Maugateau died in
Tonga in 1 894.67
The history of the other Wallisian priest ordained in 1 886, Likumoakaaka, was
more eventful than those of his three colleagues. Aged about 2 7 when he was ordained,
he began well by helping in the parish work of Wallis, like the others, and additionally by
teaching ( Latin and philosophy) with Bouzigue at the Lano Seminary. Bishop Lamaze
thought him extremely talented.68 Bouzigue saw signs of rebelliousness, however, and
suggested that some time in a Marist community might do him good. The promis ing
young priest had indeed expressed a wish to become a Marist and undertake further
studies, so Lamaze took him to Europe in 1 88 7. His experiences there included a
novitiate in England, profession as a Marist in 1 889 (making him the first Pacific Island
priest to become a Marist) , a meeting with the Pope in Rome, and studies in Spain.69 In
1 890, he had requested a prolongation of his study time, so as to grow still more in 'the
spirit of piety' and 'the religious and ecclesiastical virtues', but also to learn more (since
God had given him 'a very pronounced taste for study' ).7 0
On the young priest's return to Wallis in 1 892, he resumed his work at Lano. His
thirst for study led him in 1 895 to ask for a further seven or eight years in Rome or
France, 7 1 but he was already making the missionaries uneasy. He seemed to be claiming
that his travels and studies and personal acquaintance with the Pope made him superior
to his French fellow Marists, and that a foreign clergy was no longer needed on Wallis.
There was evidence that he had broken the vows of chastity and poverty, and, by 1 900,
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he had lost the confidence of the bishop and missionaries. H is challenges to the
authority of the mission and its supporter, the King, led the bishop to remove him from
Wallis in 1 902. After a period in Sydney, he was brought back into the work of the
mission, not in his homeland but in Tonga, where he continued as a priest until his death
( in 1 938, when he was nearly 80 ) . 72 Unlike Gata and Godinet, Likumoakaaka had not
left the priesthood, but the troubles of his early career were in some ways like those of his
two disgraced predecessors , who have been described as suffering from cultural
alienation. 73 Historians sharing the perceptions of the missionaries who worked with
Likumoakaaka explained his 'strange pretensions' as manifestations of pride brought on
by his European travels and accomplishments. 74
The four priests emerging from Lano in 1 886 were followed by others . A month
after the first ordinations, there were 1 1 tonsured students in the theology and
philosophy years, as well as 24 students in the first and second Latin classes and an
unknown number of others . It was recognised that most of these would never be
ordained, but the miss ionaries hoped that they would all be useful to the mission in
various ways. 75 A total of 2 1 men were tonsured between 1 882 and 1 897, of whom 1 0
( including six from Wallis and Futuna) were eventually ordained .76 The bishop
explained in 1 893 that prudence demanded a lengthy formation, with long intervals
between each stage of the progress towards ordination.77 There were four Lano men
ordained after the first group in 1 886 and before the end of the century: Savelio Lamata
( 1 89 1 ) , a Wallisian who served in Tonga and died there in 1 900; 78 Salomone Tuialaka
( 1 89 7 ) , who was a priest on his home island of Wallis until he died in 1 929;79 and two
Samoans ( 1 892 and 1 89 7 ) . But Lano was in decline in the 1 890s, partly because of the
illness of its director, Bouzigue, who had to be replaced in 1 897 and who eventually died
in 1 907 .80 It has been argued, too, that Likumoakaaka's behaviour at the end of the
century discouraged potential priests and disillus ioned the missionary advocates of an
indigenous clergy.81 Lano's productive years in the 1 880s and 1 890s were followed by a
barren period (there be ing only two ordinations after 1 900, both of Samoans , and no
more between 1 9 1 0 and 1 92 2 ) .82 The bishop felt in 1 905 that the seminary was 'on the
point of expiring'.83 It survived and was reinvigorated ( and continued its formation
programme until 19 5 2 ) , but the successes of the late 1 9th century by no means meant
that creating an indigenous priesthood in Polynesia was henceforth to be easy.

The p ro b l e m s of deve l o p i ng a Po lynesian pri esth ood
Even on the wholly Catholic islands of Wallis and Futuna, the number of men who
became priests in the 1 9th century and for many years afterwards was small. The number
in other Pacific Islands was even smaller, and there was a glaring contrast between the
large and rapidly increasing number of Pacific Islanders who were ordained Protestant
ministers and the few who were Catholic priests. Pacific Catholicism itself was vigorous
and growing, and its large force of catechists was engaged in ministries comparable in
many ways with those of the Protestant teachers and pastors, but by 1 900 Catholic
missions were clearly less successful than Protestant missions in preparing a body of
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indigenous Christians to take over the sacramental, pastoral and leadership tasks of the
European missionaries . In Catholicism, an ordained clergy had to be intentionally
trained as such, rather than simply evolving from a company of lay mission workers as it
did in Protestantism. The question that arises, then, is what was slowing down the
recruitment and training of Catholic Pacific Islanders for ordination, and in some cases
preventing retention in the priesthood of those who did conquer the obstacles and arrive
at ordination ?
Catholic commentators on Pacific mission history sometimes grappled with this
problem. Disagree ing with the depaysement approach followed at times by the Marists,
Leon Dubois wrote in 1 92 7 that the main mistake had been in sending men to Europe
rather than forming them as priests in the Pacific Island context. 84 But the programme at
Lano, situated in the heart of a Polynesian community, had succeeded in forming few
more priests than had emerged from the seminaries of Europe. The explanation usually
offered found its focus not on the formation facilities but on the culture and personality
of the Polynesians from whom the priesthood was to be formed. Immersed in the writings
of the 1 9th,century Marists, Dubois blamed the failure on the Polynesians' lack of
persistence, diligence and chastity.85 Albert Landes (writing in 1 93 8 ) presented a
summary of the four Polynesian characteristics identified by the missionaries as the main
obstacles to the creation of an indigenous priesthood in the Pacific: a lack of self,
discipline in the observation of the moral standards of the church ( specifically a
weakness when sexually tempted, and so a reversion to primitive ways ) ; difficulties with
advanced studies, especially when they involved abstract thinking; a lack of perseverance;
pride, often caused by the sense of superiority created by ordination.86 Similarly well
versed in the Marist archives, Guy de Bigault (writing in the 1 940s ) agreed with this list
and elaborated it. He admitted that these 'effects of original sin' were found in men of
every culture. 'But in the Pacific Islands, so recently won to the faith, they are felt more ,'
he declared. 87 Another writer of the 1 940s, J ean, Marie Sedes, explained that the need
to struggle constantly against the bad side of human nature was too much for men
brought up in cultures like those of Wallis and Futuna, softened as they were by tropical
languor.88
The failings of Polynesian character became an explanatory 'myth', claims
Broadbent, who has made a close critical study of the history of indigenous formation
attempts in 1 9th,century Polynesia. He prefers to point, however, to the faulty
realisation of Bataillon's vision - the defects in the policies and procedures of Bataillon
and others in the long history of priestly formation in Central Oceania up to 1 900. 89
Underlying all the mistakes made by planners and administrators, Broadbent explains,
was the failure of almost every phase of the formation programme to take the realities of
Polynesian culture into account. Even when attempts to exclude culture altogether by
practising depaysement were abandoned, formation problems were still explained by
blaming Polynesian characteristics rather than by recognising how they were different
from Marist ones. Using Arbuckle's paradigm of Polynesian character, Broadbent
provides a detailed discussion of the way in which young men of Wallis and Futuna and
nearby islands differed from the French missionaries. Cultural attitudes in many areas,
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including community, sex , discipline and work, meant that the behaviour of Polynesian
seminarians and priests often did not meet the expectations of the missionaries , whose
own upbringing and formation had given them rather different preconceptions.90 The
Marists were not conscious of how much the model they prescribed for a Polynesian
clergy was determined by culture,specific French patterns of 1 9th,century seminary
formation and the priestly life.91
Protestant missionary models were culture,bound, too, but they were not limited by
the un, Polynesian monastic emphases in Catholicism, especially, of course, the
insistence on celibacy for priests. Nor did Protestant training depend on long and
arduous studies in alien European contexts, and it is significant that the admittedly
meagre successes of Lano were achieved by aiming at standards suitable for a newly
literate subsistence society rather than for Europe with its long,established educational
tradition. Even the fact that the heavy Protestant emphasis on the Scriptures in church
life and ministry training was absent from Catholic formation is significant in explaining
the difficulties facing the Marists. 'Being based on concrete situations and stories,'
suggests Broadbent, Scripture,based teaching 'must have helped the Polynesian students
to grasp theology more easily' ; the abstract reasoning needed for philosophical and
theological studies made Catholic seminary life very difficult, 'given the Polynesian
proclivity for concrete situations'.92
The fact remains, however, that some Polynesians did become priests. The ir entry
into the closely guarded precincts of Catholic sacramental ministry was, despite all the
problems of achieving it, an attainment fully in accord with Marist missionary obj ectives.
The 1 9th,century men of Wallis and Futuna who predominated in the early Pacific
Island Catholic priesthood paved the way for their more numerous successors in the next
century.

7.

FIJ I

LYING TO THE WEST of the Polynesian groups, the many islands of Fij i were ruled by
a number of powerful chiefly confederations. Persistent rivalry made for constantly
changing and often violent relations between these political groupings, especially in the
east and north. There were more than 1 00,000 Fij ians in the first part of the 1 9th
century. Travellers and missionaries familiar with other islands to the east noted that
while Fij ian social organisation resembled that of the east, the Fij ians themselves differed
in appearance from the Polynesians and their vernaculars seemed only distantly related
to Polynesian languages.
'Temples' or 'spirit houses' in every village caught the attention of early observers,
who quickly encountered the bete, priests who mediated between the Fij ians and their
gods. I Visiting in the 1 840s, Commodore Wilkes learned that the bete was 'held sacred
within his own district, being considered as the representative of the kalou, or spirit'. 2
Almost always male,3 and a member of a priestly clan, a bete was designated as the holder
of the office by other members of the clan when they were given evidence that he could
be possessed by their god.4 Joeli Bulu, a Tongan missionary, recalled that in consulting
with their gods, bete would 'become inspired, and cry out, as they lay convulsed and
foaming at the mouth'. 5 The purpose of such consultations was 'to implore good crops of
yam and taro; on going to battle; for propitious voyages; for rain . . . for the destruction of
their enemies . . . [or] to supplicate a god for the recovery of a sick friend, the return of a
canoe, or any other desired obj ect'.6 On these occasions, and at celebrations such as the
harvest festival, the gods and their priests were presented with generous offerings of food
and other goods.
Priests were 'generally found acting in concert with the chiefs', wrote Wilkes, 'thus
forming a union of power which rules the islands' . 7 In his view, chiefs and priests were in
collusion, seeking to preserve chiefly power. The missionaries agreed, while noting that
bete could sometimes utter prophecies that were critical of the acts or policies of chiefs.8
Wilkes believed that the priests were 'shrewd and intelligent' 9 When new religious ideas
and practices were introduced in the 1 830s, the place of bete in traditional Fij ian society
and religion forced them to decide either for bitter opposition to Christianity and its
messengers - they 'hated me, and spoke evil of me continually', said Joeli Bulu I O - or
for conversion. I I
.
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Po lyn esian teachers fro m th e east
The first Christian ministry in the Fij i Islands was exercised by three Ma'ohi LMS
missionaries who landed in the Lau Group , in the east, in 1 830. Taharaa was a Tahitian,
a member of the Papara church, 'a steady man who had maintained a consistent
profession of more than 14 years, and had been employed as a Teacher and Catechist'.
Perhaps his interest in cross,cultural mission was first aroused by the teaching he had
been giving to Tongan labourers in Tahiti. 12 Taharaa's colleagues in Fij i were Fuatai and
Faaruea, both of Moorea. 1 3 The three missionaries worked first on Lakeba, where, they
reported, the Tui Nayau ' is a kind Chief' but 'des ires not the Word of God' . 1 4 They
endured many difficulties on Lakeba before moving in 1 83 2 to the small island of
Oneata. Their ministry there was well rece ived and their quiet persistence even in the
face of continuing language problems and lack of contact with those who had sent them
was eventually rewarded with the founding of Fij i's first small Christian congregation.
When British Wesleyan missionaries arrived in Fij i in 1 83 5 , they soon visited Oneata
and the Ma'ohi teachers agreed to place themselves under the Wesleyan mission and
even accept a Wesleyan teacher as their resident supervisor. 1 5 The white missionaries
recognised the worth of the three humble Ma' ohi pioneers, who were not fluent in the
vernacular but 'taught by the daily exhibition of a virtuous life' . 1 6 'The people much
respect them,' observed James Calvert in 1 840. 1 7 One of the teachers went elsewhere
and his two colleagues died in 1 846. 1 8 They were buried side by side near the church of
the Oneata Christians, whose descendants still remember and honour their first pastors.
While the Ma'ohi teachers' ministry was significant for Oneata and some of the
other islands of Lau, it was mainly in British and Tongan missionaries that the Fij ians saw
their first examples of Christian ministry. For several decades after 1 83 5 , Fij i was the
maj or foreign mission field of the young church in Tonga and of the Wesleyan mission
there. While British ( and later Australian) missionaries continued to work in Fij i until
recent times, the impact of the Tongans was concentrated in the first few decades. There
were Tongan teachers among those who accompanied William Cross and David Cargill
to Lakeba in the first missionary party from Tonga in 1 83 5 , but their names and activities
are unknown. 1 9 Much more has been recorded about those who arrived on a June day in
1 83 8, when Cargill heard
that a canoe from the Friendly Islands had entered the harbour. On hastening to the
beach I found that the canoe belonged to King George [Taufa'ahau] , and was sent by
him and the brethren in Vava'u for the express purpose of bringing six native
M issionaries with their wives and families to assist us in the glorious work of preaching
the Gospel to the Feej eeans. Their names are Joeli Bulu, Joni Havea, Juilusi Naulivou,
Sailasi Faone, Uesili Langi and Jelemaia Latu . Their hearts seem to be burning with
zeal for the glory of God and the conversion of souls, and they express a willingness to
labour in any part of the Feej ee Islands . . . Some of them are Chiefs of high rank . . .
They have cheerfully left their country and their friends to be 'strangers and Pilgrims'
in Feej ee. 20
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Cargill's hopes for the new workers were amply fulfilled. All six of them gave
valuable service in the pioneering era of the Fij i mission, and some stayed among the
Fij ians for the rest of their lives.

Havea was soon sent to work for a while in the southernmost Lau island, Ono,
where Christianity had already been introduced by Fij ian and Tongan converts.21
Admitted into the ministry in 1 863 , he served in other parts of Fij i until the early 1 880s,
and wrote an autobiography in Fij ian.22 Two of the other Tongans who came in 1 838,
Bulu and Langi, later became Native Assistant Missionaries, too. The other three did not
reach that status. Paone was 'remarkable for his piety and zeal' and 'a man of great power
in prayer'. His pioneering work at Rewa on the Viti Levu mainland was praised by the
missionaries, who sent him to take charge of Ono in 1 842. In his superiors' eyes,
however, Paone tarnished his ministry on Ono by relying too much on methods
attributable to his status as a Tongan chief: he 'carried matters with a somewhat high
hand, assuming great authority, and rece iving many presents'.23 Naulivou was of high
social status, too, having been adopted by the Tui Nayau when living on Lakeba during
his youth; after his return to Tonga, he had become a Christian and later offered himself
for overseas service. Possessing valuable local knowledge, a high position in Fij ian and
Tongan society (he was Taufa'ahau's brother,in,law ) , and an intelligent grasp of the
Christian faith, he was very effective as a missionary in Fij i, despite his poor health. After
he died in 1 847, a Fij ian teacher, Joeli Keteca ( later an ordained minister) , told of how
Naulivou had taken him by the hand and encouraged him to become a Christian.24
None of the Tongans who came in 1 83 8 or in later years gave more remarkable
service to the Fij i mission or greater leadership to the Fij ian Christians, however, than
Joeli Bulu. The young man who, in 1 838, was 'earnest in his endeavours to acquire the
language',25 had not returned to Tonga by 1 85 3 , when he said that his desire was 'to die
in the work of the Lord in this Feejee. As Jesus gave himself to die for the people going
astray, I give myself as a sacrifice to him.'26 H is wife had made a similar commitment by
then, although at first she had been 'restless and dissatisfied'. 27 When she died, she was
buried at Wairiki, remembered by her husband as 'a place of much rain and of burning
heat'.28 Bulu married again; he became the senior minister of the Fij ian church, the
writer of an autobiography in Fij ian, and, at the time of his death in 1 8 7 7 , the chaplain
of Fij i's paramount chief, Cakobau.29 In the pioneering period, he was a courageous
evangelist in several districts, and valued also as a careful pastor. He had been nervous
about his appointment to Ono in 1 848, remembering the offence given to the chiefs and
people by the political interference of the Tongan missionary Faone.30 But his ministry
there was a happy one and, while on the island, in 1 850, he was the first teacher in Fij i to
be ordained. 'The work of God prospers at Ono,' he reported. 'The people are in earnest.
I also endeavour to be in earnest. I visit the towns, and from house to house. I question
them, instruct them, and pray with them, and we are at rest in the love of God.'3 1 To a
visiting mission official in 1 85 3 , Bulu was impressive: he 'possesses a fine, open, and
intelligent countenance; is consistent in his deportment; and a most eloquent and
powerful preacher'.32 A missionary who worked with him in the field was equally
laudatory, calling him 'a thoroughly consistent Christian' and 'a man to be fully trusted
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with the charge of any of our Mission stations ' . 3 3 Another white colleague recalled his
powerful prayers and his 'enthusiastic and warm,hearted' preaching; he was 'gentle in
judgement' and a great encourager when things were not going well.34
The white missionaries had good reason to be pleased when, over the years , about
20 more Tongan teachers took up work for the mission in Fij i. Some of them came
directly from Tonga, while others were members of Fij i's resident Tongan community.3 5
There were 1 5 Tongans at work in 1 853 ,36 and some were still ministering in the 1 880s.
Some were highly praised; a few were dismissed. At least 1 1 rose to full ordained status.37
Sometimes their wives are mentioned, like the 'excellent' Karolini, wife of Mosese
Kaulamatua. 3 8 Most of the Tongan teachers never lived in their homeland again and
their descendants (such as Mataiasi Vave's son, who became a notable minister, too )
were absorbed into Fij ian society. A career like that of Paula Vea, who served in Tonga,
Samoa and Rotuma before coming to Fij i, and who was made a Native Ass istant
Missionary in 1 8 50 during his extremely effective years of service on the southern island
of Kadavu, 39 was no doubt an impressive model for the Fij ian ministry students who
knew him at their training school in his last days. When he died in 1 865 , it was noted
that he 'was very inte lligent, was wise in his management of rival chiefs, was incessant
and persevering in his work, and was invincible in the face of persecution, danger, and
death. As a preacher, he was earnest and impassioned. '40 He had shown great skill in
using traditional procedures for reconciling people who quarrelled.41
Tongan teachers also worked far to the north on the isolated island of Rotuma,
which was associated later with Fij i although it was culturally quite different. Four
Tongan couples were landed there in 1 84 1 , followed later by others.42 They had been
preceded by LMS Samoan teachers left on the island in 1 839 by John Williams ( and
removed by the LMS in 1 84 5 as part of a comity agreement with the Wesleyans ) .43

Early Fij i an teachers
Ministry by Fij ians themselves dates back to the earliest days of the Wesleyan mission.
Accompanying the first European miss ionaries from Tonga in 1 83 5 , and playing an
essential role as their language teacher, advisor and interpreter, was J osua Mateinaniu, a
member of a chiefly family on Vulaga in southern Lau . He had been converted to
Christianity in Tonga and now acted as matanivanua ( spokesman or herald in Fij ian
custom ) in the missionaries' approach to the Tui Nayau in Lakeba.44 As a class leader
and local preacher, Mate inaniu stayed on Lakeba to evangelise and pastor the Tongan
residents of Lau.45 On several occasions he made the mission's first foray into new
territory, including to the waHorn chiefdom of Rewa on the large island of Viti Levu in
1 836, and later to Somosomo and Bua on two of the other main islands.46 It was
Mate inaniu, regarded by the missionaries as an able teacher and 'a man of prudence and
meekness', who was entrusted in 1 838 with the task of taking Oneata over from the
Ma'ohi pioneers and bringing it into the Wesleyan fold.47 He had returned to Lakeba by
1 840, when he visited Australia and preached impressively in Hobart.48 It is not
surprising that Mate inaniu, then serving on Viwa, was in 1 848 chosen, along with three
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Tongans, to be one of the first Native Assistant M issionaries in the Fij i mission.49 By that
time, however, his course was nearly run, for his health was declining and, in 1 85 2 ,
described a s 'nearly worn out', his active service came t o a n end.50 It seems that he
retired to his home island and died there. 5 1
Other Fij ian mission workers emerged quickly from among the early converts. Their
entry into active service was assisted by the Wesleyan programme of class meetings, in
which any serious convert could participate actively and develop the skills of evangelism,
teaching and preaching. Chiefs and commoners alike could progress up the Wesleyan
scale, always on a probationary basis and with the understanding that spiritual
development would occur at a comparable rate, and assume responsibilities in the mission
and church. Even so, the demand for Christian teaching sometimes outstripped the supply
of even minimally prepared indigenous evangelists. The spread of Christianity to all parts
of the Fij i group in the first decades of the mission was spearheaded by countless Fij ian
evangelists, often unofficial, and even when duly appointed, frequently nameless or only
casually mentioned in the contemporary record. Solomon Radawa received a little more
mention than most, but only on the occasion of his death ( in Bua in 1 848 ) : 'He was a
valuable man, active, zealous, and persevering in all he undertook. In his person, family,
house, gardens, and general habits, he was a pattern to the native converts.'52 A short
obituary was written for Stephen Cevalala of Wakaya, who was converted on Lakeba and
died in Bua in 1 85 1 . S 3 Abraham Navukitu's conversion story was recorded, together with
anecdotes of his work as a teacher on Ovalau and Bau and his death in 1 85 7. 54 Many
teachers worked in districts other than their own, at a time when active Fij ian rivalries
often made such boldness unsafe, and they successfully founded small communities of
Christians in the face of opposition and hostility. In the 1 840s, teachers were sent as far
away as Rotuma, where a completely different language was spoken. SS They were the
forerunners of the many Fijian missionaries who went to New Guinea later in the century.
In this period, courage and initiative were needed alongside the pastoral skills that were
more important later when Christianity had become the religion of the majority.
Where community Christianity was established early, service to the mission and
leadership in the church quickly became a highly regarded choice. Ono, which had been
under the charge of Tongan and Fij ian teachers since the time of the first conversions,
was almost wholly Christian and had 81 local preachers in 1 845 ; a visiting European
missionary was impressed by their testimonies to faith, but thought it necessary to reduce
the rank of all but 10 to 'prayer leader'. Eight of the approved local preachers were
selected to leave Ono for missionary service in other areas of Fij i. 'More agents have been
raised up here than at any other Station; probably not less than 50. Some of these have
proved zealous and acceptable labourers at home, and others have gone forth to distant
parts of Fij i, hazarding their lives. '56

N ative Assi stant M i ss i onari es
A momentous step in the development of the ministry of the Fij ian church was taken by
the mission in 1 848. The missionaries' annual district meeting created a new category of
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Native Assistant M issionaries who would be selected from the teachers then at work and
appointed to supervisory positions . Calvert recalled later that he and his colleagues had
been 'somewhat timorous' about such a bold stride forward, but admitted that it had
turned out well in the end . 57 Three Tongans ( Bulu, Langi and Vea) and a Fij ian
( Mateinaniu ) were selected. In accordance with the Wesleyan system, they were 'received
on trial' , with a view to their being fully received and ordained after a period of
probation. 58 All four satisfactorily passed through the probationary stage and at the
district meeting in 1 850, it was agreed that they should be received into 'full
connexion' .59 Six more teachers (Tongans and Fij ians ) were received as Native Assistant
Missionaries on probation.60
The next step was ord ination of the four who had been received into the full
ministry, and the missionary David Hazlewood went immediately to Ono for the first
such ceremony in the history of the Fij ian church. Joeli Bulu, who had been sent to Ono
in 1 848 to succeed Hazlewood himself, was, on 1 8 August 1 85 0 'ordained by the
imposition of hands'.61 'When the people saw me place my hands on his head,' wrote
Hazlewood, 'to my no small surprise there was a general burst of loud weeping; a solemn
awe rested on them.'62 Bulu himself rej oiced but did not claim the glory for himself: 'I . . .
gave it all,' he said, 'to God, who, I well knew, had done this great thing for me. '63
Surprisingly, the other three ordinations did not proceed. The missionaries
explained nearly three years later that they had not acted on their earlier decision
because only Bulu had been stationed in a place needing an ordained minister:
Mateinaniu was in poor health, Langi had died and there was a plan to station an
ordained missionary with Vea on Kadavu. In their letter, they went on to express their
conviction that a carefully prepared programme of leadership training was needed before
ordination became a normal practice .64 No further action had been taken with the six
probationers, either. It seems that at the 1 850 district meeting the missionaries' caution
had been overcome by the enthusiasm of the visiting General Superintendent, Lawry,
but that second thoughts after his departure had revived their caution and caused them
to plan for more substantial ministry training.65
By June 1 854, the missionaries fe lt confident enough in the preparation of the
probationers to authorise the ordination of three of them. Two were Tongans (Jeremaia
Kienga and Mosese Mamafainoa ) , and Joeli Keteca became the first ordained Fij ian.
Calvert thought they acquitted themselves very well at their examination, reflecting
'great credit on the patient toil of Mr Lyth and his colleagues'.66 Keteca, from Waciwaci
on Lakeba, was one of the first Fij ian converts on that island . He died on Kabara in
1 8 7 5 .67 On that same day in 1 854, two more Fij ians were received into the ministry on
probation,68 and were subsequently ordained. Nacani Cataki of Ono (who died on
Lakeba in 1 864 ) was 'a powerful preacher, a man of earnest piety, mighty in prayer, and
greatly respected wherever he laboured'.69 Eliesa Takelo was the son of a converted bete,
Kau of Lakeba. He was young but impressed the missionaries with his dedication and his
knowledge of doctrine and the Scriptures. His first stationing was on Rotuma, where
Christianity had as yet made only limited progress. He learned the language, but after a
few years the hostility of some of the chiefs forced him, together with the Tongan and
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Fij ian teachers, to leave. Returning to minister in the Fij ian church, he worked on a
Rotuman translation of the Scriptures, became the most senior Native Minister by 1 8 78,
and died in 1 886. 70 Soon there were three more ministers (Aisake Rawaidranu of
Rakiraki, Peni Buidole of Matuku and Konilio Musuka of Lakeba ),7 1 and many others
followed in subsequent years. The ordained Native Assistant Missionaries ( later called
Native Ministers) became a category ranked above the mass of 'native teachers' but still
subordinate to the European missionaries and not members of their annual district
meeting.

Th e begi n n i ngs of formal ed ucati o n fo r m i n i stry
In the earliest years of the Fij i mission, as elsewhere in the Pacific, effective ministry was
offered by indigenous Christians with no theological education other than what came
from earnest private study of the Scriptures and the missionaries' provision of teaching in
their sermons and informal classes for inquirers and converts. Practical experience was
usually their only 'training' for ministry tasks. The time came, however, when the need for
more formal ministry education was recognised. In Fij i, the catalyst was ( as it was in
Tonga) the visit in 1 84 1 of the General Superintendent, John Waterhouse. With his
encouragement, the district meeting resolved to set up a 'Feej ee Islands Wesleyan
Academy for the Training of Native Assistant Missionaries' under John Hunt, who would
move to Lakeba to establish the school. 72 But circumstances forced a different stationing
arrangement. Hunt was not convinced that a central school would be better than training
at stations where the students would be close to the real work of the mission,73 and, in
1 842, he went to Viwa. The planned central facility in Lau did not eventuate.
Viwa is a small island close to south,eastern Viti Levu and near the heart of the great
confederation of Bau. Hunt made many enduring contributions to the development of the
Fij ian church during his years there, not least in the ministry training operation he
energetically began. He valued his own Hoxton education in England, which had taken him
from a limited educational background into a deep interest in theological learning. 74 As well
as schools for children and adults, Hunt taught a theological class in the early morning three
times a week. With varying numbers of students ( in some years up to a dozen) , he offered a
few general subjects but concentrated mainly on scriptural and doctrinal studies, always in
an atmosphere of prayer and spiritual commitment. 75 He prepared lectures on theological
topics, with illustrations from Fijian life. 'Our plan,' he wrote,
is to read the short sermons together, and make remarks on them as we proceed. These
remarks lead to others . . . When we have read, explained, and conversed about our
sermon for the day, I examine them on what they have heard and read, explaining still
further the meaning of anything not ful ly understood . . . I endeavour to apply the
subj ects to their personal experience.

76

A later theological teacher in Fij i, Joseph Nettleton, recorded that he was still using the
printed collection of Hunt's lectures in the 1 860s and '70s. 'That book, next to the Bible,
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has become the seed,basket for the Fij ian sower,' he remarked at the end of the century;
it was written ' in the purest and most beautiful Fij ian. New editions have been published
from time to time, and it is still the chief textbook for training native pastors and
catechists. in
Hunt's colleagues recognised that he was gifted a t teaching and inspiring his
students. Years later, Nettleton was able to acknowledge that Hunt's trainees, 'well
grounded in theology, and with a marvellous knowledge of the Scriptures', had 'never
been surpassed for practical work by any more fully educated and trained men' emerging
from the bigger training centres of later times. 'John Hunt put himself into these men.
He inspired them with a thirst for knowledge, a passion for souls, and an intense desire to
experience and preach Scriptural holiness .'78 In the 1 840s, the missionaries still believed
that station training by each individual missionary was the most practicable method, and
Hunt's outstanding course at Viwa was regarded as a model for the other stations. 79 There
were 40 students there by 1 84 7 . 80 Perhaps it would eventually have been formally
acknowledged as the central training institution for the whole mission, but Hunt died
prematurely in 1 848, and leadership in ministry training was taken over by others.
In mid,century, the best,known trainer of Fij ian mission workers was Richard Lyth,
an experienced missionary who moved to Lakeba in 1 844. He began to devote much of
his energy to the development of 'N ative Agents of all classes, whether visitors of the
sick, Class,Leaders, Prayer,Leaders, Exhorters, Local Preachers, or those who were
more fully given up to the work as Evangelists, Pastors , Superintendents of islands or
districts'.81 Insisting always on evidence of spiritual progress in his students , Lyth taught
his class three times a week, and prepared for their use a printed 'Teacher's Manual' in
Fij ian. He was assisted in this work by John Malvern, from 1 84 7, and by John Polglase ,
from 1 85 3 .82 Their efforts were well received by their students , whom Calvert observed
to be 'pious and devoted, ardent in their desire to be instructed and become useful, the hope of our Churches in Fij i'.83
What was distinctive about Lyth's methods was his conscious integration of
academic learning with practical church work that was not merely 'training' but
continuing involvement in the real life of the Lakeba Christian community. He firmly
believed that bringing church leadership candidates into a central school for teaching
and training was much less effective , at this stage in Fij i's Christian development anyway,
than concentrating on improving the qualifications of people who were already active
leaders in the church: 'Training them for their work, by training them in it.' The students
came in from the ir continuing church duties and returned to feed back into the
community the teaching they were given at the training centre . 'What is quickly
communicated is twice learnt,' wrote Lyth. The curriculum did not depart from the usual
study of doctrine, Scripture, preaching, pastoral ministry and general subj ects , but he
believed that it could be taught far more successfully when students were not forced to
'endure the close study and confinement' of conventional residential institutions.84
Circuit,based training for church workers continued while Lyth was chairman of
the Fij i mission. In the Lakeba model, Native Assistant M issionaries made closely
supervised progress along a defined route : class leaders and local preachers could become
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mission teachers, from among whom, wrote Lyth, 'some will be distinguished for superior
piety, ability, diligence and faithfulness that will mark them out as being qualified and
designed by the great Head of the Church for a higher and more responsible sphere of
usefulness'. 85 But after Lyth's departure from Fij i in 1 854, it was not long before the
district meeting decided to insert a central training facility into this pattern. One of the
advocates for such an institution was the young missionary Joseph Waterhouse, son of
the late General Superintendent. He feared that poorly trained teachers would lead the
Fij ian church into 'a mongrel Christianity'. 'I could tell you tales of Native Teachers,' he
confided to the mission headquarters, 'that would fill you with alarm and cause you to
object to their employment altogether.'86
A new era began in 1 85 7 when 28 students were taken into the new Theological
Institution under a full,time tutor.87 Founded at Mataisuva in the Rewa circuit, the
Institution was later moved several times, but it had a continuous existence and has been
the main provider of theological education and ministry training for Methodism in Fij i
since that date.

' N ative agency' i n the early Fij ian Wesl eyan Ch u rch
The Wesleyan mission had more than 1 00 'native agents' (eight Native Assistant
Missionaries and 1 0 7 teachers ) by 1 856.88 In mid,century, the immense value of their
work as evangelists, teachers and, increasingly, pastors was constantly acknowledged by
the small resident European staff and the mission's administrators overseas.89 It was
recognised that the Tongan and Fij ian workers had been essential to the success of
Christianity since the 1 830s and that further progress and consolidation still depended
on effective indigenous ministry. There was little hope that the sending church ( the
Australasian Wesleyans from 1 85 5 ) would be able to provide a substantially greater
number of white workers, but commitment to 'native agency' was due more to the
mission's experience of the value of local participation, and to faithfulness to Wesleyan
theological principles, than to financial difficulties at the mission base. Those who
controlled the mission, however, were unanimous, at headquarters and in the field, that
close supervision of the indigenous workers was still necessary. It could not be expected
that 'unguided native efforts' would always be 'directed aright' , wrote the General
Superintendent in 1 850: 'The helm must always be in a skilful hand, or the object will
not be attained.'90 Lyth felt that 'we without them or they without us' could not
accomplish the task.91 Calvert, while paying generous tribute to the value of indigenous
'helpers' , bluntly asserted that they were 'not equal to the management and control of an
infant Church'. Writing in 1 85 8 , he predicted that 'the time is very far distant, - if
indeed it should ever come, - when this valuable force will be able to labour effectively
without the direction and oversight of the missionary'.92
As the years passed, it became increasingly evident that while in missionary eyes
the Fij ian teachers and ministers were still 'auxiliaries' in the mission enterprise, in Fij ian
communities they were being integrated into indigenous society. From the beginning,
villagers provided housing sites and materials for the teachers who resided among them,
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and allowed them to use plots of land for subsistence gardening. They brought them gifts
of food and eventually began to take over the mission's responsibility for giving them a
small quarterly allowance in the form of clothing and other goods . In the 1 850s, this
development occurred in the Lakeba and Bau circuits,93 and soon in other places, too.
On the principle that Christian people should support their own ministry ( and conscious
also that salary costs would soon be unsustainable ) , the mission encouraged this kind of
church self�support. Offerings to the gods and bete of pre�Christian times were a
precedent that allowed the people to give to their Christian teacher without any sense
that they were being subj ected to a missionary innovation.94 In the 1 850s, the mission
still made an extra payment to the Native Assistant Missionaries in the form of 'suitable
articles from the Mission store' to the value of three to five pounds, 95 but this grade of
minister had only a few members as yet.
Teachers ( vakavuvuli ) were known in most parts of the Fij i Islands by the middle of
the century. The missionaries (talatala, literally 'messengers' ) had created a small body of
ordained assistants who also used the title talatala. They were clearly distinguished in
Wesleyan ecclesiology from the larger body of teachers from which they emerged, but in
the understanding of Fij ians, at this early stage anyway, indigenous talatala and vakavuvuli
were all specialist practitioners of the new religious system they had accepted into their
society. Ordinary people were influenced by their traditional religious background (and
inadvertently by miss ion practices also ) to see the teachers and ministers as holding a
greater share in divine power than they themselves did. As messengers of God to the
world, vakavuvuli or talatala could easily be seen by Fij ians as God's representatives and
they were placed in the trad itionally important role of skilled and knowledgeable
mediator, in this case between humans and their God.96 The traditional role of the bete
was not forgotten. At another level, the Wesleyan emphasis on preaching accorded well
with the value given to oratory in traditional culture.
It is not possible to know how many of the early teachers and ministers came from
chiefly families,97 but ministering in Fij ian communities with the sanction of the chiefs,
vakavuvuli and talatala certainly became people of status. Their association with human
and divine power was understood to be not unlike the traditional close connection
between the spiritual world and chiefly prestige and authority. Chiefs, however, even in
the new Wesleyan Fij i, did not forfeit the ir place in the traditional social and political
structure. Nor did they immediately lose their influence in the spiritual realm, and, after
two decades of mission activity, the boundaries between ministerial and chiefly authority
in church and community affairs were far from clear. M inisters were associated with
chiefs, sometimes too much so in the opinion of the white missionaries, but at the same
time they were often constrained by chiefly insistence on a voice in church affairs.

Fij i an m i n i stry i n the Cath o l i c Ch u rch
Wesleyan Christianity i n Fij i entered a period o f growth i n the 1 850s, due partly t o the
conversion of the great chief Cakobau in 1 854. Indigenous ministry, as an institution
that was already in place, was extended and consolidated in pace with the expansion of
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the church. The entire population d i d not, however, become Wesleyan. Marist priests
had begun a Roman Catholic mission in 1 844 and, after a slow start, Catholicism grew to
encompass nearly one, tenth of the Fij ian population by the end of the century. The
Catholic Church was also established on Rotuma
The Marist mission was conducted and directed by French priests until well into
the 20th century. But, as in the Marist and Picpus missions further east in this period,
Fij ian Catholicism drew strength from indigenous ministries from an early date. In 1 842,
before the French missionaries began their work in Fij i, Mosese Monatavai, a Tongan
converted on the island of Wallis, had been brought back to Lakeba where he had
previously lived. In the face of great opposition, he tried to interest the people of Lakeba
in his new faith. When the Marists took up residence two years later, they brought with
them two Wallisian catechists, Pako and Apolonia, whose roles in assisting the entry of
the priests into the new field are scarcely mentioned in the records but must have been
significant.98
In the late 1 85 0s, steps were taken by one of the pioneers of the mission, Jean,
Baptiste Breheret, to train Fij ians as catechists, and, in the 1 860s, Alfred Deniau was
engaged in training programmes at Marist stations in Rewa and Verata (on Viti Levu)
and at Wairiki ( on Taveuni) . Twenty,eight catechists had been trained by 1 870. It was
the island of Ovalau that saw the first designated catechist training school, 'N azareth',
set up in 1 878. Religious and general education were provided and the students stayed
three or four years. There were 60 trainees by 1 880, all single males, originating from all
parts of Fij i. The day began with prayers at Sam, followed by scheduled classes and times
for devotional exercises, manual labour and recreation. 99 Breheret believed that 'the
heart, the hope, the future of our mission' was in the training school, and its director,
Simon Montmayeur, stated his opinion that a catechist in Fij i was worth just as much as
a missionary, and sometimes more. Montmayeur was an experienced missionary who
worked hard to establish the new venture , which survived the shock of his death in
1 880. 100 The training centre later moved to another site on Ovalau, and was finally
relocated in 1 893 to a large property at Cawaci (near the island's main town, Levuka ) ,
where the mission also ran a secondary school. There were 4 0 students training as
catechists in 1 896. By this time, the majority were married men, and instruction was
provided for their wives, too. The missionaries hoped that most of the students would
indeed serve the mission as catechists, while others would be good family heads in their
villages. 'Some, perhaps,' wrote Bishop Vidal in 1 889, 'the most devout and intelligent,
will be called to enter the seminary at Lano.' 10 1
Catholic catechists i n Fij i ( including Rotuma, which i n earlier years had been
given catechists from Futuna) , 102 numbered 1 02 by 1 885 . Eight years later there were
1 84. 1 03 Known, like their Wesleyan counterparts, as vakavuvuli ( teachers ) , they were
essential agents in the spread of Catholicism to new areas in the later part of the century.
When a chief at Ba asked for a priest, for instance, a catechist and his wife, Elia and
Serena from Rewa, were sent instead, and a priest followed later to build on their
work. 1 04 Dressed in white and given much respect in the villages, catechists were
supported entirely by the people among whom they worked, who provided them with
.
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houses, gardening land, food and goods such as mats, pots and clothing.1 05 The mission
found that single catechists often did not stay at their posts, so before long only married
men were appointed. 1 06 As well as leading village worship, teaching the children and
adults, giving pastoral care and evangelising the neighbourhood, catechists were
expected to provide a model of Christian religious and family life in their communities. 107
It is recorded that some catechists in this period - for example, Elia Beraki and Petero
Vuloaloa - were of chiefly birth. 108 The most senior worker was the chief catechist, who
assisted in the training centre and went out to visit the men at their stations; ultimately,
however, they were all 'precious helpers' of the French missionaries, who , in 1 890, stated
their expectation that the great faith of the catechists would lead them to obey the
priests as they would the Lord Himself. 1 09 Bishop Vidal valued the work of the Fij ian
catechists enough to take eight of them with him to the Solomon Islands when he
settled three priests in a new Marist mission there in 1 898. Others followed later, and
their experiences were described in the Fij ian language in the mission's newspaper. 1 10
The importance of the work of the catechists in Fij i was acknowledged freely by the
Marist bishop and his priests, and this ministry has continued until today. Despite its
comparatively long history in Fij i by 1 900, however, Catholicism had not produced any
indigenous priests. A Rotuman youth of chiefly birth, Rafaele, who appears to have been
a pupil at the mission school on Futuna, was one of three Pacific Islanders taken to Rome
for priestly formation by Bishop Bataillon in 1 856, but he returned to the Pacific before
long. Bataillon took him to Rotuma in 1 859 as a catechist, but it was reported that he
was not bold enough for active evangelism. 1 1 1 Apart from this isolated instance, the
missionaries in Fij i and Rotuma apparently took no practical action to develop an
indigenous clergy, and it was 1 939 before the first ordination took place.

I n d ige n o u s m i n i stry i n th e Wesl eyan Ch u rch afte r 1 8 60
The annexation of Fij i by Britain in 1 874 ( and of Rotuma in 1 88 1 ) greatly influenced
the economic, social and political future of the islands. But the Wesleyan Church had
already become a prominent institution in Fij ian society and the patterns of church life
already established persisted after 1 8 74 and throughout the colonial period.
One of the most faMeaching changes attributable to British rule was the
introduction of Indian labour to Fij i in 1 879. Later, some of these new residents would
have their own distinctive Christian ministry, but only the beginnings of Indian
Christianity in Fij i could be seen before 1 900. Correspondence between the Wesleyan
missionaries and their counterparts in India led to the arrival of an Indian catechist
(John Williams ) in 1 892. He tried to interest his compatriots in Suva and the Rewa
district, but returned home in 1 894. 1 1 2 The work of the Australian missionary sister
Hannah Dudley from 1 897 laid the foundations for a small Indian Wesleyan community
that would later produce its own leadership.
The Tongan contribution to ministry in Fij i lessened as the teachers and ministers
from Tonga aged and died. Tomasi Viomua came in 1 85 5 , was admitted to the ministry in
1 862 and died about 1 870. 1 1 3 Zerubbabel Mafi was the teacher of the chiefs at Lakeba
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and earned their great respect, although he was never admitted into the ministry ( 'It was
thought best not to receive him because he spoke Fij ian with the tongue of a stranger, '
wrote a colleague ) ; he died in 1 8 70. 1 14 Mosese Mamafainoa died in the measles epidemic
of 1 875. 1 1 5 Aaron Fotofili arrived in Fij i as a warrior in 1 855, offe re d himself to the
mission after recovering from his wounds, and soon became a Native M inister. He served
at the difficult station of Somosomo, cheerfully remaining there year after year because
no suitable replacement could be found, and died in 1 8 76. 1 16 The most well,known of
the Tongans, however, was Joeli Bulu. Constance Gordon Cumming, a Scottish traveller
who met him at Bau in the 1 870s, thought he looked like the biblical patriarch
Abraham. Tall and stately, with a long white beard, he was 'a man whose faith is
evidently an intense reality', she wrote. Bulu's death in 1 8 7 7 , and the grief of those who
knew him and his work, were recorded by the same writer. 1 1 7 She also wrote favourably
of Akesa, whom Bulu had married after the death of his first wife; 1 18 revered for her own
sake and as Bulu's widow, Akesa lived on at Bau until her death at a great age in 1 9 1 0. 1 1 9
One of the last Tongan ministers in Fij i was Sioeli Nau, who arrived about 1 865 and
served in various places including the training institution; after returning to Tonga in
1 87 7 , he ministered again in Fij i from 1 885 to 1 890. 1 2 0
It was the men who had grown up in the Fij ian village congregations, however, who
provided most of the ministry of the Wesleyan Church in the last part of the century.
The maj ority of these 'agents' in this period, including the years of great church growth
after mid,century, were lay 'teachers', for the increase in ordinations could not keep pace
with the spread of Christianity. 1 2 1 The mission had introduced elementary education
wherever it went, and, even after 1 900, was still providing it to at least 90 per cent of the
Fij ian population. 1 22 Men who taught in the mission's village schools also acted as
preachers and pastors in the hundreds of small communities that provided houses,
plantation land and other contributions as the entire support of these workers. 'The work
of a native teacher is no sinecure,' wrote Gordon Cumming, who vis ited the island of
Nairai with the mission chairman in the 1 870s. She thought them 'such a fine sensible
body of men', and described their work:
Once appointed to a district, the teacher has to hold school three mornings a week for
children, three evenings for adults, one week,day service with address, two Sunday
services with sermon, and early prayer,meeting in church. He must conduct daily
morning and evening prayer in several houses; must visit the sick; pray and read the
Scriptures with them; look after the people generally; bury the dead, and travel once a
week to report himself to the native minister, who perhaps lives at a considerable
distance. 1 23

From 1 876, senior teachers were selected from the ranks and appointed by the district
missionary and his circuit meeting as 'catechists'. Called vakatawa in Fij ian and fa hua'i
in Rotuman - both expressions signify 'a guard or watchman' , 'one who looks after or
watches over' - each catechist was a teacher in the village where he was stationed and
supervised the work of the other teachers in his section of the circuit. 1 24 The number of
teachers grew rapidly in this period: it more than doubled between 1 856 and 1 859 ( from
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1 0 7 to 267 ) and again between 1 864 and 1 869 (from 379 to 839 ) . There were more than
1 , 1 00 by 1 884 ( including 3 2 catechists ) , after which the numbers changed little until
after 1 900. 1 25
Ordained ministers, talatala, were drawn from this large force of lay pastoral
workers. M inisters thus entered into their duties as men of considerable experience (and
often of considerable years: as a missionary history later pointed out, ministers were often
grandfathers by the time they had risen through the ranks of teachers and been received
into 'full connexion' ) . 1 26 The possibility of becoming a lay preacher, then a teacher and
finally a Native Minister was no doubt an incentive to aspiring mission workers, and
comparisons were made between the Wesleyan system and that of their rivals: 'Among
the Catholics there is no torotoro [promotion] ,' said a Fij ian Wesleyan. 1 27 Native
Ministers quickly became more numerous than the small group of white missionaries .
From 1 3 in 1 862, the number rose quickly to 28 in 1 864; it reached 66 in 1 875 but was
reduced by the disastrous measles epidemic of that year, in which nine ministers and 200
teachers died. The total rose again to nearly 80 by 1 900. 1 28 The creation of the vakatawa
position in 1 876, however, had reduced the need for talatala as supervisors and absorbed
many promising teachers who might otherwise have been admitted into the ordained
ministry. 1 29
Some teachers and ministers served in communities outside their own Fij ian
culture. Fij ian teachers in Rotuma in the 1 840s were followed there by other teachers
and Native Ministers who worked alongside white missionaries ( the first of whom went
there in 1 864 ) or looked after the island church themselves. Esala Seru, for instance,
took charge from 1 887 until 1 90 1 , and was highly praised for his ministry. 1 30 When
opposition to their work had forced the retreat of the Fij ian teachers in the 1 850s, a
courageous Rotuman, Sorpapel, had kept the infant church alive until the return of
the mission in 1 864. 1 3 1 A s late as 1 879, however, the missionary William Fletcher
emphasised that Rotuma was 'deeply indebted' to the Fij ian teachers: 'Without them we
could not do our work.' He went on to say that he saw no prospect of many local workers,
'certainly not of men to take a j udicious and independent position or lead others'. 1 3 2 But
the Rotumans did eventually produce their own teachers and ministers for the Fij i
Wesleyan Church of which they were a part. Two students went for training in Fij i in the
1 880s and, in 1 897, one of the Rotuman teachers , Kitione Kauata, became the first
indigenous Native Minister and was given a position on the island . 133
From 1 8 7 5 , Fij ian teachers and ministers took a prominent part in the Wesleyan
mission to the New Guinea Islands. This ministry was publicised widely in Fij i by means
of the mission's monthly newspaper, which often included letters from Fij ian missionaries
in their own language . 1 34 Fij ian Methodists still recount the story of George Brown's visit
in 1 8 75 to the training centre at Navuloa, where he was met with the offer of all 83
students to go on the new mission. 135 Nine were selected, followed by many others in
subsequent years . 1 36 Four Fij ians were killed in New Guinea in 1 87 8 and a number of
men and women died of malaria and other diseases. The importance of the Fij ian
contribution to the work of the New Guinea mission ( and of the Papua mission begun in
1 89 1 ) is beyond doubt, and in many cases their experience was fed into the home church
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when they returned. Two o f the first Fij ian missionaries to New Guinea, who later served
at home, were Pauliasi Bunoa and Aminio Baledrokadroka: both were praised in 1 88 1 by
the missionary Isaac Rooney in his journal. Baledrokadroka, who came from the island of
Vulaga, was described as 'the pick of all the men we have in this Mission'. Rooney had
known him since he was a student at the circuit training school on Lakeba in 1 869, and
had recently been happy to recommend him for admission to the ordained ministry: 'His
praise is in all the churches in this far off land. ' 1 37 After returning to Fij i in 1 893 , he
served in various appointments - 'a wonderfully wise and capable leader' - and died on
Lakeba in 1 92 5 . 1 38
In Fij i, the Native M inister looked after the congregations in his section of the
white missionary's circuit: he visited the villages to hold meetings, officiate at communion
services, examine candidates for local office and supervise the teachers. 139 A minister
wore a white shirt and sulu. He was usually known for his vigorous preaching, in which
he freely quoted the Scriptures and made much use of analogies from the natural world.
Fij ian preachers 'have all been students of nature from childhood', one of the
missionaries remarked;
the j ungle is their almanack . . . The habits and peculiarities of plants, insects, birds,
fishes, and all manner of l ife in the wonderland of a coral reef give a never�ending
supply of illustration. Their language lends itself to oratory, and their rhetoric never
fails . . . Their native proverbs are often used with more effect than an argument. A
proverb clenches the teaching and presents the truth like a flash�light. People trying
to evade the consequences of sin, or to get away from its punishment, are likened to
the flying fish, that leap out of the water to escape the bonita, and are gobbled up by
the seagulls. 140

Another missionary commented that the preachers could 'take another man's ideas and
deliver them in such a natural way that you have not the heart to accuse them of
plagiarism. And though the plumes may be most of them borrowed ones, yet are there
mixed therewith some bright feathers of their own.' 1 4 1
Native M inisters continued t o depend o n their flock fo r much o f their material
support, but they also received a small annual salary from mission funds. In the 1 8 70s,
the salary was £5 ( rising to £ 1 5 after 15 years of service ) , with all other moneymaking
activities prohibited . 1 42 In 1 900, the Native M inisters formally requested a salary
increase . 1 43 It seems that their dissatisfaction had begun many years before and that their
repeated requests had always ( like this one ) been refused. The reason given by the
missionaries for the refusal was that many chiefs and other Fij ian officials on government
salaries were paid less than ministers and would be displeased if church salaries were
increased. 1 44
There were many other indications that the authority of missionaries in the church,
and that of Native M inisters even more, was constrained by the power of the chiefs.
'Many things we dare not say to our chiefs,' the ministers admitted in 1 888. 'The chiefs
hear our word but do not regard us.' Against the chiefs, the ministers told the
missionaries, 'We are strong' only to the extent that 'your presence makes us strong' . 1 45
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Only a few of the Native M inisters were of chiefly rank by birth and the chiefs retained
the authority they had exerted in religious affairs ever since Christianity had been
adopted by communities throughout Fij i. Office in the church gave ministers
considerable status in society, but chiefs often reminded them that authority in the
church was inferior to traditional chiefly authority. Pretensions to chie£, like power were
checked by the mission, too: in this period some ministers were disciplined for exacting
labour or goods from their people in the manner of chiefs. 1 46
Although they constantly expressed their satisfaction with the work of Fij ian
ministers among the people at grassroots level, the missionaries often pointed to certain
characteristics of their ministry that sometimes detracted from its effectiveness. As
Europeans, the missionaries were unsympathetic to traditional Fij ian religion and
expected their indigenous colleagues to share this attitude. They were disappointed
when the otherwise exemplary Kelepi Tuvuniwai failed to oppose the 'flagrant
absurdities' of a 'superstitious' movement that emerged in the church on the island of
Matuku where he was the ordained minister. 147 There is evidence that many teachers
and talatala did not feel able to oppose the sorcery that was still widely practised. l 4S In
this and other matters, the 'native agents' were expected to use the authority they had
been given in the village churches, but the missionaries sometimes expressed concern
that Native Ministers were apt to 'rule the teachers under their care with an oppressive
hand', 1 49 or that some teachers and ministers were carried away by 'self,conceit and an
exaggerated estimate of their own vast erudition' . 1 50
Outside observers made their criticisms, too. Fij ian ministers had a bad name
among the white residents, reported a pair of British travellers in the 1 870s. 1 5 1 Another
visitor was more sympathetic to the mission but still commented that appointment to
office in the church tended to 'foster vanity in ignorant minds'. 1 52 This was repeated in
the 1 880s by a j ournalist who wrote of teachers and ministers who put on airs, abused
their authority and expected comfort and honour. 1 53 But a European who had lived in
Fij i for 40 years and travelled constantly around the group dismissed the flippant and
disparaging remarks of globetrotters and superficial journalists who knew nothing of the
real work of the teachers and ministers. He testified to the esteem in which they were
held by the people, the energy and dedication they displayed in their work, their
trustworthiness and sincerity, and their contribution to peace and order in the community.
'These men are of the people,' he wrote; they were 'in constant and sympathetic touch
with their everyday life' . 1 54 This positive assessment ( made in 1 899) coincides with that
of Tippett, a modern scholar who has written that the strength of the Fij ian church in
this period was due to the fact that its lay and ordained ministry was drawn from the
people and possessed only a little more knowledge and training than members of the
communities they served. 1 5 5
The lives o f only a few o f the Native M inisters have been described i n any detail,
although scattered biographical information is available for some. 1 56 Among these
snippets is the obituary of the 'mild and amiable' Livai Seru, a Native M inister from 1 86 1
until his death a fe w years later. He was ' a man of much prayer, and lived i n constant and
close communion with God. Those who lived near him felt that he was a man of God,
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and were favourably influenced by his precept and example. ' 1 5 7 We learn that the elderly
Tomasi Se, who had been made a N ative M inister 10 years earlier, was of enormous
assistance to the young Arthur Small ( later chairman of the mission) when the
missionary took up his first post at Bua in 1 8 79. 1 58 A similar debt was owed by William
Slade, who arrived in 1 886, to Eliesa Bula, a Native M inister since 1 866. 'How great a
service a cool,headed, true,hearted, experienced native minister can render a missionary
during the early years of his service, ' wrote Slade, who believed that Bula stood out for
his willingness to confront the chiefs and his kindly treatment of the teachers serving
under him. 1 59 Another missionary, William Heighway, recorded the life of Jutasi Boginiso,
who as a youth 'consecrated himself to Jesus and became a member of the church', served
as a teacher and catechist for about 30 years, became a Native Minister in 1 888, retired
in 1 907 and died in his nineties in 1 929. 16 0 Throughout the period, some ministers were
disciplined or dismissed, but in reviewing the career of Eliesa Bula ( 1 839, 1 9 1 5 ) , the
historian Thornley was sure that ' the faithful life' of this man was 'very typical of many of
the ministers in the foundation years of the church's history' . 1 6 1

Preparati o n of th e Wes l eyan m i n i stry fo r res po n s i b i l ity
Formal instruction for ministry tasks in the Fij ian church began in the small training
centres attached to each c ircuit and directed by the district missionary. As well as
acquiring biblical knowledge and learning the skills of a village teacher, the young men
who lived at these centres were incorporated into the mission culture by crewing the
missionary's boat and working around the station. A Native M inister usually participated
in the teaching work and the quality of the training depended on the ability of this
instructor and the commitment of the station missionary to the programme. 1 62 One
of the missionaries, Small, wrote that he always devoted much attention to these
institutions, believing them to be a highly effective means of developing leadership in
the church. 163 Most of the students never rose above the rank of village teacher, but the
most promising went for further training at the central institution and many of these
eventually became Native Ministers. Academic ability played its part in their promotion,
but it remains true, as Tippett writes, that 'the test for candidature for the ministry was
not an academic standard but a proven ability as an evangelist and pastor . . . When such
men were brought in for a good biblical training . . . they made a particularly relevant
indigenous ministry'. 1 64
In 1 86 1 , the missionaries affirmed the value of the central training facility at
Mataisuva in eastern Viti Levu. They agreed that the task of developing an excellent
Fij ian ministry demanded more attention than busy district missionaries had been able to
devote to it before 1 85 7 when Mataisuva was established. But the decision was made to
move the school from its 'very unsuitable' site. A new Institution was built on the
southern island of Kadavu, where more agricultural land was available. A contemporary
drawing shows the principal's house on a hill and the students' houses among the trees
along the shore below. Soon there were more than 40 students in residence; some were
married, and the women were taught by the principal's wife. A Native Minister was also
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on the staff. Captain Hope of the Royal Navy was impressed by what he saw: 'The whole
establishment forms a model village , whose inhabitants are trained to habits of
cleanliness, order, and decency, as well as method and industry.' 165
By 1 870, the number of students at 'Richmond' ( the Institution had been named
after the Wesleyan ministry training college in England ) had increased to more than
50, 166 but the mission was beginning to look for a new site capable of supporting many
more than that. An increase in the number of well,trained teachers and ministers was
regarded as the key to assuring the strength of the Fij ian church in the future. 1 67 In the
meantime, the Kadavu institution continued to form the students sent there from all
over Fij i, using a timetable described by its principal in 1 8 7 1 . A bell at 5 .30am ( S am in
summer) called them together for work in the food gardens. After breakfast at 7 am,
followed by family prayers, classes began. The first task was to copy notes of the previous
day's lecture, compiling material that was taken away when the students left and used by
teachers and local preachers throughout the land: the Institution was thus able to feed
the multitude with 'a few loaves and a few little fishes'. The morning's work continued
with the exposition of a Scripture passage, which the students enj oyed and their teachers
thought very important - 'it is good for their hearts as well as their heads'. Revision of
previous lectures was followed by new teaching in theology and church history as well as
in geography, natural history and arithmetic. The afternoon and evening were taken up
with more outside work, evening prayers and study, and 'lights out' at 9pm. 168
The limitations of the site on Kadavu, and its distance from the main population
centres of Fij i, led to the relocation of the Institution to the Rewa Delta area on Viti
Levu in 1 87 3 . At its reopening on land at Navuloa donated by Cakobau, who performed
the opening ceremony, the missionaries spoke of their intention to require three years of
study and to admit only those who had been at a circuit school for two or three years. 1 69
The number of students had risen to 80 or more by the 1 880s; about half of them were
married. 1 70 A traveller several years later was shown around 'with j ust pride' by the
principal. 'Choice shrubs and trees' dotted the site, where a grassed area was lined on one
side by 'wicker' houses for families and on the other by dwellings for the single men. 'It is
a splendid sight,' enthused the visitor, 'when the hall is occupied by its hundred students,
dressed in white , all at work within. They sit upon forms, and write upon well,made
desks. The drawing on the blackboard and writing was wonderful, such writing that any
clerk might envy. ' 1 7 1
The well,educated Lorimer Fison directed the Institution from 1 87 7 t o 1 884. Small
recalled that this principal was 'honoured, admired and beloved' by the students, and
later it was asserted that in his time N avuloa 'reached its zenith' as a provider of
theological education. 1 72 By the end of the century, however, it was recognised that the
quality of the training had declined. It was said that the only material being taught was
biblical history (using Fison's old lectures ) . 1 73 A visitor who was impressed by the
students' biblical knowledge suspected that the only reading material they had was the
Bible, and in fact there was a recognised lack of theological writings and biblical
commentaries in the Fij ian language. 1 74 In the mission there was a desire to appoint a
more highly qualified missionary than the late William Lindsay, who had succeeded
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Fison. 1 75 After 1 900, improvements d id eventuate at Navuloa, where the Institution
continued for only eight more years before being moved to Davuilevu. The old coastal
site had been attractive for its plentiful fish and its isolation from the distractions of more
populated places, but the training facility has remained at its new location until today. 1 76
Despite their increased numbers, improved training and well,attested record of
achievement in the last four decades of the 1 9th century, Fij ian ministers had not by
1 900 been permitted to advance far towards greater responsibility in the national church.
A small but symbolic step was taken in 1 865 when Joeli Bulu was the first non,European
to participate, along with six white missionaries, in the ordination ceremony for two new
Native Ministers. 1 77 It was more difficult for the missionaries to admit their local
colleagues into the councils that governed the church. In the 1 860s, provision was made
for the Native M inisters to meet in order to frame submissions, which the missionaries
would consider when they conferred in their annual district meeting soon afterwards.
From 1 865 , the Native M inisters were permitted to be present at the district meeting,
but the demands of the missionary Waterhouse, that the Fij ians attend and participate as
equals of the European members, were resisted by most of his colleagues. 1 78
Difficulties surrounding the specific matter of representation were symptomatic of
the wider question of indigenous responsibility for church leadership . The extent to
which Native M inisters should share in mission decision,making became controversial
again in the 1 870s, and the issue was complicated further by an acrimonious personal
relationship between Waterhouse and Frederick Langham ( chairman from 1 869 ) . With
regard to the issue itself, it was not that the missionaries were opposed in principle to a
self,governing church. The veteran Calvert, now retired, had modified the very cautious
opinion he had expressed in 1 858: he now favoured a deliberate granting of responsibility
to the ministers and thought that ultimately, perhaps, they could be 'left mainly to
themselves, to manage the work in their own country' . 1 79 As in other Pacific missions,
administrators outside the islands exerted pressure on the field staff to expand the
indigenous ministry and increase its responsibilities. 'The history of all foreign missions,'
the General Secretary pointed out from Sydney, 'has proved that our hope for the
permanent evangelization of any country must rest to a very large extent on a native
ministry. ' 1 80 Another official in Australia declared that continued dependence on
foreign personnel was 'unscriptural in principle'. 1 8 1 In Fij i, Fison was bolder than many of
his colleagues, but he was not misrepresenting the goal of the missionaries when he
declared in 1 87 1 that 'one of the most earnestly followed ends of our work has been, and
still is, to put it out of our hands into the hands of the natives themselves. "A Fij ian
Ministry for the Fij ian Church" has long been our motto; and we hope that we are fast
approaching the realization thereof in actual fact.' 1 82
The prevailing stance of the missionaries in Fij i at this time was articulated by
Carey in 1 869. As principal of the Institution, his stated aim was to train ministers 'to
direct and govern their own church'. 1 83 In supporting the obj ective of making the church
self,goveming, however, he added the phrase 'except perhaps in its superintendence': 'The
firm administration of discipline and the conservation of pure doctrine, ' he explained,
would require the oversight of missionaries for perhaps 'many years to come' . 1 84 This
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opinion was supported by the elderly Joeli Bulu, who , when told by a missionary in 1 87 2
that the church was i n good hands as the number of Native Ministers increased, retorted:
'All babes in the ministry . . . they want your wisdom to guide and your influence to
support them. They would be orphans indeed if they were left. The weakly banana falls
when you take the prop away. ' 1 8 5
The cautious attitude of the mission leadership i n Fij i was sharply challenged b y
Waterhouse in the 1 870s. 'What instrumentality has hitherto been most effectively used
by the Divine Spirit ?' he asked. 'Foreign or N ative ? Without the slightest hesitation, I
reply that the labours of the native agents have been the more abundantly blessed by
God.' He offered a long list of the ways in which an indigenous pastor was more effective
than a foreigner, and argued that while the achievements of white missionaries had been
enormous , 'to localize , naturalize, nationalize Christianity there must be a native
ministry'. As soon as possible, the foreign missionary must 'lay down his pastorate and let
the church be instructed and governed' by well,qualified local leaders. In the Fij i
mission, unless the ordained Fij ians were 'treated as Methodist ministers' in the fullest
sense, the indigenous ministry would remain stunted. Waterhouse was well informed
about the worldwide missionary discussions of how a 'mission' became a 'church'. In the
context of Fij i, he was arguing again that the Native Ministers should participate fully in
the district meeting, so as to learn the essential Wesleyan task of exercising collective
oversight of each other. 1 86
Waterhouse's demands were viewed not unsympathetically by Benj amin Chapman,
the Missionary Secretary in Australia, 1 87 but the missionaries in Fij i, as well as be ing
alienated by Waterhouse's attacks on them, were anxious not to proceed too rapidly.
John Leggoe, for example, assured Chapman that they were in full sympathy with the
aim of building up the indigenous ministry but wanted to give it time to develop ( under
supervision) . 1 88 They felt that in wanting to appoint Fij ians as circuit superintendents
Waterhouse was going too fast: the Native Ministers were not ready for this, wrote
Leggoe , and were not seeking it, as 'few if any of them think themselves qualified for
it' . 1 89 Carey feared that the proposed appointments would open the door to syncretistic
acceptance of pagan religious practices in the church, and Langham was worried that
Fij ian superintendents would have trouble standing up to the chiefs . 1 9 0 The missionaries
at this time felt a sense of superiority over their Fij ian colleagues, who reserved for them
something of the deference due to chiefs. Right up to the end of the century, recorded a
later mission writer, 'the Native Ministers, on coming into the presence of the European
Missionary, would squat with knees under their chins, or at least would sit Fij dashion on
the mat while the European sat on a chair' . 1 9 1 Waterhouse reported that at the district
meeting in 1 874 'there was a disposition on the part of some of our English brethren to
ride rough,shod over the native clergy, and the latter were quite aware of it' . 1 92
The outcome of this protracted controversy was an arrangement that fell far short
of what Waterhouse wanted ( and was different from the decision made in Tonga at the
same time - to admit all Tongan Native Ministers to the mission's district meeting ) . It
was decided in 1 8 7 5 that the annual district meeting would be preceded by meetings of
all the Native Ministers in each circuit. Presided over by the district missionary, each
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circuit meeting would discuss all matters coming before the district meeting, and also
elect one Native M inister to accompany the missionary to that meeting. There the Fij ian
representatives would have the right to speak and vote on all matters affecting the
Native Ministers and their work, but not on other matters. Waterhouse protested until
he left Fij i in 1 8 78, but the arrangement was eventually confirmed by the Conference in
Australia. 193 For the rest of the century, the missionaries and an equal number of
representatives of the far bigger group of Native Ministers made up the district meeting
- a situation with no precedent in Wesleyan history. This protected the missionaries
from being outvoted and 'trapped the Fij ian ministry in a subordinate position for almost
seventy years' . 1 94
The accepted wisdom of the mission after the failure of Waterhouse's campaign
continued to be that the Fij ians were not yet ready to undertake the management of
their church. From conversations with the mission chairman in the late 1 870s, Gordon
Cumming understood that only a few teachers and ministers were believed capable of
holding responsible positions: 'They always require the direct guidance of the missionary,
and if this is long withheld, difficulties almost invariably arise.' 1 95 It has been suggested
that in the late 1 9th century the mission became more paternalistic and so even more
distrustful of Fij ian participation in decision,making. 1 96 Certainly, the missionaries
strongly opposed a proposal to reduce their numbers: such a decision, they asserted in
1 888, would put the mission in 'gravest peril'. As well as pointing to the ever,increasing
threat from Catholicism, they again advanced the argument that in the absence of
missionaries the Native Ministers would be overawed by chiefs, especially in cases of
church discipline. It was 'too early to entrust the guidance of our work solely to native
agents', they said once again. 1 97
There is evidence that the Native Ministers themselves were not satisfied with what
had been decided, but they do not appear to have been prepared to speak out openly
against the missionaries' attitude. A senior talatala was dismissed, however, when he sided
with students who refused to perform manual work for the mission at Navuloa in 1 892. He
had been associated for years with pleas for better conditions for Native Ministers, and his
action in 1 892 has been interpreted as 'the culmination of growing frustration with
domineering mission authority'. 1 98 The mission's leadership in the 1 890s was again resisting
efforts from Australia to create a greater role for Fij ians in the administration of the church,
and this debate continued on into the early 20th century. 199 At the tum of the century, the
missionaries were able to convince a deputation from Australia that Fij ian church leaders
were not yet ready to take charge at circuit or national level. Increased responsibilities
could be conferred in the future, they suggested, but to take this action now would be 'most
disastrous'. 200 It seems that this oft, repeated warning was accompanied by few deliberate
efforts to prepare the Fij ians for the promised 'right time'.201

I nd ige n o u s m i n i stry at the end of the ce ntu ry
Despite the slowness of the Wesleyan missionaries to concede to their Fij ian colleagues a
proper share in the governance of the church, no one denied 'the immense value of
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native labourers' ( to use the language of 1 884 ) . Clearly, wrote Calvert in that year, 'the
blessed work of God in this large group of islands is mainly done by natives'. 202 By 1 900,
the foundations of a future self�governing Methodist Church in Fij i had been soundly
laid. The Catholic Church depended for much longer on foreign priests, but there too
indigenous catechists provided much of the church's ministry at the grassroots level.
Other smaller churches began to emerge about the turn of the century. Seventh�day
Adventist missionaries arrived in the 1 890s, and a stir ran through the Wesleyan mission
when a well�known Native M inister, Pauliasi Bunoa, was converted to Adventism.
Bunoa was one of the first missionaries to New Guinea in 1 8 7 5 . Returning to Fij i in
1 884, he was admitted to the ministry and, in 1 898, was stationed near Suva. In that
year, he became interested in the teachings of the Adventist missionaries working there
and soon adopted them himself. He resigned from the Wesleyan ministry but continued
in evangelistic and pastoral work for the Adventists, who, in 1 906, ordained him - the
first ordained indigenous Seventh�day Adventist minister in the South Pacific. 2 03 Bunoa
now propagated a new variant of Christianity, but the pattern of his ministry and that of
others in the new church was not very different from what had become characteristic in
Wesleyanism ( by this time called Methodism) . The emergence of the talatala in early
Fij ian Wesleyanism had created a distinctive new element in the social structure, a
deeply rooted element that, by 1 900, appeared to be a permanent feature of Fij ian life
throughout this group of islands.

8.

N EW ZEALAN D

OCEAN IC VOYAGERS in ancient times had found their way as far as the southern,
northern and eastern extremities of the 'Polynesian triangle' - the large islands later to
be known as New Zealand, the Hawaiian islands and isolated Rapanui ( Easter Island ) . In
the 1 9th century, their descendants in New Zealand and Hawai'i were among the earliest
Pacific Islanders to receive the Christian Gospel.
When missionaries arrived in New Zealand from England in 1 8 1 4 and in Hawai'i
from the US in 1 820, there was no indication that the experience of the indigenous
Christian communities that were to result from their work would be any different from
that of their fellows also being evangelised during the first half of the century in Tahiti
and other parts of eastern and central Polynesia. But by 1 900, the indigenous people of
New Zealand (the Maori) and Hawai'i, unlike other Polynesians, had become
marginalised minorities in lands colonised by immigrants of other races. Their swamping
by newcomers greatly affected every aspect of their lives, including their participation in
the Christian Church.
During the early formative years of their response to mission activity, however,
Maori and Hawaiians had developed their Christian identity largely free of any outside
influence other than that of their missionary mentors . In New Zealand, this period of
relatively autonomous indigenous Christian history was shorter than in Hawai'i, but
even as late as the 1 85 0s, some years after New Zealand became a British colony ( in
1 840) and large,scale settlement by Pakeha ( Europeans ) began, Maori Christianity still
possessed the comparative independence it would soon see disappearing in the
overwhelming current of colonisation.
In early 1 9th,century New Zealand there were probably about 1 00,000 Maori,
divided into a large number of distinct tribes. The Christian message was first proclaimed
in this land to a northern tribe, Nga Puhi, in the Bay of Islands on Christmas Day 1 8 1 4.
The evangelists were envoys of the Church M issionary Society (CMS ) , an arm of the
evangelical movement within the Church of England. Founded in 1 799, the CMS was a
foremost 1 9th,century missionary force in many parts of the world, but its mission to
New Zealand - one of its earliest enterprises - was the only activity it ever developed
in the Pacific Islands region. Measured in numbers of converts, success did not come
quickly to the CMS mission, nor to the Wesleyan missionaries (also British) who arrived
in 1 822. But by the 1 830s, a breakthrough was evident in the far northern districts where
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the two Protestant missions were operating. At that time, too , some communities
responded to the French priests ( members of the Society of Mary ) who brought
Catholicism in 1 838. Before long, Christianity had spread to almost every tribe in the
three islands.

Early M ao ri messengers of Ch ri stian ity
As evangelicals, the CMS and Wesleyan missionaries sought to develop an intelligent
and heartfelt Christian faith in their converts, and to encourage them to participate
actively in the evangelisation of their own people and the building up of the life of the
Christian community. They placed great store on the imparting of biblical and doctrinal
knowledge and the skills of literacy, and were pleased when their first converts seemed
willing to follow their example by becoming teachers themselves. As early as 1 83 1 ,
Henry Williams, the leader of the CMS missionaries in the Bay of Islands, was sending
young men out to preach in nearby villages, and this soon became a standard practice at
the stations of both missions. 1 One of the missionaries later recalled what he learned in
1 83 2 when he travelled with English colleagues and Maori Christians to a previously
unevangelised northern district: 'It became abundantly apparent how great is likely to be
the value of native agency. An intelligent New Zealander, if only his thoughts are
directed into a right channel, is much better able than a foreigner to adapt his language
so as to arrest the attention of his countrymen.'2
In the 1 830s, the rapid emergence of a great Maori thirst for reading and writing
skills and the successful efforts of the missionaries to translate and print the Scriptures
made Maori teachers welcome even in areas far from the northern missionary base. The
men who gave instruction in Christianity and literacy all over the country in these
enthusiastic early days had often gone off on their teaching missions without formal
appointments and even without the knowledge of the missionaries.
It seems , for example, that Christian teachings were first brought to the eastern,
most part of the North Island by Taumata,a,kura, a man from the Waiapu River area.
With other members of his tribe (Ngati Porou ) , he had been captured in the 1 82 0s by
Nga Puhi raiders and taken to the Bay of Islands. While in the north, he had been
exposed to mission teaching, but he was not known to be particularly interested in
Christianity. He was probably among a group of liberated captives returned to the east
coast by the CMS in 1 834. There he began instructing his fellow Ngati Porou in the
rudiments of literacy and Christian doctrine and practice, and was credited with
supernatural powers that included invulnerability to physical harm during battle. News
of Taumata,a,kura's spontaneous mission and the 'truly astonishing' response of Ngati
Porou reached the missionaries, who went to see for themselves in 1 83 8 and later that
year formally stationed three teachers at the East Cape and three at Turanga ( later
known as Gisborne ) . The way had been well prepared for the stationing of the first white
missionary in this area, and William Williams came to Turanga in 1 840 to oversee the
new Christian movement there. He immediately sent Maori teachers out to the tribes in
many parts of the large eastern district.3
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Similarly, o n the south,westem (Kapiti) coast of the North Island, the early
evangelisation of the three resident tribes (Ngati Raukawa, Ngati Toa and Te Ati Awa) was
accomplished by a man who had been a captive of Nga Puhi in the Bay of Islands. Matahau
( or Ripahau) had been instructed in Christianity by the CMS missionaries during the
1 830s. On his return to the south, his own Ngati Raukawa showed little interest at first, but
the son of the great Ngati Toa warrior chief, Te Rauparaha, eagerly listened to Matahau's
Christian teaching and learned from him how to read and write. Requests were made for a
white missionary and Octavius Hadfield took up residence at Waikanae.4 The missionaries
who came in 1 839 to set up the station found that Matahau had been teaching with
'astonishing zeal and perseverance'; 'many tribes for some distance around' wrote Henry
Williams, 'call themselves believers, keep the Sabbath, assemble for worship, and use the
Liturgy of the Church of England. The schools are numerous. ' 5 Matahau was now baptised.
'He is not well instructed,' commented Hadfield, but the missionaries were impressed with
his strong faith and exemplary conduct and convinced that the Christian progress evident
in the area was due entirely to the work of this unofficial teacher. 6 Hadfield remained to
direct the work of the mission on the Kapiti coast for many years, while Matahau married
the daughter of a chief (Wiremu Kingi of Te Ati Awa). He died in 1 840.7
Further up the west coast of the North Island, Christianity was introduced to the
Wanganui tribes about 1 836 by Wiremu Te Tauri, a Maori messenger from the inland
district of Taupo. Of chiefly rank, he stayed on after the arrival of CMS missionaries in
1 840 and was still a much,valued head teacher in the early 1 850s. He was appointed to a
local government position by offi cials, who knew him as 'a most exemplary and deserving
chief' .8 Still further up the coast, south Taranaki was first evangelised about 1 83 7 by a
Ngati Ruanui man who had returned home from captivity among Nga Puhi. He too had
been attracted to the new faith while in the north, and had been baptised Wiremu Nera
(William Naylor) by the Wesleyans. After five years, the Wesleyan mission was able to
station a white missionary among Ngati Ruanui to build on the pioneer's work.9
It was a Wesleyan convert from Nga Puhi's tribal area who passed on the Christian
message to a certain Taawao, who in tum transmitted it to Ngai Tahu people living on
the east coast of the South Island. Taawao's evangelisation of the Maori communities of
the Banks Peninsula occurred in 1 83 9 or 1 840. He and another Maori Christian, Hohepa
Korehi, who joined him soon afterwards, were baptised and formally appointed as
Wesleyan teachers at Koukourarata ( Port Levy) by the missionary James Watkin when
he visited the area. 1 0 Across the island on the west coast, the explorer Heaphy found in
1 846 that the people living there, who were also Ngai Tahu, all professed Christianity,
and many were literate; he noted that 'the imperfect knowledge they have acquired has
been imparted to them solely by native teachers, no missionary having as yet been able
to visit them'. 1 1 The coming of Christianity to the southernmost Ngai Tahu arose from a
Maori initiative, too. Pohio, a man of high rank, came north from Ruapuke Island in the
Foveaux Strait to learn about the new faith from Watkin soon after the Wesleyan
mission was established at Waikouaiti ( in Otago ) in 1 840. He and others conveyed the
Christian message to the people of Ruapuke and Rakiura (Stewart Island ) before the
arrival of the first white missionary. 1 2
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There are many other examples of Maori who emerged spontaneously as teachers of
Christianity in this period of rapid religious change. A good number of them were , in the
words of a Wesleyan missionary on the west coast of the North Island, slaves who had
been 'liberated by their masters, and returned well supplied with prayer books, hymns
and portions of scripture to their own country and people; there they have instructed
their friends to the best of their ability, [and] established the worship of God and the
means of Grace'. 1 3 Evangelistic success achieved in this way by 'native agency' was
acknowledged by the missions as remarkable evidence of the wisdom of God. Richard
Taylor was in no doubt that 'the Gospel could not have made the progress it did, or have
obtained such a permanent hold upon the native mind, had it not been for the agency of
the native teachers'. 1 4 Even at the time, however, it was recognised that along with the
'simple faith' of the evangelists there was, in the words of Richard Davis of the CMS,
'doubtless some error mixed up with their proceedings'. 1 5 The missionaries still made
assessments like this in later years when they looked back to the 1 830s and 1 840s. When
William Williams evaluated the work of Taumata,a,kura, for instance, he described the
teaching given as 'a mixture of truth and error, of superstition and of Gospel light'. But,
explained Williams, God had been 'pleased to make use of this man to prepare the
way' . 1 6
Early Maori agents of religious change were participating in something more than
just the transmission of Christian doctrinal tenets. As teachers of reading, they were
closely involved in an important dimension of the Maori response to Christianity.
'Everyone must be struck with the assiduity and perseverance with which mutual
instruction is carried on amongst the natives,' wrote an observer who was unconnected
with the missions. 'They will often sit for hours together criticizing the meaning of a
phrase in their books. ' 1 7 Maori interest in literacy might be understood as indicating a
desire not j ust for information about the content of Christian teaching but for access to
the sources of European power and wealth. 18 Teachers were essential providers of literacy
skills. Furthermore, because of their association with the impressive God of the
missionaries, teachers were seen to be imbued with the power and prestige that in the
Maori world was ascribed to people closely in touch with the gods. This mana was great
enough to replace that lost by men who had been subj ected to the humiliation of capture
and slavery. As possessors of prestigious new skills and knowledge, the former captives
and other early teachers were people of no small account, and were well placed to arouse
Maori interest in the prayers and teachings of the new religion.

M i ss i o n teachers ap po i nted
The spontaneous effectiveness of the early unofficial advocates of Christianity was
continued and to some extent formalised during the period of mission expansion that
began in the late 1 830s. As the British missionaries ventured out from the Bay of Islands
and established themselves among the tribes living in other parts of the country, they
invariably appointed 'native teachers' (termed kaiwhakaako in Maori ) to assist them at
their stations and to represent them in outlying areas. This permitted their work to
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advance more rapidly than it had in the north during the long years before anyone there
professed Christianity. In favour of the speedy development in new believers of a sense of
service and responsibility, both missions used teachers extensively. The Wesleyans were
perhaps more deliberate; their policy, explained Nathaniel Turner, was one of 'uniting
the people in classes in every place as soon as they have received the Gospel, and placing
leaders over them from among themselves . . . We as at home endeavour to encourage
and make use of every degree of Talent we can for spreading the work in the land'. 1 9 In
the CMS mission, the movement towards formalising the work of teachers was
exemplified by an event reported in 1 840: aiming to end the previous practice, in which
any teacher went anywhere 'j ust as he liked', a missionary 'publicly set apart' 13 teachers
at Kaitaia and Waimate, presenting each with a written licence.20 By the 1 840s, almost
every region was well supplied with teachers, either CMS or Wesleyan. On the west
coast of the North Island in 1 84 1 , for example, a traveller found that there were teachers
from one mission or the other in 3 1 of 3 2 villages he visited. 2 1
Many of the appointed mission teachers i n this period survive i n the records as
little more than names, but personal details are sometimes extensive enough to help
convey a general impression of this early group of Maori Christian leaders. Among them
were many men of rank. Notable teachers and preachers, for example, emerged from the
earliest group of chiefs responding to the Wesleyans in the north in 1 83 3 , including
those baptised as Simon Peter Matangi, William Barton and Abraham Taonui. The
converted warrior, Matangi, accompanied the Wesleyans south to Kawhia, where he was
'universally respected by the people . . . although he was formerly dreaded by them as one
of their worst enemies'.22 Matiu Tahu was the first convert in Tauranga. For 25 years the
most steadfast associate of the CMS missionary Alfred Brown, who baptised him in 1 839,
Tahu was at the time of his conversion already middle,aged and a prestigious chief and
priest of his tribe, Ngai Te Rangi. Brown greatly valued his wisdom as a leader and his
tirelessness as a teacher.23 Also baptised by Brown in 1 839 was Ngakuku ( William
Marsh) , a chief living at Matamata and later at Maungatautari. He became known as a
peacemaker within his tribe (Ngati Haua ) and between his tribe and others, and as a
teacher and evangelist working with Ngati Haua and in distant tribal areas.24 Another
CMS teacher of chiefly rank working in the 1 840s was Renata Kawepo of Ngati
Kahungunu.25 In the South Island, the earliest baptisms performed by Watkin in 1 843
were of a group of chiefs who went on to become valued Wesleyan teachers in
Canterbury, Otago and Southland and notable leaders in the dealings of Ngai Tahu with
the Government and European settlers. The first man to come to Watkin at Waikouaiti
for baptism was Rawiri Te Maire, who lived until 1 899. He was followed five months
later by Horomona Pohio of Ruapuke ( who died in 1 880 ) , Hoani Wetere Korako of
Otakou ( who died in 1 8 7 3 ) and Tare Wetere Te Kahu of Otakou ( who died in 1 906 ) .
The most prominent of several other chiefs baptised that year was Matiaha Tiramorehu
of Moeraki, a former warrior who became, like the others, a highly respected Christian
teacher and Ngai Tahu leader; he died in 1 88 1 .26
Another early convert who became a CMS worker was Rawiri Te Mania, who came
from the Manukau Harbour area. A conscientious teacher and attractive personality, he
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married 'a clever notable woman' and stayed faithful to the work until his death in
1 859.27 The first missionary at Te Aro, where the city of Wellington was soon to be built,
was Minarapa Rangihatuake of Taranaki. He had been a captive in the Waikato and
then in the Hokianga, where he had become a Wesleyan teacher and volunteered to
accompany the white missionaries when they went to found the Wellington station in
1 839. Minarapa was the ir spokesman and, when the people agreed to accept a mission,
he was left in charge of it. 28 An unhappier experience was that of Te Manihera Poutama
and Kereopa, Ngati Ruanui teachers who volunteered for an extension of the CMS
mission to Ngati Tuwharetoa, an inland tribe at enmity with their own. They were killed
near Lake Taupo in 1 847, and were acclaimed as martyrs whose blood was the seed of the
church soon to be founded there. The teacher Wiremu Te Tauri presented a more
indigenous simile: a minister or teacher lost in this way, he said, was 'like a lofty
Kahikatea tree full of fruit, which it sheds on every side around, causing a thick grove of
young trees to spring up; so that although the parent tree may be cut down, its place is
thus more than supplied by those which proceed from it'. 29
When Pita Whakangaue died in 1 85 5 after 10 years as a teacher near the East
Cape, the CMS missionaries praised him as a model. 'By diligence and perseverance,'
they wrote,
he had acquired a very considerable acquaintance with the Scriptures. Ardent in the
pursuit of knowledge, quick in perception, and earnest in appl ication to his studies, he
was, at the same time, characterised by a deep,wrought piety and singleness of purpose
which showed that his desire for improvement arose from no selfish motive, but from
anxiety to be useful to his countrymen . . . [When left for long periods in sole charge of
the station] , he did not prove unequal to the occasion. The regular public services
continued to be held , the adult schools and Bible classes were continued , and his
energies were wholly given to the improvement of the people. The Missionary of the
adjoining district, one who knew him well, mentions . . . the cleanl iness of his person,
and comparative neatness of his dress; the order with which he proceeded with his
public duties; the superior style of his house and premises; and the commanding
respect which he secured from others. 30

The missionaries' writings contain many other such tributes to teachers whose characters
they admired and whose work they valued.
The recognised importance of the teachers in the spread and development of Maori
Christianity among a large and widely dispersed population gave rise to many evaluations
by miss ionaries of their indigenous co,workers as a group. The assessments varied from
highly positive to strongly negative, reflecting not only the range of abilities and
attitudes found in the teachers but also the missionaries' diverse expectations of their
subordinates and often their imperfect understanding of the dynamics of Maori
conversion. Criticisms such as those made by Edward Shortland, who was writing from
outside the missions, were sometimes made by missionaries, too: teachers were ignorant,
presumptuous and greedy. 3 1 Shortcomings of a more tangible nature could bring
dismissal, as in the cases mentioned by Williams in 1 840 (a 'grievous fall' ) , Selwyn in
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1 843 ( 'deposed fo r gross sin' ) and Grace i n 1 85 1 ( three dismissals: two for adultery and
one for 'want of attention to his duties and general bad conduct' ) .3 2 But the worth of
Maori teachers as a group was consistently asserted by Walter Lawry, who was Wesleyan
General Superintendent from 1 844 to 1 854, and a missionary such as Joseph Matthews,
who spent five decades in the field ( at the CMS Kaitaia station, from 1 833 to 1 883 ) ,
could build his whole mission strategy around the nurturing of teachers fo r the emerging
Maori church. 33
Commentators usually tried to balance the faults of the teachers against their
strengths. The missionary Johann Wohlers noted that teachers he encountered were
poorly instructed and often presumptuous, but he acknowledged that 'they did a great
deal of good, in so far as they spread the spiritual movement all over New Zealand and
kept it alive'. He accepted and 'honoured' them for their sincerity and for the value of
their work, in the recognition that God used even 'weak tools . . . in his well�ordered
economy'.34 The comments of Lady Martin, who knew the Maori church at close hand,
discriminated between good and bad teachers. Some sank back into slovenly uncivilised
ways, some 'pushed their way in the world and neglected their work', some grew
conceited, but others stayed humble, faithful and dedicated.35 In the early experience of
Thomas Grace in eastern and inland North Island stations of the CMS, only a few
mission workers were satisfactory, but as time went on his opinion of teachers improved.36
William and Jane Williams on the east coast described Marsden Tukareaha as 'a native
teacher of sterling character', 'entirely looked up to by the people' , but when he wanted
to set up a Maori whaling venture the mission was not pleased.37 Williams praised the
work of Eruera, the teacher at Waipiro and 'an energetic man' , but found it necessary to
spend 'some hours with Moses the teacher & a party from Taikawakawa respecting some
unpleasant quarrels he has had with his people, in which he has shown a spirit not
altogether consistent with christian character'.38 Other comments in the journal of this
missionary show that he recognised the important role of these leaders in the new
Christian communities but felt that as 'babes in Christ' the teachers themselves needed
continuing education and constant pastoral guidance and encouragement. 39
There were large numbers of teachers in the two Protestant missions by the 1 850s.
The CMS listed 295 'native agents' in 1 844, and 440 in 1 854 (or 5 5 8 by another
count ) .40 The Wesleyans had 3 2 2 'local preachers' and five 'catechists' in 1 85 3 .4 1 There
were also, by this time, a considerable number of Maori working as Catholic catechists.
French missionaries led by Bishop Pompallier, who was in charge of the new Marist
mission in western Oceania, had entered the north of the country in 1 838. The spread of
Catholicism to many other regions owed much to the evangelising activities of converts
appointed as katekita, but little has been recorded about their work in the early period.
One of the few names known is that of Romano, who was baptised and taught by
Pompallier in the north. Romano spoke to the bishop about the needs of his tribe in the
Bay of Plenty and was sent to assist a French priest to begin a mission there in 1 840.42
Teachers and catechists employed by the three missions worked in most parts of the
country, often among tribes other than their own. In contrast with other Polynesian
churches, however, it did not become the practice for Maori Christians to travel to other
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Pacific Islands as missionaries. Of course , the CMS had no other missions in the Pacific.
But the teacher Riwai Te Ahu accompanied Bishop Selwyn, who was preparing him for
the ordained ministry, on one of the bishop's mid,century missionary voyages to
Melanesia,43 and Henare Taratoa worked for several months with the Anglican
missionary Nihill on Mare in the Loyalty Islands.44 But these were isolated instances. In
1 900, the Wesleyan writer Morley drew attention to the lack of Maori participation in
missions beyond New Zealand, and saw it as one of the reasons for the weakness of Maori
Wesleyanism. 45

M aori teachers i n the com m u n ity
While missionaries were continuously influential only in the vicinity of their own
stations, 'native teachers' were resident in almost every village community. As school,
teachers, catechists, worship leaders, preachers, pastors and moral guardians they and
their daily activities had a continuing impact on local life and facilitated the steadily
proceeding incorporation of Christian ideas and practices into Maori society. Together
with their 'religious' work, they introduced European knowledge and skills such as
literacy, agriculture and carpentry. Paul Pomare at Ahuriri ( Hawkes Bay ) 'constructed
one of the best chapels in the country', and the teacher at Korotere (Waiapu ) was one of
the many mission workers who built furnished houses of European style and materials.46
The authority exerted by a teacher over his flock was often considerable. 'Though
he may be of the lowest rank of the slaves,' observed the missionary John Whiteley, 'yet if
his superior attainments have raised him to that office, the most respectful deference is
paid to his Authority and his word is law. '47 The prestige of the Gospel and the
attractions of literacy in this early period were the principal factors in the teachers'
influence, but in a great many instances their power was also attributable partly to
inherited chiefly status. The CMS flock at Oraka on the Mahia Peninsula, for example,
was described by its visiting missionary supervisor as 'well attended to by Isaac the
teacher who keeps the village in good order, and being also the chief of the tribe is able
to carry out his plans with effect' .48 Integrating Christian religious authority into the
existing structure of local leadership in this way had practical advantages for the missions
and their advance, as well as being consistent with traditional Maori understandings of
power. When chiefs were faced with teachers of commoner status or from other tribes,
however, conflict sometimes ensued. Pita Whakangaue experienced this as a teacher
stationed in the Waiapu area: his plans for the building of a church at Rangitukia were
challenged by the chief, Mokena Kohere, who wanted a much larger and grander edifice,
and was displeased by the eventual arbitration of the missionary Baker (who at first had
given in to the chief) in favour of the teacher.49 On the other hand, teachers who were
also chiefs could clash with unyielding miss ionaries, as Renata Kawepo ( later an
important tribal leader) did with William Colenso in Hawkes Bay. so
The Christian values of humility and servanthood, in the view of European
missionaries, were often compromised by teachers who did not employ their authority
wisely. George Selwyn, who arrived in the country in 1 842 as Bishop of New Zealand,
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formed an op inion before long that a teacher enj oyed ' a power and influence often
exceeding that of the chief of his tribe'. 5 1 Contemporary remarks about the exercise of
discipline in the Maori church are complicated by theological differences between
commentators, but there is no doubt that the teachers used a firm hand to control
membership. William Williams of the CMS noted that the teachers in the Turanga
district were vigilant in their scrutiny of candidates for admission to the Lord's Supper,
and that many were 'kept back from this ordinance' because of their 'inconsistency of
conduct'. 'The discipline is salutary,' he wrote approvingly.52 But Selwyn was critical of
'that excessive rigour of discipline which we find so difficult to control in the native
teachers when they are left to their own discretion' . This comment was occasioned by his
encounter with a baptised woman who had been expelled from her village 'for an act of
sin'. He acknowledged that the teachers were 'often offended' with him 'for what they
considered a mistaken lenity', but in his view a compassionate stance was the more
Christian one . 53 In the bishop's view, the teachers were too ready to exclude erring
members from the Lord's Supper. 'I find that the native mind has run wild upon the love
of power,' he told his white clergy in 1 847. In their 'eagerness to wield the censures of the
Church', using a 'public and unscriptural mode of trial', the teachers were exceeding
their authority ( and also hardening the hearts of sinners rather than gently preparing
them for reconciliation and rehabilitation) . 54
As well as locating itself within the traditional hierarchy of power and status, the
corps of teachers as a new institution in Maori society needed to find its place in relation
to the existing religious leadership. It was not a simple case of collision between religious
functionaries old and new, or the complete replacement of one category with the other.
What is clear is that the teachers did take over at least some aspects of the role of
religious experts in the traditional order. This was all the more significant when it is
understood that the activities of those who dealt with the gods in the pre,Christian era
were not narrowly confined to the 'religious' dimension but were crucial to all political,
economic and social matters.
The early missionaries had of course often encountered the specialist practitioners
of traditional Maori religion. The founder of the CMS mission to New Zealand, Samuel
Marsden, recorded his observation that all Maori 'firmly believe that their priests have
communication with their god'. 55 It was clear that a 'priest' was above all a mediator
between the human and supernatural worlds. He could receive messages from the atua
(gods ) and knew how to influence them by uttering the correct karakia ( incantation) . He
could explain omens and was able to perform vital rites in connection with activities
ranging from hunting, fishing and agriculture to navigation, construction, war and
healing. European observers soon learned that his appellation, tohunga, denoted ( to use
Dieffenbach's definition) 'a wise, skilful man' .56 Tohunga were indeed learned people,
having at the ir command the words of many rituals, the oral texts of cosmological and
historical traditions, and the ordered names contained in long genealogical narratives .
Their knowledge and skills were carefully passed on to their designated successors. They
were closely associated with chiefs and seem most often to have been male.57 Possessing
power to control evil spirits and safely manage the fearsome world of tapu ( the dangerous
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sacredness associated with the supernatural) , tohunga were powerful figures in the Maori
society now confronted with the Christian religion. 58
In 1 830, Marsden was pleased to note that, as far as he knew, tohunga had not 'made
any opposition to the doctrines taught by the missionaries or cast any odium upon those
who regularly attend upon their instructions and openly confess to the Christian
religion' . 59 William Williams , too , observed that in the early days of the Maori adoption
of Christianity, the traditional 'priests' were 'as forward to take this step as any others'.60
Among others to notice the readiness of tohunga to profess Christianity was Dieffenbach,
who wrote that they were 'not at all intolerant towards the new doctrine' and added that
they 'became the most successful teachers of their countrymen' .61 Notable examples of
tohunga wh6 became teachers in the 1 840s were Matiu Tahu for the CMS in the Bay of
Plenty, and Matiaha Tiramorehu for the Wesleyans in Otago. Tiramorehu was a learned
authority, who, in 1 849, wrote down the creation myths of his tribe and later, with his
fellow teacher Rawiri Te Maire, set up a school of traditional learning.62
The conversions of tohunga were understood by the missionaries as simple
rej ections of heathenism and superstition, but they probably signified at least in part a
recognition that the 'Atua' spoken of by the missionaries was a god more powerful than
(but not fundamentally different from ) the many atua with whom the tohunga had long
been dealing. Much of the existing Maori approach to the supernatural could be taken
into the new religion, and the tohunga could extend his sacred knowledge into the new
realms of biblical history and Christian doctrine and liturgy. Whether they had formerly
been tohunga or not, the new Christian teachers filled the gap left by the move towards
new forms of religion and away from the old rituals and their traditional guard ians .
Within Maori society, teachers rather than tohunga were now the main keepers of the
door to the world of the supernatural and the divine, but the new keepers inherited some
of the attributes of the old.63
Of course, the Christian teachers were also preachers, instructors, worship leaders
and pastors - roles unknown to the tohunga - but their religious leadership did not
represent a clean break from the assumptions and practices of the traditional religious
special ists. This continuity was especially noticeable in the earliest days of Maori
Christianity. On his conversion, the teacher Matiu Tahu had called the people together
and placed a cooking vessel - an item highly antithetical to tapu - on the most sacred
part of his body, his head, thus dramatically breaking the tapu surrounding him as a chief
and tohunga . 64 Similarly, Wiremu Nera dealt with the tapu attached to his converts by
washing their heads in water warmed in a cooking pot. Henry Williams recognised that
this rite, which he heard was called kokiro, was 'very much according to native custom' ,
in that it represented a release from tapu as well as a cleansing from sin in the Christian
manner, but he could not approve such 'an abominable perversion of baptism'.65 Edward
Shortland (not a missionary ) , was more accepting of a ceremony he witnessed in an
unidentified Christian village, where a former sacred site was to be added to the area used
for habitation. 'I was curious to see in what way the land required would be made noa
[free from tapu] , ' he wrote.
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In the morning when I went to the place I found a numerous assembly, while in the
centre of the space was a large native oven, from which women were removing the
earth and mat,coverings. When opened it was seen to contain only kumara, or sweet

potato. One of these was offered to each person present, which was held in

the hand

while the usual morning service was read, concluding with a short prayer that God's
blessing might rest on the place. After this each person ate his kumara, and the place
was declared to be noa. I could not but think that the native teacher had done wisely
in thus adopting so much of old ceremonial as to satisfy the scruples of those of little
faith. 66

This ritual was reported much more negatively by Taylor, who, in 1 85 1 , wrote
disapprovingly of what had been done by the teacher Pirimona at Tawhitinui in
Taranaki.67
The use of traditional rituals in a new Christian context did not arise from the
advice of missionaries, and was much criticised by them. Nor was approval given to the
continuing readiness of many teachers to adhere to traditional ideas about sickness and
healing. Grace felt that his flock had 'embraced Christianity, but without giving up
idolatry . . . If sickness appears they [the teachers] think it is the work of a Native god and
resort to some old priest'.68 In James Hamlin's view, former tohunga were particularly
wedded to pre,Christian medicine. 'In times of sickness they either secretly or openly
practise that deception for the cure of their diseases.'69 The new religious leaders were at
the forefront of much innovation in religious belief and practice, but their part in the
survival and continuation of certain aspects of the traditional religion indicates that a
synthesising process was occurring.
It was only to be expected that the new religious message would not be conveyed
and accepted unmodified by what the Maori teachers and their hearers already knew.
Especially in the days when teachers received only rudimentary training, they must
constantly have linked what they knew of Christian teaching with the Maori ideas and
practices they had known since infancy. Such integration is hard to measure, as much of
it must have occurred without being recorded by the missionaries. But a case that
did come to light and was documented at the time shows what was probably often
happening. The teacher Daniel at Table Cape was found by William Williams to have
'been grievously led away by the native priest, giving his assent to certain heathenish
practices in the case of some natives who were afflicted with sickness'. Although he had
been an effective teacher for three years, he had recently been 'mixing up with
christianity a great deal of native superstition' . Williams discussed the matter fully with
him, but felt in the end that he had no alternative but to suspend him. Despite further
talks later, Daniel was never reinstated as a teacher. 7 0
It is likely that many attempts to reconcile Christianity with aspects of the
traditional religion were unobtrusively made by teachers in the course of their preaching
and teaching. More extreme manifestations of this included syncretistic movements such
as the 'Tikanga Hou' founded in the 1 840s by the CMS teacher Hakaraia in Taranaki. 7 1
Furthermore, it i s clear that the Old Testament was particularly attractive to Maori
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Christians, and it is likely that Hebrew religious stories and ideas were given greater
emphasis in what Maori missionaries taught than in the preaching of Europeans. 72 As
time went on, Maori prophets emerged; in many cases their Christianity strayed from
orthodoxy in the eyes of the missionaries, but in some cases mission teachers were leaders
or supporters of prophetic movements. Abraham Taonui, an early Wesleyan convert in
the Hokianga district, briefly alarmed the missionaries by prophesying in 1 834, but was
later a class leader and trained teacher. From the 1 850s until the 1 880s, however, he was
well known as a prophet, political leader and repository of traditional knowledge. 73 In his
later years, in the 1 8 70s, the Wesleyan teacher Horomona Pohio became a leading
supporter of the South Island prophet Te Maiharoa, whose teachings combined
Christianity with elements of the trad itional religion in such a way as to brand the
movement in the eyes of the orthodox as a syncretistic heresy. Pohio was j oined in Te
Maiharoa's movement by at least two other prominent teachers, Rawiri Te Maire and
Tare Wetere Te Kahu, and many other Ngai Tahu.74 Later in the century the emergence
of more such movements posed many challenges for Maori Christians and their leaders.
In these early years the work of Maori teachers was not motivated by financial
reward. CMS appointees received trade items such as clothing; monetary salaries were
not yet paid to them, although Wesleyan teachers were granted a small sum (£5 per
annum ) from 1 845 . 7 5 Nor were teachers admitted to the committees that directed
church work in New Zealand. Individual Wesleyan missionaries could include teachers
in the governing bodies of the ir own stations, as Samuel Ironside did in 1 84 2 when he
established a leaders' meeting in which he and 30 Maori teachers, leaders and local
preachers assumed responsibility for mission work in the Cloudy Bay area. 76 The CMS
missionary Taylor annually gathered all his teachers, whom he called 'fellow labourers',
and of whom he had 1 5 0 in 1 849. He fostered the development of 'Runangas' meetings of chiefs and teachers for the direction of local church and community matters
- and wrote that Governor Grey's runanga system was modelled on his. 77 Lacking
substantial formal remuneration or, in most cases, any recognised share in church
government beyond the congregational level, however, the teachers were clearly
subordinate to the white missionaries. But, rewarded by less tangible benefits than money
and enj oying a prestige bestowed abundantly by their Maori flocks , the teachers were
well placed for better recompense and greater recognition in later times.

The trai n i ng of M ao ri teachers
Throughout the period, teachers were given preliminary training by individual station
missionaries. For their continuing education, it was common for all the teachers of a
district to be gathered in from their outposts every now and again for training courses
lasting a week or more. 78 In more compact districts, training could be given on a more
regular bas is: for 45 years after 1 838 , Joseph Matthews of Kaitaia instructed his teachers
for two or three hours every Saturday morning, focusing on the topic of the sermon they
would preach the next day and issuing written outlines to which the teachers added their
own notes. Thomas Buddle held his weekly classes for the Wesleyan teachers of Waipa
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on Saturday afternoons, 'meeting as many teachers as can attend for the purpose of
instructing them in the Scriptures and on the subject of teaching' .79
Although centralised training establishments were already operating in some LMS

missions in the Pacific Islands, and the CMS had had its own 'Institution' at Islington
( London) since 1 825 (and a 'Christian Institution' at Fourah Bay in Sierra Leone, West
Africa, since 1 82 7 ) , no school for the training of mission workers existed in New Zealand
when Selwyn came from England in 1 842 to take up his appointment as Bishop of New
Zealand . so It was not long before the bishop's vision of a Christian educational
community for Maori and Pakeha resulted in the clustering of existing and new training
programmes coordinated by himself at the CMS station at Waimate in the Bay of
Islands.81 Alongside a theological school for Pakeha ordinands, schools for Pakeha and
Maori boys, and an infant school, was a new school for Maori teachers.82 Sarah Selwyn
reported that her husband regarded the school as very important and taught the doctrine
class himself ( leaving the rest to William Nihill ) ; the first students were William Jowett
of the Waikato, 'one of the best specimens of a Maori', and William Hau of the Bay of
Islands, 'the most civilized of our Natives here'.83 A student could not be admitted to the
top class unless he undertook to adopt certain 'English habits' ( 'to divide his house into
rooms', 'to wear English clothes constantly' ) , 'to abstain from smoking, to take care of his
wife and children, and attend to their improvement . . . and, above all, to be regular in his
attendance at Church and School'. 84
The CMS cooperated with Selwyn's training school for a while, but the bishop was
not an evangelical, and the missionaries and their directors in London could not be
altogether satisfied with his shaping of the Waimate schools into what a CMS historian
called 'a kind of ecclesiastical collegiate establishment with a tone and colour quite
different from the tone and colour of a CMS mission'. 85 Disputes with the CMS directors
about his use of the Waimate facilities led Selwyn to move his schools to Tamaki, near
the new town of Auckland, in 1 844. There his St John's College grouped together a
range of educational endeavours for Pakeha, Maori and soon also Melanesians, and
included a school for Maori teachers (with 24 students in 1 846 ) .86 To his great
disappointment, the bishop found it necessary in 1 853 to close St John's. After it
resumed some years later, and indeed for the rest of the century, it did not offer any
programmes for Maori students. Even before 1 85 3 , however, the missionaries and the
bishop had not been working well together in the training of Maori teachers, and, in
1 847, much to Selwyn's displeasure, the CMS students had been taken out of St John's
and back to Waimate.87
Training for mission teachers was not provided on a large scale by the CMS after
1 84 7. Robert Burrows was teaching six students from various districts at the Waimate
'Institution' in 1 849. Besides theology, they were studying arithmetic, geography, English
and writing. Classes were held in the mornings and for an hour in the evenings , and
manual work was done in the afternoons.88 In the late 1 840s, Selwyn was planning a
southern college, to be built at Porirua ( north of Wellington) and headed by the CMS
missionary Hadfield, but the scheme came to nothing.89 St Stephen's, at Parnell in
Auckland, emerged in the 1 850s as another CMS centre for training. Run by the
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missionary couple George and Margaret Kissling, the school was at first m ainly for the
training of girls as Christian mothers and suitable wives for Maori teachers. Its emphasis
shifted gradually to the training of male mission workers, and, in 1 859, there were 1 0
students living there with their families. I n 1 860, the men were being taught for more
than six hours a day, while their wives had two hours in the classroom as well as
instruction in domestic skills.9 0 On the east coast, William Williams (j oined later by his
son Leonard) operated a training school in Poverty Bay, first at Turanga ( Gisborne ) and,
from 1 856, inland at Waerenga,a,hika. Williams made this establishment, which was run
in conj unction with schools for boys and girls and a farm, his main priority. 'The best
hopes for the future prosperity of the native church,' he wrote , 'depend upon such
institutions.' In 1 856, Williams was teaching 1 2 students, of whom seven were in their
third year of training; in 1 858, there were 2 1 students. A steady stream of well,prepared
workers for the Maori ministry in this part of the country was produced, but the school
did not survive the political and military disturbances of the 1 860s.91
The Wesleyans in England had had a training institution since 1 834. Recognising
the need for better trained Maori teachers and aware of 'Institutions' recently set up by
their colleagues in Tonga and Fij i, the Wesleyan missionaries in New Zealand moved
into residential ministry training at this time, too. In 1 844, under the leadership of their
new General Superintendent, Walter Lawry, the Wesleyans approached the Governor
for a small grant of land in Auckland ( at Grafton ) . Thomas Buddle, who had been a
missionary in the Waikato area since 1 840, took charge of the new Native Teachers
Institution, and was soon attending to the educational and spiritual development of 1 0
students. I n 1 849, the teaching was moved to Three Kings, a few miles south o f the town,
where a much bigger piece of land had been granted. Alexander Reid, a missionary who
was also a trained educator, was sent from Britain to direct the school, which he did very
energetically and effectively until 1 859. The Institution had 22 Maori teacher trainees in
1 849, and before long also a farm and more than 1 00 pupils in state, aided schools for
boys and girls. Some notable Maori Wesleyan teachers and ministers were trained at
Three Kings in this period, but, like the CMS institutions, the school was not large and
was adversely affected by the wars of the 1 860s. It was forced to close during that decade
and, when it reopened later, it was facing a very different situation.92

Toward s ord i n ati o n
As the principal task of mission workers gradually changed from the evangelisation of
non,Christians to the pastoral care of churchgoing communities, the ecclesiastical status
of Maori teachers became an issue for consideration. As laymen, they exercised a
ministry that not only excluded an essential part of church life - the celebration of the
sacraments - but was also plainly of lower rank in the church than that of the ir
colleagues, the ordained British miss ionaries. Anglican ordination was a highly
significant ecclesiastical recognition and validation of ministry. The ancient threefold
structure (bishop, priest and deacon ) had been retained in the Church of England even
though its theology of ministry had been reformulated during the Reformation, with the
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word 'priest' understood as simply the descendant of the Greek word for the non,
sacerdotal church leaders of the first century . By the mid, 1 9th century, ordination had
become an important part of Wesleyan life, too. It was only to be expected that the need
for an ordained ministry in the emerging Maori Anglican and Wesleyan Churches would
eventually be recognised, especially as the number of Maori Christians grew and there
seemed to be little prospect of more white missionaries.
In the Anglican Church, only a bishop could ordain, and Selwyn's arrival in 1 842
as Bishop of New Zealand made possible the creation of an ordained Maori ministry in
the CMS mission field. Selwyn was highly conscious of his responsibility for steering the
Maori Anglican community in the ecclesiastical directions he considered proper. The
CMS missionaries liked his friendly down,to,earth manner and respected his vigorous
leadership, but were sometimes alarmed by what they regarded as his high churchman,
ship and were often annoyed by an authoritativeness that seemed to verge on autocracy.
Selwyn upset the Wesleyans by throwing doubt on the validity of their ordination.
Within the Anglican mission, too, ordination quickly became one of several sensitive
issues between the bishop and the CMS missionaries. 93
The fact that many of the CMS missionaries were themselves not ordained - at
the beginning of 1 838, there were four clergymen and 22 lay catechists94 - meant that
Selwyn had to formulate a policy for the ordination of British laymen before he could
give thought to the ordination of Maori teachers. Some of the white catechists had
worked for the CMS for many years and were very experienced in ministering to the
Maori Christian communities among whom they were stationed. But requests to confer
ordination on these men were closely scrutinised and often declined by the bishop. It was
not that he scorned the low social origins of most of the catechists: on the contrary,
although his own social background was one of privilege, he more than once boldly
stated his belief that the clergy should be drawn from all social classes and that education
for men with a vocation in the church should be available to the poor as well as to the
wealthy.95 A well,educated clergy was his ideal and, while he could not in New Zealand
insist on extensive literary and theological studies for faithful catechists worthy of being
raised to deacon's orders, he asserted for many years that full priestly ordination required
a knowledge of scriptural Greek.96 Among the experienced CMS workers from whom
full ordination was long withheld, Joseph Matthews did not receive priest's orders until
1 859 ( 2 7 years after his arrival, and after 1 5 years as a deacon) ; after beginning their
service, Charles Baker and James Hamlin waited 3 2 and 3 7 years ( until 1 860 and 1 863 )
respectively.97 Naturally, this stance aroused considerable resentment among the
missionaries, and helps to explain Selwyn's approach to the ordination of Maori and why
the CMS in London was crit\cal of his policies.
In the 1 840s and 1 850s, the CMS was anxious to create an indigenous ministry in
its mission fields. In New Zealand, the need to minister to the large Maori Christian
community was absorbing scarce financial and manpower resources that could be
deployed in new fields elsewhere.98 But transcending a mere cost,cutting motive was the
missiological vision of Henry Venn, who was a CMS administrator from 1 84 1 to 1 87 2 .
Venn argued that a mission, brought b y foreigners t o a n unevangelised people, was
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fundamentally different from the local church that was brought into being among that
people as an outcome of missionary efforts . There was therefore, he wrote , an important
'distinction between the office of a Missionary, who preaches to the heathen, and
instructs inquirers or recent converts, and the office of a Pastor, who ministers in holy
things to a congregation of Native Christians'. As soon as possible, missionaries should
entrust pastoral care of the converts to 'Native Teachers' and then to 'Native Pastors'
supported by the local church rather than by the mission. The desired 'euthanasia of a
Mission' would take place 'when a Missionary, surrounded by well,trained Native
Congregations, under Native Pastors, is able to resign all pastoral work into their hands,
and gradually to relax his superintendence over the Pastors themselves, till it insensibly
ceases; and so the Mission passes into a settled Christian community' .99
Indigenous ministers had been ordained in India, West Africa and other CMS
fields by mid,century, but the number was still small ( 1 2 by 1 849 and 2 1 two years
later) . I OO In the 1 850s, Venn and the London committee saw the Maori mission as a
promising location for pushing ahead with the creation of a local ministry. In an article
published in 1 856, the CMS protested at the 'retardation in the development of a native
pastorate' in New Zealand: suitable men were available, including a large number of
experienced teachers whose work would be greatly enhanced if they were ordained, and
excessive caution would stunt the church's growth. The opinion of the experienced
missionary Joseph Matthews that ordinations should proceed immediately was quoted
approvingly. I O I It became well known that the CMS was blaming Bishop Selwyn for the
delay. 1 02
It is beyond doubt that Selwyn was committed to the ideal of an indigenous
ministry for the Maori church. I o3 But the high standards he set for entry into the
Anglican clergy prevented him from quickly identifying candidates. Early in his New
Zealand career he told the CMS that Maori teachers (and their wives) had not yet made
enough progress in civilisation to be considered for the ordained ministry. He hoped
his educational proj ect would rectify this deficiency. I 04 Clearly, the low academic
qualifications possessed by Maori mission workers were an important part of what
stopped Selwyn from pursuing indigenous ordinations more rapidly. Critics seized on this :
they declared that the bishop was setting unreasonably high educational standards, even
requiring Maori candidates to show proficiency in Greek, Latin and English. Asking for
unnecessarily high scholastic attainments, it was pointed out, would eliminate many able
men of strong Christian character, and if academic achievement did become the
criterion for ordination, over,educated clergymen would 'be too much in advance of
their flock' . I O S It is likely that some of the missionaries shared Selwyn's doubts about the
adequacy of the training and preparation many of the potential clergymen had been
given. 1 06 But it cannot be said that training for ministry had been made a matter of high
priority in the Anglican Maori mission. The bishop, the CMS and the missionaries had
argued over authority and control, as well as differing in theological and ecclesiastical
matters , and this had played its part in the failure to produce large numbers of
indisputably well,qualified candidates for the indigenous ministry required by the Maori
church as it entered the second half of the 1 9th century. 1 0 7 No Maori were ordained by
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Selwyn until 1 853 ( when he had been in New Zealand for more than a decade ) and, by
1 860, there were still only six Maori clergy in the Anglican Church.

M ao ri o rdai ned as Angl i can an d Wesl eyan m i n i sters
The first Maori Anglican ordinand was Rota Waitoa, who had long been a close
associate of the bishop. Selwyn had first met him in 1 842 at Otaki, where the young
Waitoa had been baptised by Hadfield in the early days of his mission to Ngati
Raukawa. The bishop took him away as a helper for the j ourney back to the north, and
he stayed with the Selwyns in the Bay of Islands and Auckland for the next 1 0 years .
'Maori in his habits for a time,' recalled Sarah Selwyn, Waitoa became the bishop's
constant travelling companion. After their first journey together, Selwyn referred to
him as 'my faithful Maori Rota (Lot)', and some years later wrote of him and another
fellow traveller, Henry Mauhara of Otago, as 'the most helpful, the least self,seeking,
and the best tempered of all companions' . 1 08 This warm personal relationship helped
Waitoa develop as a pupil and protege of the bishop at St John's College. Studies were
followed by responsibilities as a steward, and for several years he was in charge of the
school for Maori boys. Selwyn's associate Charles Abraham testified to the respect in
which his fellow Maori held him, his adoption of 'every Christian and civilized habit',
his extensive knowledge of the scriptures, and his excellent teaching; his mentors
approved of his marriage to Terina, a young Ngati Porou woman and good Christian
pupil of St Stephen's School. 1 09
Selwyn might not have been grooming Waitoa for ordination, but the urgent need
for a Maori clergy was being pressed on him by some of the missionaries. Pressure was
being exerted even by the Governor, George Grey, who also testified to the CMS in
London that there were many Maori worthy of being ordained. 1 10 Selwyn had himself
suggested ordination for Hakaraia Kiharoa, the son of a N gati Raukawa chief and one of
the first people baptised at Otaki. Hadfield valued his head teacher as a reliable man and
'a sincere humble unostentatious Christian', but knew he was chronically ill and would
not live long. He did not take up the suggestion, and Hakaraia did indeed die in 1 85 2 . 1 1 1
When St John's College closed, the bishop was concerned for Waitoa's future as a
teacher in some Maori community; he is said to have thought that if his young friend
went out from the civilised St John's milieu 'as only a catechist, he might sink down
again to the low native habits, whereas if he were a clergyman, his own people would
take a pride in making him the equal of the English clergyman, and instead of drawing
him down would hold him up' . After deciding to ordain him, Selwyn arranged for special
tuition and preparation. The three Archdeacons who examined him were impressed with
his knowledge, s incerity and humility. The ordination of the first Maori minister in St
Paul's Church, Auckland, on May 2 2 , 1 85 3 , was a notable moment in the history of
Maori Anglicanism. 1 1 2 It is true that Waitoa's ordination was at this stage only as a
deacon - a circumstance highlighted by the ordination during the same ceremony of
two European deacons as priests - but in Angl ican thinking entry into even the first
division of the ordained ministry was an event of great significance.
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As an ordained minister , Rota Waitoa was regarded by Maori and Pakeha as a
success. To the satisfaction of his white clerical brothers, he did not lose his much�praised
humility and cheerful helpfulness. Abraham recorded his delight, two years after the
ordination, 'to see how perfectly unchanged Rota is in the simplicity of his character,
notwithstanding his raised position to be a Deacon in the Church'. 1 13 'You always felt so
sure about Rota, and he never did fail,' reminisced Sarah Selwyn; he was ' intelligent and
good, [and] so open and simple'. He lived on in her memory 'as a beloved personal
friend'. 1 14
Waitoa was now sent out to do what many teachers had done before him, but with
ecclesiastical validation and with emphasis on the pastoral role he would play. A senior
missionary was confident he would do well, describing him as 'a very humble, devoted
Christian, one who loves his Saviour, is fully acquainted with all the leading doctrines of
the gospe l, and deeply feels the reality and blessedness of those truths that he is going
forth to proclaim to his countrymen' . 1 1 5 Countrymen they were, but not of his own tribe.
His station was Kawakawa ( now Te Araroa ) , on the east coast, the home of his wife,
Terina. Waitoa did well there, earning the respect of the few Pakeha ( Europeans ) who
lived in the area - they were former whalers who brought their problems and disputes to
him - and, with tact and patience, winning over the chief, Houkamou, who had been
unsympathetic to Christianity and at first resented the presence of a Maori minister from
an enemy tribe. In the view of an east coast missionary who knew his work well, he was 'a
faithful native clergyman' . 1 1 6
In 1 85 5 , Waitoa visited his own people at Otaki, where Hadfield, a foremost
advocate of indigenous ministry, was impressed by the young clergyman's ability as a
preacher. 1 1 7 Many years later, Hadfield wrote that he had observed throughout his life
that only a Maori could fully understand the Maori point of view; he was convinced that
'a native ministry is essential . . . and that to obtain such a ministry ought to be the
ultimate aim of all missionary efforts'. 1 1 8 From time to time, the first Maori minister
travelled to Auckland to see the Selwyns, Martins and Abrahams. As Waitoa himself put
it, 'His bag was empty, he had sown all it had contained, and now he wanted more
seed.' 1 1 9 These informal refresher courses were supplemented by the further studies he
undertook in Auckland in preparation for his being made a priest by his new bishop,
William Williams, on 4 March 1 860. Waitoa's premature death ( in 1 866 ) was widely
lamented. He was injured in a fall from his horse, went to Auckland to convalesce and
died there. 1 20 His tombstone in St Stephen's churchyard in Auckland acknowledges him
as Te Matamua o nga Minita Maori, the firstborn of the Maori clergymen.
Two years passed after Waitoa became a deacon before another Maori teacher,
Riwai Te Ahu, was ordained. Te Ahu was a man of rank in his tribe, Te Ati Awa. He was
about 20 years old when Hadfield met him in 1 839, and had been taught to read and
write by the pioneer Matahau at Waikanae. As well as becoming Hadfield's instructor in
Maori, the young Te Ahu began his long career as a teacher in the mission. Te Ahu and
his work became known to Selwyn, who called him 'an excellent man' and a 'faithful
friend'. In 1 848, the bishop expressed a hope that one day he would ordain him, but it
was not until 1 85 5 that he took him to Auckland for studies with George Kissling and
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Sir William Martin ( the Chief Justice, who was an Anglican layman) . The bishop's wife
thought him 'one of the best - a true gentleman and so good'. Abraham commented
that Te Ahu's training had been less extensive than Waitoa's, but in his opinion Te Ahu

was 'of superior abilities to Rota'. His ordination as a deacon took place on 23 September
1 85 5 . 1 2 1
Te Ahu returned to the Kapiti coast and took up his work again, stationed now at
Otaki among Ngati Raukawa. 'His faith, and love, and earnestness, and zeal, are very
evident, and are questioned by none,' wrote Hadfield. 'He is highly esteemed by all the
natives in this part of the country, of whatever tribe they may be, and he is much
regarded by all the English who know him. ' 1 22 A few years later, the same missionary
stated that Te Ahu was intellectually far above the average English clergyman and that
his conversation was full of 'fine thoughts and noble Christian sentiments'. 1 23 Abraham,
who had become Bishop of Wellington in 1 858, described him as 'a high�minded yet
humble Christian, an earnest minister of the Gospel, a perfect gentleman in mind,
feeling and manner'. 1 24 As Te Ahu's b ishop, Abraham could have raised him to the
priesthood, but perhaps he was deterred by the increasingly poor health of the valued
minister . Te Ahu's illness became worse and he died in October 1 866 (a few months after
Rota Waitoa ) . 1 25 Hadfield wrote sadly to his brother: 'My dear faithful friend Rev. Riwai
Te Ahu died last Monday . . . I had known him for 27 years. I never knew a better man,
more devoted to his work, more unselfish. He had but one obj ect in life to serve God and
His Church. ' 1 26
When the 1 850s ended there were still only two ordained Anglican Maori, both
deacons. One of the reasons why the CMS favoured the subdivision of New Zealand into
several bishoprics and supported the choice of William Williams as Bishop of Waiapu
was the hope that new bishops would be more willing than Selwyn to ordain Maori. 1 27
But of the new b ishops, only Williams proceeded with Maori ordinations. Even he was
cautious: during 1 860, the year after he became bishop of the largely Maori diocese of
Waiapu ( comprising the east coast and the Bay of Plenty ) , he ordained one new deacon.
This man, Raniera Kawhia, had gone to Auckland for pre�ordination studies before
Williams became bishop. He was ordained at Whareponga on the east coast on 1 7
February 1 860. Williams raised Waitoa to the priesthood on 4 March 1 860; on the same
day in Auckland, Selwyn was ordaining three new Maori deacons. 'Our native church
therefore,' commented Williams, ' is beginning to assume the form which has long been
desired. ' Williams made Kawhia a priest in December 1 86 1 ; he was to ordain two new
Maori deacons in 1 86 1 and five more by 1 866. From 1 86 1 until his departure in 1 868,
Selwyn ordained four new Maori deacons , and raised two deacons to the priesthood
(Williams ordained one other priest in this period ) . During Selwyn's episcopate, then, 1 7
Maori had been ordained: two in the 1 850s and 1 5 in the 1 860s; Selwyn himself had
ordained nine of these, and Williams eight. 1 28
Waitoa and Te Ahu were the first of a long line of Maori clergymen in the
Anglican Church. The four new deacons of 1 860 continued the pattern that had first
been followed by their two predecessors in the 1 850s and was to persist into the 20th
century. Raniera Kawhia of Ngati Porou was an experienced teacher and highly regarded
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by Williams , who called him 'the most superior native I know' . Of chiefly rank in the
Waiapu area, he had first heard of Christianity from Taumata�a�kura. He had studied
with Williams at Waerenga�a�hika and then for a year at St Stephen's with Kissling and
Martin. After his ordination, he was to minister at Whareponga until his death in 1 884;
a younger Ngati Porou minister remembered him as 'a venerable, fully tattooed Maori
clergyman' . 1 29 Hohua Te Moanaroa of Ngati Tipa was a little younger (probably nearly
40 years old ) , a protege of the Waikato missionary, Robert Maunsell. Like his three
colleagues, he was given training at St Stephen's. 1 30 Heta Tarawhiti came from the
Waikato, too, and had been nurtured as a Christian and teacher by Benj amin Ashwell,
who called him his 'fellow labourer' ; 'a more faithful man could not be, or a more
consistent Christian', he wrote. Tarawhiti and Te Moanaroa died in 1 898. 1 3 1 In due
course, these three deacons became priests, but the fourth deacon, Pirimona Te Karari,
was drowned in 1 864 while visiting his parishioners. 132
The Anglican authorities did not, of course, describe the Maori clergy as tohunga,
which referred to the 'priest' of pre�Christian times ( although it is interesting to note the
statement of one observer that older Maori often used the word tohunga for their
clergymen) . 133 The deacons and priests were minita (a transliteration of 'minister' ) . After
1 860, they gradually assumed responsibility for local leadership in the Maori Anglican
Church, replacing the missionaries, who steadily diminished in number, and the
teachers , whose contribution be longed mainly to the earlier era. As this first period of
Maori church history closed, the CMS in London was scaling down its contribution of
personnel and funds and endeavouring to put into practice Henry Venn's vision of a self�
governing, selfsupporting indigenous church. Steps were taken in the late 1 850s to
institute in Sierra Leone the 'settled ecclesiastical system' envisaged by Venn, and
developments soon afterwards in the Diocese of Waiapu were in tune with the aim of the
CMS to create a church based on 'native pastorates'. 1 34 Waiapu, the new diocese created
in 1 859, had few Pakeha res idents, and the first synods held there under the new
constitution for the Anglican Church in New Zealand were a conscious attempt to build
a largely Maori church in the eastern region. The first synod, meeting in December 1 86 1 ,
consisted of Bishop Williams, two Pakeha clergymen and 20 Maori ( of whom three were
ordained ministers ) . 1 35 'Presumably,' notes the historian Morrell, 'it was the first time an
Anglican synod had deliberated in a non�European language.'136 A few years later, after
three more synods had been held, Williams recorded his opinion that the experiment
had been successful. 137 Although there was no talk yet of a Maori bishop for Waiapu, the
minita of this area had been given a formal role in diocesan self government.
Little attention had been given to the payment of mission teachers, but the advent
of ordained minita led the Anglicans to consider how Maori clergymen should best be
supported. On the east coast, Bishop Williams spoke to the people in favour of the CMS
princip le that Christian communities should maintain their own pastors. At the first
synod, he explained that minita should not be 'distracted' by the need to support
themselves. The synod members decided that parishioners should work in food gardens
for their teachers and ministers every Friday, and Williams was pleased with the
willingness of many districts to contribute to a diocesan endowment fund for clergy
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support. The CMS in London contributed £ 1 ,000 from its Jubilee Fund. 1 38 Hadfield's
efforts to promote a similar fund in his area were unsuccessful. 1 39 There and elsewhere
proper arrangements for maintaining the Maori clergy were not made until later. In fact,

even before ministerial support and most other aspects of Maori church development
were disrupted by the political unrest of the 1 860s, the rapidly increasing Pakeha
preponderance in New Zealand was already reducing the likelihood that a self,
supporting and self,governing Maori church would be able to emerge and mature within
New Zealand Anglicanism.
Similar developments and limitations were experienced in the Wesleyan mission.
Most of the white missionaries had themselves been ordained, and a special status for
ordained 'Native Assistant M issionaries' was available for selected Maori mission
workers. The first teacher singled out in this way was a chief from Whaingaroa ( Raglan) ,
Hoani R i Tutu (John Leigh) , who was working i n the Waikato coastal areas i n the 1 830s
and was 'recommended to the Conference' as a Native Assistant Missionary in 1 840. He
then worked in Taranaki, but his progress towards ordination did not continue. 1 40 After
the Wesleyan work in New Zealand was transferred by the Conference in Britain to the
new Australasian Conference in 1 85 5 , a number of trained Maori teachers were given
recognition as Native Assistant M issionaries. In 1 856, Piripi Hana ( Philip Hannah) and
Hamiora Ngaropi (Samuel Honeybee) were received 'on trial'. Ngaropi, a man of humble
birth, had been one of the first to respond to the mission at Whaingaroa ( on the Waikato
coast ) , and was now an experienced teacher. 'A man of middle age and of sound
judgment', he was to serve in the ministry for many years ( he died in 1 887 ) , but Hana,
who was stationed on the Chatham Islands, died after just a few months. 1 4 1 Hone
Eketone (who died about five years later) and Hohepa Otene were received on trial in
1 85 7 . 1 42 Wiremu Te Koti Te Rato joined them in 1 859. A member of Ngati Kahungunu
who had been taken from his Wairarapa home by enemy captors, he had met Wesleyan
missionaries and was baptised in 1 84 1 . He attended the Three Kings Institution and
deepened his Christian faith under the guidance of the principal, before being accepted
for the ministry and stationed on the Chatham Islands. In 1 864, he began a long ministry
at Rapaki (Canterbury) , where he married a local woman. 1 43 Wiremu Patene ( also
received in 1 859) was a Waikato warrior and chief who became a preacher and teacher
before training for the ministry in Auckland. 1 44 Patene, too, had a long ministry, as did
Hone Waiti, a chief from Kaipara ( lower Northland) , who was received in 1 860. 1 45
Ngaropi, Eketone and Otene were admitted as Native Assistant Missionaries in 1 86 1 ,
followed by Te Rato in 1 863 and Patene and Waiti in 1 864. The work of these early
products of the Institution at Grafton and Three Kings, the first group of ordained Maori
Wesleyan ministers (known in this church too as minita) , was praised by the missionaries.
By 1 864, however, the list of Maori clergy recognised by the Wesleyan Conference was
still very short.
Wesleyan minita continued the work of the teachers and took on additional
liturgical and supervisory functions. In 1 85 7, Hohepa Otene identified 1 2 mahi, 'tasks',
that he was performing at his station on the Manukau Harbour:
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The first task is preaching. The second task is to tum p e op le

to the

true God.

The

third task is to ensure that the conduct of service in the churches is correct. The
fourth task is to write down the names of the people in the churches of Jesus Christ.
The fifth task is to catechise the classes gathered in the churches. The sixth task is to
organise some of the people from among their churches as monitors [teachers] . The
seventh task is to give out class tickets to people in the churches. The eighth task is to
return evil doers to the church of the true God. The ninth task is to seek for fru it
within the church, that is, to collect money. The tenth task is to marry a man to his
wife. The eleventh task is to baptise and name children. The twelfth task is to
strengthen the Word so that the love of the churches may grow for the true God of

Heaven. 1 46

For duties such as these, Wesleyan mmzta were paid a small salary, which they
supplemented by growing the ir own food. 147 Their status as N ative Assistant
Missionaries was distinct from that of other ordained Wesleyan ministers. 1 48
Wesleyan and Anglican minita drew the praise of their white colleagues. After he
returned to England, Bishop Selwyn kept himself informed about New Zealand and often
expressed his deep satisfaction that the Anglican Maori clergy had all remained faithful
and steadfast. 149 Assessing the attitude of the Maori among whom they were working is
more difficult. One of the most experienced British missionaries, Richard Davis, who
came to the country in 1 824, observed that the deacons of the early 1 860s were 'well
received'. 'The natives tell me,' he wrote, 'that their ministrations are full of life, - that
they feel their preaching.' Davis fe lt that the ord inations had 'introduced a new era
amongst us', and hoped that they would be a divine means for deepening Maori
Christianity. 1 50 Maori ministers had been very carefully selected, and given more
intensive training than the great army of teachers had received. But it is unlikely that the
way they approached their work and the way it was understood by the people under their
care was substantially different from what can be said about the teachers whose work
they continued. The history of the Maori ministry began not with ordination, which had
a significance defined by Pakeha, but with the emergence of the earliest unofficial
teachers, whose activities represented a Maori initiative. Maori ministry later developed
a shape that was as European as the missionaries could make it, but it had a strong Maori
character and retained deep roots in the Maori social and religious world .
Much of this could be said of Maori Catholic ministries, too, but they did not yet
develop beyond the work of catechists. This is not to say that an indigenous priesthood
was absent from the Marist missionary vision for Maori Catholicism. The order's founder,
Jean,Claude Colin, wrote in 1 839 that a school for Maori boys, 'some of whom might go
on to the priesthood' , was essential. 'The first consideration of the missionaries should be
a native clergy,' he declared. Pompallier lamented, however, that a shortage of missionary
personnel prevented him from setting up the schools and seminary that were expected of
him. In 1 84 1 , he did select two youths to take with him to France for seminary training,
but the voyage had to be cancelled. A few years later, the New Zealand mission was
criticised for not heeding the papal wish that an indigenous clergy be developed in all
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parts of the world. 1 5 1 The Marist Bishop of Wellington expressed his doubts that this
could be accomplished in New Zealand. Even the catechists, he complained, suffered
from 'great weakness of character, excessive pride and a pronounced aversion to
celibacy' . 1 5 2
In the 1 850s, however, Pompallier was at last able to establish a seminary as part of
St Mary's College in Auckland. Several Pakeha candidates for the priesthood were
formed there and, from the Maori catechists being trained in the college, 1 5 were chosen
for the seminary. One of these, Keremeti Pine, a youth from the Hokianga, was taken by
Pompallier to Rome in 1 859. For three years, he attended the Propaganda College with
other international students, but according to the records of the college he was not able
to maintain the discipline required for academic study. Pine returned to New Zealand. By
this time, the wars there were disrupting mission efforts and pulling the Maori seminary
students home, and another small seminary at Rangiaowhia in the Waikato was forced to
close . 1 53 After the 1 860s, the Catholic mission seemed to put little effort into
encouraging a Maori priesthood, and it was well into the next century ( 1 944 ) before the
first Maori was ordained.

M ao ri m i n i stry i n a col o n i sed N ew Zeal an d
The armed hostilities that broke out between Europeans and some of the tribes in the
1 860s marked a watershed in the history of the Maori churches. Church life was
disrupted by warfare in some areas and political tensions everywhere. Many members
lapsed from their churches and others clefected to new religious movements inspired by
the threats facing the Maori community. In the waHorn Waikato, the two Anglican
minita, Tarawhiti and Te Moanaroa, managed to keep in tenuous contact with their
flocks, although, as it was recalled later when they died, they were 'placed in a peculiarly
trying position - their people as patriots in arms against what they considered an
offensive government, fighting for their independence and their national existence.
However much their sympathies may have been with their countrymen they used their
influence in the interests of peace.' 1 54 On the east coast, reported Bishop Selwyn, the
minita 'steadfastly resisted the [Hauhau] delusion which has led away many of their
people'. 1 5 5 Selwyn was grateful that not one minita abandoned the faith or came out
against the Government. 1 56 But although the Maori Anglican, Methodist and Catholic
Churches survived, they had suffered a serious setback.
Even when peace returned and a partial recovery of Maori church life occurred, it
was soon obvious that in their dominant place in the New Zealand community Maori
were fast being overtaken by Pakeha. Increasingly marginalised in politics and the
economy, Maori became less central in the churches, too. In the rapidly expanding
national ecclesiastical structures, the change of focus from Maori mission to the
evangelisation and pastoral care of Pakeha settlers meant that financial and personnel
resources were redirected. The ' indigenous church' envisioned by the CMS was less
viable and seemed less attractive in a country dominated by Europeans. The ideal itself
appeared to be fading in late 1 9th,century mission policy,making, and in colonial New
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Zealand attention turned towards the integration of Maori Christianity with national
churches that were oriented primarily towards the settler population. 1 5 7 All this had a
number of effects on Maori ministry.
Some directions set in an earlier period, however, continued to be followed in the
postwar period. It became clear, for instance, that leadership in the Anglican and
Wesleyan Maori churches would be given by minita rather than by teachers. Ordained
Maori clergymen were not numerous before the end of the century, but gradually they
replaced the lay mission workers of earlier days. In the Anglican Church, the number of
teachers declined steeply - matching a large drop in the number of communicant
members - from more than 400 before the wars to 1 50 in 1 873 . 1 58 Some new
appo intments were still made by dioceses in areas where there were few Maori - for
example, the Banks Peninsula, where Haimona Tuangau was a paid 'catechist' in the
1 880s 1 59 - but the 'teacher' category had disappeared altogether by 1 900 . There were
still many 'native agents' ( 3 26 in 1 894 ), but this force consisted now of a few minita and
a much larger number of unpaid kai,karakia ( lay readers ) appointed to lead worship
services in the villages when missionaries or minita could not be present. 1 60 The Diocese
of Auckland, for example, had 1 2 minita and 1 62 kai,karakia in 1 890; the figures for
Waiapu in 1 892 were 14 minita and 1 49 kai,karakia. 161 A Northland minita acknowledged
the work of the lay readers: 'We all know very much that our vitality today is due to their
labours,' he told a church meeting in 1 885 . 1 62
The later 1 9th century saw indigenous Anglican ministers being ordained in
considerable numbers by the CMS in India and Africa, and at the London headquarters
Venn continued to believe that too slow a start had been made in the New Zealand
mission: 'Instead of ten native ministers,' he wrote in 1 866, 'there should have been and
might have been fifty. '163 A missionary in the fi eld, Thomas Grace, was of the opinion
even in 1 859 that much ground had already been lost by failing to provide adequate
training for teachers who could later be ordained. 164 Another missionary believed that
the great flow of Maori away from the Anglican Church into more Maori forms of
Christianity during the 1 860s was due in large part to the fact that only a few of the
ministers were Maori. 165 Many men did, however, eventually take the same path as the
pioneers Waitoa and Te Ahu. The 1 5 Maori ordained as Anglican minita in the 1 860s
were followed by similar numbers in the 1 8 70s and the 1 880s and by more than 20 in the
1 890s . By the end of the century, ordination had been conferred on about 70 men, of
whom 38 were living in 1 899. 1 66
Maori who became minita during these decades were usually men of long experience
as teachers in the mission. Tamihana Huata, for instance, had worked among his own
Ngati Kahungunu people at Wairoa with the missionary Hamlin for many years before
being sent for training. After his ordination by the Bishop of Waiapu in 1 86 1 , he
continued his ministry in Wairoa until his death in 1 908 . 1 67 Ordination similarly came to
trusted teachers in other areas where Anglicanism had a long history: examples are
Henare Te Herekau, a teacher for 30 years in the Manawatu and Kapiti Coast before his
ordination in 1 8 72, 1 68 and the 'remarkably clever' Hare Hukatere ( ordained in 1 88 7 ) ,
who had worked among his own Te Rarawa i n the far north since the 1 850s and had been
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a Native Assessor for the Govemment. 169 Some younger men entered the ministry also:
Wiki Te Paa was a young teacher among Te Rarawa in the 1 870s and was in his thirties
when he was ordained in 1 880; 1 70 also of Te Rarawa and about 30 on his ordination in
1 887 was Hone Papahia. 1 7 1 It was admitted, however, that many of the minita in the late
1 890s were elderly and that it was not easy to find enough men willing to take up the
work. Increasingly, lamented a report written in 1 899, the ministry was not seen as
attractive by the better educated men who could be 'spiritual leaders and social reformers'
in the Maori community. 1 72 Younger entrants who did meet these criteria and had notable
careers in the church were sometimes the sons of minita, including two who attended the
church secondary school at Te Aute: Matiaha Pahewa's son, Hakaraia (ordained in 1 895 ),
and Tamihana Huata's son, Hemi ( ordained in 1 898 ) . 1 73
The largest number of Angl ican ordinations were of men from the Christian
communities in the north and east of the North Island. In 1 899, the greatest
concentrations of serving minita were in Northland ( 1 1 ) and in Hawkes Bay and on the
east coast ( 1 2 ) - in these areas, the many Maori parishes could usually be kept supplied
with a succession of trained and ordained clergymen. 1 74 Other minita worked in areas
such as the Waikato, the Bay of Plenty and the south,westem North Island. A North
Island minita, Eruera Te Ngara ( ordained in 1 874 ), served Ngai Tahu in Otago for a few
years, 1 75 and another northerner, Frederick Bennett of Te Arawa, was ordained in 1 896
by the Bishop of Nelson and entrusted with a ministry to the Maori of that diocese until
he was moved to the North Island before 1 900. 1 76 The only South Island Maori to
become a minita in this period, however, was Teoti (George ) Mutu of Ngai Tahu:
ordained in 1 8 7 2 by church authorities who felt great satisfaction that a 'Maori brother'
could be raised 'to stand among the authorised ministers of the Christian Church', he
ministered in Canterbury for many years but lost the confidence of his diocesan superiors
and was never taken past the status of deacon. 1 77
By 1 900, 20 Maori had become minita ( known in English by that time as Native
Ministers ) of the Wesleyan Church. 1 78 Seven men had been given this status between
1 85 6 and 1 864, and Hetaraka Warihi was added to the list in 1 865 . Originally from the
King Country, Warihi was another minister who gave long service far from his own
people: he succeeded Te Rato on the Chathams and, from 1 8 72, was responsible for the
Wellington and Wairau areas ( residing first in Wellington and later in Blenheim) . 1 79 It
was not until 1 878 that more probationers joined the small band of Native M inisters.
Seven men were admitted to the ministry between 1 87 8 and 1 88 1 . All of them
eventually completed their years 'on trial', except Karawini (Calvin ) Waiti, who died
prematurely. Waiti and his brother, Matena Ruta ( Martin Luther) , who also died young
after a short ministry, were the sons of a senior Native Minister, Hone Waiti. It was noted
that while the brothers were 'young in years, their sobriety of judgment, and their zeal,
greatly commended them to their tribesmen, and their early decease was much
regretted' . 180 Another man accepted into the ministry at this time, Hori Te Kuri, was 50
years old and had already given long service as a teacher and preacher in the
Hokianga. 1 8 1 Two others, Hauraki Paora ( the son o f the N gati Whatua chief, Paora
Kawharu ) and Piripi Rakena of the Hokianga, were younger and more comfortable in
European settings. 1 82 Two more admissions were made in 1 893 and 1 896.
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When the century ended, most of the older Native M inisters had died and, when
two more were added in 1 900, the number of Maori ministers in the Wesleyan Church
was five. Only in the early 1 880s had there been as many as 1 0. Two of them serving
large areas with scattered populations (Wellington, Marlborough and Canterbury,Otago )
had not been replaced when their ministries ended, but the stationing of Native
Ministers among Maori Wesleyans in parts of Northland ( the Hokianga, Whangaroa and
Kai para districts ) and the Waikato continued throughout the period. The number
of Maori attending Wesleyan churches and holding membership and leadership
responsibilities in them had declined steeply during the crisis of the 1 860s, and while the
figures improved in the 1 8 70s and 1 880s there were still fewer than 4,000 attenders ( of
whom 8 1 2 were church members ) in 1 899. Small though it was, the Maori Wesleyan
community was scattered and not easily served by the handful of Native Ministers. As in
the Anglican Church, lay 'teachers' were no longer deployed. Patoromu Pu had been
trained by the Wesleyans and appointed as a teacher for Otago. Later paid a small stipend
by the Dunedin Presbyterians, he was a faithful pastor of Ngai Tahu in the Dunedin area
until his death in 1 8 7 7 , but he was not replaced. 1 83 The work of the minita was now
supplemented at the local level usually only by the lay ministries of unpaid 'Local
Preachers', who were growing in number in the 1 890s and totalled 57 in 1 899. 1 84
The training of Anglican minita had been brought to a standstill by the wars of the
1 860s. To the veteran missionary Hadfield in 1 868, the best way to restore the war,
damaged Maori church would be to expand the indigenous ministry. 1 85 But in the New
Zealand Anglican Church as a whole there seemed to be no strong will to find a way of
establishing or funding an organised training facility for Maori ministers. In 1 87 1 four
candidates were being taught in Auckland in an informal programme directed by the
bishop . 1 86 The question of whether Maori should be trained separately from European
candidates had already arisen in the increasingly settler,dominated church, and a few
Maori students did attend the European,oriented St John's College in the later l 9th
century. 1 87 It was commonly thought, however, that Maori ministers would be made
unsuitable for work among their people if they were educated too far beyond the levels
usually found in Maori communities. 1 88
Eventually, the initiative was taken by the CMS missionaries to set up a facility
specifically for Maori. Growing from the training programme already being offered in his
own house by the Bishop of Waiapu, a ministry training school was established in
G isbome in 1 883 . Under the name Te Rau Kahikatea, the school gave three or more
years of training, using the Maori language almost entirely and preparing its students for
ministry in Maori parishes. The wives of the students were taught, too. Other dioceses
began to send their students there and the CMS in London gave financial support. There
were 1 1 students in 1 88 7, and 1 8 in 1 898. A succession of European principals directed
the college, assisted from the late 1 890s by Reweti Kohere, a Maori who had attended
Canterbury University. It was not until some years after 1 900 that moves were made to
review the policy of providing Maori ministry training that was separate and different
from the preparation of European ordination candidates. 1 89
How to train minita in a church now made up largely of Europeans was an issue for
the Wesleyans , too. After their large Maori training centre at Three Kings was closed
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during the wars, it was not reopened until 1 876. Until 1 895 , European ministry students
were trained there, too, and successive principals were occupied mainly with them and
with the teenage Maori boys who were being given a primary education at the school.
Theological and ministry studies were nevertheless provided for the occasional Maori
ministry student. 190 The difficulties under which this was done are suggested by the
report of 1 895 , which states that the one student being taught at that time had very little
English and so could learn little from the principal. His skill as a preacher in Maori was
noted, however, and even at the end of the 1 9th century it was still assumed that the
future ministry of this man from rural Northland would be conducted in a largely Maori
context. 1 9 1
Throughout this period i t was expected that minita would receive assistance with
their living expenses from their parishioners. In the Diocese of Waiapu, a high level of
contributions to the Maori clergy endowment fund continued into the 1 880s, and Maori
in all areas were ready to give generously for church�building proj ects. 1 92 But the
pastorate funds in all districts could draw very little from the resources of the wider
church beyond the Maori community, and it soon became clear that Maori ministers
were having to survive on very low annual incomes. In the Diocese of Auckland in 1 887,
the Maori clergy fund (subscribed by the Maori congregations, a CMS contribution and a
grant from Sir William Martin's estate) could pay the ministers only £60 each (£50 for
deacons ) , compared with a rural European clergyman's stipend of £300. The bishop
explained that supplementary support earned by farming or contributed by the people
usually meant that the stipends were sufficient, but he admitted that they should be
raised as soon as possible. 1 93 At the end of the century, church authorities responsible for
the Maori mission were acknowledging publicly that the stipends paid to minita were
'miserable pittances' and could not be expected to attract the educated young men
emerging from the church secondary schools. Insufficient monetary resources in most
Maori communities, poor financial support from European church members and the
approaching cessation of CMS funding meant that there was little hope for improvement
in this situation. 194
Wesleyan Native Ministers, too, received only small annual salaries from mission
funds (usually between £25 and £50, compared with the £200 paid to European ministers
working in the Maori mission) . It seems, however, that the people were often able to give
less than they were expected to contribute to their minita, who, like their Anglican
counterparts, were obliged to spend a good deal of their time in farming activities in
order to support themselves and their families. The Wesleyan Church does not appear to
have recognised the difficulties that might be faced by Maori ministers in their attempt
to provide religious leadership with such uncertain financial support. Even the £ 1 0 paid
to lay teachers, who were expected to be 'godly men who stand well with their tribes',
was described by the conference in 1 8 7 5 as enough to 'enable them to appear respectably
among their countrymen as their spiritual instructors' . 1 95
Paralleling the inferior stipendiary status of Maori ministers was their low position
in the authority structures of the two churches. When ecclesiastical institutions were
. restored in the Diocese of Waiapu in the 1 8 70s after the disruptions of the wars it was
clear that the synod would no longer be oriented towards Maori. The number of
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European Anglicans in the area was rapidly increasing and Maori participation in the
synod declined. It was reported that the Maori ministers were affronted that English was
used in the meetings despite the fact that about half the clergy of the diocese were Maori
and that there were five times as many Maori church members as European; Maori
opinion was not consulted when a new bishop was chosen in 1 8 7 7 . 1 96 In other areas, too,
the return of peace made it clear how important a turning point in Maori Anglican
history had been reached in 1 85 7 when a constitutional structure for settler Anglicanism
in New Zealand was established. The national General Synod and the diocesan synods
that worked with the bishops in governing the church did not prove to be effective
vehicles for Maori participation in church administration.
The voice of minita in the Anglican Church beyond the local level was not silenced
altogether. A system of Native Church Boards devised by the missionaries in 1 866 was
approved by the General Synod in 1 868: convened by the bishop of a diocese and subj ect
to its synod , the boards were given responsibility for certain Maori matters and consisted
of the ministers and lay representatives of Maori parishes. 1 97 Bishop Williams , whose
diocese (Waiapu ) was the first to set up boards ( in 1 8 70), was pleased that the minita
were enabled in this way to exercise their own judgment in Maori matters even in the
new situation. 198 In Waiapu, there were three district boards and, from 1 890, a diocesan
board ( Hui Topu ) . In the Auckland diocese, too , district boards began to meet from
1 8 7 1 , and there was a diocesan board from 1 88 1 . 199 The bishop told the first meeting
that the obj ective of the boards was 'to give the Maori members of the church an
opportunity of discussing questions of importance to themselves in a manner that is not
practical in the Diocesan Synod'. 200 Later he commented that while the minita of his
diocese were entitled to attend the diocesan synod, they stayed away, partly because of
their limited English but also because the Native Church Boards were so active.20 1 Board
proceedings were conducted and recorded in Maori, and the Maori character of the
meetings ensured that they were much valued as opportunities for selrdetermination in a
church that in all other respects was dominated by paternalistic Europeans who
envisaged the assimilation of Maori rather than their autonomy. 202
Maori requests that one of their minita be made a bishop were heard in the 1 8 70s
when Bishop Williams retired. It was known that an African clergyman ( Samuel
Crowther) had been elevated in this way in 1 864. The CMS in London was sympathetic
to the idea. In New Zealand, Pakeha church authorities did not rej ect the suggestion
altogether, but believed there was no suitable candidate. Maori opinion was strongly in
favour of such an appointment and argued that Scripture itself required it. 'Why,' asked
Hemi Matenga, a prominent layman, 'do the Church appointments, with respect to us
Maoris, abruptly cease at the office of ordinary minister ? Why is there no Maori bishop,
since the Natives of these Islands have, for a considerable time, embraced Christianity ?'
The missionary Grace agreed with him and warned that refusing the request would give
Maori church members another reason for joining new religious movements such as
Hauhauism. 203 The idea of a Maori bishop came up again in 1 880, when the northern
Native Church Boards asked the General Synod for a Maori episcopal assistant to the
Bishop of Auckland . The request was declined for financial reasons and because it was
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felt that giving Maori in the Auckland diocese their own bishop would destroy 'the
oneness which exists between the English and Maori portions of the Church throughout
New Zealand'. 204 Not until the 1 920s would there be a Maori bishop.
Wesleyan Native Ministers were not given membership of district synods and the
annual Conference until many years after the turn of the century. 205 Before that, in 1 896,
the synods considered a proposal to establish a separate Maori synod. They turned it
down in favour of a plan to give Maori ministers and laymen places in a committee
reporting to the Auckland District Synod: dealing with Maori church matters only, the
committee would be chaired by the Maori M ission superintendent (a Pakeha ) . 2 06
William Morley, a leading minister in the Pakeha part of the church, affirmed his
confidence in the Maori clergy and their capacity for leadership, but emphasised that
'vigilant and constant supervision' was still necessary. In his view, Native Ministers were
prone to slipshod management of their parishes, an easygoing attitude to the ir own
continuing study and legalism in church discipline cases. As elsewhere in the Pacific, he
asserted, 'the government and direction of the church cannot be safely left in the hands
of the Natives for many years after they embrace the Gospel'. 207
In the Catholic Church, the priests were still exclusively European at the end of the
1 9th century, although Maori catechists played an important part in some Catholic
communities. In the Hokianga area, for example, Heremia Te Wake not only gave
prominent leadership in the economic and political life of his tribe (Te Rarawa) , but as a
katekita, he also maintained the worship life of his people and instructed them in
Catholic doctrines for many years. For much of this time there was no resident priest in
this district and Maori catechists helped fill the gap in this way in other areas, too. Efforts
to set up a catechist training school came to nothing. 208
New forms of Christianity entered the Maori community before the end of the
century, the Latter,day Saints (Mormons ) being the most successful. The spread of
Mormonism among the Maori began in the 1 880s, and it was not long before Hare Te
Katera was ordained to the Aaronic priesthood and made president of the new Maori
branch at Waotu in the Waikato area. An elderly man who had been an Anglican
teacher was baptised, ordained and made president of another early branch ( in the
Wairarapa) . By the turn of the century, there were 79 branches, with most of the
leadership positions ( including 1 7 5 members of the higher Melchizidek priesthood ) held
by Maori rather than missionaries. 209 The Mormons drew their flock from existing
Christian communities, whose concept of ministry seemed to many Maori to be inferior
to that of the Latter,day Saints. Piripi Te Maari, a leading member of Ngati Kahungunu,
later remembered how he had been impressed by the humility of the Mormon
missionaries when they came to the Wairarapa in the 1 880s: they were 'unheralded by
any pomp or display' and refused the special treatment Te Maari and his people
customarily gave their own ( Anglican) ministers. He accepted the challenge of giving up
smoking and gambling in order to take up what he was told was his God,given right to be
a priest and minister to his own people. 2 10
Another style of religious leadership that flowered in the late 1 9th century was
more clearly founded on traditional Maori concepts. The 'prophet' figure had precedents
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in tohunga, who had the ability to obtain messages from the gods, but the many Maori
prophets of this period claimed that their inspiration came directly from God. They
differed from teachers and ministers, too, in being chosen and appointed not by
missionaries but by God Himself. In this they were prophets of the introduced Old
Testament type, while still retaining their tohunga�like character as religious leaders
originating from a Maori rather than a missionary context.2 1 1 Though most prophets
were men, the acceptance given to three female prophets in the Hokianga in the 1 880s
contrasted with the missionary restriction of formal ministry to males.2 1 2 Most prophets
had attended mission schools and some ( including Te Ua, the founder of the Hauhau
movement ) had been miss ion teachers,2 1 3 but their credentials were not from the
churches. The ir charisma as prophets made them inspirational leaders of movements
founded on traditional and Christian religious ideas · and they provided answers for the
social and political dilemmas facing Maori from the 1 860s. That religious authority of
this kind could be used in the service of orthodox churches was shown in the 1 880s when
the prophet and healer Raumati took many of his followers into the Catholic Church
and continued his religious leadership there as a catechist.2 14 For a great many Maori,
however, the charisma of prophets was attractive enough to draw them out of churches
led by missionaries and Maori teachers and ministers and into new religious movements
that were unacceptable to the missions.
The rituals and liturgies of the prophet movements usually required worship leaders
who exercised ministedike functions , but the institutionalised structures of ministry
proved more durable in the Ringatu movement founded by Te Kooti than among the
followers of most other prophets. The founder died in 1 893 , but he had given his people
guidance for their future. Ringatu communities had a poutikanga ( congregational head )
and chose worship leaders who were given the ancient title, tohunga. Other officers were
ture atua (scholars ) , takuta (healers ) and pirihimana (stewards ) . These ministers wore no
distinctive dress, committed the liturgy to memory rather than using written Scriptures
and hymnbooks and accepted no payment for the ir work. Although by 1 900 the Ringatu
movement lacked any administrative structure wider than the local congregation, it had
a clergy and resembled ecclesiastical organisations in other ways. Later it was indeed
officially recognised as a church, along with a number of other movements that emerged
in the new century. 2 1 5
Even i n the orthodox Maori churches founded by the missions, indigenous ministry
still displayed many of the non�European characteristics seen from the early days of
Maori Christianity. That many ministers shared the ethnicity and culture of their flock
was still of fundamental importance. Quick visits from Pakeha missionaries were
unsatisfactory, declared the people of Ohinemutu in 1 8 7 1 : 'This is not the kind of thing
we want ! Rather, let us have Maori ministers. They sit down and talk and eat with us,
and are one of ourselves .'2 16 Maori ministers still occupied a high place in the social
hierarchy of the tribes, especially if they were of chiefly rank. Hone Papahia, a minita in
N orthland, was described by his bishop as one of the principal chiefs of his tribe, 2 1 7 and it
was said of another minister in the far north, Hemi Taitimu, that because he was a chief
as well as a minita he 'thus possessed a twofold influence' over his people . 2 1 8 But the
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words of any mini ta carried much weight, reported a Maori observer in 1 897; he went on
to deplore a tendency for ministers to be authoritarian.2 1 9
Maori ministers a t the end o f the century were acknowledged leaders i n the local
affairs of their people. Communities often also looked to them for mediation between
Maori and Pakeha and for the entertainment of important Pakeha visitors. As educated
men, they were seen as links with the future, and a number of minita gave support to the
Te Aute College Students' Association, a reforming movement later known as the Young
Maori Party. 220 As well as campaigning against alcohol abuse by Maori, the Wesleyan
minita Piripi Rakena opposed the religious movements regarded by the missions as
'fanatical superstitions'.22 1 His colleague Hori Te Kuri was so convinced that traditional
beliefs were foolish and wicked that he built his house on a sacred ancestral site.222
But minita by no means represented a completely new world. On the contrary, their
role and function was so deeply embedded in the traditional tribal world that their
influence in late 1 9th,century Maori society was often a conservative one. More than 70
years of evolution had produced a leadership category that had its roots both in the
ancient Polynesian system and in the teachings and institutions introduced by
newcomers from Europe.

9.

HAWAl ' I

IN NORTHERNMOST POLYNESIA, the Hawaiian Islanders experienced the same
early 1 9th,century religious revolution as their relatives further south, although the first
carriers of the new faith arrived from a different direction and were not formally
connected with other missionary societies working in the Pacific.
The Hawaiian Islands supported a population of perhaps 200,000 at the time of
contact. 1 The people practised a religion clearly related to that of the Ma'ohi and other
Polynesians, communicating with the spiritual realm through specialists known in this
part of Polynesia as kahuna. Closely associated with the chiefly elite, the ali'i, were the
hereditary high priests and kahuna pule, who were trained in sacred learning and the
elaborate ceremonial of the heiau ( temple) . They offered sacrifices to the gods (akua) and
advised the chiefs in matters of state. Expertise in many other kinds of knowledge was
possessed by lesser kahuna, including kahuna lapa ' au (healers ) and kahuna 'ana' ana
(sorcerers ) . Another figure in Hawaiian religion was the kaula, the inspired medium or
prophet ( sometimes a woman ) , through whom the voice of a god could be heard.
Traditional religion and its specialist practitioners exerted a pervasive influence
throughout Hawaiian society. 2
In the early decades of the 1 9th century, the Hawaiian Islands were politically
unified by the great chief, Kamehameha, the founder of the Hawaiian Kingdom. As the
Hawaiians found themselves in contact with the outside world more and more in these
years, aspects of the age ,old religious culture were drawn into question and, in 1 8 1 9, after
Kamehameha's death, the traditional structure of public religion was dramatically
abolished. 3 The heiau and their ceremonies and priests disappeared from public life,
leaving the religious needs of chiefs and people temporarily unmet.

Ameri can s an d H awai ian s from N ew England
I t was just a t this time that Christianity, i n the form of evangelical Protestantism from New
England, was brought to Hawai'i. Congregationalists and others in the north,eastern US
provided the funds and personnel for this new venture by the American Board of
Commissioners for Foreign Missions (ABCFM) . The missionaries were earnest, determined
and well educated, and shared the confident hope of their British evangelical
contemporaries that the Gospel was for all people and was capable of transforming the
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heathen of every race. Not many years had elapsed after their arrival in 1 820 before King
Kamehameha's successors and the Hawaiian people accepted the New Englanders as their
religious mentors, Jehovah as their new Akua and Christianity as the new Hawaiian religion.

The idea of evangelising the Hawaiians had been inspired in the New England
churches by the presence in the region of a number of young Hawaiians who had found
their way there on ships. Opukahaia and Hopu, for example, had disembarked in New
York in 1 809 after much voyaging around the world. Their contact with New England
church people led to their conversions to Christianity, and gave rise to a plan to educate
young Hawaiian converts in America for the purpose of sending them as missionaries to
their own people. In 1 8 1 6, a Foreign Mission School was begun and was kept open until
1 826. In Cornwall, Connecticut, far from their own people and cultures, nearly 20
Hawaiian and several other youths were given a Christian education in English.4
Opukahaia fell ill and died in 1 8 1 8, 5 but his companion, Thomas Hopu, was one of
three 'native assistants', 'bright and promising' young Hawaiians who arrived back in
their homeland with the first group of ABCFM missionaries in 1 820. William Kanui, an
Oahu man, abandoned the work almost immediately, but Hopu, John Honoli'i and
several others who followed them from the Connecticut school in later years gave useful
service as interpreters, intermediaries, evangelists and teachers in the mission's
pioneering period.6 As the New England mission founders had recognised, the path of
struggling new foreign missionaries was made much easier if it was prepared by
indigenous converts. Hopu interpreted for the missionaries in their first approach to the
ali'i Keopuolani, the mother of the new king, Kamehameha II. He announced to her that
'these white people are kahunas of the most high God who have come to tell us of the
One who made heaven and earth'. 7 A contemporary account describes the teaching of a
chiefly household by Honoli'i in 1 822:
All eyes were bent upon him; and the variously expressive features o f each individual
marked the degree of interest excited by what was passing in his mind . . . The speaker
held in his hand the Gospel of St J ohn, as published at Otaheite [Tahiti] , and was
endeavouring, by signs and familiar illustrations, to render its contents easy of
comprehension. His simple yet energetic manner added weight to his opinions, and
proved that he spoke, from personal conviction, the sincere and unpremeditated
language of the heart. 8

Po lyn esian m i ss i o nari es from th e south
The missionaries' evaluation of their Hawaiian assistants was later to influence the
development of the indigenous ministry in these islands, but in the meantime an
important contribution was made by Polynesian Christians from another group. Two
Ma'ohi, Taketa and Kahikona, had found their way to Hawai'i from their Christianised
homeland in 1 8 1 8 and 1 8 1 9. By 1 820, they had already been taken into ali'i households
and were well placed to teach the new religion to their chiefly patrons when the arrival
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of the American missionaries aroused interest in literacy and Christianity. Although not
formally mission teachers, Toketa and Kahikona were recognised in missionary writings
as valuable participants in the work of evangelism. 9 An official missionary, although in
Hawai'i for only a short time, was the Ma'ohi teacher Auna, who arrived with his wife,
Naomi, unexpectedly in 1 82 2 and immediately established communication, as a fellow
chief of shared Polynesian heritage, with the Hawaiian ali'i. One of the missionaries
described him as 'a noble,looking man, a graceful speaker, and an enlightened and
zealous Christian'. 1 ° Culturally and linguistically, Auna was much better equipped than
the New Englanders for introducing Christianity to the chiefs and his contribution to
their acceptance of the mission and the new religion is well documented. 1 1
The return of Auna and his wife to the Leeward Islands in 1 824 was widely
regretted in Hawai' i. Before their departure, they had been joined by three more Ma'ohi
missionaries. Taua and his wife, together with Taamotu, an unmarried female teacher in
her fifties, arrived from Huahine in February 1 823 . In his homeland, Taua had shown 'an
extraordinary desire after Scriptural knowledge'. Now he was 'attached to the retinue of
the queen [Keopuolani] , in the capacity of private instructor and chaplain' , and clearly
contributed to her conversion and baptism. 1 2 Taamotu served in the Hawaiian Group
until 1 845 , 1 3 and Taua continued as a valued teacher for even longer, until his death
about 1 885 . 1 4 Pupuhi (or Popohe ) , a Tahitian trained at Cornwall, arrived from New
England in 1 8 23 and served the mission for some years. 1 5 The last Ma'ohi to join the
mission staff was the highly regarded Tute Tehuiari'i, a member of Pomare's inner circle
and one of the earliest converts, who arrived from Huahine in 1 8 26 as Auna's successor
and found a role as tutor and chaplain to the young king Kauikeaouli ( Kamehameha III,
who acceded in 1 8 25 ) . 1 6 The missionary endeavours of these Polynesian foreigners in
Hawaiian chiefly circles undoubtedly facilitated the entry of the new religion to these
islands, and might well have helped introduce the idea of an indigenous Christian
ministry of high status.

Hawai ian m i ss i o n wo rke rs
It was not in the young Islanders trained in Connecticut that the people of the Hawaiian
Group saw their first impressive exemplars of native,born Christian ministry. Honoli'i
was well regarded by the missionaries and 'considered useful as a teacher and catechist' at
Hilo, 1 7 but he died relatively young, in 1 83 8 . 1 8 Hopu was active in evangelism and
preaching in the early years. His request for recognised ministry status was strongly
supported by the visiting British miss ionary delegation in 1 8 22, but the American
mission leaders felt that his educational qualifications, while adequate perhaps for the
LMS, did not reach the standards they preferred themselves. 1 9 Furthermore, the
Americans were not fully confident that he had sufficient strength of character, and he
did indeed suffer periodic suspensions for moral lapses in the 1 830s.2 0 But he did not give
up his ministry altogether and was still active by mid,century as a deacon at Kailua. 2 1
Whether or not Hopu, Honoli'i and the others possessed the potential for
responsible positions in the Hawai ian church, they were not given the opportunity to
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develop leadership skills. The ir usefulness as assistants was acknowledged, but the
ABCFM missionaries could not repose trust in them. Gerrit Judd wrote in 1 830 that the
status given by the chiefs to young men who had travelled and trained overseas had
overwhelmed them and reduced their effectiveness. 22 Sheldon Dibble felt that too much
had been expected of them; they knew very little and had lost much of their native
language while away from Hawai'i.23 Years later, the ABCFM Secretary commented that
the experience had taught the board that overseas training was not the best preparation
for ministry at home. 24
Hawaiians converted and trained in their homeland emerged as the mission's force
of indigenous assistants. They were evident first as teachers of reading and writing,
helping to cope with the tide of enthusiasm for literacy that swept across the islands in
the 1 820s. By 1 83 1 , there were more than 1 ,000 schools and about 5 2 ,000 pupils, mostly
adults. 25 Only rudimentary instruction could be given to the teachers by the missionaries
at their various stations, but until the 1 830s nothing more than that was provided for
teacher training or 'bringing some of them forward in due time to be preachers of the
Gospel'.26
In 1 83 1 , however, a 'high school' was set up at Lahainaluna on the island of Maui.
The new institution was intended as a place of further education for the newly literate
Christian nation, and for the training of schoolteachers. Hopes were also expressed that
the school would produce pastoral leaders for the Hawaiian church. At first, the students
were married men with families, but after five or six years, when the name 'Mission
Seminary' came into use, the focus shifted to boys and youths. The missionary Lorrin
Andrews was in charge for the first 1 0 years.2 7 As the church developed, and especially
after it experienced a surge of growth in the late 1 83 0s, the need for trained Hawaiian
personnel increased. After 1 840, schoolteaching was distinguished more clearly from
pastoral work, as a government rather than a mission activity, and greater recognition
was given to Lahainaluna as the source of a future indigenous ministry.
Already, however, a path towards indigenous church leadership had been opened
up by one of the many Hawaiian Christians who received no training at Lahainaluna.
Puaaiki, a destitute blind man from Maui, first heard about Christianity from Honoli'i at
Honolulu in 1 82 1 , and became one of the earliest converts and church members.
Renamed Bartimeus, he developed as an effective mission teacher and eloquent preacher
at Lahaina, Hilo and Wailuku. About 1 838, he was given lay office as a deacon and, in
1 84 1 , he became the first Hawaiian 'licensed to preach the Gospel'. In the eyes of the
American missionaries, this was a significant recognition as a 'publicly accredited
preacher', and took place only after Bartimeus had been given special tuition and was
'publicly examined as to his acquaintance with the Word of God, the doctrines of the
Gospel, the history of the church, and his experimental acquaintance with the Lord Jesus
Christ'. He was appointed as an 'evangelist' to a station of his own at Honuaula ( Maui) ,
but served there only a short time before h e fell ill and died i n 1 843 ( aged 5 8 ) .28
Many other Hawaiians were active in teaching and evangelism. Some of them
obviously exercised prominent ministries in the congregations as pastoral visitors,
'deacons' or 'elders', and the word 'ordained' could be used of the holders of such lay
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offices.29 The term luna ( supervisor) was often used (and is found in the Hawaiian Bible )
for the many such leaders working in the church on the borderline between lay and
ordained ministry. By 1 848, however, only nine mission workers had been given further
recognition as licensed preachers .3 0 The most notable early Lahainaluna graduate to be
licensed was David Malo, an ' intelligent and judicious man' and an 'able and successful'
preacher and evangelist.3 1 When licensed in 1 843 , he was already the respected political
adviser of the chiefs, superintendent of government schools and the author of a
published critique of athe ism. Until his death in 1 85 3 , he remained active as a legislative
adviser to the king and a collector and writer of Hawaiian history.32 But in the 1 840s
even Malo was not yet considered for independent responsibility in the church. The
American missionaries remained firmly in control.

An ord ai ned m i n i stry
As mid�century approached, the mission leaders became increasingly aware of the need
to encourage the emergence of an indigenous ministry. They saw Lahainaluna as a
suitable venue for ministry training and, in 1 843 , appointed one of their number
(Dibble ) to take charge of a small theological class there. But Dibble died in 1 845 , and
the theological department was not regularly staffed thereafter. Within a few years, a
financial shortage had caused the transfer of Lahainaluna to government control as a
secondary school, and ministry training was provided by the mission only as one year of
post�secondary individual tuition.33 Preparation of men for ministry throughout this
period was complemented by the educating of young women as suitable wives for
ministers. 34
In 1 849, the missionaries chose the first Hawai ian to be raised to ordained status.
For two years or so, J ames Kekela and his wife, Naomi, had been ministering at Kahuku
(on Oahu ) , and after his ordination they continued to serve there. They were described
at the time as 'a fine couple' who 'meet our expectations in every way' .35 Their leadership
was not available to the Hawaiian church at home for very long, however, for in 1 85 2
Kekela accompanied the mission reconnaissance party to Micronesia,36 and, i n 1 85 3 , he
and his wife were asked to join another new mission, to the distant Marquesas Islands in
south�eastern Polynesia. 'I did not assent immediately, ' he recalled many years later. 'I
stopped to consider carefully, with much prayer to God, to make clear to me that this call
was from God, and I took counsel with my wife. It was evident to us that this was a call
from God, therefore we consented . . . We came away to seek the salvation of the souls of
this people, because our hearts were full of the love of God.'37 The couple ministered in
the Marquesas until the end of the century.
Samuel Kauwealoha and Stephen Waimalu were ordained in 1 850, and David
Malo in 1 85 2 . There were two more ordinations in 1 854, but Malo died. As late as 1 863
only 10 men had gone on from Lahainaluna to ordination.38 From the early days of the
indigenous ordained ministry in these islands, the supply of ministers had to meet the
needs of not only the homeland but also the Hawaiian church's mission fields in other
parts of the Pacific. The missionary era had begun in 1 85 2 with the commissioning in a
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Honolulu church, in front of 1 ,000 people, of four lay workers, Daniel and Doreka
Opunui and Berita and Debora Kaaikaula, who went to M icronesia.39 In 1 85 3 , a few
years after his ordination, Kauwealoha and his wife, Kaaiawahia, went w ith J ames and
Naomi Kekela and two deacons and their wives to begin the Marquesas mission. 40 An
example of the many who went to Micronesia ( the Caroline, Marshall and Gilbert
Islands ) was Hezekiah Ae'a, who, in applying to be a missionary in 1 860, expressed a
strong desire to 'work among the people sitting in the shade of the night' . Ae'a's work in
the Marshall Islands between 1 860 and 1 8 7 1 was much praised, and he was ordained
during a visit to Hawai'i about 1 868.41 Many other ordained and unordained ministers
and their wives followed the early Hawaiian missionaries to M icronesia and the
Marquesas in the years to come. Their work was of great interest to the congregations
back in Hawai' i, who gave thousands of dollars to it. It has been stated that one,quarter
of all the ministers ordained in Hawai'i in the first 50 years served outside their
homeland as missionaries for at least part of their career.42 This form of ministry did not
come to an end until after the turn of the century.
It is probable that the Hawaiians ascribed spiritual powers of an ancient kind to
their new religious leaders - to the foreign ministers who were still dominant in the
church and to the Hawaiian church officers who for many years had been entrusted with
at least some authority in religious matters. The traditional kahuna had lost their
prominent role in public life, but their spiritual potency had descended not j ust to
shadowy practitioners of Hawaiian medicine and sorcery, but in all likelihood to those
who took the lead in helping Hawaiians to relate to their new Christian Akua. Even the
word kahuna was not rej ected in the Christian era: coupled with pule (pray ) , it lived on in
the Bible ( in I Timothy 3 :2 , for example ) and elsewhere as kahuna pule, an appellation for
'Christian minister' . The boundaries between old and new religious practice were clearer
to the missionaries than to the Hawaiian pastors. In the 1 890s, the American ministers
discerned an increase in the consulting of kahuna for medical cures and were worried that
their Hawaiian colleagues were not strong enough to oppose this trend and in fact were
sometimes going to kahuna themselves.43

M i n i stri es i n other ch u rches
The ABCFM missionaries had not envisaged that the church they founded would
eventually have to compete with other forms of Christianity. But by the middle of the
century it was clear that a considerable minority of Hawaiians had adhered to
Catholicism. The mission that arrived from France in 1 82 7 was the first missionary
enterprise of the Sacred Hearts ( Picpus) Fathers. They struggled at first for acceptance,
but persevered and eventually saw the growth of a Hawaiian Catholic Church scattered
across the islands. In the early spread of Catholicism, an important part was played by
indigenous converts who acted as evangelists and teachers . In the 1 83 0s, one of these
missionary laymen was Hinapapa, who was baptised Valeriano in 1 83 1 and evangelised
many parts of Oahu until his death about 1 842. Marie,Joseph Kanui, who was unusual in
having attended a P icpus school in France even before the missionaries arrived, was
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active on Maui and in Honolulu until his death in 1 842. Another catechist was Helio
Koaeloa, who had prepared 4,000 candidates for baptism by the French priests when they
arrived on Maui in 1 846.44 The priest who later became the first Catholic bishop in
Hawai'i, Louis Maigret, recognised that French missionaries would not be available
forever. In 1 842, he wrote of a future time when there would be 'an indigenous clergy,
capable of maintaining the faith among this people' .45 Maigret wanted a school that
would prepare young men for the priesthood, and was soon able to set up a 'high school'
or 'college' at Ahuimanu on the island of Oahu. Teachers for the Catholic primary
schools were trained there,46 but no indigenous priests emerged in the 1 9th century. Lay
people gave local leadership in the Hawaiian Catholic communities, but priestly ministry
was provided only by European missionaries ( and later also by local,born men from
Hawai'i's immigrant populations ) .
Another contributor to Hawai'i's growing religious diversity was the Mormon
mission sent from the US in 1 850. Hawaiians responded to this mission, too, and were
quickly given responsibilities in the local congregations. In the Mormon system, males
over 1 2 years of age could be 'ordained' into the 'Aaronic priesthood'. An early 'elder' at
a higher leadership level, the 'Melchizidek priesthood', was Jonathan N apela, a
prominent man on Maui. By the end of the century, there were about 5 ,000 Hawaiian
members of the church. American missionaries retained control, but nearly every
congregation was presided over by indigenous office,holders.47
Fewer Hawaiians were attracted to Anglicanism, which entered the islands with
the encouragement of King Kamehameha IV in the 1 860s.48 The only Hawaiian to
receive ordination as an Anglican clergyman in this period was William Hoapili
Kaauwai, a member of a prominent Maui family and a legislator before he was 30. As an
aide,de,camp of the King, he became interested in the Anglican Church when
Kamehameha did. The bishop, Thomas Staley, believed that an indigenous ministry was
essential if the church was not to be 'a mere exotic'. He was also of the opinion that the
clergy should be educated in English rather than in Hawaiian, which he regarded as
inadequate for the purpose though perhaps necessary for teaching the ordinary people.
Staley designated Kaauwai a catechist and licensed him to preach, describing him as a
'man of high character, imposing presence, an English scholar and excellent preacher'.
He also started preparing him for ordination. Made a deacon in 1 864, Kaauwai did
pastoral work for a time at Lahaina. Later he returned to his political career, and died in
1 874.49

Wh en does m i ss i o n give way to ch u rch?
A s the second half o f the 1 9th century began, there were signs that the economic and
political influence of foreign residents in Hawai'i was increasing. The next 50 years
would see a continuing diminution of Hawaiian independence and eventually its
disappearance. A great inflow of foreigners, inc luding Chinese, J apanese, Portuguese and
others, meant that Hawaiians constituted less than half of the population by the end of
the century. But long before that, in fact by 1 850, the Christian religion had become well
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established among the Hawaiian people and part of the fabric of Hawaiian culture and
society. The pioneering years were over, and , in 1 85 3 , the ABCFM's devolution of
mission authority from Boston to an island,based structure , the Hawaiian Evangelical
Association, was recognition of the extent to which Hawaiian Christianity had
developed. But the American missionaries had become settled, too, as part of the
growing white population and as leaders of the Hawaiian church founded by the
ABCFM . The indigenous ministry in this, the biggest church, was relatively
undeveloped, with a large number of Hawaiian church workers in subordinate positions
under the authority of the white missionaries. This was a situation deplored by Rufus
Anderson, who was Foreign Secretary of the ABCFM from 1 83 2 to 1 866.
In Anderson's opinion, the Americans in the Hawaiian mission ( the first of what
was now a considerable number of ABCFM missions worldwide ) had been far too
cautious about entrusting Hawaiian congregations to a fully responsible indigenous
ministry. He and the board continually urged the mission leaders to develop a responsible
pastorate. 'The great point is,' he told them in 1 846, ' to get a NATIVE MINISTRY. In
this I understand you to have failed.' Responding to their doubts about the calibre of
Hawaiian Christians , he stated that it was 'better to have a very imperfect native
ministry, than none at all'. 50 Later, he commented that the development of the Hawaiian
ministry had been retarded by the fact that there were so many American missionaries,
whose presence seemed to make an indigenous ministry unnecessary, and whose part or
full support by the Hawaiian church absorbed funds that could have gone to local church
leaders. He regretted the older missionaries' lack of confidence that Hawaiian leadership
would be stable and responsible, and their very 'severe' standards, which led them to fear
that giving the Hawaiians responsibility would not be 'safe': this showed too little trust in
the Holy Spirit's action in the lives of the Hawaiian church members. Surely there must
have been suitable material among such a large Christian community, he wrote,
especially in view of the good work being done by unsupervised Hawaiian missionaries in
the Marquesas. In keeping with his well,known ( and eventually highly influential )
opinion that missions everywhere should organise self,governing churches and then be
ready to give way to them, he criticised the missionaries in Hawai'i for becoming too
permanent a feature of church life. When the conversion of the Hawaiian people had
been completed, he wrote, the missionaries should have ensured that the church was
staffed with congregational pastors, and then withdrawn. 5 1
During the 1 850s, however, the white missionaries did little t o plan for their
replacement by responsible Hawaiian church leaders. Anderson found it necessary in
1 863 to visit Hawai'i to urge a new approach to missionary policies for the church. Until
then, indigenous church leadership had remained largely latent, carried out mainly at
congregational level by the many luna (deacons, elders and other lay officers ) , a certain
number of kahu (a word meaning 'attendant' , 'guardian' or 'keeper' , which Anderson
found was used for licensed preachers or 'sub, pastors', but which came to mean ministers
and pastors of all kinds ) , and a few ordained ministers.52 The fact that missionaries still
pastored and controlled the Hawaiian church meant that it had not yet moved out of its
'primitive condition', Anderson argued. He warned of the consequences if the Hawaiians
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were not given as much self�government in their church as they enj oyed in the state, and
pointed to the good work done by the Hawaiian missionaries in M icronesia and the
Marquesas and by the few ordained ministers at home. 53
The American miss ionaries allowed themselves to be convinced in 1 863 . They
agreed to start dividing the missionary districts and installing Hawaiian ministers in
pastoral charges of their own, supported financially by their congregations and
responsible not to district missionaries as before but to district associations and to a
national assembly. Hawaiian ministers and lay representatives were admitted to the
councils formerly comprised of missionaries , who accepted that these bodies would now
deliberate in the Hawaiian language and be dominated numerically by Hawaiians. 54 In
1 868, a Hawaiian was elected as moderator of the annual assembly, the Aha Paeaina . 55
Anderson noted soon after this that the new system seemed t o b e working well, and
another miss ion observer, Charles Wetmore , described the delegates as 'a very
respectable class of men' who discussed and voted intelligently. Wetmore admitted that
in 1 863 there had been 'considerable trepidation in regard to allowing them to have an
equal part and lot in the ministerial work'. But with the experience of several years, he
recorded happily, such fears had vanished, 'and the hand of fellowship is extended
heartily' . In Anderson's opinion the devolution of authority should have been made
much earlier; 'the error was in underestimating the spiritual vitality of the native church
and pastorate, and in overestimating the importance of a prolonged discipline and
training for the native ministry in a newly formed Christian community'.56
At the congregational level, the change to indigenous leadership occurred
gradually. At Kohala on the island of Hawai'i, Elias Bond ( who had been the missionary
there since 1 840 ) felt that only a few Hawaiians had 'the stability of character to endure
successfully the strain of sudden elevation to the pastoral office'. But he allowed one of
his former students to take charge of the western part of the district in 1 864, released the
southern part to another man in 1 870, and finally ( in 1 885 ) put the main pastorate in
the hands of a third former student (previously a missionary to Micronesia ) , who served
there for 19 years. 57 Also on Hawai'i, Titus Coan set up six pastorates in his district of
Hilo between 1 864 and 1 869. He continued to believe, however, that it would have been
better to wait longer before conferring full pastoral authority on the Hawaiians. Many of
them showed 'a disposition to be assuming and discourteous' when promoted, he wrote,
and nearly all of them had been 'slack in church discipline, indiscriminate in receiving to
church communion, and remiss in looking after wandering members'. He was not
convinced that Polynesians were yet ready for responsible church leadership. 58 Views of
this kind suggest that although they were now a minority among the leaders of the
Hawaiian church, the former missionaries did not hesitate to exert a strong influence in
the councils that controlled church affairs.
By 1 8 70, there were 58 pastoral charges, served by 36 Hawaiian ministers ( there
were also three ministers not in pastorates, and nine in the overseas missions ) and five
licentiates. 59 Hawaiian ministers were not yet trained in a designated educational facility
such as the 'Institutions' that had been established by Protestant missions in other parts
of the Pacific. The discussions of 1 863 confirmed that the form of training would
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continue to be classes run by selected missionaries for suitable graduates of Lahainaluna
School. William Alexander taught such classes at Wailuku (on Maui) , where his respect
for the islands' culture was shown by his inclusion of 'Hawaiian antiquities' in the
curriculum.6° Classes were also held by Coan on Hawai'i.61 After Charles Hyde arrived
in 1 87 7 , training was moved to the 'North Pacific Missionary Institute' run by Hyde in
Honolulu.62
Before the new century began, Hawai'i was no longer a Polynesian kingdom. The
setting up of a republic in the 1 890s, and then the islands' annexation by the US in
1 900, reflected the loss of indigenous Hawaiian numerical, political and social
preponderance. In the Protestant, Catholic and Mormon bodies to which most of the
Hawaiians belonged, people of other races dominated church affairs. Marginalised
though it was, however, Hawaiian culture survived throughout the archipelago, with
Christianity and its leadership and other structures persisting as important features of the
lives of the people.

1 0.

NIUE

SEVERAL POLYNESIAN PEOPLES were evangelised from the Protestant and Catholic
missions and churches of Samoa. The first of these onward movements was to N iue .
Messengers of Christianity first came south from Samoa to this raised coral island in
1 830. At that time, there were probably nearly 4,000 N iueans, and outside influences
had been few. The 1 8th�century explorer James Cook had called this large isolated island
'Savage Island' , a name that was regarded as unfair by later N iueans but seemed apt to
missionaries experiencing the reluctance of the islanders to receive visitors in the 1 830s
and '40s. The LMS missionary Williams attempted in 1 830 to leave Polynesian teachers
from another island - in this case, Aitutaki, one of the Cook Islands - but the two
couples he landed were too intimidated by their reception to remain ashore. Following
his policy of using Polynesian missionaries as pioneer evangelists, Williams decided 'to
try and get a native or two to accompany us, and teach them the word of God, and treat
them kindly, and after the lapse of a few months bring them back with a native teacher'.
Two young men, Uea and Numaga, were taken away to Raiatea and brought back the
next year, but they did not succeed in securing a hearing for what they had learned. 1

Early Po lyn es i an m i n i stri es
The next 1 2 years saw a series of attempts by the LMS to introduce Christianity - at
first without success but in the end accomplishing their aim - by using two methods
that demonstrated the mission's commitment to 'native agency' . N iueans were again
taken away for exposure to the new faith and subsequent return as missionaries to their
own people, and Christian teachers from other Polynesian communities were brought to
the island as resident evangelists. Peniamina, who was one of several N iueans introduced
to Christianity on other islands during this period - he was baptised in Samoa and
given some training there - could not persuade the people to guarantee the safety of

Rarotongan teachers brought by Buzacott in 1 842.2 In 1 846, however, the N iueans
agreed to allow Peniamina, who had now studied for a while at Malua, to return to the
island as a teacher. The work he did after surviving the dangers of his first few days
prepared the way for the acceptance of the first Samoan missionary, Paulo, in 1 849 .3
Peniamina's achievements were tarnished by behaviour that offended the N iueans and
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the missionaries, but h e i s still remembered o n the island a s the pioneer N iuean servant
of the Gospel. 4
For more than a decade, the model of ministry displayed to the newly Christian
N iueans, succeeding and overshadowing that of Peniamina, was the work of the
missionary Paulo and other Samoans who soon joined him. The British missionaries who
left Paulo and his wife on N iue in 1 849 described him as 'a very promising young man'
who had done well during his three years of Malua training. 5 Before entering the college,
he would have had to relinquish the matai title he held in his Upolu village. 6 N ine
Samoan missionaries worked on Niue in this 20�year period of Christian beginnings,
with the last departing in 1 869. 7 Some, for example, Amosa, Sakaio and Elia, brought
experience as mission teachers in the New Hebrides. Paulo was on N iue for 14 years, and
Samuela for 1 5 . For much of this time they received only occasional visits from the
supervising British missionaries, and it was their work that established the enduring
pattern of Christian worship in villages around the island.8 They administered the
sacraments, the first church members being admitted in 1 858.9 They even began the task
of translating the Bible into N iuean from Samoan: the missionary Pratt was not
altogether satisfied with their efforts, but he used them as a basis for his own revisions
and encouraged the Samoans to continue this part of their work. 1° Paulo took a leading
role in reducing the language to writing and translating the Scriptures, and his leadership
of the mission was highly praised by the LMS. When he died in 1 863 , about a year and a
half after the first British missionary settled on the island, his new supervisor paid
unstinting tribute to the pioneer: 'He was in the prime of life, and we hoped he would
long be spared to carry on the work he so successfully began . . . He was faithful and
discreet in his work, humble and prayerful in his life, and loving and beloved in his
home; he spoke the language like a native'. Many years later, this same writer (W. G.
Lawes ) called Paulo 'the finest Polynesian missionary I have ever known' . 1 1
The effective nurturing by the Samoans of the rapid growth of N iuean Christianity
in the 1 850s was praised by the LMS. Visiting missionaries did, however, take note of the
high status their Samoan colleagues had been given on the island. In 1 85 9 , one gave
details of the teacher Samuela's house: 'One of the best teacher's houses I have ever seen
- quite a palace of a place, eighty feet by thirty, divided into seven apartments, well
plastered, finished with doors and Venetians, and furnished with tables, chairs, sofas and
bedsteads'; at Amosa's station, there was 'a nice muslin�curtained bedstead, which they
kindly spread for me with blanket and sheets, luxuries rarely to be met with in a native
teacher's house' . 1 2 In 1 86 1 , five of the villages had a Samoan teacher, each living in a
'mansion' and supplied with servants and a generous supply of food. 'Besides this,' noted
the observer, 'I cannot find that they have abused their position. ' 1 3 The prestigious
position occupied by the Samoan missionaries was bestowed on them by the people of
Niue, but it probably owed something to the expectations of the Samoans themselves
and the confidence placed in them by their European supervisors. In any case , it left a
legacy in the high status of village pastors when that role was eventually filled by
N iueans themselves.
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N i uean s take u p m i n i stry
It is not easy to identify what was inherited from traditional N iuean religion by the
emerging Christian religious specialists. Little is known about pre�Christian religious
specialists in N iuean society, but it is clear that the island lacked a highly visible
institutionalised priesthood such as was found in eastern Polynesia. Tufuga, the Niuean
form of the Polynesian word for 'expert specialist', denoted simply a person skilled in a
particular practical craft. The N iuean version, taula atua, of the other Polynesian
expression commonly translated as 'priest', carried the literal meaning 'anchor of the
gods' 1 4 and pointed to the role of such a person as a medium. Taula atua were sometimes
possessed by the gods, and commonly cursed or bewitched people, or prophesied, or cured
the sick. In recognition of their powers and functions, they were held in respect by the
people and received gifts from them. But anyone could make offerings to the gods. When
the missionaries represented the Hebrew 'priest' in the N iuean translation of the Bible,
they devised a new expression, eke poa ( 'one who makes gifts, offers sacrifices' ) , indicating
that they had not seen the traditional taula atua as a priest. Like other Polynesians, the
people of N iue also recognised divine powers in their chiefs. At the time of contact,
authority was exercised by family heads and elders, although in earlier times there had
been patu iki, paramount chiefs or 'kings' who appear to have acted more as 'high priests'
than as temporal rulers. 1 5 Some of the spiritual and temporal prestige and power possessed
by those who were chiefs and taula atua in traditional Niue passed to the strong new figure
appearing during the era of national conversion to a new religion, the Christian teacher.
Lacking conspicuous and independent power in N iuean society, the traditional
religious specialists could not offer effective opposition to the new religion and its
authority structures. In the early years , Pen iamina and Paulo encountered resistance from
taula atua, but it could not last long. Oral tradition tells of the taula atua, Mulia of
Lakepa, who furiously cursed Christianity and the old gods but in a dramatic Saul�like
conversion accepted the religion of 'the kind Jesus' . 1 6 Taula atua lingered on, but only as
healers dismissively referred to as 'witchdoctors'.
As the first N iuean to engage in Christian ministry, Peniamina was the forerunner
of many more men who played a part in creating an important N iuean institution.
Another significant early contribution was made by Laumahina, who asked to sail to
Samoa on the mission ship in 1 849. He was given training at Malua, where there were
two other Niueans in 1 850, and returned home in 1 85 2 . Until his death in 1 856, he
worked with Paulo as a teacher and worship leader. 1 7 There were four N iueans training at
Malua in 1 85 2 , two in 1 856 and several in 1 85 8 . 1 8 These trained men returned to serve
in the mission at home, working under the supervision of the Samoan teachers. W. G .
Lawes, the young Englishman who arrived i n 1 86 1 a s the first resident European
missionary, called them 'native assistant teachers' and reported that there were 1 1 of
them ( some of them locally trained ) in 1 864 . 1 9 By 1 867, three of them (Nemaia, Tavita
and Solomona) had been raised to the rank of 'teacher' alongside the four Samoans. 20
Lawes decided soon after his arrival to work towards the localisation of the
ministry: 'I dispensed as early as possible with our foreign teachers,' he wrote later, 'and
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filled their places with natives. My seniors in Samoa, I believe, thought it was rash, but
the results j ustified the step.'21 The progress made towards an indigenous ministry on
Niue was indeed more rapid than in most other LMS fields, and a later mission official
pointed out that Lawes was notably friendly and sympathetic to Pacific Islanders: not
only was he 'an unqualified and unquenchable optimist in regard to the salvability of the
most degraded', he 'also had the most generous confidence in, and appreciation of his
native fellow,workers . . . The result was that he won the complete confidence of the
people, and the devotion of the workers whom he trained and led'. 22 Almost
immediately after his arrival, Lawes began a training class for 1 5 young men whom he
saw as future mission teachers; his wife, Fanny, taught the students' wives. 23 Training a
local ministry was a priority for E E. Lawes, too ( Frank Lawes joined his brother on N iue
in 1 868 and, after the departure of W. G. Lawes for England and Papua in 1 8 72,
remained at his post for a further 3 8 years ) . Frank's wife, Sarah Lawes, gave instruction to
the students' wives in literacy, arithmetic, Scripture , handcrafts and domestic duties. 24
There were 25 students in 1 87 7 , and 1 9 in 1 886.25 In the 1 890s, the students were being
taught Scripture, doctrine, preaching, arithmetic and geography, in classes held on three
days of the week. There was also a weekly preparatory class for young men aspiring to
enter the training school. The missionary himself selected the students for full training
from among the candidates put forward by the congregations. 26 In a book published in
1 889, the non,mission writer Frederick Moss claimed that the mission workers from N iue
were of much better quality than those trained in other islands.27 The training school set
up at Vailahi by the Lawes brothers became an extremely important part of N iue church
life and endured until the 1 960s.
One of the purposes of the training institution was to prepare workers for the wider
work of the LMS Pacific mission. A. W. Murray had looked ahead to such a future for
Niuean teachers even before Lawes established his programme: N iue's own teacher
requirements, wrote Murray in 1 86 1 , 'will be easily met, and the people are such an
energetic, enterprising race, that when under Christian influence, and suitably instructed,
they are likely to prove very effective labourers in breaking up new ground and preparing
the way for and assisting missionaries in their early labours' in new fields. 28 N iue did
indeed become an important source of mission teachers beyond its own shores. The
teachers were always accompanied by their wives and undertook a team ministry. 29 Except
for a teacher sent in 1 864 to take care of young N iuean migrant labourers in Samoa, the
first N iueans to minister on other islands were Fataiki and Sione Paea, who went to
Tokelau in 1 868 after extra training at Malua. Fataiki was described by Lawes as an
intelligent man with gifts of leadership; he later returned to N iue and, after further service
as a pastor, was in 1 888 elected patu iki under the island's resurrected system of kingship.3 0
Paea later worked in Tuvalu before taking up a ministry at home, 3 1 and two men
(Solomona and Iona) worked in Vanuatu from 1 870 to 1 876,32 but the largest number of
N iuean missionaries worked in the Papua mission. Twenty,four couples departed for
Papua between 1 874 and 1 900, where they were able to work in the same mission as W.
G. Lawes, who was in Papua until 1 906; many more followed until 1 953.33 Some of the
young men under training in 1 8 73 were 'burning with zeal' to go to Papua.34 Many N iuean
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missionaries died in the field, some violently. Hatapu died in 1 885 after only a few months
in Papua, and his wife followed him to the grave five weeks later. In 1 893 , lsaako died on
the voyage home after 18 years in Papua, and Reboamo, who returned on the same ship,
died not long after returning from 1 7 years of service .3 5 The contribution of N iue to the
development of Papuan Christianity was certainly a notable one.

The m i n i stry i n N i uean soc iety
On N iue itself, indigenous ministers led the religious life of the villages from the 1 870s
onwards. They were still known as akoako, 'teachers', as they are to this day. In 1 8 7 3 , F. E.
Lawes commented that 'except in name' the akoako were 'pastors of churches'; 'We,
however,' he added, 'reserve the right of admitting members and meet with the teachers
once a month when all matters for church discipline etc. are discussed and settled.'36 W.
G. Lawes admitted in 1 8 70 that he and his brother felt 'more at home with these our
own children' than they had with the Samoan teachers ;'[we feel] more at liberty to give
them the work of exhortation and if need be, of reproof than with strangers'.37 The
pastors baptised and presided at the sacrament of communion, but were not at first
formally ordained. When Frank Lawes was asked by the LMS about ordination in 1 8 7 7 ,
h e replied that i t was not yet advisable, as the pastors were not ready fo r such
responsibility.38 The expression 'ordained pastor' is indeed found in church records from
1 888, but it is not known when ordination was introduced. 39 At the end of the century,
an ordained minister pastored each of the 1 1 villages, with the British missionary
residing in Alofi, where he still directed the training school and supervised the mission
and its N iuean ministers.4 0 The regular meeting of the ministers with the missionary was
the forerunner of a national church fono or assembly, but until the 20th century there
were few indications that the N iueans wished to formalise the church independence that
already existed under the mission�dominated surface. In 1 886, the missionary recorded
the desire of the pastors and people for a greater voice in membership and discipline
matters, but he discouraged the idea and, until he retired from the island in 1 9 1 0, stood
by the opinion he had expressed in the 1 8 7 0s that the time for dispensing with a resident
missionary was still 'in the far off future'. He was not fully confident that the pastors were
yet ready for full charge of the church, and pointed out that his own role in training
pastors and missionaries was crucial for maintaining the church on N iue and the LMS
mission in Papua.41
Alongside his duties as pastor and preacher, the akoako ran a village school for the
children ( and did so until well into the 20th century ) . In fact, pastors occupied a leading
position in the community life of each village, where their authority was not confined to
those who had formally become members of the church ( the first candidates were
admitted in 1 85 8 ) .42 In order to avoid family entanglements , they were normally
appointed to a village other than their own. There they were given the respect and
reverence owing to a figure regarded as the representative of God, a tagata tapu or sacred
man; the people accepted the strict discipline exerted by their pastor over those who
transgressed the new Christian laws.43
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The pastors were provided with housing and food by the villagers, the fagai (weekly
food contributions ) being in accordance with LMS policy in Samoa and also with the
traditional N iuean practice of making food offerings to the gods, the taula atua and the
chiefs . A poa ( an offering of goods and money, with a strong competitive element) was
given to the pastors annually. This responsibility towards the pastors was formalised in
1 875 with an agreement between the mission and the people that each pastor be paid a
salary by his congregation.44 The people took great pleasure and pride in making their
gifts, explains a modern N iuean writer, and the pastor reciprocated by 'blessing the giver
on behalf of the divine'.45 The people's sense of dependence on the pastor for their
welfare and prosperity led them to defer to his authority, but at the same time the pastor's
reliance on the villagers for his material support could deter him from endangering their
goodwill towards him. The authority of the pastor was potentially restricted in particular
by the important men in each village who held office as tiakono ( deacons ) and lay
preachers in the congregations and who met with him in the village fono.
When the 1 9th century ended, the LMS mission and the N iuean church were still
the only non,traditional power structures on the island. Other missions had successfully
been excluded and the island was not subj ect to any foreign power. In 1 900, however,
N iuean requests for a British protectorate were granted and, in 1 90 1 , the island passed
under New Zealand control. In the new colonial era, the N iuean church continued
strongly in its LMS tradition, moving slowly towards independence under its own pastors
and deacons.

I I

I

TO KE LAU

THE THREE ATOLLS of Tokelau lie in an isolated group in the central Pacific
hundreds of kilometres north of Samoa and east of Tuvalu. Atafu, N ukunonu and
Fakaofo together have a land area of slightly more than 1 2 sq km, on which about 600
people were living in the middle of the 1 9th century, when Christianity first reached this
part of the ocean. 1 The inhabitants of these tiny islands were Polynesians, like their
neighbours, but with their own distinct language and culture.
Because only a few literate observers paid even short visits to Tokelau in the years
before or soon after conversion, very little documentation of the traditional religion and
its specialist practitioners is available. A Tokelauan who spent some time in Samoa told
the missionaries there that the chief of Fakaofo was also a high priest; he spoke of
another priest whose god brought sickness but could remove it when the priest prayed
and anointed the sufferer. 2 The same informant gave further details to the LMS mission
party taking him home in 1 858: when there was an abundance of food on Fakaofo, the
missionaries were told, prayers were recited and shares were given to the chiefs and
'taula,atuas' (priests) before the remaining food was distributed among the people.3 Old
women spoke of this practice to a later visitor ( in 1 889 ) ; he recorded their testimony that
in former times the 'king' offered the food to the principal god before the 'taulaitu' had
their share, and that the priests were chosen by the king and enj oyed high social status .4
With its aliki, a 'king' who was also the priest of the principal god, Fakaofo was the
religious and political centre of the group. On this and the other islands, some of the
understandings of the people about those who exerted religious power and authority
survived the passing of the old religion and the adoption of Christianity.

M i n i stry i n th e early Ch ri stian era
The first Christian evangelists on all three Tokelau Islands were local men. 5 Preceding
the conversion of the group was the exposure of Tokelauan castaways to Catholicism on
Wallis in the 1 840s, and the Marist,ass isted migration of nearly 5 00 people from Fakaofo
to Wallis in 1 85 2 . Also in 1 85 2 , the young Takua, son of the aliki (chief) of Nukunonu,
found his way to Wallis. Four years later, he was one of two Tokelauan students in the
small seminary operated by the Marists in Sydney in the years 1 85 5-5 6. It was Takua
whose return to his home island in 1 86 1 brought Catholicism to Tokelau. The whole of
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Nukunonu became Catholic. Because no priest could be spared for such a small and
isolated population, Takua was in effect the pastor of his people, and was still a leading
figure in the church when he became aliki in the 1 890s (he died in 1 9 1 4 ) .
Even before Takua's return, i n 1 858, Christianity had reached the other islands
from another direction. In that year, Lea, a Fakaofo man who had travelled to Samoa,
was taken home by the LMS as a Christian teacher, carrying with him the Samoan Bible
and other mission books in Samoan. Lea was a church member and had been trained at
Malua.6 His mission on Fakaofo was not immediately successful - nor was that of
Faivalua, another Fakaofo man who had also been in Samoa and returned home that
year. He, too, encountered resistance on Fakaofo, but his message found acceptance on
the third island, Atafu, which turned decisively to Christianity in its LMS form.
The pioneers were all Tokelauans, but many of the men who built on what these
early ministries had accomplished were outsiders. In 1 858, Fakaofo had accepted Lea but
not the Samoan teachers brought by the LMS . Again in 1 86 1 , teachers sent from Samoa
were rej ected at Fakaofo, but the people of Atafu accepted them. These first resident
ministers from another culture were Mafala of Savai'i (Samoa) and Maka of Rarotonga
(Cook Islands ) . It was not until 1 863 that a Samoan group consisting of Mafala and
Sakaio and their wives , Hapeta and Tuanai, were able to begin mission work on
Fakaofo. 7 By then, Fakaofo had also received Catholic teaching from returning converts.
In 1 868, a Samoan catechist, Matulino, came to look after the Catholics, and there have
been Protestant and Catholic communities on the island ever since. None of the islands
permitted any other mission to enter.

M i n i stry i n To ke l auan soc i ety and cu ltu re
Christianity became an important part of Tokelauan life, although soon after it was
accepted a catastrophe befell the three atolls. Slave ships came from Peru in 1 863 and
took nearly half of the people away, including almost all the able,bodied males.8 The
depleted population gradually recovered, however, and the Catholic and Protestant
Churches became increasingly integrated into Tokelau society. In the LMS
congregations, village elders became lay officers known as deacons. Local participation
and leadership was always important, but a significant contribution continued to be
made by mission workers from other places. European missionaries made only brief and
infrequent visits, and the models of ministry seen by the Tokelauans were Polynesian.
The enormous loss of leadership caused by the slavers' depredations allowed the educated
teachers from other places to exert considerable influence in Tokelau society, which from
this era onwards was governed by councils of elders rather than by chiefs.
Samoan Catholic catechists from Samoa were sent to Nukunonu and Fakaofo. A
succession of pastors, usually Samoans but also Cook Islanders and N iueans, led the LMS
churches on Atafu and Fakaofo. Some of the Protestant pastors, including Mafala and
Sakaio, had to be disciplined and removed.9 Even the pioneer on Atafu, Maka of
Rarotonga, blemished his long ministry in the end. After training at Takamoa, he served
for 1 2 years on Mare in the Loyalty Islands before being moved to Samoa in 1 85 8 and
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Tokelau in 1 86 1 . His removal from Atafu in 1 8 7 2 came after some years of trouble and
marital misbehaviour. 1 0 Later in the 1 870s, the deacons of Atafu wrote to the
missionaries in Samoa saying they did not want a new pastor because those they had
been sent before had been a continual source of trouble. I I lapesa of Samoa, pastor of
Fakaofo from 1 880 to 1 88 7 , was an energetic leader but quarrelled unduly with the
Catholics; the mission authorities thought it best to remove him; Lemuelu, another
Samoan who was on Atafu at the same time, was also forceful (a visiting French priest
called him 'despotic' ) , and in the end his flock did not want him to remain. 1 2
Because the LMS pioneers were trained in Samoa and used written materials in
Samoan, the language of Protestantism ( and Catholicism, too ) in Tokelau came to be
Samoan. The people still spoke Tokelauan, but pastors and catechists from other islands
used Samoan to communicate with them; the local language was not written until much
later, and Tokelauans used Samoan in religious and educational situations . 1 3 The
Samoan Bible was ( and still is ) the only one available. The terminology adopted to
designate the Protestant pastors (faifeau) and Catholic catechists (fehoahoani ) was the
same as that used in Samoa. As in Samoa, a faifeau was 'called' by his congregation and
entered into a feagaiga ( covenantal relationship ) with it. 1 4 The Protestant churches in
Tokelau continued to be part of the church structure of Samoa ( until 1 999 ) , and the
Catholic congregations were subj ect to their bishop in Samoa. Catholic catechists who
were Samoan often stayed for many years or even married into the community, while the
already married Samoan pastors held their appointments for shorter periods and
remained at a certain distance from Tokelauan life. 1 5 In the 1 880s, a vis itor was
impressed with a Catholic catechist he saw on Nukunonu, 'a fine,looking elderly man
not distinguished in dress and manner from the rest of his people'; he was helping to
carry copra out to a waiting ship, and the observer compared him favourably with the
LMS pastor he had seen on Atafu, a ridiculous figure he caricatured as an imitator of
Europeans, 'dressed in ilUitting black, with orthodox white necktie, creaking boots and
white helmet, with Bible under arm and umbrella overhead, walking solemnly from his
house to the church'. 16
Notwithstanding the Samoan complexion of Tokelauan Christianity, local people
trained in Samoa often held positions as Catholic catechists or temporary Protestant
pastors. In the Catholic parishes, the work of a catechist, whether Samoan or local,
necessarily fell short of a full priestly ministry, and in this period priests made only
occasional brief visits. No Tokelauans were trained as priests. Tokelauan Protestants did
train as teachers and pastors in Samoa: early examples from Fakaofo were Timoteo, who
went from Malua to Nanumaga ( in Tuvalu ) in 1 8 7 1 and back to Fakaofo in 1 8 74 to
replace Mafala, 1 7 and Esekielu and his wife, Lonise , who trained at Malua in the 1 870s. 1 8
The place o f LMS pastors in Tokelau village society, however, was shaped b y the
historical pattern that had developed: the faifeau and his family were foreigners who did
not speak Tokelauan, lived somewhat apart from the community and interacted with the
people in a rather formal way. 19 Tokelauans could be ministers, but Samoan church
pol icy was to locate pastors away from their village of origin, and Protestant ministry
localisation on the three islands themselves was far in the future. Tokelauan ministers
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shared in the ordained status conferred on their Samoan brethren after 1 8 7 5 . A greater
number of Catholic catechists were Tokelauan. Catechists and pastors received gifts from
the people and were housed by their congregations in 'spacious compounds and
substantial residences'.20 During the week they taught the children in schools ( the entire
school system was operated by the catechists and pastors until the 1 940s ) .
I n 1 889, the three islands became a British protectorate, but the new colonial
authority was exerted very lightly. Few resident officials were appointed, not many
Tokelauans travelled away and the isolated atolls attracted only a small number of
visitors. The people of Tokelau, of whom there were fewer than 1 ,000, lived on into the
20th century as a wholly Christian society in which their churches and pastors continued
to be prominent and influential.

1 2.

TUVALU

MIDWAY BETWEEN FIJ I and the equator is a group of nine atolls and low coral islands
(one uninhabited in the 1 9th century) known collectively as 'Tuvalu' by the people who
lived on them before contact with Europeans. The total land area is 26 sq km, with none
of the islands exceeding six sq km. Situated on the westernmost edge of Polynesia, the
group is inhabited by people speaking a Polynesian language and clearly related to their
neighbours in Tokelau and Samoa. Only on one island (Nui) is there evidence of
significant incursions by Micronesian migrants; on that island, a dialect of G ilbertese is
spoken. When contact with European visitors ( including missionaries, who first came in
1 865 ) became more frequent in the middle of the 1 9th century, there were several
hundred inhabitants on each island, with a total of about 3 ,OOO for the group. 1 For more
than a century after contact, the name 'Ellice Islands' was used by Europeans, although
the independent nation of today is called Tuvalu.
Very little about the traditional culture of the Ellice Islands was recorded by early
vis itors from the outside. The meagre information that has come down to us indicates
that the religious ideas and practices of the people were similar in many ways to those
found elsewhere in Polynesia. It seems that chiefs had certain divine attributes and that
some individuals performed priest�like functions. In the 1 890s, a missionary visitor noted
the word vakatua for 'priest' , and another observer writing much later explained vaka atua
as the term for a man who was in contact with deities and spirits and who could prophesy
and heal. 2 A more detailed description of the 'priests', recorded by a European missionary
who vis ited the group only a few years after its conversion to Christianity began, refers to
them as 'sacred men'. Through the priests, he understood, the people communicated
with the gods; the priests were chosen from particular families, lived with their families
somewhat apart from the rest of the community, and were supplied with food by the
people. While in a state of spiritual possession, they conveyed the will of the gods. They
uttered incantations for divine blessings on fishing expeditions and promised the favour
of the gods to people who contributed plenty of food.3 A modern scholar, however, has
argued that it was unlikely that the islands could have supported a separate caste of
religious specialists or that they were as powerful as this missionary account suggested.4
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The fi rst m o d e l s of Ch ri stian m i n i stry
The 1 860s saw the introduction of Christianity and the emergence of a religious
specialist who was a new figure in Ellice Islands society but probably inherited some of
the attributes of the traditional vaka atua he supplanted. The people had heard and seen
something of the new religion by mid,century, but 1 86 1 is remembered today as the date
of its coming to the group. In that year, a Cook Islands Christian drifted far to the west
from his home island and was cast up on Nukulaelae, at that time the southernmost
inhabited atoll in the group. Known in Tuvalu since then as Elekana, the new arrival was
a deacon in the church on Manihiki, an island first evangelised by LMS teachers 1 2 years
earlier. He proceeded to teach Christianity to the people of Nukulaelae, and was the first
missionary ( albeit an informal one ) in the Ellice Islands and the man responsible for
interesting the LMS in Samoa in extending their mission to this group. Elekana went to
Samoa to find teachers and stayed on to undertake ministry training himself at Malua.
When he came back to the Ell ice Islands in 1 865 , he was one of the accredited teachers
brought by the first British missionary expedition. 5
Polynesian teachers trained at Malua were settled on three of the islands in 1 865:
Ioane (from Manu'a) and his wife, Saili, on Nukulaelae (where they served until retiring
23 years later) , Matatia and his wife on Funafuti (where they remained for three years )
and Elekana, who was a widower, on Nukufetau ( until 1 87 0 ) . Soon other communities
accepted teachers and, by 1 873 , there was a resident Polynesian missionary on each of
the eight islands.6 No European mission workers resided in the group until after 1 900,
and the Polynesian missionaries were visited only infrequently by their LMS supervisors.
While the resident apostles of Christianity were members of Polynesian societies related
to those of the Ellice Islands, they were still outsiders, and this continued to be an
important aspect of Christian ministry in the group until comparatively recent times.
Except for one Cook Islander ( Elekana) , one N iuean (Sione Paea on N iutao from 1 8 70
to 1 87 5 ) and one Tokelauan (Timoteo on Nanumaga from 1 8 7 1 to 1 873 ) , all the foreign
missionaries appointed in this period were Samoans. The mission endeavoured to keep
each of the eight stations staffed continuously, and a succession of couples selected from
the large numbers of people who were trained at Malua proceeded from Samoa to the
Ellice Islands until 1 900 and well beyond.
For a time in the northern islands, the messengers of the Gospel were actively
opposed by the priests of the traditional religion. 7 But it was not long before Christianity
was well established on all the islands and the old religious practices and their specialist
functionaries were submerged and suppressed by the leaders and adherents of the new
religion. No other form of Christianity was able to challenge the ubiquity of the LMS in
the Ellice Islands. Like some other Pacific groups, these islands were visited by Peruvian
slavers in 1 863 , and 445 people ( including 250 from Nukulaelae and 1 7 1 from Funafuti,
a high proportion of the populations of those islands ) were taken away. 8 But this disaster,
coming so soon after the introduction of Christianity, did not interrupt its progress.
Universal attendance and allegiance made the church the focus of social, political and
intellectual life on each of the islands from this time on. The pioneer mission teachers
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and their successors became pastors of whole communities, and played a leading role in
the post�contact transformation of each island society.
The pastor (faifeau, a local form of the Samoan faife ' au) occupied a position as
honoured guest, an outsider but also a chief, who was accepted into Ellice Islands
societies by agreement in an arrangement reminiscent of the Samoan feagaiga ( covenantal
relationship ) .9 His wife was given respect as his partner in ministry. Church development
enhanced and institutionalised his position: formal church structures were inaugurated
according to Congregationalist principles ( the first four churches were formed on four of
the islands in 1 8 70 ) , and tiakono, deacons, were selected from among the leading men in
each community to work with the faifeau in the administration of church affairs.
After 1 8 7 5 , like their colleagues serving at home in Samoa, the pastors enj oyed full
ecclesiastical status as ordained ministers, controlling admission to the church and
exclusion from it. 1 0 Until the middle of the next century, they were responsible for the
daily teaching of the children in schools, and a high literacy rate was achieved. On
Sundays the pastors delivered lengthy sermons that were heard by the whole population
and played a highly significant role in the life of the community. 1 1

The l o ng peri od of Sam oan m i n i stry
The Samoan ministers of the Ellice Islands churches in the 1 9th century included some
remarkable and memorable figures. The careers of a number of them have been studied by
the historian Munro, who has written about Kirisome (on Nui from 1 865 to 1 899) , Terna
(on Funafuti from 1 870 to 1 889) and Ieremia (on Vaitupu from 1 880 to 1 895 ) . 1 2 Stephen
Whitmee, a supervising missionary from Samoa, reported that Kirisome and his wife were
'an excellent pair, and models of what our Polynesian pioneers should be'. He was impressed
by Kirisome's eagerness to expand his knowledge of the Scriptures. 1 3 A visiting missionary
from the Cook Islands could see that Kirisome was 'in every way a superior man'.14 Even a
traveller who was unconnected with the mission and often critical of its teachers wrote of
Kirisome as 'a fine, frank, open�eyed man, without pretension in manners or dress, keeping a
vigilant eye over his flock but avoiding all mean ways in doing so' . 1 5 Kirisome and his
cousins, the brothers Ioane (of Nanumaga) and Terna, were all sons of teachers in Samoa,
and the sons of Kirisome and Terna became missionary pastors like their fathers. 16 Ieremia's
two predecessors on Vaitupu had been involved in factional disagreements on the island, but
Ieremia was much praised for his peacemaking and pastoral work; when he retired in 1 895 ,
'the distress of the people at parting with the old man' was noticed. 1 7
The record of the Samoan ministers i n the Ellice Islands i s not, however,
unambiguously positive. They were often the subj ects of unfavourable comment by
outside observers, and the legacy they left to their indigenous successors needs critical
scrutiny. The favourable attention attracted by Ieremia is explained partly by the
contrast between him and the domineering and avaricious pastor stereotypically
described in many contemporary accounts. 1 8 The pastor on Funafuti in the late 1 890s,
for instance, was portrayed by a visitor who was not part of the mission ( and included her
criticisms in published travel books ) as lazy, conceited, greedy and dirty. He taught
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school when he felt inclined, legalistically applied rules that were imported from Samoa,
stopped the children from wearing flowers in school and church, and conducted a shoddy
communion service. He lived in the best house in the village, demanded deference and
service from the peop le and expected food and money from the community as well as
supplies from the mission. The chiefs were frightened of him. This observer understood,
however, that the pastor's two predecessors were 'real good men who worked hard in
their taro gardens, taught the school well and regularly, preached good sermons, visited
the sick, looked after the people well, and set them a good example'. 19 Accounts like this
( and even the reports of visiting missionaries ) do not provide a reliable understanding
of the pastors' position in Ellice Islands society. European preconceptions often led
observers to focus on certain aspects of their activities and behaviour and to
misunderstand the dynamics of the relationship between minister and people. 20
,

The fact that the Ellice Islands churches were pastored for nearly a century by
ministers who were usually foreigners is noteworthy. Unlike its practice elsewhere, the
LMS took no steps to translate the Scriptures into the local language, and the Samoan
Bible was used in the Ellice Islands churches until the 1 980s. The closeness of the
Samoan language to Tuvaluan enabled the British and Samoan missionaries to make
themselves understood in the Ellice Islands without much trouble (except on Nui, where
it was necessary to learn the local form of Gilbertese ) . It was convenient for the mission
to use its Samoan personnel, literature and training facilities for the Ellice Islands
mission rather than develop yet another language - one used by only a very small
population - for mission purposes. Samoan was used in mission, church and school (and
later in colonial administration) in the Ellice Islands until well into the 20th century.
The language came to be seen as in a sense 'sacred' , and much more fitting for use in
worship than the vernacular.2 1 This emphasised the foreignness of Christianity and
enhanced the perception that the Samoan pastors were superior to local people. The
Ellice Islands church received its ministers from Samoa, was ministered to in Samoan
and was subject to mission and church authorities in Samoa until long after 1 900.
Especially in the early years, ministers in the Ellice Islands played dramatic roles in
the religious and cultural changes accepted by the people. The two Samoan teachers who
landed on Nanumea in 1 873 participated in the destruction of 'the principal idols' and
buried 200 skulls that had been used in religious ceremonies. 2 2 On Nanumaga, the
teacher ( another Ioane ) , who, in 1 87 5 resumed the hitherto unsuccessful mission there,
helped the people through the crisis point of their conversion by destroying their ancient
sacred places and obj ects and burying the skulls.23 loane stayed on Nanumaga for 1 0
years . His early readiness for iconoclasm did not prevent him later from tolerating
traditional songs and dances.24 But in the observation of a visiting scientist in the 1 890s,
this relaxed approach to pre,Christian custom was not the norm in the Ellice Islands: 'In
weeding out the so,called immoral practices of heathen days, ' he wrote, the Samoan
pastors 'seem, to a casual onlooker, to crush out many innocent recreations, uprooting
the wheat and the tares together'. 25
Deference to their pastors as knowledgeable outsiders representing a superior God
permitted Ellice Islanders to accept wide,ranging intervention in time,honoured
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practices. More than that, the people gave their new religious leaders positions of
considerable status and prestige in society. A visiting missionary noted in 1 8 7 2 that on
Vaitupu the chief fined a man who insulted the new teacher, Peni, so that others would
not think they 'could abuse the teacher with impunity' .26 According to oral tradition, on
Funafuti the teachers stopped the ancient practice of presenting turtle heads to the
principal chief as a symbol of his supremacy, and on Vaitupu the right to receive the
heads was passed over to the pastor. 2 7 In community meeting, houses, the pastors were
given the right to sit in places of honour. The Samoan pastors brought with them an
expectation of the respect they were given in their own culture, which they regarded as
superior, and the Ell ice Islanders were willing to venerate what emanated from Samoa ( as
a scholar noticed even in the 1 960s ) . 2 8
Measuring the extent o f the authority exercised by pastors i s difficult. The testimony
of non,mission observers is sometimes tainted by personal motives that conflicted with
mission interests, but should nevertheless be considered . A trader on Vaitupu, for
example, grumbled in 1 87 8 that the pastor (yet another loane ) interfered in political
matters. 'The king and chiefs dare not do anything without his consent,' a missionary was
told. 'He is very arrogant and overbearing to everyone, to the king and chiefs and to white
men. '29 In the opinion of a commentator on a Royal Navy ship that visited the group in
1 883 , 'the real king and sovereign' on each of the islands was the pastor: 'nothing can be
done without his permission'.3 0 In 1 892 on Nanumea, it was a chief himself who
complained that when he went to Emosi's house to discuss their respective duties, the
pastor 'worked himself into a fearful passion . . . and informed me he the Samoan was the
ruler of the land, and rudely drove me the king away to my own house'. 3 1
I n scholars' attempts to characterise the authoritative position of the pastors i n the
Ellice Islands, the word 'theocracy' has sometimes been used , and attention has been
drawn to the way in which the power of the pastor disturbed and severely modified
traditional patterns of rank and authority.32 It is a distortion, however, to state that rule
by pastors was substituted for the former power of chiefs and elders. Traditional authority
survived, although significantly altered by the advent of Christianity and other Western
innovations, and the power of the faifeau, even at its peak in the late 1 9th century, is best
regarded in terms of influence rather than control or formal rule. Yet the traditional lack
of distinction between sacred and secular did mean that the involvement of pastors in
activities outside the church sphere was not immediately questioned by the people. The
Ellice Islands lacked the presence of European missionaries who would have emphasised
the distinction as they did in Samoa and elsewhere.33 The realities of life on newly
converted isolated islands lent themselves to the prominence of pastors, and even when
their nominal supervisors did visit they were ready to approve of strong leadership in the
developing Christian communities. Only when pastors blatantly overstepped the
boundaries of acceptable forcefulness were the mission authorities prepared to terminate
their appointments. In any case , even when the power of the faifeau seemed strongest it
was still limited by the wishes of the people, who were willing to see the spiritual
authority of their ministers in the widest terms but would not continue to work with
pastors who assumed power that the people regarded as excessive. The Islanders
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conferred status and wealth on the ir faifeau, and greatly respected their knowledge and
advice, but could withdraw their support and cooperation if a pastor did not fill his role
acceptably.
The inab ility of a pastor to maintain the willing assent of his flock to his ministry
was one of the reasons why the mission would remove him from his post. Even when
their supervisors were not totally convinced by the people's complaints, action might be
taken to send another pastor with whom the people would cooperate better. Matatia, the
teacher who pioneered Funafuti in 1 865 , was dismissed three years later not only because
of an unspecified 'error' but also because the misdeed 'deprived him of his influence'.34 In
1 8 70, dismissal came also to Elekana, the pioneer on Nukufetau, after five years in his
post. His removal had been requested in a letter from the island, and the mission
investigator found he had been unacceptably involved in trading and political matters.35
The pastor ( Ioane ) who intervened too much in Vaitupu politics in 1 87 8 was removed
after the people asked for that action in a public meeting with the visiting mission
supervisor.36 Offending the people by being overbearing was the cause of Uele's removal
from Vaitupu in 1 898, and the missionary Newell commented that this was 'the great
fault of some of our Samoan teachers'.37 Sexual offences were of course grounds for
dismissal, too, and some pastors were removed for breaking the mission's rule against
trading. 'Incompetency' was the reported reason for the removal of the pastor whose
unsatisfactory work on Funafuti had been publicised in travel books in the 1 890s.3 8
The tensions that arose sometimes between pastor and people, however, should not
obscure the amicable pattern of reciprocity that normally prevailed. The people were
willing to free their spiritual leaders from physical labour, not so that they would be idle
but to enable them to devote their time to teaching and pastoral work. In return for the
pastor's spiritual guidance and the divine blessings mediated through him, the people
bestowed material riches on the faifeau and his family. Missionary visitors often remarked
on the generosity of the people's provision. One of them, observing the quantity of food
that was presented to Kirisome and another teacher on Nui in 1 87 2 , wryly noted that the
two men had become 'so fat that they cannot get into their trowsers [sic] '.39 Kirisome's
salary from the people in 1 874 was $ 1 3 3 , made up of $29 in cash, 234 metres of cloth,
one vest, five shirts, one necktie, one pair of trousers and one pig, while from the LMS he
received soap, stationery, sewing materials and an umbrella; loane's income on Vaitupu
was comparable, though teachers on other islands received less. Four years later, gifts
made to loane were valued at $360, while Terna on Funafuti was given 1 49 articles
( worth $ 1 47.50) and 20,300 coconuts ( worth $ 1 0 1 . 5 0 ) ; again, the other islands gave
less. The missionary who recorded these details was of the opinion that salaries in cash
would be preferable so that the pastors would not have to 'soil their fingers' by selling the
coconuts and other items they were given.4° The pastors lived in large houses and were
provided with servants: they were 'better off than many hardworked ministers of the old
country', suggested the missionary Samuel Davies in 1 880.41
The comparative affluence of pastors, enhanced by a competitive element in gift�
giving, persisted into modern times.42 It met the expectations of ministers familiar with
church practice back in Samoa, and was in accord with the traditional giving of gifts by
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Ellice Islanders to chiefs, priests and honoured guests. The desire to placate the gods in
order to avoid disaster probably lived on in Christian willingness to please God by
honouring the pastor, as a story from N anumea indicates: some time after the new
religion was accepted and the people began to give food to their pastor, the chief
demanded that half the food should go to him; a drought brought famine, and it was only
when the chief again permitted the people to support the pastor adequately that the
drought broke and life on the island was renewed.43

E l l i ce I s l an d e rs i n Ch ri stian m i n istry
The ministry in the Ellice Islands was dominated by Samoans until well into the 20th
century. Ellice Islanders did become faifeau, however, and their ministries followed many
of the patterns established by the Samoans who pastored in the early days. The
participation of local people in ministry was overshadowed by the prominence of the
Samoans, but right from the beginning of Christianity in this group, Ellice Islanders were
engaging in the pastoral care of their own people. Positions as deacons and lay preachers
in the congregations were much prized . When Funafuti's Samoan teacher was removed
in 1 868, the classes and services were led for the next two years by 'four of the most
intelligent amongst the community, [who] had been chosen by the rest'. Similarly, when
Kirisome was taken from N ui that year to assist the mission in the Gilbert Islands for
1 2 months, the work was entrusted to four local assistants he had tra ined as teachers,
preachers and prayer leaders. 44
The entry of Ellice Islanders into full, time ordained ministry began with young
couples who were selected for training at Malua. Every year the mission ship took several
candidates away to Samoa for this purpose. One of them, Ioane of Funafuti, gained the
highest marks in the Malua class in 1 8 7 5 .45 Successful Ellice Islands ministry students
became faife'au in Samoa or ( like their counterparts in other Pacific churches ) teachers
and pastors in LMS mission stations in other groups, as close as the Gilbert Islands or as
far afield as Papua. Lutelu, living on Nukulaelae but originally from Tonga, was taken to
Malua for training in 1 8 72 and stationed as a teacher on Bern in the Gilbert Islands in
1 8 78 .46 Among other examples of Ellice Islanders who served in the Gilberts are Sakaio
of Vaitupu and Tuiteke of Nui, who went to Onotoa in 1 8 78.47 Occasionally, an Ellice
Islander trained at Malua would be stationed temporarily on one of the islands of his
homeland, as when Iosia (from Nukufetau) looked after Nanumaga in 1 888,89 until a
new Samoan arrived. Iosia and his wife, Saleima, had served on N ikunau in the Gilberts
after their training in Samoa in the 1 8 70s.48 An Ellice Islands pastor received a full
appointment to a congregation within the group in 1 898.49 Very few other such
appointments were made until well into the new century. Despite the readiness of Ellice
Islanders to become ministers and the willingness of the LMS to train and deploy them,
the localisation of the ordained ministry in the Ellice Islands themselves is a
comparatively recent development.
In 1 892, British protection (which endured until the 1 9 70s ) was proclaimed over
the Ell ice Islands . The well,established structures of church life in the eight island
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societies were not seriously threatened, although the advent of colonial authority was
eventually able to restrain the power of pastors to an extent that had not been possible
when the mission in Samoa exercised the only external jurisdiction over the
archipelago. so

1 3.

KI RI BATI AN D NAU RU

LYING NORTH, WEST o f the Ellice Islands (Tuvalu ) and straddling the equator are
another group of low coral atolls , known since the 1 9th century as the Gilbert Islands
(and now called Kiribati). Although sandy soil and infrequent rainfall on these islands
made agriculture difficult, fish and coconuts enabled a comparatively large number of
people to live there in pre,contact times. When European whalers and traders began to
bring them into continuing contact with the outside world in the 1 830s and 1 840s, the
1 6 small islands were supporting a population of between 30,000 and 3 5 ,000
inhabitants . 1 The people were M icronesians who differed in appearance from their
Polynesian neighbours in Tuvalu and spoke a quite different language. The Gilbertese
tongue was common to all 16 atolls, but most of the island communities were politically
separate from each other. Some were traditional enemies. In the north there were chiefs,
but most of the islands of the central and southern districts were governed by councils of
elders. A partly related people lived on the raised reef island of Banaba some distance to
the west of the G ilbert chain. Nauru, a second (but larger) raised island still further to
the west, was the home of another Micronesian people who were culturally distinct from
the Gilbertese and spoke a language of their own. To all these islands the new Christian
religion was brought after the middle of the 1 9th century.
The bearers of Christianity to the Gilbert Islands encountered religious ideas and
practices that were rooted in trad ition. 'Their religion scarcely deserves the name, ' a
missionary on a fleeting reconnaissance visit in 1 85 2 wrote dismissively; he had seen 'no
temples, no idols, no priests , only a loose system of "spirit worship"' .2 An earlier observer,
however, had gathered information about the religious specialists known as ibonga:
'There are priests , but they do not enj oy any particular respect or power on that account.
The priests are called iboya or boya, and are not a distinct class.' He discovered also that
priests were entitled to keep the offerings made to the gods, and that they received
messages from the spiritual realm and passed them on to the people. On the island of
Makin, he wrote, there were no priests and the rituals and offerings were performed by
family heads. 3 A visitor to the southern islands before Christianity was adopted noted
the household shrines at which offerings were made to the gods. He too concluded that
most islands had no distinct priestly order, but reported that on Beru the chiefs were
priests who 'communicated the will of the gods to the people and were leaders in all the
rites performed in their honour' .4 It is clear that the people of these islands placed
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importance on forming appropriate relationships with gods and spirits and that certain
individuals were accepted as having special abilities or powers in the facilitation of those
relationships.

Ch ri stian messengers from the n o rth
Right from the beginning of their exposure to Christianity, the Gilbert Islanders saw
ministry modelled by European and Polynesian missionaries. The pioneers who settled
on Abaiang in 1 85 7 were an American couple, Hiram and Clarissa Bingham, and a
Hawaiian couple, J . W. and Kaholo Kanoa. Their mission was sponsored by the large
Protestant church, Congregationalist in orientation, that had emerged among the
Hawaiians and had already ( in 1 85 2 ) sent Polynesian missionaries to other parts of
Micronesia. Additional support came from the Boston,based American Board of
Commissioners for Foreign Missions ( ABCFM ) . This mission had sent Bingham's father
to Hawai'i in 1 820 as one of the first missionaries to those islands, and now the second
Hiram Bingham was introducing Christianity to another unevangelised people. His
ministry in the Gilberts, however, was conducted in partnership with Kanoa and many
other Hawaiian missionaries sent south by the church in Hawai'i until the end of the
century.
Progress was slow, but gradually the mission was able to expand beyond Abaiang
and to place Hawaiians on the other northern and central islands. N ineteen Hawaiian
missionaries came to the Gilbert Islands with their families between 1 85 7 and 1 903 ,
when the last one, Daniel Mahihila, was withdrawn. Bingham was their supervisor at
first, but ill,health forced him to retreat to Honolulu in 1 8 7 5 . He was followed in the
Gilberts by one or two other resident American missionaries, but for most of this period
the Hawaiians were supervised from afar, with visits every year if possible. Their work was
made difficult by food shortages, health problems and political disturbances, but most of
them persisted in their mission. They provided the earliest and most continuous
Christian ministry to the inhabitants of the northern and central Gilbert Islands (except
Abaiang, where Bingham and his successors resided) .5
Bingham counted himself fortunate in his pioneering associate: Kanoa was 'a
humble, patient, persevering, devoted missionary' , he wrote in 1 858.6 Nearly 40 years
later, he could still declare that 'the memory of my dear friend and fellow, labourer is very
sweet'; he had been 'self,collected, cautious, kind, observant, courageous, industrious,
active'. 7 After his time on Abaiang, Kanoa was ordained ( in 1 863 ) and appointed to
Butaritari, where his ministry was interrupted in the 1 860s by conflict with a leading
chief: he and his colleague, Maka, were obliged to move out to mission stations in other
parts of Micronesia for a time. Even after resigning from the mission in 1 88 7, Kanoa
remained in the Gilberts until he died on Butaritari in 1 896.8
Robert Maka was made famous by the writer R. L. Stevenson, who met him when
staying on Butaritari for several months in the 1 880s. Portraying the Hawaiian as
cheerful, good,natured, courageous, energetic and persistent in the face of a discouraging
response from the people, Stevenson penned a description of his Sunday apparel and
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demeanour: he was dressed ' in tall hat, black frock�coat, black trousers; under his arm the
hymn�book and the Bible; in his face, a reverent gravity; beside him Mary his wife, a
quiet, wise, and handsome elderly lady, seriously attired' .9 In 1 892, it was reported that
this 'faithful Hawaiian veteran', who had arrived in the Gilberts in 1 865 , was still on
Butaritari with his wife, who was now paralysed. After Mary's death in 1 893 , he retired to
Hawai' i and l ived until 1 907 . 10
Two other Hawaiians, W. B. Kapu and H. B. Nalimu, were initially well regarded
for the success of their mission on Tabiteuea. A new missionary met them in 1 874 and
was particularly impressed by Kapu, 'a noble man, modest and unassuming', who ran a
very good school. 1 1 Only later did the mission authorities realise that the Hawaiians'
leadership on Tabiteuea had been autocratic and that about 1 880 they had inspired an
armed crusade by the ir converts against the non�Christian party on the island . 1 2 The
Catholic missionaries who arrived before the end of the century saw the Hawaiians
as the main obstacle to their work among the Gilbertese. They regarded them as
presumptuous and scheming, and were scornful of their frockcoats, top hats and walking
sticks. 13 The ABCFM missionary who took charge in the 1 880s, Alfred Walkup, declared
that most of them were 'crooked'. In 1 889, they were described as lacking in leadership
ab ility and , in 1 892, as 'old and feeble' . 14 It is true that few of them engaged in their
evangelistic work as aggressively as Kapu and Nalimu did on Tabiteuea, but their 40 or 50
years of patient and unspectacular ministry to the G ilbertese brought biblical teaching
and a Pacific style of Christianity to these islands in ways that were not possible for their
American colleagues.
Many of the Hawai ian missionaries received ordination during their time in the
field, and missionary documents respectfully affix the title 'Reverend Mr' to their names.
Bingham appears to have entrusted a good deal of decis ion� making to them, and their
freedom from close missionary supervision enhanced their status as relatively
autonomous leaders of the church on each island. It was difficult for the missionaries to
regard the Hawaiians as their equals , however, even when they categorised them in their
statistics as 'missionary pastors'. Walkup was a more authoritarian supervisor than
Bingham had been, and focused less on guiding and encouraging the Hawaiian
miss ionaries than on developing a G ilbertese ministry. 1 5 But the indigenous church
leadership, when it emerged, could draw on a long Gilbertese experience of ministers
who had confidently been given a prominent role in the direction of church life at the
local level.

Ch ri sti an messengers from the south
Lacking the financial and personnel resources to complete their penetration into all the
atolls of the Gilbert Islands, the ABCFM were happy to accept an extension into the ir
field of the LMS missionary movement from Samoa. The LMS and the Samoan church
had begun work in the atolls of Tokelau and Tuvalu in the 1 860s, and soon their
missionary enterprise moved further north into the southern islands of the Gilbert chain.
Arorae, Tamana, Onotoa and Beru all accepted Samoan teachers in 1 8 70 and, by the
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end of 1 8 73 , Arorae and Tamana had one teacher each, Onotoa two, Beru four and
another island, N ikunau, also four. 1 6 A visiting missionary (based in the Cook Islands
rather than Samoa ) was not very impressed by Sumeo, the teacher on Onotoa, whom he
described as 'an awfully sleepy fellow' . 1 7 In 1 874, another missionary found the Samoan
teachers on N ikunau very discouraged and reluctantly agreed to take them home. 1 8
Kirisome , a teacher who had accomplished much on Nui, in Tuvalu, was not a success on
Tamana. 1 9 Periodically, the mission withdrew a teacher for unacceptable behaviour,2 0 but
it is clear that as a group the Samoans who ministered in the southern Gilberts between
1 870 and 1 900 ( and for many years afterwards ) made an enormous contribution to the
beginnings of Gilbertese Christianity and the emergence of the Protestant church in this
area. No European missionary resided in this part of the group until 1 900, and the tasks
of evangelism and pastoral care in these years were taken up almost entirely by the
Samoans. A total of 69 Samoan missionary teachers and pastors served in the Gilberts
until the ir deployment ceased in the 1 950s.2 1 It should be noted that some of these
pastors, although trained in Samoa and sent from there, were Ellice Islanders from the
atolls just south of the Gilberts.22
The impact of the Samoan teachers and pastors on the southern Gilberts seems to
have been greater than that of the Hawaiians on the northern islands. Like Pacific Island
teachers in most parts of Oceania, they did not hesitate to engage in dramatic
iconoclastic challenges in the early years of their work: the teacher on Arorae, for
instance, destroyed sacred relics and used materials from shrines he had demolished for
building his house. 'Logs which had represented the spirits became a frame for his
grindstone; a clam,shell receptacle for offerings became a wash,tub for his clothes. '23
Demonstrations of Jehovah's superior power made sense all over the Pacific and were not
confined to Samoans in the Gilberts, but what did stand out about the Samoan teachers
in this field was the degree to which their authority as pastors became a feature of
community life on the Christianised islands. Egalitarian societies formerly governed by
councils of elders were now willing to give a leading role to the new God's confident
foreign representatives, who were usually benevolent in the exercise of their authority
but at the same time ready to receive the deference and status customarily given to
ministers in their homeland. 24 A Gilbertese teacher who visited Beru in 1 894 noticed a
contrast with what he knew in the north: 'The work is quite different from our end of the
group. The rulers (old men) also the people are more under the direction of the
missionaries than on any of our islands. '25 Receiving gifts of food and service in return for
their educational work and spiritual leadership, the teachers lived comfortably,
administered strict new laws and presided over regimes to which the word 'theocracies'
has sometimes been applied. 26
Although the supervising missionaries in Samoa were �ometimes worried by the
aristocratic style of the Gilbert Islands pastorates, they acknowledged the success of the
teachers' mission to bring Christianity into Gilbertese life and were prepared to seal the
teachers' autonomy and authority as pastors by conferring ordination on them. An
account of a tour of the north,west outstations of the Samoan mission, made after the
momentous decision of 1 8 7 5 to recognise the teachers in Samoa as an ordained clergy,
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describes the solemn ceremonies in which a large number of missionary teachers were
' invested with the pastoral title and functions'.27
Undoubtedly the teaching, preaching and pastoral work of these expatriate
ministers in the villages of the southern Gilberts was performed patiently and faithfully
by most of the Samoan missionaries , but their prominent role in society, while inherited
to some degree by their G ilbertese successors, has left them with an image that has often
been less than positive. Much of this is due to the negative publicity given to them by
William Goward, who arrived on Beru from Samoa in 1 900. This first resident white
missionary in the LMS islands of the south went so far as to describe many of the
Samoans as 'incons istent, incompetent and un,Christ,like men'.28 In words that drew
attention to the Samoan church background of the teachers and aroused the indignation
of the missionaries working in that church, he declared that not one Samoan teacher
dared 'to be true to that which is best in him. He is a slave offa' a Samoa, one of a clique.
Hard work is a degradation. Eating, speechifying, sleeping, magnifying office and
attending functions - these are placed first.'29 It is not surprising that Goward was not
easily able to establish a good working relationship with his Samoan colleagues in the
Gilberts, but in the long run the most significant part of his work there was the
preparation of Gilbertese teachers and ministers who would gradually take up the
position ( if not the full status ) of the Polynesian missionaries.

Early G i l bertese m i n i stry
From the early days of his time on Abaiang, Bingham picked out promising pupils from his
schools and those on the other islands for further training at his station. The mission hoped
that 'teachers and pastors' would emerge from this 'Training School'.3 0 Gilbertese teachers
were indeed being sent to the various islands of the group in the 1 8 70s. Moses Kanoaro, who
went out in 1 873 as the first missionary to Abemama, greatly disappointed the mission with
his misdemeanours, but Bauro ( Paul) died at the turn of the century as an 'assistant teacher'
after serving for more than 25 years 'without a known stumble'.3 1 Bingham's training
programme was continued by other missionaries after his departure, but the difficult living
conditions experienced by Europeans in the Gilberts led to a suggestion in 1 878 that it be
transferred to Honolulu, where Bingham could teach a Gilbertese class within the new
North Pacific Missionary Institute. 32 Later it was realised that this would be too expensive
and it was decided in 1 882 to transfer the mission's headquarters and training work to the
island of Kosrae (then called Kusaie) , 1 , 200km to the west in the Caroline Group.33
The missionary Alfred Walkup took three couples and five single students to
Kosrae with him when he moved there from Abaiang in 1 882, and after only a few
months he was able to report that they were making much better progress in the new
training school than they had in the old. 34 For the rest of the century, he and other
ABCFM miss ionaries trained Gilbertese there and later visited them back in their
homeland on the islands to which they were appointed as assistants. They were known as
kawaerake marairai, 'long trousers', after the garment they wore along with the American
and Hawaiian missionaries (but not the Samoans of the southern islands) .3 5
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The Kosrae training school had its problems, and was closed fo r a period before
1 892 .36 When it reopened, four students had to be disciplined. They seemed to be truly
repentant, but while the missionaries were confident that they would do well as teachers
in the future, they found it hard to fix on an appropriate policy in disciplinary matters.
'The sin of sensuality is strong with all the natives,' wrote Irving Channon. 'Few of them
seem strong enough to resist it. Sometimes I feel that we must be more rigid in
disciplining those who fall, but if we d id there would be few teachers left in the field
today. ' At that time, there were 20 male and five female students in the school.37 Two
years later, the roll had risen to 29 ( seven married couples and 1 5 single students ) and, in
1 895 , there were more students ( 43 ) than ever before . Most of them studied for three
years, but a fourth year of study, more theological in content, was available for those with
potential for ordination as pastors after they had proved themselves with five or more
years of good service after graduation. The need for teachers was great, but the
missionaries lamented that w ith a reduced grant for the school the intake of students
would need to be reduced. The roll did indeed decline to 3 1 in 1 896.38
By the middle of the 1 880s, there were 1 2 Kosrae,trained G ilbertese working as
evangelists and schoolteachers.39 Nearly a decade later, there were 13 'catechists' ( senior
teachers ) and 30 'teachers'.40 At that time there were six 'ministers', of whom only some
were Hawaiians. In 1 8 76, Bingham's successor, Horace Taylor, had thought of ordaining
his promising student, Tern Birirake, a teacher on Abaiang.4 1 The first ordained
Gilbertese, however, was Mote ( Moses ) Kaure of Abaiang, who, as an 1 8,year,old
student in 1 87 2 , had impressed Bingham in the training school. In the 1 880s , he had
given satisfaction as a teacher on Marake i, Makin and Butaritari ( although in 1 882,
ominously, one of the missionaries had thought him 'a doubtful character for a teacher' ) .
In 1 886, h e was working with h i s mentor, Bingham, i n Honolulu o n the translation of
the Bible into Gilbertese, a proj ect that was finished in 1 890. Ordained in Honolulu that
year amid great hopes, Kaure returned to Abaiang. Soon, however, he apostatised
dramatically when he fell into 'gross sin' as the leader of a revival of erotic dancing. Later,
he was restored to church membership and helped in the mission schools. The
missionaries hoped for a while that he might 'yet be a power for good' , but his days of
Christian leadership were over ( although he later returned to Honolulu to assist
Bingham with his Gilbertese dictionary ) .42 This was not a good start for ordained
ministry in the Gilbert Islands, but other ordained men were soon providing satisfaction.
For a few years after the loss of Kaure, the only Gilbertese in ordained ministry was
John Teraoi, who served at Tarawa for many years after 1 893 . He was the son of a 'good
old deacon' of Tabiteuea, who could recite long scriptural passages from memory (he was
a 'walking Bible' ) . Teraoi had been trained on Abaiang in the 1 870s, beginning his work
as a teacher on Maiana in 1 8 79. In 1 88 1 , he went to Abemama with his wife and their
baby. 'They are faithful earnest Christian people, ' wrote Taylor. Plans to ordain 'this
promising teacher' had been put on hold in 1 885 when his wife died while they were on
Kosrae for further training. He was eventually ordained ( the date is not known) and was
described as 'a man of sterling worth', a 'patient faithful pastor' , who persevered even
when his flock was not very responsive. H is ministry came to an untimely end when his
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canoe was lost at sea in 1 90 7 .43 Before that, however, he had been j oined by other
ordained 'pastors', of whom there were four by 1 900; Walkup thought of them as
'bishops' over the 23 other mission workers ( catechists and teachers ) .44 In the Gilberts,
these ordained men were known as minita, a transliteration of 'minister' . By 1 903 , when
the last Hawaiian left, the development of an indigenous ministry was well advanced.
The training of Gilbertese teachers, catechists and ministers continued on Kosrae until it
was transferred a few years after the turn of the century to Banaba and later to Abaiang
once again.
One of the most highly regarded teachers, Timoteo Tabwia, was spoken of as a
candidate for ordination in the 1 890s. He had entered the training school on Kosrae in
1 882 and was appointed to Abemama in 1 885 . The chief there told Walkup he preferred
Tabwia to his predecessor, Teraoi, who had denounced some of the customs favoured by
the chief ( and had also refused to teach him arithmetic ) . Tabwia 'seems to understand
me and my people better than Teraoi', wrote the chief in his letter. Soon after this,
Tabwia was the pioneer missionary to Nauru and, on his return to the Gilberts about
1 894, he helped out on Makin for a while before resting from his labours. A good
preacher and teacher, he came back to the work in 1 900 as a teacher on Maiana and
then on Abaiang, his home island. Nearly 50 years of age by 1 900, he was still described
as a possibility for ordination.45 His achievements as the first bearer of Christianity to
Nauru had been paralleled earlier by ltaaka Kinta of Tabiteuea. Kinta was a student on
Abaiang in 1 88 1 when his wife, Rebecca, died. Remarried, he was a teacher on Tabiteuea
when he went to Banaba (Ocean Island ) on the mission vessel in 1 885 and was accepted
by the people there as their first teacher.46 He taught on the island for some years before
returning home, succeeded on Banaba by Taremon, a Gilbertese teacher who was
ordained in 1 896. Before the end of the century, young Banabans were attending the
training school on Kosrae in preparation for taking up ministry among their own
people.47
In the southern islands, little was yet done to develop a ministry that would build
on the foundations laid by the Samoan pastors, although some Gilbertese students were
sent to Malua for training.48 It was only in 1 900, when Goward set up his station on
Bern, that a training school was begun in the LMS area of the Gilbert Islands. Goward's
concern for localisation of the ministry was fuelled by his dissatisfaction with the
Samoans. The school (Rongorongo ) on Bern later trained students from the northern
(ABCFM ) islands as well.
Throughout the group, teachers and ministers not only conducted worship services
on Sundays, but also operated primary schools on weekdays. It would be the middle of
the 20th century before the Government took over this aspect of their ministry. Beyond
the church building and school classroom, the pastors were prominent in many aspects of
community life. Their small salaries from the mission were supplemented, especially in
the south, by the villagers' provision of food and other supplies. This kind of local
support continued even when the congregations later began to contribute much of the
salary finance also. When colonial government officials entered Gilbert Islands life after
the declaration of a British Protectorate in 1 892, they had to compete with this group of
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men who were already well established in community affairs. Although challenged by
the advent of Catholicism as a rival religious organisation in 1 888, the Protestant
ministry of north and south entered the 20th century as a significant new leadership
category in Gilbertese society. In 1 9 1 7, it was to be unified by the ABCFM's handing
over of all its Gilberts work to the LMS. The ministry of the Protestant Church - the
name assumed by the former LMS mission in 1 968 - still occupies an important place in
the life of today's independent Kiribati.

The begi n n i ngs of Cath o l i c m i n i stry
Catholicism entered the Gilbert Islands as the result of an indigenous initiative. When
two men returned home to Nonouti in the early 1 880s after working as labourers in
Tahiti, they began teaching people about the Catholic faith they had encountered in
Polynesia. Although untrained laymen, the former labourers baptised hundreds of their
countrymen and built places of worship. As later bishops remarked, it was appropriate
that a church founded by lay people would be characterised by active lay participation
throughout its subsequent history. The two unofficial missionaries, Betero Terawati and
Rataro Tiroi, have come to be regarded as the first catechists of the Gilbertese Catholic
Church. 49 Their mission had the blessing of the Picpus missionaries in Tahiti, but in the
end it was the Missionaries of the Sacred Heart (MSC) who answered Betero's repeated
calls for European priests by sending three French missionaries to Nonouti ih 1 888. 50
The new mission met with a good response there and on many of the other northern and
central islands, much to the dismay of the American, Hawaiian and Samoan missionaries
of the ABCFM and LMS. Competition for converts at this time left the rival missions
with a legacy of mutual hostility for many years.
The earlier role of Betero and Rataro, as well as the example of the many
Polynesian and Gilbertese teachers working in these islands, no doubt encouraged the
Catholic missionaries to develop a comparable force as soon as possible . Even when
writing in French, they often used the word 'teachers' to refer to their catechists. 51 'This
force of workers is the strength of Protestantism,' wrote a later MSC priest. 52 One of the
first missionaries, Edouard Bontemps, believing that an 'army' of catechists was needed to
teach schools, support the converts, gather the faithful for prayers and bury the dead, had
trained a considerable number of new believers as paid evangelists and schoolteachers by
1 892. He and his colleague Joseph Leray had seen the Marist training school in Samoa,
but they could not spare the time to operate a comparable centre in the Gilberts. Leray
admitted in 1 899, some years after becoming the first bishop, that the training of the 5 7
catechists then at work had been rudimentary. 'We have done our best in their
formation,' he wrote, 'a little fast, it is true', but necessarily so in view of the urgency of
the situation. The bishop estimated that about 1 00 catechists were needed, and made
plans for a special training school in a central location, in the charge of a chosen priest
who would give the candidates three years of general and religious education and
spiritual training. The school would be 'a kind of minor seminary where they will be
initiated in a more serious and practical way into their future ministry'. 53
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An institution like this would be expensive, Leray admitted, and although h e mad e
an attempt on Abaiang in 1 90 1 , it was not until 1 9 1 4 that he could put into effect his
plan for a proper catechist training centre. 54 In the meantime , catechists provided a local
ministry that supplemented the visits of the priests to the scattered villages of the atolls.
The prominence of their work in the mission continued into modern times. Although
the Catholic Church grew to be larger than the Protestant, there was no indigenous
priesthood until 1 964.

M i n i stry on N au ru
The isolated island of Nauru lies far to the west of the Gilbert Islands and is much bigger
in land area than any of them. Its people are not closely related to the Gilbertese, by
whom they were first evangelised. Timoteo Tabwia of Tarawa was landed there by the
AFCFM in 1 88 7 , and was joined later by other teachers. Tabwia is still honoured by the
Nauruans for his apostolic work, and as an old man he attended the 1 93 7 celebrations for
the 50th anniversary of Christianity on the island. 55 But his ministry there had ended
ignominiously in deportation after five years of evangelistic and teaching work. Nauru
was proclaimed a German Protectorate during the year after his arrival and, in 1 892, the
ABCFM heard that colonial officials were harassing the teachers, even to the extent of
imprisoning Tabwia for several weeks for 'a trivial offence' . During the next year, the
teachers were sent away by the Germans and the missionaries were puzzled to hear that
the deportation had been at the request of N auruan chiefs. It was known that one of
Tabwia's colleagues had 'fallen', and colonial records reveal that the Nauman
indignation had been aroused by the teacher's adultery with the wife of a chief. 56
For several years , the N auruans who had responded to the Gilbertese teachers
persevered in their new religion without outside guidance, led only by those who had
learned most from Tabwia and his colleagues. The growth and development of this little
church and its local leadership was furthered in 1 899 when a German� American
missionary, Philip Delaporte, was settled on Nauru by the ABCFM. Although a Catholic
community grew from an MSC mission that arrived in 1 902, the Protestant church
begun by Tabwia remained the largest Christian affiliation on the island. It is now the
Nauru Congregational Church and has long been led by indigenous ministers and
deacons.

1 4.

MARS HALL I S LAN DS

THE 29 ATOLLS of the Marshalls Group are strung out in two chains on the north,
eastern edge of Micronesia. The islands are small, with a total land area of only 1 80 sq
km. Their inhabitants speak a common language, distinct from those of their neighbours
on other M icronesian islands, and before the beginning of missionary work they had
little contact with the outside world. The people supported themselves by subsistence
methods under the rule of their traditional chiefs and in close connection with the spirits
who pervaded their universe. They do not appear to have possessed a professional
priesthood, but each clan had religious specialists who made offerings to the spirits and
sought their blessing on the activities of the community. 1 It was not until 1 85 7 that the
Marshallese were first exposed to preachers of the Christian religion, in a venture
sponsored and operated j ointly by the American and largely Congregationalist ABCFM
and the Hawaiian church founded by that mission nearly four decades earlier.

Th e m i n i stry of the Hawai i an m i ssio nari es
Foreigners working in the Protestant mission were resident in the Marshall Islands only
in the early decades of ABCFM activity there. The missionaries who came in 1 85 7 were
two American couples, but in subsequent years the Americans who worked in this group
were outnumbered by Hawaiians. Altogether, eight Hawaiian couples ministered in the
Marshalls between 1 860 and 1 883 , when the last of them departed. 2
The first Hawaiian missionary gave 1 2 years of notable service in these crucial early
years. Hezekiah Ae'a came in 1 860 to assist the Americans who had begun the Marshalls
work on Ebon, the southernmost atoll. Only 2 1 years of age, he was newly married to a
woman already experienced in M icronesian missionary work, the widowed Debora
Kaaikaula, who had served with her husband in the Caroline Islands for five years. Ae'a
acquired the Marshallese language quickly and soon showed himself a capable teacher
and preacher. He wrote hymns, encouraged the Marshallese thirst for literacy, took an
interest in the local culture and found Marshallese teachers and deacons for the
congregations he organised. His work on Ebon and later Majuro provided a model for
other missionaries seeking to nurture the local church and strengthen its roots in
Marshallese society. Ordination during a visit to Hawai'i in 1 868 was recognition of his
worth as a missionary and pastor, and his death in 1 87 2 was a great loss. 3 The missionary
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Benj amin Snow sorrowfully commented on the passing of h is ' very dear Hawaiian
associate', whom he regarded as the most effective of the six Hawaiians who had served
up to that time. Not only had Ae'a won the respect and confidence of the chiefs and
people, but he was also everything a supervisor could hope for: he was earnest and
energetic and, though somewhat impulsive , was 'teachable' and 'always ready to be
advised'. 4
No other Hawaiian missionary was as successful as Ae'a, though Snow wrote that
J. W. Kaelemakule, who came in 1 864 and died six years later while stationed on
N amorik, was almost as good. 5 Another effective missionary was Simeon Kahelemauna,
who pioneered Mili from 1 870 until he fell sick and died in 1 876. 6 He was succeeded on
Mili by his brother S. P. K. Nawaa, but this missionary ( the last Hawaiian to arrive ) did
not do well and was recalled to Hawai'i in 1 88 1 . 7 Kahelemauna's widow, Mary Kaaialii,
had married her brother� in�law and returned to the Marshalls with him, and Jeanette
Little's biographical study of this 'missionary wife' clearly demonstrates the often
obscured but nonetheless important role of a capable female partner in the ministry of
the Hawaiians. Arriving in the Marshall Islands straight from school in Hawai'i,
Kahelemauna's young wife threw herself into school teaching and worked closely with
her husband in the leadership of the new mission on M ili. She wanted to stay on as
missionary when her husband died, but was able to do so only by marrying Nawaa. Little
suggests that the matrilineal structure of Marshallese society facilitated the acceptance of
her prominent role in the Mili mission. 8
There was some tension on Mili between N awaa and a Marshallese teacher, but the
indigenous Christian leadership emerging in the 1 860s clearly learned much from the
Hawaiians who lived on their atolls and ministered to the Marshallese in ways much
more Pacific in style than was possible for the American missionaries.

I n d ige n o u s m i n i stry i n Marshal l ese Protestanti sm
Information about Christianity began t o spread from Ebon before the missionaries
ventured out to other islands. This early informal evangelistic work was soon taken up by
helpers appointed by the mission. Not long after the first 10 Marshallese were admitted
to church membership on Ebon in 1 863 , local Christians could be found as assistants to
the Hawaiians on several islands. 9 A report from 1 869 tells of one such teacher, Moses,
who, relying on the prestige of the new religion, courageously reprimanded a Jaluit chief
for his wicked behaviour. 1 0
The training of Marshallese as teachers began a t a school set up o n Ebon b y Snow
and Ae'a in 1 869. The teaching there was at a higher level than in the mission's village
schools, but within two or three years the missionaries were feeling the need for
specifically theological training for the teachers they were appointing. Three couples had
been sent out to Jaluit and Maj uro as teachers and were doing well, but they had only
rudimentary training in preaching and pastoral work. 1 1 In 1 8 72, a theological class was
formed at Ebon; Joel Whitney was not only in charge of the larger school but was
teaching about 1 5 students in this advanced class. 1 2 There was no stream of pastoral
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workers from Ebon, however, for the class was discontinued after producing only a few
teachers. According to Whitney, the students he was preparing for the programme had
'fallen' before they could be admitted, though he still hoped that others would be
accepted in future years.13
Only two products of this early training venture went on to notable ministries in
the emerging Marshallese church. Apart from Matthew, who was working on N amorik in
1 878, there was only one other effective trained teacher active that year. 1 4 This was
Jeremiah, the most outstanding of all 1 9th,century Marshallese pastors. First exposed to
Christian ministry when he was a domestic worker in the Snow household, Jeremiah
became a member and then a deacon in the church. By 1 8 7 2 , he had been appointed to
Maj uro, succeeding Ae'a as teacher. Already he was being described as ' impressive', with
'a very rare combination of excellences' . Ae'a had been recognised as the best preacher
among the Hawaiians, but he told Snow that Jeremiah was better. And, wrote Snow,
Jeremiah was unaffected and modest. 1 5 The promising teacher was brought back to Ebon
for a short course in Whitney's theological class, but was soon back in the field, working
with 'tireless energy' on Maj uro and then on M ili. 1 6 In 1 876, he was the first Marshallese
to be ordained. 1 7
The success of Jeremiah as a pastor could easily have blinded the missionaries to the
real situation in the Marshallese church. To Edmund Pease, however, far too few teachers
were being prepared for the task of evangelising the many islands of the group. In 1 8 78,
he proposed that a proper training school be set up. It should not be in the Marshalls,
however, but on Kosrae, hundreds of kilometres west of Ebon in the Caroline Group.
There the students would be 'away from the contaminating influence of their homes and
from the interference of their chiefs'. Only Christian young people would be accepted,
and during the three or four years of their course they would be under the constant
supervision of the missionaries. Their manual labour would make the school almost
wholly self,supporting and the food shortages experienced on Ebon would not occur on
the lush high island of Kosrae. 18 When objections were made to his idea, Pease pointed
to the effectiveness of lightly supervised indigenous ministry in the Carolines and other
parts of the Pacific. The American missionaries living in the Marshalls would move to
Kosrae to operate a much better training school and visit its well,educated graduates
when they returned to their homeland. 'No white missionary, however long his
experience, can reach and move the native mind so effectually as those of their own
number, ' he declared. 'Who of us can ever hope to preach like Jeremiah?' Edward Doane
added his plea for urgent action to expand the Marshallese ministry as quickly as
possible. 1 9
Whitney was not convinced that i t was possible or desirable to prepare successful
teachers and preachers in an environment so far removed from their own, but reluctantly
agreed to cooperate when the mission authorities in Honolulu and Boston decided, after
initial hesitation, to implement the proposal. 20 By the end of 1 879, the Marshall Islands
mission headquarters had been moved to Kosrae. With the missionaries were 26 students
and their families - more than they wanted, but many were pleading to go - and
clearing and building began on land donated by the principal chief of the island. 2 1 A year
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later the captain of the mission ship recorded h is favourable impression of what had
already been achieved at the new school. He felt that the two Marshallese teachers
already brought back from Kosrae were more promising than any of the Hawaiian
missionaries. 'I find that each year I have greater confidence in a native ministry, ' he
added. 22 For the rest of the century and for many years afterwards, promising young
Marshallese were brought to the training school and, after careful preparation by the
American missionaries who were responsible for the Marshalls work, carried back home
to work as teachers and pastors. An associated school for girls was the source of wives for
the graduates. As Pease explained, the missionary impact would not be permanent unless
it was 'rooted in Christian homes' , and 'the families of the spiritual guides' would be
essential models for Christian home life. 23 In 1 893 , there were 1 8 young single men and
six married couples in the training school. 24 A traveller who visited the educational
complex (consisting of separate Marshalls and Gilberts training centres and the school
for Marshallese and Gilbertese girls ) in the 1 890s sensed 'an air of quiet prosperity and
contentment' . 25
Every year the missionaries made a voyage through the islands, installing new
appointees and collecting new students, conferring with teachers and pastors and
offering encouragement or correction as necessary. Apart from these visits and some
correspondence with Kosrae, the Marshallese teachers and pastors scattered throughout
the group were themselves responsible for the conduct of the mission and the care of the
church in each place. Ordination was conferred on the most highly regarded of the
teachers. Jeremiah had been ordained in 1 8 76 before the move to Kosrae, and when
Pease moved there in 1 8 79 he left Ebon under the charge of Laniing, 'a good man,
energetic, wide awake', who had been trained in the Ebon school and now became
'native pastor' of the island ( later he served on Jaluit and Maj uro ) . 26 In 1 880, the first
two ordinations of Kosrae,trained men took place: Raijok, who went to Jaluit and later
Arno and Maloelap, and Matthew, who had already been a teacher on Namorik and now
returned there as an ordained pastor. 27 Hiram Lamelon was ordained in 1 88 1 and served
for many years on Ebon; he was described as a dedicated and prayerful man, and as an
excellent scholar when he went back to Kosrae in 1 887 for a refresher course. 28 Other
early ordained pastors were the active and effective Andrew ( at Ailinglaplap in the
1 880s ) and Joseph, who served on Mili. One man was well regarded as a student at
Kosrae and as a pastor on Mili, but surprised the missionaries when he 'fell' in 1 896. 29
In 1 900, Jeremiah was still the most prominent of the pastors. This 'most valuable
man' had been taken from Mili for a while in 1 882 to have his meagre training
supplemented at Kosrae. 30 By 1 888, he was stationed on Jaluit, where his wife,
Lantoanbon, died in 1 898. The life of the church there, commented a missionary,
advanced steadily rather than fluctuated as it did on some other islands. Despite his age
Jeremiah still travelled around the atoll, helping in church construction by day and
teaching the Bible in the evenings. 3 1 He accompanied the supervising missionaries on their
annual voyage through the group, and one of them described him as 'the native Bishop of
the Marshall Islands'. 32 'The presence and influence of this one man', a person of 'quiet
strength', was acknowledged as a major factor in the growth of the Marshallese church. 33
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The number of ordained pastors in the Marshall Islands rose from four or five in the
1 880s to eight in 1 890 and 1 3 in 1 899. There were also 'teachers', some of whom were
progressing towards ordination ( in a probationary system that still exists). Of the 29 men
in ministry appointments at the end of the century, 1 9 were not ordained . 34 The
Marshallese term for 'teacher' was rikaki, a word still used for teachers and pastors. The
mission paid them small salaries to supplement the sometimes inadequate local support,
but from the beginning the people in each locality contributed not only to the material
support of their teachers and ministers but also to the wider needs of the mission. The
ABCFM encouraged this as part of its goal of creating self,supporting and self,governing
congregations, and local support for the ministry became an important feature of church
life throughout the group. 3 5 Indigenous ministers did not supplant the traditional chiefs
and the mission did not envisage a chief,like status for church leaders. It displeased the
missionaries that a Majuro teacher, who was a chief by b irth, accepted homage from the
people - this was 'unbecoming for a teacher of the Gospel'. 36 Nevertheless, the new
kind of leader had assumed a prominent place in Marshallese society by the end of the
1 9th century.

Late 1 9th-centu ry changes
Largely isolated from outside influences until after Christianity had been introduced, the
Marshall Islands soon began to attract commercial interests and, eventually, in 1 885 ,
they fell under imperial control as a protectorate of Germany. It was not surprising that
the indigenous religious leaders, who had developed workable ways of relating to the
traditional chiefs, now sometimes came into conflict with this new form of authority. In
1 89 1 , for example, the German Commissioner disputed with Jeremiah and the deacons
on Jaluit about whether the church had the right to make anti,smoking laws. Tensions
developed when the mission and church leaders opposed the sale of alcohol, and the
church financial collections were another source of conflict. In 1 894, a high,level
statement in Berlin declared that 'the coloured missionaries of the Boston Mission' in the
Marshalls were not only ill,educated and poorly supervised but also had an 'unfriendly
and refractory bearing towards the German Government'. 37 By 1 900, however, clashes
were more infrequent and German officials had even praised the church leadership and
the mission schools. 'I could not govern the islands without him,' stated one administrator
in reference to J eremiah's ability to calm the anger aroused by government actions. 38
Having long been strongly rooted in society, and later surviving the advent of a
rival authority in the form of German colonialism, the islands' Protestant churches
entered the 20th century as a well,established sector of Marshallese life. Only a minority
Catholic Church grew from the work of MSC missionaries who settled in the group in
1 899. Marshallese Catholicism never developed an indigenous ministry anything like
that seen in the ABCFM mission church by 1 900 and still leading today's United
Church of Christ.

1 5.

MARIANA AN D
CARO LI N E I S LAN DS

THE LARGEST ISLAND in Micronesia, Guam, stands out in Pacific history for its
uniquely early conversion to Christianity, which occurred more than a century before
the main conversion movement began elsewhere in the Pacific Islands. Even earlier,
Guam had also been the scene of the first recorded contact between Pacific Islanders and
Europeans. The landing of the Spanish voyager Magellan on Guam in 1 5 2 1 did not
immediately open the Pacific Islands to outside influences, but it set the scene for a
Spanish presence in the Mariana and Caroline Islands that lasted until the end of the
1 9th century. This early relationship between Pacific Islanders and a European power
included the first entry of Christianity into an Oceanian culture.

I nd ige n o u s m i n i stry i n th e M ari anas
Spanish ships sailing in the northern Pacific in the 1 6th and 1 7 th centuries and calling at
Guam and the 14 other Mariana Islands, which are the northernmost Micronesian
archipelago, had little impact on the Chamorro people who lived there. Early observers of
indigenous life in these islands wrote nothing about an organised priesthood, but they did
record the activities of makana, who communicated with the spirits and practised healing. 1
Traditional religion and its specialist practitioners were not challenged until 1 668. In that
year, Diego de San Vitores and other Jesuit priests started a Catholic mission on Guam. By
the end of the century, Catholicism and Spanish colonial rule were firmly established on
Guam and the other Mariana Islands. Intermarriage with Spanish, Filipino and Mexican
arrivals modified the Chamorro genetic inheritance, and the uniqueness of their colonial
experience in this era cut the people of the Marianas off from their Micronesian
neighbours. For another 200 years, they lived an isolated life in an obscure Spanish outpost,
their Chamorro cu l ture increasingly permeated by Catho l ic be l iefs and practices. Spanish
priests, brothers and nuns taught their children and provided pastoral care. The priests
were Jesuits until 1 769, when they were replaced by Augustinian Recollects. 2
Although San Vitores had been assisted by Filipino and Mexican catechists in the
1 660s and 1 670s, there is no indication that any kind of organised lay ministry appeared
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among the indigenous Christians in later centuries. The conversion of the Chamorro
long preceded the coming of Christianity to other parts of the Pacific, but in the 1 820s,
when an indigenous ministry first emerged among Protestants in Polynesia, there was
sti ll no sign of any comparab l e deve l opment among the Catholics of the Marianas,
whose priests were Spaniards and Filipinos. It was only in the 1 850s, when Catholic
communities in Polynesia and Fij i were producing scores of catechists and were about to
welcome the first Polynesian priest ( in 1 865 ) that the first steps towards the
indigenisation of ministry in the Marianas were taken. Jose Palomo, a young man of
Chamorro ancestry born in 1 836, was tutored by the priests on Guam and then taken
across the ocean to the Philippines to complete his formation at San Carlos Seminary in
Cebu. In 1 859, he completed his studies and was ordained by the Bishop of Cebu. This
first Pacific Islander to become a Catholic priest returned to his homeland and began a
long ministry in the Mariana Islands. 3
After serving for some years on Guam, Palomo was transferred north to the island
of Saipan. Later, he returned to Guam and, in the 1 880s and 1 890s, he was again in the
northern islands. A visitor who met him on Saipan in the 1 880s described him as an
educated man who spoke Spanish, French, English and even the language of migrants
from the Caroline Islands. 4 After Spain relinquished Guam to the United States in 1 899,
the Spanish priests were required to depart and, as the sole remaining priest, Palomo
took a prominent role not only in leading the church but also in helping the people of
the island adj ust to a new colonial situation. He was described by an American official as
a 'saint on earth', guiding his people 'with a sweet holiness that could not fail to impress
all who came in touch with him'. Help came when priests of another Spanish congregation,
the Capuchins, were permitted to enter Guam in 1 90 1 , but Palomo was active and
respected until his death in 1 9 1 9. 5 Later, other indigenous Catholics became priests in
the Marianas, which remained a largely Catholic region despite the entry of Protestant
missionaries after 1 900.

I n d ige n o u s m i n i stry i n th e eastern Caro l i nes: Kosrae
West of the Marshall Islands and south of the Marianas lie the thousands of islands in the
Caroline Group, scattered over an enormous distance from Kosrae in the east to Palau in
the west. Most of the islands are atolls, but here and there are larger high islands. Spanish
suzerainty in the Carolines was purely nominal until the end of the 1 9th century. In the
eastern part of the group, the large island of Pohnpei was the scene of a short�lived
Catho l ic mission brought by French priests of the Picpus congregation in 1 83 7 . The first
successful attempts to introduce Christianity, however, were made by Protestants on
Pohnpei and the easternmost island in the group, Kosrae, 1 5 years later.
American and Hawaiian Congregationalist missionaries of the ABCFM and the
Hawaiian church sowed the seeds of Protestant Christianity on Kosrae ( then spelt
'Kusaie' ) in 1 85 2 . This isolated high island, about 1 1 0 sq km in area, is linguistically and
culturally distinct from other Micronesian societies. The Hawaiian couple who
ministered on the island were Daniel Opunui and his wife, Doreka Kahoolua. The leader
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of this first team, Benjamin Snow, was pleased with t h eir work and asked for more
Hawaiians. After Opunui's sudden death before a year had passed, however, only J. W.
Kanoa and his wife served on Kosrae, from 1 85 5 until their move to the Gilbert Islands
in 1 85 7. It is probable that the simple fact of the Hawaiians' Pacific ethnicity contributed
to the Kosraean image of Christian ministry. The Hawaiian King had sent a letter with
the pioneering missionaries, commending them to the chiefs of Micronesia. 'I have seen
the value of such teachers ,' he wrote. 'We here on my islands once lived in ignorance and
idolatry. We were given to war and were very poor. Now my people are enlightened. We
live in peace and some have acquired property. Our condition is greatly improved and
the Word of God is the cause. '6
Some of the early opposition to Snow and his converts came from specialist
practitioners of the traditional religion. In the Kosraean language, priests were 'guardians
of the spirits', and the missionaries observed how they participated in the conferring of
titles and installing of titleholders. There were also people skilled in communicating
with the spirits. 7 With the progress of Christianity, these roles in society fell into
abeyance, although, as elsewhere, their significance was probably perpetuated partly in
Christian office,holding when it emerged.
Although the Kosraean experience of Hawaiian ministry was short, the resident
ministry of American missionaries in their church was not much longer. Local converts
became leaders in the church soon after the first members were admitted in 1 858. When
Snow moved to the Marshall Islands in 1 862, he left the young Kosraean church in the
charge of a local man, Keduka ( or Kaluka) , with assistance for six months from the
Pohnpeian teacher N arcissus. One of the first Christians on the island, Keduka had
shown 'an earnest spirit' and had met with a good response to his early ministry efforts
while the missionary was still there. Excellent reports of his leadership were received in
the years after Snow's departure. 8
The ecclesiastical status of Keduka's ministry is not known, but the commissioning
of four men as church leaders in 1 867 was described as the 'ordination of deacons'. One
of the four was George, the son of the paramount chief who had accepted the first
missionaries 1 5 years earlier. Snow had wanted to ordain him as 'pastor', but opposition
from colleagues deterred him from doing so until 1 869. This action made George the first
Micronesian to be an ordained pastor. Snow commented that the new pastor's high birth
enabled him to lead the Kosraean church without being subj ect to the island's traditional
chiefs. 9 When George died in 1 8 70, however, he was succeeded as pastor in charge by
Likiak Sa, a man without traditional rank but nevertheless greatly respected. Ordained in
1 8 7 1 , Likiak Sa was pastor until he died at the end of the century. The American
missionaries used the title 'Reverend' when referring to him and an 1 882 document
records that he was invited to participate in the annual meeting of the missionaries in
Micronesia when it was held on Kosrae that year. He was portrayed disparaging ly by the
travel writers Becke and Dewar as a sel£,righteous old rascal, but as another traveller,
F. W. Christian, pointed out, shallow first impressions were common in travel accounts
written during fleeting visits. Christian himself described the Kosraean pastor as 'a keen,
alert, wiry old man, with an indefinable air of mingled wisdom, shrewdness and
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benevolence'. 1° From 1 880, there were always American mission personnel resident on
the island (on the opposite side from the main centre of population) to operate the
Marshall and Gilbert Islands training schools, but the Kosraean church was separate
under its own leadership. 1 1
As the 1 9th century drew to a close, indigenous ministry was well established in
Kosrae's Protestant church (which was untroubled by any denominational rivals at this
time and for many years to come ) . When Likiak Sa grew old, he was given assistance
from a second pastor, Konlellu, who was ordained in 1 895 . 1 2 There were other men
working in the church as 'teachers'. The best of these in 1 896, wrote one of the
missionaries , was Kefwas, who later made a great contribution to the translation of the
Bible into Kosraean. 13 The population had been enormously reduced by foreign diseases,
and the resultant disturbance of traditional social and political patterns enabled the
church to become an important institution. The power of the paramount chief and other
traditional titleholders amounted to little by 1 900, much of their authority having passed
to the pastors and the elected church councils and deacons. 14 Almost untouched by the
international political events affecting Micronesia in the 1 880s and 1 890s, Kosrae
entered the 20th century as a community in which the ministry of pastors and lay church
officers extended far beyond the Sunday services and church buildings.

I nd ige n o u s m i n i stry i n the eastern Caro l i nes: Po h n pei
West of Kosrae is Pohnpei, another high island but three times larger than Kosrae. The
Pohnpeians have their own language, which is closely related to those of several nearby
small islands. Whalers and other vessels began to frequent Pohnpei in the 1 840s. An
early observer of traditional religion there was the beachcomber James O'Connell, who
lived on the island in the 1 830s. He reported that there were hereditary lines of high,
ranking and powerful priests, who were 'confidants and advisers of the chiefs' and
upholders of the sacred nature of chiefly authority. 'Called upon on all occasions, feasting, house,warming; canoe, launching, sickness, death, - present at all ceremonies
and assemblages', they exerted an influence that pervaded the whole of life. They were
the main preservers of custom and tradition, and their prominence was undisputed.
According to O'Connell, however, the Pohnpeians had 'no temples, no idols, no altars,
no offerings, no sacrifices' . 1 5 Another visitor, Andrew Cheyne in the 1 840s, also noted
the absence of images and temples. He wrote of priests who offered prayers and , while
possessed by a spirit, could foretell future events. 16 Later, the missionaries recorded
instances of spirit,possession in priests. 1 7 The samworo (high priests ) appear to have been
distinct from the lesser religious specialists who were prophets, mediums, healers and
diviners. 1 8 Religion was closely connected with authority, and great sacredness was
attached to the persons of the high chiefs. 1 9
I n 1 85 2 , the ABCFM established a mission on Pohnpei. As they did for the Kosrae
mission begun at the same time, the missionaries brought a letter from the King of
Hawai'i. His commendation of Christianity no doubt made some impact on the powerful
chiefs of the five 'kingdoms' on Pohnpei. Hostile resistance to the new religion was
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common for many years , however, offered by some of the chiefs and priests. Alb ert
Sturges, the leader of the first mission party, found the priests extremely prominent in
society and antagonistic to Christianity (although he recorded the case of one priest who
became an ardent convert) . 20
The connection of the mission with the Christianised islands of Hawai' i was made
visible by the presence of a Hawaiian couple in the pioneer party, but unlike the Gilbert
and Marshall Islanders, the people of Pohnpei did not see a long or autonomous
Hawaiian ministry in their midst. Berita Kaaikaula, the first man sent from Honolulu,
provided many kinds of practical assistance to Sturges at the mission headquarters in the
Kingdom of Kiti. Only in 1 856, by which time there were three American missionaries
on the island, was Kaaikaula entrusted for a time with his own station in the Sokehs
Kingdom. His American colleagues regarded him as dependable but not an outstanding
missionary. When he died in 1 859, his wife, Debora, returned to Hawai'i and married
another missionary, enabling her to use her experience in a new field, the Marshall
Islands. 2 1 More Hawaiians, S. Kamakahiki Kaaha and his wife, had come in 1 85 5 , but
disagreements they had with the missionaries led to their return to Hawai'i in 1 85 7 . One
other Hawaiian was on the island briefly, but the ministry of the Polynesians ended with
the departure of Kaaikaula's widow in 1 859. 22
As leader of the Pohnpei mission, Sturges made a maj or contribution to the growth
of Christianity from 1 85 2 until his retirement in 1 885. Other Americans worked on the
island with him and after his departure, but ministry in the church was largely in the
hands of indigenous Christians long before 1 900. The persistence of Sturges and his
colleagues in the face of much opposition was rewarded, and from the small band of
early converts a large church grew. It was organised in the manner familiar to
Congregationalists in America, whose local 'churches' were congregations of believers
who had committed themselves to be 'members'. The first three members were admitted
at Kiti in 1 860: two women of traditional social rank and the husband of one of them.
This man, Narcissus de los Santos, was a Filipino who had landed on Pohnpei many years
before from a whaling ship. Brought up as a Catholic, he responded to the missionaries
and became a devout Protestant who was active in the Pohnpeian church for many
years. 23 Other people became members soon afterwards and, by 1 864, there were more
than 1 50, in s ix churches. 24
Some of the leading church members were elected as deacons, 'those who take care
of things' (sounkohwa) . The early members were active in spreading Christianity across
the island, even into the other kingdoms. The missionaries wrote of a woman who stood
out in this evangelistic activity in the early 1 860s, and they mentioned a couple, David
and Sarah, who went in 1 863 to evangelise Ohwa, in the Madolenihmw Kingdom. Their
success there led to the dispatch of more such indigenous missionaries. 'My experience,'
wrote Sturges, 'is that these natives are able to do more in situations l i ke that than
I could do. ' 25 People who ministered in this way came to be known as sounpadahk, those
who teach or preach, and this word is still used in the church for 'lay preacher' .
It was not long before the young church, though still small, was engaged in ministry
beyond the shores of Pohnpei. In 1 863 , Narcissus was willing to go as a pioneer
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missionary to Pingelap, a small island some distance to the east, where the people spoke a
language closely related to Pohnpeian. It did not prove possible to land, but he went on
to Kosrae to assist the mission there for six months. 26 A second abortive attempt to take
Pohnpeian teachers to Pingelap was made in 1 8 7 1 , but on the same voyage Sakiej and
his wife were successfully landed on Mokil, another small easterly island. Pingelap was
finally evangelised in 1 8 73 by Tepit and Tomaj , Pingelap men who had been labouring
on Pohnpei and were trained there by Sturges for eight months in preparation for their
return as missionaries. On Mokil and Pingelap, the Pohnpeian,speaking teachers met
with a rapid response and saw the emergence of large churches. 27 Also in 1 8 7 3 , there
were the beginnings of Pohnpeian evangelism in the populous Mortlock Islands to the
west, a mission that was extended to Chuuk in 1 8 79.
Ordination was conferred on Narcissus in 1 878. 28 He served as the pastor of Kiti for
the rest of his career in ministry, apart from a year on Mokil and Pingelap in 1 88 1-82. 29
The missionaries thought of such mission ordinations as distinct from ( and inferior to )
admission to the ranks of Congregational ministers in America. 30 Nevertheless, in the
new Christian communities themselves, ordination gave undeniable recognition to
teachers thought worthy of administering the sacraments and having authority in the
church. The word used for 'ordained minister' in the Pohnpeian church until today is
wahnpoaron, literally 'one who is sent', or 'apostle'. Not many teachers were received into
the ordained ministry in its early days on Pohnpei, the highest number of wahnpoaron at
any one time before the end of the century being five, in 1 899. 3 1
The training of Pohnpeians for ministry in the local churches and on other islands
was at first very informal. Individual missionaries at their stations around the island tried
to prepare promising members for teaching and evangelistic work, and when Sturges
moved to Ohwa in 1 868 he began a weekly training class. 32 The need for better training
and more trainees was increasingly felt and, by 1 8 79, it had been decided to set up a
centralised training school at Ohwa. Disagreements among the missionaries, however,
meant that teaching did not begin there until the end of 1 882. Frank Rand was in charge
of the three years of ministry training ( consisting of scriptural, pastoral and general
education ) , and there was also a 'normal school' in which wives were taught domestic
and general subj ects, as well as schools for older boys and girls. 33 Some of the teaching in
the lower schools was soon being done by the young Henry Nanpei and his wife,
Caroline, the daughter of Narcissus. Nanpei was the son of the chief who first welcomed
the miss ion to Kiti in 1 85 2 , and had himself been trained at Ohwa. 34 In 1 884, the
number of ministry trainees was 24, rising to 28 in 1 886. Some of the missionaries ,
however, were dissatisfied with the low output of the theological class and found fault
with the educational standards and moral ethos of the group of schools as a whole. 3 5
Although ordination was conferred sparingly and the training of teachers and
pastors was open to criticism, it is clear that indigenous ministry was an accepted
and honoured feature of Pohnpeian society by the end of the century. Indigenous
responsibility in the local church and its missions to other peoples had been encouraged
by the leading missionary, Sturges, since the first members were admitted in 1 860. The
results led him to argue forcefully for this autonomy in his dealings with his colleagues
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and the mission administrators at home. 'We wh ite folks . . . may yet learn,' he declared
in 1 876, 'that raw recruits with brave hearts and good sense, with the instruction and
discipline they get in the training schools, will do better fighting alone than with us.' As
an example, he pointed to Manassa, a Pohnpeian who had progressed from deacon to
licensed preacher to ordained minister and was now in charge of the church on Pingelap.
'A more respected or better leader could hardly be found, anywhere,' he wrote . 'If I
should hear that a white general was being sent to Pingelap to direct the operations of
Manassa there, I would put our flag at half mast.' 36
In an eloquent paper written in 1 8 78, not long before the first ordination on
Pohnpei, Sturges set down his views on the aims of missionary work. In his opinion, the
obj ective of those who introduced the Gospel to heathen peoples should be the creation
of self,reliant and self,propagating Christian communities. Missionaries should recognise
the intrinsic worth of many aspects of traditional social arrangements rather than
insensitively scorning them. When they organised the converts into churches, they
should respect the social structures they encountered, 'preserving the outlines of existing
orders so far as our advanced Gospel architecture will allow'. Christian communities
should be multiplied as quickly as possible, originating from the mission base but rapidly
developing a life of their own. The new congregations should provide their own
buildings and elect their own deacons, supporting the teacher they were sent and relying
on the missionary only for guidance and the sacraments. The missionaries were parents,
building up the children by giving them responsibility and expecting service for the Lord.
All Christians should be given teaching and preaching work as soon as possible, and
missionaries who were not confident enough in their flock were wronging the young
church. Trusting local workers was essential: 'If we distrust them, if we treat them like
children, their people are the first to notice it, and of course will not duly respect them.'
An extensive formal education was not necessary for church workers - indeed, it was
likely that missionaries retarded rather than advanced the development of the church by
insisting on training levels that were too high. 'Highly educated converts are apt to feel
and show more or less incompatibility with the masses . . . It is practice and experience
they need, not so much theories and sciences.' These principles of self,reliance and self,
propagation should be followed also when the churches sent indigenous missionaries to
foreign places and supported them there. 37
Sturges was glad to hear that his paper was well received in Boston. He promised to
continue believing in 'native goodness to be made something of' in the task of forming a
Christian community. 38 His colleagues in Micronesia acknowledged the great successes
of lightly supervised Pohnpeian missionary work, but wondered if Sturges was taking his
views too far. In resisting the appointment of an American missionary to take charge of
Chuuk, wrote Robert Logan, the veteran of Pohnpei seemed to have embarked on
a personal campaign 'to show the world what great things his native teachers can do
unaided'. 39
It remains the truth, however, that teachers sent from Pohnpei's churches did
succeed in introducing an enduring Christianity to many islands to the east and west of
their homeland, and that on Pohnpei itself the indigenous ministry became a permanent
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element in the life of the church and the organisation of society. Observers have noted
that although traditional social and political structures persisted on the island despite the
great changes of the 1 9th century, Pohnpeian Protestants learned to give great weight
also to the parallel structures of the church. Members of the church could aspire to move
up through the ranks of sounkohwa, sounpadahk and wahnpoaron in the way that titles
were acquired in the traditional hierarchies of rank and status.40 These realities still exist,
and were no doubt already well developed in the 1 880s and 1 890s when the Protestant
church on Pohnpei was subj ected to some alarming challenges.

Changes i n the eastern Caro l i nes i n the l ate I 9th centu ry
In the mid, 1 880s, the Spanish reasserted their centuries,old claim to sovereignty over
the Caroline Islands. Kosrae was little affected by this development, but on Pohnpei the
Spanish formally took possession in 1 886. A governor and garrison arrived in March
1 88 7 . Among the turbulent events that followed before the year was over were the arrest
of the missionary Doane, who was taken to Manila for trial and later brought back, and
the outbreak of violent Pohnpeian resistance against the Spanish. For the first time, too,
the ABCFM and the Pohnpeian church were faced with religious competition, for the
Spanish Governor had brought with him not only soldiers and convict labourers but also
six Capuchin priests and brothers. 41 The activities of the Catholic missionaries angered
the Protestant mission and church leaders, although the Pohnpeian response was not
great at first.
It was a great blow to the Protestants when the respected church leader Narcissus,
one of the first members and later the first ordained pastor, returned to the Catholicism of
his Filipino youth. Within a few weeks of their arrival the Spanish were putting pressure
on Narcissus to abjure Protestantism, reported Doane, who referred to him as 'our good
brother . . . a true Christian'. A month or two later, Narcissus signed a paper committing
him to cease all association with the Protestant church. He agreed to run a Spanish,
language school, though he was not well educated except for his great knowledge of the
Bible. The missionaries and the pastor's own family believed that these dramatic changes
in the direction of his life were the result of threats, and that, forced to give in to
unbearable pressure, he signed the paper in tears. Narcissus died in January the next year.
The missionaries wrote that he had led a 'pure, spotless' life and faithfully served the
church from the time of his conversion in the 1 850s until the events of 1 887. 42
Violent conflict between Pohnpeians and Spaniards erupted again in 1 890. During
the troubles, the mission headquarters and training school at Ohwa were destroyed by
the Spanish, and later that year the American mission was closed down and the
missionaries were required to leave . The Pohnpeian church, however, continued its
congregational life, its members, deacons and pastors led by the increasingly prominent
layman, Henry Nanpei. His career, which had begun as a teacher at Ohwa, now took him
into successful business activities and influential participation in island politics. 43 Rand
was able to carry on the training school for a while on Mokil. In this period, too, Ngatik
(now Sapwuahfik) , an atoll south,west of Pohnpei and speaking a related language, was
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evangelised by a Pohnpeian teacher. On Mokil, Rand trained Edgar and Julia, Ngatikese
converts, and sent Edgar home as an ordained pastor. 44 When the Spanish era ended in
1 899, Germany having purchased the Caro lines and set up a colonial administration on
Pohnpei and some of the other islands, the ABCFM returned. Its purpose was to guide
and advise the church, which had survived well in the missionaries' absence and now
continued its important place in Pohnpeian society under its own ordained and lay
ministry. Today, as the United Church of Christ, it coexists on Pohnpei with the
Catholic Church, which grew considerably in the 1 890s. Some of the high chiefs
responded to the Capuchin missionaries, and the ministry of the Catholic community
would later be partly indigenous.

I n d ige n o u s m i n i stry i n th e central an d weste rn Caro l i nes
Apart from several unsuccessful Jesuit attempts in the early 1 8th century to bring
Catholicism to the western islands , Christian missions were not seen in the far,flung
central and western parts of the Caro lines until 1 8 7 3 . In that year missionaries of the
Protestant churches of Pohnpei landed on Satowan and Lukunoch, two of the many
atolls of the Mortlock Group hundreds of kilometres west of Pohnpei. The three couples
were among the most highly regarded Pohnpeian Christians: David and Sarah, who had
pioneered the Ohwa district; Opetinia and Opetaia, a high chief's daughter and her
husband; and Barnabas and Lois. Sturges regarded Opetinia as a natural leader, and
described the couple as the best educated of his teachers. During her time in the
Mortlocks , Opetinia translated Scripture passages, hymns and other material into the
local language, which is quite different from Pohnpeian. These first teachers in the
Mortlocks, and others who soon followed them, did very well. Soon there were members
and deacons in the new Mortlock churches. By 1 8 7 7 , seven stations were staffed by 1 1
teachers, all of them provided with a house and food by the receiving communities. 45
Despite the linguistic divide between Pohnpei and the islands to the west, the
Pohnpeians were enabled by their homeland's heritage of belief in an all,pervasive spirit
world to enter the mentality of their neighbours much faster than the Americans could
have done.
The furthest west of the Mortlock Islands, Nama, was evangelised in 1 8 78 by Moses
Teikoroi and his wife, Zippora, who had already served on other islands in the group.
Zippora was of chiefly rank and Moses was the son of a Gilbertese who had found his way
to Pohnpei and married a local woman. Left an orphan at an early age, he had lived for
some years in the Sturges household. One of the missionaries described him as 'a real
Paul, and much of a gentleman'. 46 Some of the Pohnpeian missionaries in the 1 880s
( including Moses, and also Opetaia, who was still on Satowan in 1 888, though he was
soon to be recalled for unsatisfactory behaviour) were ordained pastors; others were
described as 'preachers', and yet others ( including Opetinia) as 'teachers'. 47 In 1 884
Doane acknowledged the teachers' success in spreading Christianity, but expressed his
concern about their limited education. 48 It is clear, however, that the churches in the
Mortlocks, which soon began sending their own young people to Pohnpei for training,
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were exposed in their early years to a visible model of Micronesian ministry that was
supervised only lightly by the American missionaries.
From N ama it was not far to Chuuk, a group of high islands clustered in a large
lagoon and known to the missionaries at that time as 'Ruk'. The people there were
culturally and linguistically related to the Mortlockese, and it was from Nama that the
first Christian messengers went to Chuuk at the end of 1 879. The Pohnpeian
missionaries Moses and Zippora disembarked from the mission ship in December 1 879,
landing on Uman and telling the chiefs and people why they had come: God was the
father of all people and now the Chuukese had the chance to come back into the fold
after they had strayed. Putting their experience in the Mortlocks to good use, the couple
spent the rest of their lives evangelising the Chuukese and pastoring the church that
soon began to emerge. 49 Moses was incalculably valuable, the ABCFM was told in 1 888;
'he is a noble Christian and an �xcellent missionary'. 50 Manassa, David and other
teachers came from Pohnpei and were received by the people on other islands in the
Chuuk lagoon. Warfare disrupted their efforts on occasion, but Christianity spread
throughout the eastern Chuuk islands and, in the 1 890s, into the western ones. 5 1
I t was not until 1 884 that an American missionary, Robert Logan, came from
Pohnpei to settle on Weno as the supervisor of the Chuuk mission. One of his tasks was
to establish a training school for teachers from the churches in Chuuk and the
Mortlocks. Biblical, pastoral, general and agricultural training was provided for young
men and women at this centre on Weno, where classes were held in the mornings for five
days a week. Logan's death at the end of 1 88 7 was a blow. At that time, the school had
six couples from the Mortlocks and two from Chuuk, as well as a larger number of young
single people from both groups. Three of the trainees had already taken up posts in
Chuuk. 5 2 Succeeding American missionaries carried on Logan's work. By 1 896, the
teaching centre had been moved to the island of Tonoas and was training 2 1 couples and
1 3 youths. 5 3 Moses continued his ministry, but leadership in the church increasingly
passed from Pohnpeians to Chuukese teachers and pastors, and the work of the resident
ABCFM missionaries (succeeded after 1 900 by German members of the Liebenzell
Mission) was mainly supervisory and educational.
The Spanish almost entirely ignored the Mortlocks and Chuuk after their
Micronesian empire was reactivated in the 1 880s and until they were replaced in the
Caro lines by the Germans in 1 899. Catholic missions did not enter until 1 9 1 1 . In the
more westerly parts of the Carolines, however, Capuchin missionaries accompanied the
Spanish administrators. The ABCFM never penetrated further west than Chuuk, and
the Capuchins were able to make a start among the people of Yap in 1 886 and of Palau in
1 89 1 ; few signs of emerging indigenous ministry were to be seen in those islands,
however, until after 1 900.

1 6.

N EW CALE D O N IA
AN D TH E LOYALTY
I S LAN DS

THE LARGEST ISLANDS in the Pacific are found in the south,west, where in the 1 9th
century an enormous number of separate societies inhabited the many islands that
Europeans grouped together under the label 'Melanesia' . Even at the end of the 1 9th
century, many Melanesian communities had not yet encountered Christianity. But
missions were begun in Melanesia well before mid,century, and before the movement of
the new religion into M icronesia began, the earliest groups of Melanesian Christians had
been formed.
The first Christian evangelists and pastors among the people of New Caledonia and
the Loyalty Islands - the Kanak as they are called today - were from the Cook Islands
and Samoa. Although they were foreigners in language and culture, the gap between
their Polynesian ways of life and thought and those of these southernmost Melanesian
communities who received them in the 1 840s was not enormous. It was much smaller
than the distance separating Kanak mentalities and lifestyles from those of the French
and British missionaries who came later. The models of Christian ministry that emerged
in these islands in the l 9th century ( in Kanak Protestantism at least ) owed much to
these first missionaries from Polynesia.

Po lynesian m i ssio nari es
It was in 1 840 that the LMS ship brought the first missionary teachers from the east. Two
Samoans (Taniela and Noa) were the pioneers on Kunie, or the Isle of Pines, a small
island lying off the south,eastern tip of the l argest l and mass in the group, New
Caledonia. In 1 84 1 , Mataio of Rarotonga and another Taniela from Samoa were the first
of several teachers to work at Tuauru, on the south, eastern coast of the large island,
which was known later to the French as the 'Grande Terre'. With a mountainous spine
stretching almost the length of its 400km, and nearly 1 7 ,OOO sq km in area, New
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Caledonia was home to many separate communities speaking more than 20 languages
and divided into a large number of political units. Its evangelisation had to proceed in a
piecemeal fashion. A community at the northern end of the east coast received the next
mission, in 1 843 , but this time the missionaries were not Polynesian Protestants but
French Marists. Many physical dangers faced missionaries in this group in the 1 840s and
1 850s, and all three of these early ventures had to be abandoned after a few years. The
LMS was never able to establish itself again on the Isle of Pines or the Grande Terre. The
Marists, however, found a footing on the Isle of Pines in 1 848, and the island eventually
became entirely Catholic. In 1 85 1 , the Marist mission was resumed on the Grande Terre
and by the end of the century had found acceptance among the Kanak of many districts.
The LMS teachers experienced greater success in the three Loyalty Islands, which
lie about l OOkm off the east coast of the Grande Terre and were home to 1 2 � 1 5 ,000
people at the time of contact. 1 The first teachers to work on Mare ( in 1 84 1 ) were the
Samoans, Tataio of Savai'i, who stayed many years and was given further training in
Samoa during his time as a missionary, and yet another Taniela, of Tutuila, who died on
Mare. 2 The earliest teachers on Lifu ( in 1 84 2 ) , Pao of Aitutaki and Zekaria of
Rarotonga, were members of the first group of Cook Islander missionaries trained at
Takamoa. Chiefs on Mare and Lifu were accustomed to welcoming Polynesian arrivals as
privileged guests, and the hierarchical structures of power in the Loyalty Islands seemed
more familiar to the Polynesian teachers there than what they encountered in other
parts of Melanesia. 3 Their teachings were not immediately accepted and there was often
fierce opposition from the traditional 'sacred men' . Eventually, however, there was an
enthusiastic response and vigorous Protestant churches were founded on these islands.
Language barriers had to be surmounted, but many of the Polynesian teachers learned
enough to be able to translate parts of the Bible into the vernaculars of the area. 4 Marist
missionaries came to Lifu in 1 858 and Mare in 1 866, but the Catholic communities
resulting from their work were small. Only on the third of the Loyalty Islands, Uvea,
where there were no Polynesian teachers until after the Marists began work in 1 85 7, did
more of the population become Catholic than Protestant.
From the start of its work in 1 840 until the first British missionaries came to Mare in
1 854 (and to Lifu in 1 859 and then to Uvea in 1 864 ), the mission's foreign workers were all
Polynesian teachers from Samoa and the Cook Islands. 5 Taniela and another Samoan,
Lasalo, as well as Rangi, a Rarotongan, were killed on the Isle of Pines in 1 84 2. Some
teachers died before they could return to their homelands, and many of them experienced
hardship and rejection during the early years on all the islands. 6 The LMS valued the
courage of its Polynesian agents and publicised the words of one of them who was threatened
on the Grande Terre: 'Come , kill us; you may stop our mouths in death, but you cannot
hinder the word of God; that will continue to live and grow.' 7 Opinions expressed by people
outside the mission have sometimes been recorded, for example, the comments of Sarah
Selwyn, wife of the Anglican Bishop of New Zealand: in 1 85 2 , she described Maka, a
Rarotongan on Mare, as an 'excellent' teacher, 'a rare man, so humble, so good and so able'. 8
For a time , Bishop Selwyn's mission to Melanesia included the Loyalty Islands and
he stationed two missionaries on Mare for a short period in the early 1 850s - an English
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clergyman (William N ihill ) and a trained Maori teacher (Henare Taratoa ) as h is
assistant. 9 The two newcomers cooperated with the LMS teachers, but by 1 85 8 the
Anglicans had conceded the Loyalty Islands to the LMS. The Catholic missionary
Palazy, who had no reason to inflate the reputation of LMS teachers, thought Pao a man
of s incerity and integrity when he visited him and was hospitably entertained on Lifu in
1 859. 10 Palazy's colleague Montrouzier, however, saw an unattractive self,importance in
the teachers: he felt that they had been persuaded they were somebodies by being given a
Bible. 1 1 The Anglican missionary John Patteson, who stayed on Lifu for several months
in 1 85 8 , thought that the teachers' knowledge of Christian doctrine lacked depth. 1 2 In
his opinion, the extempore prayers and sermons he heard from the Rarotongan teacher,
Tutau, were far too long and shapeless, but he admired the earnest missionary himself:
'Tutoo [sic] is a very simple, humble,minded man, and I like him much.' 13
Most of the teachers carried out their mission faithfully and were good examples of
Christian living, but some disappointed the mission's hopes. One teacher on Mare was
discreetly mentioned in a published mission book as having been removed 'on the
grounds of some reports detrimental to his character', 14 while another's dismissal was
explained in a private report as the outcome of 'grossly immoral conduct'. 1 5 The worst
case of missionary transgression occurred on Lifu, where one of the teachers 'apostatised
and sank into a state of savage ism'; in the words of another missionary report, he had
'turned out bad' and had 'been living like a heathen'. 1 6 This man was identified in an
account by the Rarotongan teacher Ta'unga as his compatriot Zekaria, one of the original
missionaries on the island; Ta'unga recorded the teacher's many sexual offences and his
threats to kill his colleague Pao for questioning his behaviour. 1 7
More significant in the end were the ministries of the many teachers who stayed at
their task. On Lifu, it is the work of Zekaria's co, worker Pao that is remembered. 18 Known as
fao in the Loyalty Islands, Pao had left Aitutaki as a young man and was introduced to the
Christian faith by a crewman on an American whaler. He had entered the new Takamoa
training institution on Rarotonga and persuaded the missionaries to send him to 'the
cannibal islands' in 1 842 even though his training had scarcely begun. 19 Forced to leave Lifu
for a while in the late 1 840s when civil war broke out, he returned to oversee an extension of
the mission from its original base into other chiefdoms. Suitable converts were sent around
the island as Gospel messengers while Pao remained at his station - a new one set up at a
place where the boundaries of three chiefdoms met - to train and direct the evangelists. 20
Samuel Macfarlane, the Scots missionary who arrived in 1 859 to continue the work of the
LMS on the island, was impressed by what the 'energetic, devoted and brave apostle of Lifu'
had achieved. To Macfarlane, Pao's 'extraordinary piety, energy and faith' far outweighed
the fact that he could not read or write well. 2 1 Pao never returned to the Cook Islands. He
became seriously ill (with tuberculosis, it seems) and died in 1 861 . 22
The writings of Ta'unga, w h o ministered at Tuauru on the Grand e Terre for near ly
three years from 1 842, offer a rare window into th e inner life of LMS missions from
Polynesia to other Pacific communities that were not yet Christian ( and in this case did
not eventually develop an LMS church life, as most of the Lifuans did ) . Ta'unga wrote
gratefully of the kindness of the Tuauru chiefs and people who received the teachers and
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gave them food. At first, he found the local vernacular 'a strange language . . . like the
noise made by turkeys', but perseverance made him a proficient speaker. 23 He and his
colleagues met often to pray for the success of their mission. They started teaching the
people to re ad and write, inviting them to Sund ay gatherings for worship and preaching,
answering questions and giving further explanations after preaching, and going out with
the Christian message among their host community and to other tribes near and far.
Information in missionary writings about the specifically religious content of what the
teachers communicated is usually sparse, but in his account Ta'unga refers to his message
again and again. He and his colleagues told their Kanak listeners that sympathetic
concern had brought them to New Caledonia to speak about the true God, the creator
of the world and all its people. 'I spoke to them gently about the good word,' he wrote. 'It
was because of our sorrow for your being bound up in death. God's love for you was great
and he created compassion in our hearts so that we would come and tell you about his
love for your souls, so that you may know that your souls are of great importance, even
though they have been bound up in darkness.' God's great love had led him to offer Jesus
as a way to save humanity from its sin, so that all should live, they explained. 24
By his own account, Ta'unga quickly took the lead at Tuauru, and it is clear that
despite his tactful manner the relations between him and his Samoan co,workers were
sometimes tense. 25 It was not this that interrupted the progress of the mission. There was
a growing interest in Christianity at Tuauru, but the prospect of violence against its
messengers was still strong in this part of Melanesia. In l-845 , the Tuauru mission was
withdrawn, against the wishes of Ta'unga and the people who were protecting him and
learning from him. 26 Circumstances foiled his desire to return and follow up his
pioneering efforts. He spent a while on Mare, where he again learned a new language and
taught inquirers. On a visit to Lifu, he talked about Christianity to a local chief and
another from Uvea. 27 In New Caledonia and the Loyalty Islands, he had been a
resourceful and effective evangelist and teacher ( as well as a keen observer and recorder
of local beliefs and practices) , but his subsequent work was in pastoral and educational
ministry in Samoa and back in the Cook Islands. 28
The people of the Isle of Pines, the Grande Terre and the Loyalty Islands struggled
at first to locate the Polynesian teachers within the Kanak world view. In terms of their
own understanding of life and death, the inhabitants of these islands often saw the
teachers as bringing disease and death to their communities. 'Great was our affliction
from this very cause,' Ta'unga later recalled, 'for many epidemics occurred while we were
there and we were blamed for them. That was why many of us were killed.' 29 He reported
that after the three teachers had been killed on the Isle of Pines the chief there had come
to Tuauru and offered advice: 'Do not show favour to those men from Rarotonga and
Samoa. They are evil priests and they will kill us all . . . Jehovah comes from Rarotonga
and Samoa. He is a man,eating god. That is why you are overcome by death.' 30 On this
occasion, Ta'unga bravely confronted the angry chief, who in the end chose not to deal
with the dangerous foreign 'priests' by killing them but instead tried to bring them under
his control by means of a ritual exchange of gifts. As Ta'unga noted, what had happened
'was similar to their own customary way of behaving towards their own priests'. 3 1
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Ta'unga, unlike most oth er teach ers, d id not use a Po l ynesianise d b ibl ical Ch ristian
name and, remarkably, the word ' ta' unga ' denotes the pre ,Christian 'priest' of his
homeland, Rarotonga. He might have been more conscious of the continuity between
'heathen priest' and 'Christian minister' than the other teachers, but it is clear that as
a group the mission workers were perceived by the Kanak they encountered as being
somehow like the specialists who dealt with spiritual beings in their own societies.
Although these religious practitioners did not preside at cultic worship or serve particular
gods in sacred buildings, Ta'unga and other early observers called them 'priests'. In all the
societies of New Caledonia and the Loyalty Islands, religion was concerned with a
multitude of supernatural beings, many of which were the spirits of the dead. Ta'unga
described the participation of the 'priests' in practices and rituals involv ing the body
parts of people who had died. He observed that priests could cause disease and respond to
it (by finding out who had sent it ) . He and other LMS writers noted that priests
inherited their role, and could be female; they recorded an incident on Mare in which a
chief tested the power of Jehovah by asking the priests to bring disease on the teachers
( the local spiritual power was proved inferior) . 32 Other observers later in the century
more accurately categorised the 'priests' as seers, magicians and sorcerers who invoked
the spirits to bring health or good fortune in agriculture or war, or to cause disease and
death. The ancestors were known to speak through seers in dreams, visions or oracles. 33
It is likely that the power and influence of traditional Kanak religious specialists passed at
least in some measure to the messengers of Jehovah who discredited the old practices.
When the first resident British missionaries arrived in the Loyalty Islands in 1 854,
they found that their Polynesian predecessors were 'highly respected and esteemed',
'treated with great kindness' and well supplied with food, and were very influential. 34
The European supervisors did not hesitate to pay tribute to the Polynesians, but usually
saw them as best fitted for pioneer work rather than continuing care of the developing
churches. By 1 85 3 , argued Murray, a 'critical j uncture' had been reached; after 1 2 years,
in his view, the teachers on Mare 'had done their work. They had reached a limit beyond
which they could not much advance. The way was prepared for a more effective agency;
and, unless such an agency could be procured, reaction and retrogression must soon take
place.' 3 5 At the end of the century, an LMS writer explained that what was missing in the
Loyalty Islands in the 1 850s could be supplied only by European supervision, since 'the
native teacher for sustained and progressive work always needs the spiritual impulse, the
moral stay, the higher civilisation, and the greater practical wisdom of the white man to
render his labour sufficiently persevering and effective'. 36 This London perspective of the
imperial 1 890s went beyond the thinking of the mid,century missionaries in the field.
But Macfarlane, one of the first two British appointees to Lifu in 1 859, also believed that
while Polynesian teachers were the best pioneers, being 'almost indispensable' because
they were perfectly equipped to make contact with the Pacific mentality, their work
could not progress past a certain point and needed to be furthered by European
missionaries if it was not to stagnate or deteriorate. 37 The new British missionaries saw
no reason to depart greatly from the patterns of church life already established. Despite
their satisfaction with what had been achieved, however, and although they were young
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and inexperienced, they confidently took over the Christian communities hitherto
pastored by the Polynesian teachers.
No longer seen as directing the mission or leading the churches they had founded,
the Polynesian missionaries continued to work in the Loyalty Islands until the 1 860s.
They were the pastors and teachers of the Christians living outside the immediate
environs of the British missionary stations. As elsewhere, most of them were married,
and, although the wives' names are not often mentioned, the women were regarded by
the LMS as being in mission service along with their husbands. In the 1 860s, a Cook
Islands woman who had worked on Lifu with her husband was described on her home
island (Mangaia) as a former 'female teacher' . 38 On Lifu, Macfarlane met the teachers
every week for prayer, advice, discussion and help with sermon preparation, and this
probably occurred on Mare also. 39 On Uvea, there was no British missionary until 1 864
and the Polynesian teachers who were stationed there from 1 85 8 worked without
supervision in the tumultuous context of political conflict and Catholic, Protestant
rivalry. 40 In 1 867, the French Governor in Noumea asked for all outside teachers to be
sent home from Uvea. 41 The extension of French colonial authority to Lifu in the 1 860s
had already spelled the end of Polynesian participation in the mission there. New
Caledonia and the Isle of Pines were annexed by France in 1 85 3 , but only in 1 864 did
the Governor assert France's claim to the 'dependent' islands in the eastern group. On
Lifu, the LMS mission was instructed to send all the Samoan and Cook Islands teachers
home. Macfarlane resisted many of the French demands, but agreed to arrange for the
Polynesian teachers to leave. 'They have done a good work here,' he admitted, 'but it is
done; they are of little use here now.' He explained that the pioneer era during which the
Polynesians excelled was over, and pointed out that their replacement by a local ministry
had already begun. 42

Th e emergence of a Kanak m i n i stry
Indigenous participation in the ministry of the Protestant churches on Mare and Lifu was
a natural development of LMS work there since the early 1 840s. Christianity did not
reach Uvea until later, and in fact it was by Kanak teachers sent from Mare in 1 856 that
the new religion was first preached there. There were five such teachers on Uvea by
1 860. 43 The Polynesian teachers on Mare and Lifu had used promising converts as
mission helpers, described on Mare in 1 853 as 'a numerous body of the most advanced
among the natives'. 44 A more intentional preparation of future indigenous church
workers was begun by the British missionaries when they arrived. Even before that, the
LMS had taken some Loyalty Islanders away for training in the older mission islands: in
1 858, for example, several students returned to Mare from Malua in Samoa, and in 1 859
four Lifu men returned home from Rarotonga after making good progress at the Takamoa
institution. 45
Christian instruction in a distant school was also the strategy followed by the
Anglicans: Bishop Selwyn hoped that useful leaders would be found among the young
men he took to New Zealand for education at St John's College in Auckland. Nearly
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40 such 'scholars' from al l of the Loyalty Is l ands went to Auckl and b etween 1 849 and
1 858. Some died there, and few of those who returned appear to have made much impact
on the development of Christianity in their h ome islands ( though Wadrokal of Mare
became a notable Anglican missionary in the distant Solomon Islands) . 46 One former St
John's student who was of higher rank than the others is recorded as having prevented a
'
splintering of the Protestant following on Lifu by declining to promote Anglicanism at
the expense of the LMS. 47
Training in the local context was the preferred LMS strategy, and it was only to be
expected that at Stephen Creagh's station on Mare in 1 860, for instance, there were not
only four Polynesian teachers but also one from Mare itself and a class of seven young
local men in training. 48 Convinced of the importance of ministry training, the
missionaries on Mare and Lifu started making plans in 1 860 to set up 'Institutions'. There
was no shortage of men willing to enter and, like most LMS training schools , the
establishments soon in operation on the two islands included practical skills in the
curriculum and made provision for the students' wives to be taught, too. 49 On Lifu, there
was an interruption in 1 864 when the French Governor ordered the Institution closed.
Macfarlane successfully appealed against this action, emphasising that the training was
not only in theology but also in writing, arithmetic, history, geography and 'useful arts'. 50
Life on Lifu soon settled down again after the crisis of the 1 860s, and ministry training in
the Loyalty Islands enjoyed greater continuity there than on turbulent Mare, where there
was political and religious conflict from 1 869. In 1 87 3 , there were 3 1 men at the Lifu
school, most of them with wives, who were also taught. The men studied general,
theological and pastoral subjects (now including 'Papery' ) , spent much of their time in
their gardens and went out into the villages for preaching practice. In the 1 870s, the
Institution on Lifu was serving Mare and Uvea as well, although there was no common
language - the missionary on Mare complained that it took two years for students from
his island to learn Lifuan. 5 1
One of the purposes envisaged by the missionaries for the Institutions was the
preparation of pioneer evangelists for the islands further west. When the LMS plan to
send a mission to Papua was announced in 1 8 7 1 , all t h e students and pastors on Lifu
volunteered to participate, although they knew that the work would be dangerous. A
party of eight men, originating from Mare and Lifu, was selected. They were four of the
best students and four experienced teachers, including Gucheng, who was a convert of
Pao and one of MacFarlane's most valued pastors. Gucheng died in Papua, as did many
others of the 30 men from Lifu, Mare and Uvea who are recorded as having gone with
their wives on the Papua mission between 1 8 7 1 and 1 884. 5 2 During the same period, a
few Loyalty Islanders worked in the Presbyterian mission in the New Hebrides (Vanuatu).
Most of the men emerging from the training schools, however, became pastors of
village congregations on the three islands. On Mare at the end of the 1 860s, there were
more th an 20 of these workers, described as 'assistant preachers'. 53 According to the
missionary Jones, the Mare people were at first reluctant to see local teachers replacing
the Polynesians: 'These Mare men, they said, were no better than themselves. Now that
is all forgotten and they value their own countrymen most.' 54 On Lifu and Uvea, the
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indigenous teachers were called hnamiat and nahibat ( 'the one who is set apart') , and on
Mare, nata. The Mare word, which means 'teller of stories', or 'bearer of news', was
sometimes applied to teachers from all the Loyalty Islands. S S The teachers were given the
power to conduct marriage services, and then to baptise children, but full ordination was
not considered until 1 8 7 7 . In that year, the missionaries agreed that if the indigenous
teachers were ordained, they (the British supervisors ) would have more time for
translation and educational work. 'Raising' the teachers would also be a wise preparation
for when foreigners might have to depart in the future. The missionaries took the
precaution of writing to their counterparts in Samoa, who had recently ordained their
teachers after exhaustive discussion and controversy - they asked for advice about what
proportion of the teachers should be ordained, what criteria should be followed, what
functions should be given to an ordained ministry and whether the effect of ordination
had been good or bad - and a reassuring reply was received. s6 It seems that the
missionaries went ahead and conferred ordination selectively: the 30 congregations
on Mare in 1 885 , for example, were served by 1 5 'teachers' and 1 5 'pastors'. s7 The Lifu
pastors 'may not have taken their degrees in science and divinity', wrote Macfarlane in
1 888, 'but they have in prayer and faith' . ss
Teachers were appointed to their congregations by the missionaries at first, but the
church members were soon given a maj or role in choosing their pastor. This was in
accord with LMS principles, and continued into the 20th century. s9 The decree of the
French Governor in 1 864 that all appointments on Lifu were to be confirmed or
disallowed by the local military commandant was not welcomed. 6° Colonial interference
did not become permanent, but it was acknowledged that chiefs continued to have a
strong voice in appointments. 61 The custom of supporting the teachers with food and
other supplies was extended in the 1 860s, when the missionaries suggested that the
people make a contribution to their teachers every January. Some congregations were
slow to adopt this method of support, but by 1 8 73 (on Lifu at least) it was universal. 62
Well into the 20th century, the Loyalty Islands pastors were not paid by the mission but
worked in their food gardens like everyone else and received additional support from the
annual monetary gift collected by their flock. 63 The pastors taught the children in
schools. In their parishes, they worked with dikona (deacons) , usually chosen from among
those leading church members who were also clan chiefs. 64 Lay preachers (called
nekonekatu on Mare ) led worship services in the pastor's absence. 65 Considerable deference
was given to pastors, and Maurice Leenhardt, a later observer of their work, saw a severe
and somewhat legalistic approach to church discipline . Pastors themselves were required
to be abstainers from alcohol and tobacco. 66
The British missionaries in the Loyalty Islands did not envisage a speedy transfer of
their authority to the indigenous pastors. It was not possible to station a missionary
permanently on Uvea after 1 886, but the pastors there were visited periodically by the
missionary on Lifu. On Mare , the church leaders were for a time independent of
missionary control, but only because of French intervention in the island's political and
ecclesiastical affairs: in 1 885 , the LMS missionary Jones handed direction of the church
over to the pastors after the French Administration tried to replace him with a
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Protestant minister (Louis Cru ) brought from France. The Government gave Cru the
power to appoint pastors, but the maj ority of the Mare Protestants stayed loyal to the
LMS and shunned Cru's 'government church'. 'We do not recognise the Government as
a religious authority, and Jesus is our chief,' they declared. The pastor Wapaehe told the
French that the Bible required obedience to authority if it was just. 'But if it is not, I
cannot obey it, ' he said. 'Authority is not just if it intervenes in religion and the
nomination of pastors. ' 67 The Mare Protestants told the Government that what went on
in the church was their own affair, not that of the French or even of the British. During
the schism, the pastors were harassed and some were sent into exile, and the French
expelled Jones from the island in 1 88 7 . Cru himself left in 1 89 1 . The nata of the former
LMS mission organised themselves as a church council, and another French pastor
(Lengereau) did not gain acceptance. In 1 895 , the two parts of the church were reunited
and soon arrangements were made for the Paris Missionary Society ( PMS ) to take over
direction of the work on Mare from the LMS. 68
With the arrival of Philadelphe Delord of the PMS in 1 898, the Mare Protestants
were again under the direction of a European mission authority. Delord was able to begin
pastor training again: there were 20 students by 1 899, and soon the school had settled
back into the familiar pattern of a 'model native village' in which families lived in
separate small houses and the men and their wives divided their time between classroom
study and garden labour. 69 But Delord, who stayed until 1 9 1 0, was not impressed by the
spiritual calibre of the Mare nata and dikona, and the paternalistic ethos of the mission in
the years from 1 898 offered little hope of an active leadership role for the indigenous
pastors. His successor, Bergeret, advised in 1 9 1 1 that the Mare church should not be left
to itself for many years to come, as the nata needed a missionary's support to stand firm
and not compromise with evil. 70 The views of the LMS missionaries responsible for Lifu
and Uvea differed little from this. As the 20th century began, the Protestant churches
in the Loyalty Islands were not expecting any great change from their situation of
missionary tutelage in an environment of peaceful coexistence with their Catholic
compatriots and a now less heavy,handed French Administration. The islands were not
suitable for European agriculture and the people kept their land and greatly outnumbered
the few Europeans who settled there.

Cath o l i c m i n i stri es
Marist missions established themselves in New Caledonia, the Isle of Pines and the
Loyalty Islands in the 1 840s and 1 850s. They were soon rewarded with converts, the
most promising of whom became evangelists in their tum. One of the missionaries who
began the Lifu mission in 1 858 was soon able to write of 1 0 'catechists' who received
instruction every Sunday and then went out into the villages to teach the inquirers.
They were not yet very knowledgeable, he admitted, but their enthusiasm was
impressive. 7 1 Similar work was being done by Kanak converts on the other islands. Some
of the earliest catechists had been exposed to the missionary life since being entrusted to
the priests while still in their childhood. 72 Pierre Rougeyron wrote in 1 84 7 that he had
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several boys who promised much for the future; they were too young to do much yet but
sometimes when it was not wise for him to venture forth himself he sent his 'small
missionaries' out instead. 73
In these early years, the missionaries were encouraged to train their own catechists
at their stations throughout the group and, in 1 864, Lifu saw a small training centre
opened by the missionary Fabre. He recognised that the level of instruction was low, but
believed that the literate catechists formed there were the equals of the Protestant
teachers. 74 Clearly the Marists had taken note of the achievements of the Polynesian and
Kanak LMS mission workers and they placed considerable importance on the school
they set up at St Louis, near Noumea on the Grande Terre. Twelve catechists had been
sent out from there by 1 862. 75 Their work in the scattered communities in contact with
the mission at this time was evangelistic and pastoral: they catechised the adults and
children, presided over prayers on weekdays and Sundays, looked after the mission
buildings, conducted baptisms and attended to the dying when the priests could not be
present, acted as intermediaries between priests and people, and provided a model of
Christian living. 76 The anticlerical policies of Governor Guillain posed great difficulties
for catechists working on the Grande Terre in the 1 860s. Their work was obstructed,
many were imprisoned and the formation programme itself had to cease for a time. 77 In
the 1 8 70s, however, the school at St Louis was again educating young Kanak Catholics
in the Christian faith and in European skills and work habits. It grew to be a large central
institution serving the missions of the whole Vicariate of New Caledonia, and continued
to train some of the most promising students as catechists. 78
Towards the end of the century, there was talk of a large residential school for
married catechists, like the training centres run by the Marists in Samoa and Fij i ( and, of
course, similar to the LMS 'Institutions' in the Loyalty Islands and elsewhere in the
Pacific) . This proposal had the support of the missionary Leon Gaide on Lifu, where no
young men had come forward to replace the ageing catechists who had served there for
many years. 79
The approach followed at this time by Bishop Fraysse, however, was rather different
from what was being done elsewhere. In 1 885 , he had begun a well,staffed new venture
at St Louis, a programme for forming catechists as members of an order of 'tertiaries'. He
told his missionaries that he was responding to a reminder from the Propaganda in Rome
that the supply of mission staff from Europe might not continue indefinitely and that
local personnel should be formed. He asked them to identify 'the most intelligent and
best disposed young Caledonians' and send them to St Louis to be helped in their
intellectual and religious development as 'precious auxiliaries'. He was aware of young
men who had been looking for ways of devoting themselves to the service of the mission,
and was impressed with the successful establishment of an order of Kanak sisters. He did
not believe that the people of the vicariate were inferior to other Pacific Islanders, and
wondered why the Marist missions in Wallis and Futuna, Fij i, Samoa and Tonga were
leaving New Caledonia behind in the task of forming indigenous helpers . He pointed out
that even the colonial Administration was training Kanak schoolteachers. The
widespread and successful use of indigenous teachers by the Protestants was another
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indication of Kanak capacity, and the b ishop said h e had often b een as ked why th e
Marist mission had not emulated the LMS in this regard. He hastened to point out,
however, that there would be little comparison between the Protestant teachers and the
kind of workers he hoped to form. Unlike the presumptuous and superficially educated
LMS teachers, the Catholic tertiaries would have a profound knowledge of doctrine and
be truly Christian men. Candidates for the programme would, if necessary, undertake
preliminary studies at the boys' school and then enter the new 'j uniorate' at the age of 1 5
or more. They would be 'formed in a life of community and in obedience', living under a
rule (which was yet to be written) , but would not take their final vows until perhaps 1 0
years had passed. During this time, they would grow in faith and learn a useful trade, and
particular emphasis would be laid on preparing them to be teachers of religion, for which
there would be practice opportunities at the adj acent St Louis schools. If, in the end,
they decided to marry or to not commit themselves finally as celibate catechist brothers
they could still be useful in the mission's service on their return home. 80
Soon there were nine young men in the j uniorate, these first entrants coming from
Mare, Lifu and the Isle of Pines; the number rose to 1 3 in 1 888, and 1 5 in 1 893 . 8 1 The
bishop was very pleased with them, presenting them as an answer to those who doubted
that good results could be obtained from such unpromising material as the Kanak. 82
Although some of the first products of the j uniorate died before 1 900, their work had
met every expectation, and those who were still at work were earning the praise of the
missionaries. But the good beginnings did not continue, and the bishop admitted this in
1 899. While there were many girls coming forward to join the Little Daughters of Mary,
the supply of male candidates for the 'Association of Catechist, Tertiaries' had dried up
completely. The bishop noticed that many parents were reluctant to part with their sons,
since they needed them to help with the labour demands of the Government and the
chiefs, or wanted to send them to earn money from European employers, or wished to see
them married and continuing their family line. The young men themselves, he observed,
were too often interested only in a giddy life of pleasure. Taking boys into the schools at a
younger age might avoid these problems, but long years of formation would delay the
urgently needed increase in catechists, as well being too expensive for the mission.
Moreover, few young Kanak would have the endurance to stay the distance, he felt. The
bishop came to the conclusion that in the current context of rapid colonial development
( and in a vicariate in which many different languages were spoken) , the need was for
well,educated French,speaking mission workers. He believed that the level of education
in the vicariate was now high enough for a successful training programme conducted in
French. He still hoped to find candidates for the order of tertiaries, but planned to put
greatest emphasis on a St Louis centre that would provide a briefer training ( only a year)
and produce a good supply of married catechists. The candidates would be young men
who had settled down after their youthful heed lessness. They could be already married ,
and could even come with children. 83
The formation of tertiaries was not carried on for long after the tum of the century,
and Fraysse's new training programme for married catechists did not come into
operation. 84 In 1 90 1 , only 70 catechists, of whom 13 were tertiaries, were at work in the
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vicariate. They provided valuable assistance to the French missionaries, and it might
have been only the fact that there were 5 2 missionary priests in the vicariate in 1 90 1
that made the value of catechists seem less obvious. 85 Little was written about their work.
Bishop Fraysse regretted in 1 899 that the mission could not afford to give them monetary
recompense, and expressed hopes that the people would learn to support them ( as he
noticed the Protestants did ) . 86 Kanak catechists participated in the mission the Marists
began in the New Hebrides in 1 88 7 , but they were being deployed only to a limited
extent in the large parts of the Grande Terre that had not yet been evangelised. Not until
the 1 930s would the potential of trained Kanak lay missionaries and parish aides again be
fully recognised.
A hope even more dear to the Marists than the establishment of an effective force
of lay helpers was the creation of an indigenous priesthood. As head of the mission in the
1 860s, Pierre Rougeyron thought of setting up a minor seminary, but his plans were
halted by the anticlerical policies of Governor Guillain (who also expressed another
argument against the idea: 'A seminary for blacks is ridiculous for a country that is going
to become European' ) . 87 It was Bishop Fraysse who took the first steps, after being
spurred by Propaganda messages to the mission fields in the 1 880s. Perhaps, too, he was
inspired by the success of the Lano Seminary in the Vicariate of Wallis and Futuna. In
announcing his school for tertiaries in 1 885 , Fraysse thought it not impossible that the
programme might evolve into a seminary preparing men for the priesthood. 88
A few years later, in 1 890 or 1 89 1 , a minor seminary was indeed begun at St Louis.
The bishop, who had been a seminary teacher in France, saw so much promise in four of
the tertiaries that he decided, after hesitating for a while, to point them towards the
priesthood. Claude, Marie Chanrion was put in charge of their formation. 'Almost all the
missionaries thought this venture premature, ' one of them (Rouge) remembered more
than 50 years later; 'it was Bishop Fraysse who wanted it'. 89 A visitor was impressed with
the seminarians' command of Latin and French and their rapid progress �awards being
able to accompany the plainchant with the harmonium; another missionary was similarly
enthusiastic about their singing, their work in the classroom and chapel and their general
conduct. 90 This encouraging progress led the bishop to tonsure the four seminarians in
1 895. A photograph was taken of them: Donat of Mare, Narcisse of Lifu, Leopold and
Adrien of the Isle of Pines. Three more were tonsured a little later: Joseph of Lifu,
Germain of the Isle of Pines and Sebastien of Uvea. Rouge remembered Joseph as
promising, but thought that the others would never have progressed as far as ordination;
in the recollection of this aged missionary, Fraysse envisaged taking the men only as far
as their capacity allowed, perhaps as far as the diaconate. 91
In fact, none of the group was ever ordained. The seminary was closed i n 1 895 , for
reasons that were never publicly made clear. A few years later it was stated simply that
the seminary had 'not been continue d '; the bishop, according to this report, 'after mature
reflection, did not believe the time had come for forming an indigenous clergy'. He
ended the formation programme, although the students did continue in the mission's
service as catechists and teachers. 92 No record of why the seminary was closed has been
found in the documents of the time, but missionaries who were active in that period later
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indicated that there had been a quarre l between the young men, with blows b eing
exchanged and some of them running off for a while.93 A few years after he succeeded
Fraysse as bishop in 1 905 , Chanrion expressed his doubts that there would ever be
indigenous priests in New Caledonia. Writing privately ( and in Latin) , he pointed to the
difficulty of bringing Kanak to an adequate educational level, the unattractiveness of
celibacy in the Kanak world and the colonists' rejection of the very idea of Kanak
priests. 94 Later Catholic writers mentioned the difficulties faced by Kanak students of
philosophy and other abstract disciplines, and expressed doubts that Kanak could
persevere long enough in the arduous studies and austere lifestyle required for the
priesthood. It was also suggested that the need to care for the large population of
European colonists prevented the Marists from giving enough attention to the Kanak
Catholics. 95 Certainly, the nurturing of an educated Kanak religious elite was not easy in
a colonial context that restricted the place of the indigenous people in their own
country. A new attempt to create a Kanak clergy was not made until the 1 930s, and the
first ordinations did not occur until 1 946.

A new m i n i stry model fo r the G ran de Te rre
After the withdrawal of the Polynesian LMS mission from the Grande Terre in the
1 840s, the only Christian ministries known to the Kanak inhabitants of the island were
those of Catholic priests, brothers, sisters and catechists. Towards the end of the century,
however, Protestant patterns of ministry were reintroduced to the Grande Terre by
Kanak missionaries from the Loyalty Islands. Hopes of resuming the mission abandoned
in the 1 840s had still been held after French control of the Grande Terre made official
LMS work there impossible, and the British missionaries wrote in 1 876 (after an abortive
attempt to establish a white missionary there ) that they would give their blessing to any
Loyalty Islanders wanting to go to the big island on their own responsibility. 96 Bishop
Fraysse's mention of Lifuan missionaries on the Grande Terre shows that this
unauthorised extension of Protestantism had indeed begun by the time he was writing
( 1 885 ) . 97
Pastors, teachers, deacons and church members from all three Loyalty Islands
utilised traditional links between their own people and certain groups on the larger
island to make contact with Kanak communities on both coasts of the Grande Terre.
They were often well received by people suffering from the increasingly oppressive
burden of colonisation, European settlement and land expropriation. As Loyalty
Islanders, they were not seen by the Kanak of the Grande Terre as associates of French
authority (as Catholic missionaries were ) , and the relatively light impact of colonialism
in their home islands had not made them subservient or timid. Many of them were men
of initiative and they were able to move into unevangelised areas as autonomous
missionaries in a manner that Catholic catechists found difficult. The people who
received them remembered later how they stood with them and gave them hope at a
difficult time of social disruption. Many of the missionaries suffered harassment from the
colonists, and it was well into the 1 890s before Governor Feillet, for his own political
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reasons, made their presence and their activities legal ( much to the dismay of the Marist
mission) . 98 Even then, however, some French settlers continued to oppose the Loyalty
Islands missionaries, advising the people not to accept Christianity from such a source:
'They are Kanak like you. Their religion is worthless. It is the white people's religion that
is good.' 99
A list made in 1 899 gives the names of 1 9 Loyalty Islander pastors working on the
Grande Terre, and it is known that they were assisted by teachers and others. In 1 900,
there were at least 22 pastors. 100 Mathaia of Uvea had an important early impact on the
east coast, and had translated part of the New Testament into the Houailou language
before his death in 1 898. 101 His translation work was continued by another Uvean, Joane
N igoth, who served on the Grande Terre from 1 893 until his death in 1 9 1 9 . He was the
son of a chief and became the father and grandfather of pastors . Delord visited him in
1 898 and was impressed by his intelligence and by his clean and tidy mission station.
Leenhardt later called him 'the most distinguished of our indigenous pastors' . 102 Among
those from Mare were Setefano, known for his willingness to move out from his parish to
make contact with unevangelised communities, and Jemes, whose son became a pastor,
too. 103 Others came from Lifu: one of these was Weinith, who developed qualities of
leadership among his colleagues. Weinith's ability in French led Delord to move him to a
location from which he could speak for the mission in dealings with the colonial
authorities. 104 The most senior Loyalty Islands missionary pastor was Haxen, also from
Lifu, and previously a missionary for 14 years in Papua. 105 In the Houailou language area,
these early Christian messengers were often known by the title game, which means 'wise
man'. 106
The missionary pastors from the Loyalty Islands organised their converts into
churches following the characteristic LMS patterns long known in Mare, Lifu and Uvea.
The core of each congregation was its church members, from whom deacons were
elected . Support for the pastor came in the form of food and an annual monetary
contribution. Pastors were known in particular districts as nata, namiat or naipa,
depending on whether the pioneer missionary originated from Mare, Lifu or Uvea. These
appellations persisted even when men from the Grande Terre began to serve as pastors
(the first was in 1 901 ; he had been trained on Mare ) . 107 As the century ended, the new
congregations were being brought into contact with the PMS: the new French
missionary on Mare, Delord, visited them in 1 899, and on a second visit in 1 900 he
brought all the Loyalty Islands pastors together at Gonde to inaugurate a coordinated
mission structure. 1 08 In response to Delord's pleas and a letter from the Loyalty Islands
missionary pastors, the Paris mission sent Maurice Leenhardt to take charge. The old and
ailing Haxen passed the task over to the young French missionary when he arrived in
1 902, and died soon afterwards. 1 09
Leenhardt saw that the Loyalty Islanders appealed to the Kanak of the Grande
Terre as people like themselves, but enlivened by a new and attractive spirit. 1 1 0 He
recognised their failings and limited knowledge, but observed that they carried with
them a fresh hope for the dispirited Kanak. 1 1 1 Leenhardt's work in New Caledonia
belongs to a later period, but it is significant that he consciously affirmed what he found
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in 1 902. He respected what th e pastors from the Loya l ty Is l and s had ach ieve d and
perpetuated the indigenous emphasis of the organisational pattern they had followed. 1 1 2
This pattern, he wrote later, 'in inculcating in the converts the idea that the work is
theirs, in giving them full authority to organise it in their own way, gives them the
chance to realise the richness that they had within themselves' . 1 13 In this way, the
ministry style of the Loyalty Islands Protestants found a home on the Grande Terre, too ,
and the later Evangelical Church of New Caledonia and the Loyalty Islands could exist
as a single body despite the disparate experience of its members.
For some years, Loyalty Islanders continue d to serve on the Grande Terre, where
Protestantism was adopted by one, third of the Kanak population, but eventually
indigenous ministers emerged to carry on their work. Throughout New Caledonia and
the Loyalty Islands, an indigenous Protestant ministry carried on the work of the church
and would later take full responsibility for it when the missionaries departed. The
Catholic Church, however, despite its vision of an indigenous priesthood and efforts to
create it, continued to rely on French personnel for its ministry at all levels except that of
the lay parish aide, the catechist.

1 7.

VAN UATU

THE PRESENT, DAY NATION of Vanuatu consists of the islands grouped together by
European voyagers and colonists under the name 'New Hebrides'. Lying west of Fij i, the
chain of large and small islands is about 850km long, stretching from the Torres Group in
the north to Aneityum in the south. More than 50 of these islands were inhabited in the
mid, 1 9th century when sustained contact with Europeans began and Christian
missionaries arrived. Nearly 250 years earlier, in 1 606, a Spanish exploring expedition
had taken a boy from the large northern island of Santo to Mexico to train him as an
interpreter for a Catholic mission to his homeland. He was instructed and baptised, but
died in Mexico, and the mission never eventuated. 1 It was the coming of Protestant
missionaries in 1 83 9 that gave the New Hebrideans their first continuing exposure to
Christianity and its ministers. Conventionally categorised as 'Melanesians', the
indigenous inhabitants lived at that time in small cultural and political groups and spoke
more than 1 00 separate languages. Modern national consciousness developed only
slowly, after the period considered here, promoted by a number of influences of which a
shared experience of conversion to Christianity was undoubtedly one.

Trad iti o n al re l igi on an d its special i sts
The New Hebrideans ( known since 1 980 as ni, Vanuatu) lived in a world of ghosts and
spirits. After a month on the southernmost island, Aneityum, the first resident European
Protestant missionary recorded what he had learned about the people's religion: certain
things were itaup (which he and his colleagues later defined as 'sacred, holy, forbidden' ),
and there were spiritual beings called natmasses, who could cause sickness. 2 Soon he was
aware of natimi itaup, 'sacred men', who propitiated the natmasses. 3 Later, he noted that
many of the chiefs were also 'priests': 'Those whom I know are either disease makers, or
fruit makers, or thunder and lightening [sic] makers, or hurricane makers.' 4 He also wrote
of offerings made to the spirits and of charms used by disease, making sorcerers. 5 Two
other early missionaries (on nearby Tanna ) felt threatened by a 'priesthood' that was
determined to destroy their mission in order to prevent the ruin of the priestly 'craft' . 6
The Tannese 'sacred men' , wrote yet another missionary pioneer, were 'village or tribal
priests' who exercised 'an extraordinary influence for evil'; they rece ived gifts with which
to influence the spirits and were thought to be able to cure sickness and cause it. 7
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As knowledge of the New Hebrides grew, these early observations were confirmed
and extended. The 'sacred men' (and sometimes women) in island societies were indeed
influential as intermediaries between the people and the spirits and ghosts from whom
spiritual power ( mana ) could be obtained. Islan� societies differed considerably, but
offerings, sacrifices and prayers were made to natmasses on Aneityum in the south, vui in
the Banks Islands in the north and to other variously named spiritual beings in all the
islands of the group. The 'priests' who performed the rituals were not a separate order and
their activities were not carried out in sacred buildings or public ceremonies, but, while
in principle everyone had access to the spirits, in practice certain individuals were
recognised as having the required knowledge and skills for manipulating spiritual power.
Magicians could cause gardens to flourish or rain to fall. Diviners could foretell the
future. Sorcerers could bring illness and death. 8
Into this situation a new kind of religious leadership was introduced in the early
days of contact with the outside world. Early Christian missionaries were seen as sorcerers
in some places 9 and it is understandable that as representatives of a new and powerful
spiritual being they were immediately regarded by the 'sacred men' as rivals. It would
soon be apparent, however, that they were bringing important new dimensions to the
New Hebrideans' experience of religion.

Early Polyn esi an m i n i stri es
Missionaries from the LMS were the first exemplars of Christian ministry seen in these
islands, but the British mission messengers who visited the southern part of the group from
1 839 continued to reside at their stations in Samoa and the Cook Islands. For many years,
the only model of Christian ministry to which New Hebrideans ( at this time in the six
southernmost islands only ) were continuously exposed was provided by Polynesian
missionaries arriving from the east. Only nine years after they had themselves first been
evangelised, the Samoan Islands sent out their first overseas missionaries, in 1 839. With
the landing of three teachers on Tanna in that year, the New Hebrides became Samoa's first
major mission field. Cook Islanders added the New Hebrides to their existing mission
destinations in 1 84 2 and, during the 1 840s, 1 850s and 1 860s, the LMS churches in Samoa
and the Cook Islands provided more than 70 male missionaries, most of them accompanied
by their wives. 1 0 Tanna was followed by Aniwa and Erromanga in 1 840, Futuna and
Aneityum in 1 84 1 and Efate in 1 845 . Christian missions did not easily make their entry
into the N ew Hebrides, where the celebrated John Williams was killed on his first visit in
1 839. The Polynesian missions on these islands suffered many vicissitudes, and, except on
Aneityum, they were periodically forced to withdraw. It was only after some years (apart
from the short, lived residence of George Turner and Henry Nisbet on Tanna in 1 842-43 )
that the Polynesians on the six islands were joined by European missionaries, on Aneityum
in 1 848 (John Geddie of Nova Scotia, Canada) and on all the others by 1 866. Geddie and
those who joined him from Canada, Scotland, Australia and New Zealand in succeeding
years were envoys of various Presbyterian churches, but the Presbyterian New Hebrides
mission continued for many years to work with LMS teachers from Polynesia.
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Of the first three Samoans in 1 839, Lalolagi and Mose returned home after their
service in Melanesia, but Salamea died on Tanna. 1 1 The first missionaries on Futuna Samuela, his family and Apela, all Samoans - became the first Polynesian martyrs of
the LMS in the New Hebrides when they were killed in 1 843 . 1 2 Among several other
violent deaths were those of the Cook Islanders, Pikikaa and Kaveriri, and their wives at
Lelepa (an island off Efate ) in 1 854. 1 3 Many other Polynesian men, women and children
died in the New Hebrides in this period - more than 1 00, it has been estimated. 14 Some
fell sick and were taken home to recover, but a large number of others died at their place
of service. Three teachers and one of their wives died of smallpox on Tanna in 1 853 . 1 5
Simeona of Samoa died in the measles epidemic on Aneityum in 1 860. 16 The greatest
cause of mortality, however, was malaria, which had not yet been identified as a
mosquito,borne disease. Malarial sickness and deaths were explained by a Polynesian
inability to 'endure the climate'. 1 7 The deaths at Erakor ( Efate) in 1 854 of a whole family
- Tauri's wife, then his child and finally the Mangaian teacher himself - emphasise the
human cost of this missionary ministry to Melanesia. 18 In the early years, even daily
existence was a struggle and the mission ship could visit only occasionally. Many of the
first teachers met with very little response from the people.
Despite the difficulties and discouragements of their work, many of the Polynesian
teachers made significant contributions to the introduction of Christianity to the
southern New Hebrides. The loss of so many to illness robbed the mission of much hard,
won experience as pioneer evangelists and pastors. Upokomanu of Rarotonga, for
example, went to Tanna in 1 845 and, after many hardships there, went back to the Cook
Islands on leave in 1 850. There he married, studied again at the Institution and translated
some Christian writings into the language he had learned on Tanna. During his second
term on Tanna, however, he and his wife died of smallpox. 19 Until their ranks were
decimated by sickness, the teachers on Erromanga in the 1 85 0s were holding regular
classes and worship services and translating Scripture extracts and school materials into
the local vernacular. 20 Before the deaths of the teacher Tauri and his wife on Efate in
1 854, they were holding daily classes: 'I and Tauri Vaine, my wife,' he reported back to the
Cook Islands, 'have two classes of young people, whom we are instructing every morning
and evening. These young people are much pleased in learning; they are diligent, and we
hope that they will soon help us in teaching the old people.' 2 1 On Aneityum, where
illness affected the teachers less, extensive evangelistic journeys were made around the
island. 22 It is impossible that these varied Christian ministries, as well as the Polynesian
families' demonstration of Christian faith and life, were not noticed and remembered by
the New Hebrideans among whom they worked. It is only to be expected, too, that the
Polynesians worked in ways that were different from those of the European missionaries
who eventually joined them, as a Samoan historian suggests: 'The "slow and easy"
approach of the Samoan missionaries was natural and an effective method of reaching and
gaining the confidence of the people. European missionaries tended to rush and force
things to happen rather than allowing time to foster results.' 23
Most of the Polynesian missionaries were first,generation Christians. The three first
church members at Pago Pago in Samoa all went on overseas missions, two of them to
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the New Hebrides: Pomare (the son of a high chief) died soon after b eginning work on
Tanna, but Pita gave 14 years of 'faithful and self,denying labour' to Tanna and
Aneityum and, after his return to Samoa, was a valued teacher until his death in 1 8 70. 24
Though they came from societies with only a brief Christian history, the Polynesian
teachers were acknowledged as an essential part of LMS missionary activity on
unevangelised islands. A few were dismissed for immoral behaviour and even the best of
the teachers had their 'shortcomings and imperfections' ( as the missionary Murray put it
in 1 863 ) . 25 But the missionaries were surprised and disapproving when one of their
number, George Gordon, preferred not to use 'native teachers' at all. Teachers were
stationed on Erromanga when Gordon took up residence there in 1 85 7, but after a while
they asked to be transferred somewhere else . It seems that the new missionary wanted to
train his own teachers from among the Erromangans. When he and his wife were killed
on the island in 1 86 1 , his mission colleagues felt that teachers might have protected him
and they were openly critical of his 'strange views about native agents'. Half a century of
experience had shown that the use of Pacific Islander teachers had 'the sanction of
heaven', wrote Murray, who admired 'their simple faith, their self,denial, and their
readiness to endure all things' for the Gospel's sake. 'It was a dangerous experiment
which Mr Gordon tried,' Murray declared, 'when he set his views and practice on the
subj ect of native agency in opposition to those of almost every missionary in the South
Sea Islands.' 26
European missionaries did not see the Polynesian teachers as their equals, except for
the acknowledged ability of Pacific Islander missionaries to secure a foothold for
Christianity among unevangelised people. As John Inglis explained, some years after he
arrived on Aneityum to work with Geddie, who as the first Presbyterian missionary had
himself followed Polynesian pioneers on the island, 'native agency is indispensable in
opening up new islands or new stations', and could achieve a great deal of preliminary
success. But, he continued, the teachers had to be encouraged and supervised and their
work eventually taken over by European missionaries if the Christian movement in the
mission field was not to stagnate or regress.27 When the Samoan teacher Simeona died in
the measles epidemic of 1 860, Geddie lamented the loss of a man who had been a
missionary on Aneityum since 1 842 (six years before Geddie arrived) : he was 'a good man
. . . much esteemed by the natives . . . His consistent conduct gave much weight to his
instructions'; 'he gave me much valuable assistance. I was much attached to him.'28 This
was a heartfelt tribute, but did not adequately record the achievements of a teacher who
had featured prominently in the conversion of Aneityum and who had been valued
enough by the mission to be sent back to Samoa for further training between 1 849 and
1 853. 29 After he retired, Inglis published a general tribute to the Polynesian teachers, who
had 'bridged the gulf' between the white missionaries and the New Hebrideans, teaching
new practical skills and the tenets of Christianity. He particularly praise d Amosa and h is
wife, Samoans who excelled in training the young men and women of Inglis's district.
Amosa built a fine house at his own station and 'erected a church 75 feet long, in the very
best style of Samoan ecclesiastical architecture'. Amosa and his wife, as well as Pita and
his wife, who also served with Inglis, were all 'a credit and an honour' to the LMS. 30
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The voyages of the Anglican bishop Selwyn in Melanesia in the 1 840s and 1 850s
acquainted him with the work of the LMS teachers , for whom he publicly expressed
admiration. While doubting that they were well enough educated for conveying
Christian teaching at more than a superficial level, he was impressed by their courage
and fervent faith. To him and his mission, the Presbyterian success on Aneityum 'showed
how patiently and laboriously the poor Samoan teachers, ignorant, lonely and
persecuted, had done their work'. 3 1 LMS writers, too, saw that progress towards an
advanced mission situation could be considerable even without a European presence.
Murray pointed to the example of Erakor in south Efate, where the first members were
admitted into a church in 1 86 1 , several years before any European missionary took up
residence. 'Let those who are disposed to undervalue native agency ponder this fact,' he
wrote. 32 A well,known Presbyterian mission book published in 1 880 also paid tribute to
the Polynesian teachers. 33 By that time, however, although a small second wave of
Polynesians had been sent by the LMS, the Presbyterian mission's emphasis had long
been on the training of indigenous New Hebridean personnel.

I n d ige n o u s m i n i stry emerges o n Aneityu m
A series of deaths among the Polynesian missionary families working with him on
Aneityum led Geddie in 1 85 1 to look ahead to the training of New Hebridean 'native
agency'. The idea was expressed only three years after his arrival, when the response to
Christianity was still small, but it was not inspired only by the inability of Polynesians to
'endure the climate'. 34 On his way to the New Hebrides, Geddie had spent seven months
in Samoa, where he observed the active role of indigenous Christians in the work of the
LMS mission. During his early years on Aneityum, he had been greatly assisted by
Wumra and his wife, Singonga, who before his arrival had been among the first
Aneityumese to show an interest in what the pioneer teachers were saying. This couple
had asked to be taken for Christian instruction to Samoa, where they spent nearly three
years between 1 845 and 1 848. Wumra 'saw enough to convince him that Christianity
was true', and on his return helped Geddie with his early efforts in language study and
evangelism: 'He usually accompanies me in my visitations among the natives, and
sometimes addresses them,' wrote the new missionary. Wumra's death in 1 85 1 was 'a
severe trial'. 35 A few months later, however, came the words in Geddie's journal that
pointed to his hopes for 'native agency', a vision that he strove, during the next two
decades and with great determination and success, to bring to realisation.
Geddie was glad that same year ( 1 85 1 ) to send Tupua, a boy whom he had been
teaching to read and write, with Bishop Selwyn to New Zealand. There he would attend
school and eventually, Geddie hoped, return to Aneityum as a teacher. 36 By 1 85 5 ,
Tupua, ' a young man o f promise', was indeed a teacher on his home island. 37 I n contrast
with the many young Melanesians trained in New Zealand by the Anglicans, however,
the teachers working in the fast,growing Aneityumese church were all ( except for
Tupua ) trained on the island. The first teacher was Nakoai, a young man sent out in
1 85 2 to a village east of Geddie's station. 38 'I hope to see the day when every village will
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have its own native teacher,' wrote Gedd ie. He had not at that time decid ed t o proceed
with the first baptisms, but soon afterwards seven women and six men were baptised and
'formed into a Christian Church'. Geddie did not regard church membership as a status
to be conferred hastily, and described the occasion as 'an eventful day in the history of
the island'. 39 The formation of the church, this first congregation of members being
followed by another at lnglis's station ( Aname ) in 1 854, was an important step in the
creation of the responsible indigenous Christian community Geddie envisaged. The
appointment of Aneityumese as teachers of their own people and leaders of their own
church was part of this. Nakoai died in 1 853 , but other teachers were being trained and
appointed. In that year, there were 1 5 'native assistants', and at their stations on the
north and south coasts of the island the two missionaries were each holding a daily class
for 40 or 50 young teacher trainees. 40 By 1 856, there were nearly 50 teachers, described
by Geddie as 'religious instructors as well as schoolmasters'. In their dealings with the
people, they were 'expected to visit, admonish, reprove when needed, and seek out the
heathen where they can be found'. Men 'of standing among the people' were chosen for
this work: 'some of the highest chiefs in my district are thus employed' . 41 By 1 858, there
was indeed at least one Aneityumese teacher appointed to every district, with a total of
56 schools. 42 The population of the island at this time was nearly 4,000. 43
A further step in the fostering of congregations responsible for their own affairs was
the appointment of the first deacons in 1 856. Emphasising that they were acting
deliberately and cautiously, Geddie reported the new development in words that showed
the importance he and Inglis were giving to leadership in the local church: the five men
'elected by the church members' at his station were 'ordained' as deacons and 'solemnly
set apart to this office'. At lnglis's station, soon afterwards, deacons were similarly elected
to take care of the buildings and other practical matters and to relieve the missionaries of
this part of their work. 44 The term 'deacon' was used in LMS missions, too, but a
distinctively Presbyterian understanding of church leadership lay behind the next step in
ecclesiastical development, which took place in 1 860. Seven 'elders' were 'nominated',
'ordained' and constituted as a 'session'. In the Scottish Presbyterian polity known to
Geddie and Inglis, ordained ministers were 'teaching elders', while members of the
session chaired by the minister were 'ruling elders' - laymen but nevertheless 'ordained'.
They were to work with the minister in his direction of the religious life of the church
and to take a leading role in pastoral care. Each elder, reported Geddie, 'has a certain
number of church members assigned to his charge, whom he visits, and with whom he
holds meetings for conversation, exhortation and prayer. At our meetings of session,
each elder gives a report of the state of religion in his district.' 45
Teachers, deacons and elders conducted the Sunday services at the many
outstations on Aneityum. Inglis admitted that the quality of this lay leadership on
Sundays was not always as high as he wished , b ut explained that it was so important to
maintain the pattern of regular local community worship that he was prepared to use
'even this feeble agency'. 46 The teachers were provided with houses and gardens by the
people to whom they were ministering; they received no salary except for annual gifts of
clothing obtained from mission supporters in the sending countries. 47
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This commitment to indigenous involvement in the mission of the church sprang
from a policy followed by the two missionaries throughout their years on the island: 'On
Aneityum every convert, as far as it was practicable, was made a missionary, ' wrote
lnglis.48 Perhaps it was Geddie who forced the pace, for Inglis later explained that it was
the toll of disease among the Polynesian teachers that obliged them to use Aneityumese
converts 'at a much earlier stage of their Christian progress than we would otherwise
have done'. He admitted that the venture had been successful. 49 The historian J. G.
Miller suggests that the pattern of indigenous evangelisation seen on Aneityum was
evident again and again as other islands became Christian, but that it was never as rapid
in its effects as on Aneityum, or as well documented as it was by Geddie. 50
Closely connected with the emergence of leadership in this first New Hebridean
church, as it had been also in the Polynesian churches earlier, was the sending of
Aneityumese missionaries to other islands . Geddie recorded the first signs of this
movement as early as 1 85 2 , when some of the Christians told him they wanted to join in
the evangelisation of Tanna. He was pleased to see this 'missionary spirit' and hoped that
Aneityum would soon provide many teachers for 'the dark islands around'. 5 1 The
missionary movement from Aneityum did indeed begin soon after this , in 1 85 3 . Two
teachers and their wives were landed on nearby Futuna, where a completely different
language was spoken, and where the killing of Samoan missionaries 10 years earlier had
ended the first attempt to evangelise the island. These first Aneityumese missionaries to
a different people were Waihit of Anelgauhat and Josefa of Aname. Waihit is first
mentioned in Geddie's correspondence in 1 849, when he had recently started to take an
interest in Christianity. 'He is what the natives call a natimi itaup
a sacred man - and
one of the most influential men in the district,' wrote Geddie at that time. Within a few
years, Waihit had turned from a fierce hostility to the Gospel to a zeal for evangelism,
and he was one of the first 13 church members in 1 85 2 . 52
Missionaries from Aneityum were soon settled on the other southern islands: Tanna
( 1 854 ) , Erromanga ( 1 85 7 ) , Aniwa ( 1 85 8 ) and Efate ( 1 860 ) . All of the teachers who
went were recent converts themselves. Yaufati, one of the first to go to Tanna, had been
baptised and accepted as a church member during the previous year. He and his colleague
Talip and their wives were 'set apart for missionary work' in a memorable public
ceremony. 53 They were later joined on Tanna by others, beginning during the next year
with two missionaries of chiefly rank, the valued teacher, Abraham, and a more recent
convert, N imtiwan, and their wives. 54 The greater acceptability of chiefs was noted by
the mission supervisors, who were always ready to utilise the realities of the social
environment. 55 In these years, the Aneityumese teachers on Tanna and the other
southern islands were often working alongside Samoans and Cook Islanders and also the
first European missionaries when they began to arrive. John Paton, who was on Tanna
from 1 85 8 to 1 862, included in his widely read book a grateful tribute to his Aneityumese
colleagues, especially the 'apostolic' Abraham and Kowari and the saintly Namuri (who
died after being struck by a Tannese sacred man ). 56 There was a tragic loss on Aniwa,
too: the two first Aneityumese missionaries were attacked in 1 859, one of them
(N emeian ) dying of his wounds. 5 7
-
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Existing relationships between certain d istricts on Aneityum and parts of Tanna,
Futuna and Aniwa could sometimes be used to facilitate entry into the rece iving
communities. 58 In other circumstances, the Aneityumese mission was often perilous. By
1 860, however, there were 1 7 Aneityumese couples working on other islands and Geddie
noted that they had experienced 'much self,denial, suffering and danger'. 59 It has been
estimated that 200 men and women had gone out in this way by 1 879, a remarkably large
number for the church of so small an island. 60 In the 1 860s, Aneityum began to
experience a great decline in population, which reduced the supply of potential teachers
and also, for a time, the community's willingness to continue sending them. 61 But in the
1 8 70s there were still 20 to 30 Aneityumese couples ministering on other islands and
teachers continued to go out ( also by now to the central and northern islands ) as
evangelists, mission assistants and pastoral leaders in the 1 880s and 1 890s. 62 The
missionaries' knowledge of medieval Scottish church history led them to see Aneityum
as the Iona of the New Hebrides. 63
The work of missionaries from Aneityum had considerable impact on the progress
of the mission in the New Hebrides and also on the character of the church and its
leadership as it developed throughout the archipelago. The missionary teachers had
received more instruction than other converts, but educational attainment was not the
main criterion for their selection. Often, explained Inglis, they were 'by no means . . .
among our best scholars', but they were usually 'among our best men'. 'They can all read
the Scriptures with tolerable fluency, and conduct religious services in an edifying
manner; but some of them cannot write at all, and others only very imperfectly.' 64 People
with experience as effective teachers on their own island were chosen. Nalvatimi, for
example, a man known to Inglis since he was a school pupil and ( together with his wife )
highly praised by him, went to Tanna after many years as a trusted senior teacher in his
homeland; he died there 20 years later, in 1 900. 65 Learning a new language took time,
but even before the Aneityumese teachers were able to engage in direct evangelism, their
living among the people, as 'peaceable, industrious, well,behaved men and women' had
its own impact: they 'exhibited a considerable amount of Christianity in their lives - a
mode of teaching which can never be mistaken'. The men thought most suitable for
appointment to this work were middle,aged and married. After some years, they would
be able to conduct services and schools in the local language, and, when European
missionaries settled, they provided essential information and assistance (without the
teachers, Inglis admitted, the missionaries 'would often be very helpless indeed' ) . 66
At the northern station on Aneityum (Aname ) , a large building was completed in
1 85 7 for an 'Institution' that grew out of the teachers' classes held by lnglis. 67 Sixty male
and female students were training in the Institution in 1 860, and 60 teachers were in
village appointments throughout the island. 68 The training given at the Institution ( and
in the contributing school that continue d at Gedd ie's station until the late 1 860s) had
always been 'popular and well attended', Inglis recalled later. The obj ective had been to
prepare as many teachers as possible for the immediate needs of the fast,growing church
and for pioneer evangelism on other islands, rather than educating a smaller number at a
higher standard for a more advanced level of pastoral ministry. 69 As the population of
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Aneityum began to decline, so did the number of teachers in the villages: in 1 8 74, when
there were 684 church members ( including 27 elders and 23 deacons) , there were 50
teachers. 70 Massive depopulation continued into the 20th century, but training for
village ministry continued under the first missionaries' successors, Joseph Annand, who
resumed the training programme at Geddie's old station, and J ames Lawrie at Aname.
Until 1 880, the two institutions were quite large, but by 1 884 the total number of
students was only 34. 7 1 When the last permanent European missionary left Aneityum in
1 892, however, the tradition of village church leadership by teachers, elders and deacons
was well established. In 1 895 , the church's ministry was entirely in the hands of 38
Aneityumese teachers, supervised only by the missionary on Futuna. 72
The leadership of Aneityum in the church history of the New Hebrides was only a
memory by 1 900, but the emphasis on indigenous ministry in its own history was carried
to other islands as the focus of mission activity moved northwards. The work of Geddie
on Aneityum in the crucial pioneering years from 1 848 to 1 8 7 2 stood out for its
orientation towards the localisation of leadership and for Geddie's readiness to loosen his
own control when he thought it appropriate . 73 In this, he was ahead of many of the
missionaries who followed him. Joseph Copeland, who served in the southern islands
from 1 858 to 1 88 1 , freely expressed his lack of confidence in New Hebridean capacity.
'The habits, tastes and feelings of a people change very gradually,' he wrote in 1 8 7 1 .
'Don't expect that their Christianity will be of a high type . . . The natives are the very
infants of our race . . . In the circumstances, their Christianity cannot be expected to
possess very great vigour' or 'at once, or for some generations even, be able to stand
alone'. 74 Inglis wrote very differently about Aneityumese Christianity. 75 As M iller points
out, the vigour of the self,propagating and missionary,minded Aneityum church under
Geddie and Inglis was itself enough to throw Copeland's gloomy pessimism into
question. 76

Early i n d i ge n o u s m i n i stry on th e oth er south ern i s l an d s
A s Christianity became rooted on the other southern islands, indigenous ministry
developed there, too . On Erromanga, unusual circumstances enabled indigenous
Christians to play an important part even before the conversion of their island: in 1 849,
four young men asked to be taken away on the visiting mission ship for Christian
instruction, and spent nearly three years at the Malua training centre in Samoa. They
learned Samoan and then made progress in literacy and Christian teaching, impressing
their tutors as 'well,behaved, obliging and tractable'. One of them died on the way back
to Erromanga in 1 852, but the others landed with Polynesian teachers who were making
a new attempt to evangelise the island. Geddie held high hopes for one of the
Erromangans, Mana, who seemed 'to have clear views of the way of salvation' and said to
a passenger on the ship: 'I do not know if they will kill or spare us; the will of the Lord be
done; if we die it will be in the cause of God.' The young men were the first to explain
Christianity competently to the people in their own language. Mana lived and worked
with the teachers at Dillon's Bay, where John Williams had been killed in 1 839, and,
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according to a Samoan coll eague in 1 85 5 , was 'constantly exerting h imse lf tha t th e Word
of God may grow in his land'. He and Joe, another of the men who had been to Samoa,
later worked as teachers with the European missionaries who lived on the island from
1 85 7 , and clearly played a part in the formation and development of the small Christian
community that existed when other Erromangans killed George and Ellen Gordon in
1 86 1 and J ames Gordon in 1 8 7 2 . 77
Although criticised for declining to use teachers from beyond Erromanga, the
Gordons did succeed in nurturing a group of indigenous Christians as future leaders of
the Erromangan church. The valued teacher Soso was one of these, and Yomot, who was
prominent in the church until his death in 1 899, was another. 78 From 1 87 2 to 1 9 1 4 , the
mission to Erromanga was under the care of Hugh Robertson, who depended greatly on
the forceful Yomot in the early years and later wrote a tribute to this 'Christian man of
strong common sense , well read in his Bible, well grounded in the faith, fearless in
advocating every good cause, and as fearless in exposing and denouncing everything that
was evil'. Yomot was an unusually effective preacher, an authority in the Erromangan
languages and several others and 'a born leader'. In later years, he supervised the other
teachers , and throughout his career his wife, Navusia, 'set a noble example to the
younger women'. 79 Like the other Presbyterian missionaries of this period, Robertson
covered a wide area by training and appointing converts as evangelists and teachers. By
1 8 7 4, there were 1 1 teachers in different parts of the island, a figure that rose to 25 in
1 8 79 and 44 in 1 885 . Despite the population decline that afflicted Erromanga in the
later part of the century, there were still 30 teachers caring for the district churches in
1 900. Robertson held regular training classes for them. 80 Erromangan teachers were
found also as missionaries in islands far from their own and speaking completely different
languages, beginning with Yomot's work on Nguna in the 1 8 70s and later on Tongoa,
Ambrym, Malekula, Santo and other islands to the north. 8 1
There were hopes that young men taken to Samoa in the early years from Efate, also,
would be helpful to the mission when they came back. Tongalulu of Havannah Harbour
was one of four Efate men who returned from Samoa in 1 85 2 , and others were there in
1 853 and 1 858. Another Efate man was at Takamoa in the Cook Islands in 1 859. 82 It is
not known whether these men engaged in any kind of ministry on their return, but the
small communities in south Efate that became Christian after 1 860 soon began to produce
their own teachers. From the 1 880s, the missionary J. W. Mackenzie gave particular
attention to their training at Erakor (near present�day Port Vila) , and Daniel Macdonald
did the same at Havannah Harbour as the church began to grow in west Efate. 83 Erakor
sent missionaries to faraway Santo as early as 1 86 1 , and, from the 1 8 70s, the Erakor and
Pango churches of south Efate provided teachers for the north of the island and then for
Epi, Ambrym and Malekula. Soon, the Christians of west Efate were participating in this
movement, too, and when the Ifira and Mele people of Port Vila were converted towards
the end of the century they also sent teachers to the northern islands. 84 South and west
Efate each had nine teachers working locally in 1 895 . 85
On Aniwa, local people became teachers from the 1 8 70s and a training programme
was begun by the missionary John Paton in 1 8 79. In 1 882, the island sent the first of its
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many missionaries to Tanna. 86 Tanna itself accepted Christianity only slowly. The first
district on this large island to see church members admitted was K wamera in 1 88 1 , and it
was only in the last years of the century that Christianity began to spread faster and
produce teachers and leaders as in the other islands. A very early Tannese missionary was
Kaiasi, who went from Kwamera to Epi in 1 882 and Malekula in 1 88 7 . 87 At Lenakel,
west Tanna, the church grew rapidly in the late 1 890s and 1 900 saw the ordination of the
first two elders . One of them, Lomai, became a notable teacher and leader in the new
century. He and others had responded to a call made in 1 899 by the missionary Frank
Paton 'for men and women who would consecrate their lives to the work of teaching' ;
they would be trained at Lenakel and go out as teachers. Paton believed that 'the only
true and lasting way of doing missionary work' was to work towards 'a native ministry
trained by and working under a European missionary'. 88 The Christianisation of Futuna
was slow also. One of two youths taken by Bishop Selwyn for training in New Zealand in
1 85 1 later gave a little help to the mission, 89 but it was not until the 1 880s that two of
the earliest converts became teachers. The stories of these men - Popoina, the son of a
priest, and Saula - were published by the missionary William Gunn. 90 There were five
teachers on Futuna by 1 895 . 9 1

I n d ige n o u s parti ci pati on in the
co nti n u ed spread of Ch ri sti an ity
Apart from some short, lived activity on Epi and Santo in the 1 860s, the extension of the
Presbyterian mission into the many islands north of Efate began in 1 870. Beginning with
Peter Milne's work on Nguna and the other small islands north of Efate , the mission
moved steadily northwards into Tongoa ( 1 8 79) and other central islands, then into
Ambrym, Malekula and Malo in the 1 880s and finally Santo in the 1 890s. The last
island in the Presbyterian mission area to become the station of a European missionary
was Paama in 1 900. When Maurice Frater landed there in 1 900, he was entering into
work already begun by six teachers from Efate, Nguna and Epi, 92 and this collaboration
of European and New Hebridean missionaries was an essential feature of the extension of
Christianity and Presbyterian church life and ministry from the south into the rest of the
archipelago.
This part of the New Hebrides was included in the attempts of the Anglican
bishops Selwyn and Patteson to develop an indigenous ministry by training young men
outside Melanesia. In the 1 850s and 1 860s, many youths were taken by the Anglican
mission from Emae, Tongoa, Epi, Ambrym, Paama, Santo and other islands, but, as
Miller says, 'there is no recorded fruit from the work and witness of these early students'
when they returned. 93 The missionaries of the LMS at that time were convinced that
Selwyn's method was much less likely to succeed than the strategy they had followed
since the 1 820s and which was being taken up by the Presbyterians: the evangelisation of
unreached peoples by members of already Christianised Pacific communities. 94 The
Presbyterian missionaries did briefly give new consideration to the bishops' method in
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the late 1 870s, but it was not adopted . 95 In any case , the al ternative method ceased to b e
used in the area under consideration here, even by the Anglicans, for in 1 88 1 it was
agreed that they should confine their work to the islands east and north of Santo ( and
that Presbyterian efforts should not extend there ) . 96
LMS teachers no longer arrived from the Cook Islands and Samoa by the late 1 850s.
The Presbyterian missionaries were hoping by then to extend the mission northwards, but
only Aneityum was producing teachers, most of whom were required at home. It was
decided in 1 86 1 to ask the LMS islands to resume the supply of Polynesian missionaries
until enough New Hebrideans were available. For various reasons, the request could not
be met until 1 8 7 1 , when a small second wave of Polynesian teachers arrived in the
group. 97 Solomona and Iona and their wives, from Niue, were placed on Futuna and
Aniwa. The other six couples were Cook Islanders, who were settled in west Efate and
with Peter Milne at the new station on Nguna. 98 Three of the Cook Islander teachers died
in the New Hebrides, but the others eventually returned home: Ta of Arorangi died in
1 898, while Tavini of Ngatangiia was still living on Rarotonga as an honoured veteran at
the end of the century. 99 Manukoa and Jona and their wives were pioneer teachers on the
island of Pele until three of them died. The longest serving of these later teachers from
beyond the New Hebrides was the 'intelligent and active' Ta. He was accepted as the first
teacher on Mataso, where he met with a good response and eventually presided over the
first Christian community in the Nguna district. One of his earliest converts, Vakalorana,
became in tum the first teacher on Makura (and the first of many missionaries from
islands in the Nguna district) . Ta and his wife, Wai, left for home in 1 883 , the last
Polynesian missionaries to the New Hebrides. 100 In the early 1 880s, some of the
missionaries wanted to obtain more Cook Islanders, but others resisted the idea. 101 Two
couples from Mare ( Loyalty Islands ) served on Nguna in the early 1 8 70s, and two more
were in south,west Santo in 1 8 7 2 before succumbing to malaria. Two other Loyalty
Islanders (from Lifu) were in the New Hebrides in the 1 890s, one of them (James Nanen)
playing a valuable part in the evangelisation of south Santo. 102
In the extension of Presbyterian Christianity into the central and northern New
Hebrides, however, the principal co, workers of the European missionaries (of whom
there were about 20 at the end of the century) were indigenous Christians from many
islands in the group. The longer established churches sent their best couples for
evangelistic ministry on 'the heathen islands', either preceding or accompanying the
European missionaries. 1 03 Of the 90 teachers working in 1 8 74, only five were not New
Hebrideans . At this time, when expansion northwards had only just begun, only four
teachers were working north of Efate, with only one of these a New Hebridean (Yomot of
Erromanga, working on Nguna) . 1 04 The number of teachers had reached 1 00 by 1 880,
1 80 by 1 890 and 300 by 1 900. 1 05 The teachers of the mid, 1 890s were, in the case of the
1 1 8 in the six southern islands, almost all men ministering on their home island s; with
the progress of Christianity in the central group, the 97 active there were also by now
mostly working in their own communities, apart from some Ngunese on other islands,
while in the northern islands the majority of the 48 teachers were still men working on
islands other than their own. 106
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In undertaking ministry beyond their own shores, the new Christian communities
were following a path taken decades earlier by the Aneityumese. As an example it can be
noted that Epi, in the central group, received teachers from the outside during the early
years of its evangelisation - from Efate, Nguna ( 27 couples between 1 888 and 1 900 )
and Tongoa. Local teachers began to emerge in the 1 890s, and Epi sent its first missionaries
out ( to Malekula and Santo) in 1 897. 107 Nguna and the adj acent islands were the
greatest single source of teachers in the last two decades of the century, supplying almost
1 00 couples before 1 900. In training personnel and directing this outreach ministry,
Milne can be seen as a second Geddie. 1 08
The teachers constituted a large body of workers, but the missionaries continually
lamented that more could not be obtained: in the 1 890s, they believed that further
extension and consolidation was being delayed by the shortage. 109 The churches
contributing to the supply of teachers were small and the scattered distribution of the
population on most islands required many teachers to service the Christian communities at
home. An unexpected source of teachers, however, was evident in the later decades of the
century: New Hebrideans returning as Christians from Australia. The mission had strongly
opposed the labour trade, which, since the 1 860s, had recruited many thousands of New
Hebridean men for work in Fij i, New Caledonia and Queensland, but in the 1 890s it was
appreciative of the efforts made in Queensland to introduce the labourers to Christianity.
Many returning men played an important part on unevangelised islands by spontaneously
publicising and recommending Christian belief and sometimes becoming mission assistants
and teachers. 1 10 An example is Jamie Taltaso of south�east Ambrym, who was converted by
the Queensland Kanaka Mission and, after working as an evangelist among his fellow
labourers, returned home in the 1 890s. His energetic itinerant evangelism laid the
foundations for the church that emerged in his part of the island. 1 1 1 There were other
'returns' who came back from Australia without responding to any Christianity they might
have encountered there, but were converted by the mission in the New Hebrides. Their
earlier exposure to the outside world was no doubt a preparation for the strong leadership
some of these former labour recruits contributed to the young church at home. One such
leader on Tanna was the notable teacher Lomai, and on Epi there was Taritonga, who was
one of the first to respond to R. M. Fraser's mission in the 1 880s and who, for more than 30
years, was a highly effective evangelist and teacher (Paul ) to his own people. 1 1 2 Another
example is provided by the returned labourer Muluntampos of Malekula, who opposed the
new mission at Aulua but was later converted. After training, he served as a very effective
teacher (another Paul) from 1 899 until his accidental death in 1 902. 1 13
Indigenous mission workers were known throughout this period as 'teachers', but
their ministry was always more than educational. In communities newly contacted by the
mission, the teachers were engaged primarily in pioneer evangelism. If and when there
was a response to the mission's efforts and a local group of Christians formed, the
teachers' work became more pastoral in nature, while still including an educational
element ( instruction in literacy and Christian belief and lifestyle) . The transition to
pastoral ministry was usually gradual, but by 1 900 the work of most teachers had become
at least partly pastoral.
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Pioneer evangelism was still a major activity at the end of the century, however, and
the European missionaries acknowledged that New Hebridean teachers played an essential
role in presenting the Gospel to non,Christian communities. Teachers could more easily
venture beyond the missionary stations - they could go anywhere, eat anything and travel
at a moment's notice, wrote Robertson in 1 886
and needed few home comforts when
settling at some remote locality to introduce a community to basic Christian ideas. 1 14 They
were still foreigners, however, and enduring hardships among people speaking an unknown
language and often hostile to strangers and to Christian teaching required courage and
determination. It was acknowledged at the time that the self,sacrificing 'missionary spirit'
was not found only among the Europeans of the mission. 1 15
The readiness of the teachers to volunteer for service in faraway places was all the
more valued because of the recognition that although they were outsiders they were
much less alien than the missionaries from developed countries. In the words of one
experienced missionary,
-

the ir intimate knowledge of native character, customs, superstitions, prej udices and
j ealousies, gives them a great advantage over the European missionary in dealing with
the heathen. In almost every respect, save his religion, the teacher is much l ike
themselves, so that where savage chiefs and as wild subj ects may not at the first allow
the teacher to open his mouth about the Gospel, they will talk freely with him about
general local matters , and he in turn will share their food and the ir camp fire, and
before leaving next morning will give them an axe or a knife as a return present for a
few yams or a fowl. In this way he steals into their hearts, and loving the man, they by
and by manifest a liking for his message. 1 1 6

'Modes of thought' were common to the teachers and their listeners, even when the
teacher came from a different island. Teachers were thus much better 'able to suit their
appeals to the native way of thinking and to remove prej udices than Europeans', and
people would often listen to a New Hebridean but 'look with suspicion upon a
European' . 1 1 7 This cultural closeness was maximised when communities began to
produce their own teachers. A strong argument for Christianity was mounted when a
teacher successfully defied the malevolent powers pervading his own culture , and this
familiarity with the presuppositions of his flock continued to enhance a teacher's
effectiveness when the new religion had been accepted. 1 1 8 Missionaries sometimes
commented on the readiness of indigenous preachers to find illustrations for their
sermons in the natural world familiar to them and their listeners. 1 19
Living among the people, rather than alongside them as the European missionaries
did, indigenous teachers were able to commend Christianity in a very practical and
intimate way. The implications of adopting the new religion were demonstrated plainly,
to 'heathen' neighbours and to converts in the later pastoral phase, by a New Hebridean
teacher and his family remaining faithful to what they professed and living a Christian
lifestyle. The wives of the teachers were models for the women who observed them and
most were active in teaching literacy and skills such as sewing. 1 20 The more formal
requirements of the teacher's position also brought them into close contact with the
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people as they conducted classes and worship services. 'The life of a native teacher is a
full and busy one, ' wrote Frank Paton, drawing on his experience on Tanna about the
turn of the century:
He rises before daylight so that he may be ready with the first streak of dawn to
conduct morning school. This lasts from one to two hours. Then he is available for
anyone who has any trouble to be put right . . . Then there are frequently sick cases to
visit, and long before he has finished his work, the forenoon is gone. In the afternoon
he may set out on a tour of the more distant villages under his charge, or he may spend
some hours in his plantation . . . For recreation he has a swim, and does some fishing to
eke out the family supplies. As the sun draws near the setting he beats the school drum
and the villagers gather for evening worship. The evening meal follows, after which an
hour or two is spent chatting with villagers around his camp fire. It is often these
informal talks that bring him nearest to the people, and in these he often exercises his
deepest influence. But while some such programme would be his ordinary day's work,
1
he is always ready for any emergency and any call of duty or danger. 1 2

The pastoral character of this work took these men far beyond what their appellation
'teacher' suggested. While elementary schoolteaching remained an activity of the mission
teachers until well into the next century, it was only one of their duties in the community
- and one, in the view of some missionaries, in which they often did not excel. 1 22
Although they lived close to the people, the teachers nevertheless positioned
themselves strongly against certain elements of the indigenous culture. In the 1 890s, the
head teacher on Aneityum led the elders in a campaign against the planting and use of
kava, which had held an important place in traditional life but was opposed by the
mission. 1 23 His counterpart on Futuna was known for his fearless opposition to 'superstition'
and 'semi�heathenism' . 1 2 4 These and other teachers followed their missionary mentors
(from Geddie onwards ) in a generally uncompromising stance against many aspects of
'heathenism'. 125 Christianity was understood as being a complete antithesis to the
traditional religion and indigenous Christian teachers were not seen in any way by the
mission as heirs of the 'sacred men' of the d iscredited past. The authority of chiefs in
society (or in the church and its leadership) had not been disavowed completely by the
missionaries. Elements of the social and religious role of chiefs, and of 'big men' where a
chiefly system did not prevail, appear to have survived in the person of the Christian
teacher despite the mission's perception of him as a completely new figure in New
Hebridean life. This would become clearer later as the new religion matured in its
Melanesian setting and missionary control diminished.

Presbyteri an teachers i n the organ i sed l ife of th e m i ssi o n
an d th e ch u rches
The first teachers sent out to other islands from Aneityum were supported initially by
their home church, but as the spread of Christianity throughout the group gathered
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momentum in the 1 860s sma ll sal aries b ecame avai l able to teach ers serving away from
their own islands. The source of this funding was the mission's Teachers Fund, to which
individuals, groups and churches in the sending countries contributed. In 1 890, the John
G. Paton Mission Fund was established to continue and extend this way of financing the
work of teachers. It energetically solicited donations, assuring contributors that they
would be supporting a designated teacher as their own 'Missionary Substitute' . 1 26 For
most of this period, married teachers received £6 per annum, and single men £4.
Teachers serving on their own islands were to be paid a maximum of £5 , though on
Aneityum teachers still served without payment. Six pounds was 'not much, but it meets
all their wants', wrote a missionary in 1 893 . The cost of employing a teacher was much
less than the annual payment made to a European missionary (£250 at the end of the
century) . 1 27 The missionaries gathering for their synod meeting in 1 895 were 'somewhat
surprised' to receive a letter from the teachers requesting a salary increase, but approval
was given a year later for payments of £7 after two years' service and £8 thereafter. 1 28
That this still did not meet the need was made clear in 1 90 1 by the teachers on
Malekula, who said they would return to their own islands unless higher salaries were
paid. The threat was carried out, but the mission increased the annual amount by only a
few pounds at the next synod. 1 29 By this time, however, many of the islands were no
longer reliant on teachers from other places.
Monetary assistance from supporters in other parts of the world greatly facilitated
the extension of the mission's activities in the late 1 9th century, but its availability did
not encourage the spread of the self,support principles adopted by the church on
Aneityum in the 1 850s and still followed there 50 years later. The Paton Fund was an
independent organisation, mission,oriented rather than church,based. Its disbursements
were controlled by J . G. Paton and in the New Hebrides by the missionaries rather than
by the island churches. As Miller puts it, 'A practice which at first seemed helpful,
proved a serious hindrance in later years when the churches should have been self,
supporting. Mission support of teachers hindered the growth of responsibility in the
island congregations and made them dependent on the missionaries and the bounty of
the home churches.' 1 30 The sel£,support model did not disappear altogether, however, for
some missionaries put particular emphasis on it. Milne was one of these, and the
churches in his Nguna district were providing the salaries of all their teachers by 1 895 . 1 3 1
Further south, Erromanga and south Efate stood out in this regard by 1 900, and by that
time in the far north James Mackenzie in north,west Santo had encouraged the very
young church at Nogugu to achieve self,support and send out its first missionaries. 1 3 2
While teachers had become a permanent feature of N e w Hebridean society i n the
Presbyterian mission area, European missionaries would eventually no longer be seen.
But this was in the distant future, and Europeans still dominated the New Hebridean
church almost everywhere in 1 900. Teachers and their wives were often portrayed as no
more than valuable helpers. They did indeed assist the missionaries as bodyguards, house
builders, boat crew, house and garden workers and general handymen. 1 33 William Watt
of Tanna wrote of the teachers as the missionary's 'hands, feet and eyes': 'to them he has
to look for the performance of duties connected with the mission station, by their
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assistance can he extend his v1s1ts to any distance, and through them he becomes
acquainted with much that is going on around and which would otherwise escape his
notice. The missionary and the missionary's wife would frequently be helpless indeed if
deprived of the native teachers. ' 1 34
Missionaries often praised their teachers highly and remembered them
affectionately. But even Frank Paton, who was confident of New Hebridean capacity and
gave his teachers much responsibility, wrote that they were 'sometimes dull and stupid
and aggravating' . 1 3 5 A similarly confident missionary, Inglis, spoke in Scotland about the
mission's aim 'to call forth and train up as much native agency as we can'; he reminded
his listeners , however, that teachers were 'helps' for missionaries, not 'substitutes' . 1 36
Teachers were extremely 'useful auxiliaries', declared another missionary, Annand, but
these 'necessary adjuncts' were 'almost useless when deprived of the immediate oversight
and counsel of the missionary' . 137 It is clear, however, that many teachers were doing
their work more autonomously than the missionaries were usually ready to concede.
There were probably a greater number of self,directed teachers than the 'few' who were
mentioned in 1 892 as not needing close oversight. Kalsong of Pango (south Efate ) was
identified as an exception of this kind. 138 He had been in west Efate and on Epi before
going with his wife to a station on Ambrym, where they worked alone for five years.
Kalsong was 'simply invaluable', wrote Robert Lamb; he was 'quick both to see and to do
what is needed'. 139 There were other teachers active in the 1 890s, including Judah of
Malekula and Soppi of Efate, whose leadership qualities were only belatedly recognised,
many years later. 140 The teacher, a subordinate helper yet a central figure in the first 60
years of New Hebridean Christian history, continued to play a maj or role well into the
20th century. His office ( as 'teacher,catechist') was prominent in the constitution of the
autonomous 'Presbyterian Church of the New Hebrides' that emerged from the mission
in 1 948 (although subsequently the main form of ministry was that provided by ordained
'pastors' ) .
Until nearly the end of the century, Presbyterian miss ion teachers in the New
Hebrides were made ready for their work by individual missionaries or in small training
centres serving just one island. Unlike the LMS and Methodist churches further east, the
Presbyterians in this group waited many years for a large central training facility. The
desirability of such an 'institution' was expressed in the mission report of 1 868, but no
action was taken. 141 An obvious reason why such a central facility was probably not
feasible was explained by Inglis in 1 878: the absence of a language common throughout
the New Hebrides . 142 The school at Aname continued to be the largest and most
permanent training centre, as programmes on other islands were often disrupted by
changes of miss ionary personnel. Recognising the need for more teachers and better
training, the missionaries agreed in 1 8 79 that they would all give greater attention to
teacher training classes at their stations. 143
This reaffirmation of the existing approach was made after the mission had rej ected
an alternative as impracticable, for the present anyway. The proposal they had declined
to accept in 1 8 74 and again in 1 8 75 was for an 'Institution' on the small southern island
of Futuna. Dr Robert Steel, a leading Australian Presbyterian who was Sydney agent for
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the N ew Hebrides mission for many years, argued that the continue d success o f the
mission depended on a greater supply of able and responsible teachers, and suggested that
the best way of obtaining such a supply would be to station two missionaries on malaria,
free Futuna to teach candidates from all the islands. Missionaries with a command of
several languages should be chosen for the task and the mission should consider using a
few carefully selected vernaculars as common languages for groups of several islands. 144
There were many points in favour of such a new departure, but the resistance of Inglis,
founded no doubt on his commitment to the vernacular ministry approach nurtured at
the Aneityum training centres, probably explains the rej ection of the Steel plan. It has
been argued that the decision to turn down this forward, looking proposal was a mistake
that delayed the provision of adequate training for 20 years. 145
The deficiencies of the existing approach to training were not unacknowledged, but
many of the missionaries believed that the hindrances to the setting up of a central
school were 'insuperable'. Annand, who was ready to admit that most training was at a
very basic level, referred to these 'obstacles' again in 1 8 7 7 , adding that in view of the
financially unrewarding and often dangerous nature of the teacher's work not enough
young men were anxious to train for it. 146 During the mid, 1 880s, the missionaries
assembling at their annual synod were distracted from the training issue by internal
mission controversies. 147 In 1 886, more than 10 years after they declined to take up
Steel's idea, they again encouraged each other to devote themselves to training more
men for teaching work, especially for the northwards expansion of the mission. 148 Three
years later they passed a similar resolution, although only by a narrow maj ority: Milne
and Oscar Michelsen had unsuccessfully proposed the establishment of a central
institution (teaching in English) to mark the 5 0th anniversary of John Williams'
pioneering missionary approach to the New Hebrides. On this occasion, the opposition
was led by John Paton, whose involvement in the mission dated back to the 1 840s. 149
It was only in 1 892 that the synod agreed to explore the idea more seriously. The
committee set up for this purpose would report to the next meeting, a year later; 1 50 it was
not possible, however, for the synod to meet in 1 893 . The kind of training being given by
individual missionaries at the time was described by John Paton in an article written that
year: reading, writing, arithmetic and scriptural doctrines were taught, using the Bible
and the hymnbook and sometimes sermon outlines to which the trainees added their
own illustrative explanations. 'We have no higher books of education,' he explained. 1 5 1
According to another missionary, 'The constant demands made on the missionary's time
by his other work have interfered sadly with this [training] work.' 1 5 2 But local training
was to end. In 1 894, a firm decision was made to set up a training centre 'for Native
Teachers and Pastors' on Tangoa, a small island off the south coast of Santo. The medium
of instruction would be English and the experienced missionary Annand, who held the
degree of MA, would be in charge. 1 53
Very soon the new institution was in operation. The 'Register of the Training
Institution for Native Teachers and Pastors' records that the first seven students entered
on March 1 8, 1 895 . The first name in the register is that of Rau, aged 25, who came from
Malo with his wife, Wutomboi, and a child. 1 54 Later in the first year, there were 1 1
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students, from Malo, Malekula and Tangoa. Five of them were married, and Mrs Annand
taught the wives. Classes were being held for five hours on three days of every week, with
the students spending much of the rest of the time in their gardens on Tangoa and on the
Institution's extensive mainland property just across the strait. Opportunities were also
given for practical experience of evangelism in the mainland villages. Staff houses,
student cottages and classrooms were built and the grounds developed into a park, like
environment. 1 55 The missionaries were confident that the belatedly established training
centre had started well. The number of male students rose to 46 at the end of the second
year, 66 in the third year and 7 1 by 1 900. Most of the teaching was done by Annand,
who was principal until his retirement in 1 9 1 3 . The curriculum in these years consisted
of Bible knowledge, teaching and preaching methods, singing, evangelism, general
subjects and manual skills. 1 56 In a maj or shift from the use of vernacular languages since
the foundation of the mission, teaching was in English. Students were required to be
literate in their own language and preferably able to read 'a first book in English', but it
was remarked in 1 900 that the academic standard was kept low by lack of much prior
education and by poor knowledge of English. 1 57 M iller comments, however, that in
choosing to teach in English rather than in a vernacular or in the fast,spreading pidgin,
English (now Bislama, the official national language of Vanuatu ), the synod had taken 'a
bold and proper decision' and one that 'has stood the test of the years'. He points out that
all the early principals were proficient in one or more of the vernaculars and were thus
able to relate their teaching to New Hebridean culture. 158
By 1 900, the first graduates had emerged after their four years of study and the
Institution ( later known as the Tangoa Teachers Institute, or TTI ) had entered its long
period as not only the training place of generations of Presbyterian church leaders but
also (until the 1 950s) the only provider of post,primary education in the New
Hebrides. 1 59 Some of its graduates secured secular employment, and probably most of
those who did not become teachers were able to give years of service as better,equipped
members of their local congregations. Most former TTI students, however, received
appointments in the mission, but still as 'teachers' rather than in any higher grade of
ministry that the mission might have been expected to develop for its now betteHrained
personnel. The institution founded in 1 895 contributed greatly to the sense of unity that
developed among the church leaders and members of the many islands and, more than
half a century later, became a factor in emergent New Hebridean nationalism.

H alti ng steps toward s a respo n s i b l e Presbyte rian m i n i stry
The election and ordination of elders in the Aneityum congregations in 1 860 had
indicated the direction being taken by the founding missionaries in the New Hebrides.
The church they envisaged for the future, as in Presbyterianism elsewhere in the world,
would be led at local level by mature Christians elected as 'ruling elders' to work in close
partnership with their minister, the 'teaching elder'. The 'kirk session' of a Scottish
parish would be replicated on Melanesian islands as Christianity spread and became
rooted in the community. The two parish, like sections of Aneityum had 10 and 1 1 elders
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respectively in 1 884, and by that time elders had also been electe d by th e ch urch es of
Aniwa, Erromanga and south Efate. 160 In that same year, the first session was elected on
Nguna, too, but apart from west Tanna, where the first elders were ordained in 1 900, no
other churches had reached this stage of development by the end of the century. 1 6 1 In
fact, it seems that the momentum initiated by Geddie and Inglis in 1 860 had faltered by
the 1 890s or even earlier. Even on Nguna, Milne began to appoint elders rather than
entrust their election to the church members, and the Nguna session was increasingly an
ad hoe body of teachers and older Christian leaders. 162 As the churches matured
throughout the group, only some of them were equipped with elders, even after 1 900. On
Epi, for example, the missionary Fraser, in presiding over the church that emerged in the
1 880s, 'does not appear to have encouraged the election and ordination of elders and
deacons. The Church remained a dependent fellowship under the leadership of the
missionary and his village teachers .' 163
A distinctive feature of Presbyterian ecclesiology was thus reduced in importance,
and the New Hebridean congregations came to be headed by teachers who were
responsible not to a session of local Christian leaders but to the supervising missionary.
Support and advice could be given to the teacher only informally, and there was no
means by which local lay leaders could represent their community in the wider policy,
making structures of the church. The teachers themselves remained firmly under mission
control and the eventual lack of development at session level was in fact part of an
increasingly noticeable failure of the mission to build on the strengths of indigenous
leadership and to encourage the emergence of a New Hebridean ministry that would be
more than a subordinate body of teachers.
It was not that the mission was opposed in principle to the development of a full
indigenous ministry. From time to time , the missionaries published expressions of hope
that such a ministry would one day be seen in the New Hebrides. Perhaps, wrote one of
them in the 1 890s, a better system of training and the granting of more responsibility to
the teachers would be 'a stepping,stone to the formation of a native ministry' . 164 About
the same time, another hoped that better training would bring the day when expatriate
missionaries could 'safely' leave their work in 'the care of the native pastors of the
Church of the New Hebrides'. 165 Yet another, in 1 89 7 , expressed his view that the
establishment of 'Native Churches on the islands, all to be presided over by Native
Pastors under the superintendence of a limited number of European Missionaries' , was
indeed 'the ultimate obj ect in view'. 166
No ordinations occurred until the 1 890s. Although many teachers had been
engaged in effective pastoral ministry for many years, and although there was very little
to distinguish the additional duties of an ordained minister from those carried out by
teachers working in a pastoral situation, the European missionaries displayed 'a certain
reluctance' to confer ordination on even the best teac hers. 167 It has been suggeste d that
numerous opportunities were missed in the last three decades of the century. 168 In the
end, it was the needs of the small islands without resident missionaries that first forced
attention to the matter. Aniwa, for example, was supervised after 1 88 1 by missionaries
living elsewhere. The indigenous head teacher there in the 1 890s, Kamasiteia, was
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praised by one of these non�resident overseers, Frank Paton, as 'a fine Christian
gentleman', and was described as 'a native pastor of a high order'. 169 When Kamasiteia
died in 1 897, Paton wrote that 'he was singularly qualified in every respect to fulfil the
post of pastor'. 1 70 It seems, however, that this valued 'pastor' had been recognised as such
by his fellow elders and church members and by Paton, but that no officially sanctioned
ordination had taken place . 1 7 1 The first ordination was clearly that of 1 897, which came
about because of the needs of another island without a missionary, Aneityum.
After Lawrie's retirement in 1 892, Aneityum never again had a resident missionary.
The island's teachers were supervised from Futuna by the missionary there, William
Gunn. It appears that Gunn pointed out to his colleagues at the 1 896 synod that the
congregations on Aneityum were deprived of the sacraments except during his visits, and
he proposed that the head teacher be ordained to meet this need. This led the synod to
appoint a committee to 'consider the whole subj ect of the ordination of Native Pastors'
and report back to the next meeting. 1 7 2 The committee's report was discussed at length
at the 1 897 meeting, which happened to be on Aneityum that year, and the missionaries
recorded that 'having always looked forward to the time' when indigenous Christians
could be 'ordained to the office of Pastor' , they rej oiced to hear that there were now
indeed men who could be entrusted with this responsibility. 1 73
First, however, a series of guidelines was drawn up. The synod agreed that a Native
Pastor should be 'of mature age, married to a wife of good behaviour' and 'have his
children, if any, under proper control' . He should have a clear knowledge of Christian
belief and be able to teach it 'both by word and example'. He should 'abstain from kava
and all other intoxicating liquors' ( and preferably tobacco also). His house should be
'decent' and 'cleanly' and be kept 'in a condition becoming his position as pastor'. His
annual salary would be £ 1 0, and he should not engage in commercial activity. His duties
would be to teach school and instruct membership candidates at his own station, to
inspect all other schools and to engage in evangelistic work. He would have the right to
perform certain other duties in the absence of a missionary: chairing meetings of elders,
baptising, receiving into membership and suspending from it ( but not terminating it) ,
performing marriage ceremonies and celebrating the Lord's Supper. H e would not
be authorised to ordain elders or deacons. He could be suspended by a missionary
and deposed by the synod. No pastor should be ordained without his missionary's
recommendation and the acquiescence of the synod, and in normal circumstances the
consent of the people would also be required. 1 74
Gunn's candidate for ordination, Epeteneto, was found to meet all the requirements
for office, and the next day the synod members conducted an ordination ceremony in the
Anelgauhat church. One of the missionaries took a photograph that was published in
Scotland: it shows the newly ordained minister, dressed in a white hat, jacket and trousers,
moving out of the church with his wife on one side and Gunn on the other. 175 This historic
first ordination was certainly a milestone, but it did not necessarily mean that a fully
responsible indigenous ministry was about to emerge. Epeteneto was more than 60 years
old, and the catalyst for his ordination had been the withdrawal of resident missionaries
from an island with a greatly depleted population. His status was clearly higher than that of
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a teacher, but he was sti ll subord inate to his supervising missionary (wh o later reported th at
the new pastor 'shows no desire to usurp my position' and 'in doubtful cases tells the natives
to wait for me' ) . 1 76 The synod not only fell short of reposing full confidence in their 'native
pastors', but also departed from the Presbyterian principle of parity of ministers.
At the time of his ordination, Epeteneto had for many years been the teacher in
charge of Aname. The son of a chief in that part of the island, he had shown an interest
in Christianity from his boyhood in the time of the Samoan missionaries. When Inglis
came in 1 85 2 , the young Epeteneto became his pupil and helper and eventually a teacher
and elder. Missionaries described him as a peacemaker and wise advisor. His wife, Lune,
'a woman of great energy' and also from a chiefly family, was trained by Mrs Inglis and
became a teacher and leader of the women of Aname. 177 After Epeteneto's ordination,
Lune was described as being j ust as influential as her husband and 'a terror to all evil
doers, young and old' . 1 78 The pastor led communion services, supervised the island's 30
teachers and visited the people regularly. After a few years , however, illness prevented
him from travelling around as much, and he resigned his position in 1 904. He died in
March 1 905 , when Gunn paid tribute to him as 'an earnest Christian man' who had
'attained a commanding influence among the people' . 1 79
No one was ordained as a replacement for Epeteneto on Aneityum, but another
Aneityumese teacher had followed him into the ordained ministry in 1 900. This second
indigenous pastor, Habena, had also been brought up in the church at Aname, and, after
early travels on a whaling ship and a mission working party to Erromanga and Tanna, he
volunteered in 1 883 to go with his wife to Futuna as a teacher. Newly settled on Futuna
himself, Gunn described the new teacher as 'a tall, strapping, dignified young chief'.
Habena remained on Futuna for the rest of his life, resisting calls to return to his
homeland to succeed a chief who had died. He married a Futunese woman after his first
wife died. He was ordained as an elder in the Futunese church, and Gunn increasingly
relied on him as a preacher, teacher and confidant. He was always 'fearless in denouncing
lukewarmness, superstition or semi, heathenism', and was 'a constant reader and student
of Scripture' . 180 Habena accompanied Gunn to Aneityum for Epeteneto's ordination in
1 89 7 , when the missionary already had him in mind as a second ordained minister. The
synod members declined Gunn's request in 1 899, but in 1 900 they were persuaded by his
argument that he needed assistance on Futuna because he was responsible for Aneityum
also. The ordination was approved and took place on Futuna. 1 8 1 Habena's subsequent
ministry was greatly valued by the mission and continued until his death in 1 9 1 6. 182
It is significant that the two indigenous ministers were not invited to participate in
the annual meetings of the synod. Frank Hume, a lay assistant working for the mission on
Tanna, attended the 1 898 meeting as an 'associate member', but the idea that the
recently ordained Epeteneto might be admitted appears not to have been considered. 183
Geddie had probab ly intended that ind igenous e lders and leaders wou ld eventua lly, as in
Presbyterianism elsewhere, meet in church synods and assemblies beyond their own
session. But the synod that developed from the missionaries' annual gathering gave no
place to representatives of the island congregations. 184 The most that was granted to a
pastor in the 1 897 guidelines was that he should report on his work to the synod 'through
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his superintending missionary', and that if his reputation was questioned he had 'the
right to appeal to Synod . . . and to lay the matter personally before Synod' if he wished. 185
The record of Epeteneto and Habena as ordained ministers was entirely satisfactory,
but during the years before the latter's death in 1 9 1 6 no more ordinations were
performed. On the first day of 1 90 1 , two trusted elders in west Tanna were 'set apart as
full teachers of the Word of God', but this was not ordination. 186 In fact, it was not until
1 920 that three more ministers were ordained, and the number of ordinations remained
very small for many years after that. The mission had certainly not withheld the pastoral
role from its indigenous non,ordained staff, but except for the two men ordained at the
end of the 1 9th century, it was slow to grant full ministerial status to its teacher/pastors.
Gunn later ascribed this to 'caution', as did Frater ( also writing in the 1 920s ) , who
explained the missionaries' lack of confidence in 'the unstable and unreliable nature of
the native character' . Another mission writer wrote of the Scottish 'prudence' that
shrank from 'sentimental optimism' . 1 87 This excessive carefulness persisted despite the
evidence of effective and blameless ministry by the two pastors and many teachers since
the 1 850s, and put the Presbyterian missionaries in the New Hebrides out of step with
their counterparts in many other Protestant missions in the Pacific. To some extent, they
shared in the commonly held belief that Melanesians were less able than other people.
The missionaries themselves came from a tradition that preferred high levels of
education for its ordained ministry, but they had not created a high standard of schooling
in their New Hebrides field. Their focus on evangelisation succeeded in spreading
Christianity to all the islands of their field, but this preoccupation meant that less
attention was given to the development of the indigenous church and its leadership. 188
So although the Presbyterian churches in the New Hebrides entered the 20th century
with a strongly rooted tradition of indigenous ministry, they were held back from further
development for some years to come by missionary hesitations.

The Angl i can b i sho ps' ap proach to th e
deve l o p ment of i n d ige n o u s m i n i stry
Ten years after the expatriate Polynesian teachers of the LMS initiated the long history
of Christian service in the New Hebrides, another mission began an attempt to bring
about a ministry there - one that would be indigenous from the beginning. This vision
of an indigenous clergy remained central to the strategies of the mission founded in 1 849
by the Anglican bishop George Selwyn.
Fully occupied with his duties as Bishop of New Zealand, Selwyn took steps only in
the late 1 840s to realise his dream of an Anglican mission to the Pacific Islands. In 1 84 7,
he told his clergy that the basis of the intended mission would be a 'missionary centre' in
New Zealand, from which young Islander students would carry Christian knowledge and
faith back to their island homes. 1 89 A few months later, he was preparing for his first visit
to Melanesia, when he would try to 'bring back some promising boys' to join the Maori
students at the college ( St John's ) he had set up in the hills near Auckland. 190 On this
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first voyage ( 1 847-48 ), the bishop d id not carry out this part of his p l an, al th ough h e was
confirmed in his belief that the innovative strategy he was proposing was superior to that
used by the LMS. On his way to Melanesia, he was impressed with the results achieved in
Samoa and Tonga by the LMS and the Wesleyans, and what he saw of the Polynesian
missionaries in the New Hebrides and other parts of Melanesia filled him with
admiration for their faith and courage. He did not believe, however, that recent
Polynesian converts were well equipped for the evangelism of 'heathen minds'; nor did
he think it right for European missionaries to use substitutes in dangerous pioneer
situations . 1 9 1 In any case, he was convinced that the only hope for a Christian
community that would endure in the long term lay in developing 'a native ministry'. 1 92
This ministry he set about creating for Melanesia.
Selwyn sailed to Melanesia for a second time in 1 849, again with the intention of
bringing 'a few promising youths' back for Christian training. He would be careful to
ensure that the candidates and their families were willing, and, conscious that 'rearing
native teachers and ministers' would take years, he proposed to return the students to
their homes during the cold New Zealand winter. The best of them would sail back on
annual voyages for more study at St John's, and eventually become teachers to their own
people. 1 93 This plan was inaugurated with the 1 849 voyage, when Selwyn brought back
five youths from New Caledonia and the Loyalty Islands. 1 94 In 1 850, he took them home
again, continuing with this pattern until 1 859. 1 95 The bishop realised that the success of
his strategy could only be gradual, requiring 'a steady, persevering and faithful effort'. 1 96
His approach was carried on for many years by his colleagues and successors in what
came to be called the Melanesian Mission. Before long, the New Hebrides ( along with
the Solomon Islands to the north, but eventually without New Caledonia and the
Loyalty Islands ) became a maj or focus for the recruitment and training of 'scholars', as
the mission called them. The first New Hebrideans went to Auckland from Erromanga
and Efate in 1 850. 1 97 Many others were taken from islands in the Presbyterian mission
area until the 1 8 70s, but gradually the main focus of the Melanesian Mission's efforts
moved northwards to other islands that became an Anglican preserve.
In the 1 85 0s, the missionary bishop hoped that the future clergy of Melanesia
would be composed almost entirely of indigenous ministers who had been his
'disciples' . 1 98 This vision was shared by John Patteson, the English clergyman who
accompanied Selwyn to Melanesia for the first time in 1 856 and gradually assumed
control of the mission. In 1 86 1 , Patteson was consecrated as 'M issionary Bishop among
the Western Islands of the South Pacific', with responsibility for a diocese that was
associated with the Anglican Church in New Zealand but consisted mainly of the New
Hebrides and the Solomon Islands. Like Selwyn, Patteson was young (33 when made
bishop) and a university�educated member of the English upper class. He complemented
his active voyaging and teaching work with deep reflection on missiological issues.
Although these activities were cut short by his violent death on a Melanesian island in
1 87 1 , the emphases he advocated remained influential in the mission for many years.
During his 10 years in charge of the mission, Patteson remained convinced that the
evangelisation of Melanesia and the growth of the church there depended on
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Melanesians themselves. A few European miss10naries would assist temporarily, but
indigenous clergymen and teachers would soon take the lead. This is what Patteson
constantly told the young students, he explained in 1 866: 'I always . . . try to raise them to
the consciousness of their being called and intended by God to be the evangelists of their
own people.' 1 99 Not only was it unrealistic to think that enough European missionaries
would be available, but reliance on foreigners was undesirable. 'We cannot be to them
what a well, instructed fellow,countryman may be,' wrote the bishop. 'He is nearer to
them. They understand him. He brings the teaching to them in a practical and
intelligible form.' 200 The metaphor used by the founders - a 'black net' kept afloat by
'white corks' - was frequently to be heard in the Melanesian Mission. 20 1 In the early
decades of its work, the creation of an indigenous ministry was an objective kept firmly
in the forefront.
Patteson's commitment to indigenous ministry had two further dimensions. It stood
out, first, that he tried to avoid regarding the scholars as subordinates and inferiors while
they were being trained, and the intention was to see them as the equals of their mentors
when they later ministered in the ir homelands. There they would be fully responsible
leaders in their own church and would eventually even replace the foreign bishops of the
founding years. 202 'We must hope to see native selfsupporting Melanesian churches, not
weak indolent Melanesians dependent always on an English missionary,' he wrote. 203
Secondly, he was unusually aware of the need to seek religious change without being
culturally insensitive and ethnocentric. In this, he was building on Selwyn's earlier
refusal to characterise Melanesians as degraded savages with an inferior culture that
should be heavily modified. 204 'I have for years thought,' Patteson wrote after a decade of
experience in mission work, 'that we seek in our missions a great deal too much to make
English Christians of our converts . . . We seek to denationalise these races, as far as I can
see; whereas we ought surely to change as little as possible - only what is clearly
incompatible with the simplest form of Christian teaching and practice.' 205 The aim
should be to make not Englishmen but Christians , 'to think out the meaning and
attitude of the Melanesian mind and character - not to suppress but to educate it.' 206 It
was 'a great mistake' to 'force useless imitations of English modes of thought and
nineteenth century civilisation', since 'Christianity is a universal religion and assimilates
and interpolates into its system all that is capable of regeneration and sanctification
anywhere'. 207 To a considerable extent these principles were put into practice. Certainly
the Melanesian scholars were trained in a school moulded by the bishops' distinctive
Anglican churchmanship and upper,class public school background, but the future
teachers and ministers were not taught that their own culture was worthless. This
relatively positive stance towards traditional Melanesian life left its imprint on the
nature of Anglican ministry as it emerged among the New Hebrideans.
For nearly two decades, a stream of young New Hebrideans and other Melanesians
arrived in New Zealand for Christian education. They were taught first at St John's
College and then ( after 1 85 9 ) about two miles away at St Andrew's, a new Melanesian
school built at Kohimarama, a more sheltered site on the harbour shore. By 1 860, a total
of 1 5 2 scholars had come, from 26 different islands. During that period only 39 of them
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had returned for a second season, however, and eventually it b ecame th e practice to
retain the scholars for several years at a time . The numbers increased in the 1 860s, the
roll rising to 35 in 1 863 and 69 in 1 865 . 208 Some of the young men died at St John's, and
1 7 more at Kohimarama. 209
In 1 86 7 , partly out of concern for the scholars' health, the school was moved to the
much warmer Norfolk Island, halfway between Auckland and the New Hebrides. Far
from any other inhabited land, and from any Melanesian community, the new
Kohimarama ( as the scholars called it, though its official name was St Barnabas' College)
was like an isolated monastery devoted to learning and worship. Bishop Patteson and his
successors lived at the college, too, directing the Melanesian Mission and interacting
closely with the students. There were 1 3 4 scholars by 1 869, and 1 84 in 1 8 73. 2 1 0 For
many years, the missionary in charge was Robert Codrington, whose scholarly studies of
Melanesian languages and cultures are valued to this day. Like his bishop, Codrington
believed that 'a native ministry must be aimed at and worked for throughout. We never
quite sympathise or understand; native clergy and teachers can and do.' 2 1 1 St Barnabas'
College was maintained until well into the next century ( 1 9 1 9 ) . The Bishop of
Tasmania, who published an enthusiastic account in the 1 890s, was one of many visitors
inspired by its idyllic atmosphere of devotion, orderly habits and family closeness. 2 1 2
Patteson had a horror of superficial religious education. H e believed that i t was
better to invest much effort in thoroughly training a few than to aim towards rapidly
preparing a larger number. 'Careful exact teaching' was required, not just in the essential
doctrines of Christianity but in personal faith and conduct, so that scholars became men
'whom you can trust as living exponents of Christian teaching' . 2 1 3 Much care was given
to the literacy and doctrine classes in Auckland and then on Norfolk Island. They were
complemented by regular times of worship, singing practice and manual labour. Liturgy
and ritual played an important part in the worship, in keeping with the High Church
preferences of the founding bishops. The use of English had been Selwyn's answer to the
problem of linguistic diversity, but Patteson was prepared to teach in several Melanesian
vernaculars. By the 1 860s, one of the Banks Islands languages, Mota, had become the
common language for the school and the principal language for the mission's translations
of the Bible: it remained the mission's main language until the 1 930s. Most of the pupils
schooled in New Zealand and on Norfolk Island were men, but there were always a
number of female scholars, too. As well as being instructed in Christianity, they were
trained in domestic skills, so that they would become suitable wives for the future
teachers and clergymen. 2 14
In the first few decades of its operation, the key element in the Melanesian
Mission's strategy for evangelisation and the subsequent development of an indigenous
church and ministry was the remoulding of Melanesian personalities in environments far
removed from those that had shaped them until the voyage away. Converts to
Christianity in other Pacific Islands had sometimes been given ministry training in
places outside their home societies, but for most Pacific Christians, including the leaders
among them, conversion itself had taken place in their own social context. Selwyn's
attempt to found a mission on the principle of extracting potential Christian leaders
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from their own environment brought critical comment from other mission strategists .
The bishop's method was opposed to what the Church Missionary Society ( also
Anglican) had long successfully tried to do in many parts of the world, including
Selwyn's own New Zealand, wrote Henry Venn in 1 85 2 . 'Uncivilised pupils trained at a
distance from home in a civilised land' and receiving Christian teaching in a foreign
language would 'return to their native home very unsuitable missionaries', he suggested;
Selwyn's method was 'visionary and impracticable'. 2 1 5 Comment was also drawn from
the LMS mission in Samoa, where in an article published in 1 85 7 it was admitted that
the Gospel had sometimes been successfully introduced to accidental arrivals from
unevangelised islands and often also to people deliberately taken from their homelands
for Christian instruction. But the results had seldom been entirely satisfactory, the LMS
writer pointed out, and certainly such experiments had produced only a few converts
who could be more than assistants to missionaries going to their home islands. The
method could therefore be only an 'auxiliary means' of evangelism, and in taking it to an
'extreme' Selwyn was ignoring the experience of other much older missions. The almost
complete lack of results after nearly 10 years proved the inefficacy of the bishop's
method, and the writer wondered why Selwyn did not emulate the LMS utilisation of
Polynesian teachers by taking large numbers of Maori converts into Melanesia. 216
The founding strategy of the Melanesian Mission did avoid costly expenditure of
money and foreign missionary lives, and from the outset it gave great weight to the
principles of indigenous ministry, but as its critics pointed out and even Selwyn and
Patteson acknowledged, it did not bring speedy results. For many years, there was little
evidence of any effectual evangelism by returned scholars, much less any development of
Melanesian churches with their own ministry. It is certainly not unknown for individuals
extracted from their own societies to be converted and later become Christian teachers
to their own people, but many obstacles stood in the way of this outcome in Melanesia,
as elsewhere. Young Melanesians introduced to a new and strange religion far away in a
foreign context and in a foreign language were bound to encounter great difficulties
when, as isolated individuals, lacking years and social standing, they tried to confront
and modify the traditional religious cultures of their communities. 'It is not, I assure you,'
wrote Charles Bice of the Melanesian Mission in the 1 8 70s, 'so easy a thing for a
youngster fresh from school to begin at once the evangelisation of his countrymen . . . It
is not to be supposed that a nation is converted from the error of their ways at once by
the desultory and timid teaching of a few boys.' 2 1 7 Unsurprisingly, only a few scholars of
the first decades are known to have persevered in their mission after returning from the
bishops' school.
Modifications were gradually made to the method devised by the mission's founder.
Scholars still came to the Norfolk Island school and returned to Melanesia as teachers,
but they often went to islands and societies other than their own. Furthermore, instead
of relying only on Melanesian teachers, the mission began to station European
missionaries in the islands. In these respects, while retaining some of the distinctive
characteristics originating from Selwyn and Patteson's time, indigenous ministry in this
area began to develop in circumstances more like those obtaining in other parts of the
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Pacific. The missionary N ihill , and Patteson himse lf, had resi de d for a time in t he
Loyalty Islands in the 1 850s, and in the next decade Patteson began to send European
missionaries (himself included) to live in Melanesia for several months in the cooler
season every year. In the New Hebrides, the island of Ambae and the Banks Group
received European missionaries in this way, with the result that returned scholars living
on these islands were no longer lonely evangelists but co�workers, assistants and pupils of
the temporarily resident foreign supervisor. This pattern continued until nearly the end
of the century. 2 1 8 Patteson, other European missionaries and returned scholars had been
working together in this way in the Banks Group for more than 10 years when they
witnessed the first significant movement towards Christianity in the Melanesian
Mission's field. In the early 1 870s, conversion became widespread on Mota, and local
teachers successfully spread Christianity from there to all the other islands of the Banks
Group. 2 19 Patteson saw the beginnings of this before he was killed in the Solomon
Islands in 1 87 1 .
An increasing number of Banks Islanders went to Norfolk Island as scholars, and
men from Mota, then from Mota Lava, made up a large proportion of the many teachers
who for the rest of the century and afterwards went as missionaries to unevangelised
communities in the New Hebrides and Solomon Islands. The northernmost islands in
present�day Vanuatu, the Torres Group, were first reached in this way in 1 878, and the
three large islands south of the Banks Group - Pentecost, Ambae and Maewo - were
evangelised from the 1 870s by local, Banks Islander and European missionaries. On
Pentecost, for example, the pioneers in 1 876 were Louis Tariliu, from Pentecost, and a
fellow scholar, Tom Ulgau of Mota; they were followed in 1 882 by an English
missionary. 220 Some idea of what motivated the Banks Islands missionaries might be
gained from the autobiography of Clement Marau of Mere Lava, who went from Norfolk
Island to Ulawa in the Solomon Islands in 1 88 1 :
At this time the measure of belief and understanding of good things that I had
attained to led me to think about the other islands and the natives of them, who were
different from us and a long way off . . . What I had observed made me say to myself
that, with the mercy and grace given to us, we ought to help our brethren in the one
faith. I considered that we black people who had been born in heathen ignorance
ought to be able to clear away from the minds of the heathen a great deal that we
knew more about than our white fathers did, who did not yet quite understand what
our evil customs really were . 22 1

As early as 1 869, Patteson had foreseen that the Banks Islands would compare with the
Cook Islands and Samoa in the sending out of missionaries. 222 The introduction of
Christianity to the large northern islands of the New Hebrides by this combination of
local and foreign missionaries was still proceeding as the 1 9th century ended.
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The first signs that an indigenous ordained ministry would indeed emerge in the New
Hebrides came nearly 20 years after Selwyn began gathering scholars for his school.
These early prospects were associated with the partnership of Patteson and his scholars in
the evangelisation of Mota in the 1 860s. On this small island in the Banks Group, the
bishop was impressed with the character and achievements of George Sarawia, whom he
had known for many years as one of the scholars. Selwyn and Patteson had encountered
the young man on their first visit to his island, Vanua Lava, in 1 85 7 . Sarawia was just a
boy then and had never seen a ship or a white man before . He sailed on the miss ion
vessel on its next visit, in 1 858, admitting later that he was motivated by curiosity and a
desire for 'an axe and a knife, and fish hooks and calico, and plenty of other such things'.
Time spent on Lifu, in Auckrand and on Norfolk Island as a scholar during the next few
years was punctuated by intervals back in the Banks Islands. In 1 863 , he was baptised
(with the name George, after Bishop Selwyn ) , and in 1 865 he was confirmed. 223
By this time the mission was becoming more hopeful that there were 'now among
us many Melanesian scholars giving promise of future usefulness far beyond what we a
few years ago expected'. 224 Working with Sarawia on Mota in 1 867, Patteson began to
think of ordaining the young teacher. 'He . . . is all that I could desire,' he wrote. 'He is an
excellent fellow, thoughtful, sensible, and my right hand among the Melanesians [on
Norfolk Island] for years. ms He spoke to Sarawia about the need for someone to
administer baptism and do pastoral work on Mota when the missionaries were not there.
Sarawia's first response was to protest that he was 'not clever enough for that work' and
'not worthy of it'. 226 By 1 868, Patteson had made a firm decision to 'take the great step of
ordaining dear George Sarawia' as 'the first Melanesian clergyman'. His young pupil, who
was now about 26 and had become a 'friend and helper' , was 'a thoroughly good
conscientious man, humble without servility, friendly and at his ease without any
forwardness'. He had shown leadership qualities among the scholars and was already
respected as a teacher by the people of Mota. His wife was a woman 'of good sense'. 227
Although other scholars had attained more academically, Sarawia enjoyed Patteson's full
confidence in him as a teacher, leader and Christian: 'He has never given me any
uneas iness.' On December 20, 1 868, the ordination service took place on Norfolk Island.
Patteson told the assembled scholars that the new deacon was only the first of many
others who could be ordained in the years to come. 228
Ord ination was not lightly conferre d in the Anglican tradition, even to the lesser
office of deacon, and Patteson was 'not disposed to act in a hasty way'. He had given
thought to the fact that the scholars had received an education far below what was
normally required for a clergyman in England, but pointed out that they were in fact
better educated than the missionary priests who had evangelised early medieval England.
He was confident that, as long as the chosen clergymen were of proven Christian
character and teaching ability, they would be able to provide a fully acceptable ministry
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on the basis of an Auckland or Norfolk Island education that had given them 'a sound
knowledge of fundamental truths, of the Church Services, and the meaning and spirit of
the Prayer,book'. Biblical portions and other materials in the Mota language were
already available for their use . Preferably, they should be married, to Christian women. In
these circumstances, if a man who met the requirements was now available, 'why not
ordain him ?' Clergymen in Melanesia would be working among recently contacted island
peoples, not educated citizens of Christian England. 'If they can state clearly and forcibly
the very primary leading fundamental truths of the Gospel, and live as simple,minded
humble Christians, that is enough indeed. ' 229
Sarawia returned with other scholars to his ministry on Mota. The Christian village
he established, Kohimarama, with its school and church, became well known in the
Banks Islands and in missionary circles. 230 A visiting British navy captain met him and
did not immediately recognise him as 'a clergyman of the Church of England, as his
costume consisted of a pair of blue serge trousers, a bright scarlet shirt, and a straw hat';
on closer acquaintance, however, the officers 'found him to be a really worthy and
excellent man'. 23 1 Patteson began to think of spending several months with Sarawia to
prepare him for ordination as a priest, as it concerned him that Holy Communion was
not available to the Christians on Mota. He was still trying to decide about this when his
life was suddenly ended by an assailant on Nukapu in the Solomon Islands in September
1 87 1 . 232
Patteson's intentions for his protege and the other likely candidates he had
identified were put into practice by his colleagues in the mission even before a successor
to Patteson had been appointed. Codrington consulted the Mota Christians, who
testified that Sarawia was 'regular in teaching, attentive and active in visiting the sick,
and diligent in composing quarrels and preventing strife'. 233 On June 1 1 , 1 873, George
Sarawia was ordained priest in Auckland's St Paul's Cathedral by the bishop of that city,
who had ordained three other Banks Islanders as deacons on Norfolk Island the previous
year. 234 Melanesia's first Anglican priest took up his ministry again, but it was not
exercised in a wide sphere, since he returned to Mota and ministered there to his small
flock for the rest of his life. In 1 8 76, the new bishop, John Selwyn (son of the mission's
founder) , thought him a little lacking in energy - 'he lacks go and wants pushing' and it soon became clear that his health was not good. 235 In the 1 880s, poor health
increasingly confined him to his base on Mota, but, it was reported in the 1 890s, his
people still 'looked up to and respected him, and when he asserted himself, at once
responded'. He was hospitable , modest and unassuming, a valued adviser and often a
peacemaker - a quiet ministry that lasted until his death on Mota in 1 90 1 . 236
The three Banks Islanders ordained as deacons in 18 7 2 were 'pretty equal' as far as
classroom attainments were concerned, wrote Bice: 'Henry is the thinker, Edward the
student, and Robert has the memory. Henry has the d ignity, Ed ward the goo dness, and
Robert the general amiability and good temper. ' 237 They all went on to well,received
ministries in the next decades, although only one of them was elevated to the
priesthood. This was Henry Tagalad, who, like his two colleagues, was only in his
twenties when made a deacon. Taken from the tiny island of Ra in 1 860 when he was
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j ust a boy, he impressed his teachers from the start. 'He has considerable natural ability, is
a good teacher, and has an impressive manner in addressing natives,' Codrington told the
Bishop of Auckland in 1 8 7 2 . Bice remembered that Tagalad 'was always the Bishop's
favourite'; in his opinion, he was 'in every respect an excellent young man' . 238 Tagalad
returned to Ra after his ordination to resume the successful evangelistic work he had
already begun there while a scholar. 239 For the rest of his life, he engaged in a much�
praised ministry to his own people and those of the larger adj acent island, Mota Lava.
During his time, Christianity spread throughout these communities and many converts
became teachers in their turn. Tagalad was ordained as a priest in 1 883 and was described
by his bishop in 1 895 as 'a perfect native clergyman', living as 'a priest and patriarch
among his people. In his school one sees what a Melanesian teacher can do.' His
authoritative position was noticed by another missionary, too: 'He is a real power among
them and a man they have to obey. ' Other visitors commented on his excellent
preaching and his faithful provision of daily worship services. 24° It was a shock to the
mission when, in 1 900, Tagalad 'fell' and had to be disciplined; he died less than a year
later ('of grief', said the bishop) . 241
Edward Wogale's ministry was shorter but more varied. He had gone to the New
Zealand school from Vanua Lava in 1 863 . Later, he was a scholar on Norfolk Island,
where Codrington described him as 'blameless' in conduct and 'decidedly the most
thoughtful and intellectual of our Melanesians'. He was regarded as particularly skilled in
teaching, and made an invaluable contribution to the mission's Mota translation work.
His ordination as a deacon came after experience as a teacher on Mota and in the
Solomon Islands. After 1 8 72, he worked with his older brother, George Sarawia, on
Mota before going to Fij i in 1 8 76 to minister among the Melanesian labourers. In 1 879,
he pioneered an extension of the mission to the Torres Islands, north of the Banks
Group , where he died in 1 883 . 242 His successor there was the third of the deacons of
1 8 72, Robert Pantutun of Mota. This man had been 'universally liked and respected' as a
scholar and then as a teacher on his own island before being made a deacon. After
successive appointments on Gaua, Maewo and the Torres Islands, he took up ministry on
his own island in 1 893 and died there in 1 9 1 0. 243
All four of these first indigenous Anglican clergymen in the New Hebrides had
given proof of their ability in evangelistic and teaching ministries before they were
ordained. There were 225 teachers in the New Hebrides in 1 895 (five in the Torres
Islands, 1 68 in the Banks Islands and 52 on Pentecost, Ambae and Maewo ), a number
that had risen to 260 by 1 90 1 . 244 As in the Presbyterian mission, many of the men
contributing to the mission as teachers about the turn of the century were former
contract labourers who had returned from Queensland as Christian converts. Although
these men were not well educated, and many of them were not well versed in
Anglicanism (having been converted by evangelical missions) , their evangelistic efforts
played an important role in spreading Christianity on Pentecost and Ambae in the
1 890s. 245 Whether they were Norfolk Island scholars or ex�recruits from Queensland, the
maj ority of these men were engaged in evangelism, teaching and pastoral work although not, of course, the administration of the sacraments - for many years without
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being ordained. In fact, the Me l anesian Mission, wh i l e in princip l e committed to a
responsible indigenous clergy, conferred ordination only sparingly in this period and for
many years afterwards. After Sarawia and the three deacons of 1 87 2 , only six more
teachers had attained this status by 1 900. One of them, Clement Marau of Mere Lava,
who was ordained in 1 890, had left the Banks Islands 10 years earlier to minister in the
Solomon Islands . Of the five working in the New Hebrides, only one had followed
Sarawia and Tagalad into the priesthood by 1 900.
Not all of the five deacons ordained after 1 87 2 had long or satisfactory ministries.
The work of Edwin Sakelrau (Tagalad's brother) on Vanua Lava in the 1 8 70s was much
praised, and his ordination in the presence of his own people on Ra in 1 8 78 was the first
performed in the islands themselves. But his ministry on Vanua Lava, noted for its pastoral
effectiveness, ended with his death in 1 883 . 246 Two deacons were ordained in the 1 880s,
but one of them, Maras Tamata (ordained in 1 884 ), after four years as a deacon on Gaua,
suddenly went off with an unconverted woman and abandoned the work he had been
doing very effectively on the island since the 1 8 70s; he returned to his home on Mota and
was never reinstated. 247 The other, Walter Waser (ordained in 1 886 ) , worked well on
Mota Lava in the 1 890s as Tagalad's assistant and succeeded him after 1 900. 248 Apart from
Marau in 1 890, there were only two more deacons before 1 900. William Vaget had been
highly regarded for many years for his evangelistic and pastoral work on Mere Lava before
his ordination in 1 892. Even as a lay teacher in the 1 880s, he was reported as having
'completely won the confidence and love of the people', whom he was teaching
'admirably', and it was no surprise that he was raised to the priesthood in 1 900. 249 The last
1 9th�century ordination was that of Simon Kwalges of Ureparapara ( in 1 896 ), who served
on his home island and later in the Torres Group and the Solomon Islands. 250
The Melanesian clergy of the Anglican churches in the New Hebrides were well
recompensed in comparison with the Presbyterian teachers. Their fortunate situation
was in keeping with what Patteson had wished. A priest was paid £25 per annum, a
deacon £20, a head teacher £ 1 0. 1 5 .0 and other teachers £5 and £3 . 1 0.0. These payments
came from the funds of the mission, and Patteson's successor admitted in 1 87 7 that it
would be a long time before the people themselves could be expected to support their
clergymen and teachers. 25 1 The people gave them food and other material goods and
donated the proceeds of copra sales to the mission to help meet its expenses, but the
mission continued to bear most of the salary costs and did not seem to emphasise the
principle of local financial self�support. The policy of generous emolument was not
sustained, however, for at the end of the period the salaries were reduced to £ 1 5 for
priests and £3 for senior teachers. 252
One of Patteson's obj ectives in paying the clergy well had been to foster a higher
standard of domestic life. The mission wished to change Melanesian marriage customs
and styles of family living and hoped that clergy households would provide a model.
Providing a scholar with a wife trained in Christianity and domestic skills was, Patteson
believed, 'the best way to secure . . . the introduction of Christian family life among these
people'. 253 The wife of a clergyman was regarded as not only a contributor to social
change but also an important factor in a man's successful ministry and an active
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participant in his work. Aspects of the lives of some individual women who played a part
in early New Hebridean ministry in this way have been recorded. 254 A good marriage was
all the more important in view of the seriousness with which the mission regarded lapses
from its code of sexual morality. The 'falls' of two clergymen have already been
mentioned and it is probable that most of the 1 3 teachers suspended by the bishop in
1 899 had transgressed in this area. 2 5 5
A s the only educated group of New Hebrideans a t this time, and a s men connected
closely with the bishops and their mission, the indigenous church workers enj oyed
considerable prestige as links with European cultural and material wealth and power. In
traditional religious terms, their closeness to the divine gave them the mana associated
with those who dealt with supernatural beings and made supernatural power available.
The aura of sacredness surrounding the person and activities of the ordained clergyman
was enhanced by the Melanesian Mission's emphasis on sacramental ritual and the
unchanging words of the liturgy. Mana gained as a teacher or clergyman rivalled that
achieved in a traditional way through prowess in war or success in the accumulation of
material wealth. This prestige and status gained by a clergyman in the Anglican islands
of the New Hebrides persisted into the modern era.
The ceremonially marked progress of a clergyman from layman to deacon and then
possibly to priest and ( in the future) to bishop has been compared with a man's
acquisition of mana and advancement in the traditional graded societies of these
northern parts of the New Hebrides. 256 Rather than condemning the sukwe (the graded
society in the Banks Islands ) from the outset, the mission had, because of its
unwillingness to offer indiscriminate criticism of every facet of the indigenous culture,
tolerated it until the end of the period ( although not without misgivings at times ) .
Attitudes hardened about the turn of the century, however, and the conviction grew that
the sukwe was associated with too much that was incompatible with true Christianity
and a vigorous church. The missionaries began to oppose this important social
institution and were supported in their stance by such indigenous clergymen as Pantutun
on Mota and Vaget on Mere Lava. 257 'We black people saw all along that these things
must make the teachers worthless,' said Pantutun. 'Our white fathers made a mistake in
allowing them to continue.' 258 Just before he died in 1 9 10, he assured Bishop Wilson that
the sukwe was indeed a maj or obstacle to the development of a strong church on
Mota. 259 Earlier, after the death of Sarawia in 1 90 1 , it seems to have become known to
the missionaries that the influence of the honoured first priest had been due in large
measure to his senior ranking in the graded society. 260 The mission intensified its
opposition to the sukwe, but many other less dramatic survivals of the pre �Christian
religious and social system persisted. Like other features of the supposedly 'new' Anglican
Christianity of the New Hebrides, in many ways the leadership and ministry of the
indigenous church developed in continuity with traditional ways rather than in
confrontation with them. The mission's policy of accommodating many aspects of the
culture assisted this process to become established in the early days of religious change.
Elevated by the respect of their people for the sacred, and educationally ahead of
their congregations, the deacons and priests could easily develop an authoritarian style of
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leadership. There was no formal provision for l ay peop l e to take a sh are in parish
government. Until the end of the period, there were only a handful of European
missionaries to move around the scattered islands, which allowed the indigenous clergy
to develop their ministries without close supervision. A report by the visiting Bishop
Montgomery in 1 892 tried to balance this independence of the clergy, desirable in many
ways, against the increased efficiency that might be given to the mission by permanently
stationing a greater number of Europeans in the field. 'There is great discipline for the
native church in leaving the native staff entirely alone for some months every year,' he
wrote. 'The great danger in the South Seas is a weak leaning at all times upon the
English staff. ' 261 Although the mission did move increasingly towards a greater and more
controlling European presence, it still seemed to a Swiss ethnographer in 1 9 1 0 that the
Anglicans allowed their indigenous teachers and clergy more freedom than the
Presbyterians. The Anglican system 'seems to obtain better results', he observed; the
closer Presbyterian supervision 'makes the natives dependent and seems to divest them of
all sense of responsibility'. 262
Nevertheless, the tendency was undoubtedly towards an intensification of the
mission's authority over the church. The ep iscopal structure of the mission and the
church gave the bishop great power, and as yet there was no machinery for the voice of
the indigenous clergy to be heard in wider mission or church affairs. In this situation,
there was little to prevent erosion of the level of autonomy reached by the Melanesian
teachers and clergy. Even in 1 8 76, one of the missionaries had written of a need for
'someone to stir up their dormant energies . . . How difficult it is for these natives to
sustain any effort towards advancement when left to depend on themselves. They must
have someone to lean upon, at least for the present.' 263 A later comment by Bishop
Wilson shows how the mission was torn between the tradition of indigenous autonomy
and a lack of confidence in Melanesian ability: the indigenous staff would never, he
wrote in 1 902, 'attain to that complete independence for which Bishop Selwyn, our
founder used to hope'. 264 The realisation of Selwyn's vision was indeed a long way off.
Educational levels in ministry training were below what Patteson had hoped for.
Depopulation and widely felt fears that the Melanesians might disappear altogether
obscured the image of a future autonomous indigenous church, and benevolent
paternalism flourished. Anglicanism endured as an important part of life in these
northern islands of the New Hebrides, but three,quarters of the 20th century were to pass
before a New Hebridean bishop was appointed ( in 1 9 7 9 ) ; Patteson's missionary diocese
had become the autonomous Church of Melanesia a few years earlier, in 1 9 7 5 .

Th e begi n n i ngs o f other forms o f m i n i stry
By 1 900, the Presbyterian and Anglican missions had met with a response on many
islands between Aneityum in the south and the Torres Islands in the north, but many
other communities, especially in the north, still practised their traditional religion.
Although Presbyterianism and Anglicanism continued to spread, their new
congregations were increasingly intermingled with groups of Christians identifying with
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other missions. One of these new churches had its beginnings soon after 1 900 among
New Hebridean labourers returning from Queensland as converts of missions run by the
Churches of Christ. On Pentecost, Ambae and Maewo, the Churches of Christ grew
rapidly, and their forms of ministry, which scarcely recognised any kind of 'ordination',
were soon well known in that part of the group. 265
At the opposite end of the ecclesiastical spectrum was Catholicism, which was
introduced to the New Hebrides by Marist missionaries in 1 887 (a previous Marist party
had lived on Aneityum for a time in the 1 840s ) . The new mission was led by French
priests, but it included Kanak catechists from New Caledonia. Among these were
Edmonde, an 'excellent Christian', who, with his wife, Anna, worked with the Marists in
east Santo, 266 and Benoit, who had worked with the missionary Vidil in New Caledonia
and went with him in 1 890 to Malekula, where he died the next year. 267 These and other
foreign catechists helped introduce the idea that Melanesians as well as Europeans could
minister in the new religion, but an even clearer signal was no doubt given by Christian
teachers who were themselves New Hebrideans. An important example of this
indigenous contribution to early Catholic ministry is provided by the work of 5 1
labourers who returned from Fij i in 1 898 as Catholic converts. Their deployment as
catechists at various points around Pentecost, hitherto not included in the Catholic
mission field, was organised by Emmanuel Rougier (from the mission in Rewa, Fij i ) .
After h e left, they were supervised b y a head catechist, the forceful Stefano Teviri, and by
the missionary Jean, Baptiste Jamond, who had previously worked in Fij i. Rougier praised
the work of these men, singling out Bonifacio Buletel, a catechist who energetically
visited villages, talked to chiefs, taught children and baptised the dying. Bonifacio's wife
and daughter opened a school for women and girls. 268 This ministry of catechists
continued in the 20th century, with a training school set up on Efate soon after 1 900. 269
The first ordination of a New Hebridean as a Catholic priest, however, did not occur
until 1 95 5 . In the meantime, Catholicism had spread to many parts of the group and
attracted a large number of adherents.
When the 1 9th century ended, Christianity in its various forms was well on the way
to its eventual status as the religion of the majority of the people. The coming of the new
religion had been, along with labour recruitment, the principal way in which the people
of the 1 9th,century New Hebrides were put in contact with the practices and ideas of the
wider world. European land purchase and settlement were confined to a few islands and,
apart from the Joint Naval Commission, which regulated settler affairs from 1 88 7 , no
colonial government was established until the 20th century ( in 1 907 ) . In this situation,
the missions (and the churches to which they gave rise ) were maj or influences on the
New Hebrideans as they came out of their isolation, and the indigenous Christian
teachers and ministers who emerged throughout the New Hebrides were in the forefront
of the islands' development in this stage of their history.
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IN THE FLOW OF Christianity across the Pacific from the east, the westernmost islands
were still being penetrated by the new religion at the end of the 1 9th century. Many
communities in Melanesia had either not been evangelised by 1 900, or were still in the
early stages of church development. In the large archipelago known since the time of the
Spanish explorers in the 1 6th century as the Solomon Islands, only one form of
Christianity was well established by 1 900, and even this had secured a place on only
some of the islands. Other Christian denominations that are now prominent in the
Solomon Islands had only recently arrived at that time, and still others reached the
group after 1 900.
In the 1 9th century, the people living in the area making up the modern Solomon
Islands (which excludes the large northern island of Bougainville) spoke about 70
different languages and were divided into innumerable small autonomous societies. Some
resided on the small Santa Cruz Islands north of the New Hebrides, but the majority of
the population was to be found on six large islands and hundreds of smaller ones forming
part of a chain stretching north,west towards New Guinea. The total land area is nearly
3 0,000 sq km.
Solomon Islands cultures were by no means uniform, but certain generalisations
can be made about traditional religion in the group. Spirits and ghosts were universally
recognised as the key to human welfare and rituals - offerings, sacrifices and prayers were conducted to propitiate and manipulate them and draw on the supernatural power
associated with them. Spirits and ghosts could be approached by anyone, usually at
shrines or sacred places, but contact with particular spirit beings was made most
effectively by people knowing the right words and techniques. 1 In one of the languages of
the large island of Malaita, such a person was known as 'one who speaks sacred words';
nearby members o f another language group spoke of a 'shrine man' . 2 Only males could
perform religious rituals, observed the late 1 9th,century missionary Codrington, who
made a close study of Melanesian culture. 'There is no priestly order, ' he wrote: any man
who knows how to approach a particular spirit b eing on behalf of th e community 'is in a
way their priest and sacrifices for them all; but it is in respect of that particular function
only that he has a sacred character'. 3 Codrington made known to the world the concept
of mana, the supernatural power possessed by spirits and sought by humans. It is the belief
in mana, he explained, 'and in the efficacy of the various means by which spirits and
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ghosts can be induced to e xercise it for the benefit of men, that is the foundation of the
rites and practices' of religion, magic and sorcery. 'Wizards, doctors, weather�mongers,
prophets, diviners, dreamers, all alike, everywhere in the islands, work by this power. '
Knowledge of the necessary ritual was 'handed down from father to son, from uncle to
sister's son'. 4 Priests were men of influence in the community, and often a local 'big man',
a person made wealthy and powerful by his acquisition of much mana, was also the priest
of a powerful spirit. 5
Traditional religion and its specialist practitioners had been an integral and
unquestioned feature of Solomon Islands life for countless generations. Apart from a few
earlier visits by European explorers, sustained contact with the outside world began only
in the 1 820s, although it was limited until the middle of the 1 9th century. The first
Spanish expedition to reach these islands, that of Mendafia in 1 5 68, had made some
attempt to acquaint the Solomon Islanders with Christianity. In a move faintly
foreshadowing the strategies of some later missions, Mendafia took a few Islanders away,
apparently with the intention of having them taught Christianity and later returned as
interpreters for Catholic missionaries. His recruits were, however, never brought back. 6
A man taken from Taumako by Quiros in 1 606 was instructed and baptised, but he too
never returned from Spanish America. 7 Indeed, no missionary work of any kind was done
until French Marists lived on San Cristobal for 20 months in the 1 840s. The bishop
directing this unsuccessful mission expressed his confident belief that one day Melanesia
would have its church and its own priests, 8 but the Catholic venture was abandoned in
1 84 7. The first indigenous Solomon Islands ministry later emerged from Anglican rather
than Catholic missions.

The m i n i stry of Angl i can teachers
Bishop Selwyn's Anglican mission field in Melanesia (established in 1 849) included the
whole of today's Solomon Islands, although it never proved possible to evangelise the
large north�western part of the group. Selwyn himself did not visit the Solomons until
1 8 52, but the first Solomon Islander to come to the mission's school in Auckland was
recruited by a Royal Navy ship in 1 850. This was Didimang of San Cristobal, who soon
'gave many proofs that the teaching he received was entering into his mind' rather than
being merely 'impressed in a parrodike manner on his memory'. 9 Later in the 1 8 50s, the
mission brought many more boys and youths from the Solomon Islands to St John's and
Kohimarama in Auckland. By 1 860, 22 had come from Guadalcanal and 18 from San
Cristobal, as well as some from other islands. 1 0 The seven who came in 1 856 'got on well
in reading and writing' and were soon able to 'answer simple questions on the most
important articles of the Christian faith'; 'We only know a very little about God and
Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit,' they said, 'but we can teach our people that, and by and
by come and live with you and learn more.' 1 1 The first of the Solomon Islands scholars,
Didimang, had been taken back to his home in 1 85 2 , equipped with books and school
supplies, but it was discovered later that the mission's hope that he would teach the
people had not been realised; in fact, there was little evidence that any of the young men
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in these ear ly years were abl e to interest th e ir compatriots in Ch ristianity wh en th ey
returned home. 12 Not until the 1 870s did the first fruit begin to appear on a few islands.
For 50 years after 1 850, boys were taken away to be 'scholars' in the Melanesian
Mission's faraway school ( transferred from Auckland to Norfolk Island in 1 867 ) , and this
method of training a Christian ministry continued into the 20th century. Hundreds of
'teachers' were produced, some of them returning to their own people but many others
deployed on islands other than their own. Their task was at first primarily evangelistic
and educational: to teach Christianity and literacy. If and when the people responded
favourably to the new religion, the teachers would continue to operate schools but would
also lead worship and give pastoral care to the Christian community. By 1 900, the
church had been founded in this way in many places, but in many others the teachers
were still pioneer evangelists. The bishop (resident on Norfolk Island) and a handful of
European missionaries paid frequent visits to encourage their former scholars and engage
in evangelistic, teaching and pastoral work themselves, but only at the end of the century
did a pattern of permanent European missionary residence begin. Continuing ministry at a
local level was provided throughout the archipelago by the Melanesian teachers.
Many of the first teachers found that it took time for the people to accept their
ministries. Walter Waaro, who went from Ulawa as a scholar in 1 8 70, struggled to make
an impact on his people when he returned. In 1 87 7 , he was j oined on the island by
another teacher he had met on Norfolk Island, Clement Marau from the Banks Islands,
who later wrote about the beginnings of their work on Ulawa. With Waaro interpreting,
Marau had announced why he had come: 'That I may tell you of a new religion as I have
heard it myself, and in this way I wish to help you. For I myself have heard of One Spirit
better than the spirits that we ignorantly believe in. He is God. He is Creator of heaven
and earth, the Maker of everything that is , of men whether white or black, whether
natives of this place, or travellers, or guests.' Some of the people 'said it was good, while
some did not wish to hear it. For four days they met together in this way and heard me;
that is to say, the men did, there were no women or boys that came.' But then the
listeners stopped coming and the teachers asked permission to start a school for boys.
Months later, when he had learned the local language, Marau again invited the adults to
come and learn. For three years, he taught them every evening, but the numbers
gradually diminished and he could see very little response. In great discouragement, he
thought of leaving, but eventually a boy who showed interest brought his parents,
followed by a few others. The teachers and converts publicly desecrated some sacred
obj ects and sacred places, and there was a gradual increase in the number of people
willing to acknowledge the power of the Christian God and accept His protection from
the anger of the spirits. 1 3 In the 1 890s, Marau's Christian village was attracting inquirers
from all parts of the island; they came 'in order to live in peace and within reach of his
teaching'. 14 On occasions, European missionaries stayed a few months to support the
work. By the end of the century, the church had assumed a prominent place in U lawa life
and the teachers' ministry became more pastoral in nature.
The work of other teachers lacks the firsthand documentation provided by Marau's
account, but persistence in the face of opposition was a common feature of their ministry.
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In many cases of resistance the teachers did not merely feel discouraged but were in
danger of losing their lives. On Nggela, the first island to see widespread conversion,
Oliver Vuria pioneered a new district, where he started by finding five children willing to
attend his school. 'But the people threw stones at me,' he tol d the bishop many years
later, and he sent a message to the senior teacher, Sapibuana, to take him away. The reply
came back: 'If you stood before a wild beast, would he not try to bite you ? If you met with
a hornet, would he not try to hurt you ?' Vuria stayed, and after many perils saw almost
everyone accepting the new religion. 1 5 Marsden Manekalea narrowly escaped be ing
killed when he rebuked an Isabel chief for headhunting. 16 On the large island of Malaita,
the population had accepted only five or six former scholars by 1 894; they were all faced
with great opposition, and only one school was operating (at Sa'a, where it was described
as being 'in a state of siege' ) . 1 7
Almost every group of people contacted by the mission before 1 900, however,
eventually aligned itself with Christianity and admitted the church into its community
life. The pioneer teachers or their successors stayed on to preside over the Christian
flock, visited now and again by the supervising priest of their district. They received a
small salary from the mission, supplementing it by growing their own food and perhaps
making and selling copra (unlike other missions, the Melanesian Mission did not put
emphasis on any obligation of the people to support the ir teachers materially) . The
teachers' daily routine was centred on the schools (which provided the only education
available in the Solomon Islands until the mid, 20th century ) and the village church
buildings , where morning and evening prayer services were held. By 1 895 , there were
1 5 6 teachers, with the largest number (66) on Nggela and other large concentrations on
Isabel and San Cristobal. 1 8 By 1 90 1 , the number on Isabel, Malaita and Guadalcanal had
grown, and the total had reached 268. 1 9
To maintain this large Melanesian staff, the mission continued to take young
people away for training on Norfolk Island, finding them either on Christianised islands
or, as it had for 50 years, among people not yet Christian. In 1 892, the visiting Bishop of
Tasmania observed the departure of a boy from Pileni, one of the unevangelised Reef
Islands: 'The parting between the lad and his relatives was most affecting . . . One after
another the women seized him and kissed him, whilst the men rubbed noses. As to his
mother, after she had bade him farewell, she lifted up her voice and wept . . . The boy
himself was crying, but he tried his best to look unconcerned.' 20 On Norfolk Island, the
missionaries gave such boys a long period of Christian training in a context far removed
from their own, and the young men returned from that foreign place with new
perspectives and a new knowledge that gave them a certain prestige and power. The
medium for instruction and communication was the Banks Islands language, Mota,
which helped knit the teachers and missionaries together in a shared sense of being
engaged in Melanesian ministry. Only in 1 896 was a training centre within the Solomon
Islands set up: a school at Siota (on Nggela), where , in an attempt to enlarge the
mission's training facilities, young boys were prepared for further education on Norfolk
Island. But the new school was closed in 1 900 and Norfolk Island continued for some
years yet as the only centre for teacher training. 2 1 It has been suggested that the slowness
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of the Melanesian Mission to advance into all parts of its So lomon Isl ands fie ld was due
to its reliance on trained teachers (of whom only a limited number could be taught on
Norfolk Island) instead of using converts trained quickly and locally to evangelise other
islands. 22

O rdai ned m i n i stry i n the M e l anesian M i ss i o n
A high ideal of ministry had been set b y the Melanesian Mission. As part of the vision
expressed by Bishop Selwyn and his successors since the 1 840s, and in keeping with its
sacramental emphasis, the mission gave early attention to the creation of an ordained
ministry for the emerging Solomon Islands church. As they had already done in the New
Hebrides section of the mission (where the first deacon had been ordained in 1 868, and
the same man raised to the priesthood in 1 873 ) , the bishops looked among their former
scholars for men worthy of being admitted to Holy Orders. They chose teachers who had
been able students in New Zealand or on Norfolk Island, had continued to live as good
Christians and had proved themselves in ministry. The obj ective of a Melanesian church
with its own ordained ministry was pursued only cautiously, however, for out of the
hundreds of teachers who worked in the Solomon Islands up to the end of the 1 9th
century, only seven were ordained ( as deacons, and only two of these became priests ) .
In the early 1 8 70s, i t seemed that the first ordination o f a Solomon Islander was
about to occur. Stephen Taroniara of San Cristobal, a scholar in Auckland and then on
Norfolk Island, was the first Christian communicant from the Solomon Islands 23 and, in
1 8 7 1 , Bishop Patteson intended to include him with the three New Hebrideans he had
selected for ordination when he returned to Norfolk Island from Melanesia. 24 Before that
could happen, however, Patteson and Taroniara were killed at Nukapu.
The first teacher to be ordained while working in the Solomon Islands was not from
this part of Melanesia. The bishops did not make a clear distinction between the various
geographical sections of their 'Melanesian Mission', and were prepared to deploy their
former scholars on any island if necessary. The first Solomon Islands ordination was that
of Mano Wadrokal, who had gone to Auckland from Mare ( in the Loyalty Islands ) in the
early 1 850s and had later chosen to stay with the Anglicans when it became clear that
his home islands were to become a field of the LMS. In Auckland, he had impressed as a
student and assistant teacher and had been seen as a likely future 'native pastor' . 25 In the
early 1 860s, he was in the Banks Islands helping Bishop Patteson, who wrote of his
confidence that the young man (then aged about 24) would one day be ordained. 26 Later,
he was sent to the Solomon Islands, where he spent the rest of his mission career. In
1 8 7 2 , he was doing well on Savo (a small island in the central Solomons ) and had
persuaded the people there to abandon warfare. 27 Soon afterwards he was on Isabel, and
it was from there that he was called to Norfolk Island to prepare for ordination. Ord ained
in 1 8 75 ( the mission's fifth deacon) , he returned to Isabel and made a name for himself as
a forceful evangelist in the Bugotu area. His wife, Carrie, ran an excellent school there. 28
Wadrokal was known for his fiery nature - he was 'clever' and 'hardworking' but
'combined a restless, energetic, evangelising ferocity with an inconvenient suspicious
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instability', someone wrote at the time - and his abrasive relationship with a great
Bugotu chief led the mission to withdraw him from Isabel. 29 In 1 8 79, he volunteered for
the Reef Islands and was soon a pioneer teacher in the Santa Cruz Group. He had asked
to be sent there, 'claiming his right as one of Bishop Patteson's oldest pupils to be the first
to begin the work on the scene of his death' . 30 Wadrokal's ministry there was later
hindered by illness and he retired from the mission. Probably he was 'the retired
missionary' about whom the bishop wrote to Jones of the LMS on Mare in the late 1 880s,
requesting his help in looking after the former clergyman. Back home on Mare ,
Wadrokal built a round house in Santa Cruz style, and died in 1 894. 3 1
Perhaps Wadrokal was more a n expatriate evangelist than a pastor, but the next
Solomon Islands clergyman fully met the mission's hopes that scholars would return to
their homes, teach Christianity to their own people and provide a pastoral ministry to
the newly founded church. Charles Sapibuana had been taken to Auckland as a very
young scholar in 1 866. During his studies , he was on Bishop Patteson's ship when the
greatly respected mission leader was killed. Sapibuana returned to his people at Gaeta
(on Nggela) in 1 8 7 7 , weathering much opposition and many threats but eventually
seeing an impressive response. 32 His worth was recognised when, in 1 882, he became the
first ordained Solomon Islander, being made a deacon on his own island in the presence
of the people he had evangelised. 33 Not long afterwards, in 1 884 , the bishop wanted to
raise him to the priesthood, but Sapibuana told him he was not yet ready. 34 The next
year, however, when the young deacon was on Norfolk Island undergoing preparation for
ordination as a priest, he succumbed to an infectious disease and died. There was an
'outburst of grief' in Gaeta and a keen sense of loss among the missionaries. 3 5
Similarly high hopes were held fo r another Nggela man ordained not long before
Sapibuana's death. Alfred Lombu (also known as Popohe ) was made a deacon in 1 884,
but within a few weeks , after a difference of opinion with his flock, he suddenly
abandoned his post. Later he was reinstated, but his ministry was again interrupted in
1 89 1 when he was dismissed for immorality. His work had hitherto been of such quality,
however, that after repentance and a period of discipline, he was permitted to resume his
ministry and, in 1 900, he was ordained as the first Solomon Islands priest. His long
ministry ended with his death in 1 9 1 9. 36
Four teachers working in the Solomon Islands were ordained in the 1 890s. The first
was Clement Marau, the Banks Islander whose whole career in ministry was on Ulawa.
Marau learned the Ulawa language and married a woman from the island. In 1 892,
Ulawa impressed the Bishop of Tasmania as 'a bright spot in the Mission'. Marau, wrote
the bishop, had 'an unstained record for devotion and blameless character'. He was made
deacon in 1 890 ( and priest in 1 903 ) and the mission published his account of the
Norfolk Island school and the evangelisation of Ulawa. The high praise earned for his
ministry made his 'fall' in 1 907 all the more shocking, but the church survived on Ulawa
and Marau's son, Martin, later followed him as a much respected clergyman. 37
The other three deacons of the 1 890s were Solomon Islanders . The ministry of
Reuben Bula (ordained in 1 89 1 ) on his own island, Nggela, was cheerful and zealous. 38
Hugo Gorovaka had been taken from the island of his birth, Guadalcanal, by Isabel
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raiders when he was very young. He was recruited by Bish op Patteson wh en a youth and
stationed on Isabel as a trained teacher before being ordained in 1 894 . Volunteering for
pioneer evangelism on Guadalcanal in 1 89 7 , he ministered there until his death in
1 9 1 8 . 39 Joseph Wate had been one of the first two scholars from Malaita, in 1 866, and his
teachers described him as the most intelligent and receptive student of that time. Back
on Malaita in 1 8 7 7, he carried on his school at Sa'a amid much opposition. His ministry
was suspended for a time when his wife left him and he replaced her with a woman from
outside the Christian community, but he resumed his work and was ordained deacon in
1 897. He would have become a priest, but in 1 904, like Sapibuana, he died on Norfolk
Island while preparing for ordination. 40 Like the nine New Hebrideans (and one Loyalty
Islander) ordained by the bishops of Melanesia by 1 900, the five Solomon Islanders
ordained as Anglican clergymen in this period were experienced teachers when they
were granted the right to dispense the sacraments of the church. They were succeeded in
the 20th century by many more such selected teachers, and this pattern of training and
appointment, followed later by ordination and continuing ministry, was maintained in
the Solomon Islands for many years. The church and its clergy, however, remained firmly
under missionary control. No Solomon Islander became a bishop until 1 963 .
It is not surprising that Anglican mission teachers and clergy became men of
importance in the communities they served. Their prestige derived from their education,
their wealth ( in the form of salary payments received from the mission) and the
authority they derived from their access to the spiritual realm. They were sometimes
accused of misusing their power by extending it beyond church matters , and when the
first British colonial Administrator settled on Nggela in the 1 890s he expressed a belief
that the mission was deliberately encouraging the teachers there to take over as chiefs. 4 1
This was an unfounded charge, but, as prestigious religious figures in communities that
understood no clear division between sacred and secular, the indigenous mission workers
did indeed assume roles extending beyond the purely ecclesiastical. It is not too much to
say that teachers were given some of the power and status enj oyed by priests and 'big
men' in pre,Christian days , and this authority was confirmed and enhanced in those
ordained by the mission as priests. The village church buildings over which teachers and
priests presided came to be seen as sacred places where the unchangeable words of the
liturgy were spoken, prayer books and Scriptures were regarded as holy and the
sacraments held mystical power. 42 Increasingly 'High Church' emphases in the mission
confirmed the traditional Melanesian respect for ritual. Indigenous clergymen mediated
mana as their predecessors did and commonly 'blessed' or 'anointed' gardens, houses and
canoes. 43 The high degree of continuity between leadership roles in traditional society
and those in the Anglican mission ( today's Church of Melanesia) has been noted by
modern anthropologists . 'As caretakers of the village church and proprietors of new
ritual knowledge,' writes Geoffrey White, the early Christian teachers and priests
'acquired many of the roles once performed by traditional priests and chiefs presiding
over ancestor shrines'. 44
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Oth er styl es of C h ri sti an m i n i stry
Until the 1 890s the Melanesian Mission was not only the principal foreign presence in
the Solomon Islands (where a British Protectorate was not established until 1 893 ), but
also the sole Christian organisation working in the group. After being unimpeded by
rivals for nearly 50 years, however, the Anglicans saw the arrival of several other missions
about the turn of the century. A large Methodist Church grew in the western islands,
which the Anglicans had scarcely touched, from the work of missionaries who arrived in
1 902. But even before 1 900, two other forms of Christianity had been introduced to
islands where Anglicanism had long been known.
Catholicism, the second, largest denomination in the Solomon Islands today, was
reintroduced to the group by Marist missionaries arriving from Fij i in 1 898. Beginning with
an early tenuous foothold on Guadalcanal, the mission gradually spread the Catholic faith
to many other islands and eventually proved to be much more successful than its Marist
predecessors had been in the 1 840s. The first missionaries were French priests, but their
assistants were Pacific Islanders. The eight Fijian catechists who accompanied the priests in
1 898, followed by eight more in 1 899, showed by their teaching and other mission work
that Christian ministry was not confined to Europeans. The leader of the Fijians, Bonifasio,
contracted malaria and returned home before long. Only a few more Fij ians followed these
early contingents, but their work foreshadowed the eventual development of a force of
Solomon Islands catechists. 45 In principle, too, indigenous Christians could become priests,
but the first ordination of a Solomon Islander did not occur until 1 966.
One of the first Catholic catechists brought from Fij i was in fact a Solomon Islander.
Baptised by the Marists as Venasio, this man from Malaita was one of many Melanesian
labourers who became Catholic converts while working in Fij i. Venasio died on Rua Sura
(near Guadalcanal) in 1 904 without being able to return as a missionary to his home
island. 46 His experience as a Melanesian converted while labouring overseas paralleled
that of many Anglican teachers, and this Christian life history was particularly
characteristic of teachers active in the other major missionary enterprise beginning at this
time, the South Sea Evangelical Mission. The SSEM sprang from the evangelistic work of
the Queensland Kanaka Mission among Melanesian labourers in Australia in the 1 880s
and 1 890s. Peter Ambuofa, baptised in Queensland in 1 892, had returned to Malaita in
1 894 , where, after being ignored for four years, he had drawn a response from his relatives
and established a Christian village. He and other indigenous missionaries were later
brought under the umbrella of the SSEM, founded in Australia in 1 904 to assist
and extend their work. European missionaries came, but the mission emphasised
congregational selfgovernment and self,support. SSEM teachers who took up the work
founded by Ambuofa continued the pattern of active and responsible indigenous ministry
he had brought to Malaita, and the church soon spread on that island and to other
islands. 4 7 Like the teachers, priests and ministers of other Christian churches in the group,
SSEM teachers became leaders in the ritual and political life of their villages, 'mediating
with God as the organisers of the ritual activities which dominated community life' and
thus succeeding in many respects to the role of the traditional priests. 48

1 9.

N EW G U I N EA

SITUATED IN THE westernmost reaches of the South Pacific, New Guinea is the
second,largest island in the world, and far larger than any other landform inhabited by
Melanesians. It lies j ust east of the ethnic boundary between Melanesia and South, East
Asia, and its western half has been subj ect to Asian influences from the Indonesian
archipelago. About 800,000 sq km in area, the island is immense by Pacific Island
standards, and clustered around it are many more islands of lesser size. In the 1 9th
century the mainland and its associated islands were the home of people who spoke more
than I ,OOO different languages and lived in a huge number of politically separate tribes,
clans and lineages. Some of the largest populations, mainly those in the mainland's
interior Highlands, were not known to outsiders until well into the 20th century. History
has divided the region sharply in two. The western half of New Guinea, with its offshore
islands, is today part of a South,East Asian country, Indonesia, while the eastern half,
together with hundreds of adjacent islands, large and small, is Papua New Guinea, one of
the independent nations of the Pacific.
Supporting themselves mainly by subsistence agriculture , the people of New
Guinea lived in worlds that were largely sel£,contained and almost entirely isolated from
outside influences at the time of first contact. Each community had its own social and
cultural patterns and this applied to religion, too. New Guinea's 'religious tapestry is so
variegated that generalization is risky', writes a modern authority on the topic. 1 But
'religious' concerns and practices were ubiquitous and New Guinea's primal religion in its
various manifestations was characterised everywhere by relationships with spirit beings
and the forces and powers they represented. Maintaining appropriate relations with these
beings and powers was vital for ensuring the ideal conditions for group life, identified by
one commentator as 'the strength, fertility, prosperity and continuity of the community,
the physical, psychological and social well,being of the group and its individual
members, as well as the fertility or availability of natural resources and the benevolence
of natural and cosmic forces'. In the words of the same author, the desired situation was 'a
relationship of harmony or integration between h umankind , nature, d eities and spirits'. 2
Religious rituals were performed to achieve these obj ectives. Although there were
priest,like roles in some societies, and sometimes temple,like shrines and sanctuaries ,
religious practice and leadership were usually not institutionalised. Offerings, sacrifices
and other religious rites were not normally the preserve of professional specialist
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practitioners, although individual members of the group could possess secret knowledge
of specific rituals or be recognised as diviners, prophets, healers or sorcerers. Community
leaders, who in some societies were hereditary chiefs but in many more were talented
people who had achieved prominence and power through their own achievements ('big
men' ) , commonly had a religious role. 3 In an environment that lacked any distinction
between 'secular' and 'religious', the foundations of leadership included the control of
ritual secrets and thus an influence on the spirits and deities who determined economic
and social wellbeing. 4 When missions entered New Guinea, they conflicted with many
aspects of tradition, but it was only to be expected that the emergent Christianity of the
region would be influenced in many ways by these age,old Melanesian patterns of
religion and leadership.
In the west, missionary work dates from 1 85 5 , many decades before other strong
European influences were felt. In the east, early sporadic contacts included Catholic
missions to the islands of Murua and Umboi for a few years in the middle of the century,
but those first missionaries withdrew in 1 85 5 and the continuing history of Christianity
did not begin until 1 8 7 1 . The arrival at that time of the first Protestant missionaries
coincided with the beginnings of other kinds of sustained contact between coastal
communities and Europeans.

Ch ri stian ity i ntrod uced to weste rn N ew G u i nea
Early in the 1 9th century, the western part of New Guinea came to be associated with
the Dutch colonial empire in the East Indies. As the little,known eastern frontier of that
empire, however, and as the home of 'primitive' Melanesians unrelated to the South, East
Asian inhabitants of the Indies, New Guinea was scarcely touched by European
influences for most of the century. The Malay language used in the Dutch colonies was
known in some areas of the coast of New Guinea, but Dutch sovereignty was largely
nominal until the first government stations were set up in 1 898. Colonial authority had a
much shorter history than the missionary presence. The work of introducing Christianity
to western New Guinea began in 1 85 5 with the arrival of a mission at Mansinam. The
first missionaries were Germans, although they were sent by Dutch Protestants. By 1 863 ,
the pioneers had been joined by Dutch members of the Utrecht Missionary Union ( the
UZV ) , an organisation supported by people in the Reformed churches of the
Netherlands. For the rest of the 1 9th century, the UZV was the only Protestant mission
working in western New Guinea. The response to its work was, however, discouraging.
No baptisms occurred until 1 865 and even at the end of the century there were not many
more than 200 converts in the whole vast territory. It was only after 1 905 that a
breakthrough led to the entry of large numbers into the church established by the UZV. 5
Although the Dutch missionaries were well aware of the use of 'native agency' in
the LMS and other Protestant missions , they were slow to develop any form of non,
European ministry in New Guinea. From time to time, Christians from the East Indies
found their way into the mission's service, mainly as assistants in the schools, but it was
only after the influx of converts in the new century that the mission turned to the large
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churches of the nearby Moluccas as a source of ministry personne l . 6 Mal ay�speak ing
'gurus' ( teachers ) from those islands subsequently played a maj or role in building up the
church in New Guinea, and it was to their ministry that indigenous Christian teachers
and pastors eventually succeeded. A few 'Papuans', as the Dutch called the people of
New Guinea, were found among the UZV's school assistants and mission helpers in the
late l 9th century, but it was not until 1 892 that deliberate efforts were made to train
indigenous personnel for participation in the work of the mission. In that year, two
young men were sent to Java for four years of training in the Depok Seminary, which had
been set up in 18 7 8 for the education of teachers and evangelists from all parts of the
East Indies. One of the men, Timotheus Awendu, did not live long after his return to
New Guinea in 1 896, but the other, Petrus Kafiar, did very satisfactory work in various
places and was later prominent in the evangelisation of his home island of Biak. There
were a few other Depok trainees in the 1 890s, but only Kafiar did well as a guru after
returning. He was a model for the many indigenous teacher/evangelist/pastors who
ministered in the rapidly growing church in the 20th century. 7

Pac ifi c I s l an d e rs i n the Lo n d o n M i ssio nary Society's
western m ost advan ce
J ust as the UZV work in New Guinea represented the furthest east expansion of Dutch
missions from the East Indies, the coming of the LMS to New Guinea in 1 8 7 1 was the
culmination of that mission's gradual westward progress from its first Pacific foothold in
Tahiti. LMS activity in its newest field reflected its nearly 75 years of experience in
Pacific Island communities, and this is particularly evident in the patterns of Christian
ministry it established among the people responding to its work.
The early attempts of the LMS to introduce Christianity to Papua - the name
used by the mission for the 1 ,200km of coastal land in the southern part of eastern New
Guinea - were led by a handful of British missionaries with experience in Pacific
churches established in previous years. But to the Papuans, the most prominent
messengers of the new religion were the many Melanesian and Polynesian missionaries
who settled in their midst and presented Christianity to them at close quarters. The
sending of Pacific Island Christians as missionaries to people in other islands had been a
cooperative effort of the LMS and the new island churches since the 1 820s, and the
extensive use of this method in Papua demonstrated the confidence of the mission and
the churches that a truly effective pattern of ministry had been identified. The first of
many hundreds of Pacific Islander missionaries to reach Papua were the eight couples
taken from the Loyalty Islands to the Torres Strait Islands in 1 8 7 1 . They played an
important part in the conversion of the 4�5 ,000 Torres Strait Island ers on their 20 small
islands south of the Papuan mainland, and some of them were soon at work also on
certain stretches of the adj acent mainland coast. Only three of the first male teachers
ever returned to their homeland. 8 Loyalty Islanders ministered in the Papua mission for
several decades, but they were soon outnumbered by Cook Islanders, the first of whom
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(six couples ) arrived in 1 87 2 . They in turn were joined by missionaries coming from the
churches of N iue, Tahiti and other eastern Polynesian islands, and finally Samoa (from
1 884 ) . The Samoan contingent (which included a number of Tuvaluans) was in the end
the largest, and Samoans continued to serve in Papua until well into the 20th century. 9
By 1 888, there were about 80 male and female Pacific Island 'teachers' in Papua,
and more than 250 had served by 1 895. 10 Accompanying these figures are chilling
mortality statistics: by 1 899, at least 1 3 0 members of Pacific Island missionary families
had died while serving in Papua. Some of these had been killed by Papuans, but most had
died of malaria and other diseases. At the end of the century, the names of 82 male
teachers who had died were inscribed on a memorial window in the Vatorata church. 1 1
The hardships and dangers of Papua were well known in the sending churches, but the
supply of teachers from the east continued. Writing home to the churches and chiefs of
the Leeward Islands in 1 88 7, the Raiatean missionary Teinaore reported the recent death
of his wife and many others from sickness: 'four Tahitians, two Samoans, four Savage
Islanders [Niueans] , one Rarotongan and one Lifuan'. He appealed for more 'reapers for
the harvest' to be sent: 'New Guinea is being harvested . . . The Gospel rain is falling now
. . . [but] nearly all the missionaries are dead.' 1 2
The contribution of the first resident British missionaries, Samuel Macfarlane ,
William Lawes and James Chalmers, to Papuan Christianity is undeniably large, but it is
likely that the life and work of Melanesian and Polynesian missionaries more like
themselves made a greater impact on the Papuans' concepts of Christian ministry. The
Pacific Islanders were certainly foreigners who spoke strange languages and had
unfamiliar customs , but, as the missionary Charles Abel pointed out at the time, the
people could relate to them with ease because their ways of daily living were much more
akin to Papuan than European styles. Furthermore, the conversion of their own
homelands to Christianity from their traditional Oceanic religions was still a fresh
memory in the Loyalty Islands, Samoan and other sending churches. 13 A comment made
by an observer in this period supports the idea that the style and content of what the
teachers told the Papuans was often able to make ready contact with their listeners:
'Really the South Sea teachers know the kind of God to depict to the native far better
than the white missionary does.' 1 4
Glimpses of the life and ministry of a Pacific Island teacher in Papua might be
obtained by examining the traces left in the record by a few individuals. Some of the first
teachers were experienced and accomplished Christian leaders in their homelands.
Gucheng, for example, was a valued evangelist and pastor on Lifu before going to the
Torres Strait Islands as one of the Loyalty Islander pioneers in 1 87 1 . 1 5 'He looks a good
determined fellow, ' commented Chalmers when he first met him in 1 8 7 7 . 16 Macfarlane
put great trust in this 'man of faith and prayer' who was also 'intelligent' and 'shrewd';
'We all regard Gucheng as one o f the most consistent, devoted and reliable' of the
teachers, he wrote in 1 8 7 5 . 1 7 Gucheng's forcefulness had been shown a few years after his
arrival when he warned his people on the island of Erub not to emulate the example of
other Papuans, who had killed four of the teachers: 'Do you think that I am afraid of you ?
I come from a country of warriors,' he announced. ' I come here to teach you, but
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remember I can fight.' 1 8 Visiting mission supervisors were impresse d with G uch eng's
house and chapel, the crowds who came to worship and the teacher's courage as a
peacemaker among the people and their protector from unscrupulous outsiders. Together
with 'his kind and amiable wife' (who later died of malaria) , he had 'completely won the
affections and gained the confidence of the people'. 19 Later Gucheng helped to train
Torres Strait evangelists and accompanied them to the Fly River area on the mainland,
where he died in the 1 880s. 20 Mataika, his fellow Loyalty Islander ( though of Tongan
ancestry) , was another forceful missionary. Of strong physique, he is reported to have
used violent means on occasion, as Abel heard some years later on the south,east coast:
'The floggings he gave the natives for irreverence in church and especially for theft, are
spoken of today with awe .' Yet, added Abel, 'You will find no,one to say he was a bad
man.' 2 1 Earlier in his missionary career, Mataika had pioneered the island of Mer, in the
Torres Strait. There he translated hymns and parts of the Bible into the local language,
and, it is said, he was well liked for 'his pleasant manners and invariable good humour'. 22
Another of the first Loyalty Islanders, Josiah, was farewelled by great crowds, wailing and
bearing gifts, when he retired to Mare in 1 888. Yet he too is known to have whipped
people in the course of his pastoral duties. 23
It is not recorded that violent methods were used by Piri, another powerfully built
missionary, but the people 'respected him much and feared him. He was not easily moved
to anger, but when he was once aroused it was advisable to keep out of his way.' Piri had
been brought up in the church on his native Rarotonga, and, after a wild youth, had
become an earnest student at Takamoa and then the pastor of migrant Cook Islands
workers in Samoa. He married the Mangaian widow of a teacher who had died in the
New Hebrides, and Chalmers described the couple as 'two of the finest teachers sent to
New Guinea'. Members of the first Cook Islands mission party in 1 87 2 , they served for
many years at Boera until they died of dysentery in 1 888. 24 Their fellow pioneer in the
1 87 2 group, Anederea, was another Rarotongan. He too had turned from a dissolute
youth to the Christian ministry, and the capacity he showed at Takamoa for printing,
teaching and preaching flowered in Papua until he was killed there in 1 88 1 . 25 Another
valued Rarotongan teacher was Pi, a 'quiet and lovable' man who was a good preacher
and translator and was widowed three times in Papua before his own death in 1 88 7 . 26
The leading Cook Islands teacher throughout this period, however, was Ruatoka, a
Mangaian who served in Papua from 1 8 7 1 until his death in 1 903 . Reliable and
energetic, he was good at preaching but not at school teaching. His wife, Tungane (who
died in 1 885 ) , was good at both, and it was she who brought in the mission's first Papuan
convert. Ruatoka is 'greatly respected by all' , wrote Chalmers; 'the Governor,
government officials and all the whites speak highly of him, and the natives look to him
as to a father'. 27
The Samoan teacher Mana'aima had been an outstanding student at Malua, and, at
Milne Bay and Kwato in the 1 890s, he was known for his excellent preaching and
schoolteaching ability and his linguistic, musical and sporting talents. He impressed a
visitor in 1 897 as 'a man of presence, stout, with good features, dignified and intelligent,
looking every inch a typical headmaster'. 28 Numerous other teachers from the various LMS
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island churches could be mentioned. Some were not good at their work and some were sent
home in disgrace. But as a group they played an essential part in the evangelisation of the
country and the building up of the Papuan church - and, as forerunners of the indigenous
Papuan ministry, their examp le was of great importance for the future. The contribution of
their wives (not usually named in the records ) was often acknowledged at the time. The
wife of the Samoan teacher Luteru had always 'taken a full share of the work' at Kabadi,
and when he died in 1 897 she stayed on to continue the schools and worship services until
her husband's successor could be appointed. 29 It is worth mentioning that the future role of
Papuan ministers' wives was foreshadowed even in this period by Papuans who married
Pacific Island teachers. The Papuan woman who married Maka, a Cook Islander, was
described by Gill as 'the first native of New Guinea engaged in the Lord's work'. 30 Among
other teachers who married Papuans was the widowed Ruatoka, whose new wife gave him
notable help in church music and other aspects of his work.3 1
Pacific Island teachers were sometimes laughed a t or looked down o n b y the
Europeans who were becoming increasingly numerous around the coasts of New Guinea
in the late 1 9th century. The j ournalist Julian Thomas declared that the surplus of
ministers in the Loyalty Islands and Samoa drove aspiring pastors to Papua as a place
where they might enj oy lives of privilege and plenty. 32 Some observers, however, paid
them generous tribute. The Police Magistrate of Cooktown, Queensland, was impressed
by their intelligence and their sel£,sacrificing devotion to the interests of the Papuans. 33
Hugh Romilly, a British official, thought them 'intelligent and courageous', with 'a great
aptitude for picking up dialects'. 34 Sir William MacGregor, who was appointed in 1 888
to head the British Administration of New Guinea, believed that their bravery and
commitment had received too little credit . 3 5 Whatever the truth of these criticisms and
commendations from outside the mission, it can hardly be denied that the influence on
Papuan perceptions of Christian ministry of such a large body of missionary messengers is
likely to have been considerable.
The model of ministry presented to the Papuans by the white missionaries and
especially by the more numerous Pacific Island teachers was in the beginning primarily
evangelistic in character. The teachers were sent to Papua as pioneers, making contact
with the people, learning their languages and introducing them to the ideas and practices
of Christianity. In many parts of the country, their main ministry was still evangelism of
this kind when the 20th century began. From the beginning, too, the running of schools
was an important feature of their work. Transmitting basic literacy skills and Christian
knowledge, the teachers provided educational services that were hitherto unknown and
could be obtained from no other source in Papua until well after this period. Many
teachers were good at this work, but others were no doubt like Ruatoka, who, according
to Lawes, 'shouts and storms, scolds and whacks the desk with his stick, until the poor
little mortals are half frightened out of their wits'. Everyone knew that Ruatoka was an
'earnest and zealous' missionary, but he seemed 'to have no idea whatever of managing a
school or teaching children to read'. 36
Evangelising and schoolteaching in the vernacular led many teachers into
translation work, and the Scripture translations that were so important to the LMS were
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often initiated or significantly furthered by Pacific Is l and teach ers wh o had l ive d among
speakers of a particular language for many years. Macfarlane pointed out that the little
education that most teachers possessed did not necessarily prevent them from becoming
accomplished linguists. He gave as an example Josaia, a teacher from Mare who could
speak and write four Papuan languages and was also proficient in English; another
Loyalty Islander also knew four languages and English and translated the Bible into
Papuan languages. Teachers from Polynesian islands were active in translation work,
too. 37 Oral skills possessed by many of the teachers were put to good use in public
speaking, and Lawes noted that they were 'amazingly fond' of preaching. 38 The LMS put
a high value on preaching and it featured prominently in the worship services that
became a maj or part of the teachers' work as the Papuan Christian community grew.
In many districts of the LMS field in New Guinea by 1 900, Christianity was well
established as part of local life. Many Pacific Island teachers were by then more pastors
than evangelists. They could become beloved shepherds of their flock, like the Cook
Islander Mataio, who died suddenly in 1 884. Chalmers reported that 'from many miles
the once savage and cannibal came to his funeral, and wept sincerely for him as for a
father' . 39 Though foreigners , the teachers often entered into a central place in village
society. It is well known that the homes of the evangelists and pastors from the east
provided new models of family and domestic life, and that the teachers and their families
were responsible for many innovations - from crops, clothes and building techniques to
songs, dances and games - in Papuan village life. 40 Respected as men and women of
education and experience, the teachers gave leadership in the communities in which
they resided. The people responded well to their feasts and other Oceanic displays of
generosity and hospitality. 4 1 As time went on, their settled and magisterial presence
became more characteristic than the courageous resourcefulness of the early pioneer
evangelists. It was suggested by a mission deputation in 1 9 1 5 that this situation had
arisen because the prior experience of all the missionaries and teachers of the first two or
three decades was with the 'village pastor/teacher' model of the LMS churches to the
east. 42 The upbringing of the teachers - and this is particularly true of the Samoans
among them - had been in villages where the pastor enj oyed high status and
considerable authority. This expectation was carried to Papua and became an influence
on the expatriate teachers' indigenous successors. 43
Despite their abilities and achievements, Pacific Island teachers were not regarded
in this period as fully autonomous ministers . It is true that their early supervisor,
Macfarlane, believed that they accomplished more if they worked at a distance from
European missionaries whose presence might undermine their influence with the
people. 44 Later, Lawes also wrote that Ruatoka was 'at his very best' when he was in sole
charge, effectively 'discharging all the duties of a bishop' . 45 The usual stance, however,
was that the teachers were assistants and needed careful oversight. Lawes was generous in
his praise of their contribution, but he had complained about their work in the 1 8 70s and
wrote in 1 879 that 'to leave them to themselves would be to hinder their progress and to
check their development. They make good rank and file, but they need English
officers.'46 When he retired in 1 905 , he had not altered this opinion: 'I have been all my
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life greatly indebted to them; they have always been my faithful, willing helpers . . . I hold
them as a class in very high estimation. The best work, I believe , will be got out of them
by frequent visitation, where such is possible, and regular supervision.' Although he
added that these visits 'must be those of a friend and brother', and that cultural
differences should not lead the supervisor to misunderstand the teacher's approach to his
work, Lawes was clearly not prepared to see the Pacific Islanders as missionaries and
ministers on a European level. 47
The Loyalty Islands and Polynesian teachers had played an essential part in the
evangelisation of Papua. This was acknowledged widely in the LMS, but gratitude was
accompanied by misgivings about some aspects of the teachers' modes of ministry. An
important area of dissatisfaction was the authoritarian and sometimes physically forceful
approach that had presented itself all too often since the beginning. In expressing
concern about teachers who destroyed the canoes of Papuans for going fishing on
Sundays, Chalmers wanted all mission workers to 'see the folly of force, and try to work
as the Great Master himself did'. 4S The style of even non, violent teachers sometimes
provoked comment. The teachers from Samoa had a 'haughty and somewhat overbearing
manner, especially with the natives' , wrote Archibald Hunt, who at other times
explained the methods of and defended the workers from that country. 49 They seemed
aloof and formal in their dealings with the Papuans. It seems that Samoans were
confident not only in the truth of their message but also in their ethnic and cultural
superiority (and in this they could hardly be criticised by the British, a mission visitor
confessed a few years later, 'for they have merely stolen our own pet sin' ) . 5 0 Naturally, the
teachers brought with them the habits, perceptions and expectations of ministers in their
homelands, leading Lawes to lament on one occasion that 'they can't seem to realise that
they are not in Samoa' . 5 1 Chalmers, too, wrote that Finau on Murray Island was 'a good
teacher, but like all Samoan teachers seeks power, forgetting these lands are not
Samoa'. 52
One of the foremost critics of Samoan teachers in the LMS was Charles Abel, who
came to Papua in 1 890 without prior experience in the Pacific Islands. At first, he
admired some of the teachers who worked with him at Kwato, but he became
increasingly dissatisfied with the Pacific Islands part of the miss ion workforce. He
believed that most of its members became lazy, self,important and insubordinate, and
blamed this on their background in churches that overemphasised clerical status. Abel
did not perceive an important distinction between lay and ordained Christian workers,
and, disillusioned by his experience with the Samoan pastors , became known for his
training of indigenous evangelists and the eventual elimination of Pacific Island
personnel altogether. 53 Some of the other missionaries agreed in part with Abel's
criticisms and, in 1 893 , there was serious talk of sending the Samoan teachers home. 54
Earlier, in 1 8 7 7 , the Cook Islands teachers' demand for higher salaries had caused some
tension in the mission. 55 But the Pacific Islanders' enormous contribution to LMS
progress in Papua was well known and their participation in the mission continued for
many years after an indigenous Papuan ministry began to emerge.
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Baptism was offered to Papuans only when the missionaries were sure their
understanding of Christianity was far enough advanced. It was not until 1 88 1 that the
first baptisms took place , in Port Moresby. The energetic evangelistic activity undertaken
by the first baptised Papuan, Aruadaela (whose conversion had occurred under the
ministry of Ruatoka's wife, Tungane) , initiated what would soon be a widespread Papuan
participation in the work of the mission. 'Aruadaela knows as much as, and is in every
way equal to, some of the teachers in the South Sea Island Mission,' wrote Lawes in
1 882. 'We hope to utilise him, and some others from among these first converts, for
teaching in some of the small villages near. ' This man was later a deacon in the Port
Moresby church and gave valuable assistance to Lawes, Chalmers and Ruatoka. 56 Lawes
assured the Wesleyans who had come to New Guinea in 1 8 75 that local Christians 'made
first�rate teachers among the ir own people'. 57 Remembering his earlier experience on
Niue , he was convinced that it was essential to create an indigenous ministry in Papua as
soon as possible, and this was still his view when he retired in 1 905 . 58
Lawes devoted much of his career in Papua to the training of indigenous Christians
for ministry, an activity in which he and Chalmers had much experience. Chalmers was
advocating it for Papua soon after his arrival in 1 8 7 7 . 59 The first moves in this direction,
however, were taken by Macfarlane in the Torres Strait Islands. Soon after the
foundation of the mission, Macfarlane had proposed that an academically advanced
college be set up in northern Queensland to train the best students from all the LMS
Pacific missions for evangelis ing Papua. 60 The suggestion was not taken up and
Macfarlane, who was increasingly dismayed by the toll of sickness and death among the
Loyalty Islanders and Polynesians, worked instead towards the training of Papuans as
evangelists. It was important to set up an institution as soon as possible, he wrote in
1 87 5, and to locate it in the Torres Strait Islands rather than on the mainland. 61
The 'Papuan Institute' on Murray Island was opened in 1 8 79 and had nearly 70
students by 1 88 1 . By Macfarlane's own admission, it differed from LMS training schools
elsewhere in that the medium of instruction was English, many of the students were in an
'industrial school' section, and ( like the Melanesian Mission college on Norfolk Island )
it took some of its young students from unevangelised places in order to teach them at a
distance from 'their evil surroundings and family influences'. The first five graduates from
the 'Papuan Seminary' section of the training establishment were 'set apart' in 1 883 ,
after nearly five years on Murray Island. The men ( Gauri, Anu, Gabe, Etage and Papi)
and their wives were all Torres Strait Islanders. 'Without anything like an ordination
service,' reported Macfarlane, 'I publicly appointed them to their stations.' Gabe was
stationed on Erub so as to release the Lifu teacher, Gucheng, for leadership of the others
in their new mission to the Fly River area of the mainland , where malaria had de feate d
previous Loyalty Islander attempts. 62 Macfarlane had great faith in Papuan teachers,
even those without training. In 1 883 , he wrote of five local converts at the eastern end of
Papua, whom he had appointed as evangelists until Pacific Island teachers were
available. 'I have no doubt,' he declared, that 'these evangelists will prove a valuable
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help, and as pioneers even do better than many of our South Sea Islanders who have had
much greater advantages'. 63
The teachers trained on Murray Island were soon playing an important part in the
western part of the mission. By 1 884, they were in charge of all but five of the 19 Torres
Strait and western mainland stations. In that year, there were 30 students in the
'seminary' and a larger number in the 'industrial school'. 64 Macfarlane had intended that
the Murray Island centre become a training facility for the whole Papuan mission, but his
colleagues on the mainland could not agree that this plan was viable. They also believed,
as Chalmers put it, that 'only Christian young men should be received for training, or
intelligent lads from the mission schools', since 'the taking of heathen lads away from
their homes' and returning them as evangelists had not been a success in other missions
and would not work in Papua. 65 Partly because of the other missionaries' low opinion of
the Torres Strait training centre, it was soon eclipsed by what was begun in Port Moresby.
After Macfarlane retired in 1 885 , it was not long before his school faded away. Indeed,
the mission itself languished in these islands where the LMS had begun its Papuan work.
Little progress was made in the western mainland stations and the churches on the
islands of the Strait were seen to be struggling. Pacific Islander and local teachers kept
them going, however, and Christianity did survive in this area, which was being
overshadowed by the bigger mainland districts. 66
In Port Moresby, the institution planned by Chalmers and Lawes was ready to begin
teaching at the beginning of 1 883 . A new wooden building had been erected and 1 2
Papuan couples were in residence. Lawes took charge of the teaching, with his wife
assisting in literacy tuition. 67 In October the next year, the first trainee to emerge from
the school was ( in the words used by Lawes) 'publicly set apart for the work of the
Christian ministry'. Eight more Papuans were similarly commissioned soon afterwards. 68
Chalmers used the expression 'ordained to the work', reporting that many people came
to Port Moresby for the ordination services and saw them as an important milestone.
'The young men and their wives who had been ordained,' he added, 'had, before coming
to college, spent some years in their own villages with the teachers , and came highly
recommended.' 69 Their two years in the college gave them more training than the
celebrated early teachers in eastern Polynesia, Lawes pointed out. 'They have the
Gospels of Matthew and Mark in their own language, can read them well, and have a fair
grasp of their contents.' Most of the students were from the Motu�speaking region and so
had been taught in their own language 'or in a language which is so near their own that
they understand it in a few weeks'. 7°
The first Port Moresby trainee to be 'set apart', Rama, was also the first of the new
Papuan teachers to be put in charge of a village. He replaced a Pacific Island teacher at
Kevori, a station Chalmers soon regarded as the best in the mission. Rama was described
by Chalmers as 'a young active quiet Motuan'; he and his wife were 'good earnest
intelligent Christians'. 7 1 He and Yagi, a Motuan colleague who soon joined him, 'have
been the means of a great work amongst the people', Chalmers reported seven years later;
'their schools are as good as any we have in the whole mission' . 72 The two teachers were
still 'doing really well' in 1 896. The people came to be with their pastors at their houses,
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and Rarua and Yagi were on good terms wit h everyone. 73 Two of Rarua's sons l ater
became ministers also and, like many other members of such families, their descendants
have been prominent in Papua New Guinean life. 74 Another early product of the Port
Moresby college was Biga ( in the words of Chalmers, 'quiet steady Biga' ) , who returned
as a teacher to the eastern end of Papua. A visitor who encountered him there in 1 897
described him as 'a hard,working and reliable man who seems to have acquired a great
and wholesome influence among the wild people around him'. 75 An indigenous ministry
had been created at a relative ly early date in the history of the LMS church in New
Guinea. Although it coexisted for many years yet with the large Pacific Island mission
workforce, it quickly became an important institution in Papuan society.
Papuan ministers were trained by Lawes until 1 905 , first in Port Moresby and later a
little further south at Vatorata ( which was thought to be a more suitable site than the
increasingly cosmopolitan port town ) . Plans were being made in the late 1 880s for an
improved school that would be formally designated as the ministry training centre for the
whole LMS Papua mission, and, in 1 894 , the new facility opened on a hilltop site. The
large Vatorata property was two miles from the sea, with ample room for the students'
plantations. 'The students' houses, and the house of the South Sea teacher who assists in
their training,' reported a visitor in 1 89 7 , 'are ranged on either side of the road up the
hill. Every student, being married, has a house to himself, consisting of two small rooms,
one behind the other, and with a verandah in front. ' 76 The teacher assisting Lawes at
Vatorata from the beginning until 1 900 was Peau, a Malua,trained Ellice Islander
(Tuvaluan) described by one of the missionaries as 'a first,class instructor'. His wife, Paia,
mothered the Papuan students until her death in 1 899. 77
The multiplicity of languages in Papua posed a continuing problem for the mission.
English had been proposed as a common language, but few teachers could speak it. There
was no unanimity among the missionaries that the use of Motu as a common literary and
teaching language was a good policy, but Lawes was a convinced advocate of this language
and was translating the Bible into it. At Vatorata, teaching was delivered in a form of the
Motu language that had become a lingua franca on the southern coast. The most
outspoken opponent of centralisation in a Motu,speaking college was Abel, who, unwilling
to subject his young men in the south,east to the requirement to learn Motu, sent very few
students there. Lawes disagreed with those who declared that students from other language
areas could not and should not learn Motu, and his college remained the official one.
Seven languages were spoken among the students in 1 899, but, according to Lawes, they
learned Motu very quickly. For many years, a stream of Motu,speaking ministers emerged
from Vatorata, though the college was still small at the end of the century. There were 1 6
students in 1 897, all married, with the women being taught by Mrs Lawes. I n 1 899, there
were 23 couples in training, including two sons of the first students of 1 883 . 78 The level of
education reached was not high, but in giving advanced education of any kind to Papuans,
and in appointing them to positions of responsibility, the missionaries were following
policies that at the time were not commonly supported by Europeans in New Guinea.
Only relatively few people could undergo the extended period of training at
Vatorata, and the growth of the mission meant that large numbers of quickly trained lay
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evangelists were still needed. These workers were prepared by individual missionaries at
the head stations, and it was from these training programmes that the most promising
students were sent on to Vatorata. The LMS official who visited the mission in 1 897
noted that 13 students were being trained for district work at De l en a, 1 3 or 14 at Jokea
and 10 at Kerepunu. 79 At Kwato, too, Abel was training evangelists, but his antipathy to
clericalism deterred him from developing a theologically educated ordained ministry. so
In the mission as a whole, the ecclesiastical status of the Papuan teachers remained
ambiguous. In certain circumstances, they could be given permission to 'administer the
ordinances', as for example when approval was given in 1 89 1 for the teacher Waria to
celebrate the Lord's Supper on Badu in the Torres Strait Islands. SI Rama and Yagi, the
pastors at Kevori, were similarly appointed in 1 892. s2 The word 'ordained' was used on
occasion, but it was not normally applied to the teachers. They were, however, clearly
distinguished from the lay people in the congregations, who were given a separate formal
role in local church decision,making. In keeping with LMS tradition, laymen could be
elected as deacons and in the Papuan context they often represented a clan or other local
social unit. s3 As far as full,time mission and church work was concerned, the ultimate
direction set by the mission, except in the Kwato district, was towards a fully responsible
indigenous ministry, complemented for the foreseeable future by a force of lay
evangelists. Like the Pacific Island missionaries, the Papuan ministers received some
material support from the people at their stations but were dependent largely on salaries
from the mission. It was only much later that the usual LMS perception that an
indigenous church should be financially selrsupporting began to take hold in Papua. s4 It
was understood that Papuan ministers would entirely replace the Polynesian ministers in
due course, and this process had begun by 1 900. It would be many years, however, before
Polynesians were no longer appointed to positions in the Papuan church, and even
longer before European missionaries were no longer in overall charge.
The LMS was the first mission to establish itself in New Guinea, but the mainland
and its offshore islands, large and small, were soon reached by a number of other
missions. Some years after the LMS arrived colonial power was formally established, by
the British in the south and by the Germans in the north and east. By 1 884, when New
Guinea came under imperial sway, however, Christianity in its various forms had already
begun to enter deeply into the cultures and societies of the new colonies.

Wesl eyan m i n i stri es from th e east
The introduction of Christianity to the Torres Strait Islands and the southern coast of
mainland Papua was paralleled soon afterwards by the evangelisation of the large and
populous eastern islands of New Britain and New Ireland in the Bismarck Archipelago.
This time the mission was Wesleyan ( Methodist ) , and the 1 0 male missionaries ( most of
them accompanied by their wives ) who landed in this area with the pioneer George
Brown in 1 8 75 were Fij ians and Samoans. SS Christian ministry was first exemplified to
the people of this part of New Guinea by a handful of Europeans and a much larger
number of 'teachers' arriving regularly from the Wesleyan churches in Fij i and Polynesia.
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Although they were foreigners, the Pacific Is l and missionaries were cul turall y c l oser to
the people of New Guinea than the Europeans, and were much more obviously the
predecessors of the indigenous ministry that soon emerged.
More than 1 00 male Fij ian teachers had arrived in the Bismarck Archipelago by
1 900, and more were to follow. A smaller number ( about 20) came in this period from
Samoa, and there were four Tongans. s6 In the 1 880s, the suggestion was made that Maori
teachers be sent also. None of the missionaries could speak Maori, however, and in the
opinion of Isaac Rooney, teachers could not be 'properly managed except through their
own language'. s7 One of the Fij ian pioneers of 1 875 (Timoci Lase ) died within a year of
his arrival and, like the LMS in Papua, the Wesleyan mission experienced many losses to
malaria and other illnesses. Some of the teachers were killed. Most of the men were not
ordained ministers, but a Native Minister (Sailasa Naucukidi) who came in 1 8 76 was in
charge of the Fij ians until he was killed in 1 878, and a number of other Fij ian, Samoan
and Tongan missionaries came as ordained ministers or were accepted into the ordained
ministry during their time in New Guinea. SS Brown declared that at least some of these
missionaries were 'men of no ordinary intelligence', and that most of them, especially in
the early years, stood out 'above the ordinary rank and file' of teachers in their home
islands. s9 There were 32 Fij ian teachers in the New Guinea mission by 1 888, and when
the century ended there were still 2 7 teachers ( including four ordained ministers ) from
Fij i, Samoa and Tonga at work. 90
Some of the teachers gave many years to ministry in New Guinea. Aminio
Baledrokadroka, one of the pioneers who arrived in 1 8 7 5, stayed 1 8 years before
returning to Fij i. George Brown believed that no other missionary in New Guinea had
been 'so highly respected and so dearly loved by the people'. Another missionary found
him 'j udicious, bold, very practical and intensely spiritual', a leader to whom the other
teachers looked for guidance. 9 1 When he left in 1 893 , there was ' intense grief and
weeping', reported an eyewitness: 'The poor people were losing their spiritual father. He
was like a great chief in their eyes. His word was law. He ruled the church firmly and
kindly.' 92 The work of Peni Raiwalui held similar promise: he came in 1 8 76 and was
described as 'the best man in the mission next to Aminio Bale'. His service was cut short,
however, when he suddenly fell sick and died in 1 88 1 , leaving 'fragrant' memories among
the people of his station. 93 Some others stayed for very long periods. Examples are
Viliame Taufa, who came from Fij i in 1 885 and died in New Guinea in 1 9 1 7 , and Siaea,
a Samoan, who served from 1 895 until 1 9 19.
Within a few years of the ir arrival, the Fij ian and Polynesian teachers were closely
in touch with the people they were evangelising. A British naval officer observed in 1 880
that the teachers could converse freely with the people and preach to them in the local
languages. He noticed that there were always people sitting talking to the teachers in the
mission houses. The Island er missionaries, he wrote, 'living as they do, and associating
with the natives, are a constant example to them of a better life than their own'. 94 The
feasting and hosp itality that was characteristic of their homelands became a means of
establishing relationships with the people in New Guinea. 95 Several Fij ians married local
women, the first being Elimotama Ravono of the pioneer 1 87 5 group. 96 It is said that the
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Fij ians among the missionaries succeeded best in becoming close to the people and that
the Samoans found it hardest to divest themselves of attitudes and expectations they
brought with them to New Guinea. 97
According to a passenger on the ship taking new teachers to New Guinea in 1 878,
the Tongan teachers complained that they were not treated as the equals of the European
missionaries, and regarded the Fij ians as inferior to themselves. 98 The Tongans, however,
redeemed themselves with the work they did after their arrival in the field. 99 On the
whole, the mission supervisors were happy to acknowledge the contribution made by
their Pacific Island colleagues, but some of their comments show, even when European
feelings of superiority are taken into account, that some aspects of the teachers' ministry
were less satisfactory. Some teachers were sent home ( although, as the missionary
Benj amin Danks pointed out, the immensely difficult circumstances of the early years
should be taken into account when these 'failures' were considered) . 1 00 Danks was
critical of the schools run by some of the teachers : they were 'good men with strong
spiritual gifts', but it was too much to expect that all good evangelists would also be good
schoolteachers. 1 0 1 An observer from outside the mission felt that the teachers were too
recently 'reclaimed from savage life' themselves to present Christianity as a clear
alternative to traditional beliefs. He reported a sermon in which the Fij ian preacher
identified the material benefits enj oyed by Christian Fij ians and Europeans as a reason
for adopting the new religion. 1 02 The difficulty of the work, argued Rooney, demanded
more than 'ordinary untrained local preachers': only graduates from Navuloa or the other
training centres, with the ability to become catechists or Native Ministers, should be
sent. 1 03 As the century ended, however, there was no thought of dispensing with the
Pacific Islanders, and the Wesleyan mission was pleased to use this kind of ministry in
other fields later.

I nd ige n o u s Wesl eyan m i n i stry i n th e N ew G u i nea I slan d s
Even before this part of New Guinea fell under foreign control (with German
annexation in 1 884 ) , the seeds of church self,government had been sown. The first steps
towards nurturing the characteristic Wesleyan organisational and leadership system were
taken in this region in 1 878 when seven people were baptised. All seven of these first
recognised converts later became local preachers. The first three men carefully chosen
for this office, in 1 880, were identified confidently by Brown as the key to the advance of
Christianity in New Britain and New Ireland. Brown later recalled his excitement when
he heard, 'for the first time, a New Britain chief preach to men and women of his own
island the blessed Gospel of Christ in their own language'. The ability of this new local
preacher, Ilaita Togimamara, to communicate with his attentive listeners was impressive,
and led Brown to urge his colleagues to pay particular attention to the training of
potential preachers and teachers. Five of the first baptised men eventually progressed
from local preaching to appointments as teachers in villages other than their own. 1 04
Brown's optimistic confidence in the mission's early converts was not always shared
by his colleagues. Rooney, for example, believed it would take some time to develop a
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force of indigenous teachers. 'These natives,' he wrote private ly, were usua lly ' l ack ing in
moral courage. This is a failing in even the best of them, and unfits them for responsible
positions in the work.' Nevertheless, he regarded the appointment of local preachers
( there were six by late 1 88 1 , as well as two assistant schoolteachers) as a step along the
way. 105 By late 1 88 2 , there were 1 7 local preachers. 106 Again in 1 884, Rooney expressed
his belief that it would 'be some time before our Local Preachers are fit for the office of
teacher' . 107 Two years later, however, the first teacher was appointed. He was Peni Le lei,
one of the converts baptised in 1 8 78 and described by Brown as an intelligent
young man, a good preacher and a valuable assistant in biblical translation. 108 The
appointment of a local Christian to a particular community to lead the nascent church
there was certainly a milestone, but Rooney was still not convinced. He believed that
the people had little respect for teachers who were also their fellow countrymen, and so
were not easily influenced by them. This was part of the reason why Peni Lelei had not
been a success, he explained to Brown in 1 887; having noted also that the teacher's wife
could not get on with the women of the village, the missionaries had 'had to permit him
to retire from the office of teacher' . 109 This first teacher was later reappointed to office,
joining three others who had become teachers in 1 888. By that time, there were 2 1 local
preachers. 1 1 0
In 1 888 and 1 89 1 , a total of 1 0 young men were sent to Fij i for training at Navuloa,
and did well as teachers on their return. 1 1 1 A few years before this there had been a move
to set up a training centre in the New Guinea mission district itself. Danks had explained
that the expense of bringing and maintaining Fij ian and Polynesian teachers was high
and that ( in his opinion at least) the work could be done better by local men carefully
trained in a central facility in which they were isolated from the distractions and bad
influences of their own environment. A site in southern New Ireland was selected, but
the mission board did not go ahead with the proposal. 1 1 2 Individual missionaries
continued to train promising young men, and it was not until 1 900 that George Brown
College, with John Crump in charge, was set up on the small island of Ulu for the whole
mission district. There were about 40 students at the beginning and the training
programme thus begun has continued until the present day. 1 1 3
Before the new century began, a strong foundation for the indigenisation of
ministry had been laid in New Britain and New Ireland. By 1 900, 1 1 5 local preachers
and many other lay office,holders were active in the village congregations, and 75 men
held appointments as teachers . 1 1 4 The teachers were preachers, pastors and school,
teachers, with daily educational work not being taken over by the Government until
after the middle of the 20th century. Only in the 20th century was the pattern of salary
payments from the outside, which had originally been provided for foreign missionaries
and was then continued for indigenous workers, replaced by local financial support of the
ministry. 1 1 5 The vernaculars of the region adopted the term misinare for the local
teachers, suggesting that they were heirs to the ministry tradition initiated by the
European and Pacific Islander missionaries. It was to be expected also that the role of
indigenous Christian ministers in the community would, as elsewhere, owe something to
the legacy of traditional religious ideas and practices. In contrast with what happened in
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some other new Christian communities in the Pacific, however, the early recognition of
indigenous potential for ministry slowed markedly. In the New Guinea Islands in 1 900,
there were no local people in the catechist (senior teacher) category, and it was not until
1 9 1 5 that any local person became a N ative Min ister
.

An other fi e l d fo r Wesl eyan m i n i stri es
The ministry patterns brought to the Bismarck Archipelago by Wesleyan missionaries in
1 875 were introduced in the 1 890s to the many smaller islands clustered south of New
Britain and east of the southern tip of the Papuan mainland. This new and separately
organised mission to 'Papua' was inaugurated in 1 89 1 with the arrival at Dobu of five
European, 1 5 Fij ian, 1 0 Samoan and four Tongan missionaries, most of them accompanied
by their wives. A Samoan who addressed the mission's supporters in Sydney on the way
to Papua was articulating a viewpoint commonly held in the Christian islands of the
Pacific when his observation of Sydney's water supply system inspired him to comment
metaphorically on the mission enterprise:
God sent the water of life from Heaven in the Gospel of J esus Christ. The Wesleyan
Church drank of this, and then sent a pipe down to Samoa. The Samoans drank and
were refreshed, and now are going to dig a trench to take this water to N ew Guinea,
and if we die in doing this, then more Samoans will take our places, until the New
6
Guinea people drink and live. 1 1

Nearly 50 Fij ian missionaries entered the Papuan Islands mission before 1 900, together
with smaller numbers of Samoans and Tongans, and the emerging Wesleyan Church in
this area, where there were about 60,000 people, continued to receive these evangelists,
teachers and pastors from the central and eastern Pacific Islands for many years after the
turn of the century. 1 1 7
As i n other missions t o New Guinea, the Fij ians and Polynesians brought with
them a style of ministry that was already attuned to Pacific ways of life. This not only
facilitated the introduction of Christianity into Papuan communities, but left its mark on
the perception of ministry that developed within these communities. There was
sometimes an authoritarian dimension in the ministry of the Pacific Island missionaries;
for example, some Samoans were described in 1 900 by William Bromilow, the mission
leader, as 'arrogant' . 1 1 8 But the more sympathetically confident approach of a missionary
such as Jone Kuli, a Tongan who served from 1 89 1 until 1 90 1 , was perhaps more typical.
In the first few d ays of the mission to Dobu, he reported that the people
came and went through some of their action songs for us, and as a reward I gave some
of them sticks of tobacco, for I knew their singing manifested their good�will to us, and
I desired to show my good�will to them. They kept up their singing the whole night
through. The next day we arranged services for them, and preached.
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Kuli was an expert sailor as well as a skilled preach er. Bromilow d escrib e d h im as a
commanding figure and observed that to the Papuans he was 'the embodiment of
leadership' . 1 1 9 Another of the missionaries of 1 89 1 did not stand out as a leader, but was
equally respected by the Papuans: this was Petuela, a Samoan, who was 'earnest and
cheerful, and often amused the people by his drolleries'. Petuela died in 1 895 ; he was a
'very humble' man, who sometimes wept over his shortcomings, afraid that they would
stand in the way of the conversion of the Papuans. 120 One of the longest ministries was
that of Simioni Momoivalu, a dependable Fij ian who came in 1 897 and stayed until the
1 920s. 1 2 1 Within a few years of their arrival, six Fij ians had identified with the Papuan
community in another way - by marrying local women. 1 22 According to a visitor, the
missionaries at the head station made comparisons between the teacher groups, telling
him that 'the Samoans, while making good teachers, are too easy�going and picturesque;
the Tongans, being the Vikings of the Pacific, too haughty and ruling; but that for the
Papuan work the Fij ian is best suited for teacher and general worker'. 1 23
From the beginning, it was understood that the Wesleyans would seek to develop
indigenous ministries in their new field. In the words of the mission's founder, George
Brown, the obj ectives of the pioneer party were 'first to preach Christ to the natives, and
secondly to train the natives to be preachers of Christ themselves'. 1 24 It seems, however,
that Bromilow, the missionary in charge, was not confident that Papuans possessed the
assertiveness that he believed (no doubt on the basis of his prior experience in the more
hierarchical society of Fij i ) was necessary in a minister. 1 2 5 The first Papuan teacher
( Daniel Didiwai) was appointed as early as 1 898, however, and Bromilow wrote
appreciative accounts of later teachers. 1 26 Training facilities were set up, at Dobu initially,
but for many years they were rudimentary. 1 27 In the 20th century, the Wesleyan Church
in the islands of Papua, unlike its counterparts in Tonga and Fij i in earlier years, was
notably slow to confer ordination and responsibility on its indigenous ministers. In the
languages of the region, these teachers and ministers came to be known as misinare .
European and Pacific Islander missionaries had indeed been important models, but closer
study of the local history of Christianity would no doubt reveal important ways in which
features of indigenous culture and society were incorporated into the ministry role in
Papuan Methodism.

Cath o l i c m i n i stri es
Although Marists had in the 1 840s been the first Christian missionaries in New Guinea,
their work had come to an end after a few years. Italian priests took over the Marist
mission, but they too departed ( in 1 85 5 ) . Their work was without apparent result,
although there is shadowy evidence of a young man from the island of Murua who
accompanied the Italians back to Australia and then to Hong Kong, where he was
baptised; he is said to have later become a catechist in New Caledonia. 1 28
It was not until 1 882 that Catholic missions were resumed. In that year, members of
the M issionaries of the Sacred Heart (MSC ) , a French order, began work in New Britain
(this being the order's first foreign mission ) . They met with little response until the
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1 890s, but even in 1 883 one of them was writing about the idea that later produced not
only a significant movement towards Catholicism but also a force of indigenous
catechists. Orphanages should be founded, he suggested, so that young people could
receive Christian teaching and become a mod el community. 1 29 Th e idea was put into
practice by Bishop Louis Couppe, who arrived in 1 888 and began to gather orphans and
captives as adopted children of the mission. Some of those who were cared for and given
instruction at Vunapope returned to their home districts as informal emissaries of
civilisation and Christianity. 1 30 In 1 894, when there were 1 1 5 students in residence,
Couppe wrote of the trade training given to some of the young people and of his
intention to begin further training for the older and more intelligent students. They
would be educated as catechists and schoolteachers, going out as married couples and
with mission salaries so that they would not be dependent on the people or be forced to
engage in trade. 1 3 1 Four such catechist couples had been trained by 1 899 and the
programme quickly expanded, equipping the mission with 1 0 catechists ( and 20 in
training) by 1 900 and 1 23 in the field by 1 9 10. 132
The bishop's emphasis on the training and deployment of catechists did not mean
that he saw lay workers of this kind as the precursors of an indigenous clergy. Indeed, he
was sharply critical of the Wesleyan system he observed in New Britain: the Wesleyan
'teachers' worked as substitutes for the white missionaries, but it was a delusion, he wrote,
to think that even well�trained mission workers could teach the people at the
intellectual and moral level reached by European missionaries, at least until several
generations had passed. Catechists would be auxiliaries, pioneering new areas and
establishing schools to open the way for the MSC priests, who would be the main agents
of evangelisation. 133 Hopes for the eventual emergence of an indigenous priesthood were
enunciated at the time , for example in 1 895 by the mission's 'Visitor', who wrote that
some of the young people trained at Vunapope would certainly become priests, brothers
and sisters. This would, however, be in 'the distant future' . 1 34 Indeed, while catechists
became a prominent part of Catholic ministry in New Britain and the adjoining islands,
their function remained clearly distinct from that of the ordained clergy, and no
indigenous person became a priest in the Bismarck Archipelago until after World War II.
When the MSC opened a new field on the south Papuan coast in 1 885 , the priest
Louis�Andre Navarre ( who soon became the bishop in charge ) gave thought to the use
of brothers who would be evangelists rather than manual workers. Not being sent any
suitable men from France, he employed a few Filipino Catholics who had been working
in the Torres Strait pearl�fishing industry. 1 3 5 Their work as catechists in the villages near
the MSC station on Yule Island led Navarre to plan for the training of Papuans for this
kind of ministry. He had long been convinced of its value and, in the mission handbook
he produced in 1 896, he expressed his belief that indigenous intermediaries would reduce
the foreignness of the mission's image and ensure that the new religion would take
permanent root in the local soil. 136
The bishop's first attempt to establish a training school, in 1 896, was not successful.
He took eight boys ( aged 1 2 to 1 5 ) away from their Papuan context to Thursday Island
off the coast of Australia, where the missionary Joseph Guis began a course of instruction
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designed to fit them for later work as marrie d catechists. G uis fo und them wi ll ing
students , diligently applying themselves to eight�hour study days. He described them as
'intelligent, some very intelligent', but added that they still possessed their 'changeable'
Papuan character. Their lessons were in basic literacy, the doctrines and liturgies of the
church and 'a little sacred history'. But the students had to be sent home the next year
when the British Administration prohibited the removal of Papuans from their own
country. 137 A Protestant visitor to Yule Island heard about the school while it was still
open and understood it to be for the training of priests; according to him, the MSC
missionaries 'frankly confessed that, with the present ideas of the New Guineans, it was
almost hopeless to expect any of them to adopt a celibate life and remain pure'. 138 A
second attempt was made in 1 899, this time on the Papuan mainland, at Maea' era. The
students of the small school were older this time, married men whose wives were
instructed by the mission sisters. Again, however, Navarre could not realise his vision, for
the school closed in 1 902, and successful training and the widespread use of catechists in
the Papuan mission had to wait until the 1 920s. 139 It was from this part of the Papua
New Guinea mission that the first indigenous priest emerged, but not until 1 93 7 .
Three other Catholic missions i n New Guinea began i n this period. A Jesuit
missionary worked at Fakfak, near the eastern tip of Dutch New Guinea, from 1 894 until
he was drowned two years later; his work was taken up by Dutch missionaries of the MSC
in 1 905 . 1 40 German missionaries from the Society of the Divine Word ( SVD ) landed on
the north coast of eastern New Guinea in 1 896. Their leader, Eberhard Limbrock, saw
value in the Protestants' use of Pacific Island evangelists. He unsuccessfully asked for 20
or 30 trained catechists from the Marist mission in Fij i and also tried to obtain catechists
from the MSC in New Britain. 141 It was this mission's early emphasis on schools that was
eventually to produce its large force of home�grown catechists. 1 42 The German Marists
who began work in 1 899 on the Shortland Islands, in the east, had with them two
Samoan catechists, Lino and Karlo. 143 The mission they went on to establish on
Bougainville and Buka, however, depended later on indigenous catechists. The place of
catechists in the 20th�century growth of all five of the Catholic missions founded in New
Guinea during the previous century deserves closer study. Their ministry was not
regarded as autonomous and could not lead directly to the emergence of an indigenous
priesthood, but it provided a maj or element in the people's experience of Christian
ministry in the large areas of the country where Catholicism became predominant.

Other d en o m i nati onal fo rms of m i n i stry
What eventually became the largest Protestant church in Papua New Guinea, with more
than 800,000 members today, originated in the 1 880s in two German missions to the
north coast. Johann Flierl landed on the Hu on Peninsula in 1 886 to begin the
Neuendettelsau mission, supported by Lutherans in South Australia and Bavaria, and, in
1 88 7 , members of the Rhenish Society (of Barmen, in Germany's Rhineland) settled
further north in the Astrolabe Bay area. Neither mission made very visible progress before
the end of the century - there were no baptisms until 1 899 - but a foundation was
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being laid. Some of the young men attending the boarding schools set up by the first
missionaries became informal evangelists to their people, but the German missionaries
themselves provided the only other ministries in this period. No Christian evangelists or
teachers from other Pacific communities were deployed ( although the Rhenish
missionaries tried unsuccessfully in the late 1 880s to obtain teachers from the LMS in
Papua) . 144 When Christianity did begin to spread rapidly in the Neuendettelsau mission's
area in the first decade of the new century, it was free to develop a distinctive style of
ministry suited to New Guinea conditions and remarkably free of clericalism. This
congregation,based polity, in which lay elders led worship, preached and gave pastoral
care , and in which no ordained pastorate existed until much later, was devised by the
missionary Christian Keysser, who arrived in 1 899. Evangelists and teachers were sent out
and supported by the congregations, although the missionaries continued to call them
'mission helpers'. The two missions later came together and the large church they founded
is today the autonomous Evangelical Lutheran Church of Papua New Guinea. 1 45
In contrast with the Lutherans' willingness to accept lay leadership in their New
Guinea congregations, the Anglo,Catholic emphases of the adjoining Anglican mission
compelled it to create a priestly and episcopal structure for its emerging Papuan church.
The Anglican mission came to the northern coast of British New Guinea from Australia
in 1 89 1 , led by ordained clergymen and (from 1 898) a bishop . Perhaps trained
Melanesian teachers from the Anglican mission in the New Hebrides and Solomon
Islands could have been sent to assist, but this did not happen. Instead, Melanesians who
had worked in the sugar plantations of Queensland ministered alongside the European
missionaries in Papua for many years. 146 These 'Kanaka' teachers, who came directly
from Australia, had been converted to Christianity and given a little schooling while
working in Queensland. The first of them, Harry Mark and Willie Miwa (both originally
from Maewo in the New Hebrides ) , arrived in 1 893 . Miwa died soon after his arrival, but
Mark served until his death in 1 909. These first teachers were followed by 10 more up to
1900 (and another 38 up to 1 907 ) . A considerable number died of sickness, but most of
those who survived remained in Papua for the rest of their lives, the most long, lived
being Johnson Far, who arrived in 1 900 and died in 1 956. 147
It is clear that the evangelism, worship leadership, schoolteaching and pastoral
work performed in the villages of Papua by these Anglican lay teachers contributed
much to the people's understanding of Christian ministry. In comparison with the ways
of the European missionaries, the lifestyles and world views of the Melanesians were
close to those of the people, and their ministry helped bridge the gap between European
Christianity and Papuan culture. The Melanesian teacher is 'at home in a native house',
wrote the missionary Arthur Chignell:
he eats native food ; his manner of speech and habit of thought and general outlook on
life are such that he very soon learns Papuan languages and finds his way to the
Papuan point of view and becomes familiar with the ins and outs of village life; and he
does all this, not only more quickly, but also very much more patiently and thoroughly
than is possible for the ordinary white man. 1 4 8
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The white missionaries pai d tribute to the intense evange l istic motivation and steadfast
faith of their Melanesian colleagues, 1 49 but they also lamented the low levels of
education possessed by most, which restricted the standards reached by the schools they
ran. Henry Newton believed that in spite of their inadequacies as schoolteachers , the
Melanesians did succeed in imparting religious knowledge, preparing the way for further
instruction later and generally influencing the children for good. 1 50 It was agree d that
their preaching was better than their schoolteaching, although their sermons were
sometimes long. 1 5 1
A few of the teachers succumbed to sexual and other temptations, but most of them
were living exemplars of the mission's teachings about Christian behaviour. 1 5 2
Authoritarian methods were used by some, including the valued James N ogar, who
arrived in 1 898 and helped pioneer the Wanigela area. 1 53 Newton felt that though the
teachers were sometimes apt to 'act the big chief' and exert pressure on potential
converts and wayward Christians, they were more often 'sympathetic and kind,hearted
and ready to help those in distress'. 1 54 The historian Wetherell compares the humble
Melanesian ex, labourers with the 'patriarchs sent forth by vigorous churches in Polynesian
strongholds' and asserts that 'no Polynesian became as close to coastal villagers in Papua as
the Melanesian teacher'. 1 5 5 Most of the teachers from Queensland married local women.
Many years after the last Melanesian had died, a researcher heard the people's
affectionate memories of the teachers who entered into their communities and became
their friends. 1 56
The Anglican missionaries agreed that their Melanesian teachers could never be
more than valuable helpers in the pioneering stage of the mission. Chignell believed that
the Melanesians were more useful than European missionaries in the early years, though
'hardly anyone on earth knows or cares anything at all about them, unless it be the white
missionary in charge of the district, who depends so greatly upon their help, or the
scattered groups of undeveloped savages, who they are gently leading the first few steps of
the way'. But, he explained, 'the time comes, and it often comes very soon, when their
preparatory work must be supplemented by something more strong and energetic and
capable, and they need careful supervision throughout'. 1 57
As well as believing that the ministry of Europeans was superior to that of the
unlettered Melanesians, the Anglican missionaries held to the view that the church they
were founding should eventually have its own indigenous ministry. This meant more
than j ust appointing Papuan successors to the Melanesian lay teachers, a policy strongly
recommended to the Anglican founders by Lawes of the LMS in 1 890 before the new
mission began. 1 58 Hopes were held that the boarding school established at Dogura in the
1 890s would produce Papuan teachers ('so that the Church would take root in the
country, and develop in harmony with the character of the people,' explained Newton) .
Six Papuan teachers were on the staff by 1 90 1 . 1 59 But there was already by this time also
the vision of a future Papuan church equipped with its own ordained clergy. When the
first bishop was consecrated in 1 898, he spoke of his intention 'to make the Church in
New Guinea a Native Church, manned by a Native Ministry, and self,supporting'. 1 60
The goal of an indigenous clergy was present during the first decad e, then, but it was not
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quickly reached, for the first Papuan ordination did not occur until 1 9 14. Since that time
the Anglican Church in Papua has developed a substantial indigenous clergy.

Ch ri sti an m i n i stry as part of N ew G u i nea soc i ety
Old rituals had been discarded by the new Christians in hundreds of communities, but
New Guinea Christianity drew in many ways on the religious assumptions and attitudes
of the traditional past. Religious leadership in most of the new churches was much more
the preserve of specialists ( teachers, catechists and ministers of various kinds ) than it had
been in pre,Christian times, but the new leaders were still seen as representatives of
powerful spiritual beings and forces. Rather than succeeding religious specialists, who
had not been prominent in traditional society, they to a large extent filled the gap left
when the adoption of Christianity deprived 'big men' of their religious functions .
According to Fugmann's study of cultural factors in modern concepts of ministry in New
Guinea, the role of mediator between the human group and the spiritual forces
governing its community life has been transferred from the traditional religion to
Christianity. 1 61 The same author writes that it is easy for people in New Guinea to see
the traditional 'big man' in a Christian ritual specialist, and also in a preacher, but not in
a pastor who goes out to visit the people in a servant capacity. 162
By the close of the 1 9th century, six denominational models of Christian ministry
had been brought to New Guinea and inserted into the social and cultural structures of
the many indigenous communities. The UZV, LMS, Methodist, Catholic, Lutheran and
Anglican missions continued to spread Christianity into new areas and were soon joined
by a variety of other missions (beginning with the Seventh,day Adventists in 1 908 ).
Between them they established Christian communities i n a maj ority of New Guinea's
many population groups. Since that time there have been a large number of churches in
New Guinea (as well as 'cargo cults' that contain Christian elements to a varying
extent ) , with many different styles of ministry. The 1 9th,century missions have become
churches in their own right - the Evangelical Christian Church in western New
Guinea (or 'Papua' , as it is now called in Indonesia), the Catholic Church in the two
parts of the region, Papua New Guinea's United Church (which brought the LMS and
Methodist communities together in 1 968 ) and the Lutheran and Anglican Churches in
Papua New Guinea. The ministries established by these missions are still a prominent
feature of society in many parts of the land.

20 .

PACI FI C I S LAN D E RS I N
CH RI STIAN M I N I STRY

THE FIRST CHRISTIAN MINISTERS in Oceania were missionaries from faraway
places. They brought the new religion to the Pacific, supervised its extension to all parts
of the region and participated in the development of churches among the Pacific
Islanders who responded. For many years, the foreign ministers remained as overseers and
teachers and often as pastors, too. Almost from the beginning, however, they recognised
the need for indigenous participation in the ministries of the church, and in most cases
they energetically encouraged such participation by recruiting, training, supervising and
( in some cases ) paying the Pacific Islanders who became mission workers. This
missionary approbation of indigenous ministry was undoubtedly important, but often the
initiative had been taken by the new Christians themselves. Indigenous leadership
emerged quickly, and often spontaneously. It was fortunate for the development of
Pacific Christianity in the long term that mission policies coincided with the readiness of
Pacific Islanders to take up leadership and ministry roles in the church.

M i ss i o n po l i cies
In channelling indigenous energies towards active and responsible roles in the church,
Protestant missionaries were more successful than their Catholic counterparts in this
period, although it should be recognised that Protestant and Catholic obj ectives in the
1 9th century were not identical. All missionaries worked for the eternal salvation of the
people they were evangelising, but until well into the 20th century Catholic mission
strategists did not usually think in terms of the establishment of new locally oriented
Christian communities in mission lands. 1 It was assumed that new Catholics throughout
the world would be part of the universal church headed by the Pope and centred in Rome.
Protestants, however, had developed a missiology in which the objective of missions, after
the populations contacted had been successfully evangelised, was to organise the new
believers into indigenous churches. In the formula of the time, these churches would be
sel£,goveming, self,supporting and self,propagating, and the place that indigenous leaders
and ministers would occupy within them was given considerable attention.
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Beginning with its early successes in Tahiti after 1 8 1 5 , the confident deployment of
indigenous mission personnel was a prominent feature of LMS practice throughout the
1 9th century. Officials and members of this and other Protestant missionary
organisations frequent l y reflected on the va l ue of 'native agency'. It was a divinely
appointed instrument, stated the LMS Board of Directors in 1 840, and had distinct
practical advantages over a policy of depending on European missionaries. 2 At first, this
acknowledgment of the effectiveness of 'native agents' was usually made with regard to
their role in pioneer evangelism. 'As it respects Polynesia,' declared the writer of an LMS
missionary book published in 1 844, 'had it not been for their assistance, Christianity
would have been confined within very narrow limits at the present day. ' 3 As another
LMS writer put it in 1 856, Protestant missions in the Pacific, 'though not the oldest in
the world, have had considerable experience, and have reaped an amount of success
unequalled in modern times, and surpassed only by the triumphs of the apostolic age. It is
acknowledged that this result has been secured chiefly by native instrumentality. '4
Missionaries and administrators attending the British Conference on Missions in 1 860
were told the same thing by the Foreign Secretary of the LMS, and they agreed that
indigenous ministry should be fostered as a matter of principle and for its practical
advantages. They also heard - for by this time there was awareness of 'native agents' not
just as pioneer evangelists but as pastors - that the secretaries of the principal
missionary societies had recently agreed that after founding new churches and giving
advice, European missionaries should not stay on as pastors any longer than necessary. 5
Much of the mid�century Protestant consciousness of the need to avoid prolonged
missionary leadership of churches in the Pacific and other newly evangelised lands was
produced by the writings of two great mission administrators. In England, Henry Venn of
the CMS stated clearly in 1 85 1 that 'the ultimate obj ect of a Mission' , ecclesiastically
speaking, was the establishment of 'a Native Church, under Native Pastors, upon a selr
supporting system', and that the missionaries, having gradually handed over all pastoral
work to these pastors, would eventually depart. 6 In the US, Rufus Anderson of the
ABCFM was similarly declaring that the miss ionary's work was completed when an
indigenous church was formed and was equipped with its own fully responsible ministry.
Anderson's board expected the indigenous ministry 'to be of the people as soon as may
be, in race, social condition, sympathies, and style of living'. 7
Views of this kind were expressed in the other missions working in the Pacific, too,
and Protestant missions never abandoned their commitment to indigenous ministry in
an indigenous church. In the later decades of the century, however, some retreat from the
confidence of earlier years is evident. An LMS writer on 'native agency' in 1 8 70 declared
that no one would question 'the importance of having a native ministry in every mission
field as soon as possible after the introduction of the Gospel by foreign missionaries'. On
these indigenous ministers 'the ordinary work of maintaining the ordinances of the
Gospel must, sooner or later, entirely devolve. The sooner missionaries can safely
commit that work to the ordinary staff of workmen, the better will they have succeeded
in their special calling.' He went on to explain, however, that 'to force a premature
development' would be unwise. 8 This reluctance to complete the handover of leadership
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to indigenous ministers became increasingly apparent in t he late l 9th century, and
perhaps reflected the attitudes held by Europeans generally as the imperialist age reached
its zenith. Devolution of power had sometimes been forced on the missionaries, as was
seen ( temporarily) in the Tahitian church of the 1 850s, for example, and in the granting
of ordination to the Samoan pastors in 1 8 75, but comprehensive voluntary concessions
were rare. A church leadership that was fully free of missionary control would eventually
be seen, but not until well into the 20th century.
It was therefore not at the national level of Pacific Protestant churches that fully
responsible indigenous ministry was found in this period. Even less could it be expected
in Pacific Catholicism. Although there was wide agreement that Pacific Islanders could
enter the priesthood (and, in principle, the episcopate) , and in some situations much
energy was expended in attempting to create an indigenous clergy, the results were
disappointing even at the lowest level of the clerical structure. A few indigenous priests
emerged, but none of them advanced up the ladder of the church hierarchy. In fact, the
Pacific priests of this period, trained like all Catholic clergy in the virtue of obedience,
were always regarded as auxiliaries and subordinates of the European missionaries.
Catholic workers performing lay ministries, such as the catechists who were so important
to the activities of the mission in most areas, were given even less authority and attained
only a low profile in the mission's perception of its work.
Although the devolution of ecclesiastical power has not been the main concern of this
book, the unequal relationship between foreign missionaries and indigenous ministers
should not be ignored. Inequality in the period of origins did not mean, however, that
indigenous ministry was destined to remain subordinate forever. The theology of the
missionaries compelled them to see people of all cultures as potential Christians and church
leaders in the fullest sense of these words (and in entrusting responsibilities to indigenous
people they were often far ahead of other Europeans in these colonial times ) . In the end, the
hesitations and doubts of the 1 9th century would be forgotten in the later attainment of
ecclesiastical autonomy or responsibility by indigenous leaders in all the churches. Even
before then, the merits of indigenous ministers of all kinds were frequently applauded,
although paternalism was usually the keynote of missionary comment. Individual church
workers were frequently referred to as brethren, colleagues, friends and even mentors of the
missionaries, but more often as helpers or auxiliaries or other words suggesting an inferior
status that was firmly under the control of the missionaries. Even when relationships were
affectionate on both sides, the superior status of the missionaries permitted them to identify
and denounce the failings of their indigenous co,workers, and this was done freely, in private
and in public. In evaluations made with varying degrees of subjectivity, Europeans praised
the Islanders' courage, initiative, skills, piety and faithfulness, but in other instances they
criticised them as lazy, ignorant, incompetent, arrogant, bossy, immoral, violent or legalistic.
The missionaries seldom questioned the inequality assumed in this right to assess their
indigenous co,workers, but accepted it as an aspect of what was in principle an interim
period in which control and supervision was still necessary.
When the missionary era passed, which was beginning to happen even in the 1 9th
century in some Protestant churches, the status of indigenous ministers would rise. It
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would be clear that their lower place in the church was temporary, belonging only to the
period of tutelage. The fact that Pacific Islanders had already taken up ministries in the
church, and in some places were practically autonomous under the nominal control of
infrequently visiting missionary superiors, enabled them to move easily into the roles
previously played by foreign missionaries. Indigenous ministers were in a sense the
representatives of the missionaries, and, behind the screen of what sometimes seemed
like permanent mission control, were potentially also their successors. When the time
eventually came, they inherited the prestige and authority of their erstwhile superiors.
The subordinate status of indigenous ministers in relation to that of the
missionaries, even in 1 900, is undeniable. This should not obscure the fact that
indigenisation of the ministry had, however, occurred. It had begun early, and had
proceeded throughout the 1 9th century. Beneath the visible missionary superstructure ,
indigenous ministry was well developed and clothed in much prestige in many places by
1 900. It would develop similarly later in places where evangelisation was just beginning
or had not yet begun by that date. The functions of indigenous ministers and their place
in church and society had developed into a pattern that was widely evident in all parts of
the region.

M i n i stry rol es
Historically, the first Christian ministry roles in which Pacific Islanders appeared were
those of teacher and evangelist. Beginning with the Tahitians who were converted by
Protestant missionaries before 1 8 20 ( and the Hawaiians converted by Catholics in the
1 820s ) , the first Christians in each society became informal instructors of their fellows,
sharing their newly acquired knowledge of Christian beliefs and worship practices and
often the skills of reading and writing. Because of this instructional role, the earliest
Protestant missions began to use the appellation 'teacher' , a usage that proved to be
remarkably long�lived and later often referred to people whose main task was not
instruction or education. The Catholic use of 'catechist' (historically, 'a teacher of
Christian doctrine' ) similarly indicated a teaching role that was later widened to include
other ministries, including primarily pastoral ones. Although teachers and catechists
were clearly subordinate to the missionaries, it is interesting that they were almost always
identified in terms of their ministries rather than simply as 'helpers' (as they were in some
missions in other parts of the world ) .
In the sense that these early instructors were not only informing people about
Christianity but were urging them to adopt it, they were also evangelists. As advocates of
religious change, evangelists played an essential role in disseminating Christianity in their
own societies, and often soon in other societies, too. They were replicating the work of their
European mentors, but different dynamics were at work. The participation of Pacific
Islanders in evangelism and other ministries was a powerful demonstration that Christianity
was not just a European religion but a valid option for other people. In the case of the
Protestantism of Tahiti and its neighbours, evangelism of this kind was first recognised by
the LMS when it 'set apart' a group of Raiateans as teachers to Rurutu in 1 82 1 . From that
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time on, Pacific Islander evangelists played an extremely prominent part in th e spread of
Christianity throughout Oceania. Pacific Catholics participated in cross,cultural evangelism
from an early date, too. For some years in each society contacted by European missionaries,
the principal indigenous ministry was pioneer evangelism. Where the evangelists were
ministering outside their own society and culture, they were missionaries (in the sense of
being trans,cultural messengers, though the word 'missionary' was usually reserved for the
Europeans who were ostensibly in control of the mission enterprise ).
As the new faith became established i n place after place , Christian groups or
congregations formed in each locality. Leadership and pastoral care was provided initially
by the messengers who had brought them the Gospel, who often stayed on and became
primarily pastors rather than evangelists. European missionaries, who were comparatively
few in number, could not be pastors in every community and the task was taken up by
Pacific Islanders, either compatriots of the local Christians or (for a while ) expatriate
missionaries from other Pacific societies. As Forman points out, this was the first
differentiated occupational role in most Pacific village societies. 9 The role of local pastor
developed from the task of teacher in Protestantism or catechist in Catholicism, and
eventually evolved into an ordained clergy (in Protestantism but not in Catholicism ) .
The most visible aspect of the pastor's role in the Pacific has always been the
leading of services of worship . Attendance at church quickly became an important
community activity on Sundays and usually on other days, too. The various missions
favoured different worship styles, but all of them looked to a single figure for leading the
prayers, hymns, chants and other liturgical acts ( including the celebration of the
sacraments if the pastor was ordained ) , reading and interpreting the Scriptures and
exhorting the congregation. Especially in Protestantism, preaching was an important
aspect of the pastor's work. The skills of Pacific preachers were often remarked on, one of
the earliest comments being that of John Williams on the Raiatean deacon Tuahine in
the 1 8 20s: his sermons were the 'most beautiful specimens of native eloquence . . . The
neatness of his style, the correctness of his language, the simplicity and beauty of his
similes, never failed to rivet the attention of his hearers' . 1 0 'Readiness of speech is
common to most Polynesians, both high and low, ' observed another missionary; they
preach 'with a propriety of language and a force of address which the missionary attempts
in vain' . 1 1 W. W. Gill pointed to the skilful way in which a preacher would avail himself
of the 'stores of illustration that lie around him' . 'A native orator cannot open his lips
save in parable, song or proverb, ' he wrote; these could include the familiar realities of
the natural environment, incidents from traditional history and 'the terse sayings of the
sages of past ages'. 1 2
Throughout the Pacific, an important dimension of Christian ministry was the role
of the pastor or catechist as teacher. Even if the level of education he had rece ived was
low, it still equipped him to introduce new ideas, information and skills. This function as
a resource person was carried out informally as part of the mission worker's daily life as a
resident in the local community, and more formally in the course of his teaching and
preaching in the church setting. Almost everywhere, too, much of his time was taken up
as a classroom teacher of reading, writing and other general subjects. In the early years of
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a mission, many of the pupils would be adults, but until the end of the century the
elementary education of children was primarily the task of the person who also led the
worship in church and gave pastoral care to the community. Only towards 1 900, except
for a few earlier cases, did this close connection between church and school begin to
disappear, and in many places government schoolteachers did not relieve church
personnel of their educational work until well into the new century. The long association
of ministry with teaching left a clear mark on the pastoral role.
Because Pacific churches often consisted of whole local communities, or nearly so,
their pastoral leaders were people of significance in a local sphere wider than that of
strictly church matters. The inseparability of the 'religious' from other dimensions of life
inevitably brought the pastor or catechist into close connection with all kinds of social,
economic and political events. His participation in or even just presence at occasions of
family or community significance was a normal expectation. Sometimes this made him a
prominent leader in local activities or enterprises, but even if he did not take bold public
initiatives in community affairs his pastoral care and authority was commonly available
to a social group perceived as wider than just 'the church'. This made him a new kind of
community leader, operating in various kinds of relationships with the existing
traditional local leaders.

Del i neati ng the pasto ral ro l e
The people offering this pastoral leadership in communities across the Pacific were given
a variety of vernacular occupational labels. Although their functions were not
determined by the names by which they were known, it is instructive to glance at the
naming patterns that developed. A widespread appellation is the word 'teacher' in its
various vernacular forms, which came to be applied to the ordained clergy in a number of
churches. Another commonly found meaning is 'one who is sent', or 'messenger'.
Alongside these words that emphasise teaching and evangelistic roles are those that refer
to the pastoral function of 'caring for' , 'looking after' and 'watching over'. There are also
churches ministered to by 'fathers' (Catholic priests ) , 'tellers of stories' and 'those set
apart'. In Samoa, the word meaning 'helper' points to the origin of Catholic catechists
there as subordinates of the missionary priests. Some communities simply transliterated
European words, so that they were served by misinare (missionaries ) , katekita ( catechists ) ,
minita (ministers ) o r patele (fathers ) . Names that would suggest a connection with the
discredited pre,Christian religion were avoided, but a rare exception was the use of
kahuna (traditional religious expert ) in Hawaiian Protestantism ( the Maori cognate of
this word, tohunga, was used by Ringatu in New Zealand, but this church was established
by Maori rather than missionaries and was consciously in greater continuity with
traditional religion than other churches ) .
The history of indigenous ministry in the Pacific is necessarily couched mainly in
male terms. It is not that women did not participate in ministry, for (with the exception
of Catholic priests, who were prohibited from marrying ) the teachers, catechists and
pastors of all missions and churches usually had wives and in fact were often required to
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be married. To a considerable extent, the wives of mission and ch urch workers were
regarded as partners in their husbands' ministries, a perception that can be dated back to
the early years of Christianity in this region. In 1 8 22, the male teachers Auna and
Matatore were described by the Christians of Huahine as 'two, handed men' because they
had good wives who would be very helpful to their husbands; all four were 'set apart' as
missionaries to the Marquesas. 1 3 All over the Pacific, women were given training along
with their husbands and were active in Christian work in the churches and villages
where they were stationed. The work they did was recognised and valued by the
missionaries, who noticed the impact of the women's informal participation in village life
and the more structured contributions they made by teaching in schools, leading
women's organisations and sometimes ( in the absence of their husbands ) conducting
worship services. The missionaries in Samoa told of the villagers who rej ected the
teacher assigned to them in favour of another who had a more accomplished wife. 14 As
models of Christian marital and family life, married couples were agents of the social
reforms that it was understood would flow from conversion to the new faith. Having a
wife to support and encourage him was an important factor in the effectiveness of a man's
ministry, and (the missions hoped ) it would help keep him faithful to the required sexual
code. Beyond this role as an adjunct to male ministry, however, a woman could not serve
as a man did. Only a tiny number of single women were appointed to leadership positions
in missions or church congregations, and this would not change until many years after
1 900. The exclusion of women from formal ministry status ( but not from church
membership or active informal ministry ) simply replicated what was usual in the
missionaries' own home churches, and this proved more powerful than any acceptance of
women as community leaders or religious specialists in traditional Pacific societies.
It is clear that ministry in the 1 9th,century Pacific churches was not confined to
the ordained. The functions of ministry were more significant than the formal
ecclesiastical status of those performing them. Ordination, nevertheless, is an important
aspect of the way ministry was organised and delivered. The issues of whether or not to
ordain, who should be ordained and how to prepare the candidates were given increasing
attention by mission and church authorities as time went on. In the early years of LMS
work, the question of ordination was not of much moment, for the background of most
LMS missionaries made them content with commissioning or 'setting apart' practices
that fell short of what more developed theologies of ordination required. 'Ordination' in
this understanding was not regarded as an indispensable qualification for pastoral
leadership. Sometimes in this mission indigenous personnel were authorised to
administer the sacraments, and there were early cases of teachers regarded as being of full
ministerial status (Auna in 1 82 8 was the first ) . Gradually, LMS practice and terminology
became more like that of other Protestant missions, which were more fully prescriptive of
the route to ordination and the meaning of ordained status. Anglican missions gave the
greatest weight to ordination as the entry to a higher level of ministry, with the
Melanesian Mission being the most insistent on the significance of the rite.
The decision to introduce ordination and the rate at which individual teachers
were ordained came at varying points in the history of each Protestant mission and island
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group. The first ordination in Wesleyan missions was in 1 847 ( in Tonga) , the first in the
ABCFM in 1 849 ( in Hawai'i) and the first in Anglican missions in 1 853 ( in New
Zealand ) . The LMS enumerated 26 'native ordained pastors' ( as well as 249 'native
teachers' ) in its Pacific fields in 1 869 . 1 5 Whether an LMS minister was 'ordained' or not
was probably still a little imprecise at this time, for another count in 1 8 70 produced a
figure of 5 1 ordained pastors and 2 5 5 teachers (so that ordained ministers were about 1 6
per cent of the total, compared with 6 per cent in LMS missions worldwide, in which a
total of 1 06 had been ordained) . By 1 880, the number of ordained LMS pastors had risen
steeply to 2 73 , a figure that of course includes the Samoans who had been ordained en
masse after 1 8 7 5 ( the ordained proportion of the total number of pastors and teachers
was now more than 46 per cent, compared with about 7 per cent in LMS missions
worldwide, where there were now 3 7 1 ordained pastors ) . 16 The number of ordained
Pacific Islands LMS ministers in 'Polynesia' had reached 3 23 by 1 895 . 1 7 In most forms of
Pacific Protestantism, the ordained ministry had become a clearly defined status in the
church by 1 900, though in some places it was conferred much more sparingly than in
others, and most churches retained a large number of pastoral workers who were not
ordained. In the Samoan LMS church, in which ordination was practically universal for
pastoral leaders, the ordained ministry was regarded as the most worthy of all vocations.
In the opinion of an observer soon after 1 900, Samoans 'seemed to think that only
ministers could serve God. They called the ministry "the work of God", and all other
work, however good and useful, was not regarded as His.' 1 8
Catholic ordination theology and practice was clearly distinct from that of the
Protestant missions, producing an ordained ministry that was in no way a development of
the large force of lay catechists. Unlike the Protestant missions, in which lay workers
could be ordained if deemed worthy, Catholic authorities saw the priesthood as an
ecclesiastical entity that was separate and essentially different from lay ministers such as
catechists. It did not evolve from existing ministries but was laboriously created among
small groups of specially selected individuals. It is immediately apparent from the
historical record that despite the widespread adoption of Catholicism in the Pacific, the
commitment of Catholic authorities to the principle of indigenous ordained ministry and
the strenuous efforts made to develop a Pacific Islands priesthood, indigenous Catholic
clergy in this region were far from numerous even in 1 900 ( and for many years
afterwards ) . Only 1 2 Pacific Islanders ( one Micronesian and 1 1 Polynesians ) were
ordained before the end of the 1 9th century, and three of these did not continue as
priests. It seems that Catholic Pacific Islanders engaged willingly in ministries such as
those available to catechists, but were not widely attracted to the kind of ministry to
which European Catholic tradition had given a particular shape in the ordained
priesthood. Analysis of Catholic attempts to create an indigenous priesthood in this
region suggests that the form of ministry seen by Catholics as necessary in the church was
not suited to Pacific conditions, in the 1 9th century at least.
The term 'lay people' meant little in LMS missions, at least until later in the
century, and even in other missions that elevated the ordained ministry more, the gap
between lay and ordained ministry was not unbridgeable. In Protestant churches, there
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was a range of opportunities for mm1stry, extend ing from pastora l l eadersh ip ( not
necessarily ordained ) right down through various offices in the congregations to the
responsibilities of ordinary membership. These 'lay' ministries were not entirely distinct
from the ministry of the designated pastoral leader, but they were often precisely defined
and hierarchically organised. They developed a life of their own as offices in the church,
perceived as lower in status than the position of pastoral leader but still highly valued
and in many cases offering chances for upwards progress in the church hierarchy. Lay
officers of this kind performed a variety of tasks, including leading or assisting in worship,
preaching, teaching, advising the pastor, pastoral visiting, the maintenance of church
buildings and equipment, and congregational decision,making and administration. They
were known as deacons, elders, local preachers, lay preachers, lay readers, class leaders
and so on. Some met together in congregational or district councils and many (beginning
with the ceremonial 'setting apart' of the first deacons on Moorea in 1 82 1 ) were inducted
into office in a formal way. They represented a potential limitation of the pastor's
authority, and did in some churches actually restrict him to a considerable extent.
Catholic communities had no such office,holding ladder by which lay people could
ascend progressively to higher positions and even to ordination. Lay catechists performed
valuable ministries, contributing more significantly to Christian work in the Pacific than
in many other parts of the Catholic world. Catechists, however, were responsible to the
mission rather than to the local church: they did not hold ecclesiastical office as such.
They were always subordinate to the missionaries who appointed and paid them, and
were seen as doing evangelistic, teaching and pastoral work as substitutes for the only
real ministers, the priests. This would change later, but in the 1 9th century catechists
were understood to be, as a modern writer puts it, 'extensions of the foreign priests and
sisters rather than as persons carrying on an apostolate of the indigenous Christians
themselves' . 19 The unsuccessful experiment with 'catechist,tertiaries' in New Caledonia
in the 1 880s and 1 890s was an unusual attempt to elevate catechists in the Catholic
religious system.
Many people taking up ministry in the Pacific were of chiefly birth or came from
backgrounds of high social status, but this was by no means universal. Ministers were
often the sons of ministers. Quantification of social origin requires the collection of
detailed data, but a study of this kind, while useful, would be difficult. Questions of
recruitment similarly await further study. Not a great deal is known about how teachers,
catechists and pastors were chosen - were they volunteers, or selected by missionaries
and other ministers, or put forward by their congregations, families or communities ?
Evidence for all of these can be found, but no comprehensive study of calling or vocation
in the Pacific ministry has been made. 20 The age of people entering ministry is another
variable: younger people were more easily socialised into the pastoral profession and
could be expected to learn more from training programmes, but in a region where age was
universally respected it was often found that the ministries of older people were more
effective. Policies and practices varied, too, with regard to whether pastoral workers
should be stationed in their own communities. It appears to have been more common for
ministry to be provided by people who would be unrestricted by the demands of close
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kinship, but in some places ministry was certainly supplied from within the local
community itself.

Th e preparati o n of men an d women fo r m i n i stry
The earliest programmes for training Pacific Islanders for ministry were in most cases
largely informal. It is true that before any miss ionary set foot in Hawai'i some young
Hawaiians attended a school set up in the US to prepare them for participation in the
evangelism of the ir homeland, and that the Melanesian Mission gave classroom training
in a foreign location to young men designated as pioneer evangelists to their home
islands in the New Hebrides and the Solomon Islands. There were a few other such cases,
but in the usual pattern the earliest local Christian workers in each group were people
who learned ministry skills by accompanying, observing and helping the missionaries,
and soon perhaps being taught by them as opportunity offered during the course of their
work together. In some cases, this 'on,the,job' training was continued for many years as
the only way of preparing people for work in the mission or church. Apprenticeship of
this kind enabled the trainees to remain in their home communities or similar traditional
settings while learning the work, although sometimes their learning occurred while they
lived with the missionaries as household workers.
In most missions there came a time when informal community,based training
evolved into more deliberate residential training programmes provided by individual
missionaries for small groups of future teachers, catechists, pastors or priests. Almost
always the decision was eventually made to supplement or replace these small and
rudimentary schools with larger centralised training facilities. The 'Institution' set up by
the LMS in Tahiti in 1 8 29 was the first Protestant example of such a centre , and the
Lano Seminary ( established in 1 84 7 ) was the first Catholic example. Many others
followed, a number of which still exist. The students would be drawn from all over the
mission's area, often coming from quite distant places, but the institution itself would use
a local vernacular and the style of living would be fairly close to what the students were
used to in their home communities. The site might be a little separate from the
surrounding communities (perhaps paralleling the semi,seclusion in which the training
of traditional religious specialists was often done ) , but would still maintain contact with
nearby villages and indeed in many ways resemble them. To support themselves and their
families, the students would spend much of their time in the familiar routines of
subsistence agriculture and fishing. This not only made the training programmes
affordable but served to keep the students in touch with the ordinary life of the people
they would be serving when their training was completed.
Only in a few cases were training facilities located in settings far from the Pacific
village milieu. The aim of removing the communities of Pacific trainees to sites outside
the Pacific proper ( examples are the Melanesian Mission's establishments in Auckland
and on Norfolk Island and the two seminaries established by the Marists in New South
Wales ) was to permit instruction and formation to proceed free of the distractions of
traditional or partly Christianised life. (A variation of this was the siting of training
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centres on Pacific Islands relatively close to th e student's own group but in a different
culture area: examples are the Gilbert Islands and Marshall Islands training schools on
Kosrae. ) The extreme form of this method was the sending of individuals to foreign
countries to study with people of other cultures, usually in order to take advantage of
facilities that were unavailable in their homelands. Some Polynesians, Melanesians and
Micronesians attended the LMS training centre in Samoa, and a number of Catholic
Pacific Islanders were sent to Europe, and in one case to the Philippines, for formation as
priests (though only three proceeded as far as ordination) . The extraction of students
from their home backgrounds was not commonly practised, however, and the most usual
pattern was attendance at a residential training centre located within the boundaries of
the student's own cultural area. The training experience was thus normally situated at a
point intermediate between local community,based programmes and those completely
divorced from the student's own cultural background.
The training centres for teachers, pastors and catechists provided a mix of general
education, theological instruction, pastoral training and spiritual formation, in varying
proportions. Commonly, they provided teaching in Scripture, doctrine, ministry skills
such as evangelism, preaching and schoolteaching ( with opportunities for practising
them) , general subj ects ( including reading, writing, arithmetic, geography and history )
and sometimes manual skills such as carpentry for men and sewing for women. In
curriculum, educational method and general approach, most of the Protestant schools
drew from the new model emerging in early 1 9th,century Britain and elsewhere, in
which book, learning was combined with practical activity. Teaching styles were
European in origin, but were often (perhaps unconsciously) modified by the missionaries'
experience of Pacific cultures, and probably too by the addition late in the century of
Pacific Island tutors to the staff of many of the schools. Catholic schools for catechists
were not too different from their Protestant counterparts, though influenced by the
French or German rather than British or American backgrounds of their teaching staff.
The formation centres for priests were modelled on the distinctive semi,monastic ethos
of 1 9th,century European seminaries, and tried to replicate their obj ectives even though
the students were not members of religious orders (only two Pacific priests became
Marists in this period ) . The most successful of the Pacific seminaries, Lano, was not too
far removed from its cultural surroundings on Wallis, but the Catholic tradition of
formation demanded that its students were extracted, symbolically at least, from the
community until they were ordained. Thereafter, it has been aptly noted, a priest needed
to maintain 'the psychological capacity to live as a stranger in his own land'. 2 1
Lano did depart from the European model b y teaching a t an educational level
appropriate for 1 9th,century Polynesians, although the formation programme was still
lengthy. In the Protestant schools, too, the teaching was set at a level attainable by
students emerging from the elementary education facilities available at the time, but this
also reflected the missions' belief that leadership skills and Christian character were j ust
as important for effective ministry as academic achievement. Here and there an
individual missionary educator aimed for a higher level ( Moulton in Tonga is an
example ) , and some training centres, especially Malua in Samoa, consistently reached
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higher standards. Quite apart from their contribution to the life of the churches by
preparing their pastoral leadership, the training centres supplied the highest form of
education available in the Pacific until the 1 920s. They were the first providers of post,
primary education and throughout the period were the principal such providers.

Ch ri stian m i n i stry i n Pacific soci ety
In the Christian societies that soon emerged throughout the Pacific, those exercising
ministries in the church were almost always held in considerable regard by the
community. Very often the status they were given dated back to the first arrival of
indigenous Gospel messengers, who were associated with attractive innovations and
powerful visitors from the outside world. They had obvious links with the prestigious
foreign missionaries who brought them and continued to communicate with them, and
also with the chiefs who in most cases made the decision to admit them and often then
sponsored their work. Some early workers married into chiefly families. Some were chiefs
themselves. As time went on, a relationship between ministers and chiefs was worked
out in each society. Throughout the region, the distinction between 'religious' and
'secular' , introduced from Europe but foreign to Pacific thinking, was difficult to
maintain, as the early LMS in Tahiti was the first to discover. This was a recurring
problem for missions as they struggled to curb ministers who extended their authority
into society, and restrain chiefs and 'big men' who extended their authority into the
church. The new religious leaders were soon enmeshed in the close relationship between
secular power and religious sanction. Depending on varying traditional patterns and on
the historical circumstances of each contact experience, the new religious specialists
found themselves in a range of situations: they either overshadowed the existing holders
of power, were regarded as distinct from them but comparable in authority, or were
subj ected to chiefly control. Whatever their position in respect to the chiefs, however,
indigenous pastoral workers everywhere derived much status from their functions and
offices in the spiritually powerful institution they presided over in each place. In this
situation, it was not always easy to prevent the leadership dimension in pastoral ministry
from expanding into an authoritarian control of congregational and village affairs. It was
not impossible for humble 'servants' to become oppressive masters.
Status and power did not necessarily mean wealth. Teachers, catechists, pastors and
other pastoral workers were either paid by their missions, maintained by their
congregations or self supported. In many cases, their support was a combination of all
three of these. Few missions paid more than a small amount. It was common for local
communities to provide housing and gardening land, and often to make food or other
material contributions as well. Some gave monetary gifts or even paid salaries. Often this
local support was required by the mission as part of a missiological commitment to the
principle that Christian communities should be self,supporting. The patterns of giving
that developed helped to integrate the ministry as an institution into local social and
economic life. In the Samoan and some other LMS churches, the local giving was on
such a scale that pastors did not need to supplement their income by gardening or
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fishing, but almost everywhere else it was accepted that considerable selr support of that
kind would be necessary. Subsistence work exposed the pastor to the risk of neglecting
his ministry, but it also served to keep him within the rhythms of village life and in
contact with his flock.

Ch ri stian m i n i stry i n re l ati o n to trad iti onal re l i gi o u s practice
Christian ministry was clearly an innovation in the Pacific. There had been no
evangelists, preachers or pastors in traditional times. When these roles were introduced,
however, it was only to be expected that they would be shaped to a considerable extent by
the social and cultural environment within which they developed. One possibility is that
the new religious roles simply replaced those that already existed. It might be thought that
the new Christian religious specialists took over from traditional mediums, priests and
sacred men and filled the niche those practitioners had long occupied in the societies of
the region. When Christianity was accepted it was the incompatibility of the traditional
and the new religious leadership roles that was most apparent: missionaries regarded
mediums and priests as the epitome of heathenism, and traditional specialists often
furiously obstructed the progress of the new religion ( though some quickly embraced it
and even became valued mission workers themselves ) . In most societies the traditional
roles were almost entirely edged out of the new mainstream religious patterns, though
they often persisted, much changed and diminished, as illicit alternative forms of religious
practice. Christian teachers, catechists and pastors were now the main keepers of the door
to the world of the supernatural and the divine. Perhaps, however, the ancient traditions
of religious practice were not just obliterated or marginalised in the shadowy remnants of
the old religion but were perpetuated in the new institutions of Christian ministry.
To a large extent, the new religious roles did fill the gap left by the discredited
practitioners of traditional religion, but while Christian innovations by no means swept
away the beliefs, values and practices of centuries, they were still potent additions to
what already existed. It is better therefore to see Pacific Christianity and its leadership
roles as an amalgam of old and new, a powerful new mix in which the indigenous was
amplified and enlarged by the imported. What emerged was no longer traditional, but it
was not entirely new either. Novelty was more manifest than continuity in the early
years of the new Pacific religion, but it is more evident now that Christian religious
leadership, like many other institutions in contemporary Oceania, was in some ways an
adaptation rather than a complete replacement of the equivalent part of pre,Christian
culture. Yet the resultant new phenomenon was not merely ancient culture in new
Christian garb. The Christian ministry in the Pacific, while incorporating elements from
Oceanic and European culture, is not an illegitimate syncretism. 22 Its Pacific ingredients
have not usually produced a form of ministry that is distorted and invalid in Christian
terms. Like the indigenous Christianity of which it is a part, Pacific ministry is a synthesis
of two traditions, successfully expressing much of the spirit of authentic ministry as it has
been preserved down through the long and complex history of the church since the time
of the apostles, but doing so in terms that are meaningful in Pacific culture.
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As antecedents of the indigenous Christian ministry as it developed in the Pacific
Islands, neither pre,Christian tradition nor missionary policies and models can be
dismissed. Both influenced the emerging institution enormously, though what resulted
was a Christian ministry presented in culturally determined ways rather than a clothing
of traditional roles in new Christian dress. The impact of Western innovations is less
likely to be underestimated than the pervasive but less visible influence of Pacific
tradition, but the strength of the missionary source of the new ideas and practices should
be noted: the Christian traditions of ministry were conveyed by influential European role
models, introduced into indigenous church patterns by means of mission practices and
policies carried out over many years, and systematically instilled in individuals who were
participating in ministry training programmes. It is worth emphasising, too, that for a
great many island societies, the new Christian model was first carried not by European
missionaries but by teachers and catechists who were themselves Pacific Islanders and
who therefore had already begun the process of translating the new concepts of ministry
into Oceanic terms.
Continuity between traditional and Christian religious practitioners is evident first
and foremost in their common role as intermediaries between humans and the
supernatural realm. This function was essential to the identity of the mediums who were
found in almost every Pacific society and practitioners whose work displayed priestly
characteristics were links between communities and their gods, too. The role of
intermediary was accepted easily by the Christian priests of Catholicism ( and
Melanesian Anglicanism ) , but even in Protestant missions that expressly denied the
priestly character of ministry, the Pacific teacher, catechist or pastor was commonly seen
as an essential primary point of contact between Christians and the divine. Simply by
leading the prayers and worship of the faithful and proclaiming and interpreting the
divine will, ministers exposed themselves to a perception of their position as being closer
to God than ordinary people. Protestant missionaries resisted the notion that ministers
were personally sacred or had privileged access to spiritual power, but the idea appears to
have been widely held. The suspicion of clericalism that was found in many of the home
churches of the missionaries did not take root in Pacific soil. The spiritually prestigious
position occupied by the missionaries reinforced the special character of the indigenous
ministers who were potentially their successors. Before long, Pacific ministers of all kinds
were seen by the people as in a special sense representatives of God, clothed with a
certain sacred aura. In this they were heirs of the Pacific cultural tradition.
When conveying the message of God to their flocks, preachers and pastors were
building on the traditional foundations laid by the 'mouthpieces of the gods' in pre ,
Christian times. They were readily perceived as prophets, speaking with the authority of
God Himself. The Protestant emphasis on preaching, and on the inspiration of the Holy
Spirit (though ecstatic possession in the traditional style was usually disclaimed and did
not become a normal occurrence ) , reinforced this. There was no precedent for
evangelistic proclamation and the role of preacher was new, but preaching quickly
became an indigenous art form in cultures with a high regard for oratorical excellence.
Often, however, the prophetic task of questioning and challenging was overshadowed by
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the more priestly role of conserving and cooperating. Like th eir predecessors in
traditional religion, the new practitioners were men of knowledge - many kinds of
knowledge, but pre,eminently sacred information and ritual expertise. Although they
reinterpreted the new scriptural and doctrinal learning more often than has been
acknowledged by today's advocates of 'Pacific theology', the indigenisation of theology
was still ostensibly under the control of the missionaries and the task of indigenous
ministers was to convey the traditional message rather than to develop it. The training of
ministers was more formal than that of religious specialists in pre,Christian times, and it
was based on written rather than oral knowledge, but they inherited the respect
traditionally given to the guardians of sacred lore and ritual. Sometimes they had
expertise in traditional as well as scriptural knowledge: a number of them were valued
ethnographical informants.
The close connection between 'religious' and 'secular' authority proved to be very
durable in the Pacific, even after the introduction of Western distinctions in this regard.
The status and power commonly possessed by church leaders in the Christian era was
partly a legacy of the position of religious specialists in traditional societies, but the new
religious leaders often also inherited some of the sacred authority that was an element in
the power of chiefs and 'big men' until it was diminished by the advent of Christianity.
Clearly, the giving of gifts for the material support of teachers and pastors had strong
precedents in the widespread willingness in former times to contribute to those who were
specialists in the dealings of the community with the supernatural. In the Christian era,
it was thought to be entirely proper to ensure the wellbeing of the community by making
material offerings to those primarily responsible for relations with the divine.
Well,developed patterns of pastoral care in Christian times owed little to any
traditional religious role. Perhaps, however, to the extent that chiefs and 'big men' were
seen as exercising their power to promote the welfare of the community, ministers were
inheriting a role of benevolent guardianship from those in positions of spiritually
endowed ascendancy. Christian pastoral workers prayed for the sick and gave them
advice and support, but apart from sometimes dispensing medicines ( an important part of
European missionary work) , they did not usually take up the role of healer. The diagnosis
and curing of illness had very often been part of pre,Christian religious practice. Now it
frequently retained an association with the remnant of traditional specialists, who were
frowned on by the European missionaries and the exponents of Western scientific
medicine. Sometimes it was linked, too , with the activities of sorcerers, a category of
traditional specialists who left no legacy to the ministers of the new religion. As a
malevolent activity and a challenge to the omnipotence of God, sorcery was of course
regarded entirely negatively, and the connection of traditional medicine with spirits gave
it negative connotations, too . Pastoral care that avoided such associations, however,
could be seen as an expression of God's love and concern for His people and also of the
pastor's own commitment to the wellbeing of the community of which he was part.
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I nto th e futu re
After 1 900, various forms of Christian ministry were gradually introduced to the
remaining unevangelised parts of the Pacific. New Christian communities grew in places
such as the western Solomon Islands, the western part of Micronesia and the vast
Highlands areas of inland New Guinea. In general, ministry in these new places took on
a shape similar to that already seen in the islands evangelised in the 1 9th century. Some
new patterns developed, however - two examples being the unclerical ministry of New
Guinea Lutheranism and the charismatic leadership of the Pentecostal and many other
new churches that made their appearance in the region after the middle of the new
century. The historic mainline churches founded in the 1 9th century retained their
dominant position, but as the next century came to a close their preponderance in
Pacific Christianity was increasingly being challenged by new churches and by the spread
of Mormonism. 23
Women continued to play an important part in lay ministries of many kinds and
took up office in increasing numbers as elders, deacons, lay preachers and so on ( roles
that in the 1 9th century were wholly or largely male) . In recent years, indigenous women
have been included in the Protestant churches' acceptance of women as ordained
ministers, although some churches still exclude women from ordination on principle or
in practice.
Ordination became the normal ecclesiastical status for pastors in Protestantism,
although some churches ( including the Fij i Methodist Church and the Anglican Church
of Papua New Guinea) retained a dependence on the historic category of lay pastoral
worker for the conduct of a large part of their work. The number of ordinations in the
Catholic Church increased, too, but only slowly until the 1 960s. Even then there were
not enough indigenous priests to replace the foreign missionaries in the traditional
priest,centred parish model - a model that had been expected to persist. Lay catechists
(nearly 7 ,000 in today's Pacific Islands ) continued to play an important part in the
Catholic pastoral system, and, since Vatican 11, more consideration has been given to the
meaning of their work: increasingly, they have been seen not as j ust the helpers of the
priests but as people exercising a distinctive special ministry. 24 The re,evaluation and
ecclesiological upgrading of the lay ministry of catechists gave more recognition to the
work they had long been doing, not least in the Pacific. Sometimes catechists have been
given the right to preside at eucharistic communion services, the elements having been
previously consecrated by a priest. The restoration by Vatican II of the permanent
diaconate offered another option. Some parts of the Pacific Catholic Church ( including
the Caroline, Mariana and Marshall Islands, Papua New Guinea and French Polynesia)
took up this opportunity, training and ordaining married men for ministry in their local
communities. They would not be deacons in the long,understood sense of candidates on
the way to full priesthood, but ordained pastoral leaders who administered baptism and
the eucharistic communion (but did not celebrate mass ) . This was more clearly an
ecclesiastical office than any temporary appointment as a catechist. 25 At the level of
national and regional church leadership, the assumption of responsibility by Pacific
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Islanders in Protestant churches was paralleled in Cath olicism ( less completely as yet ) by
the instalment of indigenous b ishops, the first being the Marist priest Pio Taofinu'u of
Samoa in 1 968 ( in 1 973 , he became the first cardinal of Pacific ancestry).
The training o f ministers underwent little change until after World War II, and
even now the patterns are not fundamentally dissimilar to those of the 1 9th century.
Educational standards have risen greatly, however, at local and national level, and there
now exists a higher level of theological education available at regional institutions
founded in the 1 960s and 1 9 70s. Many ministers have received further theological
education, up to and including doctoral level, at institutions in other parts of the world.
In the Pacific itself, the teachers in theological schools are now mostly indigenous,
although less so in Catholic than in Protestant institutions.
The Pacific churches' long tradition of missionary service became less important in
the early decades of the 20th century, although there were still many people exercising
this ministry even in the postwar period. Some churches have sent missionaries to
Africa, the Caribbean and even to the former 'sending countries' such as the United
Kingdom. Another arena for service developed with the enormous postwar migration
from a number of Pacific Islands to the US, Australia and New Zealand, where Pacific
residents have planted the churches and ministries they knew at home.
The principal sphere of ministry as exercised by Pacific Islanders, however,
continues to be the local congregations of Christians in villages, towns and cities in
Oceania itself. Some ministers have been active in national politics, especially in
Melanesia when colonialism was ending and in the years since then, but the
characteristic role of the people whose collective early history is told in this book is still
as pastor of a local Christian community. Despite the many significant ecclesiological
differences between the various missions of the 1 9th century, a discernible Pacific
regional pattern has developed and still exists. This is only to be expected when the
ministry is viewed not j ust as an innovation brought by 1 9th,century foreigners but
rather as the Pacific adaptation of a religious institution compatible with traditional
cultural patterns. Although Pacific cultures were influenced tremendously by the advent
of Christianity, and the ministry was an institution dating right back to the first,century
beginnings of the Christian religion, Pacific churches and their ministry have been
shaped to a remarkable extent by the social and cultural environment in which
Christianity has flourished since its introduction. A compelling question for today's
Pacific Christians is how to maintain authentic Christian ministry and a genuinely
Pacific way in a rapidly secularising and globalising world.
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He ighway, W ill iam, 1 43

Isle of P ines, 232-3 , 242, 243

Hermon, 5 7

l t io, 7 1

Hokianga, 1 60, 1 7 1 , 1 7 3 , 1 7 7 , 1 78
Honol i ' i , John, 1 8 1 -2 , 1 83

Jalu it, 2 1 8, 220

Honolulu, 1 85 , 1 86, 1 89, 2 1 2

Jamond, Jean-Baptiste, 281

Hopu, T homas, 1 8 1 -2

Jaussen, B ishop, 53, 54

Howe, Will iam, 4 7

Jemes, 245

Huah ine , 38, 4 1 , 4 7, 5 6 , 79

Jerem iah (of Marshall Is. ) , 2 1 9-20, 22 1

Huata, Hem i , 1 73

Joe (of Erromanga) , 2 5 6

Huata, Tam i hana, 1 7 2 , 1 73

Jokea, 3 0 1

Hukatere, Hare, 1 7 2

Jona (of Cook Is. ) , 2 5 8

Hunt, Ar ch ibal d, 2 9 7

Jones, J o hn, 23 8-40

Hunt, John, 1 33-4

Josaia/Josiah (of Loyalty Is. ) , 294, 296

Hy de , C harles, 1 89

Josefa (of Vanuatu ) , 2 5 3

lapesa, 1 98

Josep h (of Marshall Is. ) , 2 20

Josep h (of Loyalty Is. ) , 243
i cono clasm, 2 5 , 38, 63 , 203 , 2 1 1 , 284

Jouny, P ierre, 1 1 2 , 1 2 1 , 1 23

lerem ia, 202

Jowett, W ill iam, 1 6 1

Ifira, 2 5 6

Judah, 263

In dians ( in F ij i ) , 1 3 8

Ju dd, Gerr it, 1 83

in digen isat ion of chur ch leadership: in P acifi c
generally, 3 1 2- 1 5 ; in Cook Is. , 74-7 5 ; in

Kaaha, S. Kamakah ik i , 226

F ij i, 1 45-7; in French P olynesia, 50, 60, 6 1 ;

Kaaial i i , Mary, 2 1 8

in Loyalty Is. , 239-40; i n Marshall Is. , 2 20;

Kaaikaula, Ber ita an d Debora, 1 85 , 2 1 7 , 226

in New Guinea, 3 1 0- 1 1 ; in New Zealan d,

Kaauwai, Will iam, 1 86

1 63-4, 1 68, 1 7 1 , 1 76; in N iue , 1 94 ; in

Kabadi, 295

P o hnpe i , 2 2 7-8; in Samoa, 92-956; in

Kadavu , 1 30, 1 43-4

Tonga, 1 06 , 1 08-9; in Vanuatu, 2 5 5 , 266,

Kaelemakule , J . W. , 2 1 8

268-9, 2 7 1 , 280

Kafiar, P e trus, 292

in digenisat ion of m in istry, pol i cies for: Cathol i c,

Kahelemauna, Simeon, 2 1 8

34, 5 2 , 5 3 , 1 1 6, 1 70, 1 86, 307, 3 1 2 , 3 1 4,

Kah ikona, 1 8 1 -2

3 1 9; Protestant, 34, 44, 45 , 47, 66, 73-74,

Kaiasi, 2 5 7

8 5 , 1 06, 1 92-3 , 228, 2 5 1 , 2 5 3 , 270- 1 , 298,
3 1 2- 1 3 , 3 1 5 .

See also 'native agen cy';

or dinat ion, Cat hol i c

In donesia: ministry train ing in, 292; m issionar ies
from, 29 1 -2

Kainuku , 7 2 , 7 7
Kaipara, 1 69
Kaitaia, 1 53 , 1 55
Kalsong, 263
Kamasite ia, 266-7

lngl i� John, 250, 2 5 2-5 , 263 , 264, 26� 268

Kanoa, J . W. an d Kaholo, 209, 224

loane (of Funafuti ) , 206

Kanoaro, Moses, 2 1 2

Ioane ( m issionary on Nanumaga) , 202, 203

Kanu i , Mar ie-Josep h, 1 85

loane ( m issionary on Nukulaelae ) , 2 0 1

Kanu i , Will iam, 1 8 1

loane ( m issionary o n Vaitupu) , 204, 205

Kapao, 67
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Island M in isters

Kapiti Coast, 1 5 1 , 1 65 , 1 66-7
Kapu, W.B . , 2 1 0
Karlo, 308

labour trade, Pacific ls. teachers and ministers
formerly i nvolve d i n, 2 1 5 , 2 5 9 , 2 7 7 , 28 1 ,
289, 309- 1 0

Karora, 5 2

Lahai nalu na, 1 83 , 1 84 , 1 89

Kata, Dav i d, 1 06

Lakeba, 1 2 8, 1 30, 1 34, 1 3 6 , 1 3 7 , 1 3 8

Katuke, 7 1

Lalolag i , 83 , 249

Kauata, K it io ne , 1 40

Lamata, Savel io, 1 1 2 , 1 24

Kaulamatua, Mosese and Karol i ni, 1 30

Lamaze , Jean-Armand, 8 7 , 90, 1 1 0, 1 1 1- 1 2 ,

Kaure, Mote, 2 1 3
Kauwealoha, Samuel and Kaaiwah ia, 59, 1 84,
1 85

1 2 1 , 1 23
Lamb, Robert, 263
Lamelo n, H iram, 2 20

Kavauvea, Lolesio, 1 1 2 , 1 2 2-3

Langham, Fre der i ck, 1 45-6

Kaver ir i, 249

Langi, Elias, 1 06

Kawepo, Re nata, 1 53 , 1 56

Langi, Uesili, 1 28-9 , 1 3 2

Kaw hia, 1 5 3

Lani i ng, 2 20

Kaw hia, Raniera, 1 67-8

Lano, 89-90, 1 1 7-26

Ke duka, 2 24

Lasalo, 233

Kefwas, 225

Lase , Timo ci, 302

Kekela, James and Naomi, 59, 1 84, 1 85

Latter-day Sai nts, Chur ch of Jesus Chr ist of, 60,

Kele tao na, Sam, 1 1 5

1 00, 1 7 7, 1 86

Kereopa, 1 5 4

Latu, Selemaia, 1 28

Kerepu nu, 301

Latu, Sio ne, 1 06, 1 1 2

Kete ca, Joel i, 1 29, 1 3 2

Latuselu, P e nisimani, 8 1 , 1 06

Kevor i, 299-300, 3 0 1

Laumahi na, 1 92

Keysser, C hr istian, 309

Laval , Louis, 5 4

K ie nga, J eremaia, 1 3 2

Lawes, Frank, 1 93-4

K iharoa, Hakaraia, 1 65

Lawes, W ill iam, 1 9 1-4 , 293 , 296-300

K i ng, Joseph, 34, 43

Lawre nce , W.N . , 7 5

K i nta, ltaaka, 2 1 4

Lawr ie, James, 2 5 5

K ir ibat i : P oly nesian m issio nar ies to, 209- 1 2 ;

Lawry, Walter, 1 3 2 , 1 55 , 1 62

m i nistry i n, 209- 1 6; m issionar ies from, 2 1 4.

See also

names of i ndiv i dual islands

K ir isome, 202 , 205 , 206, 2 1 1

lay m i nistr ies, 3 1 , 33-34, 1 03 , 309, 3 1 9-20.

also

cate ch ists; class leaders; deaco ns,

P rotestant; lay readers; lo cal preachers

K issl i ng, George and Margaret, 1 62 , 1 66

lay readers, 1 7 2

Koaeloa, Helio, 1 86

Lea, 1 9 7

Kohere, Reweti, 1 74

leadership, i ndige nisat io n of.

Kohimarama, 2 7 1 -2 , 283

of leadership

See

i ndige nisation

Kolope lu, 1 1 0, 1 1 7, 1 1 8, 1 1 9

Lee nhar dt, Maur i ce , 239, 245-6

Ko nlellu, 22 5

Leewar d Islands, 39, 54, 56, 59, 6 1 , 62.

Korako, Hoani Wetere, 1 5 3

Borabora, Huahi ne, Raiatea, Tahaa

Kore h i , Hohepa, 1 5 1

Leggoe, J o h n, 1 46

Kosrae , 2 1 2- 1 3 , 2 1 4, 2 1 9-20, 223-5

Le iataua, 83

Kowar i, 253

Le igh, Joh n (Hoani Ri Tutu ) , 1 69

Krause , Er nest, 4 7 , 7 4

Lele i, P e ni, 3 04

Kul i, Jone , 305-6
Kusaie .

See Kosrae

See

Lelepa, 249
Lemuelu, 1 98

Kwalges, Simon, 2 7 8

Leo, 1 1 6

Kwato, 2 9 4 , 2 9 7 , 3 0 1

Leopold, 24 3
Lepua, 88
Leray, Joseph, 2 1 5- 1 6
L iebe nzell M issio n, 23 1

See also
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Ma horou, 5 8

Lifu, 233-45
L ikiak Sa, 2 24-5

Maia na, 2 1 3 , 2 1 4

Likumoakaaka, Petelo, 1 22-4

Maiao, 48

Limbrock, Eberhard, 308

Ma igret, Lou is, 1 86

L i nd, William, 50

Majuro, 2 1 7 , 2 1 8, 2 1 9

L i ndsay, William, 1 44

Maka (Cook Is. missio nary to New Gui nea) , 295

L i no, 308

Maka (Cook Is. missio nary to Loyalty Is. a nd

litera cy, 39, 64, 8 1 , 1 50, 1 5 2, 1 56 , 1 83 , 3 1 5
lo cal prea chers (Metho dist ) ; i n Fij i, 1 3 1 , 1 34 ; i n

Tokelau ) , 1 9 7-8 , 233
Maka, Robert (Hawai ian missio nary ) , 209- 1 0

New Gui nea, 303-4; i n New Zealand, 1 5 5 ,

Maki n, 2 1 3 , 2 1 4

1 74; i n Samoa, 86, 1 00; i n To nga, 1 03 , 1 06

Makura, 2 5 8

Logan, Rober� 22� 23 1

Malaita, 2 8 5 , 288, 289

Lomai , 2 5 7 , 259

Malekula, 2 5 7 , 259, 262, 263 , 2 8 1

Lombu, Alfre d, 28 7

Malivao, Kasiano, 1 22-3

Lo ndo n M issio nary So ciety (LMS): in P a cifi c

Malo, 2 5 7 , 264

Isla nds ge nerally, 34, 3 1 3 , 3 1 8- 1 9 ; i n Cook

Malo, Dav i d, 1 84

Is., 62-7 7 ; i n Fij i, 1 2 8; in Kiribati , 2 1 0- 1 2 ,

Maloelap, 220

2 1 4- 1 5 ; i n New Cale do nia a nd Loyalty Is.,

Malua: traini ng of Samoa ns, 84-8 5 , 9 5 ; trai ni ng

23 2-40; in New Gu i nea, 292-30 1 ; in N iue ,

of other P a cifi c Isla nders, 1 90, 1 9 2 , 1 93 ,

1 90-5 ; in Samoa, 78-8 5 , 9 1 - 1 0 1 ; i n Tahiti,
Leeward Is., Austral Is., Tuamotu Is.,

1 9 7 , 1 98 , 20 1 , 206, 2 1 4, 23 7 , 2 5 5
Malvern, J o h n, 1 3 4

Marquesas Is., 3 7 , 39-5 1 , 54, 5 6 , 5 9 ; i n

Mamae, 7 1 , 7 2

Tokelau, 1 96-9; i n Tonga, 1 02 ; i n Tuvalu,

Mamafa i noa, Mosese , 1 3 2 , 1 3 9

201-7; in Vanuatu, 248-5 1

Mamoe, 1 00

Love tt, Ri chard, 34

Ma na ( of Erromanga) , 25 5-6

Loyalty Islands: P oly nesia n m issio naries to, 1 56,
232-7 ; m i nistry i n, 233-44; missio naries
from, 238, 244-6, 258, 292-7 .
Mare, Uvea

See also L ifu,

Mana'aima, 294
Ma nassa (of P o h npe i ) , 228, 23 1
Ma nekalea, Marsde n, 285
Mangaia, 6 2 , 63 , 64, 6 7 , 68, 70, 7 1 , 7 5-76

Lufilufi, 86

Mangareva , 5 1 , 53

Luka, 68

Mani hiki, 65 , 68

Luku no ch, 230

Manoa, Samuela, 1 00

Lutelu ( of Tuvalu ) , 206

Mano no, 80, 83 , 86

Luteru ( of Samoa) , 295

M a nsi nam, 2 9 1

Luthera nism i n New Gui nea, 308-9

Manu'a, 80

Lyth, Ri chard, 86, 1 3 2 , 1 3 4-5

M a nukau, 1 53-4, 1 69
M a nukoa , 2 5 8

Macdo nald, Da niel, 2 5 6
Macfarlane , Samue l, 2 3 4 , 23 7-9, 293 , 296,
298-9

Manuvale, Alofosio, 1 2 1
Maofa nga, 1 09- 1 1

See French P oly nesia
See New Zeala nd

Ma'o hi.

Mackenzie, J ames, 262

Maori.

Macke nz ie , John W. , 256

Marake i, 2 1 3

Maea'era, 308

Marama, 67

Maewo, 2 74, 2 7 7 , 28 1 , 309

Marau, Cleme nt, 274, 2 78, 284, 287

Mafala, 1 9 7

Mare, 1 56, 233-45

Mafi, Zerubbabel, 1 3 8-9

Maretu ( t he elder) a nd Ta nuke, 64-65 , 66, 7 1 ,

Mahame ne, 40
Maheanui, 49, 5 7
Mahia.

See East Coast

Mahi h ila, Daniel, 209

7 2 , 73
Maretu ( t he you nger), 72
Mariana Islands, 22 2-3
Marists: in Fij i , 1 3 7-8 ; in New Cale do nia a nd
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Loyalty ls.,

233 , 240-4; in New Guinea,

306, 308; in New Zealand, 1 50, 1 5 5 , 1 7 0- 1 ;
i n Samoa, 83 , 86-90, 9 7 ; i n Solomon Is. ,

301-6; in New Zealand, 1 49-63 , 1 69-79; in
Samoa, 80-8 1 , 82, 85-86, 9 1 -92 , 96, 97-98,
1 00- 1 ; i n To nga, 1 02-9, 1 1 2- 1 3

283 , 289; in Tokelau, 1 96-7 ; in To nga,

Me tuaaro, 5 7

1 09- 1 2 ; i n Vanuatu, 28 1 ; i n Wallis and

Mex i can cate ch ists, 2 2 2

Fu tuna, 1 1 5-26

M i chelse n, Oscar, 264

Mark, Harry, 309

Mili, 2 1 8 , 2 1 9, 2 20

Marlboroug h, 1 7 3 , 1 74

Milne , Pe ter, 2 5 7 , 258, 259, 262, 264, 266

Marquesas Islands, 40, 4 1 , 5 2 , 59, 1 84

m i nisters, discipl i ni ng of, 43 , 68, 7 1 , 72, 74, 80,

Marsde n, Samuel, 1 5 7-8

85 , 90, 1 06, 1 20, 1 43 , 1 5 4-5 , 1 59, 1 9 7-8 ,

Marsh, Will iam, 1 53

205 , 2 1 3 , 234, 250, 2 7 7 , 2 7 9 , 2 8 7 , 288

Marshall Islands: Hawai ian m issio nar ies to,
2 1 7- 1 8; m i nistry i n, 2 1 7-2 1 .
of i ndiv i dual islands

See also

names

Mar t i n, Sir W ill iam and Lady Mary, 1 5 5
Mary, So ciety of.

See Mar ists

Matahau , 1 5 1 , 1 66
Mataika, 294

m i nisters, dress of, 88, 99, 1 08 , 13 7, 1 4 1 , 1 98,
2 1 0, 2 1 2
m i nisters, i n per cep t io n of fore ign m issio nar ies,
59-60 , 63-64 , 96, 1 4 2 , 1 5 2 , 1 54-5 , 1 88 ,
2 1 2 , 236, 2 5 1 , 263 , 297 , 303 , 306, 3 1 4
m i nisters, i n relat ion to tradi t io nal rel ig ious and
heal i ng pract i ce , 59, 76, 1 4 2 , 1 5 7-60, 1 68,

Mataio (Cook Is. m issio nary i n New Cale do nia) ,
6 7 , 232

1 7 9 , 1 85 , 1 92 , 20 1 , 235 , 2 6 1 , 288, 289, 3 1 1 ,
3 24-6

Ma taio (Cook Is. m issio nary i n New Gu i nea) ,
296

m i nisters, mater ial suppor t of, 43 , 5 7-5 8, 7 3 ,
99- 1 00, 1 07 , 1 09 , 1 3 5-6, 1 3 7-8, 1 4 1 , 1 60,

Mataisuva, 1 3 5 , 1 43

1 68-9, 1 70, 1 75 , 1 9 1 , 1 95 , 1 99, 205-6, 2 1 1 ,

Matai taufa, 5 6

2 1 4, 22 1 , 236, 239, 2 5 2 , 26 1 -2, 2 7 8, 285,

Matangi, Simo n P e ter, 1 53
Mataso, 258

288, 297, 30 1 , 304, 3 0 7 , 3 23-4, 3 2 6
m i nisters, Pacifi c Islands names for, 48, 5 2 , 7 0 ,

Matatia (of Rarotonga) , 70, 80

79, 8 6 , 9 0 , 9 1 , 1 05 , 1 06, 1 09, 1 22 , 1 36 , 1 3 7 ,

Matatia (of Samoa) , 20 1 , 205

1 3 9, 1 5 2 , 1 68, 1 84 , 1 85 , 1 87 , 1 94 , 1 98, 202,

Matatore, 40, 3 1 8

2 1 4, 22 1 , 239, 245 , 304, 306, 3 1 7

Mate i naniu, Josua, 1 30-1 , 1 3 2
Mate nga, He mi, 1 76

m i nisters, par t i cipat ion i n chur ch structures, 5 5 ,
94-9 5 , 1 09 , 1 33 , 1 4 5-7 , 1 60, 1 68, 1 7 5-7 ,
1 88, 268-9

Mat haia, 245
Mat t hew (of Marshall Is. ) , 2 1 9, 2 20
Mat t hews, Joseph, 1 5 5 , 1 63 , 1 64

mi nisters, relat io ns w i t h chiefs and 'b ig men',
44, 49, 63 , 76, 86, 92, 9 7 , 99, 1 07 , 1 3 6, 1 4 1 ,
1 43 , 1 46, 1 47 , 1 56 , 204, 323

Matuku, 1 42

mi nisters, relat ions with colo nial au thor i t ies:

Matul i no, 1 97
Maugateau, Sosefo, 1 1 2 , 1 2 2-3

Cook Islands, 7 7 ; French P oly nesia, 49, 5 6 ,

Mau hara, He nry, 1 65

58; K ir ibat i, 2 1 4; Loyal ty Is. , 239-40;

Maui, 1 83 , 1 86, 1 89

Marshall Is., 2 2 1 ; Nauru, 2 1 6; New
Cale do nia, 24 1 ; P o h npe i, 229; Tuvalu, 207

Mauke, 6 2 , 63 , 7 1
Mau nsell, Rober t, 1 68
me diums, tradi t io nal.
tradi t io nal

See rel ig ious spe cial ists,

Melanesian M issio n: i n Loyal ty Is. , 233-4,
23 7-8; i n Solomon Is. , 283-8; i n Vanuatu ,
2 5 7-8, 269-80
Mele, 2 5 6
Mer, 294
Mere Lava, 2 7 8 , 2 7 9
Mer iais, Joseph, 1 1 7
Me tho dism: i n Pacifi c Islands ge nerally, 34; i n
F ij i, 1 28-3 6, 1 3 8-48; i n New Gu i nea,

m i nisters, se cular au t hor i ty of, 3 1-3 2, 44, 48, 5 8 ,
7 2 , 96, 99, 1 07 , 1 29 , 1 4 2 , 1 56-7 , 1 7 8, 1 97 ,
204, 2 1 0, 2 1 1 , 2 2 1 , 288, 294, 2 9 7 , 3 1 0, 3 23
m i nisters, so cial and pol i t i cal role of, 5 1 , 6 1 ,
7 5-76, 8 2-83 , 9 7-99, 1 22-3 , 1 3 5-6, 1 56-7 ,
1 79, 1 94 , 202, 203-4, 2 1 1 , 2 2 5 , 229, 26 1 ,
2 7 9, 288, 296, 3 1 7 , 3 2 3 , 326
m i nisters, so cial or ig i ns of, 57, 7 2 , 1 28-9, 1 36,
142, 1 5 1 , 1 53 , 1 56 , 1 7 8 , 224, 2 5 2 , 2 53 , 320
m i nisters, superv isio n of, 43 , 74, 92-95 , 1 2 2 ,
1 3 5 , 1 47 , 1 7 7 , 2 1 0, 2 1 9, 228, 2 3 6 , 263 , 280,
296-7
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I ndex

m i nisters, teachi ngs of, 23 1 , 23 5, 284, 303
mi nistry, categories of: pio neer evangel ism and
overseas m issio nary work, 39, 42--44, 3 1 3 ,
3 1 5- 1 6; pastoral work, 3 6 , 4 7--48, 3 1 3 , 3 1 6,
3 28.

See also schools; lay m i nistr ies
See i ndige nisat io n of

mi nistry, i ndige nisat io n of.
mi nistry

mi nistry, i ndige nous ( i n P acifi c Islands) ,
historiograp hy of, 3 4-36, 4 3

Missio naries of t he Sacre d Heart (MSC ) : in
Kir ibat i , 2 1 5- 1 6; i n Marshall Islands, 22 1 ; in
New Gui nea, 306-8
Mitiaro, 62
Mitikiro, 72
Miwa, Willie , 309
Mo hulamu, James, 1 06
Moamoa, 88
Mokil, 2 2 7 , 2 29-30

mi nistry, mo dels of: from Europe, 3 2 , 3 3 , 88,

Momoivalu, S i m io ni, 306

See asce t i cs

3 1 9 , 3 2 5 ; from Britai n, 33, 39, 4 1 , 1 03 , 1 06,

mo nasti cism.

1 62-3 , 252; from France , 55, 1 26 ; from

Monatavai, Mosese , 1 3 7

North Amer i ca, 33

Mo ntmayeur, S imo n, 1 3 7

mi nistry, sele ct io n of candi dates for, 5 5 , 5 6 , 5 7 ,
320

Mo ntrouzier, Xav ier, 234
Moorea, 38, 58, 5 9 , 6 1 .

mi nistry, trai ni ng and formation of, Cat hol i c: in

P apetoai, Varar i

See also Afareaitu,

See Latter-day Sai nts

European history, 32; in Austral ia, 89, 1 1 0,

Mormons.

1 1 8, 1 1 9; i n Br itai n, 90, 1 23 ; i n France , 89,

Mortlock Islands, 2 2 7 , 230- 1

90, 1 1 7; i n Italy, 1 1 0, 1 1 1 , 1 1 9 , 1 7 1 ; in

Mose (of Samoa) , 83 , 249

Spai n, 90, 1 23 ; i n P h il ippi nes, 223; i n

Moses (of Marshall Is. ) , 2 1 8

Pacifi c ge nerally, 1 24-6, 3 2 1 -3 , 3 28; i n F ij i,

Moses and Zippora (of P o h npe i ) , 230- 1

1 3 7 ; in French P oly nesia, 5 2 , 53-54; i n

Mota, 2 74-9

Hawai'i, 1 86; i n Kiribat i , 2 1 5- 1 6; i n New

Mota Lava, 274, 2 7 7 , 2 7 8

Cale do nia and Loyalty Is. , 2 4 1 --4 ; in New

Motesito, 1 1 9

Gui nea, 307-8; in New Zealand, 1 70-1 ,

Moulton, James ( t he e l der ) , 1 04-5 , 1 08, 1 1 3

1 7 7; i n Samoa, 8 7-88; i n To nga, 1 09- 1 1 ; i n

Moulton, James ( t he you nger ) , 1 1 3

Wallis and Futu na, 89-90, 1 1 2 , 1 1 7-26

Mulu ntampos ( P aul) , 259

m i nistry, trai ni ng and format io n of, P rotestant:
in Br itain, 44-4 5 , 1 04-5 , 1 33 ; in I ndo nesia,

Murray, A.W. , 34, 82, 1 93 , 236, 250, 25 1
Murray Island, 297, 298-9

292; in U nite d States, 1 8 1 ; i n P acifi c

Murua, 306

ge nerally, 1 26, 3 2 1 -3 , 3 2 8; in Carol i ne Is. ,

Musuka, Konilio, 1 3 3

2 1 2- 1 3 , 2 1 4, 2 1 9-20, 2 2 7 , 228, 229-30,

Mutu, Teoti (George ) , 1 73

23 1 ; i n Cook Islands, 66-69, 23 7 ; in Fij i,
1 33-5 , 1 43-5 , 304; i n Hawai'i, 1 83 , 1 84,

Nairai, 1 39

1 88-9; i n Kir ibati, 2 1 2; i n Marshall Is. ,

Nakoai , 25 1 -2

2 1 8- 1 9; in New Cale do nia and Loyalty Is. ,

Nal imu, H . B . , 2 1 0

238, 240; in New Gui nea, 298-30 1 , 304,

Nalvatimi, 254

306; i n New Zealand, 1 60-2 , 1 64, 1 74-5 ,

Nama, 230

23 7-8, 269-7 2 , 283 ; in N iue, 1 93 ; o n

Namor ik, 2 1 8, 2 1 9

Norfolk Is., 2 7 1 -3 , 284, 285 ; i n Samoa,

Namuri, 2 5 3

83-8 5 , 86, 1 90, 1 92 , 1 93 , 1 98, 20 1 , 206,

Nane n, James, 258

23 7 , 2 5 5 ; in Solomon Is. , 285; i n To nga,

Nanpei, He nry, 2 2 7 , 229

1 04-5 ; i n Tah iti, Moorea and Leewar d Is.

Nanumaga, 20 1 , 203 , 206

(Fre nch P oly nesia) , 44--4 7 , 50, 5 6-5 7 ; i n

Nanumea, 203 , 206

Vanuatu, 2 5 2 , 254-5 , 263-5

Napar io, 49

m i nistry in h istory of C hristianity, 28-34
m issio nar ies, fore ign.

See

names of i ndiv i dual

missio nar ies and missio nary organisat io ns
m issio nar ies, P acifi c Islander.
categor ies of

See

m i nistry,

Napela, Jonathan, 1 86
Napo, Leo ne Tuala, 89
Nar cisse, 243
Nar cissus de los Santos, 224, 2 26-7 , 229
Nar i i , 5 0
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Island Ministers

' native age ncy' ,

34-3 5 , 42-43 , 47, 66 , 73, 84,

Ngati Porou, 1 50, 1 67

1 06, 1 3 5 , 1 5� 1 5 2 , 2 5� 25 1 , 3 1 3 . See a�o

Ngat i Raukawa, 1 5 1 , 1 65 , 1 67

i ndigenisatio n of m i nistry

Ngati Rua nu i , 1 5 1 , 1 54

Native Assistant M i nisters/M issio naries.
See ordi nation

Ngati Tipa, 1 68
Ngat i Toa, 1 5 1

Native M i nisters/M issio naries. See ordi nat io n

Ngati Tuwharetoa, 1 54

' native tea chers'. See m i nistry, categories of

N gati W hatua, 1 73

Nau, Sioel i, 1 1 2- 1 3 , 139

Ngat ik, 2 29

Naul ivou, Siuliasi, 1 2 8-9

Ngatikaro, 68, 72

Nauru, 208, 2 1 4, 2 1 6

Ngatimoar i, 68

Nau cuki di, Sa ilasa, 302

Nggela, 285, 287

Navukitu, Abraham, 1 3 1

Ngu na, 2 5 7 , 258, 259, 262, 266

Navarre, Lou is-A ndre, 307-8

N igot h, Joane, 245

Navuloa, 1 40, 1 44-5 , 1 4 7 , 304

N i h ill, W ill iam, 1 56 , 1 6 1 , 234

Nawaa, S.P.K. , 2 1 8

N iku nau, 2 1 1

N e hemia (of Cook Is. ) , 80

N imtiwa n, 253

Nelso n (New Zeala nd) , 1 73

N isbet, He nry, 248

Nemaia (of N iue ) , 1 92

N iuafo' ou, 1 03

Neme ia n, 2 5 3

N iuatoputapu, 1 03 , 1 06 , 1 1 2 , 1 23

Nera, W iremu, 1 5 1 , 1 5 8

N iue: P oly nesian m issio naries to, 6 5 , 1 90- 1 ;

Nettleto n, Joseph, 1 33-4
Neue ndettelsau M issio n, 308-9

m i nistry i n, 1 90-5 ; m issio naries from,
1 93-4 , 258, 293

New Brita i n a nd New Irela nd, 3 0 1 -5 , 306-7

N iutao, 2 0 1

New Cale do nia: P oly nesia n m issio naries to,

Nogar, J ames, 3 1 0

23 2-6; Loyalty Isla nder missionaries to,

No horaamotu, 5 6

244-6; m i nistry i n, 23 2-6, 240-6;

No nco nform ists, 45 , 82. S e e also D isse nters

missionaries from, 28 1 . See also Isle of P i nes;

No nouti , 2 1 5

Loyalty Is.
New Gui nea: Melanesian a nd P olynesian
missio naries to, 5 9 , 68, 1 40- 1 , 1 93-4, 238,

Norfolk Island, 2 7 1 -3 , 284, 285
Nort h P a cifi c M issio nary I nstitute, 1 89 , 2 1 2
Nort hla nd (New Zeala nd) , 1 73 , 1 74, 1 75 . See

292-7 , 3 0 1 -3 , 305-6, 308, 309- 1 0 ; m i nistry

also Bay of Isla nds; Hokianga; Kaipara;

i n, 29 1 -3 1 1 . See also Dobu; New Brita i n a nd

Kaitaia

N ew Irela nd; P apua ( wester n New Gui ne a ) ;

Nu i , 200, 202, 203 , 205 , 206

Torres Strait Is.

Nuku'alofa, 1 03 , 1 04

New Hebri des. See Va nuatu

Nukufetau, 20 1 , 205

New Zeala nd: m i nistry in Maori C hrist ianity,

Nukulaelae, 20 1

1 49-79; Maor i m issio naries from, 1 5 5-6;

Nuku no nu. See Tokelau

m i nistry tra i ni ng of P a cifi c Isla nders i n,

Numaga, 1 90

23 7-8 , 269-7 2 , 283 . See also names of

nu ns, 10, 1 2 1 , 2 4 1

i ndiv i dual iwi, distri cts a nd lo cal it ies

Nu'u, Esek ielu, 9 6

Newell, J ames, 9 7 , 205
Newto n, He nry, 3 1 0

Oahu , 1 84 , 1 85 . S e e also Honolulu

Nga P u h i , 1 49-5 1

Obe da, 70

Ngai Tahu, 1 5 1 , 1 53 , 1 60, 1 7 3 , 1 74

Obura, 65

Nga i Te Rang i , 1 53

O cean Isla nd. See

Ngakuku, 1 53

O h i nemutu, 1 78

Banaba

Ngamaru, 7 6

O hwa, 226, 22 7 , 229

Ngarop i, Ham iora, 1 69

Okota i, 7 1

Ngat i Haua, 1 53

Ollivaux, Alfre d, 1 22-3

Ngati Kahu ngu nu , 1 53 , 1 69 , 1 7 2 , 1 7 7

O neata, 1 28, 1 30
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240, 245-6

O no, 1 29, 1 3 1 , 1 3 2

parishes.

O notoa, 2 1 0, 2 1 1

chur ch

See mi nistry, categories of
See mi nisters
payment. See mi nisters, support of
pastoral work.

Opukahaia, 1 8 1
Opu nui, Daniel and Doreka, 1 85 , 2 23-4
or ders, religious.

See mi nisters, parti cipatio n in

stru ctures

Opeti nia and Opetaia, 230

See

co ngregatio ns, religious

or di natio n i n C hristian history, 3 1 , 33
or di natio n, or dai ne d mi nistry, Protestant: in
Pacifi c ge nerally, 3 1 8- 1 9, 327; i n Carol i ne

pastors.

P ate ne , Wiremu, 1 69

P atii, 2 5 , 38, 39, 40, 46
P ato n, Frank, 3 5 , 2 5 7 , 26 1 , 263 , 267

Is. , 2 24, 2 2 7 ; in Cook Is. , 74; in Fij i, 1 3 1 -3 ,

P ato n, J o h n, 253, 256, 264

1 40, 1 4 5 , 1 48; i n French P oly nesia, 4 1 , 49,

P atteson, J o h n, 234, 2 5 7 , 2 7 0-6, 2 7 8, 286

56; in Hawai'i, 1 83 , 1 84 ; in Kiribati, 2 1 0,

P aul (of Vanuatu ) , 259

2 1 1 , 2 1 3-4; in Loyalty Is. , 239; in Marshall

P aul Jeremiah, 89

Is. , 2 1 9 , 220, 22 1 ; i n New Gui nea, 299, 30 1 ,

P aulo (of Atiu ) , 7 2 , 7 7

302; i n New Zealand, 1 62-70, 1 7 2-3 ; i n

Paulo (of Upolu ) , 1 90-1

N iue, 1 94; i n Samoa, 92-94, 96; i n Solomo n

P ease , E dmu nd, 2 1 9, 220

Is. , 286-8; in Tokelau, 1 99; in To nga, 1 05-6,

P eau and P aia, 300

1 08, 1 1 3 ; in Tuvalu, 202, 206; in Vanuatu ,

P ele , 258

266-9, 2 75-8

P elio, Kimo, 1 00

or di nat ion, or dai ne d mi nistry, Cat holi c: in

P e ni (of Samoa) , 204

P acifi c ge nerally, 54, 1 24-6, 3 1 4 , 3 1 9, 3 2 2 ,

P e niamina (of N iue ) , 1 90-1

3 2 7 ; i n French P oly nesia, 53-5 4 ; i n Mariana

P e niami na (of Samoa) , 1 00

Is. , 223; in Samoa, 89-90; in To nga, 1 1 0-1 2;

P e nisimani, 1 00

in Wallis and Futu na, 1 1 6-26

P e nr hyn.

See

To ngareva

Orsmo nd, J o h n, 48, 49

P e nte cost (Vanuatu ) , 2 74, 2 7 7 , 2 8 1

Otago, 1 5 1 , 1 5 3 , 1 5 8, 1 73 , 1 74

P e nte costalism, 3 2 7

Otaki.

See Kapiti Coast

P etaia, 1 00

Ote ne, Ho hepa, 1 69

Peteleema, 8 7

Ovalau , 1 3 1 , 1 3 7

P e tuela, 3 06
P hilipp i nes: cate chists and pr iests from, 222-3 ,

P aama, 2 5 7

307; priestly formatio n of Pacifi c Islanders

P aea, Sione, 1 93 , 201

i n, 223

P ago P ago, 249

P hillips, C harles, 96

P ahewa, Hakaraia, 1 73

P i, 294

Pahewa, Matiaha, 1 73

P i cpus Fathers.

P akarati, N i colas, 5 2

See Co ngregatio n of the Sacre d

Hearts of Jesus and Mary

P ako, 1 1 6, 1 3 7

P ikikaa, 249

P alau, 23 1

P i ne , Keremeti, 1 7 1

P alazy, Frarn;ois, 234

P i ngelap, 2 2 7 , 228

P alomo, Jose , 223

P ir i , 294

P antutu n, Robert, 2 76-7 , 279

P irimo na, 1 59

P ao, 6 7 , 70, 233-4 , 23 8

P ita, 250

P aora, Hauraki, 1 73

P itman, C harles, 63-69, 73

P apahia, Ho ne, 1 73 , 1 78

P iula, 86

P apeete, 40, 46, 4 7 , 5 3 , 54, 5 5

P o he i no, 56

P ape hia, 40, 62, 63 , 64, 7 2

P ohio, Horomo na, 1 5 1 , 1 53 , 1 60

P apetoai, 39, 40, 5 6-5 7 , 5 8

P o h npe i: Hawaiian missio nar ies to, 2 25-6;

P apua ( P apua New Gui nea) .

See New Gui nea

P apua (western New Gui nea) , 29 1 -2

P aris Missio nary So ciety: in French P oly nesia,
5 5-6 1 ; in New Cale do nia and Loyalty Is. ,

mi nistry i n, 223, 2 2 5-30; missio naries from,
2 26-7 , 230- 1
P olglase , J o h n, 1 34
P omare (Samoan missio nary) , 2 5 0

Island M i nisters
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P omare, P aul (Maori teacher) , 1 56

Rarua,

P ompallier, Jean-Bap tiste, 1 5 5 , 1 70-1

Ratepa, 5 2

P o nape.

See

P o h npe i

299-300, 301

Rau, 264

P opoi na, 25 7

Rauma ti, 1 78

P orapora, 39, 1 02

Ravo no, Elimo tama, 302

P or t Moresby, 298-300

Rawai dra nu, Aisake, 1 33

P oupi nel, Vi ctor, 1 1 0, 1 1 1

Reboamo, 1 94

P ou tama, Te Mani hera, 1 54

Reef Islands, 2 8 5 , 287

P owell, T homas, 93

Reforme d C hurch (Fra nce ) , 5 5

P ra t t, George, 92-94, 98, 1 9 1

Re i d, Alexa nder, 1 62

pre a chi ng, 5 6 , 5 8 , 7 1 , 7 3 , 9 1 , 92, 1 03 , 1 1 1 , 1 36 ,

religious spe cialists, tra di tio nal: in world history,

1 4 1 , 202, 260 , 296, 3 1 0, 3 1 6

25-28; in P a cifi c ge nerally, 26-28; i n

P resby teria nism ( i n Va nua tu ) , 248-69
priests, C a t holi c, i ndige nous.
C a t holi c

See ordi na t io n,

priests, C hrist ian, i n history, 2 9 , 3 1 , 3 3 , 1 62-3
priests, tra di tio nal.
tra di tio nal

See religious spe cialists,

Caroline Is. , 2 2 4 , 2 2 5 ; i n Cook Islands, 7 5 ;
i n Fij i , 1 2 7 ; i n Fre nch P oly nesia, 3 7-3 8, 4 1 ,
5 1 ; i n Hawai'i, 1 80; i n K iriba ti, 208; i n
Maria na Is. , 2 2 2 ; i n Marshall Is. , 2 1 7 ; i n
New Cale do nia a nd Loyalty Is. , 236; i n New
Gui nea, 290- 1 ; in New Zeala nd, 1 5 7-8; i n

P ri t chard, George, 4 5-46, 48

N iue , 1 92 ; i n Samoa, 7 9 ; i n Solomo n Is. ,

prophe ts, i ndige nous C hristian, 1 60, 1 7 7-8

282-3 ; in Tokelau, 1 96 ; i n To nga, 1 06-7 ; i n

prophe ts, tra di tio nal.
tra di tio nal

See

religious spe cialists,

Tuvalu, 200; i n Vanua tu , 2 4 7-8; i n Wallis
a nd Fu tu na, 1 1 4- 1 5

P u , P a toromu, 1 74

religious spe cialists i n history of C hrist iani ty,

P uaaiki, 1 83

28-34

P ukapuka, 68, 7 1 , 7 5

Reorga nise d C hurch of Lat ter-day Sai nts.

P u na, 40

Sa nitos

P upu h i ( P opohe ) , 1 82

Rewa, 1 29 , 1 30, 1 3 7 , 1 3 8

Pura na, Bernard, 53

R he nish Missio n, 308-9

P u tairi, Mama Taira, 53-54

Ri chmond (Fij i ) , 1 44

See

Rima tara, 40, 5 0
Quee nsland Kanaka Missio n, 259.
Se a Eva ngeli cal M issio n

See also Sou t h

R i ngatu, 1 78
Ripahau, 1 5 1 , 1 66
Rober tso n, Hug h , 256, 260

Ra (Va nua tu ) , 2 76 , 2 7 7 , 2 78

Roma no, 1 5 5

Radawa, Solomo n, 1 3 1

Rome, priestly forma tio n i n, 1 1 0 , 1 1 1 , 1 1 9 , 1 7 1

Rafaele , 1 1 9 , 1 3 8

Ro ngoro ngo, 2 1 4

Raiatea, 38, 40, 42, 49, 56, 62, 63 , 79, 1 90, 293 ,

Rooney, Isaac, 1 4 1 , 302-4

316
Raijok, 220

Rotuma, 83 , 1 1 6, 1 30, 1 3 1 , 1 3 2-3 , 1 3 7 , 1 38, 1 4 1
Rouge, Fra nc;ois, 2 43

Raivavae, 40, 46

Rougeyron, P ierre, 240, 243

Raiwalui, P e ni, 302

Rougier, Emma nuel, 2 8 1

Raka hanga, 68, 72

Royle, He nry, 64, 7 4

Rake na, P iripi, 1 73 , 1 79

Ru, 76

Raki, 65

Ruapuke, 1 5 1 , 1 53

Ra nd, Fra nk, 2 2 7 , 2 2 9

Ruatoka a nd Tu nga ne, 68, 294, 2 9 5 , 2 96, 298

Rangi, 6 7 , 2 3 3

Rupe ( t he el der) , 67, 7 1

R a ngiaow hia, 1 7 1

Rupe ( t he you nger) , 7 1 , 7 6

R a ngi ha tuake, M i narapa, 1 5 4

Ruru tu , 4 0 , 5 0

Rapa, 40, 49
Raro to nga, 62-7 1 , 7 7
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2 5 1 , 2 5 7 , 269-7 3 , 283

Sa'aga, 85
Sacre d Heart M issio nar ies.
t he Sacre d Heart
Sadaraka.

See Missio nar ies of

See Mamae

St J o h n's College (Au ckland) : trai ni ng of Maor i,

Selwy n, J o h n, 276

See mi nistry,
See preach i ng

semi naries.
sermo ns.

traini ng of

Seru, Esala, 1 40

1 6 1 , 1 65 , 1 74; trai ni ng of Melanesians,

Seru, L ivai, 1 4 2

23 7-8 , 269-7 1 , 283

Setefa no, 2 4 5

St Louis (New Cale do nia) , 24 1 -4

Seventh-day A dve ntism, 6 0 , 7 7 , 1 0 1 , 1 48

St Mary's College (Au ckland) , 1 7 1

sexual offe nces.

St Step he n's School (Au ckland) , 1 6 1-2, 1 68

shamans.

Saipan, 223

Shortland Islands, 308

Sakaio (Samoan m issio nary to Tokelau ) , 1 9 7

Siaea, 302

Sakaio (Samoan m issio nary to Vanuatu and

Sio ne.

N iue ) , 1 9 1

See m i nisters, discipl i ni ng of
See re l ig ious spe cialists, traditio nal

See

Paea

Simeo na (of Samoa) , 249, 250

Sakaio ( Tuvaluan missio nary ) , 206

Simone (of Futu na) , 1 1 6

Sakelrau, E dwi n, 2 7 8

Siota, 285

Sak iej , 2 2 7

sisters.

Salamea, 83 , 249

Slade , Will iam, 1 43

Samoa: P oly nesian missio nar ies to, 4 1 , 65-66,

See

nu ns

Small, Arthur, 14 3

See

78, 79-8 1 , 96, 1 00 , 1 1 6; mi nistry i n,

smoki ng.

78- 1 0 1 , 3 1 9; missio nar ies from, 83 , 96-9 7 ,

Snow, Be njam i n, 2 1 8- 1 9, 2 24

1 90-1 , 2 1 0- 1 2, 23 2-7, 248-5 1 , 293 , 3 0 1 -3 ,

Soakai, Se levasio, 1 1 1

305-6, 308.

See also Au nu'u; Mano no;

Manu'a; Tutuila

Samuela (Samoan missio nary to N iue ) , 1 9 1

tobacco

So ciety Islands.

See French

Solomon Islands: F ij ian m issionaries to, 289;

Samuela (Samoan missio nary t o Vanuatu) , 249

mi nistry i n, 283-9 .

Samuela ( Tah it ian m issio nary) , 40

i ndiv i dual islands

San Cr istobal, 283 , 285 , 286

P oly nesia

So ciety of the Divine Wor d (SVD ) , 308

See also

names of

Solomo na (of N iue ) , 1 9 2 , 1 93 , 2 5 8

Sanitos, 60

Somosomo, 1 30 , 1 3 9

Santa Cruz Islands, 28 7

Soppi, 263

Santo, 2 5 7 , 2 5 8 , 262, 2 8 1

sor cerers, 28, 248, 3 26

Sapapal i'i, 78

Sorpapel, 1 40

Sapibuana, C harles, 2 8 5 , 287

Soso, 2 5 6

Saraw ia, George, 2 7 5-6, 279

South Sea A cademy, 44

Satowan, 230

South Sea Evangeli cal M issio n, 289

Satupa' itea, 86

Sout hland (New Zealand) , 1 53

Sau, 83

Spain, pr iestly formatio n of P acifi c Islanders i n,

Saula, 2 5 7
Savo, 286
schools: in P acifi c ge nerally, 3 1 6- 1 7; i n Cook

90, 1 23
Staley, T homas, 1 86
Stee l, Robert, 34, 263-4

Islands, 7 7 ; in F ij i, 1 39; in Kiribat i , 2 1 4; i n

Stewar t Island, 1 5 1

New G u i nea, 294, 295 , 303 , 304, 3 1 0; i n

Sturges, Albert, 226-8 , 230

New Zealand, 1 56 ; i n N iue, 1 94 ; i n Samoa,

Sumeo (Samoan missio nary to Kiribat i ) , 2 1 1

82, 9 1 -9 2 ; i n Solomo n Is. , 2 8 5 ; i n Tokelau,

Sumeo (Samoan missio nary to New Gu i nea) , 96

1 99; i n Tuvalu, 202; in Vanuatu, 252, 26 1 ,

superv isio n.

See m i nisters, superv isio n of
See mi nisters, mater ial support of

See also literacy
Scotland. See Br itai n

support.

Se , Tomasi, 1 43

Sy dney, pr iestly formation i n, 1 1 8

Sebastie n, 243

sy no ds.

28 1 .

Selwy n, George: i n New Zealand, 1 5 6-7 , 1 6 1 ,
1 63-7, 1 70, 1 7 1 ; i n Melanesia: 233-4, 23 7 ,

Suva, 1 3 8 , 1 48

See

m i nisters, parti cipat io n i n church

stru ctures
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Ta, 2 5 8

Taufa'ahau,

Taamo tu, 4 1 , 1 82

Taulani , 82

8 1 , 1 03 , 1 04, 1 1 1 , 1 1 2, 1 28

Taawao, 1 5 1

Taumata-a-kura, 1 50, 1 5 2 , 1 68

Tabi teuea, 2 1 0, 2 1 4

Ta'u nga (of Raro tonga) , 66, 69-70, 7 2 , 80,

Tabw ia, Timoteo, 2 1 4, 2 1 6

234-6

Tafe ta, 1 02

Taupo, 1 54

Tagalad, He nry, 2 7 6-7

Taura nga, 1 53

Ta haa, 50, 5 6 , 62

Tauri, 249

Ta haraa, 1 28

Tau te , 1 02 , 1 03

Tah i t i , 3 9-4 1 , 45-4 7 , 49, 5 1 , 5 3 , 5 5 -6 1 , 1 02 .

also French

P oly nesia; P apeete

See

Ta hu, M a t iu, 1 53 , 1 58
Tairi (Raro to nga n m issio nary to Nor t her n Cook
Is. ) , 67-68
Ta iri (Raro to ngan m issio nary to Va nua tu ) , 70

Tav i ni, 258
Tav i ta (of N iue ) , 1 92
Taylor, Horace, 2 1 3
Taylor, R i char d, 1 5 2 , 1 59, 1 60
Te A hu, R iwai, 1 56, 1 66-7
Te Arawa, 1 73

Ta i t imu, Hemi, 1 78

Te A t i Awa, 1 5 1 , 1 66

Ta i tua, Sioel i , 96

Te Au te College, 1 73 , 1 7 9

Takamoa: tra i ni ng of Cook Islanders, 66-69;

Te Herekau, He nare, 1 72

trai ni ng of o t her P a cifi c Islanders, 23 7, 256

Te Kahu, Tare Wetere, 1 53 , 1 60

Takelo, E l iesa, 1 3 2-3

Te Karari, P ir imona, 1 68

Takua, 1 96

Te Ka tera, Hare, 1 7 7

Tal ip, 253

Te Koo t i , 1 78

Tal taso, Jam ie, 2 5 9

Te Kuri, Hor i, 1 73 , 1 7 9

Tama i i , 5 8

Te Maar i , P iripi, 1 7 7

Tamak i.

See S t John's College

Te Mai haroa, 1 60

Tamana, 2 1 0, 2 1 1

Te Ma ire, Raw iri, 1 53 , 1 5 8, 1 60

Tama ta, Maros, 2 7 8

Te Ma nia, Raw iri, 1 53

Ta ngoa, 264-5

Te Moanaroa, Ho hua, 1 68, 1 7 1

Ta niela (Samoan m issio nary to Isle of P i nes) ,
232

Te Ngara, Eruera, 1 73
Te P aa, Wiki, 1 73

See also K a i ta ia

Ta niela (Samoa n m issio nary to Loyalty Is. ) , 233

Te Rarawa, 1 7 2 , 1 73 , 1 7 7 .

Ta niela (Samoan m issio nary to New Cale do nia) ,

Te Rato, W iremu Te Ko t i , 1 69

232

Te Rau Kah ikatea, 1 74

Ta nna, 247-50, 253-4, 2 5 7 , 259, 26 1 , 266, 269

Te Tauri, Wiremu, 1 5 1 , 1 5 4

Taoa, 56

Te Ua, 1 78

Tao i t i , 68

Te Wake , Heremia, 1 7 7

Tao nu i, Abraham, 1 5 3 , 1 60

tea chers.

Tara naki, 1 5 1 , 1 59

tea ch i ngs.

Tara toa, He nare, 1 56, 234

Teaoa, 7 4

Tarawa, 2 1 3

Teava, 66, 70, 80

See m i nistry, ca tegories of; schools
See m i nisters, tea ch i ngs of

Tarawh i t i , He ta, 1 68, 1 7 1

Te hema, T heop h ilo a nd Hele na, 5 3 , 7 7

Taremon, 2 1 4

Te hu iari'i, Tu te , 3 9 , 1 82

Tariliu, Lou is, 274

Te ikoroi .

Tari to nga ( P aul) , 259

Te i naore, 293

See Moses

Taro niara, Step he n, 286

Tekarake, Tekakahu, 60

Ta taio, 233

Terna, 202, 205

Ta takoto, 5 2

Tep i t , 2 2 7

Taua, 5 9 , 62, 1 82

Terao i, J o h n, 2 1 3- 1 4

Taufa, Auka, 96

Terawa t i , Be tero, 2 1 5

Taufa , Viliame, 302

Tere i, Tamuera, 7 2
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tertiaries, 24 1 -2

Tuauru, 232, 234-6

Teurua, 50

Tuava, 65

Tev iri, Stefa no, 2 8 1

Tubuai, 40, 44, 46, 60

T homas, John, 1 03 , 1 04

Tu ialaka, Salomone , 1 24

Thomso n, Robert, 4 7

Tu i teke, 206

T hree K i ngs, 1 62 , 1 69 , 1 74-5

Tu i t i , Atelemo, 1 1 9

T hursday Island, 3 07-8

Tukareaha, Marsde n, 1 5 5

Tiberio, 62, 63

Tupou College, 1 05 , 1 08, 1 1 3

Tiere, 62, 63

Tupua, 25 1

Tikanga Hou, 1 59

Turanga ( G isborne ) , 1 50, 1 5 7 , 1 62

Timoteo (Samoan tutor) , 85

Tur ner, George, 8 2 , 84, 248

Timoteo (Samoan m issio nary ) , 96

Tur ner, Nat haniel, 1 5 3

Timoteo ( Tokelauan m issio nary) , 1 98, 201

Tur ner, P e ter, 8 1

Tiramore hu, Mat iaha, 1 53 , 1 5 8

Tu tau , 234

Tiripo ne , 53-54

Tu tu, Hoani Ri, 1 69

Tiroi, Rataro, 2 1 5

Tu tu ila, 82, 99, 1 00.

tobacco, 22 1 , 239, 267

Tuvalu: P oly nesian m issio naries to, 20 1 -6;

Tofe , Joane , 90

See also Lepua,

P ago P ago

m i nistry i n, 20 1-7; m issio naries from, 206,

Togimamara, Ilaita, 303

300.

Tokelau Islands: P oly nesian m issio naries to, 9 7 ,

See also

names of i ndiv i dual islands

Tuvu niwai, Kelepi, 1 42

1 93 , 1 97-9; m i nistry i n, 1 96-9; m issionaries
from, 1 98.
Nuku no nu

See also Atafu; Fakaofo;

Uea, 1 90
Uele, 205

Toke ta, 1 8 1 -2

U h i nima, Salomo ne , 1 1 7

Tomaj , 2 2 7

U ikilifi, Vil iamu, 96

To nga: P oly nesian m issio nar ies to, 4 1 , 4 9 , 1 02 ,
1 09, 1 1 6 ; m i nistry i n, 1 02-1 3 , 1 46 ;
m issio naries from, 80-8 1 , 85-86, 1 03 , 1 08 ,
1 1 3 , 1 2 8-30, 1 3 8-9, 302-3 , 3 05-6.
Ha'apai; N iuafo'ou ; N iuatoputapu;

U i lamu, 86
Ulawa, 284, 2 8 7

See also

To ngatapu; Vava'u

Ulgau , Tom, 274
Ulu, 304
U nite d States: m i nistry trai ni ng of Pacifi c
Islanders i n, 1 8 1

To nga, Dav i d and Rachel, 1 05 , 1 1 2

Upa, 62-63

To nga, Free C hurch of, 1 1 2- 1 3

Upokomanu, 249

To nga College, 1 05 , 1 1 3

U reparapara, 2 7 8

To ngalulu, 256

U tre ch t M issio nary U nion (UZV ) , 29 1 -2

To ngareva, 68, 7 1-72, 7 3 , 7 5 , 77
To ngatapu, 1 02 , 1 03 , 1 09 .
To ngoa, 2 5 7 , 259

Uvea.

See also Nuku'alofa

To noas, 23 1

Vaasil i, 86

Torres Islands, 2 74, 2 7 7 , 2 7 8

Vaea, 8 7-88, 89

Torres Strai t Islands, 292-4, 298-9.
names of i ndiv i dual islands

See m i nistry,
translat ion. See B ible

trai ning.

See Wallis Island

Uvea (Loyal ty Is. ) , 233, 23 7-40, 243 , 245

See also

trai ni ng and formatio n of

Vage t, Will iam, 2 7 8-9
Yag i, 299-300, 3 0 1
Vahapata, 4 0 , 6 2
Vailah i, 1 93

Tuah i ne, 40, 3 1 6

Vaiofaga, 99

Tuaiva, 5 6

Vaitupu, 202, 204, 205

Tuamea, A t hanase , 5 2
Tuamotu Islands, 40, 5 2 , 5 9 , 6 0 .
Tatakoto
Tuangau , Haimona, 1 7 2

Vaka, 7Z

See also A naa,

Vakalorana, 258
Valeriano, 1 85
Vanua Lava, 2 7 5 , 2 7 7 , 2 7 8
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Vanuatu: P oly nes ian m i ssionaries to, 248-5 1 ,

Waria, 3 0 1

2 5 8 ; New Caledonian and Loyal ty Is.

Wari h i , He taraka, 1 73

m issionaries to, 258, 28 1 ; mi nistry i n,

Wate, Josep h, 288

248-8 1 .
Varari , 5 2

See also

names of i nd ividual islands

Waterhouse , J o h n, 1 04, 1 33
Waterhouse , Joseph, 1 3 5 , 1 45-7

Vatorata, 293 , 300- 1

Watki n, James , 1 1 2 , 1 5 1 , 1 53

Vava'u, 8 1 , 1 02 , 1 03 , 1 04 , 1 06

Wat t, W ill iam, 262

Vave , Mataiasi, 1 30

We i ni t h, 245

Vea, P aula, 1 30 , 1 3 2

Well i ng to n, 1 54 , 1 73 , 1 74

Ve nasio, 289

Weno, 23 1

Ve nn, He nry, 1 63-4, 1 68, 273, 3 1 3

Wesleyans.

Verata, 1 3 7

West, Thomas, 34, 1 03

Vernier, C harles, 5 8

Wetmore, Charles, 1 88

See Me t hod ists

Vernier, Frederic, 5 6 , 6 1

W hai ngaroa, 1 69

Vi, P i ta, 1 03 , 1 06 , 1 1 2

W hakangaue , P i ta, 1 54 , 1 5 6

Vidal, Jean, 1 3 7 , 1 3 8

W hi teley, John, 1 56

Vidil, Jean, 281

W hi tmee, Stephe n, 93 , 96, 202

Viomua, Tomasi, 1 3 8

W hi t ney, Joel, 2 1 8- 1 9

Vi tolio, 8 9 , 1 09

Williams, He nry, 1 50, 1 5 1 , 1 5 8

Viwa, 1 30, 1 33-4

W illiams, J o h n (LMS) , 40, 42-43 , 62-6 7 , 78-80,

Vulaga, 1 30, 1 4 1

83 , 1 90, 248, 3 1 6

Vuloaloa, P e tero, 1 3 8

Williams, J o h n (Me t hod ist ) , 1 3 8

Vu napope, 307

W illiams, Leo nard, 1 62

Vuria, Ol iver, 285

Williams, W illiam, 1 50, 1 5 2 , 1 55 , 1 5 7 , 1 5 8, 1 59 ,

Waaro, Wal ter, 284

W ilso n, Ce cil, 280

1 62 , 1 66-8, 1 76
Wadrokal, Mano, 238, 286-7

Wilso n, Francis , 1 04 , 1 06

Waere nga-a-h ika, 1 6 2 , 1 68

Wogale, Edward, 2 7 6-7

Waiapu, D io cese of, 1 67-8, 1 72 , 1 7 5-6.
Eas t Coast

See also

Wai h i t , 253
Waikanae .

wome n i n mi nistry: in his tory of Chris tiani ty, 3 2 ,
3 4 ; as teachers and wives of teachers and

See Kap i ti Coast

Waikato, 1 6 1 , 1 68, 1 69 , 1 7 1 , 1 74 , 1 7 7
Waikouai ti.

Wohlers, Johann, 15 5

See O tago

Waimalu, Stephe n, 1 84
Waimate, 1 53 , 1 6 1 .
Wairarapa, 1 69, 1 7 7

See also Bay of Islands

m i nisters, 4 1 , 84, 9 2 , 9 7 , 1 82 , 2 1 8, 220, 230,
23 7 , 260, 268, 2 7 8-9 , 295 , 3 1 7- 1 8, 3 2 7 ;
trai ni ng of, 45 , 6 9 , 84, 1 43 , 1 62 , 1 74, 1 84,
1 93 , 227, 238, 265 , 2 7 2 , 300, 3 1 8
Woser, Wal ter, 2 7 8
Wumra and Singo nga, 2 5 1

Wairik i, 1 29 , 1 3 7
Wairoa, 1 7 2

Yap, 23 1

Wai t i , Hone, 1 69, 1 7 3

Yaufa ti, 2 5 3

Wai t i , Karawini , 1 73

Yomo t and Navusia, 256, 2 5 8

Wai t i , Mate ne Ru ta, 1 73

Yule Island, 307-8

Wai toa, Ro ta, 1 65-6
Walkup, Alfred, 2 1 0, 2 1 2 , 2 1 4

Zekaria (of Rakahanga) , 68

Wall is, James, 86

Zekaria (of Raro to nga) , 6 7 , 233-4

Wallis Island and Futu na: P oly nesian

Zorababela, 1 02

m issio naries to, 1 1 5 ; m i nistry o n, 1 1 5-26;
missio naries from, 1 1 6.
Wanganui , 1 5 1
Wapae he, 240

F

oreign missionaries brought Christianity to the Pacific Islands, but in
the nineteenth century hundreds of indigenous Christian teachers,

evangelists, pastors and priests helped to spread the new religion across the
ocean and consolidate the church on every

island. Island Ministers

concentrates on uncovering the contribution of Pacific Islanders themselves
to this story. Presented in narrative form and moving across the Pacific from
east to west, the history follows the chronological movement of Christianity
across Poly nesia, Micronesia and Melanesia. Acknowledging the hidden
lives of the women who worked alongside their husbands in various forms
of Christian ministry, the narrative focuses with great humanity on the
stories of those indigenous men who worked in Pacific communities as
missionaries or pastoral carers and, where possible, uses their voices to tell of
their experiences. The author explores the extent to which the role of
minister in this almost universally Christian region is rooted in traditional
Pacific culture and society. This monograph makes an outstanding
contribution to the history of the Pacific Islands, and to the study of
Christianity more generally.
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